An information storage medium of this invention comprises a first representation object, and a first time map wherein playback management information which controls simultaneous reproduction of the first representation object and a second representation object in at least a specific period includes first reference information to refer to the first time map, the first time map includes second reference information to refer to second management information including first management information about the first representation object, the first management information includes third reference information to refer to the first representation object, the playback management information includes fourth reference information to refer to a second time map, and the second time map has a data structure including fifth reference information to refer to the second representation object.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Required functions</th>
<th>Problems of prior art</th>
<th>Solutions (technical device contents to solve problems)</th>
<th>New effects obtained as result of technical devices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Flexible and diversified powers of expression (PC window like) | Since user requests are of too greater variety such requests cannot be met by only custom-made like minor change of data structure in existing DVD-Video standards | Expression formats in PC world having versatility are adopted, and concept of timeline is newly introduced | 1) Make flexible and impressive reactions in response to user's actions  
   1.1) Make response by means of change in animation and image at the time of button selection or execution instruction  
   1.2) Make voice response at the time of button selection or execution instruction  
   1.3) Start execution operation at purposely delayed timing in response to user's execution instruction  
   1.4) Give voice answer to help (like PC)  
   1.5) Audibly and visually output how to use guide of menu, etc.  
2) Allow flexible switching processing for video information itself and its playback method  
   2.1) Switching presentation of audio information  
   2.2) Switching presentation of subtitle information (elop, subtitle, still picture icon, etc.)  
   2.3) Allow enlarged-scale presentation of subtitle according to user's favor  
   2.4) Allow user to mark subtitle and to issue subtitle execution command  
   2.5) Mark specific image part in synchronism with comment while director is making that comment  
3) Simultaneously present independent information to be superimposed on image during playback  
   3.1) Simultaneously present a plurality of pieces of video information by means of multi-windows  
   3.2) Allow to freely switch size of each of multi-windows  
   3.3) Simultaneously present prior audio message and after-recorded audio message by user  
   3.4) Simultaneously present scrolling text to be superimposed on video information  
   3.5) Simultaneously present graphic menus and figures (of select buttons, etc.) in flexible forms  
4) Allow easy search to video location to be seen  
   4.1) Conduct keyword (text) search of location to be seen using pull-down menu |

F I G. 2A
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Required functions</th>
<th>Problems of prior art</th>
<th>Solutions (technical device contents to solve problems)</th>
<th>New effects obtained as result of technical devices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Network action     | Disjunction between data structure specified by existing DVD-Video standards and network compatible window is too large | Homepage presentation format (XML and scripts) of Web which has good track record in window expression of network is adopted as basic part of data management structure, and video playback management format is adjusted to it | 5) Provide updating function of information on disc using network management information  
5.1) Automatic updating of object information and intra-disc management information  
5.2) Network downloading of how to use guide of menus  
5.3) Automatic notification of information to user  
5.4) Notification of OK/NG of update information presentation to user  
5.5) Manual update function by user  
6) Real-time online processing  
6.1) Switching or mixing processing to audio information downloaded via network upon video playback (commentary presentation by means of voice of movie director, etc.)  
6.2) Network shopping  
6.3) Interactive real-time video change  
7) Real-time information sharing with another user via network  
7.1) Simultaneously present specific window even for another user at remote place  
7.2) Play battle game or interactive game with another user at remote place  
7.3) Participate in chatting during video playback  
7.4) Transmit or receive message to or from fan club simultaneously with video playback |

FIG. 2B
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Required functions</th>
<th>Problems of prior art</th>
<th>Solutions (technical device contents to solve problems)</th>
<th>New effects obtained as result of technical devices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Easy processing of video related information and easy transmission of information after processing | New management data structure that can flexibly and easily cope with complicated information processing is needed | XML is adopted and concept of timeline is introduced | 8] Allow user to select and generate playlist and to transmit it  
8.1) Allow user to select or generate playlist  
8.2) Allow user to transmit playlist selected or generated by him or her to friend  
8.3) Allow to play back playlist selected or generated by user only on specific disc  
8.4) Allow user to also select collection of highlight scenes of video information  
8.5) Publish scrapbook that captures favorite frames in video information on Web  
8.6) Store and play back angles or scenes in multi-angles or multi-scenes selected by user |

| | | | 9] Allow user to append specific information associated with video information and to transmit result via network  
9.1) Allow user to add comment about video information, and to share it with another user on network  
9.2) Paste input image to character's face in video information  
9.3) Paste user information or experience information upon seeing video information onto image information  
9.4) Use user information in parental lock to impose automatic limitation on video information to be presented |

| | | | 10] Automatically save playback log information  
10.1) Provide automatic saving function of resume (playback pause) information  
10.2) Automatically save halfway information of game progress until previous time  
10.3) Automatically save previous playback environment (battle game environment with a plurality of users, etc.) |

FIG. 2C
Playlist manager PLMNG fetches latest playlist PLLST (with highest setting number) (see FIGS. 50 and 51)

Data-transfer specific contents (e.g., contents of secondary video set SCDVS) which takes time to be downloaded through network from network server NTSRV to persistent storage PRSTR based on latest playlist PLLST information

... Transfer time map STMAP in secondary video set simultaneously with secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB in case of data transfer of secondary video set SCDVS

... Transfer advanced element (e.g., still image IMAGE, effect audio EFTAD, font FONT) together with advanced navigation ADVNV in case of data transfer of advanced application ADAPL

... Transfer advanced element ADVEL (Font FONTS of advanced subtitle) together with advanced navigation ADVNV (manifest MNFS of advanced subtitle, markuo MRKUPS of advanced subtitle) in case of data transfer of advanced subtitle ADSBT (See FIGS. 11, 12, 13 and 25)

Change storage position information (src attribute information) in playlist PLLST in accordance with change in storage position of contents (source data) caused due to data transfer at S12

☆ Previously storing necessary contents in data cache from specified storage position in accordance with management information (playlist PLLST) at predetermined timing enables simultaneous playback/display of plurality of playback objects without interrupting playback objects without interrupting playback/display for user.

☆ Providing playback/display timing control information in management information (playlist PLLST, program) enables playback/display plurality of playback objects including moving pictures (including advanced application ADAPL or advanced subtitle ADSBT) without interruption
S14
Stores playlist PLLST changed at S13 in persistent storage PRSTR
... Set number larger than setting numbers of playlists PLLST stored
in information storage medium DISC, network server NTSRV and
persistent storage PRSTR to playlist file PLLST to be stored.
... Set (large number) so that setting numbers do not overlap in
expectation of future update of playlist PLLST in network server
NTSRV (see FIG. 51)

S15
Fetch management information (playlist PLLST) indicative of playback/
display procedure for a user

S16
Data-transfer necessary contents (e.g., playback/display object, index
information, navigation data, resource data or source data) from
predetermined storage position (SRC attribute information) based on
written contents of management information (playlist PLLST, program)
in accordance with predetermined timing (loading Begin attribute
information/PRLOAD or preload attribute information/PRLOAD)
... Transfer necessary contents to data cache STCCH
... Retrieval method of storage position or file name (data name) of
contents as data transfer target
  - Retrieve playlist PLLST and time map STMAP in secondary video
    set in this order in regard to secondary video set SCDVS
  - Make reference to SRC attribute information in network source
    element NTSELE in regard to storage position of contents stored
    in network server NTSRV
  - Make reference to application resource element APRELE, title
    resource element or SRC attribute information in application resource
    element APRELE in regard to advanced subtitle ADSET or
    advanced application ADAPL (including playlist associated advanced
    application PLAPL, title associated advanced application TTAAPL)
(See FIGS. 54, 55, 63, 66, 67, 79, 70 and 71)

S17
Simultaneously display plurality of playback/display objects at specified
position in screen based on information contents of management
information (playlist, program) in accordance with timing (titleTimeBegin/
TTSTTM or titleTimeEnd/TTEDTM) specified in management information
(See FIGS. 12, 13 and 25)
FIG. 4
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FIG. 8
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Presentation object</th>
<th>Data source</th>
<th>Data type</th>
<th>Player</th>
<th>Decoder</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary video set (PRMVS)</td>
<td>Disc (DISC)</td>
<td>Disc (DISC), persistent storage (RPSTR),</td>
<td>Primary video player (PRMVP)</td>
<td>Main video decoder (MVDEC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>file cache (FLCCH) or file cache (DTCHC)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Main audio decoder (MAPEC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(or data cache (DTCHC))</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sub video decoder (SVDEC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary video set (SCDVS)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Substitute audio video (SBTAV)</td>
<td>Secondary video player (SCDVP)</td>
<td>Sub audio decoder (SADEC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Substitute audio video (SBTAV)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sub-picture decoder (SPDEC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Substitute audio video (SBTAV)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Main audio decoder (MAPEC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced application (ADAPL)</td>
<td></td>
<td>File cache (FLCCH) or file cache (DTCHC)</td>
<td>Advanced application</td>
<td>Main video decoder (MVDEC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(or data cache (DTCHC))</td>
<td>presentation engine (AAPEN)</td>
<td>Main audio decoder (MAPEC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced subtitle player</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Advanced subtitle player</td>
<td>Sub video decoder (SVDEC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ASBPL)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(ASBPL)</td>
<td>Sub audio decoder (SADEC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature and point contents in this embodiment</td>
<td>Explanation of effect contents</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hierarchical structure of playlist PLSST and markup file MKUP, is provided as setting management information.</td>
<td>1) Extendability and flexibility of setting management information associated with layout, and sharing of identical description format is used.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both playlist PLSST and markup file MKUP are described using identical description format (XML).</td>
<td>2) Easy interpretation processing and sharing of management information can be attained since identical description format is used.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Playlist PLSST has media clock synchronized with the timeline XML and MKUP has page clock synchronized with setting based on timing, which can be independently set. These clocks can be changed in correspondence with execution of script file SCRUP.</td>
<td>When movie information is synchronized with timeline XML, and can be presented simultaneously with window which undergoes standard playback on application clock, thus greatly improving power of expression to user.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial layout on window of movie element (enhanced video object EVOB) is designated on playlist PLSST and attribute item element VABIM, and can be changed in correspondence with execution of script file SCRUP.</td>
<td>Since movie presentation region on user window can be arbitrarily set, power of expression to user can be greatly improved.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layout of presentation region (application region APPRGN) of advanced application ADAPL on window is designated in manifest file MNSST, and layouts for respective element in that region are designated on markup file MKUP</td>
<td>1) Since layout locations of respective elements of advanced application ADAPL are grouped by application region APPRGN, management by advanced application manager ADAMNG is facilitated. 2) Layout management with movie expression region (prevention of overlapping, etc.) is facilitated.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIG. 13A**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Point number</th>
<th>Feature and point contents in this embodiment</th>
<th>Explanation of effect contents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(5)</td>
<td>A plurality of markup files MRKUP can be set for one playlist PLLST.</td>
<td>Jump presentation among a plurality of markup pages MRKUP can be attained during presentation of single movie, thus improving power of expression to user.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6)</td>
<td>Jump among a plurality of markup pages MRKUP in single playlist PLLST is attained by executing script file SCRPT set in markup pages MRKUP.</td>
<td>Jump method among a plurality of markup pages MRKUP is greatly and flexibly implemented. Example: Jump between markup pages MRKUP, which does not take place immediately after user designates action, and takes place with delay in synchronism with movie presentation window can be set using script file SCRPT (see effect (1. 3) in FIG. 2A).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| (7)          | 1) A plurality of markup pages MRKUP to be jumped in single playlist PLLST is designated by a plurality of manifest files MNFST.  
  2) Designated markup files MRKUP are temporarily saved in file cache FLCC in advance. | Since markup page MRKUP information designated by manifest files MNFST can be saved in advance in file cache FLCC, jump among a plurality of markup pages can be attained at high speed, and such function can be easily used by user (favorable impression). |
| (8)          | Markup page MRKUP to be presented initially is designated from playlist PLLST via SRC attribute information of advanced application ADAPL and SRC attribute information of markup element MRKUP in manifest file MNFST. | Extendability about markup page MRKUP designation from playlist PLLST can be improved, and easy edit is assured. |

FIG. 13B
Main video MANVD and main audio MANAD of primary audio video PRMAV

Sub video SUBVD and sub audio SUBAD of primary video set PRMVS are used initially, and sub video SUBVD and sub audio SUBAD of secondary video set SCDVS are used after elapse of specific period of time

(main video MANVD and main audio MANAD of primary video set PRMVS may be used initially)

FIG. 15A
Necessity explanatory video information of detailed navigation

Main title 31 (Main video MANVD and main audio MANAD of primary audio video PRMAV)

Preview 41

Telop CM 43

Telop CM 43

Sub-picture SUBPT of primary video set is used initially, and advanced subtitle ADSBT is used after elapse of specific period of time

Sub video SUBVD and sub audio SUBAD of primary video set PRMVS are used initially, and sub video SUBVD and sub audio SUBAD of secondary video set SCDVS are used after elapse of specific period of time (main video MANVD and main audio MANAD of primary video set PRMVS may be used initially)

Necessity explanatory video information of detailed navigation

Preview 41

Main title 31 (Main video MANVD and main audio MANAD of primary audio video PRMAV)

(Independent window for commercial 32)

Homepage like

Help icon 33

(Icon presentation: still picture IMAGE of advanced application ADAPL, icon presentation: script file SCRPT of advanced application ADAPL; layout location and presentation timing settings are based on markup file MRKUP of advanced application ADAPL)

Point α

FIG. 15B
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clip element name (see FIG. 24)</th>
<th>Object name to be played back and used (see FIG. 10)</th>
<th>File name to be referred to as index upon playing back and using object (see FIG. 11)</th>
<th>Originally recorded location of object (see FIG. 14)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary audio video clip PRAVCP</td>
<td>Primary audio video PRMAV</td>
<td>Time map file PTMAP of primary video set</td>
<td>Information storage medium DISC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substitute audio video clip SBAVCP</td>
<td>Substitute audio video SBTAV (secondary video set SCDVS)</td>
<td>Time map file STMAP of secondary video set</td>
<td>Information storage medium DISC Persistent storage PRSTR Network server NTSRV File cache FLCCH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary audio video clip SCAVCP</td>
<td>Secondary audio video SCDAV (secondary video set SCDVS)</td>
<td>Time map file STMAP of secondary video set</td>
<td>Information storage medium DISC Persistent storage PRSTR Network server NTSRV File cache FLCCH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substitute audio clip SBADCP</td>
<td>Substitute audio SBTAD (secondary video set SCDVS)</td>
<td>Time map file STMAP of secondary video set</td>
<td>Information storage medium DISC Persistent storage PRSTR Network server NTSRV File cache FLCCH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced subtitle segment ADSTSG</td>
<td>Advanced subtitle ADSBT</td>
<td>Manifest file MNFSTS of advanced subtitle</td>
<td>File cache FLCCH [**]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application segment ADAPSG</td>
<td>Advanced application segment ADAPL</td>
<td>Manifest file MNFST of advanced application</td>
<td>File cache FLCCH [**]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Only playlist PLLST is recorded in information storage medium DISC, and various objects to be played back and used recorded in network server NTSRV or persistent storage PRSTR can be designated from playlist PLLST

** In information storage medium DISC or persistent storage PRSTR, source files in network server NTSRV must be temporarily saved in file cache FLCCH
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>URI scheme</th>
<th>Possible resource locations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>File</td>
<td>Disc (DISC), file cache (FLCCH), persistent storage (PRSTR) or data cache (DTCCH)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>http</td>
<td>HTTP server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>https</td>
<td>HTTPS server</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIG. 19**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>URI Path</th>
<th>Possible resource locations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>File:///dvddisc/</td>
<td>Disc (DISC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File:///filecache/</td>
<td>API managed area of file cache (FLCCH) or data cache (DTCCH) (in contemporary directory in file cache managed by advanced application)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File:///required/</td>
<td>The area of own content provider in required persistent storage (PRSTR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File:///additional/</td>
<td>The area of own content provider in additional persistent storage(s) (PRSTR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File:///common/required/</td>
<td>The common area in required persistent storage (PRSTR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File:///common/additional/</td>
<td>The common area in additional persistent storage(s) (PRSTR)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIG. 20**
<xml attribute information XMATRI/>
<playlist[name space definition information PLTGNM of playlist tag][playlist attribute information PLATRI]>
  Configuration information CONFG1
  Media attribute information MDATRI
  Title information TTINFO
</playlist>

*1 Configuration information CONFG1 is described at first position in playlist element PLLST
  ⇒ Setting of conditions (parameters) in system commonly used by playlist PLLST can be executed initially, and time required until start of playback upon activation can be shortened

*2 Media attribute information MDATRI and title information TTINFO are separately described
  ⇒ Different titles can share identical attribute information, and saving of description text volume and simple processing of parameter setting, etc. in decoder can be attained

*3 Media attribute information MDATRI is described before title information TTINFO
  ⇒ Since processing such as parameter setting, etc. in decoder is executed first, time required until start of playback upon activation can be shortened

FIG. 21
F I G. 22
* By describing title ID information TTIDI at first position in title element tag in title element information TTELEM,
  1) a plurality of pieces of title element information TTELEM can be described in title information TTINFO
     (respective pieces of title element information TTELEM are set as playback management information for different titles); 
     and
  2) each title element information TTELEM in title information TTINFO can be immediately identified by interpreting contents 
     of title ID information TTIDI described at first position in title element tag, and content determination processing in playlist 
     PLLST can be speeded up.

* Respective pieces of information which have related description contents in title element information TTELEM are grouped 
  together and are described at near positions. As group names, object mapping information OBMAPI, resource information 
  RESRCI, playback sequence information PLSQI, and track navigation information TRNAV are assigned. As a result, content 
  interpretation processing of playlist PLLST in playlist manager PLMNG can be simplified and speeded up.

FIG. 23A
<TitleSet
  timeBase=[frame rate (number of frames per sec) information FRMRT]
  * unit: fps (description example: "60 fps")
  tickBase=[frequency information TKBASE of tick clock used in markup page]
  * Frequency of page clock set for each markup page MRKUP and frequency of
    application clock set for each advanced application ADAPL match frequency of tick clock
  ** Frequency TKBASE of tick clock can be uniquely set independently of frequency of
    media clock on title timeline TMLE
  defaultLanguage=[menu language information DEFLNG in default state of title set]
>
* Media clock → title timeline TMLE = timeBase/FRMRT
  basic clock, Application clock → tick clock = tickBase/TKBASE

- FF, FR, and pause playback operations can be made
  on title timeline TMLE while playing back advanced
  application ADAPL at standard speed
- By greatly slowing down tickBase/TKBASE with respect
  to timeBase/FRMRT, load on advanced content
  playback unit ADVPL is reduced

* Set timeBase/FRMRT and tickBase/TKBASE are set in title set element
 ⇒ By adopting common setting in single title set, processing in advanced content
  playback unit ADVPL can be simplified

FIG. 23B
(a) <Title id="[title ID information TTID]
  [title attribute information TATRI]

Object mapping information OBMAPI
(including track number assignment information)

Resource information RESRCI

Playback sequence information PLSEQ

Track navigation information TRNAVI

Scheduled control information SCHECI

</Title>

(b) <Title

id = [title ID information TTID]

{titleNumber = [title number information TTNUM]

[type = [Advanced | Original | UserDefined][title type information TTYPE]

 selectable = [true | false][selectable attribute: response OK/NG attribute of
user operation]

timeBaseDivisor = [attenuation ratio of processing clock in advanced
application manager to application tick clock][TICKBD]

titleDuration = [time duration information TTDUR of entire title on title
timeline]

 parentalLevel = [parental level information]

 onEND = [number information of title to be presented after completion of
current title]

When this value is '0', cause information is set immediately after
completion of current title.

Default value is set to '0'

displayName = [title name information (text format) to be displayed by
information playback apparatus]

alternativeSDDisplayMode = [panscanOrLettbox | pscan | Lettbox]

[allowable display mode information SDDISP on
4:3 TV monitor]

description = [additional information (text format) associated with title]

xml:base = [file saving location URI description format XMBASE]

[corresponding to title element information]

(Description example:<Title id="Ampo" titleDuration = "80000">)

FIG. 24A
Explanatory view of internal structure of data access manager

Network server NTSRV

Persistent storage PRSTR

Information storage medium DISC

Data access manager DAMNG

Network manager NTMNG

Persistent storage manager PRMNG

Disc manager DKMNG

Navigation manager NVMNG

Data cache DTCCH

File cache FLCCH

Presentation engine PRSEN

Streaming buffer STRBUF

FIG. 26

Explanatory view of internal structure of data cache

Data access manager DAMNG

File cache FLCCH

Navigation manager NVMNG

Presentation engine PRSEN

FIG. 27
Explanatory view of internal structure of navigation manager

Navigation manager NVNMG

Parser PARSER

Data access manager DAMNG

File cache manager FLCMNG

Playlist manager PLMNG

Advanced application manager ADAMNG

Programming engine PRGEN

Declarative engine DECEN

Presentation engine PRSEN

AV renderer AVRND

User interface event UIEVT

User interface engine UIENG

Reference clock CLK

Remote control controller RMCCTR

Front panel controller FRPCTR

Game pad controller GMPCTR

Keyboard controller KBDCTR

Mouse controller MUSCTR

Cursor manager CRSMNG

Other events OTEVT

FIG. 28
State transition chart in advanced content player

- Playback state (PBKST)
- Pre-jump state (PRIJST)
- End processing of content (title) whose playback is underway
- Post-jump state (POJST)
- Loading processing of next content (title)
- Startup state (STUPST)
- Update state (UPDST)
- Stop state (STOPST)
- Suspend state (SPDST)
- Pause state (PSEST)
- Fast state (FASTST)
- Slow state (SLOWST)
- Forward state (FWDST)
- Reverse state (RV CST)

FIG. 29
Explanatory view of internal structure of presentation engine

Navigation manager NVMNG

Presentation engine PRSEN

Advanced application presentation engine AAPEN

Font rendering system FRDSTM

Pixel buffer PIXBUF

Advanced subtitle player ASBPL

Secondary video player SCDVP

Primary video player PRMVP

Decoder engine DCSEN

AV renderer AVGND

File cache FLCCH

(Data cache DTCCH)

Data access manager DAMNG

FIG. 30

Explanatory view of internal structure of advanced application presentation engine

Navigation manager NVMNG

Advanced application presentation engine AAPEN

Sound decoder SNDDEC

Graphics decoder GHCDEC

Layout manager LOMNG (including scaler SCALER and graphic surface GRPHSF)

Pixel buffer PIXBUF

Font rendering system FRDSTM

FIG. 31
Explanatory view of graphic process model in presentation engine

(1) File cache FLCCH (64 MB)
   (a) Decode and convert DECCVT
   (b) Font rendering FONTRN
   (c) Compression form CMPFRM
   ABC

(2) Pixel buffer PIXBUF
   Generate graphic surface GRPHSF (including scaling)
   (a) Alpha = 40%
   (b) ABC
   (c) Text information
   (d) ABC
   (e) Pixel image PIXIMG

(3) Graphic surface GRPHSF on graphic plane GRPHPL
   (a) Layout manager LOMNG
   (b) ABC

(4) AV renderer AVRND
   (a) ABC

FIG. 32
Explanatory view of internal structure of advanced subtitle player

- Navigation manager NVMNG
- Advanced subtitle player ASBPL
  - Parser PARSER
  - Declarative engine DECEN
  - Layout manager LOMNG
- Pixel buffer PIXBUF
- Font rendering system FRDSTM

FIG. 33

Explanatory view of internal structure of font rendering system

- Advanced application presentation engine AAPEN
- Font rendering system FRDSTM
  - Decoder DECDER
  - Font engine FONTEN
  - Rasterizer RSTRZ
  - Alpha map generation AMGRT
- Pixel buffer PIXBUF
- Advanced subtitle player ASBPL

FIG. 34
Explanatory view of respective frame layers on presentation screen

Upper plane

Aperture (graphic region)

Graphic plane

Sub-picture plane

Sub video plane

Main video plane

Lower plane

Cursor plane

Cursor image

Application region

Composite Aperture

Composite frame

Aperture APTR (graphic region)

Independent window for commercial

FIG. 39
Explanatory view of presentation model in graphic plane

Origin position of graphic region within canvas coordinate system

Canvas coordinate system CNVCRD

Application region APPRGN#3

Application region APPRGN#1

Application region APPRGN#2

Aperture APTR=graphic region

Graphic object position is designated by Intra-application region coordinate value

Intra-application region coordinates

Application region APPRGN is trimmed as effective region, and is presented on frame (or it is defined as Script setting range)

Although till picture (or script setting range) may be set to protrude from range of application region APPRGN bounded by rectangle, only portion included in range of application region APPRGN is trimmed as effective region, and is presented on frame (or it is defined as script setting range)

FIG. 40
Explanatory view of video composition model

Presentation engine PRSEN
- Advanced application presentation engine AAPEN
- Advanced subtitle player ASBPL
- Secondary video player SCDVP
- Chroma information CRMI
- Primary video player PRMVP

Decoder engine DCDEN
- Sub-picture decoder SPDEC
- Sub video decoder SVDEC
- Main video decoder MVDEC

Layout manager LOMNG (including scaler)

Scaler SCALER

Graph renderer GHRNEN
- Graphic plane GRPHPL (including alpha information)

Overlay controller OVLCTR

AV renderer AVRND
- Graphic plane GRPHPL
- Sub-picture plane SBPCPL (including alpha information)
- Frame rates can be uniquely set, respectively

Switch

Main video plane MNVDPL (including alpha information)

Overlay information OVLYI

Scale information SCALEI
Position information POSITI

Navigation manager NVMNG
Cursor manager CRSMNG
Cursor image CRSIMG
Position information POSITI

Video output

Sub video plane SBVDPL
(including no alpha information)

Sub video plane SBVDPL
(including alpha information)
Explanatory view of data supply model from network server and persistent storage memory

- Data access manager DAMNG
- Playlist file PLLST
- Advanced stream ADVST
- Advanced content ADVCT
- File cache FLCCH
- Streaming buffer STRBUF
- Advanced navigation ADVNAV
- Advanced content ADVCT
- Advanced element ADVEL
- Font FONT
- Advanced subtitle ADSBT
- Time map of secondary video set STMAP
- Secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB
- Navigation manager NVMNG
- Parser PARSER
- Playlist manager PLMNG
- Advanced application manager ADAMNG
- Programming engine PRGEN
- Declarative engine DECEEN
- File cache manager FLCMNG
- Presentation engine PRSEN
- Advanced application presentation engine AAPEN
- Font rendering system FRDSTM
- Advanced subtitle player ASBPL
- Secondary video player SCDVP
- Secondary video playback engine SVPBEN
- Demultiplexer DEMUX

FIG. 43
Explanatory view of user input handling model

Navigation manager NVMNG

Advanced navigation ADVNV

Parser PARSER

Declarative engine DECEN

Programming engine PRGEN

Advanced application script ADAPLS

Default event handler script DEVHSP

ECMA script processor ECMASP

User interface event UIEVT

User interface engine UIENG

User operation UOPE

Playlist manager PLMNG

Advanced application manager ADAMNG

Presentation engine PRSEN

Primary video player PRMVP

Decoder engine DCDEN

FIG. 44
List of user input events

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Virtual key code</th>
<th>Default input handler</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Instruction</th>
<th>Function overview</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VK_PLAY</td>
<td>playHandler</td>
<td>0x7a</td>
<td>Play normal speed</td>
<td>Normal speed playback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VK_PAUSE</td>
<td>pauseHandler</td>
<td>0x33</td>
<td>Pause ON/OFF playback</td>
<td>Pause/playback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VK_FF</td>
<td>fastForwardHandler</td>
<td>0x1c</td>
<td>Fast forward playback</td>
<td>Fast forward playback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VK_FF</td>
<td>slowReverseHandler</td>
<td>0x1d</td>
<td>Slow reverse playback</td>
<td>Slow reverse playback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VK_SR</td>
<td>slowForwardHandler</td>
<td>0x1f</td>
<td>Slow forward playback</td>
<td>Slow forward playback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VK_STEP_PREV</td>
<td>stepPreviousHandler</td>
<td>0x3b</td>
<td>Previous step backward</td>
<td>Return to previous step</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VK_STEP_NEXT</td>
<td>stepNextHandler</td>
<td>0x3c</td>
<td>Next step backward</td>
<td>Jump to next step</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VK_SKIP_PREV</td>
<td>skipPreviousHandler</td>
<td>0x3d</td>
<td>Change previous chapter</td>
<td>Play back previous chapter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VK_SKIP_NEXT</td>
<td>skipNextHandler</td>
<td>0x3e</td>
<td>Change next chapter</td>
<td>Play back next chapter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VK_SUBTITLE_SWITCH</td>
<td>switchSubtitleHandler</td>
<td>0x3f</td>
<td>Subtitle track ON/OFF</td>
<td>ON/OFF of presentation of subtitle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VK_SUBTITLE</td>
<td>changeSubtitleHandler</td>
<td>0x40</td>
<td>Change subtitle track</td>
<td>Change subtitle track</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VK_CC</td>
<td>showCaptionHandler</td>
<td>0x41</td>
<td>Show closed caption</td>
<td>Present closed caption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VK_ANGLE</td>
<td>changeAngleHandler</td>
<td>0x42</td>
<td>Change angle track</td>
<td>Switch angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VK_AUDIO</td>
<td>changeAudioHandler</td>
<td>0x43</td>
<td>Change audio track</td>
<td>Switch audio track</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VK_MENU</td>
<td>menu</td>
<td>0x44</td>
<td>Display menu</td>
<td>Present menu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VK_TOP_MENU</td>
<td>displayMenu</td>
<td>0x45</td>
<td>Display top menu</td>
<td>Present top menu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VK_BACK</td>
<td>return</td>
<td>0x46</td>
<td>Return</td>
<td>Return</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VK_RESUME</td>
<td>resumeReturn</td>
<td>0x47</td>
<td>Resume return</td>
<td>Return from menu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VK_LEFT</td>
<td>cursorLeft</td>
<td>0x48</td>
<td>Cursor left</td>
<td>Shift cursor to left</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VK_UP</td>
<td>cursorUp</td>
<td>0x49</td>
<td>Cursor up</td>
<td>Shift cursor upward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VK_RIGHT</td>
<td>cursorRight</td>
<td>0x4a</td>
<td>Cursor right</td>
<td>Shift cursor to right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VK_DOWN</td>
<td>cursorDown</td>
<td>0x4b</td>
<td>Cursor down</td>
<td>Shift cursor downward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VK_UPLEFT</td>
<td>cursorUpLeft</td>
<td>0x4c</td>
<td>Cursor up left</td>
<td>Shift cursor left up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VK_UPRIGHT</td>
<td>cursorUpRight</td>
<td>0x4d</td>
<td>Cursor up right</td>
<td>Shift cursor right up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VK_DOWNLEFT</td>
<td>cursorDownLeft</td>
<td>0x4e</td>
<td>Cursor down left</td>
<td>Shift cursor left down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VK_DOWNRIGHT</td>
<td>cursorDownRight</td>
<td>0x4f</td>
<td>Cursor down right</td>
<td>Shift cursor right down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VK_TAB</td>
<td>tab</td>
<td>0x50</td>
<td>Tab</td>
<td>Tab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VK_A BUTTON</td>
<td>aButton</td>
<td>0x51</td>
<td>A button</td>
<td>A button</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VK_B BUTTON</td>
<td>bButton</td>
<td>0x52</td>
<td>B button</td>
<td>B button</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VK_C BUTTON</td>
<td>cButton</td>
<td>0x53</td>
<td>C button</td>
<td>C button</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VK_D BUTTON</td>
<td>dButton</td>
<td>0x54</td>
<td>D button</td>
<td>D button</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VK_ENTER</td>
<td>ok</td>
<td>0x55</td>
<td>OK</td>
<td>OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VK_ESC</td>
<td>cancel</td>
<td>0x56</td>
<td>Cancel</td>
<td>Cancel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VK_0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0x00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VK_1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0x01</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VK_2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0x02</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VK_3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0x03</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VK_4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0x04</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VK_5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0x05</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VK_6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0x06</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VK_7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0x07</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VK_8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0x08</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VK_9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0x09</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VK_MOUSE_DOWN</td>
<td>mouse button down</td>
<td>0x01</td>
<td>Disable input of designated element</td>
<td>Disable input of designated element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(shift to non-frontmost plane)</td>
<td>(shift to non-frontmost plane)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VK_MOUSE_UP</td>
<td>mouse button up</td>
<td>0x02</td>
<td>Enable input of designated element</td>
<td>Enable input of designated element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(shift to frontmost plane)</td>
<td>(shift to frontmost plane)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### List of player parameters in this embodiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Contents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Player parameter</td>
<td>mainVersion</td>
<td>Integer part value of version number of corresponding specification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>minorVersion</td>
<td>Value below decimal point of version number of corresponding specification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VideoCapabilitySub</td>
<td>Use support of sub video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>audioCapabilityMain</td>
<td>Use support of main video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>audioCapabilitySub</td>
<td>Use support of sub audio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>audioCapabilityAnalog</td>
<td>Use support of analog audio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>audioCapabilityPCM</td>
<td>Use support of PCM audio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>audioCapabilitySPDIF</td>
<td>Use support of S/PDIF audio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>regionCode</td>
<td>Region code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>countryCode</td>
<td>Country code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>displayAspectRatio</td>
<td>Display of aspect ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>currentDisplayMode</td>
<td>Display mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>networkThroughput</td>
<td>Network throughput</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data cache</td>
<td>dataCacheSize</td>
<td>Data cache size</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIG. 46**

### List of profile parameters in this embodiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Contents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Profile parameter</td>
<td>parentalLevel</td>
<td>Parental level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>menuLanguage</td>
<td>Menu language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>initialAudioLanguage</td>
<td>Initial audio language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>initialSubtitleLanguage</td>
<td>Initial subtitle language</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIG. 47**
List of presentation parameters in this embodiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Contents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Playlist manager</td>
<td>playlist</td>
<td>Playlist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>titleId</td>
<td>Title ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>titleElapsedTime</td>
<td>Elapsed time on title timeline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>currentVideoTrack</td>
<td>Track number of main video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>currentAudioTrack</td>
<td>Track number of main audio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>currentSubtitleTrack</td>
<td>Track number of subtitle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>selectedAudioLanguage</td>
<td>Selected audio language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>selectedAudioLanguageExtension</td>
<td>Extension field of selected audio language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>selectedSubtitleLanguage</td>
<td>Selected subtitle language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>selectedSubtitleLanguageExtension</td>
<td>Extension field of selected subtitle language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>selectedApplicationGroup</td>
<td>Selected application group</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Audio mixing engine ADMXEN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Contents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>volumeL</td>
<td>Tone volume of left channel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>volumeR</td>
<td>Tone volume of right channel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>volumeC</td>
<td>Tone volume of center channel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>volumeLS</td>
<td>Tone volume of left surround channel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>volumeRS</td>
<td>Tone volume of right surround channel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>volumeLB</td>
<td>Tone volume of left behind channel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>volumeRB</td>
<td>Tone volume of right behind channel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>volumeLFE</td>
<td>Tone volume of sub woofer channel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mixSubXtoX</td>
<td>Sub audio down mix coefficient (percentages)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mixEffectXtoX</td>
<td>Sub effect audio down mix coefficient (percentages)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data cache DTCCH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Contents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>streamingBufferSize</td>
<td>Streaming buffer size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object</td>
<td>Property</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mainVideo.x</td>
<td>X-coordinate value of origin position of main video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mainVideo.y</td>
<td>Y-coordinate value of origin position of main video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mainVideoScaleNumerator</td>
<td>Numerator value of main video scaling value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mainVideoScaleDenominator</td>
<td>Denominator value of main video scaling value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mainVideoCrop.x</td>
<td>X-coordinate value of main video presentation area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mainVideoCrop.y</td>
<td>Y-coordinate value of main video presentation area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mainVideoCrop.width</td>
<td>Width of main video presentation area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mainVideoCrop.height</td>
<td>Height of main video presentation area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subVideo.x</td>
<td>X-coordinate value of origin position of sub video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subVideo.y</td>
<td>Y-coordinate value of origin position of sub video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subVideoScaleNumerator</td>
<td>Numerator value of sub video scaling value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subVideoScaleDenominator</td>
<td>Denominator value of sub video scaling value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subVideoCrop.x</td>
<td>X-coordinate value of sub video presentation area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subVideoCrop.y</td>
<td>Y-coordinate value of sub video presentation area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subVideoCrop.width</td>
<td>Width of sub video presentation area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subVideoCrop.height</td>
<td>Height of sub video presentation area</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIG. 49**
Detection of information storage medium DISC belonging to category 2 or category 3

S41 ~ Read display mode information in system parameter

S42 ~ Read provider ID, content ID and search flag in information storage medium DISC

S43 ~ Is search flag equal to "1b"?

S44 ~ Search playlist files PLLST existing under specified directory in all connected persistent storages PRSTR

S45 ~ Search playlist files PLLST existing under "ADV_OBJ" on information storage medium DISC

S46 ~ Play back information of playlist file PLLST having highest specified number in numbers set to playlist files PLLST

S47 ~ Change system configuration

S48 ~ Initialize object mapping and playback sequence along title timeline TMLE

S49 ~ Prepare playback of track to be played back first

S50 ~ Start playback of track to be played back first

S51 ~ End of playback?

FIG. 50
Detection of information storage medium DISC belonging to disc category 2 or category 3

S61: Play back information of playlist file PLLST having highest specified number in numbers set to playlist files PLLST

S62: Change system configuration

S63: Initialize object mapping and playback sequence along title timeline TMLE

S64: Prepare playback of title to be played back first

S65: Play back title

S66: Execute playlist file PLLST update processing

S67: New playlist file PLLST exists?

S69: Download playlist file PLLST

S70: This playlist file PLLST will be used next time?

S71: Store updated playlist file PLLST at specific directory in persistent storage PRSTR

S72: Occurrence of soft reset processing

S68: End of playback?

FIG. 51
Playlist PLLST
Start time TTSTTM on title timeline (titleTimeBegin)
End time TTEDTM on title timeline (titleTimeEnd)

Title timeline TMLE
Start position in enhanced video object data EVOB
VBSTTM [specified by presentation start time
PTS in video stream] (clipTimeBegin)

Primary audio video PRMAV,
secondary audio video SCDAV,
substitute audio video SBTAV
or substitute audio SBTAD

Entire playback period OBTPT of object data

TitleTimeBegin < TitleTimeEnd
TitleTimeEnd ≤ titleDuration
(See FIGs. 24A and 24B)

clipTimeBegin + titleTimeEnd - titleTimeBegin
≤ Entire playback period OBTPT of object data

Time map PTMAP of primary video set or
time map STMAP of secondary video set

Information storage medium DISC

Video title set information ADVTSI of
advanced contents

FIG. 53
"id-ID information" is equally written at top position of information written in each clip element tag in object mapping information OBMAP (see FIGS. 55 and 56). Not only plurality of clip elements of same type can be set in same object mapping information OBMAP (clip elements of same type can be identified based on "ID information"), but also identification of respective clip elements using playlist manager PLMNG (see FIG. 28) can be facilitated, thereby reducing time until start of playback in activation.

"description=additional information" is equally written at end position of information written in each clip element tag in object mapping information (see FIGS. 55 and 56). Retrieval of "additional information" for each clip element using playlist manager PLMNG (see FIG. 19) is facilitated.

"Information written in each clip element tag in object mapping information OBMAP is equally arranged in order of "timeBeginTime=", "titleTimeBegin=", "clipTimeBegin=", "startTime=", " TTSTTM on title timeline". "timeEndTime=", "titleTimeEnd=", "clipTimeEnd=", " TTEDTM on title timeline" irrespective of type of clip element tag.

Retrieval of relevant information in each clip element using playlist manager PLMNG (see FIG. 28) can be facilitated and speeded up.
Figure 55A
(c) <SubstituteAudioVideoClip
  id=ID information SBADID
  dataSource=(Disc | P-Storage | Network | FileCache):
    [Data source DTSORC in which playback/display object is recorded]
  titleTimeBegin=[Start time TTSTTM on title timeline]
  clipTimeBegin=[Start time VBSTTM in enhanced video object data EVOB
    [specified by presentation start time PTS in video stream]]
  titleTimeEnd=[End time TTEDTM on title timeline]
  src=[Index information file storage position SRCTMP of playback/display object to be referred]
  URI (uniform resource identifier)
  *) indicating time map file PTMAP storage position of secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB
  preload=[Time PRLOAD on title timeline at which fetching of playback/display object is started]
  sync=(hard | none) [Synchronization attribute information SYNCAT of playback/display object]
  noCache=(true | false) [No-cache information NOCACH]
  *) If "true", Cache-Control header and Pragma header must be included in GET request message of HTTP
  description=[Additional information (text format) concerning substitute audio video clip]

(d) <SubstituteAudioClip
  id=ID information SBADID
  dataSource=(Disc | P-Storage | Network | FileCache):
    [Data source DTSORC in which playback/display object is recorded]
  titleTimeBegin=[Start time TTSTTM on title timeline]
  clipTimeBegin=[Start position VBSTTM in enhanced video object data EVOB [specified by presentation start time PTS in video stream]]
  titleTimeEnd=[End time TTEDTM on title timeline]
  src=[Index information file storage position SRCTMP of playback/display object to be referred]
  URI (uniform resource identifier)
  *) indicating time map file PTMAP storage position of secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB
  preload=[Time PRLOAD on title timeline at which fetching of playback/display object is started]
  sync=(hard | soft) [Synchronization attribute information SYNCAT of playback/display object]
  noCache=(true | false) [No-cache information NOCACH]
  *) If "true", Cache-Control header and Pragma header must be included in GET request message of HTTP
  description=[Additional information (text format) concerning substitute audio clip]
(a) <Title id=[ID information TTID of title][attribute information TTATRI of title]>
Object mapping information OBMAPI
(including track number assignment information)
Resource information RESRCI
Playback sequence information PLSQI
Track navigation information TRNAVI
Scheduled control information SCHECI
</Title>

(b) <PrimaryAudioVideoClip [ID information PRAVID]>
    [Attribute information PRATRI of primary audio video clip element]>
    Main video element MANVD
    Main audio element MANAD
    Track number assignment
    {Subtitle element SBTELE
    Sub video element SUBVD
    Sub audio element SUBAD
</PrimaryAudioVideoClip>
Substitute audio video clip element SBAVCP
<SubstituteAudioVideoClip [ID information SGAVID]>
    [Attribute information SVATRI of substitute audio video clip element]>
    Network source element NTSELE
    Main video element MANVD
    Main audio element MANAD
</SubstituteAudioVideoClip>
Substitute audio clip element SBADCP
<SubstituteAudioClip [ID information SBADID]>
    [Attribute information SAATRI of substitute audio clip element]>
    Network source element NTSELE
    Main audio element MANAD
</SubstituteAudioClip>
Secondary audio video clip element SCAVCP
<SecondaryAudioVideoClip [ID information SCAVID]>
    [Attribute information SCATRI of secondary audio video clip element]>
    Network source element NTSELE
    Track number assignment
    {Sub video element SUBVD
    Sub audio element SUBAD
</SecondaryAudioVideoClip>
Advanced subtitle element ADSTSG
<AdvancedSubtitleSegment [ID information ADSTID]>
    [Attribute information SCATRI of advanced subtitle segment element]>
    Subtitle element SBTELE
    Application resource element APRELE
</AdvancedSubtitleSegment>
Application segment element APILSG
<ApplicationSegment [ID information APPLID] [Attribute information APATRI of application segment element]>
    Application resource element APRELE
</ApplicationSegment>
Set default language of title to English

Advanced application ADAPL #1.en (English)
Advanced application ADAPL #1.fr (French)
Advanced application ADAPL #1.ja (Japanese)

Attribute (index number) information of application block APBLAT=1
(appblock="1")

Advanced application ADAPL #2.en (English)
Advanced application ADAPL #2.fr (French)
Advanced application ADAPL #2.ja (Japanese)
Advanced application ADAPL #2.ch (Chinese)

Attribute (index number) information of application block APBLAT=2
(appblock="2")

Advanced application ADAPL #4.en (English)
Advanced application ADAPL #4.ja (Japanese)

Attribute (index number) information of application block APBLAT=4
(appblock="4")

FIG. 57
(a)  

```xml
<Title id="[ID information TTID of title][attribute information TTATRI of title]">
  
  Object mapping information OBMAPI
  
  (including track number assignment information)------------------------->
  
  Resource information RESRCI
  
  Playback sequence information PLSQI
  
  Track navigation information TRNAVI
  
  Scheduled control information SCHECI

</Title>
```

FIG. 59A
Primary audio video clip element PRAVCP

Track number assignment

Substitute audio video clip element SBAVCP

Substitute audio clip element SBADCP

Secondary audio video clip element SCAVCP

Track number assignment

Advanced subtitle element ADSTSG

Application segment element APPLSG

Application resource element APRELE

FIG. 59B
Information in each element tag shown in (c) to (g) equally has the following characteristics irrespective of type of element tag:

1. "track=[Track number TRCKAT]" is written (arranged) first (to facilitate identification of track number for each element tag).
2. "description=[Additional information]" is written (arranged) last (equalization of arrangement with information in each clip element shown in FIGS. 54 to 56 can be achieved).
3. Meanwhile, "mediaAttr=[Index number MDATNM of corresponding media attribute element in media attribute information]" is written (arranged).
4. "streamNumber=[Stream number]" or "angleNumber=[Angle number ANGLNM selected in interleaved block compatible with multi-angle]" is written (arranged) between "track=" and "mediaAttr=".

⇒ Retrieval of relevant information in each element tag by playlist manager PLMNG (see FIG. 28) can be facilitated and speeded up.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Track</th>
<th>Presentation object</th>
<th>Elementary stream/data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Main video element MANVD</td>
<td>Main video track MVTRK</td>
<td>Primary audio video PRMAV</td>
<td>Main video stream MANVD (Main video pack VM_PCK in primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Substitute audio video SBTAV</td>
<td>Main video stream MANVD (Main video pack VM_PCK in secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main audio element MANAD</td>
<td>Main audio track MATRK</td>
<td>Primary audio video PRMAV</td>
<td>Main audio stream MANAD (Main audio pack AM_PCK in primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Substitute audio SBTAD</td>
<td>Main audio stream MANAD (Main audio pack AM_PCK in secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Substitute audio video SBTAV</td>
<td>Main audio stream MANAD (Main audio pack AM_PCK in secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtitle element SBTELE</td>
<td>Subtitle track SBTRK</td>
<td>Primary audio video PRMAV</td>
<td>Sub-picture stream SUBPT (Sub-picture pack SP_PCK in primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Advanced subtitle ADSBT</td>
<td>Advanced subtitle ADSBT (Markup file MRKUPS of advanced subtitle)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub video element SUBVD</td>
<td>Sub video track SVTRK</td>
<td>Primary audio video PRMAV</td>
<td>Sub video stream SUBVD (Sub video pack VS_PCK in primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Secondary audio video SCDAV</td>
<td>Sub video stream SUBVD (Sub video pack VS_PCK in secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub audio element SUBAD</td>
<td>Sub audio track SATRK</td>
<td>Primary audio video PRMAV</td>
<td>Sub audio stream SUBAD (Sub audio pack AS_PCK in primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Secondary audio video SCDAV</td>
<td>Sub audio stream SUBAD (Sub audio pack AS_PCK in secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIG. 60**
(a)

<Title id=[ID information TTID #2 of title] [title attribute information TTATTR]>
  Object mapping information OBMAP
  Resource information RESRC
  Playback sequence information PLSQ
  Track navigation information TRNAV
  Scheduled control information SCHEC
</Title>
Primary audio video clip element PRAVCP
<PrimaryAudioVideoClip[ID information PRAVID]
  [Attribute information PRATRI of primary audio video clip element]>
  Main video element MANVD
  Main audio element MANAD
  Subtitle element SBTELE
</PrimaryAudioVideoClip>

Substitute audio clip element SBADCP
<SubstituteAudioClip[ID information SBADID]
  [Attribute information SAATRI of substitute audio clip element]>
  Main audio element MANAD
</SubstituteAudioClip>

Advanced subtitle segment element ADSTSG
<AdvancedSubtitleSegment[ID information ADSTID]
  [Attribute information ADATRI of advanced subtitle segment element]>
  Subtitle element SBTELE
</AdvancedSubtitleSegment>

FIG. 61B
FIG. 61C
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Track</th>
<th>Attribution name</th>
<th>Written contents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Video track element VDTRK</td>
<td>Main video track MVTRK</td>
<td>track</td>
<td>Video track number VDTKNM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>selectable</td>
<td>Flag USIFLG indicating whether user selection is enabled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>description</td>
<td>Additional information (text format) concerning video track</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio track element ADTRK</td>
<td>Main audio track MATRK and sub audio track SATRK</td>
<td>track</td>
<td>Audio track number ADTKNM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>selectable</td>
<td>Flag USIFLG indicating whether user selection is enabled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Langcode</td>
<td>Audio language code and audio language code extension descriptor ADLCEX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>description</td>
<td>Additional information (text format) concerning audio track</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtitle track element SBTREL</td>
<td>Subtitle track SBTRKRK</td>
<td>track</td>
<td>Subtitle track number STTKNKM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>selectable</td>
<td>Flag USIFLG indicating whether user selection is enabled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Langcode</td>
<td>Subtitle language code and subtitle language code extension descriptor STLCEX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>forced</td>
<td>Flag FRCFLG indicating forced screen output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>description</td>
<td>Additional information (text format) concerning subtitle track</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIG. 62B**
As shown in example of FIG. 84(a), in another application example different from a method by which audio track number ADTKNM of main audio track MATRK and audio track number ADTKNM of sub audio track SATRK are set without overlapping and track navigation information TRNAVI is utilized to select one of main audio track MATRK and sub audio track SATRK, target track in FIG. 62B(d) is main audio track MATRK alone (sub audio track SATRK is not target of track navigation information TRNAVI). In this case, when user uses track navigation information TRNAVI to select specific main audio track MATRK, sub audio track SATRK to be played back/displayed is also automatically selected in accordance with this selection result.

FIG. 62C
<NetworkSource
    src=[Storage position SRCNTS of network source corresponding to allowable minimum value of network throughput]
    URI (uniform resource identifier)
)*) When set in secondary audio video clip element SCAVCP, substitute audio video clip element SBAVCP or
    substitute audio clip element SBADCP, time map file STMAP storage position of secondary enhanced video
    object data S-EVOB is specified. When set in application resource element APRELE or title resource element,
    storage position of file (e.g., manifest file MNFST, markup file MRKUP, script file SCRPT, still image file IMAGE,
    effect audio file EFTAD or font file FONT) to be loaded into file cache FLCCH is specified.
  
  networkThroughput=[Allowable minimum value information NTTRPT of network throughput]
)*) Indicating minimum value allowed as network system in relation to network throughput (data transfer rate)
    when downloading network source (data or file) from storage position specified in src attribute information
    SRCNTS (display unit: 1000 bps).

FIG. 63B
<ApplicationResource
  src=[Storage position SRCDTC of data or file to be downloaded into data cache]
  URI (uniform resource identifier)
  size=[Size information DTLSZ of data or file to be loaded into data cache]
  *) represented in positive value in bytes
  priority=[Priority information PRIORT with respect to removal of corresponding resource
  *) Priority information when removing corresponding resource which is not referred from title or
  currently executed advanced application from data cache DTCCH
  **) Integral value from 0 to $2^{31}-1$ is written (removal is performed from resource having higher value)
  multiplexed=(true | false)[Multiplexed attribute information MLTPLX]
  *) In case of "true", stored data is loaded from advanced pack ADV_PCK in primary enhanced video
  object P_EVOB during loading period LOADPE on title timeline. In case of "false", stored data must
  be preloaded from original storage position SRCDTC (specified URI)
  loadingBegin=[Period PRLOAD on title timeline at which fetching (loading) of target resource is started]
  *) Written in form of "HH:MM:SS:FF"
  noCache=(true | false)[No cache information NOCACHE]
  *) If "true", Cach-Control header and Pragma header must be included in GET request message
  of HTTP.
  description=[Additional information (text format) concerning application resource element]
>
Network source element NTSELE
</ApplicationResource>

FIG. 63C
LOADPE

READY

N-EXST

LOADPE

READY

N-EXST

LOADPE

READY

N-EXST

FIG. 64A
<Contents of technical ingenuity for displaying/executing various playback/display objects as expected in accordance with progress of title timeline TMLE>

1. Scheme capable of guaranteeing start of display or execution in accordance with progress of title timeline TMLE

*1 Advanced application ADAPL, advanced subtitle ADSET and part of secondary video set SCDVS are temporarily stored in data cache DTCCH in advance, and data temporarily stored in the data cache DTCCH is used to perform display or execution processing for user (see FIG. 25)

*2 Name of data or file to be temporarily stored in data cache in advance and its original storage position information are written in src attribute information (source attribute information) in playlist PLLST (in various clip elements, network source element NTSELE, application resource element APRELE, title resource element, playlist application resource element PLRELE) (see FIG. 83)

...Data or file to be temporarily stored in data cache DTCCH in advance and its access destination can be recognized

*3 Timing of starting loading into data cache DTCCH in advance is specified by "time PRLOAD (loadingBegin attribute or preload attribute) on title timeline at which fetching (loading) of target resource begins" in playlist PLLST (in clip element, application resource element APRELE or title resource element) (see FIGS. 65A-65D, 54A-55B, 63A-63C and 66A-66C)

*4 Information which can select data or file optimum for loading is written in playlist PLLST (network source element NTSELE) in accordance with network environment of information recording and playback apparatus 1 (see FIGS. 67 and 68)

2. Scheme of countermeasure when previous loading into data cache DTCCH cannot be performed in time

*5 Countermeasure according to playback/display object is specified in "synchronization attribute information SYNAT (sync attribute information) in playlist PLLST (in clip element or in segment element) is specified (see FIGS. 54A-56B)

⊂ In case of sync="hard" (hard synchronization attribute), progress of title timeline TMLE is stopped until loading is completed, and moving image is paused

⊂ In case of sync="soft" (soft synchronization attribute), progress of title timeline TMLE is continued, and playback is started after completion of loading (in retard of display start time TTSTTM/titleTimeBegin specified on title timeline TMLE)
Start time TTSTTM on title timeline

Active period APACPE of advanced application

Advanced application ADAPL #1

Loading period LOADPE

Start time TTSTTM on title timeline

Advanced application ADAPL #2

End time TTEDTM on title timeline

Title timeline TMLE

Non-exist period N-EXST to remove data from file cache

Loading period LOADPE

Used period USEDTM

Ready period READY

Used period USEDTM

Available period AVBLE to store advanced application data in file cache

Used period/USEDTM > ready period READY > available period AVBLE to store advanced application data in file cache > loading period LOADPE > non-exist period N-EXST to remove data from file cache

FIG. 65C
(a)  
```xml
<?xml attribute information XMATTR?>
<playlist xmlns:playlist="" playlist attribute information PLATRI">
  Configuration information CONFGI
  Media attribute information MDATRI
  Title information TTINFO
</playlist>
```

(b)  
```xml
<TitleSet>
  First play title element information FPTELE
  <Title id="[ID information TTID #1 of title][title attribute information TTATRI]">
    Title element information TTELEM #1 concerning title #1
  </Title>
  <Title id="[ID information TTID #2 of title][title attribute information TTATRI]">
    Title element information TTELEM #2 concerning title #2
  </Title>
  ...
  Playlist application element information PLAELE
</TitleSet>
```

(c)  
```xml
<Title id="[ID information TTID #2 of title][title attribute information TTATRI]">
  Object mapping information OBMAPI
  (Including track number assignment information)
  Resource information RESRCI
  Playback sequence information PLSQI
  Track navigation information TRNAVI
  Scheduled control information SCHECI
</Title>
```

**FIG. 66A**
<TitleResource>
  src = [Storage position SRCDTC of data or file to be downloaded into data cache]
  URI (uniform resource identifier)
  size = [Size information DTFLSZ of data or file to be loaded into data cache]
  *) Represented in positive value in bytes
  titleTimeBegin = [Start time TTSTTM on title timeline of corresponding resource]
  *) Written in form of "HH:MM:SS:FF"
  titleTimeEnd = [End time TTEDTM on title timeline of corresponding resource]
  *) Written in form of "HH:MM:SS:FF"
  priority = [Priority information PRIORT with respect to removal of corresponding resource]
  *) Priority information when corresponding resource which is not referred by title or currently executed advanced application is removed from data cache
  **) Write integral value from 0 to 2^{31}-1 (removal is performed from resource having higher value)
  multiplexed = [true | false] [Multiplexed attribute information MLTPLX]
  *) If "true", stored data is loaded from advanced pack ADV_PCK in primary enhanced video object P-EVOB during loading period LOADPE on title timeline. If "false", preloading must be performed from original storage position SRCDTC (specified URI).
  loadingBegin = [Time PRLOAD on title timeline at which fetching (loading) of target resource begins]
  *) Written in form of "HH:MM:SS:FF"
  noCache = [true | false] [No-cache information NOCACH]
  *) If "true", Cach-Control header and Pragma header must be included in GET request message of HTTP
  description = [Additional information (text format) concerning title resource element]
</TitleResource>

Network source element NTSELE

FIG. 66B
<NetworkSource
    src="[Storage position SRCNTS of network source corresponding to allowable minimum value of network throughput]
    URI (uniform resource identifier)

*) When set in secondary audio video clip element SCAVCP, substitute audio video clip element SBAVCP or
substitute audio clip element SBADCP, storage position of time map file STMAP of secondary enhanced video
object data S-EVOB is specified. When set in application resource element APRELE or title resource element,
storage position of file (e.g., manifest file MNFST, markup file MRKUP, script file SCRPT, still image file IMAGE,
effect audio file EFTAD or font file FONT) to be loaded into file cache FLCCH is specified.

networkThroughput = [Allowable minimum value information NTTRPT of network throughput]

*) Indicating minimum value allowed as network system in relation to network throughput (data transfer rate) when
network source (data or file) is downloaded from storage position specified in src attribute information SRCNTS
(indicated unit: 1000 bps)

FIG. 66C
(1) Data to be downloaded, or data concerning file, or storage position (or access destination) of file and network throughput minimum value are represented in management information (playlist file PLLST).
(2) Data or file to be downloaded is selected in accordance with network environment.

FIG. 67
S101～Start initialization of advanced content playback unit ADVPL

S102～Input network environment information by user

S103～Store expected network throughput value in network throughput section (see FIG. 46) in player parameter based on result of S102

S104～Complete initialization of advanced content playback unit ADVPL

S105～Start playback of advanced contents ADVCV

S106～Read playlist file PLLST information

S107～Extract network source element NTSELE in which network throughput minimum value NTTRPT being closest to network throughput value stored at S103 and having value not greater than this value is written

S108～Access network source storage position SRCNTS written in network source element NTSELE extracted at S107

S109～Download source data or source file (index file and object file or element file) from access destination set at S108 and store it in data cache DTCCH

S110～Use data or file stored in data cache DTCCH to perform playback/display for user

S111～End of playback of advanced contents ADVCV

FIG. 68
(a)

```xml
<?xml [xml attribute information XMATRI]?>

<playlist [Name space definition information PLTGNM of playlist tag] [playlist attribute information PLATRI]>

Configuration information CONFGI

Media attribute information MDATRI

Title information TTINFO

</playlist>
```

(b)

```xml
>TitleSet [Title set attribute information TTSTAT]>

First play title element information FPTELE

<Title>
Title element information concerning title #1 TTELEM
</Title>

<Title>
Title element information concerning title #2 TTELEM
</Title>

...

Playlist application element information PLAELY

</TitleSet>
```

**FIG. 69A**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of resource to be temporarily stored in file cache FLCH</th>
<th>Playlist application resource PLAPRS</th>
<th>Playlist application resource APAPRS</th>
<th>Title resource TTTRSRC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contents of various resources</td>
<td>Resource shared by plurality of advanced applications ADAPL including playlist PLAPL and title associated advanced application TTTRSRC between titles. Playlist associated advanced application PLAPL between different titles.</td>
<td>Resource element SSRES (PlaylistResource element)</td>
<td>Title resource element TRES (TitleResource element)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage period of target resource in file cache FLCH</td>
<td>Playlist element PLELE (PlaylistApplicationResource element)</td>
<td>When first played the FRPLTT is downloaded during playback. The FRPLTT for first play title FRPLTT is downloaded during playback. If played after first, it is stored in file cache FLCH.</td>
<td>Playlist element PLELE (PlaylistApplicationResource element)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect obtained by setting</td>
<td>Display for user can be continuously performed even in period of transition between different titles. Since loading of plurality of titles requires approximately as much time as playback of first title FRPLTT, display switching can be constrained at high speed.</td>
<td>Continuous display in same target title is possible. When FRPLTT is unnecessary FRPLTT is not loaded. Display for user can be continuously performed even in period of transition between different titles. Since loading of plurality of titles requires approximately as much time as playback of first title FRPLTT, display switching can be constrained at high speed.</td>
<td>File cache FLCH can be effectively used. Since necessary memory size of file cache FLCH can be reduced, apparatus becomes inexpensive.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(a) Title
Title timeline TMLE
Playback/display status of primary video set PRMVS
Playback/display status of playlist associated advanced application PLAPL
Resource storage status in file cache FLCH
Loading period LOADPE
Playlist application resource PLAPRS

(b) Playlist application resource PLPRS

(c) Path A

(d) Path B/path C
Primary enhanced video object P-EVOB
※Advanced pack ADV_PCK is multiplexed in primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB (see FIG. 69B(d)).
(Multiplexed attribute information MLTPLX:multiplied="false")

(e) Information storage medium DISC

FIG. 73A
※1 Loading of playlist application resource PLAPRS into file cache FLCCH is completed in playback of first play title FRPLTT
   ⇒ Display/execution of playlist associated advanced application PLAPL when starting playback of arbitrary title other than first play title FRPLTT

※2 Multiplexed attribute information MLTPLX is arranged (written) in playlist application resource element PLRELE
   ⇒ Preliminary preparation of demultiplexer DEMUX in primary video player is possible ⇒ reduction in loading time LOADPE

※3 Restriction conditions (e.g., number of video tracks = number of audio tracks = 1) for first play title FRPLTT are set

※4 Storage position of playlist application resource PLRSFL is set outside network server NTSRV

⇒ Completion of loading in playback period of first play title FRPLTT is guaranteed

FIG. 73B
(a)

```xml
<?xml xml attribute information XMATRI?>

<playlist> Name space definition information PLTGNM of playlist tag playlist attribute information PLATRI>

Configuration information CONFGI

Media attribute information MDATRI

Title information TTINFO

</playlist>
```

(b)

```xml
<TitleSet> Title set attribute information TTSTAT>

First play title element information FPTELEE

<Title> Title element information TTELEM #1 concerning title #1
</Title>

<Title> Title element information TTELEM #2 concerning title #2
</Title>

Playlist application element information PLAELF

</TitleSet>
```

※ First play title element information FPTELE is arranged at top position in title information TTINFO ⇒ reduction in time taken before start of playback of first play title FRPLTT

**FIG. 74A**
<FirstPlayTitle
    titleDuration = [Time length information TTDUR of entire title on title timeline]
    alternativeSDDisplayMode = (panscanOrLetterbox | panscan | letterbox)
    [Allowed display mode information SDDISP in 4:3 TV monitor]
    xml:base = [Storage position FPTXML of main (basic) resource used in first play title element]
    URI (uniform resource identifier)
>
Primary audio video clip element PRAVCP
    <PrimaryAudioVideoClip[ID information PRAVID]
    [Attribute information PRATRI of primary audio video clip element]>
    ...;
    </PrimaryAudioVideoClip>

Substitute audio video clip element SBAVCP
    <SubstituteAudioVideoClip[ID information SBAVID]
    [Attribute information PRATRI of substitute audio video clip element]>
    ...;
    </SubstituteAudioVideoClip>
</FirstPlayTitle>

FIG. 74B
<?xml attribute information XMATTRi?>

(a) <playlist[Name space definition information PLTGNM of playlist tag][playlist attribute information PLATTRi]>

Configuration information CONFGI

Media attribute information MDATTRi

Title information TTINFO

</playlist>

(b) <TitleSet[Title set attribute information TTSTATi]>

First play title element information FPTELE

<Title id=[Title ID information TTID #1][title attribute information TTATRI]>

Title element information TTELEM #1 concerning title #1

</Title>

<Title id=[Title ID information TTID #2][title attribute information TTATRI]>

Title element information TTELEM #2 concerning title #2

</Title>

...

Playlist application element information PLAELE

</TitleSet>

(c) <Title id=[Title ID information TTID #2][title attribute information TTATRI]>

Object mapping information OSMAPI

(Including track number assignment information)

Resource information RESRCI

Playback sequence information PLSQI

Track navigation information TRNAVI

Scheduled control information SCHECI

</Title>

FIG. 75A
FIG. 75B
(a) Example of time setting on title timeline

Primary video set PRMVS

Advanced application ADAPL#1
Advanced application ADAPL#2
Advanced application ADAPL#3

FIG. 76A
(b) Example of display picture at T0

Main title
(Main video MANVD in primary video set PRMVS)

(c) Example of display picture at T1

Main title (still state)
(Main video MANVD in primary video set PRMVS)

(d) Characteristics of pause-at element function

- Tick clock (page clock or application clock) indicative of display timing of advanced subtitle ADSBT, advanced application ADAPL, playlist associated advanced application PLAPL or title associated advanced application TTAPL is not synchronized with media clock corresponding to progress on title timeline TMLE.
- When pause is specified by API command, shifting of stop frame occurs due to delay of API command processing.

1. Display timings of both clocks can be synchronized by pause-at element PAUSEL in scheduled control information SCHEC.
2. Accurate pause position can be specified in frames (fields).

FIG. 76B
(c) Explanatory view of data configuration in font file FONTS of advanced subtitle in this embodiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advanced subtitle general information SBT_GI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subtitle search pointer FTLN_SRPT#1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtitle search pointer FTLN_SRPT#2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtitle search pointer FTLN_SRPT#n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtitle information FONTDT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Font file ID information FTFLID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Font language attribute information FTLANG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total subtitle line number information FTLN_Ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First subtitle line information start address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(relative byte number) FTLN_SA#1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First subtitle information data size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(byte number) FTLN_SZ#1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second subtitle information start address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(relative byte number) FTLN_SA#2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second subtitle information data size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(byte number) FTLN_SZ#2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First subtitle information FTLNDT#1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second subtitle information FTLNDT#2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nth subtitle information FTLNDT#n</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(d) Characteristics of event element function

- Tick clock (page clock or application clock) indicative of display timing of advanced subtitle ADSBT, advanced application ADAPL, playlist associated advanced application PLAPL or title associated advanced application TTAPL is not synchronized with media clock corresponding to progress of title timeline TMLE.

- Display timings of both clocks can be achieved by event element EVNTEL in scheduled control information SChECI.
Temporarily store font file FONTS of advanced subtitle ADSBT in file cache FLCH

Initialize line number counter of display target subtitle as _i=0_

S123 Valid period of advanced subtitle ADSBT is within VALPRD?
Yes

S126 Time on title timeline TMLE has reached time TITLE (titleTime) specified by even element EVNTEL?
No

S127 Subtitle information FTLNNDT to be displayed has been already input in advanced subtitle player ASBPL (see FIG. 30)?
No

Yes

S128 Output subtitle information FTLNNDT to be displayed to AV renderer AVRND (see FIG. 30)

Yes

S129 Read data of size of FTLN_SA _i_ from position shifted from top position by FTLN_SA _i_ in font file FONTS of advanced subtitle ADSBT temporarily stored in file cache FLCH in accordance with value of line number counter "i", and transfer read data to advanced subtitle player ASBPL

No

S125 Execute data removal FLREM from file cache

No

S124 Time on title timeline TMLE is behind valid period VALPRD of advanced subtitle ADSBT?
Yes

FIG. 78
(a)

```xml
<?xml[xml attribute information XMATRI]?>

<playlist[Name space definition information PLTGNM of playlist tag]
[playlist attribute information PLATRI]>

  Configuration information CONFGI

  Media attribute information MDATRI

  Title information TTINFO

</playlist>
```

(b)

```xml
<MediaAttributeList>
  Audio attribute item element AABITM
  Video attribute item element VABITM
  Sub-picture attribute information SPAITM
</MediaAttributeList>
```

FIG. 79A
<AudioAttributeItem
    index = [Media index number information INDEX]
codec = [Audio compression code information ADCDC]
sampleRate = [Audio stream sampling frequency ADSRPT]
sampleDepth = [Sample depth information or quantization bit number SPDPT]
channels = [Audio channel number information ADNCNL]
bitrate = [Data bit rate (data transfer rate) information DTBTRT]
/>

<VideAttributeItem
    index = [Media index number information INDEX]
codec = [Video compression code information VDCDC]
sampleAspectRatio = (16:9 | 4:3) [Aspect ratio information ASPRT]
horizontalResolution = [Horizontal resolution attribute information HZTRL]
verticalResolution = [Vertical resolution attribute information VTCRL]
encodedFrameRate = [Frame rate attribute information VENFRRT in display for user]
sourceFrameRate = [Source frame rate attribute information SOFRRT]
bitrate = [Data bit rate (data transfer rate) information DTBTRT]
activeAreaX1 = [X coordinate value APARX1 at upper left end position of video display screen in aperture]
activeAreaY1 = [Y coordinate value APARY1 at upper left end position of video display screen in aperture]
activeAreaX2 = [X coordinate value APARX2 at lower right end position of video display screen in aperture]
activeAreaY2 = [Y coordinate value APARY2 at lower right end position of video display screen in aperture]
/>

<SubpictureAttributeItem
    index = [Media index number information INDEX]
codec = [Sub-picture compression code information SPCDC]
/>
FIG. 80

(a)  
<playlist>
  <!-- xml attribute information XMATRI -->
  <playlist attribute information PLATRI>
    <!-- Playlist tag 
    Configuration information CONFGI
    Media attribute information MDATRI
    Title information TTINFO
  </playlist>

(b)  
<Configuration>
  <StreamingBuffer size=[Streaming buffer size STBFSZ which must be set in advance] (Unit: K bytes (1024 bytes)) />
  <Aperture size=(1920×1080 | 1280×720) [Aperture size information APTRSZ] />
  <MainVideoDefaultColor color=[Outer frame color attribute information COLAT with respect to main video] />
  <NetworkTimeout timeout=[Timeout setting information NTCNTO at time of network connection] (Unit: ms) />
  <StrBuf element STRBUF>
  <Aperture element APTR>
  <Main video default color element MVDFCL>
  <Network timeout element NTTMOT>
</Configuration>
<Apprication>
  id=[Application element ID information MNAPID]
  xml:base=[Corresponding element base URI information MNFURI]
  <Region>
    Region element RGNELE
    Script element SCRELE
    Markup element MRKLE
    Resource element RESELE#1
    Resource element RESELE#2
  </Region>
  <Script>
    id=[Script element ID information SCRTID]
    src=[Storage position SRCSCR of script file which is used first]
    URI (uniform resource identifier)
  </Script>
  <Markup>
    id=[Markup element ID information MARKID]
    src=[Storage position SRCMRK of markup file which is used first]
    URI (uniform resource identifier)
  </Markup>
  <Resource>
    id=[Resource element ID information RESRID]
    src=[Corresponding resource storage position SRCRSC]
    URI (uniform resource identifier)
  </Resource>
</Apprication>
(a) List of elements with/without ID information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elements with ID information</th>
<th>Elements without ID information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elements which are often referred by API command</td>
<td>Elements which are rarely referred by API command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title element TTELEM</td>
<td>Streaming buffer element STRBUF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Playlist application element PLAEELE</td>
<td>Aperture element APTR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary audio video clip element PRAVCP</td>
<td>Main video default color element MVDFCL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary audio video clip element SCAVCP</td>
<td>Network timeout element NTTMOT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substitute audio video clip element SBAVCP</td>
<td>Video attribute item element VABITM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substitute audio clip element ASBADCP</td>
<td>Audio attribute item element AABITM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced subtitle segment element ADSTSG</td>
<td>Sub-picture attribute item element SPAITM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application segment element APPLSG</td>
<td>First play title element FPTELE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chapter element</td>
<td>Title set element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pause-at element PAUSEL</td>
<td>Main video element MANVD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event element EVNTEL</td>
<td>Main audio element MANAD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Example of utilization of ID information by API command

©Title ID information TTID (see FIG. 24A(b)) is specified by API command to execute processing of transition between titles.
©Chapter element ID information CHPTID (see FIG. 24B(d)) is specified by API command to execute control access to specific chapter.

(c) Points of ID information setting

1) ID information is set at top position of element which is referred by API command relatively often. (Specific element is referred from API command by using ID information)
   --API command processing is facilitated.
   --Since ID information is arranged at top position of each element, retrieval of ID information is facilitated.

2) "ID information" rather than "number" is utilized to identify each element.
   --Change processing in updating playlist is facilitated
   (In case of "number", processing of shifting number is required in updating playlist)

FIG. 82
FIG. 85
FIG. 87
FIG. 88

(a) Enhanced video object type EVOB_TY
   Enhanced video object main video attribute information EVOB_VM_ATR
   Enhanced video object sub-video attribute information EVOB_VS_ATR
   Enhanced video object sub-video LUMA value EVOB_VS_LUMA
   Reserved area RESRV
   Number of enhanced video object main video audio streams EVOB_AMST_Ns
   Enhanced video object main audio stream attribute table EVOB_AMST_ATRT
   Enhanced video object audio stream down mix coefficient table EVOB_DM_COEFTS
   Number of enhanced video object sub-audio streams EVOB_ASST_Ns
   Enhanced video object sub-audio stream attribute table EVOB_ASST_ATRT
   Reserved area RESRV

(b) Time map general information TMAP_GI
   Time map information search pointer TMAPI_SRPM
   Time map information TMAPI
   Enhanced video object attribute information EVOB_ATR

(c) Time map identifier TMAP_ID
   Time map ending address TMAP_EA
   Reserved area RESRV
   Time map version number TMAP_VERN
   Time map attribute information TMAP_ATXR
   Reserved area RESRV
   Time map information number information TMAP_Ns
   ILVUI starting address ILVUI_SA
   Enhanced video object attribute information starting address EVOB_ATR_SA
   Reserved area RESRV
   Video title set information file name VTSF_NAME
   Reserved area RESRV
   Enhanced video object file name EVOB_FNAME
   Reserved area RESRV

(d) Time unit entry TU_ENT#1
   :  
   Time unit entry TU_ENT#
(a) Data structure of secondary enhanced video object including video streams

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Secondary video set enhanced video object unit</th>
<th>Secondary video set enhanced video object unit</th>
<th>Secondary video set enhanced video object unit</th>
<th>Secondary video set enhanced video object unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S-EVOBU#1</td>
<td>S-EVOBU#2</td>
<td>S-EVOBU#3</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or</td>
<td>or</td>
<td>or</td>
<td>or</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(B) Data structure of secondary enhanced video object not including a video stream

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Secondary video set time unit</th>
<th>Secondary video set time unit</th>
<th>Secondary video set time unit</th>
<th>Secondary video set time unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STUNIT#1</td>
<td>STUNIT#2</td>
<td>STUNIT#3</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NV, PK</td>
<td>NV, PK</td>
<td>NV, PK</td>
<td>NV, PK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or</td>
<td>or</td>
<td>or</td>
<td>or</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIG. 89
(a) Characteristic of the embodiment concerning content information CONTNT

- Specific element (XML descriptive sentence) can be set as content information CONTNT
- When a specific element (XML descriptive sentence) has been set as content information CONTNT, the element set as content information CONTNT is called "child element" and the element including the content information CONTNT is called "parent element."

Combining parent element attribute information and child element attribute information makes it possible to realize various functions efficiently

(b) Characteristic of the embodiment concerning required attribute information RQATRI

- In specific element (XML descriptive sentence), display or execution timing on the time axis is set on the basis of required attribute information RQATRI
- begin attribute information = beginning time MUSTTM of execution (or display) period, dur attribute information = time interval MUDRTM of execution (or display) period, and attribute information = ending time MUENTM of execution (or display) period, and others

It is possible to perform control along the time axis which was not found in a conventional mark up page MRKUP (such as appearance or disappearance in the middle of processing or the start or end of execution in the middle of processing)

(c) Basic data structure of an element (XML descriptive sentence)

(d) Characteristic of the embodiment concerning optional attribute information OPATRI

- Optional attribute information STNSAT defined in a style name space can be used (or set) as optional attribute information OPATRI in many elements (XML descriptive sentences)

Display and representation methods (or formats) in a mark up page MRKUP can be set on the basis of arbitrary attribute information STNSAT defined in a style name space and a wide variety of options are prepared as the attribute information STNSAT

The power of expression in the mark up page MRKUP is improved remarkably as compared with a conventional equivalent

(e) List of content model information usable in the embodiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vocabulary</th>
<th>Characters written in content model information</th>
<th>Element name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>area</td>
<td>Area element</td>
<td>AREAB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>body</td>
<td>Body element</td>
<td>BODY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>br</td>
<td>Br element</td>
<td>BRED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>button</td>
<td>Button element</td>
<td>BUTNB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>div</td>
<td>Div element</td>
<td>DNEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>head</td>
<td>Head element</td>
<td>HEDN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>include</td>
<td>Include element</td>
<td>INCL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>input</td>
<td>Input element</td>
<td>INPT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meta</td>
<td>Meta element</td>
<td>META</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>object</td>
<td>Object element</td>
<td>OBTN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>P element</td>
<td>PRGB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>param</td>
<td>Param element</td>
<td>PRMB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>root</td>
<td>Root element</td>
<td>ROST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>span</td>
<td>Span element</td>
<td>SPAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>style</td>
<td>Style element</td>
<td>STNG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>animate</td>
<td>Animate element</td>
<td>ANIM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cue</td>
<td>Cue element</td>
<td>CUEE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>event</td>
<td>Event element</td>
<td>EVNET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>defn</td>
<td>Defn element</td>
<td>DEFN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>link</td>
<td>Link element</td>
<td>LINK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>par</td>
<td>Par element</td>
<td>PARE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seq</td>
<td>Seq element</td>
<td>SEQB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>set</td>
<td>Set element</td>
<td>SETE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>timing</td>
<td>Timing element</td>
<td>TIMG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIG. 90
(a) Basic structure of markup descriptive sentence

```xml
<root [root attribute information ROOTAT>[
  <head [head attribute information HEADAT>
    <timing [timing attribute information TIMGAT>
      Timing vocabulary TIMVOC
    </timing>
    <styling [styling attribute information STNGAT>
      Style vocabulary STLVOC
    </styling>
    </layout>
    Content information CONTNT
  </layout>
</head>
<body [body attribute information BODYAT>
  Content vocabulary CNTVOC
</body>
</root>
```

(b) List of content vocabulary CNTVOC put (or written) in body element BODYEL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element name</th>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Area element</td>
<td>Transition to execution</td>
<td>Determine an area on the screen where transition to execution (active state) can be specified (by click or the like)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>br element</td>
<td>Display</td>
<td>Carry out forced display and output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Button element</td>
<td>State</td>
<td>Set the user input button</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>div element</td>
<td>Operation</td>
<td>Set divisions of block splitting of elements related to the same block type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Include element</td>
<td>Nondisplay</td>
<td>Specify a document to be referred to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input element</td>
<td>State</td>
<td>Set a text box to which the user can input</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meta element</td>
<td>Nondisplay</td>
<td>Set (a combination of) elements representing the contents of advanced applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object element</td>
<td>Display</td>
<td>Set an object file name and display format attached to a markup page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p element</td>
<td>Operation</td>
<td>Set the display timing and display format of a paragraph block (text extending over a plurality of rows)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Param element</td>
<td>Nondisplay</td>
<td>Set parameters for an object element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Span element</td>
<td>Operation</td>
<td>Set the display timing and display format of one row of content (text) (in a block)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIG. 91A
(c) List of timing vocabulary TIMVOC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Animate element ANIMEL</td>
<td>Set animation display</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cue element CUEEL</td>
<td>Select a child element on the basis of the specified condition and carry out an execution process (or a replacement process) with specific timing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event element EVNTEL</td>
<td>Create an event handled by a script</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defs element DEFSEL</td>
<td>Define a set (or group) of specific animation elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G element GROEL</td>
<td>Define the grouping of animation elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Link element LINNEL</td>
<td>Load a specified resource and set a hyperlink to replace the current process with a new one</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Par element PARAEEL</td>
<td>Define parallel advance of time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seq element SEQNEL</td>
<td>Define sequential advance of time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set element SETELEL</td>
<td>Set various attribute conditions and characteristic conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timing element TIMGEL</td>
<td>Set timing conditions for all of the advanced applications</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(d) List of style vocabulary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Styling element STNGEL</td>
<td>Set a style sheet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Style element STYLEL</td>
<td>Set display formats (or styles) collectively</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Display a subtitle (or a ticker) changing in synchronization with the screen on the basis of span element SPANEL or p element PRGREL (or a combination of object element OBJTEL and one of them)...

...the value of timing element TIMGEL synbase attribute information is set in "media"
INFORMATION STORAGE MEDIUM, INFORMATION REPRODUCING APPARATUS, AND INFORMATION REPRODUCING METHOD

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application is based upon and claims the benefit of priority from prior Japanese Patent Application No. 2005-265766, filed Sep. 13, 2005, the entire contents of which are incorporated herein by reference.

1. FIELD

[0002] One embodiment of the invention relates to an information playback system using information storage medium such as an optical disc.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE RELATED ART

[0003] In recent years, DVD-Video discs having high image quality and advanced functions, and video players which play back these discs have prevailed, and peripheral devices and the like used to play back such multi-channel audio data have broader options. Accordingly, for content users, an environment for personally implementing a home theater that allows the users to freely enjoy movies, animations, and the like with high image quality and high sound quality has become available.

[0004] Further, utilizing a network to acquire image information from a server on the network and playing back/displaying the acquired information by a device on a user side have been readily carried out. For example, Japanese Patent No. 3673166 (FIGS. 2 to 5, FIGS. 11 to 14 and the like) discloses supplying information to a device of a user who wants to accept advertisement through a web site in the Internet and displaying information in the device of the user.

[0005] However, current web sites on the Internet are mostly “static screens” as described in the reference. Even if animation or some moving pictures can be displayed in web sites, it is difficult to realize a variety of expressions in which timings of display start/display end of the animation or moving picture or a switching timing of the moving picture/animation are intricately programmed.

[0006] Furthermore, even if a moving picture can be expressed on a web site, it is often the case that the moving picture to be displayed is interrupted (playback is stopped) in midstream depending on an network environment (a network throughput value) of a user.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL VIEWS OF THE DRAWINGS

[0007] A general architecture that implements the various feature of the invention will now be described with reference to the drawings. The drawings and the associated descriptions are provided to illustrate embodiments of the invention and not to limit the scope of the invention.

[0008] FIG. 1 is an exemplary diagram showing the arrangement of a system according to an embodiment of the invention;

[0009] FIGS. 2A, 2B, and 2C are exemplary tables showing the needs from users and the like for the existing DVD-Video standards and problems posed when the related existing DVD-Video standards are extended, and solutions of the embodiment of the invention and new effects as a result of the solutions of the embodiment of the invention;

[0010] FIGS. 3A and 3B are exemplary views showing an example of video content playback method by an information recording and playback apparatus;

[0011] FIG. 4 shows an exemplary data structure of a standard content;

[0012] FIG. 5 is an exemplary view showing various categories of information storage media;

[0013] FIG. 6 is an exemplary diagram showing transitions upon playback of the advanced content and upon playback of the standard content;

[0014] FIG. 7 is an exemplary flowchart showing a medium identification processing method by an information playback apparatus when an information storage medium is mounted;

[0015] FIG. 8 is an exemplary flowchart showing a startup sequence in an information playback apparatus of only audio;

[0016] FIG. 9 is an exemplary view showing different access methods to two different types of contents;

[0017] FIG. 10 is an exemplary view for explaining the relationship among various objects;

[0018] FIG. 11 is an exemplary view showing the file configuration when various object streams are recorded on an information storage medium;

[0019] FIG. 12 is an exemplary views showing the data structure of an advanced content;

[0020] FIGS. 13A and 13B are exemplary views for explaining technical features and effects concerning the structure shown in FIG. 12;

[0021] FIG. 14 is an exemplary block diagram showing the internal structure of an advanced content playback unit;

[0022] FIGS. 15A and 15B are exemplary views showing examples of video content playback methods by an information recording and playback apparatus;

[0023] FIG. 16 shows an exemplary presentation window at point α when a main title, another window for a commercial, and a help icon are simultaneously presented in (c) of FIG. 15B;

[0024] FIG. 17 is an exemplary view showing an overview of information in a playlist;

[0025] FIG. 18 is an exemplary view showing the relationship between various presentation clip elements and corresponding object names of objects to be presented and used;

[0026] FIG. 19 is an exemplary view showing a method of designating a file storage location;

[0027] FIG. 20 is an exemplary view showing a path designation description method to a file;

[0028] FIG. 21 is an exemplary view showing the data structure in a playlist file;
[0029] FIG. 22 is an exemplary view showing details of respective pieces of attribute information in an XML tag and playlist tag;

[0030] FIGS. 23A and 23B are exemplary views showing details of title information in a playlist;

[0031] FIGS. 24A and 24B are exemplary views showing details of title attribute information, object mapping information, and playback information;

[0032] FIG. 25 is an exemplary view showing the data flow in an advanced content playback unit;

[0033] FIG. 26 is an exemplary view showing the structure in a data access manager;

[0034] FIG. 27 is an exemplary view showing the structure in a data cache;

[0035] FIG. 28 is an exemplary view showing the structure in a navigation manager;

[0036] FIG. 29 is an exemplary view showing a state transition chart of an advanced content player;

[0037] FIG. 30 is an exemplary view showing the structure in a presentation engine;

[0038] FIG. 31 is an exemplary view showing the structure in an advanced application presentation engine;

[0039] FIG. 32 is an exemplary view showing a graphic process model in the presentation engine;

[0040] FIG. 33 is an exemplary view showing the structure in an advanced subtitle player;

[0041] FIG. 34 is an exemplary view showing the structure in a font rendering system;

[0042] FIG. 35 is an exemplary view showing the structure in a secondary video player;

[0043] FIG. 36 is an exemplary view showing the structure in a primary video player;

[0044] FIG. 37 is an exemplary view showing the structure in a decoder engine;

[0045] FIG. 38 is an exemplary view showing the structure in an AV renderer;

[0046] FIG. 39 is an exemplary view showing respective frame layers on the presentation frame;

[0047] FIG. 40 is an exemplary view showing a presentation model in a graphic plane;

[0048] FIG. 41 is an exemplary view showing a video composition model;

[0049] FIG. 42 is an exemplary view showing an audio mixing model;

[0050] FIG. 43 is an exemplary view showing a data supply model from a network server and persistent storage memory;

[0051] FIG. 44 is an exemplary view showing a user input handling model;

[0052] FIG. 45 is an exemplary view showing a list of user input events;

[0053] FIG. 46 is an exemplary view showing a list of player parameters;

[0054] FIG. 47 is an exemplary view showing a list of profile parameters;

[0055] FIG. 48 is an exemplary view showing a list of presentation parameters;

[0056] FIG. 49 is an exemplary view showing a list of layout parameters;

[0057] FIG. 50 is an exemplary view showing a sequence at the time of start-up with respect to advanced contents;

[0058] FIG. 51 is an exemplary view showing an update sequence at the time of playing back advanced contents;

[0059] FIG. 52 is an exemplary view showing a sequence at the time of playing back both advanced contents and standard contents;

[0060] FIG. 53 is an exemplary view showing a relationship between various kinds of time information in object mapping information in a playlist;

[0061] FIGS. 54A and 54B are exemplary views showing data structures in a primary audio video clip element tag and a secondary video clip element tag;

[0062] FIGS. 55A and 55B are exemplary views showing data structures in a substitute audio video clip element tag and a substitute audio clip element tag;

[0063] FIGS. 56A and 56B are exemplary views showing data structures in an advanced subtitle segment element tag and an application element tag;

[0064] FIG. 57 is an exemplary view showing a setting example of attribute information and language attribute information of an application block;

[0065] FIG. 58 is an exemplary view showing a relationship between each combination of various kinds of application activation information and a validity judgment of an advanced application;

[0066] FIGS. 59A, 59B and 59C are exemplary views showing data structures in a video element, an audio element, a subtitle element and an sub audio element;

[0067] FIG. 60 is an exemplary view showing a relationship between a track type and a track number assign element;

[0068] FIGS. 61A, 61B and 61C are exemplary views showing description examples of track number assign information;

[0069] FIGS. 62A, 62B and 62C are exemplary views showing information contents written in each element in track navigation information and description examples;

[0070] FIGS. 63A, 63B and 63C are exemplary views showing data structures in an application resource element and a network source element;

[0071] FIGS. 64A and 64B are exemplary views showing transition of data storage states in a file cache in a resource management model;

[0072] FIGS. 65A, 65B, 65C and 65D are exemplary views showing a loading/execution processing method of an advanced application based on resource information;
FIGS. 66A, 66B and 66C are exemplary views showing a data structure in resource information;

FIG. 67 is an exemplary view showing a network source extraction model optimum for a network environment using a network source element;

FIG. 68 is an exemplary view showing an optimal network source extraction method using a network source element;

FIGS. 69A and 69B are exemplary views showing a data structure in a playlist application element;

FIG. 70 is an exemplary view showing a relationship between a playlist application resource, a title resource and an application resource;

FIG. 71 is an exemplary explanatory view of a structure depicted in FIG. 70;

FIG. 72 is an exemplary view showing specific examples of display screens γ, δ and ε based on the example of FIG. 70;

FIGS. 73A and 73B are exemplary views showing a relationship between a first play title and a playlist application resource;

FIGS. 74A and 74B are exemplary views showing a data structure in a first play title element;

FIGS. 75A and 75B are exemplary views showing a data structure in a scheduled control information;

FIGS. 76A and 76B are exemplary views showing use examples of an event element;

FIGS. 77A and 77B are exemplary views showing a use example of an event element;

FIG. 78 is an exemplary view showing a method of displaying an advanced subtitle in synchronization with a title timeline based on the example of FIGS. 77A and 77B;

FIGS. 79A and 79B are exemplary views showing a data structure in media attribute information;

FIG. 80 is an exemplary view showing a data structure in configuration information existing in a playlist;

FIG. 81 is an exemplary view showing a data structure in a manifest file;

FIG. 82 is an exemplary explanatory view about an element having ID information in a playlist;

FIG. 83 is an exemplary view showing a description example in a playlist mainly focusing on a storage position of each playback/display object;

FIG. 84 is an exemplary view showing a description example of management information mainly focusing on a display screen of each playback/display object;

FIG. 85 is a diagram to help explain the data structure of the time map in a primary video set according to the embodiment;

FIG. 86 is a diagram to help explain the data structure of management information in a primary video set according to the embodiment;

FIG. 87 is a diagram to help explain the data structure of a primary enhanced video object according to the embodiment;

FIG. 88 is a diagram to help explain the data structure of the time map in a secondary video set according to the embodiment;

FIG. 89 is a diagram to help explain the data structure of a secondary enhanced video object according to the embodiment;

FIG. 90 is a diagram to help explain the data structure of an element (XML descriptive sentence) according to the embodiment;

FIGS. 91A and 91B are a diagram to help explain the data structure of a markup descriptive sentence according to the embodiment; and

FIG. 92 is a diagram to help explain a display example of a subtitle (or ticker) on a markup according to the embodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Various embodiments according to the invention will be described hereinafter with reference to the accompanying drawings. In general, according to one embodiment of the invention, an information storage medium comprises a first presentation object and a first time map, wherein playback management information which controls simultaneous reproduction of the first presentation object and a second presentation object in at least a specific period includes first reference information to refer to the first time map, the first time map includes second reference information to refer to second management information including first management information about the first presentation object, the first management information includes third reference information to refer to the first presentation object, the playback management information includes fourth reference information to refer to a second time map, and the second time map has a data structure including fifth reference information to refer to the second presentation object.

In this embodiment, as shown in FIG. 12, the following are possible:

1. Primary enhanced video objects P-EVOB are accessed and managed in the following path: playlist PLLST→time map PTMAP→enhanced video object information EVOBl→primary enhanced video object P-EVOB.

2. Secondary enhanced video objects S-EVOB are accessed and managed in the following path: playlist PLLST→time map STMAP→secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB.

Since in any path, a time map never fails to be used, this makes it possible to maintain a high compatibility with the existing Video Recording standard which manages the playback display range using time information and which comes already equipped with map information used to convert the time information into address information. Moreover, since enhanced video object information EVOBl is used as management information related to primary enhanced video objects P-EVOB, this makes it possible to maintain the compatibility with the existing DVD-Video standard.
[0105] A System Arrangement

[0106] FIG. 1 is a diagram showing the arrangement of a system according to an embodiment of the invention.

[0107] This system comprises an information recording and playback apparatus (or an information playback apparatus) which is implemented as a personal computer (PC), a recorder, or a player, and an information storage medium DISC implemented as an optical disc which is detachable from the information recording and playback apparatus. The system also comprises a display which displays information stored in the information storage medium DISC, information stored in a persistent storage PRSTR, information obtained from a network server NTSRV via a router, and the like. The system further comprises a keyboard used to make input operations to the information recording and playback apparatus, and the network server NTSRV which supplies information via the network. The system further comprises the router which transmits information provided from the network server NTSRV via an optical cable to the information recording and playback apparatus in the form of wireless data. The system further comprises a wide-screen TV monitor which displays image information transmitted from the information recording and playback apparatus as wireless data, and loudspeakers which output audio information transmitted from the information recording and playback apparatus.

[0108] The information recording and playback apparatus comprises an information recording and playback unit which records and plays back information on and from the information storage medium DISC, and a persistent storage drive which drives the persistent storage PRSTR that includes a fixed storage (flash memory or the like), removable storage (secure digital (SD) card, universal serial bus (USB) memory, portable hard disk drive (HDD), and the like). The apparatus comprises a recorder and playback processor which records and plays back information on and from a hard disk device, and a main central processing unit (CPU) which controls the overall information recording and playback apparatus. The apparatus further comprises the hard disk device having a hard disk for storing information, a wireless local area network (LAN) controller which makes wireless communications based on a wireless LAN, a standard content playback unit STDPL which plays back a standard content STDCST (to be described later), and an advanced content playback unit ADVPL which plays back an advanced content ADVCT (to be described later).

[0109] The router comprises a wireless LAN controller which makes wireless communications with the information recording and playback apparatus based on the wireless LAN, a network controller which controls optical communications with the network server NTSRV, and a data manager which controls data transfer processing.

[0110] The wide-screen TV monitor comprises a wireless LAN controller which makes wireless communications with the information recording and playback apparatus based on the wireless LAN, a video processor which generates video information based on information received by the wireless LAN controller, and a video display unit which displays the video information generated by the video processor on the wide-screen TV monitor.

[0111] Note that the detailed functions and operations of the system shown in FIG. 1 will be described later.

[0112] Points of This Embodiment

[0113] 1. An advanced content playback unit ADVPL includes a data access manager DAMNG, a navigation manager NVNG, a data cache DTCCH, a presentation engine PRSEN, and an AV renderer AVRND (see FIG. 14).

[0114] 2. The navigation manager NVNG includes a playlist manager PLMNG, a parser PARSER, and an advanced application manager ADAMNG (see FIG. 28).

[0115] 3. A frame to be presented to the user is obtained by compositing a main video plane MNVPL, a sub video plane SBVPL, and a graphic plane GRPHPL (see FIG. 39).

[0116] User requests to the next generation standards based on the existing DVD-Video and problems posed when the related existing DVD-Video standards are expanded, and solutions of the embodiment of the invention and new effects as a result of such solutions will be described below with reference to Figs. 2A, 2B, and 2C. There are three following prominent request functions demanded by the users for the current-generation DVD-Video standards:

[0117] 1. Flexible and diversified expressive power (to assure expressive power close to window presentation of an existing personal computer)

[0118] 2. Network actions

[0119] 3. Easy processing of video related information and easy transmission of information after processing

[0120] When the request function of “1. Flexible and diversified expressive power” listed first is to be made by only a minor change of the existing DVD-Video standards, since user requests are of too greater variety, the following problem is posed. That is, such need cannot be met by only a custom-made like minor change of the data structure in the existing DVD-Video standards. As technical device contents to solve this problem, this embodiment adopts expression formats in the PC world having versatility, and newly introduces the concept of timeline. As a result, according to this embodiment, the following new effects can be obtained.

[0121] 1) Make flexible and impressive reactions in response to user’s actions:

[0122] 1.1) Make response by means of change in animation and image at the time of button selection or execution instruction;

[0123] 1.2) Make voice response at the time of button selection or execution instruction;

[0124] 1.3) Start execution operation at purposely delayed timing in response to user’s execution instruction;

[0125] 1.4) Give voice answer to help (like PC); and

[0126] 1.5) Audibly and visually output how to use guide of menu, etc.

[0127] 2) Allow flexible switching processing for video information itself and its playback method:

[0128] 2.1) Switching presentation of audio information;

[0129] 2.2) Switching presentation of subtitle information (title, subtitle, still picture icon, etc.);
2.3) Allow enlarged-scale presentation of subtitle according to user's favor;

2.4) Allow user to mark subtitle and to issue subtitle execution command; and

2.5) Mark specific video part in synchronism with comment while movie director is making that comment.

3) Simultaneously present independent information to be superimposed on video information during playback:

3.1) Simultaneously present a plurality of pieces of video information by means of multi-windows;

3.2) Allow to freely switch window size of each of multi-windows;

3.3) Simultaneously present prior audio message and after-recorded audio message by user;

3.4) Simultaneously present scrolling text to be superimposed on video information; and

3.5) Simultaneously present graphic menus and figures (of select buttons, etc.) in flexible forms.

4) Allow easy search to video location to be seen:

4.1) Conduct keyword (text) search of location to be seen using pull-down menu.

As for 2, “Realization of flexible responses to various actions via network,” above, a disjunction between the data structure specified by the existing DVD-Video standards and a network compatible window is too large. As technical device contents to solve this problem, this embodiment adopts a homepage presentation format (XML and scripts) of a Web which has a good track record in window expression of a network as a basic part of the data management structure, and adjusts a video playback management format to it. As a result, according to the embodiment of the invention, the following new effects can be obtained.

5) Provide update function of information on disc using network:

5.1) Automatic updating of object information and intra-disc management information;

5.2) Network downloading of how to use guide of menus;

5.3) Notification of automatic updating of information to user;

5.4) Notification of OK/NG of update information presentation to user; and

5.5) Manual update function by user.

6) Real-time online processing:

6.1) Switching or mixing processing to audio information downloaded via network upon video playback (commentary presentation by means of voice of movie director);

6.2) Network shopping; and

6.3) Interactive real-time video change.

7) Real-time information sharing with another user via network:

7.1) Simultaneously present specific window even for another user at remote place;

7.2) Play battle game or interactive game with another user at remote place;

7.3) Participate in chatting during video playback; and

7.4) Transmit or receive message to or from fan club simultaneously with video playback.

When 3, “Realization of easy processing of video related information and easy transmission of information after processing,” above, is to be implemented by a minor change of the existing DVD-Video standards, complicated edit processing cannot be flexibly and easily coped with. In order to flexibly and easily cope with the complicated edit processing, a new management data structure is needed. As technical device contents to solve this problem, this embodiment adopts XML and the concept of timeline to be described later. As a result, according to the embodiment of the invention, the following new effects can be obtained.

8) Allow user to select and generate playlist and to transmit it:

8.1) Allow user to select or generate playlist;

8.2) Allow user to transmit playlist selected or generated by him or her to friend;

8.3) Allow to play back playlist selected or generated by user only on specific disc;

8.4) Allow user to also select collection of high-light scenes of video information;

8.5) Publish scrapbook that captures favorite frames in video information on Web; and

8.6) Store and play back angles or scenes in multi-angles or multi-scenes selected by user.

9) Allow user to append specific information related with video information and to transmit result via network:

9.1) Allow user to add comment about video information, and to share it with another user on network;

9.2) Paste input image to character’s face in video information;

9.3) Paste user information or experience information upon seeing video information onto image information; and

9.4) Use user information in parental lock to impose automatic limitation on video information to be presented.

10) Automatically save playback log information:

10.1) Provide automatic saving function of resume (playback pause) information;

10.2) Automatically save halfway information of game progress until previous time; and

10.3) Automatically save previous playback environment (battle game environment with a plurality of users, etc.).
Descriptions will be given as to a basic concept concerning a data processing method or a data transfer method and a program structure in this embodiment with reference to FIGS. 3A and 3B. A horizontal solid line on a right-hand side in FIGS. 3A and 3B represents data transfer 67 of contents in an information recording and playback apparatus I according to this embodiment, and a horizontal broken line means a command 68 transferred from a playlist manager PLMNG in a navigation manager NVMNG depicted in FIG. 28 to each part in an advanced content playback unit ADVPL. The advanced content playback unit ADVPL exists in the information recording and playback apparatus I depicted in FIG. 1. A structure in the advanced content playback unit ADVPL has a configuration depicted in FIG. 14. A persistent storage PRSTR shown in a vertical column on the right-hand side in FIGS. 3A and 3B corresponds to a persistent storage PRSTR in FIG. 14, and a network server NTSRV shown in a vertical column in FIGS. 3A and 3B corresponds to a network server NTSRV in FIG. 14. Moreover, an information storage medium DISC shown in a vertical column in FIGS. 3A and 3B corresponds to an information storage medium DISC depicted in FIG. 14. Additionally, a presentation engine PRSEN shown in a vertical column on the right-hand side in FIGS. 3A and 3B means a presentation engine PRSEN depicted in FIG. 14 and is utilized for playback processing of contents. Further, a data cache DTCCCH shown in the vertical column on the right-hand side in FIGS. 3A and 3B corresponds to a data cache DTCCCH in FIG. 14, and advanced contents ADVCT are temporarily stored in the data cache DTCCCH from a storage position of each advanced contents as required. FIG. 28 shows an internal structure of the navigation manager NVMNG depicted in FIG. 14. A playlist manager PLMNG exists in the navigation manager NVMNG, and the playlist manager PLMNG interprets contents in a playlist PLLST in which management information indicative of a playback/display procedure of contents in this embodiment is written. A command issued from the navigation manager NVMNG indicated by a vertical line on the right-hand side in FIGS. 3A and 3B is mainly issued from a playlist manager PLMNG in the navigation manager NVMNG. An internal structure of a data access manager DAMNG shown in FIG. 14 is constituted of a network manager NTMNG, a persistent storage manager PRMNG and a disk manager DKMNG as illustrated in FIG. 26. The network manager NTMNG in the data access manager DAMNG performs communication processing with each network server NTSRV, and executes intermediate processing of the data transfer 67 of contents from the network server NTSRV. Actually, when data is transferred from the network server NTSRV to the data cache DTCCCH, a command 68 is transferred from the playlist manager PLMNG in the navigation manager NVMNG to the network manager NTMNG, and the network manager NTMNG carries out processing of the data transfer 67 of contents from the corresponding network server NTSRV based on the command 68. The network manager shown in FIG. 26 represents a network manager NTMNG shown in the vertical column on the right-hand side in FIGS. 3A and 3B. Furthermore, the persistent storage manager PRMNG shown in FIG. 26 represents a persistent storage manager PRMNG illustrated in the vertical column on the right-hand side in FIGS. 3A and 3B. As shown in FIG. 26, the persistent storage manager PRMNG in the data access manager DAMNG executes processing with respect to a persistent storage PRSTR, and performs transfer processing of necessary data from the persistent storage PRSTR. The command 68 is also issued with respect to the persistent storage manager PRMNG from the playlist manager PLMNG in the navigation manager NVMNG. On the right-hand side in FIGS. 3A and 3B, when a horizontal line (or a broken line) is clearly written on each vertical column, data transfer 67 of contents or transmission of the command 68 is executed via a part shown in each vertical column. Further, when a line is drawn behind each vertical column, data transfer 67 of contents or transmission of the command 68 is executed without using a part shown in each vertical column. Furthermore, each processing step shown on the left-hand side in FIGS. 3A and 3B is written in synchronization with data transfer 67 of contents indicated by each horizontal line on the right-hand side in FIGS. 3A and 3B.
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sponding network server NT Srv based on the command 68 and transfers this data to a specified persistent storage PRS TSTR via the persistent storage manager PRMNG (a line c). In this embodiment, at the step S12, in case of transferring data of a secondary video set SCDVS, a time map STMAP of a secondary video set must be also transferred simultaneously with a secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB. Furthermore, in case of transferring data of an advanced application ADAPL, a still image IMAGE, effect audio EFTAD, a font FONT or the like as an advanced element is also transferred with an advanced navigation ADVNV (a manifest MNST, a markup MRKUP, a script SCRPT). Moreover, in case of transferring data of an advanced subtitle ADSBT, a font FONT of the advanced subtitle as an advanced element ADVEL is also transferred with the manifest MNST S of the advanced subtitle as an advanced navigation and the markup MRKUP S of the advanced subtitle (see FIGS. 12, 25 and 11). At the next step (step S13), playlist PL List storage position information (arc attribute information) is changed from the network server NT Srv before execution at the step S12 to the persistent storage PRS TSTR in accordance with a change in a storage position of contents (source data) generated by data transfer illustrated at the step S12. At this time, a number larger than the set number of the playlists PL List stored in the information storage medium DISC, the network server NT Srv and the persistent storage PRS TSTR before changing from the network server NT Srv to the persistent storage PRS TSTR must be set to the playlist file PL which is to be stored. Additionally, there is a possibility that a content provider changes the playlist PL List stored in the network server NT Srv. In such a case, a value which is larger than the number already set in the network server NT Srv by “1” is set to the playlist file PL List. Therefore, a sufficiently large number which does not overlap the set number must be set to the playlist file PL List which is currently updated in such a manner that the updated playlist PL List in the network server NT Srv can be discriminated from the playlist PL List which is to be stored this time, and the playlist PL List must be then stored in the persistent storage PRS TSTR. The core part of the basic concept concerning the data processing method, the data transfer method or the program structure of this embodiment roughly consists of three steps as indicated by the steps S15 to S17. That is, at the first step (the step S15), the playlist PL List as management information (a program) indicative of a playback/display procedure for a user is read by the playlist manager PLMNG in the navigation manager NV MNG. In the embodiment shown in FIGS. 3A and 3B, since the updated playlist file PL List is stored in the persistent storage PRS TSTR (the step S14), the playlist manager PLMNG reads the latest playlist PL List from the persistent storage PRS TSTR as indicated by a line η. In the data processing method or the data transfer method according to this embodiment, a playback/display object, index information, navigation data, resource data, source data or the like as necessary contents is transferred from a predetermined storage position (arc attribute information) in accordance with description contents of the playlist PL List (a program) as management information at a predetermined timing (LoadingBegin attribute information/PRL OAD or preload attribute information/PRL OA D) as indicated at the step S16. This embodiment is characterized in that the necessary contents (the resource) is previously transferred into the data cache DTCCH. Storing all of the necessary contents in the data cache DTCCH from a specified storage position at a predetermined timing enables simultaneously playback/display of a plurality of playback objects without interrupting playback/display for a user. A method of retrieving a storage position or a file name (a data name) of contents (a resource) to be transferred differs depending on types of corresponding contents, and the method is carried out in accordance with the following procedure.

[0176] In regard to a secondary video set SCDVS, retrieval is executed in the order of the playlist PL List and the time map STMAP of the secondary video set.

[0177] In this embodiment, a secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB file name is written in the time map STMAP of the secondary video set, and secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB can be retrieved from information of the time map STMAP of the secondary video set.

[0178] In regard to an advanced subtitle ADSBT or an advanced application ADAPL (including a playlist associated advanced application PLAPL or a playlist associated advanced application TTAPL), reference is made to an application resource element APRELE, a title resource element or arc attribute information (source attribute information) in the application resource element APRELE (see FIGS. 54A and 54B, FIGS. 55A and 55B, FIGS. 63A to 63C, FIGS. 66A to 66C, FIG. 67, FIGS. 69A and 69B, FIG. 70 and FIG. 71).

[0179] That is, when a storage position of a resource (contents) is specified as the persistent storage PRS TSTR in the playlist PL List, the corresponding resource (contents) is transferred to the data cache DTCCH from the corresponding persistent storage PRS TSTR via the persistent storage manager PRMNG (a line λ). Furthermore, information stored in the information storage medium DISC is transferred to the data cache DTCCH from the information storage medium DISC as indicated by a line κ. Moreover, when there is a description that a resource (contents) specified in the playlist PL List is stored in the network server NT Srv, data is transferred to the data cache DTCCH from the corresponding network server NT Srv via the network manager NTMNG as indicated by a line μ. In this case, prior to data transfer 67 of the contents (the resource), the command 68 of a data transfer request is issued from the playlist manager PLMNG to the persistent storage manager PRMNG, the network manager NTMNG and a disk manager DKMNG although not shown (a line θ). At the last step, as indicated at S17 a plurality of playback/display objects are simultaneously displayed at a specified position in a screen based on information contents of management information (a playlist/a program) at a timing specified in the management information (titleTimeBegin/TTSTTM or titleTimeEnd/TTEDTM) (see FIGS. 11, 12 and 25). At this time, the command 68 (a line ν) is transmitted to the data cache DTCCH from the playlist manager PLMNG in the navigation manager NV MNG, and the command 68 of preliminary preparation is transmitted to a presentation engine PRESEN from the playlist manager PLMNG as indicated by a line ξ. Based on this, information of contents (a resource) previously stored in the data cache DTCCH is transferred toward the presentation engine PRESEN, and a playback/display object is displayed to a user (a line o). Additionally, a primary video set PRMVS and some of secondary video sets SCDVS can be directly transferred from the information.
storage medium DISC to the presentation engine PRSEN without using the data cache DTCH with the above-described processing. This data transfer corresponds to a line in FIGS. 3A and 3B. Further, some of secondary video sets SCDS can be directly transferred to (a secondary video player SCDV) in the presentation engine PRSEN from the persistent storage manager PRMNG without using the data cache DTCH. This data transfer corresponds to a line in FIGS. 3A and 3B, and the instruction command 68 of data transfer is issued from the playlist manager PLMNG to the persistent storage manager PRMNG prior to the data transfer 67 (a line v). In this manner, the data transfer is carried out, and a plurality of playback/display objects can be simultaneously played back. When playback/display timing control information is provided to management information (a playlist PLIST/a program), a plurality of playback/display objects (including a program, subpicture, script, and the concept of timeline in correspondence with the expression format in the PC world. However, by merely adopting such data structure, compatibility with the existing DVD-Video standards is lost. In order to meet the requirements of the users and the like described using FIGS. 2A, 2B, and 2C, network connection is needed, and it becomes difficult to provide a very inexpensive information playback apparatus to the user. Hence, this embodiment adopts an arrangement which can be used to transfer ADVCT which meets the requirements of the users and the like described using FIGS. 2A, 2B, and 2C, and the standard content STDCT which cannot meet the requirements of the users and the like described using FIGS. 2A, 2B, and 2C but can be played back by a very inexpensive information playback apparatus (without any condition of Internet connection) while ensuring the compatibility to the existing DVD-Video standards. This point is a large technical feature in this embodiment.

[0180] Note that the data structure of the standard content STDCT and that of the advanced content ADVCT will be described in detail later.

[0182] <Example of Content Playback Method>

[0183] FIGS. 15A and 15B show examples of information content playback methods by the information recording and playback apparatus 1.

[0184] An example of a case is shown in FIG. 15A(a) wherein a main title 31 is presented like a television broadcast video information after video information 42 used to give an explanation of detailed navigation, a commercial 43 in the form of a telop is presented to be superimposed on presentation of the main title 31, and a preview 41 of a movie is presented after completion of presentation of the main title 31.

[0186] An example of a case is shown in FIG. 15B(c) wherein a preview 41 of a movie is presented after video information 42 used to give an explanation of detailed navigation, a main title 31 is then presented, an independent window 32 for a commercial is presented on a presentation area different from the main title 31 during presentation of the main title 31, and a help icon 33 is presented on a presentation area different from the main title 31 during presentation of the preview 41 and main title 31.

[0187] Note that what kind of information is used to present the main title, commercial, preview, telop commercial, and the like will be described in detail later.

[0188] <Example of Presentation Window>

[0189] FIG. 16 shows an example of a presentation window at point x when the main title 31, the independent window 32 for a commercial, and the help icon 33 are simultaneously presented in FIG. 15B(c).

[0190] In the example of this presentation window, the main title 31 is presented as a moving picture of a main picture on the upper left area, the independent window 32 for a commercial is presented as a moving picture of a sub-picture on the upper right area, and the help icon 33 is presented as a still picture (graphic) on the lower area. Also, a stop button 34, play button 35, FF (fast-rewinding) button 36, pause button 37, FF (fast-forwarding) button 38, and the like are also presented as still pictures (graphics). In addition, a cursor (not shown) or the like is presented.

[0191] Note that what kind of information is used to present each individual moving picture or still picture on the presentation window will be described in detail later.

[0192] <Content Type>

[0193] This embodiment defines 2 types of contents; one is Standard Content and the other is Advanced Content. Standard Content consists of Navigation data and Video object data on a disc. On the other hand, Advanced Content consists of Advanced Navigation such as Playlist, Manifest, Markup, and Script files and Advanced Data such as Primary/Secondary Video Set and Advanced Element (image, audio, text and so on). At least one Playlist file and Primary Video Set shall be located on a disc which has Advanced Content, and other data can be on a disc and also be delivered from a server.

[0194] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[0195] This embodiment defines two different types of contents, i.e., the standard content STDCT and the advanced content ADVCT. This point is a large technical feature in this embodiment.

[0196] The standard content STDCT of this embodiment includes enhanced video object EVOB which records video information itself and navigation data IFO which records management information of that enhanced video object. The
standard content STDCT has a data structure obtained by purely extending the existing DVD-Video data structure.

[0197] By contrast, the advanced content ADVCT has a data structure which records various kinds of information to be described later.

[0198] FIG. 4 shows the data structure of the standard content STDCT. FIGS. 12, 13A and 13B show the data structure of an advanced content and explanations of effects and the like. FIG. 10 shows the relationship among various objects in this embodiment. These figures will be referred to as needed in the following description.

[0199] <Standard Content>

[0200] Standard Content is just extension of content defined in DVD-Video specification especially for high-resolution video, high-quality audio and some new functions. Standard Content basically consists of one VMG space and one or more VTS spaces (which are called as “Standard VTS” or just “VTS”), as shown in FIG. 4. In comparison to the existing DVD-Video specification, this embodiment gives new functionalities. For instance,

[0201] Extension of Video stream such as codec/resolution

[0202] Extension of Audio stream such as codec/frequency/channel number

[0203] Extension of Sub-picture stream/Highlight Information stream

[0204] Extension of Navigation Command

[0205] Elimination of some restrictions for FP_DOM/VMGM_DOM/VTSM_DOM

[0206] Elimination of some restrictions for transition among domains

[0207] Introduction of Resume Sequence, and so on

[0208] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[0209] The data structure of the standard content STDCT will be described below using FIG. 4.

[0210] The standard content STDCT includes a video manager VMG that represents a menu frame, and a standard video title set SVTS that records video data.

[0211] The video manager VMG that records the menu frame includes enhanced video object EVOB that records video information itself, and navigation data IFO that records management data of that EVOB. The standard video title set SVTS includes enhanced video object EVOB that records video information itself and navigation data IFO that records management data of that EVOB.

[0212] The standard content STDCT represents an extended structure of the content specified by the conventional DVD-Video. Especially, new functionalities that improve the resolution of video data and the sound quality of audio data compared to the conventional DVD-Video are added. As shown in FIG. 4, the standard content STDCT consists of one video manager VMG space, and one or more video title set VTS spaces, which is called the standard video title set SVTS or VTS.

[0213] In comparison to the existing DVD-Video specification, this embodiment gives the following new functionalities.

[0214] A new compression method which assures a high resolution for video information and a high compression efficiency is adopted.

[0215] The number of channels of audio information is increased, and a higher sampling frequency is supported. An audio information compression method that assures high sound quality and a high compression efficiency is adopted.

[0216] Sub-picture information are extended, and a new stream for highlight information is defined.

[0217] Navigation command is extended.

[0218] Some restrictions which are conventionally included in a first play domain that executes processing upon activation, a video manager domain that manages a menu image, and a video title set domain that executes processing upon playback of video information are eliminated, thus allowing more flexible expression.

[0219] Some restrictions for transition among domains are eliminated, thus defining a more flexible expression environment.

[0220] A new resume sequence function that represents processing upon pausing playback is added, and user’s convenience after pausing is improved.

[0221] <Standard VTS>

[0222] Standard VTS is basically used in Standard Content, however this VTS may be utilized in Advanced Content via time map TMAP. The EVOB may contain some specific information for Standard Content, and such information as highlight information HLI and presentation control information PCI shall be ignored in Advanced Content.

[0223] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[0224] The standard video title set SVTS in this embodiment is basically used on the standard content STDCT described above. However, this standard video title set SVTS may be utilized in the advanced content ADVCT via a time map TMAP (to be described later).

[0225] The enhanced video object EVOB as object data used in the standard video title set SVTS may contain some pieces of specific information for the standard content STDCT. Some pieces of specific information contain, e.g., highlight information HLI and presentation control information PCI which are used in the standard content STDCT, but shall be ignored in the advanced content ADVCT in this embodiment.

[0226] <HDDVD_TS Directory>

[0227] “HDDVD_TS” directory shall exist directly under the root directory. All files related with Primary Video Set (i.e. a VMG, Standard Video Set(s) and an Advanced VTS) shall reside under this directory.

[0228] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.
The directory structure upon recording the standard content STDCT shown in FIG. 4 in the information storage medium DISC will be described below. In this embodiment, the standard content STDCT and the advanced content ADVCT (to be described later) are recorded in the HDDVD_TS directory together. The HDDVD_TS directory exists directly under the root directory of the information storage medium DISC. For example, all files related with a primary video set PRMVS (to be described later) such as the video manager VMG, standard video title set SVTS, and the like shall reside under this directory.

A Video Manager Information (VMGI), an Enhanced Video Object for First Play Program Chain Menu (FP_PGCM_EVOB), a Video Manager Information for backup (VMGI_BUP) shall be recorded respectively as a component file under the HDDVD_TS directory. An Enhanced Video Object Set for Video Manager Menu (VMGM_EVOBS) which should be divided into up to 98 files under the HDDVD_TS directory. For these files of a VMGM_EVOBS, every file shall be allocated continuously.

Components of the video manager VMG shown in FIG. 4 will be described below. The video manager VMG basically include menu frame information and control information of the conventional DVD-Video. Under the aforementioned HDDVD_TS directory, video manager information VMGI, enhanced video object EVOB related with a menu FP_PGCM_EVOB which is to be presented first immediately after insertion of the information storage medium DISC, video manager information VMGI_BUP as backup data of the navigation data IFO of the video manager VMG, and the like are separately recorded as component files.

Under the HDDVD_TS directory, an enhanced video object set VMGM_EVOBS related with a video manager menu has a size of 1 GB or more, and these data shall be recorded while being divided into up to 98.

In a read-only information storage medium in this embodiment, all the files of the enhanced video object set VMGM_EVOBS of the video manager menu shall be allocated continuously for the sake of convenience upon playback. In this manner, since the information of the enhanced video object set VMGM_EVOBS related with the video manager menu is recorded at one location together, data access convenience, data collection convenience, and high presentation speed can be assured.

A Video Title Set Information (VTSI) and a Video Title Set Information for backup (VTSL_BUP) shall be recorded respectively as a component file under the HDDVD_TS directory. An Enhanced Video Object Set for Video Title Set Menu (VTSM_EVOBS), and an Enhanced Video Object Set for Titles (VTST_EVOBS) may be divided into up to 99 files. These files shall be component files under the HDDVD_TS directory. For these files of a VTSM_EVOBS, and a VTST_EVOBS, every file shall be allocated continuously.

More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

In this embodiment, video title set information VTSI and backup data VTSL_BUP of the video title set information shall be recorded respectively as a component file under the HDDVD_TS directory. The sizes of an enhanced video object set VTSM_EVOBS of a video title set menu and an enhanced video object set VTST_EVOBS of each title are allowed to exceed 1 GB. However, their data should be recorded while being divided into up to 99 files. As a result, each file size can be set to be 1 GB or less. These files shall be independent component files under the HDDVD_TS directory. Every file of the enhanced video object set VTSM_EVOBS of the video title set menu and the enhanced video object set VTST_EVOBS of each title shall be allocated contiguously, respectively. As a result, since data are recorded at one location, the data access convenience, speed up, and easy data processing management can be attained, and these pieces of information for the user can be presented at high speed.

A VTS is a collection of Tides. Each VTS is composed of control data referred to as Video Title Set Information (VTSI), Enhanced Video Object Set for the VTS Menu (VTSM_EVOBS), Enhanced Video Object Set for Titles in a VTS (VTST_EVOBS) and backup control data (VTSL_BUP).

The following rules shall apply to Video Title Set (VTS):

1) Each of the control data (VTSI) and the backup of control data (VTSL_BUP) shall be a single File.
2) Each of the EVOBS for the VTS Menu (VTSM_EVOBS) and the EVOBS for Titles in a VTS (VTST_EVOBS) may be divided into Files, up to maximum of 99 respectively.
3) VTSI, VTSM_EVOBS (if present), VTST_EVOBS and VTSL_BUP shall be allocated in this order.
4) VTSI and VTSL_BUP shall not be recorded in the same ECC block.
5) Files comprising VTSM_EVOBS shall be allocated contiguously. Also files comprising VTST_EVOBS shall be allocated contiguously.
6) The contents of VTSL_BUP shall be exactly the same as VTSI completely. Therefore, when relative address information in VTSL_BUP refers to outside of VTSL_BUP, the relative address shall be taken as a relative address of VTSI.
7) VTS numbers are the consecutive numbers assigned to VTS in the Volume. VTS numbers range from ‘1’ to ‘511’ and are assigned in the order the VTS are stored on the disc (from the smallest LBN at the beginning of VTSI of each VTS).
8) In each VTS, a gap may exist in the boundaries among VTSI, VTSM_EVOBS (if present), VTST_EVOBS and VTSL_BUP.
9) In each VTSM_EVOBS (if present), each EVOB shall be allocated in contiguously.
10) In each VTSIT_EVOBS, each EVOB shall be allocated in contiguously.

11) VTSI and VTSI_BUP shall be recorded respectively in a logically contiguous area which is composed of consecutive LSNs.

More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

The video title set VTS is a collection of a set of video titles. This video title set includes video title set information VTSI as control information related with the video title set, an enhanced video object set VTSM_EVOBS of a video title set menu, an enhanced video object set (video information itself) VTSIT_EVOBS of each title, and backup data VTSI_BUP of the video title set information.

In this embodiment, the following rules shall apply to the video title set VTS.

1) Each of the video title set information VTSI that records control information, and the backup data VTSI_BUP of the video title set information shall be recorded in a single file of 1 GB or less.

2) The enhanced video object set VTSM_EVOBS of the video title set menu and the enhanced video object set (video information itself) VTSIT_EVOBS of each title shall be recorded while being divided into files, up to maximum of 99 respectively, per information storage medium DISC, each having a size of 1 GB or less.

3) The video title set information VTSI, the enhanced video object set VTSM_EVOBS of the video title set menu, the enhanced video object set (video information itself) VTSIT_EVOBS of each title, and the backup data VTSI_BUP of the video title set information shall be allocated in this order.

4) The video title set information VTSI and the backup data VTSI_BUP of the video title set information shall not be recorded in one ECC block together. That is, the video title set information VTSI and the backup data VTSI_BUP of the video title set information are recorded contiguously, but the boundary position of them is inhibited from being allocated at the center of a single ECC block.

That is, when the boundary portion of these data is allocated in the single ECC block, if that ECC block cannot be played back due to any defect, both pieces of information cannot be played back. Therefore, in VTSI_BUP of the video title set information in the video title set information VTSI to allocate the head of the next backup data VTSI_BUP of the video title set information at the head position of the next ECC block, thus avoiding both the data from being recorded in the single ECC block. This point is a large technical feature in this embodiment. With this structure, not only the reliability of data playback can be greatly improved, but also the playback processing upon data playback can be facilitated.

5) A plurality of files comprising the enhanced video object set VTSM_EVOBS of the video title set menu shall be recorded contiguously on the information storage medium DISC. Also, a plurality of files comprising the enhanced video object set (video information itself) VTSIT_EVOBS of each title shall be recorded contiguously. Since the files are allocated contiguously, respective pieces of information can be played back at a time by a single continuous playback operation of an optical head upon playback (the need for jumping processing of the optical head is obviated). In this way, easy processing of various kinds of information upon data playback can be assured, and the time from when data playback until presentation can be shortened.

The contents of the backup data VTSI_BUP of the video title set information shall be exactly the same as the video title set information VTSI completely. Therefore, if the video title set information VTSI as management information cannot be played back due to an error, video information can be stably played back by playing back the backup data VTSI_BUP of the video title set information.

The video title set VTS numbers are the consecutive numbers assigned to the video title sets VTS recorded in a volume space. The numbers of respective video title sets VTS ranges numbers 1 to 511 and are assigned in ascending order of logical block number LBN as the address in the logical space indicating the allocation position of the video title set VTS recorded on the information storage medium DISC.

In each video title set VTS, gap may exist in boundary areas between neighboring ones of the video title set information VTSI, the enhanced video object set VTSM_EVOBS of the video title set menu, the enhanced video object set (video information itself) VTSIT_EVOBS of each title in the video title set VTS, and the backup data VTSI_BUP of the video title set information. More specifically, the aforementioned four types of information are allocated in different ECC blocks, thus assuring high reliability and easy playback processing of data upon playback, and speeding up of processing. For this reason, this embodiment is designed as follows. That is, when the recording position of the last data of each information ends at the middle of one ECC block, padding information is recorded in the residual area, so that the head position of the next information matches that of the next ECC block. The part of the padding information in the ECC block will be referred to as a gap in this embodiment.

In the enhanced video object set VTSM_EVOBS of each video title set menu, enhanced video object EVOB shall be allocated in contiguously on the information storage medium DISC. Thus, the convenience of playback processing can be improved.

In the enhanced video object set (video information itself) VTSIT_EVOBS of each title in the video title set VTS, respective enhanced video objects shall be allocated in contiguously on the information storage medium DISC. In this manner, the convenience of information playback can be assured, and the time required until playback can be shortened.

The video title set information VTSI and the backup data VTSI_BUP of the video title set information shall be recorded respectively in a logically contiguous areas defined by serial logical block numbers LSN which represent the address positions on the information storage medium DISC. In this way, the information can be read by single continuous playback (without any jumping processing), thus assuring the convenience of playback processing and speeding up of processing.
[0268] <Structure of Video Manager (VMG)>

[0269] The VMG is the table of contents for Standard Video Title Sets which exist in the "HD DVD-Video zone". A VMG is composed of control data referred to as Video Manager Information (VMGI), Enhanced Video Object for First Play PGC Menu (FP_PGCM_EVOB), Enhanced Video object Set for VMG Menu (VMGM_EVOBS) and a backup of the control data (VMG_IL_BUP). The control data is static information necessary to playback titles and providing information to support User Operation. The FP_PGCM_EVOB is an Enhanced Video Object (EVOB) used for the selection of menu language. The VMGM_EVOBS is a collection of Enhanced Video Objects (EVOBs) used for Menus that support the volume access.

[0270] The following rules shall apply to Video Manager (VMG):

[0271] 1) Each of the control data (VMGI) and the backup of control data (VMG_IL_BUP) shall be a single File.

[0272] 2) EVOB for FP PGC Menu (FP_PGCM_EVOB) shall be a single File. EVOBs for VMG Menu (VMGM_EVOBS) may be divided into Files, up to maximum of 98.

[0273] 3) VMGI, FP_PGCM_EVOB (if present), VMGM_EVOBS (if present) and VMG_IL_BUP shall be allocated in this order.

[0274] 4) VMGI and VMG_IL_BUP shall not be recorded in the same ECC block.

[0275] 5) Files comprising VMGM_EVOBS shall be allocated continuously.

[0276] 6) The contents of VMG_IL_BUP shall be exactly the same as VMGI. Therefore, when relative address information in VMG_IL_BUP refers outside of VMG_IL_BUP, the relative address shall be taken as a relative address of VMGI.

[0277] 7) A gap may exist in the boundaries among VMGI, FP_PGCM_EVOB (if present), VMGM_EVOBS (if present) and VMG_IL_BUP.

[0278] 8) In VMGM_EVOBS (if present), each EVOB shall be allocated continuously.

[0279] 9) VMGI and VMG_IL_BUP shall be recorded respectively in a logically contiguous area which is composed of consecutive LSNs.

[0280] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[0281] The video manager VMG is the table of contents for the standard video title set SVTS, and is recorded in an HDDVD-Video zone to be described later. Constituent elements of the video manager VMG are control information as video manager information VMGI, a menu FP_PGCM_EVOB which is to be presented first immediately after insertion of the information storage medium DISC, an enhanced video object set VMGM_EVOBS of a video manager menu, and backup data VMG_IL_BUP of control information as the video manager information VMGI. The control information as the video manager information VMGI records information required to play back each title, and information used to support user's operations. The menu FP_PGCM_EVOB which is to be presented first immediately after insertion of the information storage medium DISC is used to select a language presented in the menu. That is, the user himself or herself selects an optimal menu language immediately after insertion of the information storage medium DISC, thus presenting various menu frames using the best understandable language. The enhanced video object set VMGM_EVOBS related to the video manager menu is a collection of the enhanced video objects EVOBs used for in menus that support volume access. That is, information of a menu frame (a frame provided as independent information for each independent language) presented in the language selected by the user is recorded as the enhanced video object set.

[0282] In this embodiment, the following rules shall apply to the video manager VMG.

[0283] 1) Each of the video manager information VMGI and the backup file VMG_IL_BUP of the video manager information shall be recorded in the information storage medium DISC to have each file size of 1 GB or less.

[0284] 2) The enhanced video object EVOB of the menu FP_PGCM_EVOB which is to be presented first immediately after insertion of the information storage medium DISC shall be divisionally recorded in the information storage medium DISC to have each file size of 1 GB or less. The enhanced video object set VMGM_EVOBS of the video manager menu is divisionally recorded to have each file size of 1 GB or less, and the number of files of the enhanced video object set VMGM_EVOBS of the video manager menu recorded per information storage medium DISC is set to be 98 or fewer. Since the data size of one file is set to 1 GB or less, a buffer memory can be easily managed, and data accessibility is improved.

[0285] 3) The video manager information VMGI, the menu FP_PGCM_EVOB which is to be presented first immediately after insertion of the information storage medium DISC, the enhanced video object set VMGM_EVOBS of the video manager menu, and the backup file VMG_IL_BUP of the video manager information shall be allocated in this order on the information storage medium DISC.

[0286] 4) The video manager information VMGI and the backup file VMG_IL_BUP of the video manager information shall not be recorded in a single ECC block.

[0287] Since the video manager information VMGI, the menu FP_PGCM_EVOB which is to be presented first immediately after insertion of the information storage medium DISC, and the enhanced video object set VMGM_EVOBS of the video manager menu are optional, they are not often recorded on the information storage medium DISC. In such case, the video manager information VMGI and the backup file VMG_IL_BUP of the video manager information may be contiguously allocated in turn. This means that the boundary position of the video manager information VMGI and the backup file VMG_IL_BUP of the video manager information is not allocated at the center of one ECC block. Basically, information is played back from the information storage medium for each ECC block. For this reason, if the boundary position of both pieces of information is recorded in the single ECC block, not only the convenience of data processing of playback information is impaired, but also if an error occurs in the ECC block which
stores the boundary portion to disable playback, both the video manager information VMGI and the backup file VMGI_BUP of the video manager information cannot often be played back. Therefore, when the boundary portion of both the pieces of information is allocated at that of ECC blocks, the superiority of processing upon playback is assured. Even when one of these ECC blocks includes many errors and cannot be played back, information can be restored and played back using the residual data. Therefore, by setting the boundary of both the pieces of information to that between neighboring ECC blocks, the data playback reliability of the video manager information VMGI can be improved.

[0288] 5) Files comprising the enhanced video object set VMGM_EVOBS of the video manager menu that represents menu information shall be allocated continuously. As described above, the data size of the enhanced video object set VMGM_EVOBS of the video manager menu is allowed to exceed 1 GB. In this embodiment, it is specified to divisionally record the data of the enhanced video object set VMGM_EVOBS of the video manager menu in a plurality of files to have each file size of 1 GB or less. The divided files are required to be recorded continuously on the information storage medium DISC. In this way, all enhanced video object sets of the video manager menu can be fetched by single continuous playback, thus assuring high reliability of playback control and speeding up of presentation processing for the user.

[0289] 6) The contents of the backup file VMGI_BUP of the video manager information shall be exactly the same of the video manager information VMGI completely.

[0290] 7) A gap may exist in the boundary positions between neighboring ones of video manager information VMGI the menu FP_PGC_M_EVOB which is to be presented first immediately after insertion of the information storage medium DISC, the enhanced video object set VMGM_EVOBS of the video manager menu, and the backup file VMGI_BUP of the video manager information. As described in 4), when information of each data is recorded together for each ECC block, the position of the last data may have a difference from the boundary position of ECC blocks, and a residual area may be formed in the ECC block. This residual area is called a gap. Since existence of the gap areas is allowed in this way, each information can be recorded for respective ECC blocks. As a result, the convenience upon playback and the reliability upon data playback can be assured, as described above.

[0291] 8) Each enhanced video object EVOB in the enhanced video object set VMGM_EVOBS of the video manager menu shall be allocated continuously. As described above, the enhanced video object set VMGM_EVOBS of the video manager menu can have a size which exceeds 1 GB, and can be divisionally recorded in files of 1 GB or less. This means that the divided files are recorded continuously on the information storage medium DISC. As a result, the enhanced video object set VMGM_EVOBS of the video manager menu can be read together by a single playback operation, thus assuring the convenience of the playback processing and shortening the time required for presentation for the user.

[0292] 9) When the menu FP_PGC_M_EVOB which is to be presented first immediately after insertion of the information storage medium DISC and the enhanced video object set VMGM_EVOBS of the video manager menu do not exist, the video manager information VMGI and the backup file VMGI_BUP of the video manager information shall be recorded respectively in continuous areas defined by consecutive logical sector numbers. In this manner, the playback convenience of the video manager information VMGI and the backup file VMGI_BUP of the video manager information can be improved.

[0293] <Structure of Enhanced Video Object Set (EVOBS) in Standard Context>

[0294] The EVOBS is a collection of Enhanced Video Object which is composed of data on Video, Audio, Sub-picture and the like.

[0295] The following rules shall apply to EVOBS:

[0296] 1) In an EVOBS, EVOBs are to be recorded in Contiguous Block and Interleaved Block.

[0297] 2) An EVOB is composed of one or more EVOBs. EVOB_ID numbers are assigned from the EVOB with the smallest LSN in EVOBS, in ascending order starting with one (1).

[0298] 3) An EVOB is composed of one or more Cells. C_ID numbers are assigned from the Cell with the smallest LSN in an EVOB, in ascending order starting with one (1).

[0299] 4) Cells in EVOBS may be identified by the EVOB_ID number and the C_ID number.

[0300] 5) An EVOB shall be allocated in ascending order in logical sector number continuously (without any gaps).

[0301] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[0302] The enhanced video object set EVOBS is a collection of the enhanced video object EVOB, which is composed of data on video, audio, sub-picture, and the like. In this embodiment, the following rules shall apply to the enhanced video object set EVOBS.

[0303] 1) In the enhanced video object set EVOBS, enhanced video objects EVOBs are to be recorded in contiguous blocks and interleaved blocks.

[0304] 2) An enhanced video object set EVOBS is composed of one or more enhanced video objects EVOBs.

[0305] 3) ID numbers EVOB_ID assigned to respective enhanced video object EVOB are assigned in ascending order of logical sector number LSN, which indicates the recording address of enhanced video object EVOB on the information storage medium DISC. The first number is "1", and is incremented in turn.

[0306] One enhanced video object EVOB is composed of one or more cells. As ID numbers C_ID set for respective cells, numerals which are incremented in turn to have a minimum value ‘1’ in ascending order of logical sector number LSN which indicates the recording location of each cell on the information storage medium DISC are set.

[0307] 4) Respective cells in the enhanced video object set EVOBS may be individually identified by the ID number EVOB_ID assigned to the enhanced video object EVOB and the ID numbers C_ID set for respective cells.
In this embodiment, for example, as video information and its management information to be recorded on the information storage medium DISC, two different types of contents, i.e., the advanced content ADVCT and standard content STDCT are set. By providing the advanced content ADVCT, the requirements of the user who wants to assure flexible and diversified expressions, easy processing of video related information of network actions, and easy transmission of information after processing, can be satisfied. By providing the standard content STDCT at the same time, the data compatibility to the conventional DVD-Video can be assured, and even an inexpensive information playback apparatus without any precondition of network connection can play back video information of this embodiment. This point is a large technical feature in this embodiment.

As shown in FIG. 5, information storage media DISC corresponding to three different categories are defined as the information storage media DISC that record respective contents. That is, as shown in FIG. 5(a), a medium which records only information of the standard content STDCT as data to be recorded in the information storage medium DISC compliant to category 1 is defined. The information storage medium DISC compliant to category 1 can be played back by both an inexpensive information playback apparatus without any precondition of network connection and an advanced information playback apparatus premised on network connection.

An information storage medium DISC which records only advanced content ADVCT as data recorded in an information storage medium compliant to category 2 is defined, as shown in FIG. 5(b). The information storage medium DISC compliant to category 2 can be played back by only an advanced information playback apparatus premised on network connection. Furthermore, as shown in FIG. 5(c), an information storage medium DISC compliant to category 3 which records identical video information in both categories of the advanced content ADVCT and standard content STDCT is defined. This point is a large technical feature of this embodiment. Using the information storage medium DISC compliant to category 3, an advanced information playback apparatus having a network connection function can play back the advanced content ADVCT, and an inexpensive information playback apparatus without any precondition of network connection can play back the standard content STDCT. Hence, the contents optimal to every models can be presented (provided) to the user.

This disc contains only Standard Content which consists of one VMG and one or more Standard VTSs. This disc contains no Advanced Content such as a Playlist, Advanced VTS and so on. As for an example of structure, see FIG. 5(a).

More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

The information storage medium DISC compliant to category 1 shown in FIG. 5(a) records the standard content STDCT which consists of one video manager VMG which forms a menu frame, and one or more standard video title sets SVTS that manage video information. No information of the advanced content ADVCT is recorded on this information storage medium DISC.
to the first play domain FP_DOM of a menu presented immediately after insertion of the information storage medium DISC and the video manager domain VMGM_-_DOM, the menu processing on the advanced content ADVCT can always be assured, thus avoiding confusion to the user. Even though the information storage medium DISC compliant to category 3 contains the standard content STDCT, basically this information storage medium DISC follows rules for the information storage medium DISC compliant to category 2 shown in FIG. 5(b).

[0324] <Primary Video Set>

[0325] Primary Video Set in Advanced Content consists of Advanced VTS space, Standard VTS space and VMG. Basically Advanced VTS is used only in Advanced Content, and Standard VTS may be used in Advanced Content even though this VTS is mainly used for Standard Content. In Advanced Content, VMG may exist in Primary Video Set, however the transition to VMGM_DOM or FP_DOM is not allowed. The data for Primary Video Set is located on a disc under HDDVD_TS directory.

[0326] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[0327] The contents of the primary video set PRMVS shown in FIG. 5(c) will be described below. The primary video set PRMVS in the advanced content ADVCT includes an advanced video title set ADVTS, a standard video title set SVTS, and a video manager VMG. These video title sets are mainly used in the standard content STDCT. However, the advanced video title set ADVTS is used only in the advanced content ADVCT, and the standard video title set SVTS may be used in the advanced content ADVCT. In the advanced content ADVCT, the video manager VMG in the primary video set PRMVS may exist. However, during use of the advanced content ADVCT, the transition to the aforementioned video manager menu domain VMGM_DOM and first play domain FP_DOM is inhibited. The first play domain FP_DOM corresponding to a frame to be presented immediately after insertion of the information storage medium DISC and the video manager domain VMGM_DOM are basically required in a menu operation in the standard content STDCT. However, in this embodiment, as shown in FIG. 9 or 6, the menu processing is executed in the advanced content ADVCT to refer to the standard video title set SVTS which records video information in the standard content STDCT as needed. In this way, by inhibiting the transition to the first play domain FP_DOM of a menu presented immediately after insertion of the information storage medium DISC and the video manager domain VMGM_-_DOM, the menu processing on the advanced content ADVCT can always be assured, thus effectively avoiding confusion to the user. The primary video set PRMVS are recorded in the information storage medium DISC compliant to category 3. The primary video set PRMVS is allocated in the HDDVD_TS directory described above as the data structure to be recorded. However, the embodiment of the invention is not limited to this, and the primary video set PRMVS may be recorded in the persistent storage.

[0328] At least the primary video set PRMVS and at least one playlist PLLST (details will be described later) shall be recorded in the information storage medium DISC compliant to category 2 or 3. Other pieces of information related with the advanced content ADVCT described in FIGS. 6 and 7 shall be located in on information storage medium DISC but can be delivered from a server via the network.

[0329] <Structure of Volume Space>

[0330] The Volume Space of an HD DVD-Video disc consists of

[0331] 1) The Volume and File structure, which shall be assigned for the UDF structure.

[0332] 2) Single "HD DVD-Video zone", which shall be assigned for the data structure of HD DVD-Video format. This zone consists of "Standard Content zone" and "Advanced Content zone".

[0333] 3) "DVD others zone", which may be used for other than HD DVD-Video applications.

[0334] The following rules apply for HD DVD-Video zone.

[0335] 1) "HD DVD-Video zone" shall consist of a "Standard Content zone" in Category 1 disc.

[0336] "HD DVD-Video zone" shall consist of an "Advanced Content zone" in Category 2 disc.

[0337] "HD DVD-Video zone" shall consist of both a "Standard Content zone" and an "Advanced Content zone" in Category 3 disc.

[0338] 2) "Standard Content zone" shall consist of single Video Manager (VMG) and at least 1 with maximum 511 Video Title Set (VTS) in Category 1 disc and Category 3 disc. "Standard Content zone" shall not exist in Category 2 disc.

[0339] 3) VMG shall be allocated at the leading part of "HD DVD-Video zone" if it exists, that is Category 1 disc case.

[0340] 4) VMG shall be composed of at least 2 with maximum 102 files.

[0341] 5) Each VTS (except Advanced VTS) shall be composed of at least 3 with maximum 200 files.

[0342] 6) "Advanced Content zone" shall consist of files supported in Advanced Content with an Advanced VTS. The maximum number of files for Advanced Content zone under ADV_OBJ directory is 512x2047.

[0343] 7) Advanced VTS shall be composed of at least 3 with maximum 5995 files.

[0344] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[0345] The recording locations of the advanced content ADVCT and standard content STDCT recorded in the information storage medium DISC will be described below using FIG. 5(c). In the following description, a medium in which the recording location of only the advanced content ADVCT is set corresponds to the information storage medium DISC shown in FIG. 5(b), and a medium in which the recording location of only the standard content STDCT corresponds to the information storage medium DISC of category 1 shown in FIG. 5(a). A space that records each content on the information storage medium DISC, as shown in FIG. 5(c), is defined as a volume space, and logical sector
numbers LSN are assigned to all locations in the volume space. In this embodiment, the volume space is formed of the following three zones.

[0346] 1) Zone that describes the volume and file structure (file system management information recording area)

[0347] This zone is defined as an area that records management information of a file system, although it is not described in FIG. 5(c). In this embodiment, a file system compliant to uniform disc format (UDF) is built. The above zone indicates a zone which records management information of that file system.

[0348] 2) Single HD_DVD-Video zone

[0349] This zone records data in this embodiment described in FIG. 5(c). This zone consists of a zone that records the advanced content ADVCT, and a zone that records the standard content STDCT.

[0350] Other DVD related information recording zone.

[0351] 3) DVD others zone

[0352] This zone records DVD related information other than information used in the HD_DVD-Video of this embodiment. This zone can record information related with the HD_DVD-Video recording standards and information related with the existing DVD-Video and DVD-Audio standards.

[0353] In this embodiment, the following rules apply for the HD_DVD-Video zone described in 2) above and FIG. 5(c).

[0354] 1) The information storage media compliant to categories 1 and 3 can record information of one video manager VMG and 1 to 511 video title sets VTS in the recording area of the standard content STDCT. The information storage medium DISC compliant to category 2 cannot set the recording area of the standard content STDCT.

[0355] 2) In the information storage medium DISC compliant to category 1, the video manager VMG shall be recorded at the first location in the HD_DVD-Video recording area.

[0356] 3) The video manager VMG shall be composed of 2 with minimum 102 files.

[0357] 4) Each video title set VTS except the advanced video title sets ADVTS shall be composed of at least 3 with maximum 200 files.

[0358] 5) The recording area of the advanced content ADVCT shall consists of files supported in the advanced content ADVCT with an advanced video title set ADVTS. The maximum number of files for advanced content ADVCT to be recorded in the recording area is 512x2047.

[0359] 6) The advanced video title set ADVTS shall be composed of 3 with 5995 files.

[0360] <Transition Upon Playback>

[0361] The transitions upon playback of the advanced content ADVCT and upon playback of the standard content STDCT will be explained below using FIG. 6. The information storage medium DISC compliant to category 3 shown in FIG. 5(c) has a structure that can independently play back the advanced content ADVCT and standard content STDCT. When the information storage medium DISC compliant to category 3 is inserted into an advanced information playback apparatus having an internet connection function, the playback apparatus reads advanced navigation information ADVNV included in the advanced content ADVCT in an initial state INST1. After that, the playback apparatus transits to an advanced content playback state ADVPS. The same processing occurs when the information storage medium DISC compliant to category 2 shown in FIG. 5(b) is inserted. In the advanced content playback state ADVPS shown in FIG. 6, a playback situation can transit to a standard content playback state STDPS by executing a command MSCMD corresponding to a mark-up file MRKUP or script file SRIPT. In the standard content playback state STDPS, the playback situation can return to the advanced content playback state ADVPS by executing a command NCCMD of navigation commands set in the standard content STDCT.

[0362] In the standard content STDCT, system parameters which record information, e.g., the presentation angle numbers, playback audio numbers, and the like that are set by the system as in the existing DVD-Video standards are defined. In this embodiment, the advanced content ADVCT can play back data to be set in the system parameter or can change the system parameter values in the advanced content playback state ADVPS. In this manner, compatibility to the existing DVD-Video playback can be assured. Independently of the transition direction between the advanced content playback state ADVPS and the standard content playback state STDPS, the consistency of the setting values of the system parameters can be maintained in this embodiment.

[0363] When an arbitrary transition is made according to user's favor between the advanced content ADVCT and standard content STDCT in the information storage medium DISC compliant to category 3 shown in FIG. 5(c), since the system parameter values have consistency as described above, for example, the same presentation language is used before and after transition, and the user's convenience upon playback can be assured.

[0364] <Medium Identification Processing Method>

[0365] FIG. 7 shows a medium identification processing method by the information playback apparatus of this embodiment when three different types of information storage media DISC shown in FIG. 5 are mounted.

[0366] When the information storage medium DISC is mounted on a high-end information playback apparatus having a network connection function, the information playback apparatus determines if the information storage medium DISC is compliant to HD_DVD (step S11). In case of the information storage medium DISC compliant to HD_DVD, the information playback apparatus goes to find a playlist file PLIST located directly under the root directory shown in FIG. 11 and determines if the information storage medium DISC is compliant to category 2 or 3 (step S12). If the playlist file PLIST is not found, the information playback apparatus determines that the information storage medium DISC is compliant to category 2 or 3, and plays back the advanced content ADVCT (step S13). If the playlist file PLIST is not found, the information playback apparatus checks the video manager ID number VMGM_ID recorded
in the video manager information VMGI in the standard content STDCT and determines if the information storage medium DISC is compliant to category 1 (step S14). In case of the information storage medium DISC compliant to category 1, the video manager ID number VMGM_ID is recorded as specific data, and it can be identified based on the information in a video manager category VMG_CAT that the standard content STDCT compliant to category 1 alone is recorded. In this case, the standard content STDCT is placed back (step S15). If the mounted information storage medium DISC belongs to none of categories described in FIG. 5, a processing method depending on the information playback apparatus is adopted (step S16).

[0367] <Playback of Only Audio>

[0368] This embodiment supports a playback apparatus which does not have any video display function and plays back only audio information. FIG. 8 shows the startup sequence in an audio-only information playback apparatus.

[0369] When the information storage medium DISC is mounted on the information playback apparatus, the information playback apparatus determines if the information storage medium DISC is compliant to HD_DVD (step S21). If the information storage medium DISC is not compliant to HD_DVD in this embodiment, a processing method depending on the information playback apparatus is adopted (step S24). Also, if the information playback apparatus is not the one which plays back only audio information, a processing method depending on the information playback apparatus is adopted (steps S22 and S24). If the mounted information storage medium DISC is compliant to HD_DVD of this embodiment, the information playback apparatus checks the presence/absence of a playlist file PLLST recorded in the advanced content directory ADVCT located directly under the root directory. If the playlist file PLLST is found, the information playback apparatus plays back only audio information which plays back audio information via the playlist file PLLST.

[0370] <Data Access Method>

[0371] Different management methods (different data access methods to contents and the like) for the enhanced video object EVOB in the standard content STDCT and those in the advanced content ADVCT in this embodiment will be described below with reference to FIG. 9.

[0372] On standard video title set information STVTSI as management information in the standard content STDCT in this embodiment, access to each enhanced video object EVOB is designated by a logical sector number LSN as address information on the logical space. In this way, since access is managed using the address information, compatibility to the existing DVD-Video standards can be assured. By contrast, access to each enhanced video object EVOB in the advanced content ADVCT is managed by address information but by time information. This point is a large technical feature in this embodiment. With this feature, not only compatibility to the video recording standards that allow existing video recording and playback can be assured, but also easy edit processing is guaranteed. More specifically, in a playlist PLLST which represents playback management information on the advanced content ADVCT, the playback range of advanced video object data at a playback position is set by time information. In the advanced content ADVCT of this embodiment, time information designated in the playlist PLLST can be converted into address information by time map information TMAPI. The time map information TMAPI is used to convert the designated time information into a logical sector number LSN indicating a logical address position on the information storage medium DISC. The time map information TMAPI is recorded at a position different from the playlist PLLST. Furthermore, advanced video title set information ADVTSI in the advanced content ADVCT corresponds to the standard video title set information STVTSI in the standard content STDCT. This advanced video title set information ADVTSI records enhanced video object information EVOB3 which records individual attribute information of respective enhanced video object EVOB. This enhanced video object information EVOB3 refers to and manages each individual enhanced video object EVOB as management information of attribute information. When this enhanced video object information EVOB3 manages and refers to attributes of the enhanced video object EVOB in the standard content STDCT, the playlist PLLST that manages playback of the advanced content ADVCT can designate playback of enhanced video object EVOB in the standard content STDCT.

[0373] <Utilization of Standard Content By Advanced Content>

[0374] Standard Content can be utilized by Advanced Content. VTSI of Advanced VTS can refer EVOBs which is also be referred by VTSI of Standard VTS, by use of TMAPI (see FIG. 9). In this case, a TMAPI Information refers one or more EVOBs in an EVOB. However, the EVOB may contain HL1, PCI and so on, which are not supported in Advanced Content. In the playback of such EVOBs, some information which is not supported in Advanced Content such as HL1 and PCI shall be ignored in Advanced Content.

[0375] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[0376] As described above, the advanced content ADVCT can utilize some data in the standard content STDCT. This point is a large technical feature in this embodiment.

[0377] For example, as shown in FIG. 9, the enhanced video object information EVOB3 in the advanced video title set information ADVTSI can refer to and play back enhanced video object EVOB3 in the standard content STDCT by utilizing time map information TMAPI/3 in the advanced content ADVCT. Also, as shown in FIG. 9, the enhanced video object EVOB3 referred to by the enhanced video object information EVOB3 in the advanced content can also be referred to by the standard video title set information STVTSI. As described above, in this embodiment, since the enhanced video object EVOB3 in the standard content STDCT can be referred to by a plurality of pieces of information, it can be commonly utilized, and the efficiency of data to be recorded on the information storage medium DISC can be improved.

[0378] This enhanced video object EVOB3 includes information such as highlight information HL1, presentation control information PCI, and the like. However, the advanced content ADVCT does not support these pieces of information, and information specified by these highlight
information HLI and presentation control information PCI is ignored upon playback of the advanced content ADVCT based on the playlist PLIST.

[0379] <Advanced VTS>

[0380] Advanced VTS is utilized Video Title Set for Advanced Content. In comparison to Standard VTS, followings are additionally defined.

[0381] 1) More enhancement for an EVOB

[0382] 1 Main Video stream

[0383] 8 Main Audio streams (Maximum)

[0384] 1 Sub Video stream

[0385] 8 Sub Audio streams (Maximum)

[0386] 32 Sub-picture streams (Maximum)

[0387] 1 Advanced stream

[0388] 2) Integration of Enhanced VOB Set (EVOBS)

[0389] Integration of both Menu EVOBS and Title EVOBS

[0390] 3) Elimination of a layered structure

[0391] No Tide, no PGC, no PTT and no Cell

[0392] No supports of Navigation Command and UOP control

[0393] 4) Introduction of new Time Map Information (TMAPI)

[0394] In case of Contiguous Block, one TMAPI corresponds to one EVOB and it shall be stored as a file.

[0395] In case of Interleaved Block, the TMAPIs which correspond to EVObs in the Block shall be stored as a file.

[0396] Some information in a NV_PCK are simplified.

[0397] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[0398] The advanced video title set ADVTS shown in FIG. 9(c) will be described below with reference to FIG. 9. The advanced video title set ADVTS is utilized as a video title set for the advanced content ADVCT. Differences between the advanced video title set ADVTS shown in FIG. 9(c) and the standard video title set SVTS will be listed below.

[0399] 1) More enhancement for the enhanced video object EVOB in advanced content ADVCT

[0400] The advanced video title set ADVTS can have one main video stream MANVD, eight (maximum) or fewer main audio streams MANAD, one sub video stream SUBVD, eight (maximum) or less sub audio streams SUBAD, 32 (maximum) or fewer sub-picture streams SUBPI, and one advanced stream (stream data that records an advanced application ADAPI, to be described later).

[0401] 2) Integration of enhanced video object set EVOBS

[0402] In the standard content STDCT, as shown in FIG. 4, enhanced video object EVOB in the video manager VMG that represents a menu frame is completely separated from enhanced video object EVOB in the standard video title set SVTS which represents video information to be played back, and a moving image and menu frame cannot be simultaneously presented. By contrast, the advanced video title set ADVTS in this embodiment can manage and present a menu frame and a picture frame that represents a moving image by integrating them.

[0403] 3) Elimination of a layered structure of management information for video information

[0404] The existing DVD-Video and standard content STDCT adopts a layered structure of program chains PGC/parts of title PTT/cells as a video management unit. However, the management method of the advanced content ADVCT in this embodiment does not adopt such layered structure. Also, the standard content STDCT of the existing DVD-Video uses navigation commands to execute special processing such as transition processing and the like and performs user operation processing. However, the advanced content ADVCT of this embodiment does not perform these processes.

[0405] 4) Introduction of new time map information TMAPI

[0406] In a contiguous block to be described later, one time map information TMAPI corresponds to one enhanced video object EVOB, and respective pieces of time map information TMAPI are recorded as one file on the information storage medium DISC. In case of an interleaved block, a plurality of enhanced video object EVOB corresponding to each stream in that interleaved block are included. Time map information TMAPI is set for each individual enhanced video object EVOB, and a plurality of pieces of time map information TMAPI are recorded in one file for each interleaved block. Furthermore, information in a navigation pack NV_PCK defined in the conventional DVD-Video and standard content STDCT is recorded after it is simplified.

[0407] <Structure of Advanced Video Title Set (Advanced VTS)>

[0408] This VTS consists of only one Title. This VTS is composed of control data referred to as Video Title Set Information (VTSI), Enhanced Video Object Set for Titles in a VTS (VTSTI_EVOBS), Video Title Set Time Map Information (VTS_TMAP), backup control data (VTSI_BUP) and backup of Video Title Set Time Map Information (VTS_TMAP_BUP).

[0409] The following rules shall apply to Video Title Set (VTS):

[0410] 1) The control data (VTSI) and the backup of control data (VTSI_BUP) (if exists: this data is recorded optionally) shall be a single File.

[0411] 2) VTSI and VTSI_BUP (if exists) shall not be recorded in the same ECC block.

[0412] 3) Each of a Video Title Set Time Map Information (VTS_TMAP) and the backup of this (VTS_TMAP_BUP) (if exists: this data is recorded optionally) shall be composed of files, up to a maximum of 999 respectively.

[0413] 4) VTS_TMAP and VTS_TMAP_BUP (if exists) shall not be recorded in the same ECC block.
[0414] 5) Files comprising VTS_TMAP shall be allocated continuously.

[0415] 6) Files comprising VTS_TMAP_BUP (if exists) shall be allocated continuously.

[0416] 7) An EVOB which belongs to Contiguous Block shall be a single File.

[0417] 8) EVOBs which consist of an Interleaved Block shall be included in a single File.

[0418] 9) An EVOB of a VTS (VTSTT_EVOBS) shall be composed of files, up to a maximum of 999.

[0419] 10) Files comprising VTSTT_EVOBS shall be allocated continuously.

[0420] 11) The contents of VTSI_BUP (if exists) shall be exactly the same as VTSI completely. Therefore, when relative address information in VTSI_BUP refers to outside of VTSI_BUP, the relative address shall be taken as a relative address of VTSI.

[0421] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[0422] The data structure in the advanced video title set ADVTS in the advanced content ADVCT shown in FIG. 9 will be described below.

[0423] In this embodiment, one advanced video title set ADVTS is composed of only one title that represents video information itself. In this embodiment, the advanced video title set ADVTS is composed of advanced video title set information ADVTSI which records control information, an enhanced video object set VTSTT_EVOBS which stores a video title representing the video information itself, video title set time map information VTS_TMAP which records time map information TMAPI shown in FIG. 9, backup information ADVTSI_BUP of the advanced video title set information ADVTSI, and backup information VTS_TMAP_BUP of the time map information. These pieces of information shall be recorded continuously in this order on the information storage medium DISC. The following rules shall apply to the advanced video title set ADVTS in this embodiment.

[0424] 1) The advanced video title set information ADVTSI as control information and its backup information ADVTSI_BUP shall be recorded as a single file on the information storage medium DISC.

[0425] 2) The advanced video title set information ADVTSI and its backup information ADVTSI_BUP shall not be stored in one ECC block together. When the advanced video title set information ADVTSI and its backup information ADVTSI_BUP are recorded continuously, if the last information in the advanced video title set information ADVTSI is located in the middle of one ECC block, padding information should be recorded in the residual area in that ECC block so that the next backup information ADVTSI_BUP is allocated in a different ECC block. In this manner, even when an ECC block at the boundary between the advanced video title set information ADVTSI and the next backup information ADVTSI_BUP cannot be read due to an error, one of these two pieces of information can be played back, thus improving the reliability upon playback.

[0426] 3) Each of the video title set time map information VTS_TMAP and its backup information VTS_TMAP_BUP shall be recorded in 1 to 999 (maximum) or fewer files.

[0427] 4) Each of the video title set time map information VTS_TMAP and its backup information VTS_TMAP_BUP shall not be recorded in one ECC block together. That is, as in 2), when the boundary between these two pieces of information is to be allocated in one ECC block, i.e., when the last part of the video title set time map information VTS_TMAP is allocated in the middle of one ECC block, padding data is recorded to allocate the next backup information VTS_TMAP_BUP to be recorded from the head position of the next ECC block. In this manner, the reliability upon playback can be assured.

[0428] 5) A plurality of files comprising the video title set time map information VTS_TMAP shall be recorded continuously on the information storage medium DISC. In this way, the need for unwanted transition processing of an optical head can be eliminated, and the video title set time map information VTS_TMAP can be played back by single continuous playback, thus ensuring easy playback processing and speeding up.

[0429] 6) A plurality of files comprising the backup information VTS_TMAP_BUP of each video title set time map information VTS_TMAP shall be recorded continuously on the information storage medium DISC. In this way, as in 5), easy playback processing and speeding up can be attained.

[0430] 7) An enhanced video object set VTSTT_EVOBS that record titles of the advanced video title set shall be recorded on the information storage medium DISC as 1 to 999 (maximum) or fewer files.

[0431] 8) A plurality of files which record the enhanced video object sets VTSTT_EVOBS that record titles of the advanced video title set shall be recorded continuously on the information storage medium DISC. In this manner, the enhanced video object sets VTSTT_EVOBS that record titles of the advanced video title set can be played back by single continuous playback, thus ensuring continuity upon playback.

[0432] 9) The contents of the backup information ADVTSI_BUP of the advanced video title set information ADVTSI shall be the same as the advanced video title set information ADVTSI completely.

[0433] <Structure of Enhanced Video Object Set (EVOBS) in Advanced VTS>

[0434] The EVOBS is a collection of Enhanced Video object which is composed of data on Video, Audio, Subpicture and the like.

[0435] The following rules shall apply to EVOBS:

[0436] 1) In an EVOBS, EVOBs are to be recorded in Contiguous Block and Interleaved Block.

[0437] 2) An EVOB is composed of one or more EVOBs. EVOB_ID numbers are assigned from the EVOB with the smallest LSN in EVOBS, in ascending order starting with one (1). EVOB_ID number is also corresponding to the same number of EVOBI in VTSI.

[0438] 3) Each EVOB has one corresponding TMAP file if the EVOB belongs to Contiguous Block. EVOBs which compose Interleaved Block have one corresponding TMAP file.
4) An EVOB shall be allocated in ascending order in logical sector number contiguously (without any gaps).

[0440] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[0441] The data structure of the enhanced video object EVOB in the advanced content ADVCT shown in FIG. 9 will be described below. In this embodiment, a collection of enhanced objects EVOBS is called an enhanced video object set EVOBS, and is composed of data of video, audio, sub-picture, and the like. In this embodiment, the following rules shall apply to the enhanced video object set EVOBS in the advanced content ADVCT.

[0442] 1) Enhanced video objects EVOBs are recorded in a contiguous block and interleaved block (to be described later).

[0443] 2) One enhanced video object set EVOBS includes one or more enhanced video object EVOB. The aforementioned ID numbers EVOB_ID of the enhanced video object are assigned in the layout order of enhanced video object EVOB recorded on the information storage medium DISC. That is, the ID numbers EVOB_ID are assigned in ascending order of logical sector number LSN which indicates the recording address of enhanced video object EVOB on the logical space, and the first number is set to 1. The ID number EVOB_ID of the enhanced video object is corresponding to the same number of the enhanced video object information EVOBI described in the advanced title set information ADVTST. That is, as shown in FIG. 9, enhanced video object EVOB#1 has an ID number EVOB_ID="1", and enhanced video object EVOB#2 has an ID number EVOB_ID="2". Enhanced video object information EVOBI#1 which controls that data is set to have a number="1", and enhanced video object information EVOBI#2 which manages the enhanced video object EVOBI#2 is set to have a number="2".

[0444] 3) Each enhanced video object EVOB has one corresponding time map file if the enhanced video object EVOB belongs to the contiguous block. That is, as shown in FIG. 9, time map information TMAPI#1 exists as a part for managing the time of enhanced video object EVOB#1, and this time map information TMAPI#1 is recorded on the information storage medium DISC as one time map file. When a plurality of enhanced video objects EVOBs compose an interleaved block, one time map file is recorded on the information storage medium DISC in correspondence with one interleaved block.

[0445] <Relation among Presentation Objects>

[0446] FIG. 10 shows the relation among Data Type, Data Source and Player/Decoder for each presentation object defined above.

[0447] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[0448] The advanced content ADVCT in this embodiment uses objects shown in FIG. 10. The correspondence among the data types, data sources, and players/decoders, and player for each presentation object is shown in FIG. 10. Initially, "via network" and "persistent storage PRSTR" as the data sources will be described below.

[0449] <Network Server>

[0450] Network Server is an optional data source for Advanced Content playback, but a player should have network access capability. Network Server is usually operated by the content provider of the current disc. Network Server usually locate in the internet.

[0451] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[0452] "Via network" related with the data sources shown in FIG. 10 will be explained.

[0453] This embodiment is premised on playback of object data delivered from the network server NTSRV via the network as the data source of objects used to play back the advanced content ADVCT. Therefore, a player with advanced functions in this embodiment is premised on network access. As the network server NTSRV which represents the data source of objects upon transferring data via the network, a server to be accessed is designated in the advanced content ADVCT on the information storage medium DISC upon playback, and that server is operated by the content provider who created the advanced content ADVCT. The network server NTSRV is usually located in the Internet.

[0454] <Data Categories on Network Server>

[0455] Any Advanced Content files can exist on Network Server. Advanced Navigation can download any files on Data Sources to the File Cache or Persistent Storage by using proper API(s). For S-EVOB data read from Network Server, Secondary Video Player can use Streaming Buffer.

[0456] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[0457] Files which record the advanced content ADVCT in this embodiment can be recorded in the network server NTSRV in advance. An application processing command API which is set in advance downloads advanced navigation data ADVNV onto a file cache FLCCCH (data cache DTCCCH) or the persistent storage PRSTR. In this embodiment, a primary video set player cannot directly play back a primary video set PRMVS from the network server NTSRV. The primary video set PRMVS is temporarily recorded on the persistent storage PRSTR, and data are played back via the persistent storage PRSTR (to be described later). A secondary video player SCDVP can directly play back secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB from the network server NTSRV using a streaming buffer. The persistent storage PRSTR shown in FIG. 10 will be described below.

[0458] <Persistent Storage/Data categories on Persistent Storage>

[0459] There are two categories of Persistent Storage. One is called as "Required Persistent Storage". This is a mandatory Persistent Storage device attached in a player. FLASH memory is typical device for this. The minimum capacity for Fixed Persistent Storage is 128 MB. Others are optional and called as "Additional Persistent Storage". They may be removable storage devices, such as USB Memory/ HDD or Memory Card. NAS (Network Attached Storage) is also one of possible Additional Persistent Storage device. Actual device implementation is not specified in this specification. They should pursuant API model for Persistent Storage.
Any Advanced Content files can exist on Persistent Storage. Advanced Navigation can copy any files on Data Sources to Persistent Storage or File Cache by using proper API(s). Secondary Video Player can read Secondary Video Set from Persistent Storage.

More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

This embodiment defines two different types of persistent storages PRSTRs. The first type is called a required persistent storage (or a fixed persistent storage as a mandatory persistent storage) PRSTR. The information recording and playback apparatus I (player) in this embodiment has the persistent storage PRSTR as a mandatory component. As a practical recording medium which is most popularly used as the fixed persistent storage PRSTR, this embodiment assumes a flash memory. This embodiment is premised on that the fixed persistent storage PRSTR has a capacity of 64 MB or more. When the minimum required memory size of the persistent storage PRSTR is set, as described above, the playback stability of the advanced content ADVCT can be guaranteed independently of the detailed arrangement of the information recording and playback apparatus I. As shown in FIG. 10, the file cache FLCH (data cache DTCH) is designated as the data source. The file cache FLCH (data cache DTCH) represents a cache memory having a relatively small capacity such as a DRAM, SRAM, or the like. The fixed persistent storage PRSTR in this embodiment incorporates a flash memory, and that memory itself is set not to be detached from the information playback apparatus. However, this embodiment is not limited to such specific memory, and for example, a portable flash memory may be used in addition to the fixed persistent storage PRSTR.

The other type of the persistent storage PRSTR in this embodiment is called an additional persistent storage PRSTR. The additional persistent storage PRSTR may be a removable storage device, and can be implemented by, e.g., a USB memory, portable HDD, memory card, or the like.

In this embodiment, the flash memory has been described as an example the fixed persistent storage PRSTR, and the USB memory, portable HDD, memory card, or the like has been described as the additional persistent storage PRSTR. However, this embodiment is not limited to such specific devices, and other recording media may be used.

This embodiment performs data I/O processing and the like for these persistent storages PRSTR using the data processing API (application interface). A file that records a specific advanced content ADVCT can be recorded in the persistent storage PRSTR. The advanced navigation data ADVVN can copy a file that records it from a data source to the persistent storage PRSTR or file cache FLCH (data cache DTCH). A primary video player PRMVP can directly read and present the primary video set PRMVS from the persistent storage PRSTR. The secondary video player SCDVP can directly read and present a secondary video set SCDVS from the persistent storage PRSTR.

Resource files in a disc, in Persistent Storage or in network need to be once stored in File Cache.

More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

In this embodiment, the advanced application ADEPL or an advanced subtitle ADSBT recorded in the information storage medium DISC, the persistent storage PRSTR, or the network server NTSRV needs to be once stored in the file cache, and such information then undergoes data processing. When the advanced application ADEPL or advanced subtitle ADSBT is once stored in the file cache FLCH (data cache DTCH), speeding up of the presentation processing and control processing can be guaranteed.

The primary video player PRMVP and secondary video player SCDVP as the playback processors shown in FIG. 10 will be described later. In short, the primary video player PRMVP includes a main video decoder MVDEC, main audio decoder MADEC, sub video decoder SVDEC, sub audio decoder SADEC, and sub-picture decoder SPDEC. As for the secondary video player SCDVP, the main audio decoder MADEC, sub video decoder SVDEC, and sub audio decoder SADEC are commonly used as those in the primary video player PRMVP. Also, an advanced element presentation engine AEPEM and advanced subtitle player ASBPL will also be described later.

There is only one Primary Video Set on Disc. It consists of IFO, one or more EVOB files and TMAP files with matching names.

More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

In this embodiment, only one primary video set PRMVS exists in one information storage medium DISC. This primary video set PRMVS includes its management information, one or more enhanced video object files EVOB, and time map files TMAP, and uses a common filename for each pair.

Primary Video Set is a container format of Primary Audio Video. The data structure of Primary Video Set is in conformity to Advanced VTS which consists of Video Title Set Information (VTSI), Time Map (TMAP) and Primary Enhanced Video Object (P-EVOB). Primary Video Set shall be played back by the Primary Video Player.

More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

The primary video set PRMVS contains a format of a primary audio video PRMAV. The primary video set PRMVS consists of advanced video title set information ADVTSI, time maps TMAP and primary enhanced video object P-EVOB, and the like. The primary video set PRMVS shall be played back by the primary video player PRMVP.

Components of the primary video set PRMVS shown in FIG. 10 will be described below.

In this embodiment, the primary video set PRMVS mainly means main video data recorded on the information storage medium DISC. The data type of this primary video set PRMVS consists of a primary audio video PRMAV, and a main video MANVD, main audio MANAD, and sub-picture SUBFT mean the same information as video information, audio information, and sub-picture information of the conventional DVD-Video and the standard content STDCT in this embodiment. The advanced content ADVCT
in this embodiment can newly present a maximum of two frames at the same time. That is, a sub video SUBVD is defined as video information that can be played back simultaneously with the main video MANVD. Likewise, a sub audio SUBAD that can be output simultaneously with the main audio MANAD is newly defined.

[0481] In this embodiment, the following two different use methods of the sub audio SUBAD are available:

[0482] A method of outputting audio information of the sub video SUBVD using the sub audio SUBAD when the main video MANVD and sub video SUBVD are presented at the same time; and

[0483] 2) A method of outputting the sub audio SUBAD to be superimposed on the main audio MANAD as a comment of a director where only the main video MANVD is played back and presented on the screen and the main audio MANAD as audio information corresponding to video data of the main video MANVD is output and when, for example, the comment of the director is audibly output to be superimposed.

[0484] [Secondary Video Set]

[0485] Secondary Video Set is used for substitution of Main Video/Main Audio streams to the corresponding streams in Primary Video Set (Substitute Audio Video), substitution of Main Audio stream to the corresponding stream in Primary Video Set (Substitute Audio), or used for addition to/substitution of Primary Video Set (Secondary Audio Video). Secondary Video Set may be recorded on a disc, recorded in Persistent Storage or delivered from a server. The file for Secondary Video Set is once stored in File Cache or Persistent Storage before playback, if the data is recorded on a disc, and it is possible to be played with Primary Video Set simultaneously. Secondary Video Set on a disc may be directly accessed in case that Primary Video Set is not played back (i.e. it is not supplied from a disc). On the other hand, if Secondary Video Set is located on a server, whole of this data should be once stored in File Cache or Persistent Storage and played back (“Complete downloading”), or a part of this data should be stored in Streaming Buffer sequentially and stored data in the buffer is played back without buffer overflow during downloading data from a server (“Streaming”).

[0486] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[0487] The secondary video set SCDVS is used as a substitution for the main audio MANAD in the primary video set PRMVS, and is also used as additional information or substitute information of the primary video set PRMVS. This embodiment is not limited to this. For example, the secondary video set SCDVS may be used as a substitution for a main audio MANAD of a substitute audio SBTAD or as an addition (superimposed presentation) or substitution for a secondary audio video SCDAV. In this embodiment, the content of the secondary video set SCDVS can be downloaded from the aforementioned network server NTSRV via the network, or can be recorded and used in the persistent storage PRSTR, or can be recorded in advance on the information storage medium DISC of the embodiment of the invention. If information of the secondary video set SCDVS is recorded in the information storage medium DISC of the embodiment, the following mode is adopted. That is, the secondary video set file SCDVS is once stored in the file cache FLCC (data cache DTCC) or the persistent storage PRSTR, and is then played back from the file cache or persistent storage PRSTR. The information of the secondary video set SCDVS can be played back simultaneously with some data of the primary video set PRMVS. In this embodiment, the primary video set PRMVS recorded on the information storage medium DISC can be directly accessed and presented, but the secondary video set SCDVS recorded on the information storage medium DISC in this embodiment cannot be directly played back. In this embodiment, information in the primary video set PRMVS is recorded in the aforementioned persistent storage PRSTR, and can be directly played back from the persistent storage PRSTR. More specifically, when the secondary video set SCDVS is recorded on the network server NTSRV, whole of the secondary video set SCDVS are once stored in the file cache FLCC (data cache DTCC) or the persistent storage PRSTR, and are then played back. This embodiment is not limited to this. For example, a part of the secondary video set SCDVS recorded on the network server NTSRV is once stored in the streaming buffer within the range in which the streaming buffer does not overflow, as needed, and can be played back from there.

[0488] [Secondary Video Sets (Continued)]

[0489] Secondary Video Set can carry three types of Presentation Objects, Substitute Audio Video, Substitute Audio and Secondary Audio Video. Secondary Video Set may be provided from Disc, Network Server, Persistent Storage or File Cache in a player. The data structure of Secondary Video Set is a simplified and modified structure of Advanced VTS. It consists of Time Map (TMAP) with attribute information and Secondary Enhanced Video Object (S-EVOB). Secondary Video Set shall be played back by the Secondary Video Player.

[0490] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[0491] The secondary video set SCDVS can carry three different types of presentation objects, i.e., a substitute audio video SBTAD; a substitute audio SBTAD, and secondary audio video SCDAV. The secondary video set SCDVS may be provided from the information storage medium DISC, network server NTSRV, persistent storage PRSTR, file cache FLCC, or the like. The data structure of the secondary video set SCDVS is a simplified and partially modified structure of the advanced video title setADVTS. The secondary video set SCDVS consists of time map TMAP and secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB. The secondary video set SCDVS shall be played back by the secondary video player SCDVP.

[0492] Components of the secondary video set SCDVS shown in FIG. 10 will be described below.

[0493] Basically, the secondary video set SCDVS indicates data which is obtained by reading information from the persistent storage PRSTR or via the network, i.e., from a location other than the information storage medium DISC in this embodiment, and presenting the read information by partially substituting for the primary video set PRMVS described above. That is, the main audio decoder MADEC shown in FIG. 10 is common to that of the primary video player PRMVP and the secondary video player SCDVP.
When the content of the secondary video set SCDSV is to be played back using the main audio decoder MADEC in the secondary video player SCDVP, the sub audio SUBAD of the primary video set PRMVS is not played back by the primary video player PRMVP, and is output after it is substituted by data of the secondary video set SCDSV. The secondary video set SCDSV consists of three different types of objects, i.e., the substitute audio video SBTAV, substitute audio SBTAD, and secondary audio video SCDAV. A main audio MANAD in the substitute audio SBTAD is basically used when it substitutes for the main audio MANAD in the primary video set PRMVS. The substitute audio video SBTAV consists of the main video MANVD and the main audio MANAD. The substitute audio SBTAD consists of one main audio stream MANAD. For example, when the main audio MANAD recorded in advance on the information storage medium DISC as the primary video set PRMVS records Japanese and English in correspondence with video information of the main video MANVD, the main audio MANAD can only present Japanese or English audio information upon presentation to the user. By contrast, this embodiment can attain as follows. That is, for a user who speaks Chinese as the native language, Chinese audio information recorded in the network server NTSRV is downloaded via the network, and audio information upon playing back the main video MANVD of the primary video set PRMVS can be output instead of presenting the audio information in Japanese or English while it is substituted by Chinese as the main audio MANAD of the secondary video set SCDSV. Also, the sub audio SUBAD of the secondary video set SCDSV can be used when audio information synchronized with the window of the sub video SUBVD of the secondary audio video SCDAV is to be presented upon presentation on two windows (e.g., when comment information of a director is simultaneously presented to be superimposed on the main audio MANAD which is output in synchronism with the main video MANVD of the primary video set PRMVS described above).

More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

In this embodiment, the secondary audio video SCDAV contains zero or one sub video SUBVD and zero to eight sub audio SUBAD. In this embodiment, the secondary audio video SCDAV is used to be superimposed on (in addition to) the primary video set PRMVS. In this embodiment, the secondary audio video SCDAV can also be used as a substitution for the sub video SUBVD and sub audio SUBAD in the primary video set PRMVS.

Secondary Audio Video (Continued)

Secondary Audio Video replaces Sub Video and Sub Audio presentations of Primary Audio Video. It may consist of Sub Video stream with/without Sub Audio stream or Sub Audio stream only. While being played back one of presentation stream in Secondary Audio Video, it is prohibited to be played Sub Video stream and Sub Audio stream in Primary Audio Video. The container format of Secondary Audio Video is Secondary Video Set.

More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

The secondary audio video SCDAV replaces the sub video SUBVD and sub audio SUBAD in the primary video set PRMVS. The secondary audio video SCDAV has the following cases.

1) Case of consisting of the video SUBAD stream only;
2) Case of consisting both the sub video SUBVD and sub audio SUBAD; and
3) Case of consisting of the sub audio SUBAD only.

At the time of playing back a stream in the secondary audio video SCDAV, the sub video SUBVD and sub audio SUBAD in the primary audio video PRMVA cannot be played back. The secondary audio video SCDAV is included in the secondary video set SCDSV.

<Advanced Application>

An Advanced Application consists of one Manifest file, Markup file(s) (including content/style/timing/layout information), Script file(s), Image file(s) (JPEG/PNG/MNG/Capture Image Format), Effect Audio file(s) (LPCM wrapped by WAV), Font file(s) (Open Type) and others. A Manifest file gives information for display layout, an initial Markup file to be executed, Script file(s) and resources in the Advanced Application.

More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

The advanced application ADAPL in FIG. 10 consists of information such as a markup file MRKUP, script file SCRIPT, still picture IMAGE, effect audio file EFFAD, font file FONT, and others. As described above, these pieces of information of the advanced application ADAPL are used once they are stored in the file cache. Information related with downloading to the file cache FLCCH (data cache DTCCH) is recorded in a manifest file MNFST (to be described later). Also, information of the download timing and the like of the advanced application ADAPL is described in resource information RESRCI in the playlist PLST. In this embodiment, the manifest file MNFST also contains information related with loading of the markup file MRKUP information executed initially, information required upon loading information recorded in the script file SCRIPT onto the file cache FLCCH (data cache DTCCH), and the like.

<Advanced Application> (Continued)

Advanced Application provides three functions. The first is to control entire presentation behavior of Advanced Content. The next is to realize graphical presentation, such as menu buttons, over the video presentation. The last is to control effect audio playback. Advanced Navigation files of Advanced Application, such as Manifest, Script and Markup, define the behavior of Advanced Application. Advanced Element files are used for graphical and audio presentation.

More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

The advanced application ADAPL provides the following three functions.
[0514] The first function is a control function (e.g., jump control between different frames) for presentation behavior of the advanced content ADVCT. The second function is a function of realizing graphical presentation of menu buttons and the like. The third function is an effect audio playback control function. An advanced navigation file ADVNV contains a manifest MNSFST, script file SCPRT, markup file MRKUP, and the like to implement the advanced application ADAPL. Information in an advanced element file ADVEL is related with a still picture IMAGE; font file FONT, and the like, and is used as presentation icons and presentation audio upon graphical presentation and audio presentation of the second function.

[0515] <Advanced Subtitle>

[0516] An advanced subtitle ADSBT is also used after it is stored in the file cache FLCH (data cache DTCH) as in the advanced application ADAPL. Information of the advanced subtitle ADSBT can be fetched from the information storage medium DISC or persistent storage PRSTR, or via the network. The advanced subtitle ADSBT in this embodiment basically contains a substituted explanatory title or telop for a conventional video information or images such as pictographic characters, still pictures, or the like. As for substitution of the explanatory title, it is basically formed based on text other than the images, and can also be presented by changing the font file FONT. Such advanced subtitles ADSBT can be added by downloading them from the network server NTSRV. For example, a new explanatory title or a comment for a given video information can be output while playing back the main video MANVD in the primary video set PRMVS stored in the information storage medium DISC. As described above, the following use method is available. That is, when the sub-picture SUBPBT stores only Japanese and English subtitles as, for example, the subtitles in the primary video set PRMVS, the user who speaks Chinese as the native language downloads a Chinese subtitle as the advanced subtitle ADSBT from the network server NTSRV via the network, and presents the downloaded subtitle. The data type in this case is set as the type of markup file MRKUPS for the advanced subtitle ADSBT or font file FONT.

[0517] <Advanced Subtitle> (Continued)

[0518] Advanced Subtitle is used for subtitle synchronized with video, which may be substitution of the Sub-picture data. It consists of one Manifest file for Advanced Subtitle, Markup file(s) for Advanced Subtitle (including content/style/timing/layout information), Font file(s) and Image file(s). The Markup file for Advanced Subtitle is a subset of Markup for Advanced Application.

[0519] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[0520] In this embodiment, the advanced subtitle ADSBT can be used as a subtitle (explanatory title or the like) which is presented in synchronism with the main video MANVD of the primary video set PRMVS. The advanced subtitle ADSBT can also be used as simultaneous presentation (additional presentation processing) for the sub-picture SUBPBT in the primary video set PRMVS or as a substitute for the sub-picture SUBPBT of the primary video set PRMVS. The advanced subtitle ADSBT consists of one manifest file MNSFST for the advanced subtitle ADSBT, markup file(s) MRKUPS for the advanced subtitle ADSBT, font file(s) FONTS and image file(s) IMAGES. The markup file MRKUPS for the advanced subtitle ADSBT exists as a subset of the markup file MRKUP of the advanced application ADAPL.

[0521] <Advanced Subtitle> (Continued)

[0522] Advanced Subtitle provides subtitling feature. Advanced Content has two means for subtitling. The one is by using with Sub-picture stream in Primary Audio Video as well as Sub-picture function of Standard Content. The other is by using with Advanced Subtitle. Both means shall not be used at the same time. Advanced Subtitle is a subset of Advanced Application.

[0523] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[0524] The advanced content ADVCT has two means for a subtitle.

[0525] As the first mean, the subtitle is used as a sub-picture stream in the primary audio PRMAV as in the sub-picture function of the standard content STDCT. As the second mean, the subtitle is used as the advanced subtitle ADSBT. Both means shall not be used in both the purposes at the same time. The advanced subtitle ADSBT is a subset of the advanced application ADAPL.

[0526] <Advanced Stream>

[0527] Advanced Stream is a data format of package files containing one or more Advanced Content files except for Primary Video Set. Advanced Stream is multiplexed into Primary Enhanced Video Object Set (P-EVOBS) and delivered to File Cache with P-EVOBS data supplying to Primary Video Player. The same files which are multiplexed in P-EVOBS and are mandatory for Advanced Content playback, should be stored as files on Disc. These duplicated copies are necessary to guarantee Advanced Content playback. Because Advanced Stream supply may not be finished, when Advanced Content playback is jumped. In this case, necessary files are directly copied by File Cache Manager from Disc to Data Cache before re-starting playback from specified jump timing.

[0528] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[0529] An advanced stream is a data format of package files containing one or more advanced content files ADVCT except for the primary video set PRMVS. The advanced stream is recorded to be multiplexed in a primary enhanced video object set P-EVOBS, and is delivered to the file cache FLCH (data cache DTCH). This primary enhanced video object set P-EVOBS undergoes playback processing by the primary video player PRMVP. These files which are recorded to be multiplexed in the primary enhanced video object set P-EVOBS are mandatory for playback of the advanced content ADACVT, and should be stored on the information storage medium DISC of this embodiment to have a file structure.

[0530] <Advanced Navigation>

[0531] Advanced Navigation files shall be located as files or archived in package file. Advanced Navigation files are read and interpreted for Advanced Content playback. Playlist, which is Advanced Navigation file for startup, shall be
located on “ADV_OBJ” directory. Advanced Navigation files may be multiplexed in P-EVOB or archived in package file which is multiplexed in P-EVOB.

[0532] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[0533] Files related with the advanced navigation ADVNAV are used in interrupt processing upon playback of the advanced content ADVCT.

[0534] <Primary Audio Video>

[0535] Primary Audio Video can provide several presentation streams, Main Video, Main Audio, Sub Video, Sub Audio and Sub-picture. A player can simultaneously play Sub Video and Sub Audio, in addition to Main Video and Main Audio. Primary Audio Video shall be exclusively provided from Disc. The container format of Primary Audio Video is Primary Video Set. Possible combination of video and audio presentation is limited by the condition between Primary Audio Video and other Presentation Object which is carried by Secondary Video Set. Primary Audio Video can also carry various kinds of data files which may be used by Advanced Application, Advanced Subtitle and others. The container stream for these files is called Advanced Stream.

[0536] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[0537] The primary audio video PRMAV is composed of streams containing a main video MANVD, main audio MANAD, sub video SUBVD, sub audio SUBAD, and sub-picture SUBPT. The information playback apparatus can simultaneously play back the sub video SUBVD and sub audio SUBAD, in addition to the main video MANVD and main audio MANAD. The primary audio video PRMAV shall be recorded in the information storage medium DISC or the persistent storage PRSTR. The primary audio video PRMAV is included as a part of the primary video set PRMVS. Possible combination of video and audio presentation is limited by the condition between the primary audio video PRMAV and the secondary video set SDCVS. The primary audio video PRMAV can also carry various kinds of data files which may be used by the advanced application ADAPL, advanced subtitle ADSBT, and others. The stream contained in these files are called an advanced stream.

[0538] <Substitute Audio>

[0539] Substitute Audio replaces the Main Audio presentation of Primary Audio Video. It shall consist of Main Audio stream only. While being played Substitute Audio, it is prohibited to be played back Main Audio in Primary Video Set. The container format of Substitute Audio is Secondary Video Set. If Secondary Video Set includes Substitute Audio Video, then Secondary Video Set can not contain Substitute Audio.

[0540] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[0541] The substitute audio SBTAD replaces the main audio MANAD presentation of the primary audio video PRMAV. This substitute audio SBTAD shall consist of a main audio MANAD stream only. While being played the substitute audio SBTAD, it is prohibited to be played back the main audio MANAD in the primary video set PRMVS. The substitute audio SBTAD is contained in the secondary video set SDCVS.

[0542] <Primary Enhanced Video Object (P-EVOB) for Advanced Content>

[0543] Primary Enhanced Video Object (P-EVOB) for Advanced Content is the data stream which carries presentation data of Primary Video Set. Primary Enhanced Video Object for Advanced Content is just referred as Primary Enhanced Video Object or P-EVOB. Primary Enhanced Video Object complies with Program Stream prescribed in “The system part of the MPEG-2 standard (ISO/IEC 13818-1)”. Types of presentation data of Primary Video Set are Main Video, Main Audio, Sub Video, Sub Audio and Sub-picture. Advanced Stream is also multiplexed into P-EVOB.

[0544] Possible pack types in P-EVOB are followings.

[0545] Navigation Pack (NV_PCK)

[0546] Main Video Pack (VM_PCK)

[0547] Main Audio Pack (AM_PCK)

[0548] Sub Video Pack (VS_PCK)

[0549] Sub Audio Pack (AS_PCK)

[0550] Sub-picture Pack (SP_PCK)

[0551] Advanced Pack (ADV_PCK)

[0552] Time Map (TMAP) for Primary Video Set specifies entry points for each Primary Enhanced Video Object Unit (P-EVOBU).

[0553] Access Unit for Primary Video Set is based on access unit of Main Video as well as traditional Video Object (VOB) structure. The offset information for Sub Video and Sub Audio is given by Synchronous Information (SYNCI) as well as Main Audio and Sub-picture.

[0554] Advanced Stream is used for supplying various kinds of Advanced Content files to the File Cache without any interruption of Primary Video Set playback. The demux module in the Primary Video Player distributes Advanced Stream Pack (ADV_PCK) to the File Cache Manager in the Navigation Manager.

[0555] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[0556] The primary enhanced video object P-EVOB for the advanced content ADVCT is the data stream which carries presentation data of the primary video set PRMVS. As the types of presentation data of the primary video set PRMVS, the main video MANVD, main audio MANAD, sub video SUBVD, sub audio SUBAD, and sub-picture SUBPT are included. In this embodiment, as packs included in the primary enhanced video object P-EVOB, a navigation pack NV_PCK exists as in the existing DVD and the standard content STDC, and an advanced stream pack that records the advanced stream exists. In this embodiment, offset information to the sub video SUBVD and sub audio SUBAD is recorded in synchronous information SYNCI as in the main audio MANAD and sub-picture SUBPT.

[0557] <File Structure>

[0558] FIG. 11 shows the file structure when various object streams shown in FIG. 10 are recorded on the information storage medium DISC. In this embodiment, as for the advanced content ADVCT, an advanced content directory ADVCT is allocated immediately under the root
directory of the information storage medium DISC, and all files are recorded in that directory. A playlist file PLIST that records information related with playback exists under the advanced content directory ADVCT. Together with this file, an advanced application directory AADAPL that records information related with the advanced application, a primary video set directory PRMVS that records information related with the primary video set, a secondary video set directory SCADV that records information related with the secondary video set, and an advanced subtitle directory ADSBT that records information related with the advanced subtitle are recorded.

Under the advanced application directory AADAPL, an advanced application directory ADVNV that records management information related with the advanced application, and an advanced element directory ADVDE that records information related with various advanced elements (object information and the like) in the advanced application. The advanced navigation directory ADVNV includes a manifest file MNFST that relates with a manifest which records the relationship among various kinds of management information used in the advanced application and information lists required for network downloading together, a markup file MKRUP which records markup data related with page layouts and the like, a script file SCRIPT which records script commands. The advanced element directory ADVDE includes a still picture file IMAGE which records still pictures, an audio file EEFTA which records effect audio data, a font file FONT which records font information, and other file OTHER.

Under the primary video set directory PRMVS, a primary audio video directory PRMVAV exists. This directory includes a video title set information file ADVTSI which records attribute information and management information related with the enhanced video objects of the primary audio video, a time map file PTMAP of the primary video set which records time map information used to convert time information of the primary video set into address information, and a primary enhanced video object file PEVOB which records the primary enhanced video objects.

Under the secondary video set directory SCADV, a substitute audio directory SBTAD and secondary audio video directory SCDAD exist. Under the secondary audio video directory SCDAD, a time map file STMAP of the secondary video set which records time map information used to convert time information of the secondary video set into address information, and a secondary enhanced video object file S-EVOB which records the secondary enhanced video objects exist. Under the substitute audio directory SBTAD as well, the time map file STMAP used to convert time information of the secondary video set into address information, and the secondary enhanced video object file S-EVOB can be stored.

Under the advanced subtitle directory ADSBT, an advanced navigation directory ADVNV which records management information related with the advanced subtitle, and an advanced element directory ADVDE as element information of the advanced subtitle exist. The advanced navigation directory ADVNV includes a manifest file MNFSTS of the advanced subtitle, and a markup file MKRUP of the advanced subtitle. The manifest file MNFSTS of the advanced subtitle records the relationship among various kinds of management information related with the advanced subtitle and information required for network downloading. The markup file MKRUP of the advanced subtitle records markup information used to designate the presentation position of the advanced subtitle on the screen and the like. The advanced element directory ADVDE includes a font file FONT of the advanced subtitle which records font information of the advanced subtitle.

More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

The name of the advanced content directory ADVCT and directories and filenames included in this directory are described using d-characters or dl-characters. Sub-directories exist under the advanced content directory ADVCT. The depth of layers of the sub-directories is eight layers or less, and the total number of sub-directories shall be less than 512 in this embodiment. If the directories are too deep, or if the total number of sub-directories is too large, accessibility drops. Therefore, in this embodiment, high-speed access is assured by limiting the number of layers and that of directories.

The total number of files under the “ADV_OBJ” directory shall be limited to 512x2047, and the total number of files in each directory shall be less than 2048. Character code set “A to Z, a to 0 to 9 $ @ S & ‘ () + - . : = \ _{ } { } ” " (20h, 21h, 24h to 29h, 28h to 23h, 30h to 39h, 31h, 32h, 40h to 5Ah, 5Fh, 61h to 7Ah in ISO 8859-1) are used for filename. The length of the filename shall be equal to or less than 255 characters. For use of the filename, following rule shall be applied.

A disc may have characters in both upper case and lower case.

A disc must not have the same filename where only the difference character. (e.g. test.jpg and TEST.JPG must not co-exist in a disc)

Filename referred in XML/Script document shall match the filename for Advanced Element in a disc/Persistent Storage/network. <case-sensitive> (e.g. test.jpg is not linked to TEST.JPG)

More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

The total number of files that can be recorded under the advanced content directory ADVCT shall be limited to 512x2047, and the total number of files that can be recorded in each directory is shall be less than 2048. The filename adopts a structure in which a dot “.” is allocated after each filename, and an extension is allocated after the dot “.”. The advanced content directory ADVCT is recorded
directly under the root directory of the information storage medium, and the playlist file PLLST is recorded directly under this advanced content directory ADVCT.

[0574] <Playlist>

[0575] A Playlist file shall reside under “ADV_OBJ” directory with having the filename “VPLST %%%.XPL” for a player which connects with a display device, or the filename “APLIST &&&.XPL” for a player which doesn’t connect with a display device, in case of Category 2 disc and Category 3 disc. If the Playlist file is necessary to be read in the startup sequence, the Playlist file shall reside directly under “ADV_OBJ” directory (its sub-directories are not included), and “%%%%” and “&&&” are described by the value “000” to “999”. In this case, the Playlist file which has the maximum number shall be read initially in the startup sequence.

[0576] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[0577] A plurality of playlist files PLLST can be recorded on the information storage medium DISC. As the playlist file PLLST, two different types of playlist files PLLST can be set. The filename of a playlist file PLLST which is directly accessed by the information playback apparatus upon playback is set to be “VPLST %%%.XML”, and that of a playlist file PLLST which is not directly accessed by the information playback apparatus is set to be “APLIST &&&.XML”. Note that “%%%” and “&&&” store numerals ranging from 000 to 999.

[0578] <Filename for Advanced Video Title Set (Advanced VTS)>

[0579] The filename for Video Title Set Information shall be “HVA00001.VTI”.

[0580] The filename for Enhanced Video Object shall have extension of “EVO”.

[0581] The filename of Time Map Information for Contiguous Block shall have same body in filename as that of a corresponding EVOB, with extension of “MAP”.

[0582] The filename of Time Map Information for Interleaved Block shall have same body in filename as that of corresponding EVOBs, with extension of “MAP”.

[0583] The filename of Time Map Information for Standard VTS referred in Advanced Content shall be “HVS0@@@@.MAP”.

[0584] “@@@” shall be four characters of “0001” to “1998” which are same number as EVOB index number assigned to each EVOBI and TMAP.

[0585] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[0586] The advanced video title set information file ADVTST shown in FIG. 11 shall have a filename of “HVA00001.VTP”.

[0587] The number of files of the primary video set time map files PTMAP and secondary video set time map files STMAP shall be limited to 999 or fewer. By specifying the number of time map files, speeding up of access control to the enhanced object EVOB is guaranteed.

[0588] FIGS. 12, 13A and 13B show the data structure of an advanced content and explanations of effects and the like.

[0589] <Advanced Content>

[0590] Advanced Content realizes more interactivity in addition to the extension of audio and video realized by Standard Content. Advanced Content consists of follows.

[0591] Playlist

[0592] Primary Video Set

[0593] Secondary Video Set

[0594] Advanced Application

[0595] Advanced Subtitle

[0596] Playlist gives playback information among presentation objects as shown in FIG. 12. For instance, to play back Primary Video Set, a player reads a TMAP file by using URI described in the Playlist, interprets an EVOB referred by the TMAP and access appropriate P-EVOB defined in the EVOB. To present Advanced Application, a player reads a Manifest file by using URI described in the Playlist, and starts to present an initial Markup file described in the Manifest file after storing resource elements (including the initial file).

[0597] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[0598] In this embodiment, there is provided the advanced content ADVCT which further extends the audio and video expression format implemented by the standard content STDCT and realizes interactivity. The advanced content ADVCT consists of the playlist PLLST, the primary video set PRMVS, secondary video set SCDVS, advanced application ADAPI, and advanced subtitle ADSHT shown in FIG. 10. The playlist PLLST shown in FIG. 12 records information related with the playback methods of various kinds of object information, and these pieces of information are recorded as one playlist file PLLST under the advanced content directory ADVCT, as shown in FIG. 11.

[0599] <Playlist> (Again)

[0600] A Playlist file is described by XML and one or more Playlist file are located on a disc. A player interprets initially a Playlist file to play back Advanced Content. The Playlist file consists of following information.

[0601] Object Mapping Information

[0602] Track Number Assignment Information

[0603] Track Navigation Information

[0604] Resource Information

[0605] Playback Sequence Information

[0606] System Configuration Information

[0607] Scheduled Control Information

[0608] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.
The playlist P Lis (or the playlist file PLLST which records the playlist PLLST is described using XML, and one or more playlist files PLLST are recorded in the information storage medium DISC. In the information storage medium DISC which records the content ADVCT that belongs to category 2 or category 3 in this embodiment, the information playback apparatus searches for the playlist file PLLST immediately after insertion of the information storage medium DISC. In this embodiment, the playlist file PLLST includes the following information.

Object mapping information OBMAPI

Object mapping information OBMAPI is set as playback information related with objects such as the primary video set PRMVS, secondary video set SCDVS, advanced application ADAPL, advanced subtitle ADSBT, and the like. In this embodiment, the playback timing of each object data is described in the form of mapping on a title timeline to be described later. In the object mapping information OBMAPI, the locations of the primary video set PRMVS and secondary video set SCDVS are designated with reference to a location (directory or URL) where their time map file PTMAP or time map file STMAP exists. In the object mapping information OBMAPI, the advanced application ADAPL and advanced subtitle ADSBT are determined by designating the manifest file MNFSI corresponding to these objects or its location (directory or URL).

Track number assignment information

This embodiment allows to have a plurality of audio streams and sub-picture streams. On the playlist PLLST, information indicating what number of stream data is to be presented is described. The information indicating what number of stream is used is described as a track number. As the track number to be described, video track numbers for video streams, sub video track numbers for sub video streams, audio track numbers for audio streams, subtitle track numbers for subtitle streams, and application track numbers for application streams are set.

Track navigation information TRNAVI

Track navigation information TRNAVI describes related information for the assigned track numbers, and records attribute information for respective track numbers as lists for the sake of convenience for user’s selection. For example, language codes and the like are recorded in the navigation information for respective track numbers: track No. 1 = Japanese; track No. 2 = English; track No. 3 = Chinese; and so forth. By utilizing the track navigation information TRNAVI, the user can immediately determine a favorite language.

Resource information RESRCI

Resource information RESRCI indicates timing information such as a time limit of transfer of a resource file into the file cache and the like. This resource information also describes reference timings of resource files and the like in the advanced application ADAPL.

Playback sequence information PLSQI

Playback sequence information PLSQI describes information, which allows the user to easily execute jump processing to a given chapter position, such as chapter information in a single title and the like. This playback sequence information PLSQI is presented as a time designation point on a title timeline TMLE.

System configuration information

System configuration information records structural information required to constitute a system such as a stream buffer size that represents the data size required upon storing data in the file cache via the Internet, and the like.

Scheduled control information SCHECI

Scheduled control information SCHECI records schedule indicating pause positions (timings) and event starting positions (timings) on the title timeline TMLE.

<Data Reference from Playlist>

FIG. 12 shows the data reference method to respective objects by the playlist PLLST. For example, when specific primary enhanced object P-EVOB is to be played back on the playlist PLLST, that primary enhanced object P-EVOB shall be accessed after enhanced video object information EVOBI which records its attribute information is referred to. The playlist PLLST specifies the playback range of the primary enhanced object P-EVOB as time information on the timeline. For this reason, the time map information PTMAP of the primary video set shall be referred to first as a tool used to convert the designated time information into the address position on the information storage medium DISC. Likewise, the playback range of secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB is also described as time information on the playlist PLLST. In order to search the data source of the secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB on the information storage medium DISC within that range, the time map information STMAP of the secondary video set SCDVS is referred to first. Data of the advanced application ADAPL shall be stored on the file cache before they are used by the information playback apparatus, as shown in FIG. 10. For this reason, in order to use various data of the advanced application ADAPL, the manifest file MNFSI shall be referred to from the playlist PLLST to transfer various resource files described in the manifest file MNFSI (the storage locations and resource filenames of the resource files are also described in the manifest file MNFSI) onto the file cache FLCCH (data cache DTCH). Similarly, in order to user various data of the advanced subtitle ADSBT, they shall be stored on the file cache FLCCH (data cache DTCH) in advance. By utilizing the manifest file MNFSI of the advanced subtitle ADSBT, data transfer to the file cache FLCCH (data cache DTCH) can be made. Based on the markup file MRKUPS in the advanced subtitle ADSBT, the representation position and timing of the advanced subtitle ADSBT on the screen can be detected, and the font file FONTS in the advanced subtitle ADSBT can be utilized when the advanced subtitle ADSBT information is presented on the screen.

<Reference to Time Map>

In order to present the primary video set PRMVS, the time map information PTMAP shall be referred to and access processing to primary enhanced video object P-EVOB defined by the enhanced video object information EVOBI shall be executed.

Point contents and effects in a data structure in advanced contents ADVCT according to this embodiment
will now be described with reference to FIGS. 13A and 13B. There are the following eight point contents and effects.

[0629] Characteristics/point contents according to this embodiment will now be described hereinafter.

[0630] 1) As setting management information concerning a time axis layout and a two-dimensional layout in a user display screen, hierarchal structures of a playlist PLLST and a markup MRKUP are provided, and both structures are written in the same description format (XML).

[0631] 2) A media clock according to a title timeline TMLE is provided in the playlist PLLST, and a page clock/application clock according to a setting by a timing element is provided in the markup MRKUP. Moreover, both clocks can be independently set (they do not have to be synchronized with each other).

[0632] 3) A screen layout on an initial stage in a moving picture (an enhanced video object EVOB) is specified in the playlist PLLST (a video attribute item element VABITM), and can be changed in accordance with execution of a script SCRIPT.

[0633] 4) A layout of a display region (an application region APPRGN) of an advanced application ADAPL in the screen is specified in a manifest MNFST, and a layout for each element is specified in the markup MRKUP.

[0634] 5) A plurality of markups MRKUP can be set with respect to one playlist PLLST.

[0635] 6) Executing a script SCRIPT set in a markup page allows transition between a plurality of markup pages MRKUP in the same playlist PLLST.

[0636] 7) A plurality of markup pages MRKUP which can be targets of transition in the same playlist PLLST can be specified by a plurality of manifests MNFST. Additionally, a markup page MRKUP which is displayed first in the plurality of markup pages MRKUP is written in each corresponding manifest MNFST. A specified markup file MRKUP is temporarily stored in a file cache FLCH in advance, and original storage positions of element files such as a markup file MRKUP, a still image IMAGE or effect audio EFMTD which should be temporarily stored in the file cache are written in a playlist PLLST as a list of application resource elements APRELE (see FIGS. 63A to 63C).

[0637] 8) A markup page MRKUP which is displayed on an initial stage is specified from a playlist PLLST via SRC attribute information (resource attribute information) of an advanced application segment ADAPL or SRC attribute information (resource attribute information) of a markup element MRKUP in a manifest MNFST.

[0638] Effects with respect to the characteristics/point contents (1) to (8) will now be described.

[0639] 1) Expandability and flexibility of setting management information concerning a layout are improved. Further, interpretation processing of management information can be facilitated and shared by the same description format.

[0640] 2) Application screens (screens concerning an advanced application ADAPL and an advanced subtitle ADSBT) played back with an application clock at a standard speed can be simultaneously displayed during high-speed playback/rewind playback of moving picture information synchronized with a title timeline TMLE, and the expression for a user can be greatly improved.

[0641] 3) Since a display region of a moving picture can be arbitrarily set in a user screen, the expression for a user can be greatly improved.

[0642] 4) Arrangement positions of respective elements of an advanced application ADAPL are grouped by an application region APPRGN, thereby facilitating management using an advanced application manager ADAMNG. Furthermore, layout management with respect to a display region of a moving picture (e.g., prevention of overlapping) can be facilitated.

[0643] 5) Transition between a plurality of markup pages MRKUP can be displayed during display of the same moving picture, thus greatly improving the expression for a user.

[0644] 6) A method of transition between a plurality of markup pages MRKUP becomes considerably flexible (for example, transition between markup pages MRKUP does not occur immediately after a user specifies an action, and delayed transition can be set in a script SCRIPT in accordance with a display screen of a moving picture (see new effects 1.3) obtained as a result of technical innovation of FIGS. 2A to 2C). The delayed transition can be set by using an event element EVTNTL shown in (f) of FIG. 75B.

[0645] 7) Since markup page MRKUP information specified by a manifest MNFST can be stored in the file cache FLCH in advance, transition between a plurality of markup pages MRKUP can be carried out at a high speed, thus improving user-friendliness (leaving a favorite impression on a user). Moreover, since an original storage position of an element file such as a markup file MRKUP, a still image IMAGE or effect audio EFMTD which should be temporarily stored in the file cache FLCH is written in the playlist PLLST as a list of application resource elements APRELE, a list of resources which should be temporarily stored in the file cache can be recognized in advance, and the efficiency of download processing of resources to the file cache FLCH can be promoted.

[0646] 8) The expandability for specification of a markup page MRKUP from the playlist PLLST can be improved, and the editing simplicity can be also enhanced.

[0647] <Network Route>

[0648] FIG. 1 shows an example of the network route from the network server NTSRV to the information recording and playback apparatus 1, which goes through the router 11 in the home via the optical cable 12 to attain data connection via a wireless LAN in the home. However, this embodiment is not limited to this. For example, this embodiment may have another network route. FIG. 1 illustrates a personal computer as the information recording and playback apparatus 1. However, this embodiment is not limited to this. For example, a single home recorder or a single home player may be set as the information recording and playback apparatus. Also, data may be directly displayed on the monitor by a wire without using the wireless LAN.

[0649] In this embodiment, the network server NTSRV shown in FIG. 1 stores information of the secondary video set SCDVS, advanced application ADAPL, and advanced
subtitle ADSHT shown in FIG. 10 in advance, and these pieces of information can be delivered to the home via the optical cable 12. Various data sent via the optical cable 12 are transferred to the information recording and playback apparatus 1 in the form of wireless data 17 via the router 11 in the home. The router 11 comprises the wireless LAN controller 7-2, data manager 9, and network controller 8. The network controller 8 controls data updating processing with the network server NTSRV, and the wireless LAN controller 7-2 transfers data to the home wireless LAN. The data manager 9 controls such data transfer processing. Data of various contents of the secondary video set SCDVS, advanced application ADAPL, and advanced subtitle ADSHT, which are sent to be multiplexed on the wireless data 17 from the router 11, are received by the wireless LAN controller 7-1, and are then sent to the advanced content playback unit ADVPL, and some data are stored in the data cache DTCCH shown in FIG. 14. The information playback apparatus of this embodiment incorporates the advanced content playback unit ADVPL, which plays back the advanced content ADVCT, the standard content playback unit STDPL, which plays back the standard content STDC, and the recording and playback processor 4, which performs video recording on the recordable information storage medium DISC or the hard disk device 6 and can play back data from there. These playback units and the recording and playback processor 4 are organically controlled by the main CPU 5. As shown in FIG. 1, information is played back or recorded from or on the information storage medium DISC in the information recording and playback unit 2. In this embodiment, media to be played back by the advanced content playback unit ADVPL are premised on playback of information from the information recording and playback unit 2 or the persistent storage drive (fixed or portable flash memory drive) 3. In this embodiment, as described above, data recorded on the network server NTSRV can also be played back. In this case, as described above, data saved in the network server NTSRV go through the optical cable 12, go through the wireless LAN controller 7-2 in the router 11 under the network control in the router 11 to be transferred to the advanced content playback unit ADVPL via the wireless LAN controller 7-1. Video information to be played back by the advanced content playback unit ADVPL can be displayed on the wide-screen TV monitor 15 if the wireless LAN controller 7-1 in the form of wireless data 18 when it can be displayed on the display 13, or when a user request of presentation on a wider screen is detected. The wide-screen TV monitor 15 incorporates the video processor 24, video display unit 21, and wireless LAN controller 7-3. The wireless data 18 received by the wireless LAN controller 7-3 then undergoes video processing by the video processor 24, and is displayed on the wide-screen TV monitor 15 via the video display unit 21. At the same time, audio data is output via the speakers 16-1 and 16-2. The user can make operations on a window (menu window or the like) displayed on the display 13 using the keyboard 14.

[0650] <Internal Structure of Advanced Content Playback Unit>

[0651] The internal structure of the advanced content playback unit ADVPL in the system explanatory diagram shown in FIG. 1 will be described below with reference to FIG. 14. In this embodiment, the advanced content playback unit ADVPL comprises the following five logical functional modules.

[0652] <Data Access Manager>

[0653] Data Access Manager is responsible to exchange various kind of data among data sources and internal modules of Advanced Content Player.

[0654] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[0655] A data access manager DAMNG is used to manage data exchange between the external data source where the advanced content ADVCT is recorded, and modules in the advanced content playback unit ADVPL. In this embodiment, as the data source of the advanced content ADVCT, the persistent storage PRSTR, network server NTSRV, and information storage medium DISC are premises, and the data access manager DAMNG exchanges information from them. Various kinds of information of the advanced content ADVCT are exchanged with a navigation manager NVMNG (to be described later), the data cache DTCCH, and a presentation engine PRSEN via the data access manager DAMNG.

[0656] <Data Cache>

[0657] Data Cache is temporal data storage for Advanced Content playback.

[0658] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[0659] The data cache DTCCH is used as a temporal data storage (temporary data save location) in the advanced content playback unit ADVPL.

[0660] <Navigation Manager>

[0661] Navigation Manager is responsible to control all functional modules of Advanced Content player in accordance with descriptions in Advanced Application. Navigation Manager is also responsible to control user interface devices, such as remote controller or front panel of a player. Received user interface device events are handled in Navigation Manager.

[0662] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[0663] The navigation manager NVMNG controls all functional modules of the advanced content playback unit ADVPL in accordance with the description contents of the advanced application ADAPL. This navigation manager NVMNG also makes control in response to a user operation UOPE. The user operation UOPE is generated based on key in on a front panel of the information playback apparatus, that on a remote controller, and the like. Information received from the user operation UOPE generated in this way is processed by the navigation manager NVMNG.

[0664] <Presentation Engine>

[0665] Presentation Engine is responsible for playback of presentation materials, such as Advanced Element of Advanced Application, Advanced Subtitle, Primary Video Set and Secondary Video set.

[0666] The presentation engine PRSEN performs presentation playback of the advanced content ADVCT.
[0667] AV Renderer

[0668] AV Renderer is responsible to composite video inputs and mix audio inputs from other modules and output to external devices such as speakers and display.

[0669] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[0670] An AV renderer AVRND executes composition processing of video information and audio information input from other modules, and externally outputs composite information to the loudspeakers 16-1 and 16-2, the wide-screen TV monitor 15, and the like. The audio information used in this case may be either independent stream information or audio information obtained by mixing the sub audio SUBAD and main audio MANAD.

[0671] Implementation of Automatic Updating of Object Information, etc.

[0672] A practical example of new effects obtained as a result of the technical devices according to this embodiment, which have been described using FIGS. 2A, 2B, and 2C, will be described below with reference to FIGS. 15S and 15B. As a method of exhibiting a new effect 5.1) "Automatic updating of object information and intra-disc management information" of 5) "Provide information update function on disc using network," in this embodiment, as shown in FIGS. 15A and 15B, the commercial 44 as commercial information, the independent window 32 for a commercial, the telop commercial 43, and the preview 41 can always be supplied to the user as the latest video information. This point is a large technical feature in this embodiment.

[0673] By always changing the preview 41 to the latest information, the preview of the movie can be timely conducted to the users so as to create an opportunity to call them to a movie theater. In this embodiment, since the commercials (commercial 44, independent window 32 for a commercial, and telop commercial 43) are presented to be linked with playback of the main title 31, sponsor charges are collected from commercial sponsors like in normal TV broadcasting, thus holding down the sales prices of the information storage media to the users. The concept of insertion of commercials into video information has been popularly proposed conventionally. In this embodiment, the latest commercial information is read from the network server NTSHR, and the latest commercial information is presented to be linked with showing of the main title 31 recorded on the information storage medium DISC. This point is a large technical feature in this embodiment. The latest preview 41 and commercial information are sequentially updated and saved in the network server NTSHR shown in FIG. 1, and are downloaded via the network in synchronism with the playback timing of the main title 31 recorded in the information storage medium DISC. The relationship between respective objects shown in FIGS. 15A and 15B and those shown in FIG. 10 will be described below.

[0674] In FIGS. 15A and 15B, the main title 31 includes the main video MANVD and main audio MANAD of the primary audio video PRMAV in the primary video set PRMVS. The preview 41 commercial 44 and independent window 32 for a commercial are also recorded as the sub video SUBVD and sub audio SUBAD of the primary audio video PRMAV in the primary video set PRMVS in the information storage medium DISC. However, when a specific period of time has elapsed after creation of the information storage medium DISC, these pieces of information become too old to be presented. In such case, these pieces of information are substituted by the sub video SUBVD and sub audio SUBAD of the secondary audio video SCDAV in the secondary video set SCDV in the network server NTSHR, and are presented as the commercial 44 or the independent window 32 for a commercial. In this embodiment, the commercial 44 which is recorded in advance on the information storage medium DISC can be recorded as the main video MANVD and main audio MANAD of the primary audio video PRMAV in the primary video set PRMVS as another embodiment. Likewise, when information of the preview 41 is recorded in the information storage medium DISC, it is recorded in the sub video SUBVD and sub audio SUBAD of the primary audio video PRMAV in the primary video set PRMVS or in the main video MANVD and main audio MANAD of the primary audio video PRMAV. When a specific period of time has elapsed after creation of the information storage medium DISC upon playback, that information is downloaded from the network server NTSHR as information of the sub video SUBVD and sub audio SUBAD in the secondary audio video SCDAV in the secondary video set SCDV, and the downloaded information is presented. In this way, according to this embodiment, the commercial 44, information of the independent window 32 for a commercial or telop commercial 43, and the preview 41 can always be presented to the user as the latest ones, thus improving the PR effects.

[0675] Detailed Playback Method of Video Content

[0676] Presentation examples of the video content in this embodiment will be described in detail below with reference to FIGS. 15A and 15B.

[0677] In FIG. 15A(a), when the information storage medium DISC is inserted into the information recording and playback apparatus 1, the necessity explanatory video information 42 of detailed navigation is presented first. If the user does not feel the necessity of detailed navigation, he or she ignores it. However, if the user wants to see an explanation of the method of playing back the advanced content ADVC on this information storage medium DISC, he or she inputs necessity of detailed navigation to present directions of use of detailed navigation (not shown). In case of FIG. 15B(c), how to use a help key (to be described later) is explained in the necessity explanatory video information 42 of detailed navigation, and a help icon is presented all the time. As a result, the user can designate the help icon when needed to ask for an explanation of the use method.

[0678] In FIG. 15A(a), the aforementioned commercial 44 is inserted in the middle of presentation of the main title 31 like in the broadcast TV screen, and the presentation method and timing of the commercial 44 are the same as those of commercials normally presented on broadcast reception TVs. In FIG. 15A(a), the preview 41 of a forthcoming movie of the content provider of the information storage medium DISC is presented after completion of presentation of the main title 31.

[0679] In FIG. 15B(b), the latest commercial 43 is presented to be superimposed on presentation of the main title 31 in the form of a telop. As a method of always updating the presentation information of the telop commercial 43 to
the latest information, this embodiment utilizes the advanced subtitle ADSBT with the aid of network downloading. This point is a large technical feature in this embodiment. That is, at an early timing, the telop commercial 43 is presented in the form of a telop (running text information) in the sub-picture SUBPT of the primary audio video PRMVA in the primary video set PRMVS. When a specific period of time has elapsed after the manufacture of the information storage medium DISC, since the latest information of the telop commercial 43 is recorded as the advanced subtitle ADSBT in the network server NTSSRV, it is downloaded via the network and is presented as the telop commercial 43.  

[0680] A video content presentation example in FIG. 15B(c) will be explained below. In FIG. 15B(c), the preview 41 of a movie to be screened in a movie theater is presented immediately after the necessity explanatory video information 42 of detailed navigation, and the main title 31 is presented after presentation of the preview 41. In this case, the independent window 32 for a different commercial is presented in addition to the main title 31, and the help icon 33 is presented at the same time. In this embodiment, the contents of the main title 31 are recorded in advance in the information storage medium DISC as the main video MANVD and main audio MANAD of the primary audio video PRMVA in the primary video set PRMVS. The independent window 32 for a different commercial is recorded as the sub video SUBVD and sub audio SUBAD of the primary audio video PRMVA in the primary video set PRMVS in the information storage medium DISC. This information is presented to the user at an early timing. When a specific period of time has elapsed after the manufacture of the information storage medium DISC, the independent window 32 for a different commercial can present an updated video information in this embodiment. As this method, information of the independent window 32 for the latest commercial is saved in the network server NTSSRV as the sub video SUBVD and sub audio SUBAD of the secondary audio video SCDAV in the secondary video set SCDAV, and is downloaded as needed via the network, thus presenting the latest information to the user. In the embodiment in FIG. 15B(c), the help icon 33 includes the still picture file IMAGE and script file SCRIPT of the advanced application ADAPL.  

[0681] <Practical Example of Presentation Window>  

[0682] FIG. 16 shows an example of the presentation window at point α when the main title 31, the independent window 32 for a commercial, and the help icon 33 are displayed at the same time in FIG. 15B(c).  

[0683] The main title 31 is presented on the upper left area in FIG. 16, the independent window 32 for a commercial is presented on the upper right area, and the help icon 33 is presented on the lower area. New effects as a result of the technical devices according to this embodiment shown in the window of FIG. 16 and FIGS. 2A, 2B, and 2C will be described below.  

[0684] As for 1)“Make flexible and impressive reactions in response to user’s actions” as the new effect obtained as a result of the technical devices according to this embodiment described using FIGS. 2A, 2B, and 2C, a flexible and impressive window close to a homepage on the Internet can be created in this embodiment. The help icon 33 in FIG. 16 corresponds to 1.4) “PC-like help” and 1.5) “How to use guide of menu, etc.” as the practical new effects of this embodiment. Picture data of the help icon 33 on this window exists as the still picture file IMAGE of the advanced application ADAPL, and its information is stored in the advanced element directory ADVEL in the advanced application directory ADAPL under the advanced content directory ADVCT in the information storage medium DISC shown in FIG. 11. When the user clicks the help icon 33, a help compatible picture begins to move. Command processing related with such movement is recorded in the script file SCRIPT in the advanced application ADAPL, i.e., it is stored in the script file SCRIPT under the advanced navigation directory ADVNV in the advanced application directory ADAPL under the advanced content directory ADVCT in FIG. 11. Information used to designate the still picture of the help icon 33 and an area defined by the script file is recorded in the mark-up file MRKUP shown in FIG. 11, and associating information (related information required to download data) among these pieces of information is recorded in the manifest file MNFST. A plurality of pieces of information such as the stop button 34, play button 35, FR (fast-rewinding) button 36, pause button 37, FF (fast-forwarding) button 38, and the like shown in FIG. 16 are categorized as the advanced application ADAPL. Still pictures corresponding to these icons are stored in the still picture file IMAGE in FIG. 11, execution commands upon designation of each of these buttons are recorded in the script file in FIG. 11, and their area designations are recorded in the mark-up file MRKUP.  

[0685] The window in FIG. 16 which corresponds to 3.1) “Simultaneously present a plurality of pieces of video information by means of multi-windows” and 3.4) “Simultaneously present scrolling text to be superimposed on video information” of 3)“Simultaneously present independent information to be superimposed on video information during playback” of the new effects as a result of the technical devices according to this embodiment shown in FIGS. 2A, 2B, and 2C will be described below.  

[0686] In the existing DVD, only one type of video information can be displayed on one window. By contrast, in this embodiment, the sub video SUBVD and sub audio SUBAD can be presented simultaneously with the main video MANVD and main audio MANAD. More specifically, the main title 31 in FIG. 16 corresponds to the main video MANVD and main audio MANAD in the primary video set PRMVS, and the independent window 32 for a commercial on the right side corresponds to the sub video SUBVD and sub audio SUBAD, so that the two windows can be displayed at the same time. Furthermore, in this embodiment, the independent window 32 for a commercial on the right side in FIG. 16 can be presented by substituting it by the sub video SUBVD and sub audio SUBAD in the secondary video set SCDVS. This point is a large technical feature in this embodiment. That is, the sub video SUBVD and sub audio SUBAD in the primary audio video of the primary video set PRMVS are recorded in advance in the information storage medium DISC, and the sub video SUBVD and sub audio SUBAD in the secondary video set SCDVS to be updated are recorded in the network server NTSSRV. Immediately after creation of the information storage medium DISC is presented. When a specific period of time has
elapsed after creation of the information storage medium DISC, the sub video SUBVD and sub audio SUBAD in the secondary video set SCVDS recorded in the network server NTSRV are downloaded via the network and are presented to update the independent window 32 for a commercial to the latest video information. In this manner, the independent window 32 for the latest commercial can always be presented to the user, thus improving the commercial effect of a sponsor. Therefore, by collecting a large amount of commercial charge from the sponsor, the price of the information storage medium DISC to be sold can be held down, thus promoting prevalence of the information storage medium DISC in this embodiment. In addition, a telop text message 39 shown in FIG. 16 can be presented to be superimposed on the main title 31. As the telop text message, the latest information such as news, weather forecast, and the like is saved on the network server NTSRV in the form of the advanced subtitle ADSBT, and is presented while being downloaded via the network as needed, thus greatly improving the user's convenience. Note that text font information of the telop text message at that time can be stored in the font file FONTST in the advanced element directory ADVEJ in the advanced subtitle directory ADSBT, as shown in FIG. 11. Information about the size and presentation position on the main title 31 of this telop text message 39 can be recorded in the markup file MRKUPS of the advanced subtitle ADSBT in the advanced navigation directory ADVNV under the advanced subtitle directory ADSBT in FIG. 11.

[0687] <Overview of Information in Playlist>

[0688] An overview of information in the playlist PLLST in this embodiment will be described below with reference to FIG. 17. The playlist PLLST in this embodiment is recorded in the playlist file PLLST located immediately under the advanced content directory ADVCT in the information storage medium DISC or persistent storage PRSTR, as shown in FIG. 11, and records management information related with playback of the advanced content ADVCT. The playlist PLLST records information such as playback sequence information PLSQO, object mapping information OBMAPI, resource information RESRCI, and the like. The playback sequence information PLSQO records information of each title in the advanced content ADVCT present in the information storage medium DISC, persistent storage PRSTR, or network server NTSRV, and division position information of chapters that divide video information in the title. The object mapping information OBMAPI manages the presentation timings and positions on the screen of respective objects of each title. Each title is set with a title timeline TMLE, and the presentation start and end timings of each object can be set using time information on that title timeline TMLE. The resource information RESRCI records information of the prior storage timing of each object information to be stored in the data cache DTCH (file cache FLCCH) before it is presented on the screen for each title. For example, the resource information RESRCI records information such as a loading start time LDSTM for starting loading onto the data cache DTCH (file cache FLCCH), a use valid period VALPRD in the data cache DTCH (file cache FLCCH), and the like.

[0689] A set of pictures (e.g., one show program) which is displayed for a user is managed as a title in the playlist PLLST. A title which is displayed first when playing back/ displaying advanced contents ADVCT based on the playlist PLLST can be defined as a first play title FRPLT. A playlist application resource PLAPRS can be transferred to the file cache FLCCH during playback of the first play title FRPLT as shown in FIG. 70, and a download time of the resource required for playback of a title /1 and subsequent titles can be shortened. It is also possible to set the playlist PLLST in such a manner that the first play title FRPLT cannot be set based on a judgment by a content provider.

[0690] <Presentation Control Based on Title Timeline>

[0691] As shown in FIG. 17, management information which designates an object to be presented and its presentation location on the screen is hierarchized into two levels, i.e., the playlist PLLST, and the markup file MRKUP and the markup file MRKUPS in the advanced subtitle ADSBT (via the manifest file MNFST and the manifest file MNFSTS in the advanced subtitle ADSBT), and the presentation timing of an object to be presented in the playlist PLLST is set in synchronization with the title timeline TMLE. This point is a large technical feature in this embodiment. In addition, the presentation timing of an object to be presented is set in synchronization with the title timeline TMLE similarly in the markup file MRKUP or the markup file MRKUPS of the advanced subtitle ADSBT. This point is also a large technical feature in this embodiment. Furthermore, in this embodiment, the information contents of the playlist PLLST as management information that designates the object to be presented and its presentation location, the markup file MRKUP, and the markup file MRKUPS of the advanced subtitle ADSBT are described using an identical description language (XML). This point is also a large technical feature in this embodiment, as will be described below. With this feature, easy edit and change processing of the advanced content ADVCT by its producer can be greatly improved compared to the conventional DVD-Video. As another effect, processing such as skip processing of the playback location and the like in the advanced content playback unit ADVPL, which performs presentation processing upon special playback can be simplified.

[0692] <Relationship between Various Kinds of Information on Window and Playlist>

[0693] A description of features of this embodiment will be continued with reference to FIG. 16. In FIG. 16, the main title 31, the independent window 32 for a commercial, and various icon buttons on the lower area are presented on the window. The main video MANVD in the primary video stream PRMVS is presented on the upper left area of the window as the main title 31, and its presentation timing is described in the playlist PLLST. The presentation timing of this main title 31 is set in synchronization with the title timeline TMLE. The presentation location and timing of the independent window 32 for a commercial recorded as, e.g., the sub video SUBVD are also described in the aforementioned playlist PLLST. The presentation timing of this the independent window 32 for a commercial is also designated in synchronization with the title timeline TMLE. In the existing DVD-Video, the window from the help icon 33 to the FF button 38 in, e.g., FIG. 16 is recorded as the sub-picture SUBP7 in a video object, and command information executed upon depression of each button from the help icon 33 to the FF button 38 is similarly recorded as highlight information HLI in a navigation pack in the video object. As a result, easy edit
and change processing by the content producer is not allowed. By contrast, in this embodiment, a plurality of pieces of command information corresponding to window information from the help icon 33 to the FF button 38 are grouped together as the advanced application ADAPL, and only the presentation timing and the presentation location on the window of the grouped advanced application ADAPL are designated on the playlist PLLST. Information related with the grouped advanced application ADAPL shall be downloaded onto the file cache FLCCCH (data cache DTCCH) before it is presented on the window. The playlist PLLST describes only the filename and file saving location of the manifest file MNFST (manifest file MNFSTs) that records information required to download data related with the advanced application ADAPL and advanced subtitle ADSBT. The plurality of pieces of window information themselves from the help icon 33 to the FF button 38 in FIG. 16 are saved in the advanced element directory ADVEL as still picture files IMAGE (see FIG. 11). Information which manages the locations on the window and presentation timings of respective still pictures IMAGE from the help icon 33 to the FF button 38 in FIG. 16 is recorded in the markup file MRKUP. This information is recorded in the markup file MRKUP in the advanced navigation directory ADVNV in FIG. 11. Each control information (command information) to be executed upon pressing of each of button from the help icon 33 to the FF button 38 is saved in the script file SCRPT in the advanced navigation directory ADVNV in FIG. 11, and the filenames and file saving locations of these script files SCRPT are described in the markup file MRKUP (and manifest file MNFST). In FIG. 11, the markup file MRKUP, script file SCRPT, and still picture file IMAGE are recorded in the information storage medium DISC. However, this embodiment is not limited to this, and these files may be saved in the network server NTSRV or persistent storage PRSTR. In this way, the overall layout and presentation timing on the window are managed by the playlist PLLST, and the layout positions and presentation timings of respective buttons and icons are managed by the markup file MRKUP. The playlist PLLST makes designation with respect to the markup file MRKUP via the manifest file MNFST. Video information and commands (scripts) of various icons and buttons, and command information are stored in independent files compared to the conventional DVD-Video in which they are stored in a video object, and undergo middle management using the markup file MRKUP. This structure can greatly facilitate edit and change processing of the content producer. As for the telop text message 39 shown in FIG. 16, the playlist PLLST designates the filename and file saving location of the markup file MRKUPS of the advanced subtitle via the manifest file MNFSTs of the advanced subtitle (see FIG. 11). The markup file MRKUPS of the advanced subtitle is recorded not only in the information storage medium DISC but it can also be saved on the network server NTSRV or persistent storage PRSTR in this embodiment.

0694] Playlist (Again)

0695] Playlist is used for two purposes of Advanced Content playback. The one is for initial system configuration of a player. The other is for definition of how to play plural kind of presentation objects of Advanced Content. Playlist consists of following configuration information for Advanced Content playback.

0696] Object Mapping Information for each Title
0697] Track Number Assignment
0698] Resource Information
0699] Playback Sequence for each Title
0700] Scheduled Control Information for each Title
0701] System Configuration for Advanced Content playback
0702] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.
0703] In this embodiment, upon playback of the advanced content ADVCT, there are two use purposes of the playlist PLLST, as will be described below. The first use purpose is to define the initial system structure (advance settings of the required memory area in the data cache DTCCH1 and the like) in the information playback apparatus 1. The second use purpose is to define the playback methods of plural kind of presentation objects in the advanced content ADVCT. The playlist PLLST has the following configuration information.

0704] 1) Object mapping information OBMAPI of each title
0705] Track number assignment
0706] Resource information RESRCI
0707] 2) Playback sequence information PLSQI of each title
0708] 3) System configuration for playback of the advanced content ADVCT
0709] <Resource Information>

0710] On Object Mapping Information in Playlist, there is information element which specifies when resource files are needed for Advanced Application playback or Advanced Subtitle playback. They are called Resource Information. There are two types of Resource Information. The one is the Resource Information which is associated to Application. The other is the Resource Information which is associated to Title.

0711] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

0712] An overview of the resource information RESRCI shown in FIG. 17 will be described below. The resource information RESRCI records information indicating which timings resource files that record information needed to play back the advanced application ADAPL and advanced subtitle ADSBT are to be stored on the data cache DTCCH1 (file cache FLCCCH) in the object mapping information OBMAPI in the playlist PLLST. In this embodiment, there are two different types of resource information RESRCI. The first type of resource information RESRCI is that related with the advanced application ADAPL, and the second type is that related with the advanced subtitle ADSBT.
<Relationship between Track and Object Mapping>

Each Object Mapping Information of Presentation Object on Title Timeline can contain Track Number Assignment information in Playlist. Track is to enhance selectable presentation streams through the different Presentation Objects in Advanced Content. For example, it is possible to select to play main audio stream in Substitute Audio in addition to the selection of main audio streams in Primary Audio Video. There are five types of Tracks. They are main video, main audio, subtitle, sub video and sub audio.

More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

The object mapping information OBM API corresponding to various objects to be presented on the title timeline TMLE shown in FIG. 17 includes track number assignment information defined in the playlist PLLST.

In the advanced content ADVCT of this embodiment, track numbers are defined to select various streams corresponding to different objects. For example, audio information to be presented to the user can be selected from a plurality of pieces of audio information (audio streams) by designating the track number. As shown in, e.g., FIG. 10, the substitute audio SBTAD includes the main audio MANAD, which often includes a plurality of audio streams having different contents. By designating an audio track number defined in advance in the object mapping information OBM API (track number assignment), an audio stream to be presented to the user can be selected from a plurality of audio streams. Also, audio information which is recorded as the main audio MANAD in the substitute audio SBTAD can be output to be superposed on the main audio MANAD in the primary audio video PRMAV. In some cases, the main audio MANAD in the primary audio video PRMAV, which is to be superposed upon output, often has a plurality of pieces of audio information (audio streams) having different contents. In such cases, an audio stream to be presented to the user can be selected from a plurality of audio streams by designating an audio track number which is defined in advance in the object mapping information OBM API (track number assignment).

In the aforementioned track, five different objects, i.e., the main video MANAD, main audio MANAD, subtitle ADSBT, sub video SUBVD, and sub audio SUBAD exist, and these five different objects can simultaneously record a plurality of streams having different contents. For this reason, track numbers are assigned to individual streams of these five different object types, and a stream to be presented to the user can be selected by selecting the track number.

<Information of explanatory title, Telop, etc.>

In this embodiment, there are two methods of displaying information of the explanatory title, telop, and the like, i.e., a method of displaying such information using the sub-picture SUBPT in the primary audio video PRMAV and a method of displaying such information using the advanced subtitle ADSBT. In this embodiment, mapping of the advanced subtitle ADSBT on the timeline TMLE can be independently defined on the object mapping information OBM API irrespective of, e.g., the mapping situation of the primary audio video PRMAV and the like. As a result, not only pieces of information such as a title and telop, i.e., the sub-picture SUBPT in the primary audio video PRMAV and the advanced subtitle ADSBT can be simultaneously presented, but also their presentation start and end timings can be respectively uniquely set. Also, one of them can be selectively presented, thereby greatly improving the presentation performance of the subtitle and telop.

In FIG. 17, a part corresponding to the primary audio video PRMAV is indicated by a single band as P-EOB. In fact, this band includes main video MANVD tracks, main audio MANAD tracks, sub video SUBVD tracks, sub audio SUBAD tracks, and sub-picture SUBPT tracks. Each object includes a plurality of tracks, and one track (stream) is selected and presented upon presentation. Likewise, the secondary video set SCDVS is indicated by bands as S-EOB, each of which includes sub video SUBVD tracks and sub audio SUBAD tracks. Of these tracks, one track (one stream) is selected and presented. If the primary audio video PRMAV alone is mapped on the object mapping information OBM API on the title timeline TMLE, the following rules are specified in this embodiment to assure easy playback control processing.

The main video stream MANVD shall always be mapped on the object mapping information OBM API and played back.

One track (one stream) of the main audio streams MANAD is mapped on the object mapping information OBM API and played back (but it may not be played back). This embodiment permits to map none of the main audio streams MANAD on the object mapping information OBM API, regardless of such rules.

Under the precondition, the sub video stream SUBVD mapped on the title timeline TMLE is to be presented to the user, but it is not always presented (by user selection or the like).

Under the precondition, one track (one stream) of the sub audio streams SUBAD mapped on the title timeline TMLE is to be presented to the user, but it is not always presented (by user selection or the like).

If the primary audio video PRMAV and the substitute audio SBTAD are simultaneously mapped on the title timeline TMLE and are simultaneously presented, the following rules are specified in this embodiment, thus assuring easy control processing and reliability in the advanced content playback unit ADVPL.

The main video MANVD in the primary audio video PRMAV shall be mapped in the object mapping information OBM API and shall be necessarily played back.

The main audio stream MANAD in the substitute audio SBTAD can be played back in place of the main audio stream MANAD in the primary audio video PRMAV.

Under the precondition, the sub video stream SUBVD is to be simultaneously presented with given data, but it is not always presented (by user selection or the like).

Under the precondition, one track (one stream) of a plurality of tracks of the sub audio SUBAD is to be presented, but it is not always presented (by user selection or the like).
[0731] When the primary audio video PRMAV and the secondary audio video SCDAV are simultaneously mapped on the title timeline TMLAE in the object mapping information OBMAP, the following rules are specified in this embodiment, thus assuring simple processing and high reliability of the advanced content playback unit ADVPL.

[0732] The main video stream MANVD in the primary audio video PRMAV shall be played back.

[0733] Under the precondition, one track (one stream) of the main audio streams MANAD is to be presented, but it is not always presented (by user selection or the like).

[0734] The sub video stream SUBVD and sub audio stream SUBAD in the secondary audio video SCDAV can be played back in place of the sub video stream SUBVD and sub audio stream SUBAD in the primary audio video PRMAV, when sub video stream SUBVD and sub audio stream SUBAD are multiplexed and recorded in the secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB in the secondary audio video SCDAV, playback of the sub audio stream SUBAD alone is inhibited.

[0735] <Object Mapping Position>

[0736] Time code for Title Timeline is "Time code". It is based on non-drop frame and described as HH:MM:SS:FF.

[0737] The life period of all presentation objects shall be mapped and described by Time code values onto Title Timeline. Presentation end timing of audio presentation may not be exactly same as Time code timing. In this case, the end timing of audio presentation shall be round up to Video System Time Unit (VSTU) timing from the last audio sample presentation timing. This rule is to avoid overlapping of audio presentation objects on the time on Title Timeline.

[0738] Video presentation timing for 60 Hz region, even if presentation object is 1/24 frequency, it shall be mapped at 1/60 VSTU timing. For video presentation timing of Primary Audio Video or Secondary Audio Video, it shall have 3:2 pull-down information in elementary stream for 60 Hz region, so presentation timing on the Title Timeline is derived from this information for video presentation. For graphical presentation timing of Advanced Application or Advanced Subtitle with 1/24 frequency, it shall follow graphic output timing model in this specification.

[0739] There are two conditions between 1/24 timing and 1/60 time code unit timing. The one is exactly matches both timings, and the other is mismatches between them. In case mismatch timing of 1/24 presentation object frame, it shall be rounded up to the most recent 1/60 time unit timing.

[0740] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[0741] A method of setting a unit of the title timeline TMLAE in this embodiment will be explained below.

[0742] The title timeline TMLAE in this embodiment has time units synchronized with the presentation timings of frames and fields of video information, and the time on the title timeline TMLAE is set based on the count value of time units. This point is a large technical feature in this embodiment. For example, in the NTSC system, interlaced display has 60 fields and 30 frames per second. Therefore, the duration of a minimum time unit on the title timeline TMLAE is divided into 60 per second, and the time on the title timeline TMLAE is set based on the count value of the time units. Also, progressive display in the NTSC system has 60 fields=60 frames per second, and matches the aforementioned time units. The PAL system is a 50-Hz system, and interlaced display has 50 fields and 25 frames per second, and progressive display has 50 fields 50 frames per second. In case of video information of the 50-Hz system, the title timeline TMLAE is equally divided into 50 units per second, and the time and timing on the title timeline TMLAE is set based on a count value with reference to the equally divided one interval (1/50 sec). In this manner, since the reference duration (minimum time unit) of the title timeline TMLAE is set in synchronism with the presentation timings of fields and frames of video information, synchronized timing presentation control among respective pieces of video information can be facilitated, and time settings with the highest precision within a practically significant range can be made.

[0743] As described above, in this embodiment, the time units are set in synchronism with fields and frames of video information, i.e., one time unit in the 60-Hz system is 1/60 sec, and one time unit in the 50-Hz system is 1/50 sec. At respective time unit positions (times), the switching timings (presentation start or end timing or switching timing to another frame) of all presentation objects are controlled. That is, in this embodiment, the presentation periods of every presentation objects are set in synchronism with the time units (1/60 sec or 1/50 sec) on the title timeline TMLAE. The frame interval of audio information is often different from the frame or field interval of the video information. In such case, as the playback start and end timings of the audio information, the presentation period (presentation start and end times) is set based on timings which are rounded out in correspondence with the unit interval on the title timeline TMLAE. In this way, presentation outputs of a plurality of audio objects can be prevented from overlapping on the title timeline TMLAE.

[0744] When the presentation timing of the advanced application ADAPL information is different from the unit interval of the title timeline TMLAE (for example, when the advanced application ADAPL has 24 frames per second and its presentation period is expressed on the title timeline of the 60-Hz system), the presentation timings (presentation start and end times) of the advanced application ADAPL are rounded out in correspondence with the title timeline TMLAE of the 60-Hz system (time unit=1/60 sec).

[0745] <Timing Model for Advanced Application>

[0746] Advanced Application (ADV APP) consists of one or plural Markup(s) files which can have one-directional or bi-directional links each other, script files which shares a name space belonging to the Advanced Application, and Advanced Element files which are used by the Markup(s) and Script(s). Valid period of each Markup file in one Advanced Application is the same as the valid period of Advanced Application which is mapped on Title Timeline. During the presentation of one Advanced Application, active Markup is always only one. An active Markup jumps one to another. The valid period one Application is divided to three major periods; pre-script period, Markup presentation period and post-script period.
More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

In this embodiment, the valid period of the advanced application ADAPL on the title timeline TMLE can be divided into three periods i.e., a pre-script period, markup presentation period, and post-script period. The markup presentation period represents a period in which objects of the advanced application ADAPL are presented in correspondence with time units of the title timeline TMLE based on information of the markup file MRKUP of the advanced application ADAPL. The pre-script period is used as a preparation period of presenting the window of the advanced application ADAPL prior to the markup presentation period. The post-script period is set immediately after the markup presentation period, and is used as an end period (e.g., a period used in release processing of memory resources) immediately after presentation of respective presentation objects of the advanced application ADAPL. This embodiment is not limited to this. For example, the pre-script period can be used as a control processing period (e.g., to clear the score of a game given to the user) prior to presentation of the advanced application ADAPL. Also, the post-script period can be used in command processing (e.g., point-up processing of the score of a game of the user) immediately after playback of the advanced application ADAPL.

There are two kind of application which has following two Sync Models:

- Soft-Sync Application
- Hard-Sync Application

The information of sync type is defined by sync attribute of application segment in Playlist. In Soft-Sync Application and Hard-Sync Application, the behavior to Title Timeline differs at the time of execution preparation of application. Execution preparation of application is resource loading and other startup process (such as script global code execution). Resource loading is reading resource from storage (DISC, Persistent Storage and Network Server) and store to the File Cache. Every application shall not execute before all resource loading is finished.

More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

The window during the aforementioned markup presentation period will be described below. Taking the presentation window in FIG. 16 as an example, when the stop button 34 is pressed during presentation of video information in this embodiment, that video information stops, and the window presentation of, e.g., changing the shape and color of the stop button 34 can be changed. This means the effect of 1.1) “Make response by means of change in animation and image at the time of button selection or execution instruction” in 1]Make flexible and impressive reactions in response to user’s actions” described in the column “New effects obtained as a result of technical devices” shown in FIGS. 2A, 2B, and 2C. When the display window itself of FIG. 16 is largely changed as in the above example, the corresponding markup file MRKUP jumps to another markup file MRKUP in the advanced application ADAPL. In this way, by jumping the markup file MRKUP that sets the presentation window contents of the advanced application ADAPL to another markup file MRKUP, the apparent window presentation can be greatly changed. That is, in this embodiment, a plurality of markup files MRKUP are set in correspondence with different windows during the markup presentation period, and are switched in correspondence with switching of the window (the switching processing is executed based on a method described in the script file SCRPT). Therefore, the start timing of a markup page on the title timeline TMLE during the presentation period of the markup file MRKUP matches the presentation start timing of the one to be presented first of the plurality of markup files MRKUP, and the end timing of a markup page on the title timeline TMLE matches the presentation end timing of the last one of the plurality of markup files MRKUP. As a method of jumping the markup pages (changing the presentation window of the advanced application ADAPL part in the presentation window), this embodiment specifies the following two sync models.

- Soft-Sync Application
- Hard-Sync Application

Soft-Sync Application gives preference to seamless proceeding of Title Timeline over execution preparation. If ‘auto Run’ attribute is ‘true’ and application is selected then resources will load into the File Cache by soft synched mechanism. Soft-Sync Application is activated after that all resources loading into the File Cache. The resource which cannot read without Title Timeline stopping shall not be defined as a resource of Soft-Sync Application. In case, Title Timeline jump into the valid period of Soft-Sync Application, the Application may not execute. And also, during the varied period of Soft-Sync Application, playback mode changes trick play to normal playback, the Application may not run.

More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

The first jump method is soft sync jump (jump model) of markup pages. At this jump timing, the time flow of the title timeline TMLE does not stop on the window to be presented to the user. That is, the switching timing of the markup page matches that of unit position (time) of the aforementioned title timeline TMLE, and the end timing of the previous markup page matches the start timing of the next markup page (presentation window of the advanced application ADAPL) on the title timeline TMLE. To allow such control, in this embodiment, a time period required to end the previous markup page (e.g., a time period used to release the assigned memory space in the data cache DTCCH) is set to overlap the presentation time period of the next markup page. Furthermore, the presentation preparation period of the next markup page is set to overlap the presentation period of the previous markup page. The soft sync jump of the markup page can be used for the advanced application ADAPL or advanced subtitle ADSBT synchronized with the title timeline TMLE.

Hard-Sync Application gives preference to execution preparation over seamless progress of Title Timeline. Hard-Sync Application is activated after all resources load-
ing into the File Cache. If ‘auto Run’ attribute is ‘true’ and application is selected then resources will load into the File Cache by hard synced mechanism. Hard-Sync Application holds the Title Timeline during the resource loading and execution preparation of application.

[0764] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[0765] As the other jump method, this embodiment also specifies hard sync jump of markup pages. In general, a time change on the title timeline TML.E occurs on the window to be presented to the user (count-up on the title timeline TML.E is made), and the window of the primary audio video PRMAV changes in synchronism with such change. For example, when the time on the title timeline TML.E stops (the count value on the title timeline TML.E is fixed), the window of the corresponding primary audio video PRMAV stops, and a still window is presented to the user. When the hard sync jump of markup pages occurs in this embodiment, a period in which the time on the title timeline TML.E stops (the count value on the title timeline TML.E is fixed) is formed. In the hard sync jump of markup pages, the end timing time of a markup page before apparent switching on the title timeline TML.E matches the playback start timing of the next markup page on the title timeline TML.E. In case of this jump, the end period of the previously presented markup page does not overlap the preparation period required to present the next markup page. For this reason, the time flow on the title timeline TML.E temporarily stops during the jump period, and presentation of, e.g., the primary audio video PRMAV or the like is temporarily stopped. The hard sync jump processing of markup pages is used in only the advanced application ADAPL in this embodiment. In this way, the window change of the advanced subtitle ADSBT can be made without stopping the time change on the title timeline TML.E (without stopping, e.g., the primary audio video PRMAV) upon switching the presentation window of the advanced subtitle ADSBT.

[0766] The windows of the advanced application ADAPL, advanced subtitle ADSBT, and the like designated by the markup page are switched for respective frames in this embodiment. For example, interlaced display, the number of frames per second is different from that of fields per second. However, when the windows of the advanced application ADAPL and advanced subtitle ADSBT are controlled to be switched for respective frames, switching processing can be done at the same timing irrespective of interlaced or progressive display, thus facilitating control. That is, preparation of a window required for the next frame is started at the immediately preceding frame presentation timing. The preparation is completed until the presentation timing of the next frame, and the window is displayed in synchronism with the presentation timing of the next frame. For example, since NTSC interlaced display corresponds to the 60-Hz system, the interval of the time units on the title timeline is 1/60 sec. In this case, since 30 frames are displayed per sec, the frame presentation timing is set at an interval of two units (the boundary position of two units) of the title timeline TML.E. Therefore, when a window is to be presented at the n-th count value on the title timeline TML.E, presentation preparation of the next frame starts at the (n-2)-th timing two counts before, and a prepared graphic frame (a window that presents various windows related with the advanced application ADAPL, will be referred to as a graphic frame in this embodiment) is presented at the timing of the n-th count on the title timeline TML.E. In this embodiment, since the graphic frame is prepared and presented for respective frames in this way, the continuously switched graphic frames can be presented to the user, thus preventing the user from feeling odd.

[0767] <Presentation Clip Element and Object Mapping Information>

[0768] Title element in Playlist file contains a list of element, called by Presentation Clip element, which describes Object Mapping Information of the segment of Presentation Object.

[0769] Presentation Clip elements and the corresponding Presentation Object type are shown in FIG. 18.


[0771] Presentation Object shall be referred by the URI of the index information file as described in FIG. 18. The URI shall be described by rules.

[0772] Object Mapping Information of a Presentation Object in a Title Timeline, is a valid period of the Presentation Object in a Title Timeline.

[0773] The valid period on Title Timeline of a Presentation Object is determined by start time and end time on Title Timeline. The start time and end time on Title Timeline are described by titleTimeBegin attribute and titleTimeEnd attribute of each Presentation Clip element, respectively. For the Presentation Clip except for Advanced Subtitle and Application, the starting position of the Presentation Object is described by clipTimeBegin attribute of each Presentation Clip element.

[0774] For PrimaryAudioVideoClip, SubstituteAudioVideoClip, SubstituteAudioClip and SecondaryAudioVideoClip element, the Presentation Object shall be present at the starting position, described by clipTimeBegin.

[0775] The clipTimeBegin attribute value shall be the presentation start time (PTS) of Coded-Frame of the video streams in P-EVOB (S-EVOB).

[0776] Attribute values of titleTimeBegin, titleTimeEnd and clipTimeBegin, and the duration time of the Presentation Object shall satisfy the following relation:

[0777] titleTimeBegin<--titleTimeEnd and

[0778] titleTimeEnd<--duration time of the Title

[0779] If the Presentation Object is synchronized with Title Timeline, the following relation shall be satisfied:

[0780] clipTimeBegin+titleTimeEnd--titleTimeBegin

[0781] ≤duration time of the Presentation Object

[0782] The valid period of PrimaryAudioVideoClip element shall not overlap each other on Title Timeline.
[0783] The valid period of SecondaryAudioVideoClip element shall not overlap each other on Title Timeline.

[0784] The valid period of SubstituteAudioClip element shall not overlap each other on Title Timeline.

[0785] The valid period of SubstituteAudioVideoClip element shall not overlap each other on Title Timeline.

[0786] For any of PrimaryAudioVideoClip element and SubstituteAudioVideoClip element, the valid periods on Title Timeline shall not overlap.

[0787] For any of SubstituteAudioVideoClip element, SecondaryAudioVideoClip element and SubstituteAudioClip element, the valid periods on Title Timeline shall not overlap.

[0788] For any Presentation Clip element with 'Disc' dataSource, the valid periods on Title Timeline shall not overlap to those of other Presentation Clip element with 'Disc' dataSource.

[0789] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[0790] The object mapping information OBMAPI described in the playlist PLLST shown in FIG. 17 describes list information of elements called presentation clip elements. FIG. 18 shows the relationship between various presentation clip elements and corresponding object names to be presented and used.

[0791] As shown in FIG. 18, a primary audio video clip element PRAVCIP described in the object mapping information OBMAPI explains object mapping information OBMAPI related with the primary audio video PRMAY. A secondary audio video clip element SCAVCIP explains object mapping information OBMAPI of the secondary audio video SCDAY. A substitute audio clip element SBADCP explains object mapping information OBMAPI of the substitute audio SBTAD. An advanced subtitle segment element ADSTSG in the object mapping information OBMAPI describes information related with the markup file MRKUP in the advanced subtitle ADSBT. An application segment element ADAPSG in the object mapping information OBMAPI describes information related with the markup file MRKUP and script file SCRIPT of the advanced application ADAPI. The object mapping information OBMAPI related with each object to be played back and used described information related with the valid period (including a presentation period or a preparation period and end processing period) of each object on the title timeline TMLE. The valid period on the title timeline TMLE is specified by the start time and end time on the title timeline TMLE. In each clip element, the start time and end time on the title timeline TMLE are specified by a titleTimeBegin attribute and titleTimeEnd attribute. That is, each clip element individually records the titleTimeBegin attribute and titleTimeEnd attribute. Presentation of a corresponding object begins from the time described by the titleTimeBegin attribute on the title timeline TMLE, and ends at the time described by the titleTimeEnd attribute. In the primary audio video clip element PRAVCIP, secondary audio video clip element SCAVCIP, and substitute audio clip element SBADCP except for the advanced subtitle segment element ADSTSG and application segment element ADAPSG, each of the primary audio video PRMAY, secondary audio video SCDAY, and substitute audio SBTAD begins to be presented by clipTimeBegin which means an presentation elapsed time period calculated from a start position where each object is recorded. That is, the aforementioned titleTimeBegin attribute and titleTimeEnd attribute mean time information on the title timeline TMLE. On the other hand, clipTimeBegin means an independent time elapse in each object. By synchronizing the times of the titleTimeBegin attribute and clipTimeBegin, a plurality of different objects can be synchronously presented on the same title timeline TMLE.

[0792] Note that various objects to be played back and used are not recorded in the information storage medium (DISC) but only the playlist (PLLST) is recorded in the information storage medium (DISC). The information playback apparatus may designate and acquire from the corresponding playlist (PLLST) various objects to be played back and used recorded in the network server (NTSRV) or persistent storage (PRSTR).

[0793] In this embodiment, the following relationship is set among the presentation period of each presentation object, and titleTimeBegin, titleTimeEnd, and clipTimeBegin to improve the precision of the presentation processing without producing any conflict among presentation timings.

[0794] titleTimeBegin <= titleTimeEnd and

[0795] titleTimeBegin + duration time of the Title

[0796] clipTimeBegin + titleTimeEnd - titleTimeBegin

[0797] < duration time of the Presentation Object

[0798] Furthermore, in this embodiment, the presentation precision is improved by setting the following conditions.

[0799] The valid periods of respective primary audio video clip elements PRAVCIP shall not overlap on the title timeline TMLE.

[0800] The valid periods of respective secondary audio video clip elements SCAVCIP shall not overlap on the title timeline TMLE.

[0801] The valid periods of respective substitute audio clip elements SBADCP shall not overlap on the title timeline TMLE.

[0802] The valid period of the secondary audio video clip element SCAVCIP shall not overlap that of the substitute audio clip element SBADCP on the title timeline TMLE.

[0803] As shown in FIGS. 12, 13A and 13B, the time map file PTMAP of the primary video set PRMVS, the time map file STMAP of the secondary video set SCDVS, the manifest file MNFST, and the manifest file MNFSTS of the advanced subtitle ADSBT are referred to from the playlist PLLST.

[0804] More specifically, as shown in FIG. 18, the primary audio video clip element PRAVCIP describes the filename and saving location of the time map file PTMAP of the primary video set PRMVS as the filename to be referred to in the primary audio video clip element PRAVCIP. Likewise, the secondary audio video clip element SCAVCIP describes the filename and saving location of the time map file STMAP of the secondary video set SCDVS. Furthermore, the substitute audio clip element SBADCP describes the filename and saving location of the time map file STMAP of the secondary video set SCDVS. The advanced subtitle segment ele-
ment ADSTSG describes the filename and saving location of the manifest file MNFSTS of the advanced subtitle ADSBIT. The application segment element ADAPSG describes the filename and saving location of the manifest file MNFST of the advanced application ADAPL.

[0805] The locations of files to be referred to as indices upon playing back and using objects shown in FIG. 18 are described in FIG. 10. For reconfiguration, they are described in the column of the original data sources of objects in FIG. 18.

[0806] The files which are described in respective clip elements and are referred to as indices upon playing back and using objects can be recorded in various recording media (including the network server NTSRV), as shown in FIG. 18. FIG. 10 shows the saving location designation method of the files described in respective clip elements. More specifically, when files are saved in the network server NTSRV, the address of an HTTP server or HTTPS server is designated by "http: . . ." or "https: . . .", as shown in FIG. 19. In this embodiment, the description rule of file saving location designation information (URI: Uniform Resource Identifier) described in each clip element shall be described using 1024 bytes or less. When such information is recorded in the information storage medium DISC, file cache FLCH (data cache DTCH), or persistent storage PRSTR, the file saving location is designated as a data file.

[0807] When each file is saved in the information storage medium DISC, file cache FLCH (data cache DTCH), or persistent storage PRSTR as shown in FIG. 19, each medium shall be identified. In this embodiment, each medium can be identified by adopting a path designation description method shown in FIG. 20 in respective clip elements. This point is a large technical feature in this embodiment.

[0808] <Content Referencing>

[0809] Every file available on the disc or the network has an address that encoded by a Uniform Resource Identifier.

[0810] The following is a URI example which refers to a XML file on a Disc.

file:///dvd/disk/ADV_OBJ/file.xmu

[0811] The total length of URI shall be less than 1024.

[0812] By the 'file' URI scheme, URI can refer to the resources on DVD Disc contents, File Cache, and Persistent Storages. There is two type of Persistent Storage. One is Required Persistent Storage, which all Player shall have only one. The other is Additional Persistent Storage, which Player can have one or more. The path of URI includes storage type and identifier for Persistent Storage in the following manner.

[0813] All Advanced Navigation files (Manifest/Markup/Script) and Advanced Element files shall be loaded into File Cache by Resource Information element in Playlist, or APL. All files loaded by Resource Information element shall be referred by URI of the original file location, not location in file cache.

[0814] Files in archived file shall be referred by sub path of URI of archived file. At this time URI of archived file shall be referred by original location, not location in file cache.

[0815] The path ‘file:///file cache/’ is resolved as$temp directory in File Cache. For file cache, only application managed directory may be accessed.

[0816] Playlist, Manifest and Markup may use relative URI reference. The base URI shall be derived from the URI of the original file location, if xml:base attribute is not specified. If xml:base attribute is specified, base URI is determined by rule.

[0817] The path-segment ". . ." shall not be used in URI.

[0818] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[0819] In this embodiment, two different recording media are brought into view as the persistent storage PRSTR. The first one is the fixed persistent storage PRSTR, and specifies only one persistent storage drive 3 in the information recording and playback apparatus 1 in this embodiment. The other one is the portable persistent storage PRSTR, and one or more storages (a plurality of storages are allowed) can be mounted in the information recording and playback apparatus 1 in this embodiment. In the path designation description to a file, the description method shown in FIG. 20 is specified, and the contents are described in each clip element in the playlist PLIST. That is, when a file is recorded in the information storage medium DISC, "file:///dvd/disc/" is described. When a file is stored in the file cache FLCH (data cache DTCH), "file:///filecache/" is described as the path designation description method. When a file is recorded in the fixed persistent storage PRSTR, "file:///fixed/" is described as the path designation description method. When a file is recorded in the portable persistent storage PRSTR, "file:///removable/" is described as the path designation description method. When various files are recorded in the information storage medium DISC, file cache FLCH (data cache DTCH), or persistent storage PRSTR, the file structure shown in FIG. 11 is formed in each recording medium, and files are recorded under corresponding directories.

[0820] <Playlist File>

[0821] Playlist File describes the navigation, the synchronization and the initial system configuration information for Advanced Content. Playlist File shall be encoded as well-formed XML. FIG. 21 shows an outline example of Playlist file. The root element of Playlist shall be Playlist element, which contains Configuration element, Media Attribute List element and Title Set element in a content of Playlist element.

[0822] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[0823] FIG. 21 shows the data structure in the playlist file PLIST that records information related with the playlist PLIST shown in FIG. 17. This playlist file PLIST is directly recorded in the form of the playlist file PLIST under the advanced content directory ADVCT, as shown in FIG. 11. The playlist file PLIST describes management information, synchronization information among respective presentation objects, and information related with the initial system structure (e.g., information related with pre-assignment of a memory space used in the data cache DTCH or the like). The playlist file PLIST is described by a description method based on XML. FIG. 21 shows a schematic data structure in the playlist file PLIST.
A field bounded by <Playlist> and </Playlist> is called a playlist element in FIG. 21. As information in the playlist element, configuration information CONFIGI, media attribute information MDATRI, and title information TTINFO are described in this order. In this embodiment, the allocation order of various elements in the playlist element is set in correspondence with the operation sequence before the beginning of video presentation in the advanced content playback unit ADVPL in the information recording and playback apparatus I shown in FIG. 1. That is, the assignment of the memory space used in the data cache DTCCHl in the advanced content playback unit ADVPL shown in FIG. 14 is most necessary in the process of playback preparation. For this reason, a configuration information CONFIGI element 134 is described first in the playlist element. The presentation engine PRSEI in FIG. 14 shall be prepared in accordance with the attributes of information in respective presentation objects. For this purpose, a media attribute information MDATRI element 135 shall be described after the configuration information CONFIGI element 134 and before a title information TTINFO element 136. In this manner, after the data cache DTCCHl and presentation engine PRSEI have been prepared, the advanced content playback unit ADVPL starts presentation processing according to the information described in the title information TTINFO element 136. Therefore, the title information TTINFO element 136 is allocated after the information required for preparations (at the last position).

A description 131 of the first line in FIG. 21 is definition text that declares “the following sentences are described based on the XML description method”, and has a structure in which information of xml attribute information XMATRI is described between “<?xml” and “?>”.

FIG. 22 shows the information contents in the xml attribute information XMATRI in (a).

The xml attribute information XMATRI describes information indicating whether or not another XML having a child relationship with corresponding version information of XML is referred to. Information indicating whether or not the other XML having the child relationship is referred to is described using “yes” or “no”. If the other XML having the child relationship is directly referred to in this target text, “no” is described; if this XML text does not directly refer to the other XML and is present as standalone XML, “yes” is described. As an XML statement, for example, when the corresponding version number of XML is 1.0, and XML text does not refer to the other XML but is present as standalone XML, “<?xml version=‘1.0’ standalone=‘yes’?>” is described as a description example (a) of FIG. 22.

Description text in a playlist element tag that specifies the range of a playlist element describes name space definition information PLTGNM of the playlist tag and playlist attribute information PLATRI after “<Playlist>”, and closes with “>”, thus forming the playlist element tag. FIG. 22 shows description information in the playlist element tag in (b). In this embodiment, the number of playlist elements which exit in the playlist file PLLST is one in principle. However, in a special case, a plurality of playlist elements can be described. In such case, since a plurality of playlist element tags may be described in the playlist file PLLST, the name space definition information PLTGNM of the playlist tag is described immediately after “<Playlist>” so as to identify each playlist element. The playlist attribute information PLATRI describes an integer part value MJVER of the advanced content version number, a decimal part value MNVER of the advanced content version number information, and additional information (e.g., a name or the like) PLDSCI related with the playlist in the playlist element in this order. For example, as a description example, when the advanced content version number is “1.0”, “1” is set in the integer part value MJVER of the advanced content version number, and “0” is set in the decimal part value MNVER of the advanced content version number. If the additional information related with the playlist PLLST is “string”, and the name space definition information PLTGNM of the playlist tag is “http://www.dvdforum.org/HDDVDVideo/Playlist”, the description text in the playlist element is:

```xml
<Playlist xmlns="http://www.dvdforum.org/HDDVDVideo/Playlist"
    majorVersion='1' minorVersion='0' description="strings">
```

The advanced content playback unit ADVPL in the information recording and playback apparatus I shown in FIG. 1 plays back the advanced content version number described in the playlist element tag first, and determines if the advanced content version number falls within the version number range supported by it.

If the advanced content version number falls outside the support range, the advanced content playback unit ADVPL shall immediately stop the playback processing. For this purpose, in this embodiment, the playlist attribute information PLATRI describes the information of the advanced content version number at the foremost position.

Various kinds of information described in the playlist PLLST in this embodiment have a hierarchical structure, as shown in FIGS. 23A and 23B, and FIGS. 24A and 24B.

A Playlist file contains a list of Title elements in the Title Set element. The Title Set element describes information of a set of Titles for Advanced Contents in the Playlist.

Title Timeline is assigned for each Title. The duration of Title Timeline shall be described by title Duration attribute of Title element by the time Expression value. The duration of Title Timeline shall be greater than “00:00:00:00”.

Note: To describe Title which contains only Advanced Application, set duration to some value such as “00:01:00:00”, and pause the time on Title Timeline at the beginning of Title.

The total number of Title shall be less than 1000.

Each Title element describes a set of information of a Title for Advanced Content.

More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

In information recorded in the aforementioned playlist file PLLST, the title information TTINFO included
in the playlist element is described using a title set element bounded by `<TitleSet>` and `</TitleSet>`, as shown in (b) of FIG. 23A. This title set element describes information related with a title set of the advanced content ADVCT defined in the playlist PLIST. As title set attribute information TTSTAT is written in the title set element tag, there are frames rate (the number of frames per second) information FRAMERT (timeBase attribute information), frequency information TKBASE (tickBase attribute information) of a tick clock used in a markup page, menu language information DEFLNG (defaultLanguage attribute information) in a default state in a title set, as shown in (d) of FIG. 23B.

[0841] `<Datatypes (data types) and TitleSet (title set) element>`

[0842] Datatypes

[0843] The additional data type of attribute value is defined.

[0844] 1) timeExpression

[0845] Describe TimeExpression of a non-drop frame count described by the following format:

```
| timeExpression | := HH ':' MM ':' SS ':' FF |
| HH             | := [0-2][0-9] [HH = 00-23] |
| MM             | := [0-5][0-9] |
| SS             | := [0-5][0-9] |
| FF             | := [0-5][0-9] |
|               | (FF = 00-99 for frame rate = 50 fps) |
|               | (FF = 00-59 for frame rate = 60 fps) |
```

[0846] The frame rate is the value described by timeBase attribute of Title element.

[0847] The non-drop frame count is calculated by:

```
| non-drop frame count:=(3600x(HH+60xMM+SS))x frame rate+FF. |
```

[0848] 2) frameRate

[0849] Describes the frame rate value. The frameRate data type follows the following BNF syntax:

```
| frameRate   | := rateValue 'fps' |
| rateValue   | := "50" | "60" |
```

[0851] A value of rateValue describes the frame rate.

[0852] 3) tickRate

[0853] Describes the tick rate value. The tickRate data type follows the following BNF syntax:

```
| tickRate   | := tickValue 'fps' |
| tickValue  | := "24" | "50" | "60" |
```

[0854] A value of tickValue describes the tick rate value in frame rate. The value shall be '50', or '24' if the frame rate is '50'. The value shall be '60', or '24' if the frame rate is '60'.

[0855] 4) langCode

[0856] Describes the specific code and the specific code extension for the Audio stream and for the Subtitle stream this Substitute Subtitle. The language code attribute value follows the following BNF scheme. The specificCode and specificCodeExt describes specific code and specific code extension, respectively. The specificCode value** describes 'Not Specified'.

```
| langCode   | := specificCode ':'. specificCodeExtension |
| specificCode | := [a-zA-Z][a-zA-Z] |
| specificCodeExt | := [0-9A-F][0-9A-F] |
```

[0857] 5) anyURI

[0858] Describes the content reference in the URI following rules.

[0859] 6) parentalList

[0860] Describes the list of parental level for each country code. The parentalList data type follows the following BNF syntax:

```
| parentalList  | := parental ( /%20 parental)* |
| parental      | := (countryCode: ".*") ':'. parentalLevel |
| countryCode   | := [A-Z][A-Z] |
| parental Level | := [1-8] |
```

[0861] The parentalList is space delimited list of parental data, which describes the minimum parental level to playback the title for the specified country code. The parentalLevel and the countryCode describe the minimum parental level and country code, respectively. The "*" means Not Specified country code. If "*" is used for countryCode, the parentalLevel describes the minimum parental level for unspecified country code. The countryCode shall be Alpha-2 code defined in ISO-3166. The countryCode and "*" shall be unique in a parentalList value.

[0862] TitleSet element

[0863] The TitleSet element describes information of a set of Titles for Advanced Contents in the Playlist.

[0864] XML Syntax Representation of TitleSet element:

```
<TitleSet>
    <timeBase>frameRate</timeBase>
    <tickBase>tickRate</tickBase>
    <defaultLanguage>language</defaultLanguage>
    <FirstPlayTitle/>
    <Title/>
    <PlayListApplication/>
</TitleSet>
```

[0865] The TitleSet element consists of a list of Title element, FirstPlayTitle element and a list of PlaylistApplication element. According to the document order of Title
element, the Title number for Advanced Navigation shall be assigned continuously from ‘1’. A Title element describes information of each Title.

(a) timeBase attribute
(b) tickBase attribute
(c) defaultLanguage attribute

Describes the default menu language of the TitleSet. The attribute value consists of two-letter lowercase symbols defined in ISO-639. If there is no Application Segment in a Title matching the Menu Language setting, the Application Segment with language of defaultLanguage shall be activated. This attribute can be omitted.

More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

A set of titles concerning advanced contents ADVCT in the playlist PLIST is written in the title set element. Each title number is set in accordance with an arrangement order of title element information TTELEM written in the title set element. That is, a title number of a title managed based on the title element information TTELEM which is written first in the title set element is 1, and a continuous number is sequentially set as a title number of a title managed based on each title element information TTELEM.

The frameRate (the number of frames per second) FRAMRT (timeBase attribute information) shown in (d) of Fig. 23B represents a frame rate value. Time management in each title is carried out on a count of a value of FF in “HH:MM:SS:FF”) on a title timeline TMLE. A 50 Hz system or a 60 Hz system is set as a count of frequency of a title timeline TMLE at this time based on the value of the frame rate information FRAMRT (timeBase attribute information). The frameRate is represented as a rate value in units of “fps” (frames per sec), and a value of “50” or “60” is selectively set as the rate value. A description will now be given as to tick clock frequency information TKBASE (tickBase attribute information) used in a markup page. A frequency of a page clock set in accordance with each markup page MRKUP and a frequency of an application clock set in accordance with each advanced application ADAPL match with the tick clock frequency TKBASE. Moreover, the tick clock frequency TKBASE can be set independently from a frequency of a media clock on a title timeline TMLE. A clock of frame rate (the number of frames per second) information FRAMRT (timeBase attribute information) representing a reference frequency of the title timeline TMLE for each title is referred to as a media clock. Additionally, this embodiment is characterized in that a page clock as a clock set in accordance with each markup page MRKUP and an application clock set in accordance with each application can be set independently from the media clock. As a result, there can be obtained an effect that FF, FR and pause playback can be performed on a title timeline TMLE while playing back an advanced application ADAPL at a standard speed. Further, there is also obtained an effect that greatly delaying TickBase/TKBASE with respect to timeBase/FRAMRT can alleviate a burden on an advanced playback unit ADVPL. The tick clock frequency information TKBASE (tickBase attribute information) is represented as a tickValue in units of “fps”, and one of values “24”, “50” and “60” is set as the tickValue. If the value of the frame rate (the number of frames per second) information FRAMRT (timeBase attribute information) is “50”, a value of “50” or “24” is set as a value of the tick clock frequency information TKBASE (tickBase attribute information). If a value of the frame rate (the number of frames per second) information FRAMRT (timeBase attribute information) is “60”, a value of “60” or “24” is set as a value of the tick clock frequency information TKBASE (tickBase attribute information). When a value of the tick clock frequency information TKBASE (tickBase attribute information) is set to a value obtained by dividing a value of the frame rate (the number of frames per second) information FRAMRT (timeBase attribute information) by an integer in this manner, clock settings between the tick clock and the media clock can be facilitated (for example, dividing a frequency of the media clock can readily generate the tick clock). The description of the tick clock frequency information TKBASE (tickBase attribute information) can be eliminated in the title set attribute information TTSTAT. In this case, the tick clock frequency matches with the frame rate value. This embodiment is characterized in that timeBase/FRAMRT and tickBase/TKBASE are set in the title set element. As a result, sharing these values in the same title set can simplify processing in the advanced content playback unit ADVPL.

A description will now be given as to menu language information DEFLNG (defaultLanguage attribute information) in a default state in the TitleSet. As shown in Fig. 47, a menu language is set as a profile parameter. When there is no application segment APPLSG (see (d) in Fig. 563) in a title matching with the menu language, an application segment APPLSG corresponding to a language set based on the menu language information DEFLNG (defaultLanguage attribute information) in a default state in the TitleSet can be executed/displayed. The description of the menu language information DEFLNG (defaultLanguage attribute information) in a default state in the TitleSet can be eliminated in title set attribute information TTSTAT.

FirstPlaytitle element information FPTELE can be written first in the title set element, one or more sets of title element information TTELEM can be sequentially written, and management information concerning each title is recorded in each corresponding title element information TTELEM. The example of Fig. 17 has three titles, i.e., titles #1 to #3, and (b) of Fig. 23A describes title element information TTELEM related with title #1 to title #3. However, this embodiment is not limited to such example, and title element information TTELEM related with one to an arbitrary number of titles can be described. Further, playlist application element information PLAEL can be written after the title element information TTELEM in the title set element. A title timeline TMLE is set to each title corresponding to the title element information TTELEM. The presentation period of the title timeline TMLE of each title is described in TitleDuration attribute information (time duration information TTDUR of the entire
title on the title timeline TMILE) in the title element information TTELEM. The numbers of corresponding titles are set in accordance with the order of description of respective pieces of title element information TTELEM described in the title set element. As shown in (b) of FIG. 23A, the title number of a title corresponding to the title element information TTELEM described first in the title set element is set to “1.” In this embodiment, the number of pieces of title element information TTELEM (the number of titles defined per playlist PLLST) that can be described in the title set element is set to 512 or less. By setting the upper limit value of the number of titles, the processing in the advanced content playback unit ADVPL is prevented from diffusing. Each title element information TTELEM describes object mapping information OBMAPI, resource information RESRCI, playback sequence information PLSQL, and track navigation information TRNAVI in this order. The object mapping information OBMAPI includes information of track number assignment information that sets stream (track) numbers in respective presentation objects. The object mapping information describes a list of various clip elements described using FIGS. 24A and 24B. Also, the object mapping information OBMAPI describes a list related with track number assignment information which represents the setting information of track numbers in the aforementioned presentation clip elements. In this embodiment, each playback object such as video information, audio information, subtitle information, or the like can have a plurality of streams, independent tracks are related with these streams, and track numbers are set, thus identifying playback streams in each presentation object. By setting the track number assignment element list in this way, the number of streams included in each presentation object and individual streams can be identified. The resource information RESRCI explains a list of resource elements in the title element information TTELEM. The track navigation information TRNAVI describes information related with a track navigation list element. The playback sequence information PLSQL describes information of a chapter list element indicating the head positions of chapters corresponding to divisions of the video contents in a single title.

[0878] As shown in (c) of FIG. 23A, the arrangement order of the object mapping information OBMAPI, resource information RESRCI, playback sequence information PLSQL, and track navigation information TRNAVI in the title element information TTELEM corresponds to the processing sequence of the advanced content playback unit ADVPL in the information recording and playback apparatus 1 (see FIG. 1). That is, information of the object mapping information OBMAPI which describes the information of the advanced application ADAPL and advanced subtitle ADSBT in a single title is described at the first location in the title element information TTELEM. The advanced content playback unit ADVPL recognizes the contents of the advanced application ADAPL and advanced subtitle ADSBT used in the single title first from the object mapping information OBMAPI recorded first. As has been described using FIG. 10, the information of the advanced application ADAPL and advanced subtitle ADSBT shall be saved in the file cache FLCH (data cache DTCCH) in advance prior to presentation to the user. For this reason, the advanced content playback unit ADVPL, in the information recording and playback apparatus 1 requires information related with the advanced application ADAPL and advanced subtitle ADSBT set in the title and their storage timings in the file cache FLCH (data cache DTCCH) prior to playback. The advanced content playback unit ADVPL then reads the resource information RESRCI, and can detect the storage timings of the advanced application ADAPL and advanced subtitle ADSBT in the file cache FLCH (data cache DTCCH). Therefore, since the resource information RESRCI is described after the object mapping information OBMAPI, the processing of the advanced content playback unit ADVPL is facilitated. Since the playback sequence information PLSQL becomes important to allow the user to immediately move video information that he or she wants to see upon playing back the advanced content ADVCT, the playback sequence information PLSQL is allocated after the resource information RESRCI. Since the track navigation information TRNAVI is information required immediately before presentation to the user, it is described at the last location in the title element information TTELEM.

[0879] By describing the title ID information TTID at the first position in the title element tag in the title element information TTELEM as shown in FIG. 23A(c).

[0880] 1) a plurality of pieces of title element information TTELEM can be described in the title information TTINFO (respective pieces of title element information TTELEM can be set as playback management information for different titles), and

[0881] 2) each title ID information TTID in the title information TTINFO can be immediately identified by interpreting contents of the title ID information TTID described at the first position in the title element tag, and content determination processing in the playlist PLLST can be speeded up.

[0882] Furthermore, in this embodiment, respective pieces of information which have related description contents in the title element information TTELEM are grouped together and are described near positions. As group names, object mapping information OBMAPI, resource information RESRCI, playback sequence information PLSQL, and track navigation information TRNAVI are assigned. As a result, content interpretation processing of the playlist PLLST in the playlist manager PLMNG can be simplified and speeded up.

[0883] <Title Element>

[0884] The Title element describes information of a Title for Advanced Contents, which consists of Object Mapping Information, Track Number Assignment for elementary stream and Playback Sequence in a Title.

[0885] The content of Title element consists of Chapter List element, Track Navigation List element, Title Resource element and list of Presentation Clip element. Presentation Clip elements are Primary Audio Video Clip, Substitute Audio Video Clip, Substitute Audio Clip, Secondary Audio Video Clip, Advanced Subtitle Segment and Application Segment.

[0886] Presentation Clip elements in Title element describe the Object Mapping Information in the Title.

[0887] Presentation Clip elements also describe Track Number Assignment for elementary stream.

[0888] Chapter List element describes the information of Playback Sequence in the Title.
Track Navigation List element describes the information of Track Navigation Information in the Title.

Title Resource element describes the information of Resource Information per Title.

(a) titleNumber attribute

Describes the number of Title. The Title number shall follow the constraints.

(b) typeattribute

Describes type of Title. If the content is Interoperable Content and Title is Original Title, the value shall be ‘Original’. If the content is Interoperable Content and Title is User Defined Title, the value shall be ‘User Defined’. Otherwise it shall be omitted, or ‘Advanced’. The value may be omitted. The default value is ‘Advanced’.

(c) selectable attribute

Describes whether the Title can be selectable by User Operation, or not. If the value is “false”, the title shall not be navigated by User Operation. The value may be omitted. The default value is “true”.

(d) titleDuration attribute

Describes the duration of the Title Timeline. The attribute value shall be described by time Expression.

The end time of all Presentation Object shall be less than the duration time of Title Timeline.

(e) parentLevel attribute

Describes the list of parent level for each country code. The attribute value shall be described by parent List value. This attribute can be omitted. Default value is “*: 1”.

(f) tickBaseDivisor attribute

Describes the reducing rate of the Application Ticks to process in Advanced Application Manager. For example, if tick Base Divisor value is 3, Advanced Application Manager shall process one of the three Application Ticks, and ignore the rest of them.

(g) onEnd attribute

Describes the id attribute value of Title element describing Title to be played after end of current Title. This value can be omitted. If this value is omitted, player shall be stopped after Title playback.

(h) displayName attribute

Describes the name of Title in the human consumable text form. Player may display this name as title name. This attribute can be omitted.

Alternative SD Display Mode Attribute

Describes the permitted display modes on 4:3 monitor in this Title playback. ‘pan scan Or Letter box’ allows both Pan-scan and Letterbox, ‘pan scan’, allows only Pan-scan, and ‘letterbox’ allows only Letterbox for 4:3 monitor. Player shall output into 4:3 monitor forcibly in allowed display modes. This attribute can be omitted. The default value is ‘pan scan Or Letter box’.

(j) description attribute

Describes additional information in the human consumable text form. This attribute can be omitted.

(k) xml:base attribute

Describes the base URI in this element. The semantics of xml:base shall follow to XML Base.

More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

FIGS. 24A and 24B show information described in the title element tag that represents the start of each title element information TTELEM in this embodiment. The title element tag describes ID information TTIID1 of a title used to identify each title first. Next, title number information TTNUM is described. In this embodiment, a plurality of title element information TTELEM can be described in the title information TTIINFO as shown in FIG. 24A (b). The title number is set in description order and is recorded in the title number information TTNUM, whereas the title element information TTELEM is described at first position in the title information TTIINFO. Furthermore, with respect to the type (kind) of the title managed in the title element information TTELEM, the title type information is described. In this embodiment, as the title type information TTTYPE, three types of values of type information: “Advanced”, “Original”, and “UserDefined” can be set. In this embodiment, video information recorded in the advanced video recording format which enables recording, editing, and playback by a user can be utilized as part of the advanced content ADVCT. The video information recorded in the advanced video recording format is referred to as interoperable content. The title type information TTTYPE for an original title (the interoperable content in a time immediately after the recording and before the editing) with respect to the interoperable content is set to “Original”. On the other hand, the title type information TTTYPE for a title in a time after a user has edited (i.e., defined by the user) with respect to the interoperable content, the title type information TTTYPE is set to “UserDefined”. For other advanced contents ADVCT, the title type information TTTYPE is set to “Advanced”. In this embodiment, description of the title type information TTTYPE in the title attribute information TTAIRI can be omitted. In this case, the value of “Advanced” as a default is automatically set. Next, selectable attribute information is described. This selectable attribute information indicates selection information as to whether or not the designated title can be operated in response to user operations. For example, in case of the system shown in FIG. 1., the user may oppose the wide-screen TV monitor 15 and may perform screen operations (e.g., fast-forwarding FF or first-rewinding FR) using a remote controller (not shown). Processing designated by the user in this way is called a user operation, and the selectable attribute information indicates whether or not the title is processed in response to user operations. In this information, a word of either “true” or “false” is described. For example, when the video contents of the corresponding title, i.e., the commercial 44 and preview 41 are not allowed to be fast-forwarded by the user, the entire corresponding title may be set to inhibit user operations. In such case, the selectable attribute information is set to “false” to inhibit user operations with respect to the corresponding title, thus rejecting requests such as fast-forwarding, fast-rewinding, and the like by the user. When this value
is “true”, user operations are supported, and processing (user operations) such as fast-forwarding, fast-rewinding, and the like can be executed in response to user’s requests. In this embodiment, the default value of the selectable attribute information is set to “true”. The title playback processing method of the advanced content playback unit ADVPL (see FIG. 1) largely changes depending on the selectable attribute information. Therefore, by allocating the selectable attribute information at a position immediately after the title ID information TIDM and after other kinds of information, the convenience of the processing of the advanced content playback unit ADVPL can be improved. In this embodiment, a description of the selectable attribute information can be omitted in the title element tag. When the description of this information is omitted, it is set as a default value “true”.

[0916] The frame rate information (timeBase attribute information) in the title set element, shown in FIG. 23B(d), represents the number of frames per sec of video information to be presented on the screen, and corresponds to a reference time interval of the title timeline TMLE. As has been described using FIG. 17, in this embodiment, two systems, i.e., the 50-Hz system (50 counts are counted up per sec on the title timeline TMLE) and 60-Hz system (60 counts are counted up per sec on the title timeline TMLE) can be set as the title timeline TMLE. For example, in case of NTSC interlaced display, 30 frames (60 fields) are displayed per sec. This case corresponds to 60-Hz system, and a unit interval (time interval of one count of the title timeline is set to 1/60 sec. In this embodiment, the clock according to a title timeline TMLE is referred to as a media clock, which is differently identified from a page clock as the clock set for each markup MRKUP. Furthermore, in this embodiment, there is an application clock which is defined in execution of the advanced application ADAPL specified in the markup MRKUP. The page clock and the application clock have the same reference frequency. This frequency is referred to a frequency of a tick clock. The media clock according to the title timeline TMLE and the tick clock can be independently set. This point is a large technical feature in this embodiment. As a result, for example, animation defined by the advanced application ADAPL can be played back with the tick clock (application clock) at a standard speed during high-speed playback/rewind playback of video information of the primary audio video PRMAV, and the expression for a user can be greatly improved. The frequency information TKBASE for the tick clock used in the markup MRKUP is described after “tickBase=” as shown in FIG. 23B(d). The value of the frequency information TKBASE for the tick clock used in the markup MRKUP must be set as a value less than the value described as the information of the frame rate (a number of frames per second). As a result, execution of the advanced application (display of the animation or the like) with tick clock can be smoothly performed according to the title timeline TMLE (avoiding inconsistency with the media clock), and the circuit structure within the advanced content playback unit ADVPL can be simplified. The timeBaseDivisor attribute information shown in (b) in FIG. 24A is indicative of a damping ratio TICKBD with respect to an application tick clock of a processing clock in the advanced application manager. That is, the information means a damping ratio with respect to the application tick (tick clock frequency information TKBASE) when the advanced application manager ADAMNG shown in FIG. 28 executes processing. For example, when a value of the timeBaseDiv-visor attribute information is set to “3”, processing of the advanced application manager ADAMNG advances one step every time a clock of the application tick (an application clock) is incremented by 3 counts. When the processing clock of the advanced application manager ADAMNG is delayed to be behind the tick clock (the application clock) in this manner, the processing can be executed without applying a CPU power to the advanced application ADAPL, which operates at a low speed, thereby suppressing a caloric life in the advanced content playback unit ADVPL.

[0917] Time duration information TTDUR of the entire title on the title timeline TMLE represents the duration of the entire title timeline TMLE on the corresponding title. The time duration information TTDUR of the entire title on the title timeline TMLE is described using the total number of counts of the 50-Hz system or 60-Hz system corresponding to the frame rate (number of frames per sec) information. For example, when the presentation time of the corresponding entire title is n sec, a value “60n” or “50n” is set in the total number of counts as the time duration information TTDUR of the entire title on the title timeline TMLE. In this embodiment, the end times of all playback objects shall be smaller than the time duration information TTDUR of the entire title on the title timeline TMLE. In this manner, since the time duration information TTDUR of the entire title on the title timeline TMLE depends on the time unit interval on the title timeline TMLE, it is allocated behind the frame rate information, thus assuring easy data processing of the advanced content playback unit ADVPL.

[0918] Next parental level information indicates a parental level of the corresponding title to be played back.

[0919] A numeral equal to or smaller than 8 is entered as the parental level value. In this embodiment, this information may be omitted in the title element tag. A default value of this information is set to “1”.

[0920] Information “onEnd” that represents the number information of a title to be presented after completion of the current title describes information of the title number related with the next title to be played back after completion of the current title. When a value set in the title number is “0”, the window is kept paused (to present the end window) after completion of the title. A default value of this information is set to “0”. A description of this information can be omitted in the title element tag, and in such case, that information is set to “0” as a default value.

[0921] Title name information “displayName” to be displayed by the information recording and playback apparatus I describes the name of the corresponding title in a text format. Information described in this information can be displayed as the title name of the information recording and playback apparatus I. Also, this information can be omitted in the title element tag.

[0922] The alternativeSDDisplayMode attribute information indicative of allowed display mode information SDDISP in a 4:3 TV monitor represents a display mode which is allowed when outputting data to the 4:3 TV monitor when playing back a corresponding title. When the value is set to “panscanOrLetterbox”, outputting data in either a pan-scan mode and a letter box mode is allowed at the time of outputting data to the 4:3 TV monitor. Further, when the value is set to “panscan”, outputting data in the pan-scan...
mode alone is allowed at the time of outputting data to the 4:3 TV monitor. Furthermore, when the value is set to "letterbox", the letter box display mode alone is allowed at the time of outputting data to the 4:3 TV monitor. When data is output to the 4:3 TV monitor, the information recording and playback apparatus must forcibly display/output data in an allowed display mode. Although the description of the allowed display mode information SDDISP in the 4:3 TV monitor can be eliminated, "panscanOrLetterbox" as a default value is automatically set in such a case.

[0923] Furthermore, the column of additional information (description) related with a title describes additional information related with the title in a text format. A description of this information can be omitted in the element tag. The title name information (displayName) to be displayed by the information recording and playback apparatus I and additional information (description) related with the title are not essential upon executing the playback processing of the advanced content playback unit ADVPL. Therefore, these pieces of information are recorded at the last location in the title attribute information TTAI1RI. Finally, the file storage position URI description format XMBASE corresponding to the title element indicates a description format (XML_BASE) for a URI (uniform resource identifier) complying to XML.

[0924] As a practical information example of the title element tag, for example, when the identification ID information of a title is "Ando" and the time duration of the entire title in the 60-Hz system is 80000, a description example is:

[0925] <Title="Ando" titleDuration="80000"/>

[0926] In the 60-Hz system, since the number of counts of the title timeline TMLE is counted up by 60 per sec, the value "80000" amounts to 22 min (80000/60=60).

[0927] Information in the title element information TTELEEM includes the object mapping information OBMAPI that describes a presentation clip element list, the resource information RESRCL that records a title resource element, the playback sequence information PLSEQI that describes a chapter list element, and the track navigation information TNAV1 that describes a track list navigation list element, as shown in (c) of FIG. 23A. The presentation clip elements describe the primary audio video clip PRAVCP, substitute audio video clip SBRAVCP, substitute audio audio video clip SCAVCP, advanced subtitle segment ADSTSG, and application segment ADAPSG, as shown in (c) of FIG. 24B. The presentation clip elements are described in the object mapping information OBMAPI in each title. The presentation clip elements are described as a part of track number assignment information in correspondence with each elementary stream.

[0928] The playback sequence information PLSEQI is described as a list of chapter list elements, as shown in (d) of FIG. 24B.

[0929] <Chapter elements and Playback Sequence Information>

[0930] Title element in Playlist file contains a list of Chapter elements in a Chapter List element. Chapter List element describes chapter structure, called by Playback Sequence Information.

[0931] The Chapter List element consists of a list of Chapter element. According to the document order of Chapter element in Chapter List, the Chapter number for Advanced Navigation shall be assigned continuously from "1".

[0932] The total number of chapters in a Title shall be less than 2000.

[0933] The total number of chapters in a Playlist shall be less than 100000.

[0934] The title Time Begin attribute of Chapter element describes the chapter start position by the time value on the Title Timeline. Chapter end position is given as the next chapter start position or the end of the Title Timeline for the last chapter.

[0935] The chapter start position in a Title Timeline shall be monotonically increased according to the chapter number, and be less than or equals to the duration of Title Timeline. The chapter start position of chapter 1 shall be 00:00:00:00.

[0936] The following description is an example of Playback Sequence.

```
  <ChapterList>
    <Chapter titleTimeBegin="00:00:00:00"/>
    <Chapter titleTimeBegin="00:00:02:00"/>
    <Chapter titleTimeBegin="00:02:03:00"/>
    <Chapter titleTimeBegin="00:04:23:00"/>
    <Chapter titleTimeBegin="00:05:21:22"/>
    <Chapter titleTimeBegin="00:08:31:23"/>
  </ChapterList>
```

[0937] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[0938] The chapter list element in the playback sequence information PLSEQI describes a chapter structure in the title. The chapter list element is described as a list of chapter elements (respective lines starting with a <Chapter titleTimeBegin> tag, as shown in (d) of FIG. 24B). The number of a chapter element described first in the chapter list is set to "1", and the chapter numbers are set in accordance with the order of description of respective chapter elements. The number of chapters in one chapter list (title) is set to 512 or less, thus preventing diffusion in the processing of the advanced content playback unit ADVPL. A title Time Begin attribute (information described after "<Chapter titleTimeBegin="") in each chapter element represents time information (the number of counts on the title timeline TMLE) indicating the start position of each chapter on the title timeline.

[0939] Time information indicating the start position of each chapter is presented in the form of "HH:MM:SS:FF" which respectively represent hours, minutes, seconds, and the number of frames. The end position of this chapter is expressed by the start position of the next chapter. The end position of the last chapter is interpreted as the last value (count value) on the title timeline TMLE. The time information (count value) indicating the start position of each chapter on the title timeline TMLE must be set to monotonously increase in correspondence with increments of chapter number. With this setting, sequential jump access control according to the playback order of chapters is facilitated.
Additional information for each chapter element is described in a text format to be easy to understand by the user. Also, the additional information for each chapter element can omit a description in a chapter element tag. Furthermore, immediately after “displayName”, a corresponding chapter name can be described in a text format that can be easily understood by the user. The advanced content playback unit ADVPL (see FIG. 1) can present the corresponding chapter name information on the wide-screen TV monitor 15 as a name of each chapter. The corresponding chapter name information can omit a description in the chapter element tag.

FIG. 25 shows the data flow in the advanced content playback unit ADVPL of various playback presentation objects defined in FIG. 10 described previously.

FIG. 14 shows the structure in the advanced content playback unit ADVPL shown in FIG. 1. An information storage medium DISC, persistent storage PRSTR, and network server NTSRV in FIG. 25 respectively match the corresponding ones in FIG. 14. A streaming buffer STRBUF and file cache FLCH in FIG. 25 will be generally called as a data cache DTCCH, which corresponds to the data cache DTCCH in FIG. 14. A primary video player PRMVP, secondary video player SCDVP, main video decoder MVDEC, main audio decoder MADEC, sub-picture decoder SPDEC, sub video decoder SVDEC, sub audio decoder SADEC, advanced application presentation engine AAPEN, and advanced subtitle player ASBPL are included in the presentation engine PSEN in FIG. 14. The navigation manager NVMNG in FIG. 14 manages the flow of various playback presentation object data in the advanced content playback unit ADVPL, and the data access manager NVMNG in FIG. 14 mediates data between the storage locations of various advanced contents ADVCT and the advanced content playback unit ADVPL.

As shown in FIG. 10, upon playing back playback objects, data of the primary video set PRMVS must be recorded in the information storage medium DISC.

In this embodiment, the primary video set PRMVS can also handle high-resolution video information. Therefore, the data transfer rate of the primary video set PRMVS may become very high. When direct playback from the network server NTSRV is attempted, or when the data transfer rate on a network line temporarily drops, continuous video expression to the user may be interrupted. As shown in FIG. 43, various information storage media such as an SD card SDCD, USB memory USBM, USBHDD, NAS, and the like are assumed as the persistent storage PRSTR, and some information storage media used as the persistent storage PRSTR may have a low data transfer rate. Therefore, in this embodiment, since the primary video set PRMVS that can also handle high-resolution video information is allowed to be recorded in only the information storage medium DISC, continuous presentation to the user can be guaranteed without interrupting high-resolution data of the primary video set PRMVS. The primary video set read out from the information storage medium DISC in this way is transferred into the primary video player PRMVP. In the primary video set PRMVS, a main video MANVD, main audio MANAD, sub video SUBVD, sub audio SUBAD, and sub-picture SUBPT are multiplexed and recorded as packs in 2048-byte units. These packs are demultiplexed upon playback, and undergo decode processing in the main video decoder MVDEC, main audio decoder MADEC, sub video decoder SVDEC, sub audio decoder SADEC, and sub-picture decoder SPDEC. This embodiment allows two different playback methods of objects of the secondary video set SCDVS, i.e., a direct playback route from the information storage medium DISC or persistent storage PRSTR, and a method of playing back objects from the data cache DTCCH after they are temporarily stored in the data cache DTCCH. In the first method described above, the secondary video set SCDVS recorded in the information storage medium DISC or persistent storage PRSTR is directly transferred to the secondary video player SCDVP, and undergoes decode processing by the main audio decoder MADEC, sub video decoder SVDEC, or sub audio decoder SADEC. As the second method described above, the secondary video set SCDVS is temporarily stored in the data cache DTCCH irrespective of its storage location (i.e., the information storage medium DISC, persistent storage PRSTR, or network server NTSRV), and is then sent from the data cache DTCCH to the secondary video player SCDVP. At this time, the secondary video set SCDVS recorded in the information storage medium DISC or persistent storage PRSTR is recorded in the file cache FLCH in the data cache DTCCH. However, the secondary video set SCDVS recorded in the network server NTSRV is temporarily stored in the streaming buffer STRBUF. Data transfer from the information storage medium DISC or persistent storage PRSTR does not suffer any large data transfer rate drop. However, the data transfer rate of object data sent from the network server NTSRV may temporarily largely drop according to network circumstances. Therefore, since the secondary video set SCDVS sent from the network server NTSRV is recorded in the streaming buffer STRBUF, a data transfer rate drop on the network can be backed up in terms of the system, and continuous playback upon user presentation can be guaranteed. This embodiment is not limited to these methods, and can store data of the secondary video set SCDVS recorded in the network server NTSRV in the persistent storage PRSTR. After that, the information of the secondary video set SCDVS is transferred from the persistent storage PRSTR to the secondary video player SCDVP, and can be played back and presented.

As shown in FIG. 10, all pieces of information of the advanced application ADAPL and advanced subtitle ADSBTL are temporarily stored in the file cache FLCH in the data cache DTCCH irrespective of the recording locations of objects. In this way, the number of times of access of an optical head in the information recording and playback unit shown in FIG. 1 is reduced upon simultaneous playback with the primary video set PRMVS and secondary video set SCDVS, thus guaranteeing continuous presentation to the user. The advanced application ADAPL temporarily stored in the file cache FLCH is transferred to the advanced application presentation engine AAPEN, and undergoes presentation processing to the user. The information of the advanced subtitle ADSBTL stored in the file cache FLCH is transferred to the advanced subtitle player ASBPL, and is presented to the user.

Data Access Manager:

Data Access Manager consists of Disc Manager, Network Manager and Persistent Storage Manager (see FIG. 26).
Disc Manager:

The Disc Manager controls data reading from HD DVD disc to internal modules of the Advanced Content Player.

The Disc Manager is responsible to provide file access API set for HD DVD Disc. HD DVD Disc shall not support write function.

Persistent Storage Manager:

The Persistent Storage Manager controls data exchange between Persistent Storage Devices and internal modules of Advanced Content Player. The Persistent Storage Manager is responsible to provide file access API set for Persistent Storage devices. Persistent Storage devices may support file read/write functions.

Network Manager:

The Network Manager controls data exchange between Network Server and internal modules of the Advanced Content Player. The Network Manager is responsible to provide file access API set for Network Server. Network Server usually supports file download and some Network Servers may support file upload.

The Navigation Manager invokes file download/upload between Network Server and the File Cache in accordance with Advanced Application. The Navigation Manager also provides protocol level access functions to the Presentation Engine. The Secondary Video Player in the Presentation Engine can utilize these functions for streaming from Network Server.

More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

Fig. 26 shows the structure of the data access manager DAMNG in the advanced content playback unit ADVPL shown in Fig. 14.

The data access manager DAMNG in this embodiment controls exchange of various playback objects recorded in the persistent storage PRSTR, network server NTSRV, and information storage medium DISC into the advanced content playback unit ADVPL. The data access manager DAMNG includes a disc manager DKMNG, persistent storage manager PRMNG, and network manager NTMNG. The operation of the disc manager DKMNG will be described first. In this embodiment, the disc manager DKMNG performs data control upon reading information from the information storage medium DISC and transferring data to various internal modules in the advanced content playback unit ADVPL. The disc manager DKMNG plays back various files recorded in the information storage medium DISC in accordance with API (application interface) commands with respect to the information storage medium DISC of this embodiment. This embodiment is not premised on a write function of information in the information storage medium DISC.

The persistent storage manager PRMNG controls data transfer between the persistent storage PRSTR and various internal modules in the advanced content playback unit ADVPL. The persistent storage manager PRMNG also performs file access control (file read control) in the persistent storage PRSTR in correspondence with an API command set as in the disc manager DKMNG. The persistent storage PRSTR of this embodiment is premised on recording and playback functions.

The network manager NTMNG performs data transfer control between the network server NTSRV and internal modules in the advanced content playback unit ADVPL. The network manager NTMNG performs file access control (file read control) based on an API command set with respect to the network server NTSRV. In this embodiment, the network server NTSRV not only normally supports file downloading from the network server NTSRV but also can support file uploading to the network server NTSRV.

Furthermore, in this embodiment, the network manager NTMNG also manages an access control function in protocol level of various playback objects to be sent to the presentation engine PRSEN. Also, the network manager NTMNG can perform data transfer control of the secondary video set SCDSV from the network server NTSRV to the secondary video player SCDPV via the streaming buffer STRBUF, as shown in FIG. 25. The network manager NTMNG also controls and manages these control operations.

Data Cache:

The Data Cache can be divided into two kinds of temporal data storages. One is the File Cache which is temporal buffer for file data. The other is the Streaming Buffer which is temporal buffer for streaming data.

The Data Cache quota for the Streaming Buffer is described in Play list and the Data Cache is divided during startup sequence of the Advanced Content playback. Minimum size of Data Cache is 64 MB (see FIG. 27).

Data Cache Initialization:

The Data Cache configuration is changed during startup sequence of Advanced Content playback. Play list can include size of the Streaming Buffer. If there is no Streaming Buffer size configuration, it indicates Streaming Buffer size equals zero. The byte size of Streaming Buffer size is calculated as follows.

<streaming Buf size="1024"/>

Streaming Buffer size=1024 (kB)=1024×1024 bytes.

The Streaming Buffer size shall be multiple of 2048 bytes.

Minimum Streaming Buffer size is zero byte.

File Cache:

The File Cache is used for temporal file cache among Data Sources, Navigation Manager and Presentation Engine.

Streaming Buffer:

The Streaming Buffer is used for temporal data buffer for Secondary Video Set by the Secondary Video Presentation Engine in the Secondary Video Player. The Secondary Video Player requests the Network Manager to get a part of S-EV0B of Secondary Video Set to the Streaming Buffer. And then Secondary Video Player reads
S-EVOB data from the Streaming Buffer and feeds it to the Demux Module in the Secondary Video Player.

More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

FIG. 27 shows the structure in the data cache DTCCH in the advanced content playback unit ADVPL shown in FIG. 14.

In this embodiment, the data cache DTCCH is divided into two different types of areas to be described below as temporal data storage locations. The first area is the file cache FLCHCH, which is used as a temporary storage location (temporal buffer) for file data. As the second area, in this embodiment, the streaming buffer STRBUF which is used as a temporary storage location for streaming data can be defined. As shown in FIG. 25, in this embodiment, the streaming buffer STRBUF can temporarily store the secondary video set SCDVS transferred from the network server NTSRV. A substitute audio SBTAD, substitute audio video SBTAV, or secondary audio video included in the secondary video set SCDVS is temporarily recorded in the streaming buffer STRBUF. An information description column associated with the streaming buffer in resource information RESRCI in a playlist PLLST describes information associated with the streaming buffer STRBUF area assigned to the data cache DTCCH (the size of the streaming buffer STRBUF area, the address range on the memory space assigned as the streaming buffer STRBUF area, and the like).

During playback startup processing (startup sequence) of the advanced content ADVCT, an assignment job of the data cache DTCCH (assignment processing of the data size to be assigned to the file cache FLCHCH and that to be assigned to the streaming buffer) is executed. In this embodiment, the data size in the data cache DTCCH is premised on 64 MB or more. Smooth execution of the presentation processing of the advanced application ADAPL and advanced subtitle ADSBTI premised on 64 MB or more to the user is guaranteed.

In this embodiment, during the startup processing (startup sequence) upon playback of the advanced content ADVCT, the assignment job in the data cache DTCCH (settings of the assigned memory sizes of the file cache FLCHCH and streaming buffer STRBUF, and the like) is changed. The playlist PLLST describes memory size information to be assigned to the streaming buffer STRBUF. If the size of the streaming buffer STRBUF is not described in the playlist PLLST, the memory size to be assigned to the streaming buffer STRBUF is considered as "0". The size information of the streaming buffer STRBUF described in configuration information CONFGI in the playlist file PLLST shown in FIGS. 23A and 23B is described using a pack size (logical block size or logical sector size) as a unit. In this embodiment, all of one pack size, one logical block size, and one logical sector size are equal to each other, i.e., 2048 bytes (about 2 kbytes). For example, when the aforementioned configuration information CONFGI describes that the streaming buffer size is 1024, the size of the streaming buffer on the memory space, which is actually assigned in the data cache DTCCH, is 1024 x 2 = 2048 bytes. The minimum size of the streaming buffer STRBUF is specified as 0 byte. In this embodiment, primary enhanced video objects P-EVOB included in the primary video set PRMVS and secondary enhanced video objects S-EVOB included in the secondary video set SCDVS are recorded as streams in pack units for respective logical blocks (logical sectors). Therefore, in this embodiment, by describing the size information of the streaming buffer STRBUF using a pack size (logical block size or logical sector size) as a unit access control to respective stream packs can be facilitated.

The file cache FLCHCH is used as a location used to temporarily store data of the advanced content ADVCT externally fetched via the data access manager DAMNG, and can be used by both the navigation manager NVMNG and presentation engine PRSEN, as shown in FIG. 27.

As shown in FIG. 27, in this embodiment, the streaming buffer STRBUF is a memory space used by the presentation engine PRSEN alone. As shown in FIG. 25, in this embodiment, the streaming buffer STRBUF records data of the secondary video set SCDVS, and can be used by a secondary video playback engine SVPBEN in the secondary video player SCDV. The secondary video player SCDVP issues a request to the network manager NTMNG (included in the data access manager DAMNG shown in FIG. 26) to read at least some of secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB in the secondary video set SCDVS from the network server NTSRV and to temporarily store them in the streaming buffer STRBUF. After that, the secondary video player SCDVP reads the secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB temporarily stored in the streaming buffer STRBUF, transfers them to a demultiplexer DEMUX in the secondary video player SCDVP shown in FIG. 35, and make them undergo decoder processing in a decoder engine DCDEN.

Navigation Manager:

Navigation Manager consists of five major functional modules, Parser, Play list Manager, Advanced Application Manager, File Cache Manager and User Interface Engine (see FIG. 28).

Parser:

Parser reads and parses Advanced Navigation files in response to the request from Play list Manager and Advanced Application Manager. Parsed results are sent to the requested modules.

Play list Manager:

Play list Manager has following responsibilities.

Initialization of all playback control modules

Title Timeline control

File Cache resource management

Playback control module management

Interface of player system

Initialization of all playback control modules:

Play list Manager executes startup procedures based on the descriptions in Play list. Play list Manager changes File Cache size and Streaming Buffer size. Play list Manager tells playback information to each playback control modules, for example, information of TMAP file and playback duration of P-EVOB to Primary Video Player, manifest file to Advanced Application Manager, and so on.
Title Timeline Control:

Play list Manager controls Title Timeline progress in response to the request from Advanced Application, playback progress status from each playback control modules and default playback schedule of the current Play list. Play list Manager also observes each playback modules, such as Primary Video Player, Secondary Video Player and so on, whether they can keep seamless playback the own Presentation Object which is synchronized to Title Timeline. When some synchronized Presentation Object can not keep seamless playback, Play list Manager arbitrates presentation timing among synchronized Presentation Objects and time of Title Timeline.

File Cache Resource Management:

Play list Manager reads and parses Resource Information of Object Mapping information in Play list. Play list Manager gives Resource Information to File Cache Manager which generates resource management table in it.

Play list Manager orders File Cache Manager to load and discard resource files based on this table along with Title Timeline progress.

Playback Control Module Management:

Play list Manager provides variety set of APIs of playback control modules to programming engine in Advanced Application Manager. There are APIs of Secondary Video Player control, Effect Audio control, Audio Mixing control and so on.

Interface of Player System:

Play list Manager provides player system APIs to programming engine in Advanced Application Manager.

There are APIs to access System Information and so on.

Advanced Application Manager:

Advanced Application Manager controls entire playback behavior of Advanced Content and also controls Advanced Application Presentation Engine in accordance with the cooperation of Markup and Script of Advanced Application. Advanced Application Manager consists of Declarative Engine and Programming Engine (See FIG. 28).

Declarative Engine:

Declarative Engine manages and controls declarative behavior of Advanced Content in accordance with the Markup of Advanced Application. Declarative Engine has following responsibilities:

Control of Advanced Application Presentation Engine

Layout of graphics object and advanced text

Style of graphics object and advanced text

Timing control of scheduled graphics plane behaviors and effect audio playback

Control of main video

Attributes control of main video in Primary Audio Video via the object element which is assigned to main video.

Control of sub video

Attributes control of sub video in Primary Audio Video or Secondary Audio Video via the object element which is assigned to sub video.

Scheduled script call

Control script call timing by executing timing element.

Programming Engine:

Programming Engine manages event driven behaviors, API set calls, or any kind of control of Advanced Content. User Interface events are typically handled by Programming Engine and it may change the behavior of Advanced Content or Advanced Application which is defined in Declarative Engine.

File Cache Manager:

File Cache Manager is responsible for

Storing resource files including package file which is multiplexed in P-EOBFS from demux module in Primary Video Player to File Cache

Storing resource files including package file on Disc, Network Server or Persistent Storage

Retrieving resource files including package file from Data Source to File Cache which is requested by Play list Manager or Advanced Application Manager.

File System management of File Cache

File Cache Manager receives PCKs of Advanced Stream multiplexed in P-EOBFS from demux module in Primary Video Player. PS header of Advanced Stream PCK is removed, and then stored Advanced Stream data into File Cache. File Cache Manager also gets resource files including package file on Disc, Network Server or Persistent Storage in response to the request from Play list Manager or Advanced Application.

User Interface Engine

The User Interface Engine includes the Cursor Manager and several user interface device controllers, such as Front Panel, Remote Control, Mouse, Game Pad controller and so on. At least support one device which can generate User Input Event is mandatory. Support of Cursor Manager is mandatory. Support of a way for slipping out of a hang-up (such as, Reset Button, DISC tray compulsorily open button and so on) is mandatory. To support other user interfaces are optional.

Each controller detects availability of the device and observes user operation events. Every User Input Event is defined in this specification. The user input events are notified to Programming Engine in Advanced Application Manager in Navigation Manager.

The Cursor Manager controls cursor shape and position. Cursor position, image and hotspot may be updated via API call from the Programming Engine in Advanced Application Manager. The Cursor Manager updates the Cursor Plane according to moving events from related devices, such as Mouse, Game Pad and so on. The area to which Cursor can move is called ‘Cursor Region’ This area may be changed by API call.
[1032] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[1033] FIG. 28 shows the internal structure of the navigation manager NVMNG in the advanced content playback unit ADVPL shown in FIG. 14. In this embodiment, the navigation manager NVMNG includes five principal functional modules, i.e., a parser PARSER, playlist manager PLMNG, advanced application manager ADAMNG, file cache manager FLCMNG, and user interface engine UIEENG.

[1034] In this embodiment, the parser PARSER shown in Fig. 28 parses an advanced navigation file (a manifest file MNFST, markup file MRKUP, and script file SCRPT in the advanced navigation directory ADVNV shown in Fig. 11) in response to a request from the playlist manager PLMNG or advanced application manager ADAMNG to execute analysis processing of the contents. The parser PARSER sends various kinds of required information to respective functional modules based on the analysis result.

[1035] The playlist manager PLMNG shown in FIG. 28 executes the following processes:

[1036] initialization of all playback control modules such as the presentation engine PRSEN, AV renderer AVRND, and the like in the advanced content playback unit ADVPL shown in FIG. 14;

[1037] title timeline TMLE control (synchronization processing of respective presentation objects synchronized with the title timeline TMLE, pause or fast-forwarding control of the title timeline TMLE upon user presentation, and the like);

[1038] resource management in the file cache FLCCH (data cache DTCHCH);

[1039] management of playback presentation control modules such as the presentation engine PRSEN, AV renderer AVRND, and the like in the advanced content playback unit ADVPL; and

[1040] interface processing of the player system.

[1041] In this embodiment, the playlist manager PLMNG shown in FIG. 28 executes initialization processing based on the contents described in the playlist file PLLST. As practical contents, the playlist manager PLMNG changes the memory space size to be assigned to the file cache FLCCH and the data size on the memory space to be assigned as the streaming buffer STRBUF in the data cache DTCHCH shown in FIG. 27. Upon playback and presentation of the advanced content ADVCT, the playlist manager PLMNG executes transfer processing of required playback presentation information to respective playback control modules. For example, the playlist manager PLMNG transmits a time map file PTMAP of the primary video set PRMVS to the primary video player PRMVP during the playback period of the primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB. The playlist manager PLMNG transfers the manifest file MNFST to the advanced application manager ADAMNG from the playlist manager PLMNG.

[1042] The playlist manager PLMNG performs the following three control operations.

[1043] 1) The playlist manager PLMNG executes progress processing of the title timeline TMLE in response to a request from the advanced application ADAPL. In the description of FIG. 17, a marquee page jump takes place due to a hard sync jump upon playback of the advanced application ADAPL. The following description will be given using the example of FIG. 16. In response to pressing of a help icon 33 included in the advanced application ADAPL by the user during simultaneous presentation of a main title 31 and independent window 32 for a commercial, the screen contents which are presented on the lower side of the screen and are configured by the advanced application ADAPL are often changed (markup page jump). At this time, preparation for the contents (the next markup page to be presented) often requires a predetermined period of time. In such case, the playlist manager PLMNG stops progress of the title timeline TMLE to set a still state of video and audio data until the preparation for the next markup page is completed. These processes are executed by the playlist manager PLMNG.

[1044] 2) The playlist manager PLMNG controls playback presentation processing status of playback states from various playback presentation control modules. As a practical example, in this embodiment, the playlist manager PLMNG recognizes the progress states of respective modules, and executes corresponding processing when any abnormality has occurred.

[1045] 3) Playback presentation schedule management in a default state in the current playlist PLLST.

[1046] In this embodiment, the playlist manager PLMNG monitors playback presentation modules such as the primary video player PRMVP, secondary video player SCDVP, and the like irrespective of the necessity of continuous (seamless) playback of various presentation objects to be presented in synchronism with the title timeline TMLE. When continuous (seamless) playback of various presentation objects to be presented in synchronism with the title timeline TMLE is disabled, the playlist manager PLMNG adjusts playback timings between the objects to be synchronously presented and played back, and time (time period) on the title timeline TMLE, thus performing presentation control that does not make the user feel uneasy.

[1047] The playlist manager PLMNG in the navigation manager NVMNG reads out and analyzes resource information RESRCl in the playlist PLLST. The playlist manager PLMNG transfers the readout resource information RESRCl to the file cache FLCCH. The playlist manager PLMNG instructs the file cache manager FLCMNG to load or erase resource files based on a resource management table in synchronism with the progress of the title timeline TMLE.

[1048] The playlist manager PLMNG in the navigation manager NVMNG generates various commands (API) associated with playback presentation control to a programming engine PRGEN in the advanced application manager ADAMNG to control the programming engine PRGEN. As an example of various commands (API) generated by the playlist manager PLMNG, a control command for the secondary video player SCDVP (FIG. 34), a control command for an audio mixing engine ADMXEN (FIG. 38), an API command associated with processing of an effect audio EFTAD, and the like are issued.

[1049] The playlist manager PLMNG also issues player system API commands for the programming engine PRGEN in the advanced application manager ADAMNG. These
player system API commands include a command required to access system information, and the like.

[1050] In this embodiment, the functions of the advanced application manager ADAMNG shown in FIG. 28 will be described below. The advanced application manager ADAMNG performs control associated with all playback presentation processes of the advanced content ADVCT. Furthermore, the advanced application manager ADAMNG also controls the advanced application presentation engine AAPEN shown in FIG. 30 as a collaboration job in association with the information of the markup file MRKUP and script file SCRIPT of the advanced application ADAPL. As shown in FIG. 28, the advanced application manager ADAMNG includes a declarative engine DECEN and the programming engine PRGEN.

[1051] The declarative engine DECEN manages and controls declaration processing of the advanced content ADVCT in correspondence with the markup file MRKUP in the advanced application ADAPL. The declarative engine DECEN copes with the following items.

[1052] 1. Control of advanced application presentation engine AAPEN (FIG. 30)

[1053] Layout processing of graphic object (advanced application ADAPL) and advanced text (advanced subtitle ADSBT)

[1054] Presentation style control of graphic object (advanced application ADAPL) and advanced text (advanced subtitle ADSBT)

[1055] Presentation timing control in synchronism with presentation plan of graphic plane (presentation associated with advanced application ADAPL) and timing control upon playback of effect audio EFTAD

[1056] 2. Control processing of main video MANVD

[1057] Attribute control of main video MANVD in primary audio video PRMAV

[1058] As shown in FIG. 39, the frame size of a main video MANVD in the main video plane MANVD is set by an API command in the advanced application ADAPL. In this case, the declarative engine DECEN performs presentation control of the main video MANVD in correspondence with the frame size and frame layout location information of the main video MANVD described in the advanced application ADAPL.

[1059] 3. Control of sub video SUBVD

[1060] Attribute control of sub video SUBVD in primary audio video PRMAV or secondary audio video SCDAV

[1061] As shown in FIG. 39, the frame size of a sub video SUBVD in the sub video plane SUBVD is set by an API command in the advanced application ADAPL. In this case, the declarative engine DECEN performs presentation control of the sub video SUBVD in correspondence with the frame size and frame layout location information of the sub video SUBVD described in the advanced application ADAPL.

[1062] 4. Schedule-managed script call

[1063] The script call timing is controlled in correspondence with execution of a timing element described in the advanced application ADAPL.

[1064] In this embodiment, the programming engine PRGEN manages processing corresponding to various events such as an API set call, given control of the advanced content ADVCT, and the like. Also, the programming engine PRGEN normally handles user interface events such as remote controller operation processing and the like. The processing of the advanced application ADAPL, that of the advanced content ADVCT, and the like defined in the declarative engine DECEN can be changed by a user interface event UIEVENT or the like.

[1065] The file cache manager FLMING processes in correspondence with the following events.

[1066] 1. The file cache manager FLMING extracts packs associated with the advanced application ADAPL and those associated with the advanced subtitle ADSBT, which are multiplexed in a primary enhanced video object set P-EVOBS, combines them as resource files, and stores the resource files in the file cache FLCCH. The packs corresponding to the advanced application ADAPL and those corresponding to the advanced subtitle ADSBT, which are multiplexed in the primary enhanced video object set P-EVOBS, are extracted by the demultiplexer DEMUX shown in FIG. 35.

[1067] 2. The file cache manager FLMING stores various files recorded in the information storage medium DISC, network server NT_SRV, or persistent storage PRSTR in the file cache FLCCH as resource files.

[1068] 3. The file cache manager FLMING plays back source files, which were previously transferred from various data sources to the file cache FLCCH, in response to requests from the playlist manager PLMNG and the advanced application manager ADAMNG.

[1069] 4. The file cache manager FLMING performs file system management processing in the file cache FLCCH.

[1070] As described above, the file cache manager FLMING performs processing of the packs associated with the advanced application ADAPL, which are multiplexed in the primary enhanced video object set P-EVOBS and are extracted by the demultiplexer DEMUX in the primary video player PRMVP. At this time, a presentation stream header in an advanced stream pack included in the primary enhanced video object set P-EVOBS is removed, and packs are recorded in the file cache FLCCH as advanced stream data. The file cache manager FLMING acquires resource files stored in the information storage medium DISC, network server NT_SRV, and persistent storage PRSTR in response to requests from the playlist manager PLMNG and the advanced application manager ADAMNG.

[1071] The user interface engine UIENG includes a remote control controller RMCTR, front panel controller FRPCTR, game pad controller GMPCTR, keyboard controller KBCTR, mouse controller MUSCTR, and cursor manager CRSMNG, as shown in FIG. 28. In this embodiment, one of the front panel controller FRPCTR and remote control controller RMCTR must be supported. In this embodiment, the cursor manager CRSMNG is indispens-
able, and the user processing on the screen is premised on the
use of a cursor like in a personal computer. Various other
controllers are handled as options in this embodiment.
Various controllers in the user interface engine UEIENG
shown in FIG. 28 detect if corresponding actual devices (a
mouse, keyboard, and the like) are available, and monitor
user operation events. If the above user input processing is
made, its information is sent to the programming engine
PRGEN in the advanced application manager ADAMNG as
a user interface event UEIET. The cursor manager
CRSMNG controls the cursor shape and the cursor position
on the screen. The cursor manager CRSMNG updates a
cursor plane CRSRLP shown in FIG. 39 in response to
motion information detected in the user interface engine
UEIENG.

[1072] Player State Machine for Advanced Content Player

[1073] FIG. 29 shows state machine of Advanced Content
Player. There are eight states in the machine state, Startup,
Playback, Pause, Pre Jump, Post Jump, Stop and Suspend.

[1074] A) Startup/Update State

[1075] When the player starts Startup Sequence or Update
Sequence, player state machine moves to Startup/Update
State. After Startup/Update Sequence is completed nor-
mally, state machine moves to Playback State.

[1076] B) Playback State

[1077] While the Title Timeline progress at normal speed,
player state machine in Playback State.

[1078] C) Stop State

[1079] On this state, the Title Timeline shall not progress
and also every application shall not progress.

[1080] D) Pause State

[1081] While the Title Timeline has stopped temporarily,
the player state machine moves to Pause State.

[1082] E) Fast/Slow—Forward/Reverse State

[1083] While the Title Timeline has run fast forward, slow
forward, fast reverse or slow reverse, player state machine
moves to Fast/Slow—Forward/Reverse State.

[1084] F) Pre Jump State

[1085] When user clicks ‘jump’ button which is presented
by Menu Application, the player state machine moves to Pre
Jump State. In this state, among current running applica-
tions, all applications which are invalid at destination point
on Title Time line, are terminated. After this processing is
completed, state machine moves to Post Jump State.

[1086] G) Post Jump State

[1087] In the beginning of this state, jump to certain jump
destination time on Title Timeline. And then, the prepara-
tions for starting next presentation, such as buffering for
video presentation, resource loading for application, are
made. After that, the state machine moves to Playback State.

[1088] H) Suspend State

[1089] While Standard Contents is playing or Persistent
Storage Menu is in execution, the state machine moves to Suspend State. In this state, Title Timeline and all presentation objects are suspended.

[1090] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[1091] States to be processed by the advanced content
playback unit ADVPL in the information recording and
playback apparatus 1 shown in FIG. 1 include eight states,
i.e., a suspend state SPDST, pause state PSEST, fast state
FASTST/slow state SLOWST/forward state FWDSST/re-
verse state RV CST, startup state STUPST/update state
UPDST, stop state STOPST, playback state PBKST, pre-
jump state PRJST, and post-jump state POSTST. FIG. 29 is
a state transition chart among the states of the advanced
content playback unit ADVPL. Respective states shown in
this state transition chart are controlled by the navigation
manager NVMG in the advanced content playback unit
ADAPI, as shown in FIG. 14. For example, in case of the
system example shown in FIG. 1, when the user operates a
remote controller toward the wide-screen TV monitor 15,
wireless data 18 is input to the advanced content playback
unit ADVPL via the wireless LAN controller 7-1 in the
information recording and playback apparatus 1. When
information of the user operation UOPE is input to the
navigation manager NVMG in the advanced content play-
back unit ADVPL, the remote control controller RMCCTR
operates, and inputs that information to the advanced appli-
cation manager ADAMNG as a user interface event UEIET,
as shown in FIG. 28. The advanced application manager
ADAMNG interprets the user designated contents in corre-
spondence with the position on the screen designated by
the user, and notifies the parser PARSER of them. The parser
PARSER causes transition to each of the states shown in
FIG. 29. When each state transition has occurred, as shown
in FIG. 29, the parser PARSER controls optimal processing
in correspondence with information of the playlist PLLST
interpreted by the playlist manager PLLMG. The operation
contents of respective states will be described below.

[1092] A) Startup State STUPST/Update State UPDST

[1093] When the advanced content playback unit ADVPL
starts the startup processing or update processing, it transits
to the startup state STUPST/update state UPDST. When
the startup state STUPST/update state UPDST is normally
complete, the advanced content playback unit ADVPL tran-
sits to the playback state PBKST.

[1094] B) Playback State PBKST

[1095] The playback state PBKST means a playback state
of the advanced content ADVCT at a normal speed. That is,
when the advanced content playback unit ADVPL is in the
playback state PBKST, it executes processing along the title
timeline TMLE at a normal playback speed.

[1096] C) Stop State STOPST

[1097] The stop state STOPST means that the advanced
content playback unit ADVPL reaches an end state. At this
time, the processing along the time axis of the title timeline
TMLE is not executed, and every application processes are
also stopped.

D) Pause State PSEST

[1098] The pause state PSEST represents a paused state.
At this time, the time progress of the title timeline TMLE
(count-up on the title timeline TMLE) is paused.
E) Fast State FASTST/Slow State SLOWST/Forward State FWDSST/Reverse State RVCST

The fast state FASTST means a fast playback mode of a movie, and the slow state SLOWST means a slow playback mode of a movie. The forward state FWDSST means information playback in a normal playback direction and also includes jump processing to an identical title in the forward direction (to access a playback position after an elapsed of a specific time period). The reverse state RVCST means playback in the reverse direction with respect to the normal playback direction (rewinding), and also includes jump playback to a position a specific time period before. When the advanced content playback unit ADVPL is in each of the above states, the time change (count-up/count-down) processing on the title timeline TMLE is executed in correspondence with each of these playback states as the time progress (count change state) on the title timeline.

F) Pre-jump State PRJST

The pre-jump state means end processing of a content (title), playback of which is underway. In this embodiment, the advanced application ADAPL presents various control buttons on the screen. When the user clicks a “jump button” of these buttons, the advanced content playback unit ADVPL transits to the pre-jump state PRJST. A jump destination designated by the “jump button” presented by the advanced application ADAPL indicates jump to a different title or is largely different from the time (count value) designated by the title timeline TMLE even in an identical title. The advanced application ADVPL currently presented on the screen is often not used (its validity period has expired) on the time (count value) of a title timeline TMLE corresponding to the jump destination. In this case, the end processing of the advanced application ADAPL currently presented on the screen is needed. Therefore, in this embodiment, in the pre-jump state PRJST, the time (count value) of the title timeline TMLE at the jump destination is checked, and the end processing of the advanced application ADAPL, the validity period of which has expired is performed. Processing of an advanced application ADAPL, the validity period of which newly starts (which is not presented on the frame before jump) are executed. After that, the advanced content playback unit ADVPL transits to the post-jump state POJST.

G) Post-jump State POJST

The post-jump state POJST represents a loading processing mode of the next content (title). As shown in FIG. 17, unique title timelines TMLE are set for respective titles. When transition is made to the pre-jump state PRJST during playback of, e.g., title #2, the time progress of the title timeline TMLE of title #2 is stopped. When playback preparation of next title #3 is made in the post-jump state POJST, the title timeline TMLE shifts from the one for title #2 to that corresponding to title #3. In the post-jump state POJST, preparation processes such as the setting of the memory space of the data cache DTCC1, loading processing of the advanced application ADAPL into the set data cache DTCC1, and the like are executed. Upon completion of these series of preparation processes, the advanced content playback unit ADVPL transits to the playback state PBKST.

H) Suspend State SPDST

The suspend state means that the advanced content playback unit ADVPL is in a standby state. In this state, the time progress of the title timeline TMLE is paused, and various playback presentation objects are in a presentation standby state. As an example of this state, in, e.g., FIG. 1, this state is set when only the standard content STDCT is presented on the wide-screen TV monitor 15, and the advanced content ADVCT is not presented.

When the user inserts the information storage medium DISC into the information recording and playback unit 2 in the information recording and playback apparatus 1, the advanced content playback unit ADVPL is set in the startup state STUPST, and also enters the update state UPDST as an initial state. After that, in a normal case, the advanced content playback unit ADVPL transits to the playback state PBKST soon to start a presentation mode of the advanced content ADVCT. At this time, when the user switches the advanced content ADVCT to the standard content STDCT, the advanced content playback unit ADVPL transits to the suspend state SPDST. When the user starts to play back the advanced content ADVCT again, the advanced content playback unit ADVPL transits to the playback state PBKST. Next, when the user instructs frame transition to another frame (title), the advanced content playback unit ADVPL transits to the post-jump state POJST via the pre-jump state PRJST, and then transits to the playback state PBKST of the title designated by the user. In this case, when the user presses a pause button during playback, the advanced content playback unit ADVPL transits to the pause state PSEST. After that, when the user designates fast-forwarding, the advanced content playback unit ADVPL transits to the stop state STOPST. The state transition of the advanced content playback unit ADVPL takes place in response to user operations UOPE in this way.

Presentation Engine:

The Presentation Engine is responsible to decode presentation data and output AV Render information to control commands from the Navigation Manager. It consists of six major modules and one graphic buffering memory. These six major modules are Advanced Application Presentation Engine, Advanced Subtitle Player, Font Rendering System, Secondary Video Player, Primary Video Player and Decoder Engine.

And, one graphics buffering memory is Pixel Buffer. The Pixel buffer is shared graphics memory which is stores pixel images, such as text images and decoded PNG images. The Pixel buffer is used for the Advanced Application Presentation Engine, Font Rendering System and Advanced Subtitle Player (See FIG. 30).

Advanced Application Presentation Engine:

More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

FIG. 30 shows the internal structure of the presentation engine PRSIEI in the advanced content playback unit ADVPL shown in FIG. 14.
Positioning of the presentation engine PRSEN will be described first. The advanced content ADVCT recorded on each of various recording media passes through the data access manager DAMNG, as shown in FIG. 14, and then undergoes data transfer to the AV renderer AVRND via the presentation engine PRSEN. Control at this time is done by the navigation manager NVNG. That is, the presentation engine PRSEN decodes playback presentation data corresponding to various presentation objects in response to control commands generated by the navigation manager NVNG, and transfers the decoded results to the AV renderer AVRND. As shown in FIG. 30, the presentation engine PRSEN includes six different principal processing functional modules and one graphic buffer memory. The six different principal functional modules include the advanced application presentation engine AAPPN, a font rendering system FRDSTM, the advanced subtitle player ASBPL, the secondary video player SCDVP, the primary video player PRMVP, and the decoder engine DCDEN. A pixel buffer PIXBUF corresponds to the graphic buffer memory. For example, the pixel buffer PIXBUF is shared as a graphic memory that stores, e.g., a text image and a pixel image such as a PNG image or the like.

As shown in FIG. 30, the pixel buffer PIXBUF is shared by the advanced application presentation engine AAPPN, a font rendering system FRDSTM, and an advanced subtitle player ASBPL. That is, as will be described later, the advanced application presentation engine AAPPN generates image pictures associated with the advanced application ADAPl (for example, a series of frame images from the help icon 33 to the FF button 38 shown in FIG. 16). At this time, the advanced application presentation engine AAPPN uses the pixel buffer PIXBUF as a temporary storage location of the image pictures. Likewise, the font rendering system FRDSTM generates image text information corresponding to font. An image picture as the text information of the font shape which is specified and designated temporarily shares the pixel buffer PIXBUF as its temporary storage location. Also, when the advanced subtitle player ASBPL generates, e.g., subtitle information of the advanced subtitle ADSBT, its image picture can temporarily be stored in the pixel buffer PIXBUF.

As shown in FIG. 10, in this embodiment, there are four different types of playback presentation objects, and FIG. 25 describes the data flow of these playback presentation objects in the advanced content playback unit ADVPL. The relationship between FIG. 30 and FIG. 25 described above will be explained below.

The primary video set PRMVS will be explained first. As shown in FIG. 25, the primary video set PRMVS recorded in the information storage medium DISK is directly transferred to the primary video player PRMVP and is decoded by various decoders. A relevant explanation will be given using FIG. 30. The primary video set PRMVS recorded in the information storage medium DISK goes through the data access manager DAMNG, is then decoded by the decoder engine DCDEN via the primary video player PRMVP, and undergoes picture composition by the AV renderer AVRND.

The secondary video set SCDVS will be described below. As shown in FIG. 25, the secondary video set SCDVS goes through the secondary video player SCDVP and is decoded by various decoders. A relevant explanation will be given using FIG. 30. The secondary video set SCDVS goes through the data access manager DAMNG, is processed by the secondary video player SCDVP, is then decoded by the decoder engine DCDEN, and undergoes picture composition by the AV renderer AVRND. Also, as shown in FIG. 25, the secondary video set SCDVS recorded in the network server DTSRV goes through the streaming buffer STRBUF, and reaches the secondary video player SCDVP. A relevant explanation will be given using FIG. 30. The secondary video set SCDVS recorded in the network server DTSRV is temporarily stored in the streaming buffer STRBUF (not shown) in the data cache DTCCH, is sent from the streaming buffer STRBUF in the data cache DTCCH to the secondary video player SCDVP, is decoded by the decoder engine DCDEN, and undergoes picture composition by the AV renderer AVRND.

The advanced application ADAPl will be explained below. As shown in FIG. 25, the advanced application ADAPl is temporarily stored in the file cache FLCH, and is then transferred to an advanced element presentation engine AAPPN. A relevant explanation will be given using FIG. 30. The advanced application ADAPl is transferred from the file cache FLCH in which it is temporarily stored to the advanced application presentation engine AAPPN, is formed as an image picture in the advanced application presentation engine AAPPN, and then undergoes picture composition by the AV renderer AVRND.

Finally, the advanced subtitle ADSBT will be described below. As shown in FIG. 25, the advanced subtitle ADSBT is inevitably temporarily stored in the file cache FLCH, and is then transferred to the advanced subtitle player ASBPL. A relevant explanation will be given using FIG. 30. The advanced subtitle ADSBT stored in the file cache FLCH is converted into an image picture that expresses the text contents by the advanced subtitle player ASBPL, and undergoes picture composition on the AV renderer AVRND. Especially, when the advanced subtitle ADSBT is to be presented on the screen in a designated font format, a font file FONT stored in the advanced element directory ADVEL, as shown in FIG. 11, is used. Using this data, the advanced subtitle ADSBT stored in the file cache FLCH is converted into a character picture (image picture) in the designated font format in the font rendering system FRDSTM, and then undergoes picture composition by the AV renderer AVRND. In this embodiment, a character picture (image picture) in a unique font format generated by the font rendering system FRDSTM is temporarily stored in the pixel buffer PIXBUF, and that image picture is transferred to the AV renderer AVRND via the advanced subtitle player ASBPL.

The Advanced Application Presentation Engine outputs two presentation streams to the AV Renderer.

One is frame image for the Graphics Plane. The other is effect audio stream. The Advanced Application Presentation Engine consists of Sound Decoder, Graphics Decoder and Layout Manager (See FIG. 31).

Sound Decoder:

The Sound Decoder reads WAV file from the File Cache and continuously outputs LPCM data to AV Renderer triggered by API call from the Programming Engine.
[1125] Graphics Decoder:

[1126] The Graphics Decoder retrieves graphics data, such as MNG, PNG or JPEG image from the File Cache.

[1127] These image files are decoded and stored in the Pixel Buffer. And then, it sent (bitblt) to the Layout Manager in response to request from the Layout Manager.

[1128] Layout Manager:

[1129] The Layout Manager has responsibility to make frame image for the Graphics Plane to the AV Renderer.

[1130] Layout information comes from the Declarative Engine in the Advanced Application Manager, when frame image is changed. The Layout Manager has the memory called “Graphics Surface” for creating frame image.

[1131] The Layout Manager invokes the Graphics Decoder to decode specified graphics object which is to be located on frame image. The Layout Manager also invokes the Font Rendering System to make text image which is also to be located on frame image. The Layout Manager locates graphical images on proper position from bottom to top and calculates the pixel alpha value when the object has alpha channel/value. Then finally it sends frame image to AV Renderer.

[1132] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[1133] As shown in FIG. 14, in this embodiment, the advanced content playback unit ADVPL includes the presentation engine PRSEN. FIG. 31 shows the internal structure of the advanced application presentation engine AAPEN in the presentation engine PRSEN in FIG. 30.

[1134] In this embodiment, the advanced application presentation engine AAPEN transfers two different types of playback presentation streams (playback presentation objects) to be described below to the AV renderer AVRND. One of playback presentation streams to be transferred to the AV renderer AVRND is a frame image presented on the graphic plane GRPHPL shown in FIG. 39. An effect audio stream EF'TAD corresponds to the other playback presentation stream. As shown in FIG. 31, the advanced application presentation engine AAPEN includes a sound decoder SNDDEC, graphics decoder GHDEC, and layout manager LOMNG.

[1135] Effect audio EF'TAD (see FIG. 10) information in the advanced application ADAPL is transferred from the file cache FLCH in which it is temporarily stored in advance to the sound decoder SNDDEC, is decoded in the sound decoder SNDDEC, and then undergoes audio mixing in the AV renderer AVRND. Each individual still picture IMAGE (see FIG. 10) which forms the image picture in the advanced application ADAPL is transferred from the file cache FLCH in which it is temporarily stored to the graphics decoder GHDEC, and is converted into (an element of) the image picture on the bitmap in the graphics decoder GHDEC. Furthermore, each individual still picture IMAGE undergoes size conversion (resizing processing) in the layout manager LOMNG, is composited on the layout to form the image picture, and then undergoes image composition by the AV renderer.

[1136] The above processing will be described below using the example shown in FIG. 16. As shown in FIG. 16, a plurality of pieces of individual still picture information corresponding to the help icon 33, stop button 34, play button 35, FR button 36, pause button 37, and FF button 38 are stored in the file cache FLCH in correspondence with the advanced application ADAPL. In the graphics decoder GHDEC, each individual still picture is converted into (an element of) the image picture on the bitmap by decoder processing. Next, the layout manager LOMNG sets the position of the help icon 33, that of the stop button 34, and the like, and the image picture formed as an array of pictures from the help icon 33 to the FF button 38 is generated in the layout manager LOMNG. This image picture as an array of pictures from the help icon 33 to the FF button 38 generated by the layout manager LOMNG is composited to other pictures by the AV renderer AVRND.

[1137] The sound decoder SNDDEC reads a WAV file from the file cache FLCH, and continuously outputs that file in the linear PCM format to the AV renderer AVRND. As shown in FIG. 28, the navigation manager NVMNG includes the programming engine PRGEN. This programming engine PRGEN issues an API command to the presentation engine PRSEN, and the above data processing is executed in response to that API command as a trigger.

[1138] The graphics decoder GHDEC executes decode processing of graphics data stored in the file cache FLCH. In this embodiment, (elements of) image pictures to be handled include an MNG image, PNG image, and MPEG image, and the like. An image file that records information associated with these image pictures is decoded in the graphics decoder GHDEC, and the decoded (elements of) image pictures are temporarily stored in the pixel buffer PIXBUF shown in FIG. 30. After that, the temporarily stored (elements of) image pictures are transferred to the layout manager LOMNG in response to a request from this layout manager LOMNG.

[1139] In this embodiment, the image pictures to be handled by the advanced application presentation engine AAPEN form a presentation frame on the graphic plane GRPHPL shown in FIG. 39. The layout manager LOMNG executes processing for generating these image pictures on the graphic plane GRPHPL, and transferring them to the AV renderer AVRND for composition. Layout information corresponding to each presentation frame (elements of image picture) in the graphic plane GRPHPL is shown in FIG. 39 is available. That is, different pieces of corresponding layout information exist every time the frame contents in the graphic plane GRPHPL changes, and the layout in the layout manager LOMNG is set based on such layout information. This layout information issued by the declarative engine DECEN included in the advanced application manager ADAMNG in the navigation manager NVMNG is transferred to the layout manager LOMNG, as shown in FIG. 28. The layout manager LOMNG incorporates a memory called a graphics surface GRPHSF, which is used upon generating image pictures on the graphic plane GRPHPL. Upon laying out a plurality of elements (elements of the image picture) in the graphic plane GRPHPL, the layout manager LOMNG individually activates the graphics decoder GHDEC to decode each element of the image picture, and then sets the layout for respective elements of image pictures as a frame image (image picture). As shown in FIG. 30, the presenta-
tion engine PRSEN includes the font rendering system FRDSTM, which converts character information based on the designated font format into an image picture. Upon making presentation using such specific font, the layout manager LOMNG activates the font rendering system FRDSTM to convert text information into a frame image (image picture) and to lay it out on the graphic plane GRPHPL. In this embodiment, as shown in Fig. 39, the entire image picture or each individual element of the image picture on the graphic plane GRPHPL is set to be translucent, so that a video picture of a sub-picture plane SBPCPL, sub video plane SBVDPL, or main video plane MNVDPL which exists below the graphic plane GRPHPL can be seen through it. The transparency of each element of the image picture (or the entire image picture) in the graphic plane GRPHPL, with respect to the lower planes is defined by an alpha value. When the alpha value is set in this way, the layout manager LOMNG sets to lay out the elements at designated positions on the graphic plane GRPHPL as translucent patterns according to the alpha value.

Fig. 32 shows an example behavior of Graphic Process Model how objects in the File Cache and Drawing Canvas are treated.

1) There are three graphics objects (Face marks “Smile”, “Angry” and “Cry”) on the File Cache. In a similar way, texts for advanced application are stored on the File Cache.

2) The Presentation Engine decoded all face marks using Graphic Decoder and stores it in the Pixel Buffer. In a similar way, the text “ABC” is converted by Font Rendering System and is stored in the Pixel Buffer. A Line Object on drawing canvas written by API is stored in the Pixel Buffer.

3) These face mark objects are scaled and positioned on the Graphics Surface. At this time, alpha value of these graphics is calculated. In this example, alpha value of “Face mark Angry” and “Face mark Smile” is 40% transparent. In a similar way, the text object and the line object are positioned on the Graphics Surface.

4) Layout Manager sends frame image to AV Render. More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

Fig. 32 shows a graphic process model in the presentation engine PRSEN in this embodiment.

Before a graphic process, information of the advanced application ADAPI is recorded in the file cache FLCCCH in a compressed form (compression form CMPFRM) in this embodiment. A graphic image (image picture) generated by the graphic process is presented on the graphic plane GRPHPL as Fig. 39, as will be described later. On the graphic plane GRPHPL, a canvas coordinate system CNVCNCRD is defined, as shown in Fig. 40, and each decoded graphic image (image picture including animation) is laid out on the canvas coordinate system CNVCNCRD.

1) In the embodiment shown in Fig. 32, three types of graphic objects (a), (b), and (c) are recorded in advance in the file cache FLCCCH in the compression form CMPFRM (compressed form). Also, text information of the advanced application ADAPI can be recorded in the file cache FLCCCH, as indicated by an example of “ABC”.

2) The graphics decoder GHDEC shown in Fig. 31 decodes the three pieces of compressed information (a), (b), and (c) shown in Fig. 32 (1) to convert them into image pictures (pixel images PIXIMG), and stores the decoded results in the pixel buffer PIXBUF (Fig. 32 (2)). Likewise, the font rendering system FRDSTM converts the text information “ABC” recorded in the file cache FLCCCH into an image picture (pixel image PIXIMG) and records it in the pixel buffer PIXBUF. As shown in Fig. 28, this embodiment also supports the mouse controller MUSCTR in the navigation manager NVMNG. When the user draws a figure using a mouse via the mouse controller MUSCTR, that figure is input in the form of a line object as the coordinates of the start and end point positions of each line. The line object is drawn as an image picture (pixel image PIXIMG) on the canvas coordinate system CNVCNCRD in the form of an API command via the mouse controller MUSCTR. The image picture (pixel image PIXIMG) drawn as the line object is similarly recorded in the pixel buffer PIXBUF.

3) The layout manager LOMNG in Fig. 31 sets the layout positions and presentation sizes on the graphic surface GRPHSF (on the graphic plane GRPHPL) of various decoded image pictures (pixel images PIXIMG) which are temporarily stored. As shown in Fig. 32 (3), the drawings (a), (b), and (c), the text image “ABC”, and the figure drawn by the API command are presented on the identical graphic surface GRPHSF (on the graphic plane GRPHPL) to overlap each other. In this embodiment, by specifying the transparency to each image picture (pixel image PIXIMG), a figure on the reverse side of the overlapping portion is seen through. The transparency of each image picture (pixel image PIXIMG) is defined by the alpha value (alpha information). The layout manager LOMNG can calculate the alpha value for each image picture (pixel image PIXIMG), and can set so that the reverse side of the overlapping portion can be seen through. In the example of Fig. 32 (3), the alpha value of (a) and (b) is set to be 40% (40% transparency).

4) The composite image picture (frame image) on the graphic surface GRPHSF (on the graphic plane GRPHPL) is sent from the layout manager LOMNG to the AV renderer AVRND.

As shown in Fig. 1, the information recording and playback apparatus 1 includes the advanced content playback unit ADVPL. The advanced content playback unit ADVPL includes the presentation engine PRSEN, as shown in Fig. 14. Also, the presentation engine PRSEN includes the advanced subtitle player ASBPL, as shown in Fig. 30. The structure in the advanced subtitle player ASBPL will be described below.

As shown in Fig. 39, the sub-picture plane SBPCPL which presents a sub-picture and advanced subtitle ADSBT exists on the presentation frame. The advanced subtitle player ASBPL outputs a subtitle image to be presented on the sub-picture plane SBPCPL. As shown in Fig. 33, the advanced subtitle player ASBPL comprises the parser PARSER, declarative engine DECEN, and layout manager LOMNG.

Advanced Subtitle Player:

The Advanced Subtitle Player outputs Subtitle image to the Subpicture Plane. Advanced Subtitle is a subset of Advanced Application, so the Advanced Subtitle Player
has subset modules of the Advanced Application Manager and the Advanced Application Presentation Engine. The Advanced Subtitle Player consists of Parser, Declarative Engine and Layout Engine (see FIG. 33).

[1155] Parser reads Markup from the File Cache, and then the parsed results are transferred to Declarative Engine.

[1156] Declarative Engine manages the presentation information of layout, style and timing of Advanced Subtitle.

[1157] Along with the progress of Title Timeline, Declarative Engine sends commands to Layout Manager to generate Subpicture image. Layout Manager invokes Font Rendering System to generate text image in accordance with the information comes from Declarative Engine, and then locates generated image on proper position in Subpicture frame image. At this time, a required graphic image is stored at Pixel Buffer, and a frame image is created on the Graphics Surface in the Layout Manager. Finally, outputs a frame image onto the Subpicture Plane.

[1158] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[1159] The advanced subtitle ADSBT is positioned as a subset of the advanced application ADAPL. Therefore, the advanced subtitle player ASBPL has subset modules of the advanced application manager ADAMNG (see FIG. 28) and the advanced application presentation engine AAPEN (see FIG. 30). That is, as shown in FIG. 30, the advanced subtitle player ASBPL and advanced application presentation engine AAPEN share one pixel buffer PIXBUF. As shown in FIG. 33, the layout manager LOMNG in the advanced subtitle player ASBPL shares that in the advanced application presentation engine AAPEN, as shown in FIG. 31, and the declarative engine DECENT in the advanced subtitle player ASBPL shares that in the advanced application manager ADAMNG, as shown in FIG. 28.

[1160] Initially, the parser PARSER in the advanced subtitle player ASBPL reads a markup file MRKUPS of the advanced subtitle stored in the file cache FL/CCCH in the data cache DTCCH, and parses its contents. The parser PARSER transfers the parsing result to the declarative engine DECENT. The declarative engine DECENT manages presentation information associated with the presentation format (style) and presentation timing of the layout of the advanced subtitle ADSBT. In order to generate a subtitle image (an image of a top text or the like) in synchronization with the time progress on the title timeline TML, the declarative engine DECENT transfers various commands to the layout manager LOMNG. In accordance with the command information transferred from the declarative engine DECENT, the layout manager LOMNG activates the font rendering system FRDSTM in the presentation engine PRSEN to generate a text image (image picture). After that, the layout manager LOMNG lays out the generated text image (image picture) at an appropriate position in a sub-picture frame image (sub-picture plane SBPCPL). At this time, the generated text image (image picture) is recorded on the pixel buffer PIXBUF, and undergoes layout processing on the sub-picture plane SBPCPL by the layout manager LOMNG. The image picture (frame image) as the processing result is output onto the sub-picture plane SBPCPL.

[1161] As shown in FIG. 30, the font rendering system FRDSTM is included in the presentation engine PRSEN, and generates a text image (image picture) in response to requests from the advanced application presentation engine AAPEN and the advanced subtitle player ASBPL. FIG. 34 shows the structure in the font rendering system FRDSTM.

[1162] Font Rendering System:

[1163] The Font Rendering System is responsible for generating text image in response to the request from the Advanced Application Presentation Engine or the Advanced Subtitle Player. The Font Rendering System uses Pixel Buffer, in order to decode text images. Font Type that Font Rendering System supports is Open Type font.

[1164] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[1165] The font rendering system FRDSTM includes a decoder DECODER which incorporates a font engine FONTEN, a rasterizer RSTRZ, and a font cache FONTCC. The advanced subtitle ADSBT information or advanced application ADAPL information read out from the font cache FL/CCCH is used to generate a text image (image picture) in the decoder DECODER using the font engine FONTEN. The presentation size of the generated text image (image picture) in the sub-picture plane SBPCPL (see FIG. 39) is set by a scaler SCALER in the rasterizer RSTRZ. After that, the transparency of the generated text image (image picture) is designated by an alpha map generation AMGRT. The generated text image (image picture) is temporarily stored in the font cache FONTCC as needed, and is read out from the font cache FONTCC at a required timing, thus presenting the picture. The transparency of the generated text image (image picture) is specified by the alpha map generation AMGRT. As a result, a video picture on the sub video plane SBV/PL or main video plane MNVDPL (see FIG. 39) located below the overlapping portion of the text image can be seen through.

[1166] In this embodiment, the alpha map generation AMGRT not only can evenly set the transparency of the overall text image (image picture) generated by the decoder DECODER but also can partially change the transparency in the text image (image picture). In this embodiment, in the process of conversion from a text character into a text image (image picture) by the decoder DECODER, the pixel buffer PIXBUF can be used. In this embodiment, a font type supported by the font rendering system FRDSTM is basically an open type (conventionally, generally used font type). However, this embodiment is not limited to such specific type, and a text image can be generated in the form of a font type corresponding to a font file FONT located under the advanced element directory ADVE shown in FIG. 11.

[1167] As shown in FIG. 14, the advanced content playback unit ADVP includes the presentation engine PRSEN, which includes the secondary video player SCDVP (see FIG. 30). The internal structure of the secondary video player SCDVP in this embodiment will be described below using FIG. 35.

[1168] Secondary Video Player:

[1169] Secondary Video Player is responsible to play Substitute Audio Video, Substitute Audio and Secondary Audio Video which are carried by Secondary Video Set. These Presentation Objects may be stored on Disc, Network
Server, Persistent Storage and File Cache. In order to play Secondary Video Set from disc while Primary Video Set is playing back from disc, it needs to be stored Secondary Video Set on File Cache in advance to be played by Secondary Video Player. The contents from Network Server should be stored in Streaming Buffer before feeding it to Demux module in Secondary Video Player to avoid data lack because of bit rate fluctuation of network transporting path. For relatively short length contents, may be stored on File Cache before being read by Secondary Video Player. Secondary Video Player consists of Secondary Video Playback Engine and Demux. Secondary Video Player connects proper decoders in Decoder Engine according to presentation stream types in Secondary Video Set (see FIG. 35).

[1170] Secondary Video Playback Engine:

[1171] Secondary Video Playback Engine is responsible to control all functional modules in Secondary Video Player in response to the request from Play list Manager in Navigation Manager. Secondary Video Playback Engine reads and analyses TMAP file to find proper reading position of S-EVOB.

[1172] Demux:

[1173] Demux reads and distributes S-EVOB stream to proper decoder modules in Decoder Engine, which are connected to Secondary Video Player. Demux has also responsibility to output each PCK in S-EVOB in accurate SCR timing. When S-EVOB consists of single stream of video or audio, Demux just supplies it to the decoder in accurate SCR timing.

[1174] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[1175] As shown in FIG. 10, the secondary video set SCDVS includes a substitute audio video SBTAD, substitute audio SBTAD, and secondary audio video SCDAV, and the secondary video player SCDVP performs playback processing of them. Playback presentation objects of the secondary video set SCDVS can be stored in any of the information storage medium DISC, network server NTSRV, and persistent storage PRSTR. As in the presentation frame example shown in FIG. 16, when the primary video set PRMVS and secondary video set SCDVS are simultaneously presented on a single frame, playback presentation objects of the secondary video set SCDVS must be stored in advance in the file cache FLCCH, and must be played back from the file cache FLCCH. For example, when the primary video set PRMVS and secondary video set SCDVS are stored at different locations in the single information storage medium DISC, if they are to be simultaneously played back, an optical head (not shown) included in the information recording and playback unit 2 in the information recording and playback apparatus 1 shown in FIG. 1 is required to repeat access control between the recording locations of the primary video set PRMVS and secondary video set SCDVS, and they become hard to be continuously played back due to the influence of the access time of the optical head. To avoid this, in this embodiment, the secondary video set SCDVS is stored in the file cache FLCCH to allow the optical head in the information recording and playback unit 2 to play back only the primary video set PRMVS. As a result, the number of times of access of the optical head is greatly reduced, and the primary video set PRMVS and secondary video set SCDVS can be continuously presented on a single frame. When the secondary video player SCDVP executes playback processing of the secondary video set SCDVS recorded in the network server NTSRV, the secondary video set SCDVS must be stored in the streaming buffer STRBUF in the data cache DTCCH in advance before data is transferred to the demultiplexer DEMUX in the secondary video player SCDVP (see FIG. 25). In this way, depletion of data to be transferred can be prevented even when the transfer rate of the network route has varied. Basically, the secondary video set SCDVS stored in the network server NTSRV is stored in advance in the streaming buffer STRBUF in the data cache DTCCH. However, this embodiment is not limited to this. When the data size of the secondary video set SCDVS is small, the secondary video set SCDVS can be stored in the file cache FLCCH in the data cache DTCCH. In this case, the secondary video set SCDVS is transferred from the file cache FLCCH in the data cache DTCCH to the demultiplexer DEMUX. As shown in FIG. 35, the secondary video player SCDVP includes a secondary video playback engine SVPBEN and the demultiplexer DEMUX. As shown in FIG. 10, a main audio MANAD and main video MANVD are multiplexed in the secondary video set SCDVS for respective packs, and data are recorded (a sub video SUBVD and sub audio SUBAD are also multiplexed and recorded for respective packs). The demultiplexer DEMUX demultiplexes these data for respective packs, and transfers the packs to the decoder engine DCDEN. That is, sub-picture packs SP_PCK extracted by the demultiplexer DEMUX are transferred to the sub-picture decoder SPDEC, and sub audio packs AS_PCK are transferred to the sub audio decoder SADEC. Sub video packs VS_PCK are transferred to the sub video decoder SVDEC, main audio packs AM_PCK are transferred to the main audio decoder MADEC, and main video packs VM_PCK are transferred to the main video decoder MVDEC.

[1176] The secondary video playback engine SVPBEN shown in FIG. 35 executes control processing of all functional modules in the secondary video player SCDVP. In the control of the secondary video playback engine SVPBEN, processing is executed in response to a request from the playlist manager PLMNG in the navigation manager NVMNG shown in FIG. 28. When the secondary video set SCDVS is played back and presented, the playlist PLLST refers to the time map file STMAP of the secondary video set SCDVS, as shown in FIG. 12, as has been described previously. The secondary video playback engine SVPBEN plays back the time map file STMAP of the secondary video set SCDVS, and interprets its contents, thus calculating an optimal playback start position of secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB and issuing an access instruction to the optical head in the information recording and playback unit 2 (see FIG. 1).

[1177] The demultiplexer DEMUX in the secondary video player SCDVP plays back a secondary enhanced video object data stream S-EVOB, demultiplexes it into packs, and transfers data to various decoders in the decoder engine DCDEN for respective packs. Upon transferring packs to the decoder engine DCDEN, the demultiplexer DEMUX transfers them to various decoders at the timings of DTS (decoding time stamp) data described in respective packs in synchronism with system clock timings (SCR timings) of a standard clock included in the decoder engine DCDEN.
The advanced content playback unit ADVP shown in FIG. 1 includes the presentation engine PRSEN, as shown in FIG. 14. As shown in FIG. 30, the presentation engine PRSEN includes the primary video player PRMVP. FIG. 36 shows the internal structure of the primary video player PRMVP.

Primary Video Player:

Primary Video Player is responsible to play Primary Video Set. Primary Video Set shall be stored on Disc.

Primary Video Player consists of DVD Playback Engine and Demux. Primary Video Player connects proper decoder modules in Decoder Engine according to presentation stream types in Primary Video Set (see FIG. 36).

DVD Playback Engine:

DVD Playback Engine is responsible to control all functional modules in Primary Video Player in response to the request from Play list Manager in Navigation Manager. DVD Playback Engine reads and analyses IFO and TMAP(s) to find proper reading position of P-EVOB and controls special playback features of Primary Video Set, such as multi angle, audio/Subpicture selection and sub video/audio playback.

Demux:

Demux reads and distributes P-EVOB stream to proper decoder modules in Decoder Engine, which are connected to Primary Video Player. Demux also has a responsibility to output each PCK in P-EVOB in accurate SCR timing to each decoder. For multi angle stream, it reads proper interleaved block of P-EVOB on Disc or Persistent Storage in accordance with location information in the TMAP or navigation pack (NV_PCK). Demux is responsible to provide the selected audio pack (AM_PCK or AS_PCK) to the audio decoder (main audio decoder or sub audio decoder). And also it is responsible to provide the selected Subpicture pack (SP_PCK) to Subpicture decoder.

More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

In this embodiment, the primary video player PRMVP supports playback of the primary video set PRMVS. The primary video set PRMVS is stored in only the information storage medium DISC. As shown in FIG. 36, the primary video player PRMVP includes a DVD playback engine DPBKEN and demultiplexer DEMUX. As shown in FIG. 10, various data types of the primary video set PRMVS include those from a main video MANVD to sub-picture SUBPCT. The demultiplexer DEMUX is connected to corresponding decoders in the decoder engine DCDE on in accordance with these various data types. That is, sub-picture packs SP_PCK included in primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB are transferred to the sub-picture decoder SPDENC, and sub audio packs AS_PCK are transferred to the sub audio decoder SADEC. Sub video packs VS_PCK are transferred to the sub video decoder SVDEC, main audio packs AM_PCK are transferred to the main audio decoder MADEC, and main video packs VM_PCK are transferred to the main video decoder MVDEC.

As shown in FIG. 28, the navigation manager NVMNG includes the playlist manager PLMNG which interprets the contents of the playlist file PLLST. The DVD playback engine DPBKEN shown in FIG. 36 supports control of every functional modules in the primary video player PRMVP in response to a request from the playlist manager PLMNG. The DVD playback engine DPBKEN interprets the contents of management information associated with playback (the playlist file PLLST and video title set information ADV1S1 shown in FIG. 11), and controls access to the playback start position in the primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB using the time map file PTMAP located under the primary video set directory PRMVA. In addition, the DVD playback engine DPBKEN controls special playback functions of the primary video set PRMVS such as switching of multi-angle, audio, and sub-picture tracks (streams), two-window simultaneous playback using a sub video SUBVD and sub audio SUBAD, and the like.

The demultiplexer DEMUX transfers various stream (pack) data distributed and allocated in the primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB to corresponding decoders in the decoder engine DCDE on connected to the primary video player PRMVP to make them execute decode processing. Although not shown, each pack PCK in the primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB includes DTS (decoding time stamp) information to transfer each pack information to the corresponding decoder at the designated DTS time. For a multi-angle stream, the demultiplexer DEMUX supports processing for playing back appropriate data in interleaved blocks of the primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB recorded in the information storage medium DISC in correspondence with information in the time map file PTMAP or information of navigation packs NV_PCK of the primary video set.

As shown in FIG. 14, the advanced content playback unit ADVP in this embodiment includes the presentation engine PRSEN, which includes the decoder engine DCDE on, as shown in FIG. 30. The decoder engine DCDE on includes five different decoders, i.e., the sub audio decoder SADEC, sub video decoder SVDEC, main audio decoder MADEC, main video decoder MVDEC, and sub-picture decoder SPDENC, as shown in FIG. 37.

Decoder Engine:

Decoder Engine is an aggregation of five kinds of decoders, Subpicture Decoder, Sub Audio Decoder, Sub Video Decoder, Main Audio Decoder and Main Video Decoder. Each decoder module has its own input buffer module. For Subpicture Decoder, Sub Video Decoder and Main Video Decoder, each of them has scaler function for output frame. Each decoder is connected and controlled by the playback engine of the connected Player, Secondary Video Playback Engine in Secondary Video Player or DVD Playback engine in Primary Video Player (See FIG. 37).

The decode function modules for each presentation stream type can be connected to Secondary Video Player or Primary Video Player depends on the current playback combination of presentation streams.

Subpicture Decoder:

The Subpicture Decoder is responsible to decode Subpicture stream in response to request from the DVD Playback Engine. The output plane is called Subpicture plane and it shall be exclusively shared between the output from the Advanced Subtitle Player and the Subpicture Decoder.
[1196] Sub Audio Decoder:

[1197] The Sub Audio Decoder supports decoding the audio stream which is called as ‘sub audio’. Number of channels of sub audio is up to 2ch and its sampling rate is up to 48 kHz. The output audio stream of Sub Audio Decoder is called as ‘sub audio stream’.

[1198] Sub Video Decoder:

[1199] The Sub Video Decoder supports video stream which is called as ‘sub video’. The Sub Video Decoder support SD resolution is mandatory and support HD resolution is optional. The output video plane of Sub Video Decoder is called as ‘sub video plane’.

[1200] Scaling Function in Sub video decoder:

[1201] Scaling function in Sub Video decoder consists of three kinds of functionality as follows:

[1202] 1) Scaling of source picture resolution to expected display resolution

[1203] If the source picture resolution is different from expected display resolution, scaling for up-sampling the Sub Video shall be performed.

[1204] 2) Scaling of non-square pixel to square pixel

[1205] Since pixel aspect ratio is non-square pixel if Sub Video is SD, the Sub Video shall be scaled horizontally to obtain square pixel image.

[1206] 3) Scaling by API defined in Annex Z

[1207] This scaling corresponds to the layout of Sub Video. This scaling will not change the aspect ratio of Sub Video. The scaling ratio shall be specified by API when the Sub Video is composed to Aperture.

[1208] Main Audio Decoder:

[1209] The Main Audio Decoder can support up to 7.1ch multi channel audio and up to 192 kHz sampling rate, which is called as ‘main audio’. The output audio stream of the Main Audio Decoder is called as ‘main audio stream’.

[1210] Main Video Decoder:

[1211] The Main Video Decoder can support HD resolution video stream which is called as ‘main video’. The output video plane of the Main Video Decoder is called as ‘main video plane’.

[1212] The Main Video Decoder decodes main video stream and locates its specified size of the Graphic Plane which is called as ‘Aperture’. Decoded main video is scaled by the scaler and located proper position on canvas in accordance with the position and scale information from the Navigation Manager. The information also includes outer frame color information. This is applied to the outside area from main video in canvas.

[1213] The default color value of outer frame is “16, 128, 128” (=black).

[1214] Scaling Function in Main Video Decoder:

[1215] Scaling function in Main Video decoder consists of three kinds of functionalities as follows:

[1216] 1) Scaling of source picture resolution to expected display resolution

[1217] If the source picture resolution is different from expected display resolution, scaling for up-sampling the Main Video shall be performed.

[1218] 2) Scaling of non-square pixel to square pixel

[1219] Since pixel aspect ratio is non-square pixel if Main Video is SD, the Main Video shall be scaled horizontally to obtain square pixel image.

[1220] 3) Scaling by API defined in Annex Z

[1221] This scaling corresponds to the layout of Main Video. This scaling will not change the aspect ratio of Main Video. It is allowed not to specify the scaling ratio by API. In this case, the default behavior is to scale Main Video to fit to full screen. In case of 4:3 source materials, there are vertical side panels on both left and right side so that the scaled-up image is placed in the middle of the Aperture. More specifically, if the size of Aperture is 1920x1080, 240 pixels side panels are put on both left and right side. If the size of Aperture is 1280x720, 160 pixels side panels are put on both left and right side.

[1222] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[1223] A sub audio buffer SABUF, sub video buffer SVBUF, main audio buffer MABUF, main video buffer MVBUF, and sub-picture buffer SPBUF are respectively connected to these decoders. Also, scalers SCALER, each of which sets the presentation size and presentation location on the frame, are connected to the sub video decoder SVDEC, main video decoder MVDEC, and sub-picture decoder SPDEC. The respective decoders are connected to and controlled by the DVD playback engine DPBKLEN in the primary video player PRMVP, and are also connected to and controlled by the secondary video playback engine SVPEN in the secondary video player SCDV.

[1224] The primary video set PRMVS and secondary video set SCDVS have various data described in a data type column in FIG. 10.

[1225] Respective data included in the primary video set PRMVS are demultiplexed into five types of streams and these streams are output from the demultiplexer DEMUX in the primary video player PRMVP. The processing method of respective streams will be described below. Main video packs VM_PCK that record data of a main video MANVD undergo decode processing in the main video decoder MVDEC via the main video buffer MVBUF. Main audio packs AM_PCK that record data of a main audio MAINAD undergo decode processing in the main audio decoder MADC via the main audio buffer MABUF. Sub video packs VS_PCK that record data of a sub video SUBBD undergo decode processing in the sub video decoder SVDEC via the sub video buffer SVBUF. Sub audio packs AS_PCK that record data of a sub audio SUBAD undergo decode processing in the sub audio decoder SADDEC via the sub audio buffer SABUF. Finally, sub-picture packs SP_PCK that record data of a sub-picture SUBPT undergo decode processing in the sub-picture decoder SPDEC via the sub-picture buffer SVBUF.

[1226] Likewise, respective data included in the secondary video set SCDVS are demultiplexed into four types of streams and are output from the demultiplexer DEMUX in the secondary video player SCDV. The processing method
of respective streams will be described below. Main audio packs AM_PCK that record data of a main audio MANAD included in a substitute audio SBTAD or substitute audio video SBTAV undergo decode processing in the main audio decoder MADEC via the main audio buffer MABUF. Main video packs VM_PCK that record data of a main video MANVD in the substitute audio video SBTAV undergo decode processing in the main video decoder MVDEC via the main video buffer MVBUF. Sub video packs VS_PCK that record data of a sub video SUBVD in a secondary audio video SCDAV undergo decode processing in the sub video decoder SVDEC via the sub video buffer SVBUD. Finally, sub audio packs AS_PCK that record data of a sub audio SUBAD in the secondary audio video SCDAV undergo decode processing in the sub audio decoder SADEC via the sub audio buffer SABUF.

1227] In response to a request from the DVD playback engine DPBKEN in the primary video player PRMVP or the secondary video playback engine SVPBEN in the secondary video player SCDVP shown in FIG. 37, the sub-picture decoder SPDEC executes decode processing of a sub-picture stream. Respective frame layers on the presentation frame will be explained using FIG. 39. The output from the sub-picture decoder SPDEC is presented on the sub-picture plane SBPCPL. In this embodiment, in the sub-picture plane SBPCPL, the decode results of a sub-picture SUBPT and advanced subtitle ADSBT are commonly (alternatively) presented. The advanced subtitle ADSBT is decoded and output by the advanceable subtitle player ASBPL shown in FIG. 30.

1228] The sub audio decoder SADEC processes decoding of an audio stream called a sub audio SUBAD. In this embodiment, the sub video decoder SVDEC can support up to a maximum of two channels, and sets a sample rate of 48 kHz or less. By holding down the performance of the sub audio decoder SADEC in this way, the manufacturing cost in the decoder engine DCDEN can be reduced. An audio stream output from the sub audio decoder SADEC is called a sub audio stream SUBAD.

1229] The sub video decoder SVDEC supports decode processing of a video stream called a sub video SUBVD. The sub video decoder SVDEC indispensably supports SD (standard definition) resolutions, and can also support HD (high definition) resolutions. Data output from the sub video decoder SVDEC is presented on the sub video plane SBVDPL (see FIG. 39).

1230] The scaler SCALER connected to the output side of the sub video decoder SVDEC has the following three functions.

1231] 1) The scaler SCALER changes the resolution of a sub video SUBVD in correspondence with the display resolution required to output. When the ideal resolution of the sub video SUBVD upon outputting to the wide-screen TV monitor 15 shown in FIG. 1 is determined, the scaler SCALER changes the resolution of the sub video SUBVD in correspondence with the resolutions of every wide-screen TV monitors 15.

1232] 2) Scaling function corresponding to aspect ratio upon presentation

1233] If the aspect ratio of the frame to be presented on the wide-screen TV monitor 15 is different from that to be originally presented by the sub video SUBVD, the scaler SCALER performs aspect ratio conversion to execute processing for making optimal presentation on the wide-screen TV monitor 15.

1234] 3) Scaling processing based on API command

1235] As in the example shown in FIG. 39, when the independent window 32 for a commercial is presented on a part of a single frame as the sub video SUBVD, the size of the independent window 32 for a commercial (sub video SUBVD) can be set by an API command compliant to the advanced application ADAPL. In this manner, according to this embodiment, the optimal presentation frame size is set in the scaler SCALER based on the API command. In this case, the aspect ratio of the sub video SUBVD which is originally set remains unchanged, and only the entire size is changed.

1236] In this embodiment, the main audio decoder MADEC supports decoding of a multi-channel audio up to 7.1 channels, and an audio up to a sampling rate of 192 kHz. Data decoded by the main audio decoder MADEC is called a main audio MANAD.

1237] The main video decoder MVDEC can support HD (high definition) resolutions, and decoded video information is called a main video MANVD. In this manner, since the main video decoder MVDEC can implement decoding of high resolutions, high picture quality that meets the users demand can be attained. Since the sub video decoder SVDEC is provided in addition to this decoder, two windows can be presented at the same time. Also, by limiting the decode performance of the sub video decoder SVDEC, the price of the decoder engine DCDEN can be suppressed. The frame decoded by the main video decoder MVDEC is presented on the main video plane MNVDPL (see FIG. 39). The main video decoder MVDEC decodes a main video MANVD. In this embodiment, the presentation size of the decoded video information must match the size called an aperture API (see FIG. 40) on the graphic plane GRPHPL (see FIG. 39). In this embodiment, the decoded main video MANVD is scaled to an appropriate size on the aperture API and is laid out at an appropriate position on the aperture API by the scaler SCALER in correspondence with position information POSIT1 and size information SCALEI (see FIG. 41) supplied from the navigation manager NVMNG. The scale information transferred from the navigation manager NVMNG includes information for the color of a frame part that presents the border of the frame of the main video plane MNVDPL. In this embodiment, the color of the border is set as “0,0,0” (black) in a default state.

1238] The scaler SCALER connected to the output side of the main video decoder MVDEC has the following three functions.

1239] 1) The scaler SCALER changes the resolution of a main video MANVD in correspondence with the display resolution required to output. When the ideal resolution of the main video MANVD upon outputting to the wide-screen TV monitor 15 shown in FIG. 1 is determined, the scaler SCALER changes the resolution of the main video MANVD in correspondence with the resolutions of every wide-screen TV monitors 15.
2) Scaling function corresponding to aspect ratio upon presentation

If the aspect ratio of the frame to be presented on the wide-screen TV monitor 15 is different from that to be originally presented by the main video MANVD, the scaler SCALER performs aspect ratio conversion processing to make optimal presentation on the wide-screen TV monitor 15.

3) Scaling processing based on API command

When the main video MANVD (main title 31) is to be presented, as shown in FIG. 39, the size of the main video MANVD (main title 31) can be designated by an API command compliant to the advanced application ADAPL. In this manner, when an optimal frame size is set in the scaler SCALER, the aspect ratio of the main video MANVD which is originally set remains unchanged, and only the entire size is changed (conversion to a specific aspect ratio is inhibited depending on the API command). In this case, the main video MANVD is presented on a full screen in a default state. For example, in case of the aspect ratio 4:3, when a frame having that aspect ratio is presented on the wide screen, since its width becomes narrow, a presentation frame having a narrow width is presented at the center on the wide screen. Especially, when the size of the aperture ATR is set to “1920×1080” or “1280×720” (wide screen compatible), a full-size frame is displayed on the wide screen.

As shown in FIG. 1, the information recording and playback apparatus 1 includes the advanced content playback unit ADVPL, which includes the AV renderer AVRND, as shown in FIG. 14. The AV renderer AVRND includes a graphic rendering engine GHREN and audio mixing engine ADMXEN, as shown in FIG. 38.

AV Renderer:

The AV Renderer has two responsibilities. One is to composite graphic planes come from the Presentation Engine and the Navigation Manager and output composite video signal. The other is to mix PCM streams from the Presentation Engine and output mixed audio signal. The AV Renderer consists of the Graphic Rendering Engine and the Sound Mixing Engine (see FIG. 38).

Graphic Rendering Engine:

The Graphic Rendering Engine can receive four graphic plane inputs from the Presentation Engine. The Graphics Rendering Engine has the Cursor Plane and updates it in accordance with cursor-image and position information from the Navigation Manager. The Graphic Rendering Engine composites these five planes in accordance with control information from the Navigation Manager, then output composite video signal.

Audio Mixing Engine:

The Audio Mixing Engine can receive three LPCM streams from the Presentation Engine. The Audio Mixing Engine mixes these three LPCM streams in accordance with mixing level information from the Navigation Manager, and then outputs mixed audio signal.

More intelligent explanations will be provided below.

The graphic rendering engine GHREN performs composition processing of pictures on the graphic plane GRPHPL (see FIG. 39) based on information coming from the navigation manager NVNMG and presentation engine PRSEN shown in FIG. 14. The mixing engine ADMXEN mixes audio information (PCM streams) coming from the presentation engine PRSEN and outputs mixed audio information.

A frame to be presented to the user is configured by five planes, i.e., a cursor plane CRSPRL, graphic plane GRPHPL, sub-picture plane SBPCPL, sub video plane SBVDPL, and main video plane MNVDPDL, as will be described in FIG. 39 in detail. These five planes undergo composition processing on the graphic rendering engine GHREN. The presentation engine PRSEN shown in FIG. 38 generates pictures on the respective planes, i.e., the graphic plane GRPHPL, sub-picture plane SBPCPL, sub video plane SBVDPL, and main video plane MNVDPDL, and transfers them to the graphic rendering engine GHREN. The graphic rendering engine GHREN newly generates a cursor plane CRSPRL. The graphic rendering engine GHREN generates a cursor image CRSIMG, and lays it out on the cursor plane CRSPRL based on position information of the cursor image CRSIMG of the cursor sent from the navigation manager NVNMG. As a result, the graphic rendering engine GHREN executes composition processing of the five planes based on control information from the navigation manager NVNMG, and then outputs a composite picture as a video signal.

The audio mixing engine ADMXEN simultaneously can receive linear PCM streams up to a maximum of three types sent from the presentation engine PRSEN and can mix these audio streams. At this time, the audio mixing engine ADMXEN sets a tone volume for each linear PCM stream based on mixing level information sent from the navigation manager NVNMG, and then outputs the mixed stream.

As shown in FIG. 39, on the presentation screen, the frame is configured by five frame layers, i.e., the cursor plane CRSPRL, graphic plane GRPHPL, sub-picture plane SBPCPL, sub video plane SBVDPL, and main video plane MNVDPDL. In this embodiment, one frame layer as the cursor plane CRSPRL is generated in the graphic rendering engine GHREN (see FIG. 41) in the AV renderer AVRND. Four frame layers, i.e., the graphic plane GRPHPL, sub-picture plane SBPCPL, sub video plane SBVDPL, and main video plane MNVDPDL in FIG. 39, are generated in the presentation engine PRSEN (see FIG. 41). The frame rates of the four frame layers, i.e., the graphic plane GRPHPL, sub-picture plane SBPCPL, sub video plane SBVDPL, and main video plane MNVDPDL, which are input to the graphic rendering engine GHREN and are generated in the presentation engine PRSEN, can be respectively independently set. More specifically, video information output from the advanced application presentation engine AAPEN in the presentation engine PRSEN, that output from the advanced subtitle player ASBPL, that output from the secondary video player SCVDVP, and that output from the primary video player PRMVP can have unique frame rates. The main video plane MNVDPDL shown in FIG. 39 is obtained as an output which is output from the primary video player PRMVP shown in FIG. 41 or 30 and goes through the decoder engine DCDEN and the scaler SCALER. The frame layer of the sub
video plane SBVDP is generated as an output of the scaler SCVDP and goes through the decoder engine DCDEN. The sub video plane SBVDP is generated by selecting one of the output from the advanced subtitle player ASBPL shown in FIG. 41 or 30, and the frame which is output from the sub video decoder SVDEC and goes through the scaler SCALER. The graphic plane GRPHPL is obtained as the output from the advanced application presentation engine AAPEN.

[1256] The region definition in the graphic plane GRPHPL will be described below using the example of FIG. 39. A composite frame shown on the lower side of FIG. 39 represents a full-size frame to be viewed by the user. The frame division size (resolution) to be optimally presented varies depending on a wide screen, standard screen, or the like with respect to the screen of the television. In this embodiment, an optimal frame size to be presented to the user is defined by the graphic plane GRPHPL. That is, the optimal frame size to be presented to the user on the graphic plane GRPHPL is set based on the number of scan lines and the number of dots. In this case, the optimal frame size (the number of pixels) to be presented to the user is defined as the size of the aperture APTR (graphic region) on the graphic plane GRPHPL. Therefore, when the frame to be presented to the user is a high-resolution frame, the size of the aperture APTR (graphic region) on the graphic plane GRPHPL becomes large, and when the frame size (resolution) to be presented to the user is a conventional standard size, the size of the aperture APTR (graphic region) becomes smaller compared to the resolution (the total number of pixels). Unlike the example shown in FIG. 39, when the main video MANVD of the primary audio video PRMAV is presented on the full screen, the frame size on the main video plane MNVDPL completely matches the size of the aperture APTR (graphic region) on the graphic plane GRPHPL. As shown in FIG. 39, when the advanced application ADAPL from the help icon 33 to the FF button 38 is presented together on the lower region of the composite frame, presentation control can be facilitated by defining a region (application region APPRGN) that presents the advanced application ADAPL together within the aperture APTR (graphic region). For this reason, in this embodiment, the application region APPRGN can be defined as a region for presenting a plurality of elements included in the advanced application ADAPL. Together. In this embodiment, a plurality of application regions APPRGN can be set within the aperture APTR (graphic region) on the graphic plane GRPHPL. Details of the following contents will be described later using FIG. 40.

[1257] FIG. 39 has explained that the aperture APTR (graphic region) can be set on the graphic plane GRPHPL in correspondence with the frame size of the composite frame. Also, FIG. 39 has explained that one or more application regions APPRGN can be set as those for presenting one or more elements of the advanced application ADAPL within the aperture APTR (graphic region). A detailed explanation will be given using FIG. 40.

[1258] On the graphic plane GRPHPL, a coordinate system called a canvas (canvas coordinate system CNVCRD) can be defined. In this embodiment, a rectangular region that allows frame composition on the graphic plane GRPHPL can be defined within the canvas coordinate system CNVCRD. This rectangular region is called the aperture APTR (graphic region). In this embodiment, the origin position (0, 0) of the graphic region on the canvas coordinate system CNVCRD matches the position of an end point (origin) of the aperture APTR (graphic region). Therefore, the position of the end point (origin) of the aperture APTR (graphic region) is (0, 0) on the canvas coordinate system CNVCRD. Units of the X-axis and Y-axis of the aperture APTR (graphic region) are respectively identified by the number of pixels. For example, when the number of pixels of the frame to be presented to the user is 1920x1080, the corresponding position (1920, 1080) of the other end of the aperture APTR (graphic region) can be defined. The size of the aperture APTR (graphic region) can be defined in the playlist PLLST. In this embodiment, the advanced application ADAPL can set a unique coordinate system. The unique coordinate system can be set in the canvas coordinate system CNVCRD as a rectangular region. This rectangular region is called an application region APPRGN. Each advanced application ADAPL can have at least one application region APPRGN. The setting location of the application region APPRGN can be designated by X- and Y-coordinate values on the canvas coordinate system CNVCRD. That is, as shown in FIG. 40, the layout location of an application region APPRGN#1 on the aperture APTR (graphic region) is set by the canvas coordinate CNVCRD coordinate values within the canvas coordinate system CNVCRD of an end point (origin) of the application region APPRGN#1.

[1259] In this embodiment, a specific still picture IMAGE and the like can be laid out in the application region APPRGN as a plurality of elements (application elements or child elements) in the advanced application ADAPL. As a method of indicating the layout location of each element in the application region, the X- and Y-values of an independent coordinate system in the application region APPRGN can be defined. That is, as shown in FIG. 40, the application region APPRGN#1 has a unique intra-application region coordinate system, and the layout location of each element can be designated by intra-application region coordinate values. For example, as shown in FIG. 40, when the size of the application region APPRGN#1 is specified by the range from the origin (0, 0) to (x2, y2), coordinates (x1, y1) upon laying out an open rectangle portion as an example element can designate the position of that open rectangle in the application region APPRGN. In this way, the plurality of elements can be laid out using the unique coordinate system (intra-application region coordinate system), and a portion of the element may protrude from the application region APPRGN. In this case, only the element portion included in the application region APPRGN which is laid out within the aperture APTR (graphic region) is presented to the user.

[1260] FIG. 41 shows the relationship between the detailed structure in the graphic rendering engine GHRNEN in the AV renderer AVRND shown in FIG. 38, and various engines and players in the presentation engine PRSEN shown in FIG. 30.

[1261] Video Compositing Model:

[1262] Video Compositing Model in this specification is shown in FIG. 41. There are five graphic plane inputs in this model. They are Cursor Plane, Graphics Plane, Subpicture Plane, Sub Video Plane and Main Video Plane. Those planes have the coordinate system called ‘Canvas’. The area of
Canvas is from $31^{st}$ power of $-2$ to the $31^{st}$ power of $2$ minus $1$ in $x$ directions, and from $31^{st}$ power of $-2$ to the $31^{st}$ power of $2$ minus $1$ in $y$ directions. The origin point $(0, 0)$ and direction of $x$-y axis are correspond with each other.

[1263] There is a rectangle area which is to be rendered to each plane. This rectangle area is called ‘Aperture’.

[1264] The origin of Aperture is $(0, 0)$ in Canvas coordinate system. The size of Aperture is defined in Play list.

[1265] Frame rates of all graphic inputs to Graphic Rendering Engine shall be identical to video output of a player.

[1266] Cursor Plane:

[1267] The Cursor Plane is the topmost plane of five graphic planes in the Graphic Rendering Engine in this Video Compositing Model. The Cursor Plane is managed by the Overlay Controller in the Graphic Rendering Engine. The Cursor Manager in the Navigation Manager is responsible to supply cursor image to the Overlay Controller. The Cursor Manager is also responsible to manage cursor position and update the position information to the Overlay Controller.

[1268] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[1269] In this embodiment, as shown in FIG. 38, the frame to be presented to the user is configured by five frame layers, and pictures of these frame layers are composited by an overlay controller OVLCTR. A large characteristic feature of this embodiment lies in that the frame rate (the number of frames to be presented per sec) of each frame layer input to the overlay controller OVLCTR can be independently set for each frame layer. With this feature, an optimal frame rate for each frame layer can be set without being limited by the frame rate, and an effective frame can be presented to the user.

[1270] As for the main video plane MNVDPL shown in FIG. 39, one of an output moving picture of the primary video player PRMV and the substitute audio video STBAV of an output moving picture of the secondary video player SCDVP is selected, and is decoded by the main video decoder MVDEC in the decoder engine DCDEN after chroma information CRMI is considered. After that, the frame size and presentation frame position of the decoded output are set by the scaler SCALER, and the decoded output is input to the overlay controller OVLCTR.

[1271] In the sub video plane SBVDP shown, one of the sub video SUBVD output from the primary video player PRMV and that output from the secondary video player SCDVP is input to the sub video decoder in the decoder engine DCDEN in consideration of chroma information CRMI. The presentation size and presentation position on the frame of the output moving picture decoded by that decoder are set by the scaler SCALER, and the output moving picture then undergo chroma effect processing CRMFP. Then, the processed output can be input to the overlay controller OVLCTR in a translucent form in correspondence with alpha information indicating transparency that allows to display the main video plane MNVDPL as the lower layer.

[1272] As a video picture to be presented on the sub-picture plane SBPCPL, one of the advanced subtitle ADSBT and the sub-picture SUBPT of the primary audio video PRMAV is presented. That is, the advanced subtitle ADSBT is input to a switch (module) SWITCH after its presentation frame size and presentation position are set by the layout manager LOMNG in the advanced subtitle player ASBPL. The sub-picture SUBPT of the primary audio video PRMAV is input from the primary video player PRMPV to the sub-picture decoder SPDEC in the decoder engine DCDEN and is decoded by that decoder, and the presentation frame size and presentation position of the sub-picture SUBPT are then set by the scaler SCALER. After that, the sub-picture SUBPT is similarly input to the switch SWITCH. In this embodiment, one of the advanced subtitle ADSBT and the sub-picture SUBPT in the primary audio video PRMAV is selected by selection processing by the switch SWITCH, and is input to the overlay controller OVLCTR, as shown in FIG. 41.

[1273] An output for the graphic plane GRPHPL is directly input to the overlay controller OVLCTR after the presentation size and presentation position are set by the layout manager LOMNG in the advanced application presentation engine AAPPEN.

[1274] For the cursor plane CRSRPL, the cursor manager CRSMNG in the navigation manager NVNMNG outputs a cursor image CRSIMG and position information POSITI indicating the presentation position of the cursor, and the frame layer of the cursor is generated in the overlay controller OVLCTR. A detailed description of the respective frame layers will be given below.

[1275] The cursor plane CRSRPL indicates the frame layer which is located at the uppermost position of the five frame layers, and its frame is generated in the graphic rendering engine GHRNEN. The resolution of the cursor plane CRSRPL matches that of the aperture APIR (graphic region) on the graphic plane GRPHPL (see the explanation of FIG. 39). As described above, the cursor plane CRSRPL is generated and managed in the overlay controller OVLCTR in the graphic rendering engine GHRNEN. The cursor manager CRSMNG included in the navigation manager NVNMNG generates the cursor image CRSIMG and transfers it to the overlay controller OVLCTR. The cursor manager CRSMNG manages and generates the position information POSITI that represents the cursor position on the screen, and transfers it to the overlay controller OVLCTR. Also, the cursor manager CRSMNG timely updates the position information POSITI of the cursor in response to the user input, and transfers the updated information to the overlay controller OVLCTR. The cursor image CRSIMG and X- and Y-coordinates (hotspotXY) indicating the position of the cursor in a default state (initial state) depend on the advanced content playback unit ADVPL to be used. In this embodiment, the cursor position $(X, Y)$ in the default state (initial state) is set at $(0, 0)$ (origin position). The cursor image CRSIMG and position information POSITI indicating its position are updated by API commands from the programming engine PRGEN (see FIG. 28) in the advanced application manager ADAMNG. In this embodiment, a maximum resolution of the cursor image CRSIMG is set to $2560\times256$ pixels. By setting this numerical value, a cursor image CRSIMG having certain expressive power can be expressed, and the cursor presentation process speed can be increased by preventing an unnecessarily high resolution setting. The file format of the
cursor image CRSMG is set by PMG (8-bit color expression). In this embodiment, the cursor image CRSMG can be switched by an API command between a state in which it is completely presented on the screen or a state in which it is 100% transparent and cannot be seen on the screen. According to the position information POSTIT sent from the cursor manager CRSMG, the cursor image CRSIMG is laid out on the cursor plane CRSPRL in the overlay controller OVLCTR. In addition, the overlay controller OVLCTR can set alpha mixing of the presentation frame (transparency based on alpha information) indicating a translucent state with respect to the frames of lower frame layers than the cursor plane CRSPRL.

[1276] The graphic plane GRPHPL in the video composition model of this embodiment corresponds to the second uppermost frame layer generated in the graphic rendering engine GHREN. Under the control of the advanced application manager ADAMG in the navigation manager NVMDG shown in FIG. 28, the advanced application presentation engine AAPEN shown in FIG. 41 generates the frame of the graphic plane GRPHPL. The advanced application manager ADAMG in the navigation manager NVMDG shown in FIG. 28 controls the graphic decoder GHDEC and font rendering system FRDSTM in the advanced application presentation engine AAPEN shown in FIG. 31 to generate a part of the frame of the graphic plane GRPHPL. Finally, the layout manager LOMNG in the advanced application presentation engine AAPEN generates a composite frame of the graphic plane GRPHPL. The layout manager LOMNG sets the output video size and presentation location of the frame output from there. The frame rate (the number of frames per second) output from the layout manager LOMNG can be uniquely set independently of the frame rate of video pictures of, e.g., the main video MANVD, sub video SUBVD, and the like. In this embodiment, an animation effect can be presented as continuation of graphic images such as animation or the like.

[1277] When the layout manager LOMNG shown in FIG. 31 sets the frame on the graphic plane GRPHPL, it cannot set the conditions of alpha information (alpha value) for individual building frames. In this embodiment, the alpha value cannot be set for respective graphic images (individual building frames) in the graphic plane GRPHPL, but the alpha value for the entire graphic plane GRPHPL can be set. Therefore, the transparency (alpha value) for lower frames is set to be constant everywhere on the graphic plane GRPHPL.

[1278] The sub-picture plane SBPCPL in the video composition model of this embodiment corresponds to the third uppermost frame layer generated by the graphic rendering engine GHREN. The sub-picture plane SBPCPL is generated by the advanced subtitle player ASBPL or the sub-picture decoder SDPDEC in the decoder engine DCDE (see FIG. 41). The primary video set PRMVS includes an image of the sub-picture SUBPT having a designated presentation frame size. When the presentation size of the image of the sub-picture SUBPT is designated, the sub-picture decoder SDPDEC does not change the size of the image of the sub-picture SUBPT by directly by the scaler SCALER, and that image is directly transferred to the graphic rendering engine GHREN. As has been described using, e.g., FIG. 39, the presentation size of the composite frame is specified by the size of the aperture APTR (graphic region) on the graphic plane GRPHPL. When the main video MANVD on the main video plane MNVDPL is presented on the composite frame to have the full-screen size, the presentation size of the main video MANVD matches the size of the aperture APTR (graphic region). In this case, the presentation size of the sub-picture SUBPT is automatically determined based on the size of the aperture APTR (graphic region). In such a case, the output frame of the sub-picture decoder SDPDEC is directly transferred to the graphic rendering engine GHREN without being processed by the scaler SCALER. Conversely, as shown in FIG. 39, when the presentation size of the main title 31 on the main video plane MNVDPL is considerably smaller than the size of the aperture APTR (graphic region), the frame size of the sub-picture SUBPT need be changed accordingly. As described above, when an appropriate presentation size of the image of the sub-picture SUBPT is not set, the scaler SCALER connected to the output side of the sub-picture decoder SDPDEC sets an optimal presentation size and presentation position of the aperture APTR (graphic region) and then transfers them to the graphic rendering engine GHREN. However, this embodiment is not limited to the above description. When an appropriate presentation size of the sub-picture is unknown (not designated), the sub-picture SUBPT can be presented to be aligned to the upper left corner of the aperture APTR (graphic region). In this embodiment, the frame rate of the frame to be transferred to the graphic rendering engine GHREN of the sub-picture plane SBPCPL can be uniquely set independently of that of the video output, as shown in FIG. 41. In this way, since the frame rates of the sub-picture plane SBPCPL and graphic plane GRPHPL that presents the sub-picture SUBPT and the advanced subtitle ADSBPT or advanced application ADAPL are uniquely set independently of those of the main video plane MNVDPL and sub video plane SBVDPL, high processing efficiency of the presentation engine PRSEN can be achieved. This is because the main video plane MNVDPL and sub video plane SBVDPL change 50 to 60 fields per second, but frames presented on the sub-picture plane SBPCPL and graphic plane GRPHPL have relatively low change rates. For example, an identical frame is presented for 10 seconds on the graphic plane GRPHPL in some cases. At this time, when a picture is transferred to the AV renderer AVRND at the frame rate in accordance with that (50 to 60 fields per second) of the video plane, the loads on the advanced application presentation engine AAPEN and advanced subtitle player ASBPL become too heavy. Hence, by uniquely setting the frame transfer rates, the loads on these engine and player can be greatly reduced. The advanced subtitle player ASBPL can provide the frame of the sub-picture plane SBPCPL corresponding to the subset of the advanced application ADAPL. As described above, as the sub-picture plane SBPCPL to be transferred to the overlay controller OVLCTR which generates a composite frame by composing the respective frame layers, one of the outputs from the advanced subtitle player ASBPL and sub-picture decoder SDPDEC is used. In this embodiment, based on overlay information OVELYT transferred from the navigation manager NVMDG, the frame to be presented on the sub-picture plane SBPCPL supplied from the presentation engine PRSEN is selected by the switch module SWITCH in the graphic rendering engine GHREN. In this embodiment, the transparency of the frame to be presented on the sub-picture plane SBPCPL can also be set, so that the frames of the sub video plane SBVDPL and main video plane
MNVDPL as its lower layers are seen through that plane. In this embodiment, an alpha value (alpha information) indicating transparency can be set for the sub-picture plane SBPCL, and a constant alpha value (alpha information) is set everywhere in the sub-picture plane SBPCL.

[1279] As for the video composition model of this embodiment, the sub video plane SBVDPL corresponds to the fourth uppermost frame layer to be generated by the graphic rendering engine GHRNEN (see FIG. 39). The sub video plane SBVDPL presents a video picture decoded in the sub video decoder SVDEC in the decoder engine DCDEN. Based on scale information SCALEI and position information POSITI sent from the navigation manager NVMNG, the scaler SCALER connected on the output side of the sub video decoder SVDEC sets the frame size and presentation position of the sub video SUBVD on the sub video plane SBVDPL, and outputs a final presentation video size (see FIG. 41). In a default (initial value), a scaling ratio indicated by the scale information SCALEI is set to be 1 (to be presented on the full aperture APTR (graphic region) size without being reduced in size). Also, in a default (initial value), the position information POSITI is set to include an X-position="0" and Y-position="0" (the origin position of the aperture APTR (graphic region)), and the alpha value is set to be 100% transparent. This embodiment is not limited to this, and the alpha value may be set to 100% presentation (transparency=0%). The values of the alpha value, scale information SCALEI, and position information POSITI can be changed by API commands. If a new title is to be presented, these values are set to be default values (initial values). In this embodiment, the output frame rate of the sub video plane SBVDPL can be uniquely set irrespective of that of a video output of the advanced content playback unit ADVPL (the frame rate of the main video plane MNVDPL).

In this way, for example, by decreasing the frame rate of the sub video plane SBVDPL, continuity upon loading can be guaranteed when a stream is transferred from the network server NTSRV. When chroma information CRMI is set in the sub video stream SUBVD, the edge of a video object in the sub video SUBVD can be extracted by the chroma effect processing CRMEFT in the graphic rendering engine GHRNEN. When a video picture includes that of a person who appears on, e.g., a blue background, chroma key processing allows to set the blue part to be transparent and a person or the like in colors other than blue to be opaque, and to superimpose another frame on the blue part. For example, in case of the example using the explanatory view of the respective frame layers in FIG. 39, a case will be examined below wherein, for example, the frame of the main video plane MNVDPL is presented to have the full frame size of the aperture APTR (graphic region), and the frame on the sub video plane SBVDPL is presented to be superimposed on the former frame. At this time, when the frame on the sub video plane SBVDPL includes a video picture in which a specific person appears on the blue background, only the person on the sub video plane can be presented to be superimposed on a video picture on the main video plane MNVDPL, as the lower layer by setting the chroma color to be blue, i.e., setting only the blue part to be transparent. By utilizing the chroma key (chroma effect CRMEFT) technique, processing for extracting the edge of a specific object on the sub video plane SBVDPL, and superimposing the extracted object on the main video plane MNVDPL as the lower layer by setting a transparent background color can be done. As described above, in this embodiment, the chroma information CRMI can be applied to the sub video player module corresponding to the secondary video player SCDVP or the primary video player PRMVP. Two alpha values (alpha information) are set for an output video picture from the chroma effect CRMEFT. That is, one alpha value is set in a 100% visible state, and a video picture of the sub video plane SBVDPL located on the back side cannot be seen through. In the above example, the object (person) or the like which exists in the blue background and has colors different from blue has this alpha value. The other alpha value is set to be 100% transparent, and the blue background has this value in the above example. This portion allows 100% transparency, and the frame of the main video plane MNVDPL as the lower layer can be seen through. This embodiment is not limited to such specific values, and an intermediate value between 100% and 0% can be set as an alpha value. An intermediate value of alpha values (alpha information) at respective positions of a video picture in the sub video plane SBVDPL which overlaps the main video plane MNVDPL as the lowermost layer is set by the overlay information OVLY1 transferred from the navigation manager NVMNG, and is actually set based on the value of that information by the overlay controller OVLCTR in the graphic rendering engine GHRNEN.

[1280] In the video composition model of this embodiment, the main video plane MNVDPL corresponds to the lowermost frame layer to be composited in the graphic rendering engine GHRNEN. A video picture of the main video plane MNVDPL includes that decoded by the main video decoder MVDEC in the decoder engine DCDEN. Based on scale information SCALEI and position information POSITI transferred from the navigation manager NVMNG, the scaler SCALER connected on the output stage of the main video decoder MVDEC sets the presentation frame size and presentation position on the main video plane MNVDPL. The size and presentation location as defaults (initial values) of the main video frame on the main video plane MNVDPL match the size of the aperture APTR (graphic region). The size information of the aperture APTR (graphic region) in this embodiment is specified in configuration information CONFIG in the playlist file PLLST, as shown in FIG. 21, and is designated while the aspect ratio of the frame is held in an original state. For example, when the aspect ratio of a video picture to be presented on the main video plane MNVDPL is 4:3, and the designated aspect ratio of the aperture APTR (graphic region) is 16:9, the presentation position of a video picture of the main video plane MNVDPL in the aperture APTR (graphic region) is set so that the height of the presentation frame matches that of the aperture APTR (graphic region), and a frame having a narrow width with respect to the full frame is presented at the central position of the aperture APTR (graphic region) in the widewise direction of the screen. When video expression colors designated by the configuration information CONFIG in the playlist file PLLST are different from those set on the main video plane MNVDPL, the presentation color condition as a default (initial value) in the main video plane MNVDPL is not converted into the configuration information CONFIG, and original default colors are used. The values of the presentation size, presentation position, presentation colors, aspect ratio, and the like in the main video plane MNVDPL can be changed by API commands.
Upon jumping to another title in the playlist PLLST, the information values of the video size, video presentation position, presentation colors, aspect ratio, and the like are set to be defaults (initial values) before jump. After that, the values of the video size, presentation position, presentation colors, aspect ratio, and the like are changed to designated values set by the playlist PLLST at the beginning of playback of the next title.

[1281] The information recording and playback apparatus I of this embodiment includes the advanced content playback unit ADVP1 (see FIG. 1). As shown in FIG. 14, the advanced content playback unit ADVP1 includes the AV render A V R N D R which includes the audio mixing engine ADMXEN, as shown in FIG. 38. FIG. 42 shows an audio mixing model representing the relationship between the audio mixing engine ADMXEN and the presentation engine PRSE N which is connected on the input side of the engine ADMXEN.

[1282] Audio Mixing Model:

[1283] Audio Mixing Model in this specification is shown in FIG. 42. There are three audio stream inputs in this model. They are effect audio, sub audio and main audio. Sampling Rate Converter adjusts audio sampling rate from the output of each sound/audio decoder to the sampling rate of final audio output.

[1284] Static mixing levels among three audio streams are handled by Sound Mixer in Audio Mixing Engine in accordance with the mixing level information from Navigation Manager. Final output audio signal depends on a player.

[1285] Effect audio stream:

[1286] Effect audio stream is typically used when graphical button is clicked. Single channel (mono) and stereo channel WAV formats are supported. Sound Decoder reads WAV file from File Cache and sends LPCM stream to Audio Mixing Engine in response to the request from Navigation Manager. Two or more streams are not present simultaneously. In case that presentation of the other stream is requested while one stream is being presented, presentation of current stream is stopped and presentation of next stream is started.

[1287] Sub audio stream:

[1288] There are two sources of sub audio stream. The one is sub audio stream in Secondary Audio Video and the other is sub audio stream in Primary Audio Video. Secondary Audio Video may be synchronized or not to Title Timeline. If Secondary Audio Video consists of sub video and sub audio, they shall be synchronized each other no matter what Secondary Audio Video is synchronized to Title Timeline. For sub audio in Primary Audio Video, it shall be synchronized with Title Timeline.

[1289] Main audio stream:

[1290] There are three sources of main audio stream. The first one is main audio stream in Substitute Audio. The next one is main audio stream in Primary Audio Video. Every main audio stream in different Presentation Object shall be synchronized with Title Timeline.

[1292] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[1293] In this embodiment, three different types of audio streams, i.e., an effect audio EFTAD, sub audio SUBAD, and main audio MANAD (see FIG. 10) are input to the audio mixing engine ADMXEN. Of these three different types of audio streams, the effect audio EFTAD is supplied as the output from the sound decoder SNDDEC in the advanced application presentation engine AAPEN shown in FIG. 42. The sub audio stream SUBAD is supplied as the output from the sub audio decoder SADEC in the decoder engine DCDEN. The main audio stream MANAD is supplied as the output from the main audio decoder MADEC in the decoder engine DCDEN. In this embodiment, the sampling frequencies of these audio streams need not match, and these audio streams can have different sampling frequencies (sampling rates). Upon mixing the audio streams having three different sampling frequencies, the audio mixing engine ADMXEN includes sampling rate converters SPRTCV corresponding to the respective audio streams. That is, the sampling rate converters SPRTCV have a function of changing the sampling frequencies (sampling rates) upon output from the audio decoders (SNDDEC, SADEC, MADEC) to that of a final audio output. In this embodiment, as shown in FIG. 42, mixing level information MXLVI is transferred from the navigation manager NVMNG to a sound mixer SDMIX in the audio mixing engine ADMXEN, and a mixing level upon mixing the three different types of audio streams is set based on the transferred information in the sound mixer SDMIX. The output dynamic range of a final audio output AOUT can be uniquely set by the advanced content playback unit ADVP1, to be used.

[1294] The handling method and contents of the three different types of audio streams in the audio mixing model of this embodiment will be described below.

[1295] The effect audio stream EFTAD (see FIG. 10) is an audio stream basically used when the user clicks a graphical button. A use example will be explained below using FIG. 16. As shown in FIG. 16, the advanced application ADAPL is presented on the screen, and the help icon 33 is presented in it. For example, when the user clicks (designates) the help icon 33, a specific audio is output immediately after the help icon 33 is pressed as one means for indicating clicking of the help icon 33 to the user, thus clearly demonstrating the fact of clicking of the help icon 33 to the user. An effect sound that informs the user of clicking corresponds to the effect audio EFTAD. In this embodiment, the effect audio EFTAD supports a single-channel (monaural) or stereo-channel (two-channel) WAV format. In this embodiment, the sound decoder SNDDEC in the advanced application presentation engine AAPEN generates an effect audio stream EFTAD in accordance with the information contents of control information CTRL1 sent from the navigation manager NVMNG, and transfers it to the audio mixing engine ADMXEN. The sound source of this effect audio stream EFTAD is saved in advance as a WAV file in the file cache FLCHI. The sound decoder SNDDEC in the advanced application presentation engine AAPEN reads this WAV file, converts it into a linear PCM format, and transfers the converted file to the audio mixing engine ADMXEN. In this embodiment, the effect audio EFTAD cannot present two or more streams at the same time. In this embodiment, when a presentation output request of the next effect audio stream EFTAD is issued
while one effect audio stream EFTAD is presented, the effect audio stream EFTAD designated next is preferentially output. A practical example will be explained using FIG. 16. For example, a case will be examined wherein the user holds down the FF button 38. That is, a case will be examined below wherein holding down the effect (FF) button 38, a corresponding effect audio EFTAD continuously sounds for several seconds to present that fact to the user. When the user presses the play button 35 immediately after he or she holds down the FF button 38 before sounding of the effect audio EFTAD ends, an effect audio EFTAD indicating pressing of the play button 35 is output instead before sounding of the effect audio EFTAD ends. As a result, when the user successively presses a plurality of image objects of the advanced application ADAPL presented on the screen, a quick response to the user can be presented, thus greatly improving user’s convenience.

[1296] In this embodiment, the sub audio stream SUBAD supports two sub audio streams SUBAD, i.e., the sub audio stream SUBAD in the secondary audio video SCDAV and that in the primary audio video PRMAV.

[1297] The secondary audio video SCDAV can be presented in synchronism with the title timeline TMLE or can also be presented asynchronously. If the secondary audio video SCDAV includes both the sub video SUBVD and sub audio SUBAD, the sub video SUBVD and sub audio SUBAD must be synchronized with each other independently of whether or not the secondary audio video SCDAV is synchronized with the title timeline TMLE. The sub audio SUBAD in the primary audio video PRMAV must be synchronized with the title timeline TMLE. In this embodiment, meta data control information in an elementary stream of the sub audio stream SUBAD is also processed by the sub audio decoder SADEC.

[1298] In this embodiment, as the main audio stream MANAD, three different types of main audio streams MANAD, i.e., a main audio stream MANAD in a substitute audio video SBTAD, that in a substitute audio SBTAD, and that in a primary audio video PRMAV are available. All main audio streams MANAD included in different playback presentation objects must be synchronized with the title timeline TMLE.

[1299] FIG. 43 shows a data supply model from the network server NTSRV and persistent storage PRSTR memory in this embodiment.

[1300] Network and Persistent Storage Data Supply Model

[1301] Persistent Storage can store any Advanced Content files. Network Server can store any Advanced Content files except for Primary Video Set. Network Manager and Persistent Storage Manager provide file access functions. Network Manager also provides protocol level access functions.

[1302] File Cache Manager in Navigation Manager can get Advanced Stream file directly from Network Server and Persistent Storage via Network Manager and Persistent Storage Manager. Parser in Navigation Manager cannot read Advanced Navigation files directly from Network Server and Persistent Storage except for Play list in startup sequence. Files shall be stored to File Cache at once before being read by Parser.

[1303] Advanced Application Presentation Engine has a way to copy the files from Network Server or Persistent Storage to File Cache. Advanced Application Presentation Engine invokes File Cache Manager to get the files which are not located on File Cache. File Cache Manager compares with File Cache Table whether requested file is cached on File Cache or not. The case the file exists on File Cache, File Cache Manager passes the file data to Advanced Application Presentation Engine directly from File Cache. The case the file does not exist on File Cache, File Cache Manager gets the file from its original location to File Cache, and then passes the file data to Advanced Application Presentation Engine.

[1304] Secondary Video Player can directly get files of Secondary Video Set, such as TMAP and S-EVOB, from Network Server and Persistent Storage via Network Manager and Persistent Storage Manager as well as File Cache. Typically, Secondary Video Playback Engine uses Streaming Buffer to get S-EVOB from Network Server. It stored part of S-EVOB data to Streaming Buffer at once, and feed it to Demux module in Secondary Video Player.

[1305] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[1306] In this embodiment, the advanced content file ADVCT can be stored in the persistent storage PRSTR. Also, the advanced content ADVCT except for the primary video set PRMVS can be stored in the network server NTSRV. In this embodiment, the network manager NTMNG and persistent storage manager PRMG in the data access manager DAMG in FIG. 43 execute access processing to various files associated with the advanced content ADVCT. Furthermore, the network manager NTMNG has an access function on the protocol level. The file cache manager FLCMN in the navigation manager NVMNG makes control upon directly acquiring an advanced stream file associated with the advanced application ADAPL from the network server NTSRV or persistent storage PRSTR via the network manager NVMNG or persistent storage manager PRMG. The parser PARSER can directly read the contents of the playlist file PLLST upon startup of the advanced content playback unit ADVPL. To this end, the playlist file PLLST must be stored in the information storage medium DISC. However, this embodiment is not limited to this. For example, the playlist file PLLST may be stored in the persistent storage PRSTR, network server NTSRV, or the like, and may be directly read from there. In this embodiment, the parser PARSER in the navigation manager NVMNG cannot directly play back files such as a manifest file MFNST, markup file MKRUP, script file SCRP, and the like, which are located under the advanced navigation directory ADVNV indicated by advanced navigation files (see FIG. 11) and are obtained from the network server NTSRV or persistent storage PRSTR.

[1307] That is, this embodiment is premised on that when the parser PARSER plays back advanced navigation files ADVNV (i.e., files such as the manifest file MFNST, markup file MKRUP, script file SCRP, and the like under the directory ADVNV), these files are temporarily recorded in the file cache FLCCH, and the parser PARSER plays back the advanced navigation files ADVNV from the file cache FLCCH. It is also premised on that advanced elements ADVVEL (files such as a still picture file IMG, effect audio file EFTAD, font file FONT, and other files OTHER shown
in FIG. 11) are stored in the file cache FLCCH in advance. That is, the advanced content ADVCT including the advanced elements ADVEL is transferred in advance from the network server NTSRV or persistent storage PRSTR via the network manager NTMNG or persistent storage manager PRMNG in the data access manager DAMNG, and is stored in advance in the file cache FLCCH. Then, the advanced application presentation engine AAPEN reads the advanced elements ADVEL stored in the file cache FLCCH. The advanced application presentation engine AAPEN in the presentation engine PRSEN controls to copy various files in the network server NTSRV or persistent storage PRSTR to the file cache FLCCH. The advanced application presentation engine AAPEN controls the file cache manager FLCMNG in the navigation manager NVMNG to store required files (or short files of required information) in the file cache FLCCH. With this control, the file cache manager FLCMNG confirms the contents of a file cache table which indicates a list stored in the file cache FLCCH to see if files requested from the advanced application presentation engine AAPEN are temporarily stored in the file cache FLCCH. In the description of this embodiment, the advanced application presentation engine AAPEN in the presentation engine PRSEN controls the file cache manager FLCMNG in the navigation manager NVMNG to store the required advanced content ADVCT in the file cache FLCCH in advance. However, this embodiment is not limited to this. For example, the playlist manager PLMNG in the navigation manager NVMNG may interpret the contents of resource information RESRC in the playlist PLLST and may report the parser PARSER on that result, and the parser PARSER may control the file cache manager FLCMNG based on the resource information RESRC to store the required advanced content ADVCT in the file cache FLCCH in advance. As a result, if all the required files are temporarily stored in the file cache FLCCH, the file cache manager FLCMNG directly transmits the required file data from the file cache FLCCH to the advanced application presentation engine AAPEN. Contrary to this, if not all the required files are stored in the file cache FLCCH, the file cache manager FLCMNG reads required files from their original storage location (network server NTSRV or persistent storage PRSTR) and transfers them to the file cache FLCCH. After that, the required file data are transferred to the advanced application presentation engine AAPEN. The secondary video player SCVPD controls to transfer the time map file STMAP (see FIG. 11) and secondary enhanced video object file S-EVOB of the secondary video set file SCVDVS from the network server NTSRV or persistent storage PRSTR to the file cache FLCCH via the network manager NTMNG or persistent storage manager PRMNG. The secondary enhanced object data S-EVOB read from the network server NTSRV is temporarily stored in the streaming buffer STRBUF. After that, the secondary video playback engine SVPBEN in the secondary video player SCVPD plays back the stored secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB from the streaming buffer STRBUF. Some of the secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB stored in the streaming buffer STRBUF are transferred to the demultiplexer DEMUX in the secondary video player SCVPD, and are demultiplexed.

[1308] In this embodiment, upon playback of the advanced content ADVCT, every user input events are processed first by the programming engine PRGEN in the advanced application manager ADAMNG. FIG. 44 shows a user input handling model in this embodiment.

[1309] User Input Model:

[1310] All user input events shall be handled by Programming Engine at first while Advanced Content is played back.

[1311] User operation signal via user interface devices are inputted into each device controller module in User Interface Engine. Some of user operation signals may be translated to defined events, “UI/EVENT” of “Interface Remote Controller Event”. Translated UI/EVENTs are transmitted to Programming Engine.

[1312] Programming Engine has ECMA Script Processor which is responsible for executing programmable behaviors. Programmable behaviors are defined by description of ECMA Script which is provided by script file(s) in each Advanced Application. User event handlers which are defined in Script are registered into Programming Engine.

[1313] When ECMA Script Processor receives user input event, ECMA Script Processor searches whether the user event handler which is corresponding to the current event in the registered Script of Advanced Application.

[1314] If exists, ECMA Script Processor executes it. If not exist, ECMA Script Processor searches in default event handler script which is defined by in this specification. If there exists the corresponding default event handler code, ECMA Script Processor executes it. If not exist, ECMA Script Processor discards the event.

[1315] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[1316] For example, signals of user operations UOPE generated by various user interface drives such as a keyboard, mouse, remote controller, and the like are input as user interface events UIEVENT by various device controller modules (e.g., the remote control controller RMCTR, keyboard controller KBDCTR, mouse controller MUSCTR, and the like) in the user interface engine UIENG, as shown in FIG. 28. That is, each user operation signal UOPE is input to the programming engine PRGEN in the advanced application manager ADAMNG as a user interface event UIEVENT through the user interface engine UIENG, as shown in FIG. 44. An ECMA script processor ECMASP which supports execution of various script files SCRIT is included in the programming engine PRGEN in the advanced application manager ADAMNG. In this embodiment, the programming engine PRGEN in the advanced application manager ADAMNG includes the storage location of an advanced application script ADAPL and that of a default event handler script DEVHISP, as shown in FIG. 44. FIG. 45 shows a list of user input events in this embodiment.

[1317] Default Input Handler:

[1318] Definition of Default Input Handler for User Input Event is defined in FIG. 45.

[1319] When user input events are not consumed by Advanced Application, Default Input Handler shall implement the action defined by the following Scripts.

[1320] Virtual Key Code: Virtual Key Code that is created by Player in response to user input devices

[1321] Instruction: An instruction for Virtual Key Code
[1322] Default Input Handler: Script that define the default action

[1323] Mandatory/Optional: When Virtual Key Code is “Mandatory”, Player shall provide user input devices that are able to send this code.

[1324] Value: The value used in Script for user input events

[1325] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[1326] As shown in FIG. 45, for example, a simple operation for moving a cursor on the screen, or a combination of such simple operations is called a user input event, and combination processing of a series of operations such as FF playback and the like is called an input handler. Virtual key codes (input handler codes) are set in correspondence with the user input events and input handlers. In this embodiment, a plurality of pieces of information of virtual key codes corresponding to default input handler codes and user input events shown in FIG. 45 are recorded in advance in the default event handler script DEVHSP in the programming engine PRGGEN. Information recorded in the script file SCRIPT (see FIG. 11) of the advanced application ADAPL, which is fetched from the network server NTSSV, information storage medium DISC, or persistent storage PRSTR, is recorded in the advanced application script recording area ADAPLIS in the programming engine PRGGEN, as shown in FIG. 44. Upon reception of a user interface event UIEV, the ECMA script processor ECMASP interprets event handler codes (virtual key codes corresponding to default input handler codes or user input events) included in that user interface event UIEV, and searches to see if all the event handler codes described in the user interface event UIEV correspond to those which are registered in the advanced application script recording area ADAPLIS. If all the event handler codes described in the user interface event UIEV correspond to those registered in the advanced application script recording area ADAPLIS, the ECMA script processor ECMASP immediately starts execution processing according to their contents. If the event handler codes described in the user interface event UIEV includes those which are not registered in the advanced application script recording area ADAPLIS, the default event handler script DEVHSP IS searched for corresponding event handler codes. If all pieces of information of short event handler codes are stored in the default event handler script DEVHSP, the ECMA script processor ECMASP performs execution processing according to the contents of the user interface event UIEV using the event handler codes registered in the advanced application script recording area ADAPLIS and default event handler script DEVHSP. If the event handler codes included in the user interface event UIEV are not registered in the default event handler script DEVHSP, either, the ECMA script processor ignores the contents of the user interface event UIEV, and invalidates execution of the user interface event UIEV.

[1327] FIG. 45 shows the contents of the event handlers and event handler codes described in the description of FIG. 44. FIG. 45 shows the contents of event handlers and virtual key codes which are registered in advance in the default event handler script DEVHSP, the user event handlers described using FIG. 44 correspond to default input handlers in FIG. 45, and the default event handler codes described using FIG. 44 correspond to virtual key codes in FIG. 45. Instructions in FIG. 45 represent execution contents corresponding to the virtual key codes, and their detailed contents will be explained in the following paragraphs of function overview.

[1328] As shown in FIG. 45, events having default input handlers correspond to 15 different types of virtual key codes. When the virtual key code is “VK_PLAY”, the default input handler is “playHandler”, the value is “0xF0”, and this event is set upon normal speed playback. When the virtual key code is “VK_PAUSE”, the default input handler is “pauseHandler”, the value is “0xB3”, and this event is set upon pausing and playback. When the virtual key code is “VK_FF”, the default input handler is “fastForwardHandler”, the value is “0xC1”, and this event is set upon fast-forward playback. When the virtual key code is “VK_FR”, the default input handler is “fastReverseHandler”, the value is “0xC2”, and this event is set upon fast-reverse playback. When the virtual key code is “VK_SF”, the default input handler is “slowForwardHandler”, the value is “0xC3”, and this event is set upon slow-forward playback. When the virtual key code is “VK_SR”, the default input handler is “slowReverseHandler”, the value is “0xC4”, and this event is set upon slow-reverse playback. When the virtual key code is “VK_STEP_REV”, the default input handler is “stepPreviousHandler”, the value is “0xC5”, and this event is set upon returning to the previous step. When the virtual key code is “VK_STEP_NEXT”, the default input handler is “stepNextHandler”, the value is “0xC6”, and this event is set upon jumping to the next step. When the virtual key code is “VK_SKIP_PREV”, the default input handler is “skipPreviousHandler”, the value is “0xC7”, and this event is set upon playing back the previous chapter. When the virtual key code is “VK_SKIP_NEXT”, the default input handler is “skipNextHandler”, the value is “0xC8”, and this event is set upon playing back the next chapter. When the virtual key code is “VK_SUBTITLE_SWITCH”, the default input handler is “switchSubTitleHandler”, the value is “0xC9”, and this event is set upon setting ON/OFF of presentation of a subtitle. When the virtual key code is “VK_SUBTITLE”, the default input handler is “changeSubtitleHandler”, the value is “0xCA”, and this event is set upon changing a subtitle track. When the virtual key code is “VK_AUDIO”, the default input handler is “changeAudioHandler”, the value is “0xCD”, and this event is set upon switching an audio track.

[1329] Even for events having no default input handlers, values and instructions can be set for virtual key codes. When the virtual key code is “VK_MENU”, the value is “0xCE”, and this event is set upon presenting a menu. When the virtual key code is “VK_TOP_MENU”, the value is “0xCF”, and this event is set upon presenting a top menu. When the virtual key code is “VK_BACK” the value is “0xD0”, and this event is set upon returning to the previous frame or the playback start position. When the virtual key code is “VK_RESUME”, the value is “0xD1”, and this event is set upon returning from a menu. When the virtual key
code is “VK_LEFT”, the value is “0x25” and this event is set upon shifting the cursor to the left. When the virtual key code is “VK_UP”, the value is “0x26”, and this event is set upon shifting the cursor upward. When the virtual key code is “VK_RIGHT”, the value is “0x27”, and this event is set upon shifting the cursor to the right. When the virtual key code is “VK_DOWN”, the value is “0x28”, and this event is set upon shifting the cursor downward. When the virtual key code is “VK_ULEFT” the value is “0x29”, and this event is set upon shifting the cursor left upward. When the virtual key code is “VK_UPRIGHT”, the value is “0x30”, and this event is set upon shifting the cursor right upward. When the virtual key code is “VK_DOWNLEFT”, the value is “0x31” and this event is set upon shifting the cursor left downward. When the virtual key code is “VK_DOWNRIGHT”, the value is “0x32”, and this event is set upon shifting the cursor right downward. When the virtual key code is “VK_TAB”, the value is “0x09” and this event is set upon using a tab. When the virtual key code is “VK_A_BUTTON”, the value is “0x70”, and this event is set upon pressing an A button. When the virtual key code is “VK_B_BUTTON”, the value is “0x71”, and this event is set upon pressing a B button. When the virtual key code is “VK_C_BUTTON”, the value is “0x72”, and this event is set upon pressing a C button. When the virtual key code is “VK_D_BUTTON”, the value is “0x73”, and this event is set upon pressing a D button. When the virtual key code is “VK_ENTER”, the value is “0x0D”, and this event is set upon pressing an OK button. When the virtual key code is “VK_ESCAPE”, the value is “0x1B”, and this event is set upon cancel. When the virtual key code is “VK_0”, the value is “0x30”, and “0” is set. When the virtual key code is “VK_1”, the value is “0x31”, and “1” is set. When the virtual key code is “VK_2”, the value is “0x32”, and “2” is set. When the virtual key code is “VK_3”, the value is “0x33”, and “3” is set. When the virtual key code is “VK_4”, the value is “0x34”, and “4” is set. When the virtual key code is “VK_5”, the value is “0x35”, and “5” is set. When the virtual key code is “VK_6”, the value is “0x36”, and “6” is set. When the virtual key code is “VK_7”, the value is “0x37”, and “7” is set. When the virtual key code is “VK_8”, the value is “0x38”, and “8” is set. When the virtual key code is “VK_9”, the value is “0x39”, and “9” is set. When the virtual key code is “VK_MOUSEDOWN”, the value is “0x01”, and this event is set upon disabling input of the designated element (shifting it to the non-frontmost plane). When the virtual key code is “VK_MOUSEUP”, the value is “0x02”, and this event is set upon enabling input of the designated element (shifting it to the frontmost plane).

[1330] In the existing DVD-Video or the standard content STDC in this embodiment, an SPRM (system parameter) is defined to set a parameter used by the system. However, in this embodiment, the advanced content navigation does not use any SPRM (system parameters), and system parameters shown in FIGS. 50 to 53 are set as alternatives to the SPRM (system parameters). Upon playing back the advanced content ADVCT, the SPRM (system parameter) value can be detected by API command processing. As the system parameter in this embodiment, the following four different types of parameters can be set. The system parameters are set for each advanced content playback unit ADVP in the information recording and playback apparatus 1. Player parameters shown in FIG. 46 can be commonly set for each information recording and playback apparatus 1. Profile parameters shown in FIG. 47 indicate data of a user profile. Presentation parameters shown in FIG. 48 indicate the presentation state on the screen. Layout parameters shown in FIG. 49 mean parameters associated with the layout upon video presentation (see FIG. 39).

[1331] In this embodiment, the system parameters are temporarily set in the data cache DTCCH shown in FIG. 14. However, this embodiment is not limited to this. For example, the system parameters can be set in a temporary memory (not shown) set in the parser PARSER in the navigation manager NVMNG shown in FIG. 28. An explanation will be given below for respective drawings.

[1332] FIG. 46 shows a list of player parameters in this embodiment.

[1333] In this embodiment, the player parameters include two objects, i.e., a player parameter object and a data cache object. The player parameters mean general parameter information required upon executing video playback processing of the advanced content playback unit ADVP in the information recording and playback apparatus 1 shown in FIG. 1. Of the player parameters, general parameter information which is not associated with network downloading and data transfer from the persistent storage PRST to the data cache DTCCH belongs to the player parameters. The processing in the advanced content playback unit ADVP in this embodiment is premised on the data transfer processing to the data cache DTCCH. As parameter information required for the advanced content playback unit ADVP, a parameter required for the data transfer processing to the data cache is defined as a player parameter corresponding to the data cache.

[1334] In the player parameter object, 13 player parameters are set. As the contents of the player parameters, “majorVersion” means an integer value of the version number of the corresponding specification. “minorVersion” means a value below the decimal point of the version number of the corresponding specification. “videoCapability” means the presentation capability of a sub video. “audioCapabilityMain” means the presentation capability of a main audio. “audioCapabilitySub” means the presentation capability of a sub audio. “audioCapabilityAnalog” means the presentation capability of an analog audio. “audioCapabilityPCM” means the presentation capability of a PCM audio. “audioCapabilitySPDIF” means the presentation capability of an SPDIF audio. “regionCode” means a region code. The region code means that the earth is divided into six regions, and region code numbers are set for respective regions. Upon video playback, playback presentation is permitted in only a region that matches the region code number. “countryCode” means a country code. “displayAspectRatio” means an aspect ratio. The aspect ratio means the horizontal to vertical ratio of the video screen to be presented to the user. “currentDisplayMode” means a display mode. “networkThroughput” means a network throughput. The network throughput means the transfer rate of data transferred from the network server NTSRV via the network.

[1335] Also, “dataCacheSize” is set in the data cache object, and means the data cache size as its contents.

[1336] FIG. 47 shows a list of profile parameters in this embodiment.

[1337] In this embodiment, the profile parameters include a profile parameter object. The profile parameters mean
parameters associated with the frame presentation format processed by the advanced content playback unit ADVPVL in the information recording and playback apparatus 1 shown in FIG. 1. In the profile parameter object, four profile parameters are set. As the contents of the profile parameters, “parentalLevel” means a parameter that specifies a level that permits children to view with respect to adult video, video pictures including violent/erotic scenes, and the like that cannot be presented to children. By utilizing this parameter, when, for example, a video picture with a high parental level is presented to children, a video picture obtained by editing only scenes the children can watch can be presented. “menuLanguage” means a menu language. “initialAudioLanguage” means an initial audio language. “initialSubtitleLanguage” means an initial subtitle language.

[1338] FIG. 48 shows a list of presentation parameters.

[1339] In this embodiment, the presentation parameters mean parameters associated with the presentation frame and presentation audio processed by the advanced content playback unit ADVPVL in the information recording and playback apparatus shown in FIG. 1, and include three objects, i.e., a playlist manager PLMNG object, audio mixing engine ADMXEN object, and data cache DTCCH object. The playlist manager PLMNG object includes parameters required for the processing in the playlist manager PLMNG in the navigation manager NVMNG shown in FIG. 28. The audio mixing engine ADMXEN object can be classified to parameters required for the processing in the audio mixing engine ADMXEN in the AV render engine AVRND shown in FIG. 38. The data cache DTCCH object can be classified to parameters (data cache) required for the processing in the streaming buffer STRBUF in the data cache DTCCH shown in FIG. 27.

[1340] In the playlist manager PLMNG object, 11 playlist manager PLMNG parameters are set. As the contents of the playlist manager parameters PLMNG, “playlist” will be described below. To the playlist file PLIST, a number can be appended to a file name. When the playlist file PLIST is edited or updated, that edited or updated file is appended with a number which has a value larger by “1” than the largest number of the previous appended numbers, and the file is saved, thus generating a latest playlist file PLIST. When the appended number of the playlist file PLIST to be played back by the advanced content playback unit ADVPVL is set as the parameter, video playback can be implemented based on an optimal playlist PLIST that the user wants. However, this embodiment is not limited to this. As another embodiment, a combination of a title ID (titleId) and an elapsed time on the title timeline (titleElapsedTime) may be used to record the last position where the user interrupted playback (the last position where the user ended playback). As for “titleId”, by recording identification information (title ID) of a title upon interrupting playback (or played back last), the user can restart playback from the title whose playback was interrupted previously. “titleElapsedTime” means an elapsed time on the title timeline. “currentVideoTrack” means the track number of a main video. “currentAudioTrack” means the track number of a main audio. “currentSubtitleTrack” means the track number of a subtitle. “selectedAudioLanguage” means a language (Japanese JA, English EN, etc.) which is selected by the user and is audibly output upon playback. “selectedAudioLanguageExtension” means an extension field of the selected audio language. “selectedSubtitleLanguage” means a language (Japanese JA, English EN, etc.) of a subtitle which is selected by the user and is output upon playback. “selectedSubtitleLanguageExtension” means an extension field of the selected subtitle language. “selectedApplicationGroup” means a language (Japanese JA, English EN, etc.) of an application group which is selected by the user and is output upon playback. For example, this parameter represents presentation language identification as to whether text presented on the help icon 33 shown in FIG. 16 is presented as “ヘルプ” or “help”.

[1341] In the audio mixing engine ADMXEN object, 10 audio mixing engine ADMXEN parameters are set. As the contents of the audio mixing engine parameters ADMXEN, “volumeL” means the tone volume of a left channel. “volumeR” means the tone volume of a right channel. “volumeC” means the tone volume of a center channel. “volumeLS” means the tone volume of a left surround channel. “volumeRS” means the tone volume of a right surround channel. “volumeLB” means the tone volume of a left behind surround channel. “volumeRB” means the tone volume of a right behind surround channel. “volumeFE” means the tone volume of a sub woofer channel. “mixSubXtoX” means a sub audio down mix coefficient (percentages). For example, when the main title 31 presented by the main video MANVD and the independent window 32 for a commercial presented by the sub video SUBVD are to be simultaneously presented, as shown in FIG. 16, the main audio MANAD corresponding to the main title 31 and the sub audio SUBAD corresponding to the independent window 32 for a commercial need be simultaneously audibly output. The ratio of the output tone volume of the sub audio SUBAD to that of the main audio MANAD at that time is called the sub audio down mixing coefficient. “mixEffectXtoX” means a sub effect audio down mix coefficient (percentages). For example, as shown in FIG. 16, the user often presses various icons 33 to 38 formed by the advanced application ADAPL. An effect sound which expresses that the user instructs to execute each element (icon) in the advanced application ADAPL means an example of the sub effect audio. In this case, the sub effect audio need to be audibly output simultaneously with the main audio MANAD corresponding to the main title 31. The ratio of the tone volume of the sub effect audio to that of the main audio MANAD at that time is called the sub effect audio down mix coefficient.

[1342] In the data cache DTCCH object, “streamingBufferSize” is set, and means the streaming buffer size as its contents. Data of the secondary video set SCDVS transferred from the network server NTSTRV are temporarily stored in the streaming buffer STRBUF. To allow such storage, the size of the streaming buffer STRBUF in the data cache DTCCH need be assigned in advance. The size of the streaming buffer STRBUF required at that time is specified in the configuration information CONFIG in the playlist file PLIST.

[1343] FIG. 49 shows a list of layout parameters in this embodiment. In this embodiment, the layout parameters include a presentation engine PRSEN object. The layout parameters mean those which are processed by the advanced content playback unit ADVPVL in the information recording and playback apparatus 1 shown in FIG. 1, and are associated with the layout on the frame to be presented to the user.
In the presentation engine PRSEN object, 16 presentation engine PRSEN parameters are set. As the contents of the presentation engine PRSEN parameters, "main-video.x" means the x-coordinate value of the origin position of the main video. "mainvideo.y" means the y-coordinate value of the origin position of the main video. "mainVideoScaleNumeratort" means the value of the numerator of a main video scaling value. "mainVideoScaleDenominator" means the value of the denominator of the main video scaling value. "mainVideoCrop.x" means the x-coordinate value of the main video presentation area. "mainVideoCrop.y" means the y-coordinate value of the main video presentation area. "mainVideoCrop.width" means the width of the main video presentation area. "mainVideoCrop.height" means the height of the main video presentation area. "subVideo.x" means the x-coordinate value of the origin position of the sub video. "subVideo.y" means the y-coordinate value of the origin position of the sub video. "subVideoScaleNumeratort" means the numerator of a sub video scaling value. "subVideoScaleDenominator" means the denominator of the sub video scaling value. "subVideoCrop.x" means the x-coordinate value of the sub video presentation area. "subVideoCrop.y" means the y-coordinate value of the sub video presentation area. "subVideoCrop.width" means the width of the sub video presentation area. "subVideoCrop.height" means the height of the sub video presentation area.

A description will now be given as to a method of setting a playlist file PLLST used for playback of advanced contents ADVCT in this embodiment with reference to FIGS. 50 and 51. In this embodiment, it is basically assumed that a playlist file PLLST exists in the information storage medium DISC. At an initial stage, playback processing of the advanced contents ADVCT is performed by using the playlist file PLLST stored in the information storage medium DISC. However, in this embodiment, contents of the playlist file PLLST for playback of the advanced contents ADVCT can be updated by methods described below.

1. The network server NTSRV is utilized to update contents of the playlist file PLLST.

2. A playlist file obtained by uniquely editing or creating a playback procedure of the advanced contents ADVCT by a user is used to execute playback processing of the advanced contents ADVCT.

The network server NTSRV described in 1 can be used to store a downloaded new playlist file PLLST in the persistent storage PRSTR. Then, the playlist file PLLST in the persistent storage PRSTR is used to play back the advanced contents ADVCT. In each of the methods described in 1 and 2, sequential numbers are set to (file names of) playlist files PLLST, and the highest number is set to the latest playlist file PLLST in this embodiment in order to allow identification of the old playlist file PLLST and the updated or edited/created new playlist file PLLST. As a result, even if a plurality of playlist files PLLST exist with respect to the same advanced contents ADVCT, utilizing the playlist file PLLST having the highest number added thereto allow recognition of the playback method for the latest advanced contents ADVCT.

The method of 2 will now be described.

In case of prohibiting a user from editing the advanced contents ADVCT supplied by a content provider, copy protection processing (scramble processing) is performed with respect to a playback/display object in the advanced contents ADVCT, thereby prohibiting the user from editing the contents. Moreover, in case of supplying a playback/display object which allows a user to perform editing from a content provider, copy control processing (scramble processing) is not executed with respect to the playback/display object, thereby allowing editing processing by the user. A playlist file PLLST which is created when a user edges a playback/display object which is not allowed to be edited (copy control/scramble processing) by the content provider can be stored in the persistent storage PRSTR in this embodiment. As described above, allowing a predetermined playlist file PLLST to be recorded in the persistent storage PRSTR can obtain the following effects.

A) Since a download timing of an updated playlist file PLLST stored in the network server NTSRV is no longer necessary, a playback start time based on the updated playlist file PLLST can be shortened.

B) When a user freely edits creates advanced contents ADVCT allowed to be edited/created, the advanced contents ADVCT matching with preferences of the user can be played back.

A relationship between the method of 2 and the effects of this embodiment shown in FIGS. 2A to 2C will now be described.

As illustrated in FIGS. 2A to 2C, a management data structure itself is relatively customized in the conventional DVD-Video standards for a user request to assure the processing simplicity of image related information and the transmission simplicity of processed information as shown in FIGS. 2A to 2C, it is impossible to flexibly and readily cope with complicated editing processing. On the other hand, in this embodiment, XML is used in written contents of a playlist file PLLST, and a concept of title timeline TMLÉ is introduced into a description concept of the playlist file. Additionally, in this embodiment, allowing updating the thus created playlist file PLLST facilitates selective creation or transmission of a playlist file PLLST by a user shown in [8] of FIG. 2C. That is, not only selection or creation/editing of a playlist file PLLST by a user shown in [8.1] of FIG. 2C can be performed in accordance with the method of 2, but also a transmitted playlist file PLLST can be utilized on a reception side by transmitting the playlist file PLLST selected/created by the user as shown in [8.2] of FIG. 2C and optimizing a set number of the playlist file PLLST received by a friend.

In this embodiment, the updated or edited/created new playlist file PLLST is stored in the persistent storage PRSTR with its set number being incremented. Therefore, when starting up playback of advanced contents ADVCT, as shown in FIG. 50, all playlist files PLLST existing in the information storage medium DISC and the persistent storage PRSTR are searched, and a playlist file PLLST having the highest set number is extracted, thereby enabling playback control based on the latest playlist file PLLST.

Further, in case of downloading an updated playlist file PLLST existing in the network server NTSRV, as shown in FIG. 51, the latest playlist file PLLST is downloaded from the network server NTSRV, and its set number is changed to a value larger than those of existing playlist files PLLST.
Then, this file is stored in the persistent storage PRSTR, thereby enabling playback based on the playlist file PLLST obtained after updating the playlist file PLLST stored in the network server NTSRV.

[1357]  "Startup Sequence of Advanced Content"

[1358]  FIG. 50 shows a flow chart of startup sequence for Advanced Content in disc.

[1359]  1) Read ‘DISCID.DAT’ on a disc:

[1360]  After detecting inserted HD DVD-Video disc is Disc Category 2 or Category 3, the Playlist Manager reads PROVIDER_ID, CONTENT_ID and SEARCH_FLG from the ‘DISCID.DAT’ file to access the Persistent Storage area associated with this disc.

[1361]  2) Read Display Mode information in System Parameters:

[1362]  The Playlist Manager reads ‘Display Mode’ information. Move to VPLST search steps, when ‘Display Mode’ indicates that the player is connecting to some display. Otherwise, move to APLST search steps.

[1363]  3) VPLST search steps

[1364]  3-1) Search VPLST files under specified directory in all connected Persistent Storage:

[1365]  If SEARCH_FLG is ‘0b’, the Playlist Manager searches ‘VPLSTXXXX.XPL’ files in the area specified by Provider ID and Content ID in all connected Persistent Storages. (‘XXXX’ indicates the number from ‘0000’ to ‘9999’). If SEARCH_FLG is ‘1b’, skip this step.

[1366]  3-2) Search a VPLST files under ‘ADV_OBJ’ directory on a disc:

[1367]  The Playlist Manager searches ‘VPLSTXXXX.XPL’ files under ‘ADV_OBJ’ directory on a disc. (‘XXXX’ indicates the number from ‘0000’ to ‘9999’)

[1368]  3-3) Detect VPLSTXXXX.XPL.

[1369]  If the Playlist Manager does not detect ‘VPLSTXXXX.XPL’ file, then move to APLST search steps.

[1370]  3-4) Read the VPLST file which has the highest number:

[1371]  The Playlist Manager reads a VPLST file which has the highest number (described as ‘SSS’ above) in those VPLST files found in the preceding VPLST search procedures. After that, moves to ‘Change System Configuration’ step.

[1372]  4) APLST search steps

[1373]  4-1) Search APLST files under specified directory in all connected Persistent Storage:

[1374]  If SEARCH_FLG is ‘0b’, the Playlist Manager searches ‘APLST###.XPL’ files in the area specified by Provider ID and Content ID in all connected Persistent Storages. (‘###’ indicates the number from ‘000’ to ‘999’) If SEARCH_FLG is ‘b’, skip this step.

[1375]  4-2) Search APLST files under ‘ADV_OBJ’ directory on a disc:

[1376]  The Playlist Manager searches ‘APLST###.XPL’ files under ‘ADV_OBJ’ directory on a disc. (‘###’ indicates the number from ‘000’ to ‘9999’)

[1377]  4-3) Detect APLST###.XPL.

[1378]  If the Playlist Manager does not detect ‘APLST###.XPL’ file, then move to Failure step.

[1379]  4-4) Read the APLST file which has the highest number:

[1380]  The Playlist Manager reads a APLST file which has the highest number (described as ‘###’ above) in those APLST files found in the preceding APLST search procedures. And moves to ‘Change System Configuration’ step.

[1381]  5) Change System Configuration:

[1382]  The player changes system resource configuration of the Advanced Content Player. The Streaming Buffer size is changed in accordance with streaming buffer size described in Playlist during this phase. All files and data currently in File Cache and Streaming Buffer are withdrawn.

[1383]  6) Initialize Title Timeline Mapping & Playback Sequence:

[1384]  The Playlist Manager calculates when the Presentation Object(s) to be presented on the Title Timeline of the first Title and where are the chapter entry point (s).

[1385]  7) Preparation for the first Title playback:

[1386]  The File Cache Manager shall read and store all files which are needed to be stored in the File Cache in advance to start the first Title playback. They may be Advanced Navigation files for the Advanced Application Manager, Advanced Element files for the Advanced Application Presentation Engine or TMAP/S-EV08 file(s) for the Secondary Video Player. The Playlist Manager initializes presentation modules, such as the Advanced Application Presentation Engine, the Secondary Video Player and the Primary Video Player in this phase.

[1387]  If there is Primary Audio Video in the first Title, the Playlist Manager informs the presentation mapping information of Primary Audio Video onto the Title Timeline of the first Title in addition to specifying navigation files for Primary Video Set, such as IFO and TMAP(s). The Primary Video Player reads IFO and TMAPs from disc, and then prepares internal parameters for playback control to Primary Video Set in accordance with the informed presentation mapping information in addition to establishment the connection between the Primary Video Player and required decoder modules in Decoder Engine.

[1388]  If there is the presentation object which is played by the Secondary Video Player, such as Secondary Audio Video and Substitute Audio in the first Title, the Navigation Manager informs the presentation mapping information of the first presentation object of the Title Timeline in addition to specifying navigation files for the presentation object, such as TMAP. The Secondary Video Player reads TMAP from data source, and then prepares internal parameters for playback control to the presentation object in accordance with the informed presentation mapping information in addition to establishment the connection between the Secondary Video Player and required decoder modules in Decoder Engine.
8) Start to play the first Title:

After preparation for the first Title playback, the Advanced Content Player starts the Title Timeline. The presentation object mapped onto the Title Timeline start presentation in accordance with its presentation schedule.

9) Failure:

If the Playlist Manager is not able to detect neither "VPLISTSSX.XPL" nor "APLIST###.XPL" move to this step. In this step, the behavior of restart is left to player.

More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

A startup sequence of advanced contents ADVCT in this embodiment will now be described with reference to FIG. 50. Basically, playlist files PLIST in all persistent storages PRSTR connected with the information storage medium DISC are searched, a playlist file PLIST having the highest set number is extracted, and playback processing based on this file is executed.

As shown in FIG. 5, in this embodiment, three types of information storage mediums DISC classified into Category 1 to Category 3 are set. Of such information storage mediums DISC, information of advanced contents ADVCT can be recorded in the information storage medium DISC corresponding to Category 2 and Category 3 shown in FIGS. 5(a) and 5(c). First, a category of the information storage medium DISC is judged, and the information recording medium DISC having advanced contents ADVCT recorded therein and corresponding to Category 2 or Category 3 is detected.

As shown in FIG. 14, the navigation manager NVMNG exists in the advanced content playback unit ADVPL in the information recording and playback apparatus 1 according to this embodiment, and the playlist manager PLMNG exists in the navigation manager NVMNG (see FIG. 28). The playlist manager PLMNG reads display mode information concerning a system parameter from the information storage medium (step S41). The display mode information is utilized so that the play list manager PLMNG reads a "VPLISTSSX.XML" file. Furthermore, this embodiment is not restricted to this configuration, and the playlist manager PLMNG can also read a "VPLISTSSX.XML" file (each "$SS$" means a number from "000" to "999").

In this embodiment, when playing back the information storage medium DISC, a necessary provider ID/content ID and search flag are recorded in a DISCID/DAT file in the persistent storage PRSTR. The playlist manager PLMNG reads the DISCID/DAT file in the persistent storage PRSTR, and reads the provider ID/content ID and the search flag from this file (step S42). The playlist manager PLMNG interprets contents of the search flag, and judges whether this search flag is "1b" (step S43). When the search flag is "0b", contents of all connected persistent storages PRSTR are searched, and a playlist file PLIST corresponding to the provider ID and the content ID is extracted (step S44). Furthermore, when the search flag is "1b", the step S44 is skipped. Then, the playlist manager PLMNG searches for playlist files PLL existing under a directory "ADV_OBJ" in the information storage medium DISC (step S45). Thereafter, a playlist file PLLLST having the highest specified number is extracted from the playlist files PLLLST stored in the information storage medium DISC and the persistent storage PRSTR, and the playlist manager PLMNG plays back contents of the extracted file (step S46). Subsequently, the advanced content playback unit ADVPL changes a system configuration based on contents of the playlist file PLLLST extracted at the step S46 (step S47). Moreover, at this time, a size of a streaming buffer STRBUF is changed based on a streaming buffer size written in the playlist file PLLLST. Additionally, all files and all data contents already recorded in the file cache FLLCH and the streaming buffer STRBUF shown in FIG. 27 are erased. Then, object mapping and playback sequence initialization according to the title timeline TMLE are executed (step S48). As shown in FIGS. 2A and 2B, object mapping information OBMAPI and playback sequence information PSIQI are recorded in the playlist file PLLLST; and the playlist manager PLMNG utilizes such information to calculate a playback timing of each playback/display object on a title timeline TMLE corresponding to a title which is displayed first and also calculates a position of each capture entry point on the title timeline TMLE based on the playback sequence. Then, playback preparation of a title which is played back first is carried out (step S49). Specific contents of processing at the step S49 will now be described. As shown in FIG. 28, a file cache manager FLMNG exists in the navigation manager NVMNG. Prior to starting a title which is played back first, the file cache manager FLMNG performs necessary playback control over various kinds of files, and temporarily stores these files in the file cache FLLCH. A file which is temporarily stored in the file cache FLLCH is used by the advanced application manager (see FIG. 28). As specific file names, there are a manifest file MNFST, a markup file MKRUP, a script file SCRIPT and others existing in an advanced navigation directory ADVNV shown in FIG. 11. Besides, in the file cache are stored a time map file STMAP and a secondary enhanced video object file S-EVOB (see FIG. 11) of a secondary video set used by a secondary video player SCVDP (see FIG. 35), a still image file IMGE, an effect audio file EFTAUD and a font file FONT existing in an advanced element directory ADVEL used by an advanced application presentation engine AAPEN (see FIG. 30), and other files OTHER. Moreover, at this timing, the playlist manager PLMNG executes initialization processing with respect to various playback modules such as an advanced application presentation engine AAPEN in the presentation engine PRSEN, a secondary video player SCVDP or a primary video player PRMVP shown in FIG. 30. A description will now be given as to a method of playback preparation concerning primary audio video PRMAV as a part of the playback preparation of the title explained at the step S49. As shown in FIGS. 2A and 2B, object mapping information OBMAPI exists in the playlist file PLLST, and a primary audio video clip element PRAVC exists in the object mapping information OBMAPI. The playlist manager PLMNG analyzes information of the primary audio video clip element PRAVC in the object mapping information OBMAPI, and transmits this information to the primary video player PRMVP (see FIG. 30) in the presentation engine PRSEN. Further, as shown in FIG. 11, as management files concerning the primary video set PRMAV, there are a video title set information file ADVTST existing in the primary audio video directory PRMAV, a time map file PTMAP of the primary video set and others, and the playlist manager PLMNG transfers information of storage positions...
of these files to the primary video player PRMVP. After executing playback control over the video title set information file ADVTSI or the time map file PTMAP of the primary video set PRMVS from the information storage medium DISC, the primary video player PRMVP performs preparation of initial parameters required for playback control over the primary video set PRMVS based on the object mapping information OBMAPI. Moreover, as shown in FIG. 36, the primary video player PRMVP also performs preparation for connection with a video recorder in a corresponding decoder engine DCDEN. Additionally, in case of playing back substitute audio video SBITAV, substitute audio SHTAD or secondary audio video SCDAV played back by the secondary video player SCDV, the playlist manager PLMNG likewise transfers information of a clip element concerning the object mapping information OBMAPI to the secondary video player SCDV, and also transfers a storage position of the time map file STMAP (see FIG. 11) of the secondary video set to the secondary video player SCDV. The secondary video player SCDV carries out playback control concerning information of the time map file STMAP of the secondary video set, sets initial parameters concerning the playback control based on information of the object mapping information OBMAPI, and performs preparation for connection with a related recorder in the decoder engine DCDEN shown in FIG. 35. Upon completion of the playback preparation for the title, a track from which information is played back first is prepared (step S50). At this time, the advanced content playback unit ADVPL starts counting up the title timeline TML, and executes playback/display processing of each playback/display object with progress of the title timeline TML in accordance with a schedule written in the object mapping information OBMAPI. When playback is started, a timing of termination of playback is constantly detected (step S51), and playback termination processing is performed when a playback end time is reached.

[1398] <Update Sequence of Advanced Content Playbacks>

[1399] FIG. 51 shows a flow chart of update sequence of Advanced Content playback.

[1400] Playback Title

[1401] Advanced Content Player playback Title.

[1402] New Playlist file exist?

[1403] In order to update Advanced Content playback, it is required that Advanced Application to execute updating procedures. If the Advanced Application tries to update its presentation, Advanced Application on disc has to have the search and update script sequence in advance. Script searches the specified data source(s), typically Network Server, whether there is available new Playlist file.

[1404] Download Playlist file

[1405] If there is available new Playlist file, Script which is executed by Programming Engine, downloads it to File Cache or Persistent Storage.

[1406] The Playlist file will be used next time?

[1407] Store the Playlist file under specified directory in a Persistent Storage

[1408] Before Soft Reset, Advanced Application decides whether the Playlist file will be used next time or not. If the Playlist file is used temporarily, the file shall be stored in File Cache. In this case, when the next startup sequence, current Playlist file will be read by a player. If the Playlist file is used next time, the file shall be stored in File Cache, and it should be stored in the area specified by Provider ID and Content ID in Persistent Storage, and next time this file will be read by a player.

[1409] Issue Soft Reset

[1410] Advanced Application shall issue Soft Reset API to restart Startup Sequence. Soft Reset API registers the new Playlist file to Advanced Application Player, and resets some of current parameters and playback configurations. After that, “Change System Configuration” and following procedures are executed based on new Playlist file. Advanced Content Player restores the registered Playlist file to File Cache. In a similar way, Advanced Content Player restores Assignment Information Files associated with the registered Playlist file to File Cache.

[1411] Initialize Title Timeline Mapping & Playback Sequence

[1412] Preparation for the first Title playback

[1413] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[1414] A description will now be given as to an update sequence method in playback of advanced content in this embodiment with reference to FIG. 51. When contents of a playlist file PLLST are updated mainly in the network server NTSRV, the advanced content playback unit ADVPL in the information recording and playback apparatus I set on a user side can also update contents of the playlist file PLLST in accordance with this operation. FIG. 51 shows a method of updating contents of the playlist file PLLST executed by the advanced content playback unit ADVPL.

[1415] As shown in FIG. 5, in this embodiment, three types of information storage mediums DISC classified into Category 1 to Category 3 are set. Of these information storage mediums DISC, information of advanced contents ADVCT is included in the information storage mediums DISC corresponding to Category 2 and Category 3 shown in (b) and (c) of FIG. 5. First, a category of the information storage medium DISC is judged, and the information storage medium DISC having advanced contents ADVCT recorded therein and corresponding to Category 2 or Category 3 is detected. Then, in FIG. 51, processing from the step S41 to the step S45 in FIG. 50 is likewise executed, and a playlist file PLLST stored in the information storage medium DISC and a playlist file PLLST recorded in the persistent storage PRSTR are retrieved. Subsequently, the playlist files PLLST stored in the information storage medium DISC and the persistent storage PRSTR are compared with each other, the playlist file PLLST having the highest number in numbers set to the playlist files PLLST is extracted, and the playlist manager PLMNG plays back contents of this file (step S61). Then, a system configuration is changed based on contents of the playlist file PLLST extracted at the step S61 (step S62). In this embodiment, the system configuration is specifically changed as follows.
1. A system resource configuration is changed.

2. A size of a streaming buffer STRBUF (see FIG. 27) in the data cache DACCH is changed.

... The size is changed in accordance with a "streaming buffer size STRBSZ (size attribute information) which must be set in advance" of a streaming buffer element STRBUF arranged in configuration information CONFIG1 in the playlist PLLST illustrated in (c) in FIG. 80.

3. Erase processing or the like of all files and all data contents already recorded in the file cache FLCH and the streaming buffer STRBUF shown in FIG. 27 is mainly executed by the playlist manager PLMNG (FIG. 28) in the navigation manager NVMNG existing in the advanced content playback unit ADVPL.

Then, at step S63, object mapping and initialization of a playback sequence are executed along a title timeline TMLE. As shown in FIGS. 24A and 24B, object mapping information OBMAP and playback sequence information PLSEQ are recorded in the playlist file PLLST, and the playlist manager PLMNG utilizes such information to calculate a playback timing of each playback/display object on a title timeline TMLE corresponding to a title which is displayed first and also calculate a position of each capture entry point on the title timeline TMLE based on the playback sequence. Then, playback preparation of the title which is played back first is carried out at step S64. Specific contents of processing at the step S64 will now be described. As shown in FIG. 14, the navigation manager NVMNG exists in the advanced content playback unit ADVPL, and the file cache manager FCMLNG exists in the navigation manager NVMNG (see FIG. 28). Prior to starting playback of the title which is played back first, the file cache manager FCMLNG temporarily stores various files required for playback in the file cache FLCH. As shown in FIG. 11, as files temporarily stored in the file cache FLCH, there are a manifest file MNFS, an index file MKRUP, and a script file SCRPT existing in the advanced navigation directory ADVNV, an image file IMAGE, an effect audio file EFTAD, and a font file FONT existing in the advanced element directory ADVEL, and other files OTHER. Besides, as files stored in the file cache, there are a time map file STMAP and a secondary enhanced video object file S-EVOB of a secondary video set used by the secondary video player SCDVP. Further, the playlist manager PLMNG initializes various playback modules such as an advanced application presentation engine AAPEN, a secondary video player SCDVP, a primary video player PRMVP or the like in the presentation engine PRSSEN shown in FIG. 30 simultaneously with a timing of "playback preparation of the title which is played back firsts described at the step S64. Concrete contents of the initialization of various playback modules executed by the playlist manager PLMNG will now be described.

1. Initialization processing of the primary video player PRMVP.

(When the primary audio video PRMAV must be played back/displayed in a playback target title)

The following information is transferred from the playlist manager PLMNG to the primary video player PRMVP.

Information written in the primary audio video clip element PRVCP (see FIGS. 54A and 54B) such as a playback timing of the primary audio video PRMAV on the title timeline TMLE.

Management information concerning the primary video set PRMVS such as time map information PTMAP or enhanced video object information EVOBI (see FIG. 12) of the primary video set.

The primary video player sets initial parameters based on the above-described information.

The primary video player PRMVP performs preparation for connection between a necessary decoder module in the decoder engine DCDEN and the primary video player PRMVP (see FIG. 36).

2. Initialization processing of the secondary video player SCDVP

(When the secondary video set SCDVS must be played back/displayed in a playback target title)

The navigation manager NVMNG transfers the following information to the secondary video player SCDVP.

Information written in the secondary audio video clip element SCAVCP (see FIGS. 54A and 54B), the substitute audio video clip element SBACVP, the substitute audio clip element SBADCP such as a playback timing on the title timeline TMLE concerning various kinds of playback/display objects in the secondary video set SCDVS.

Management information concerning the secondary video set SCDVS such as time map information STMAP (see FIG. 12) of the secondary video set.

The secondary video player SCDVP sets initial parameters based on the above-described information.

The primary video player SCDVP performs preparation for connection between a necessary decoder module in the decoder engine DCDEN and the secondary video player SCDVP (see FIG. 37).

Upon completion of the preparation for playback of the title, playback of a track from which information is to be played back is started (step S65). At this time, the advanced content playback unit ADVPL starts counting up the title timeline TMLE, and performs playback/display processing of each playback/display object with progress of the title timeline TMLE in accordance with a schedule written in the object mapping information OBMAP. When the title is played back at the step S65, if a user wants to perform playback by using a new updated title, execution of update processing of a playlist file PLLST is started (step S66).

When execution of update processing of the playlist file PLLST is started at the step S66 as described above, retrieval processing of judging whether a new playlist file PLLST exists is started as the next step. In order to perform update concerning the method of playing back advanced contents ADVCT, update processing using an advanced application ADAP must be executed. In order to perform update processing concerning the playback method using the advanced application ADAP, the advanced application ADAP recorded in the information storage medium DISC must have from the beginning a script sequence (a processing program set by a script SCRPT) in which a function of...
searching the latest playlist PLLST to execute update processing" is set. The script sequence searches for a position where the updated latest playlist file PLLST is stored. Generally, it is often the case that the updated latest playlist file PLLST is stored in the network server NTSRV. Here, when the new playlist file PLLST exists in the network server NTSRV, download processing of the playlist file PLLST is executed (step S69). When the new playlist file PLLST does not exist, whether playback of a title is to be terminated is judged (step S68), and termination processing is executed if playback of the title should be terminated to meet a user's request. If a user permits playback based on the old playlist file PLLST, the control returns to continuous playback of the title at the step S65. A description will now be given as to download processing (step S69) of the playlist file PLLST. As shown in FIG. 1, the advanced content playback unit ADVPL exists in the information recording and playback apparatus I in this embodiment, and the navigation manager NVMNG exists in the advanced content playback unit ADVPL as shown in FIG. 14. The advanced application manager ADAMNG exists in the navigation manager NVMNG (see FIG. 28), and a programming engine PRGEN exists in the advanced application manager ADAMNG. If a new playlist file PLLST exists in the network server NTSRV, a script file SCRIPT (the script sequence) in the advanced application ADAPL is activated in the programming engine PRGEN, and the latest playlist file PLLST is downloaded to the file cache FLCCGH or the persistent storage PRSTR from the network server NTSRV. When the download processing of the latest playlist file PLLST is terminated, whether this playlist file PLLST is used for playback is then judged. If a user does not use the updated playlist file PLLST for the next playback but the updated playlist file PLLST is temporarily used at step S70, the playlist file PLLST is temporarily stored in the file cache FLCCGH in this case, the current playlist file PLLST (before updating) is read for the next playback. Furthermore, if a user requests to use the latest playlist file PLLST for the next playback at the step S70, the updated playlist file PLLST must be stored in the file cache FLCCGH and also stored in a specific region specified by a provider ID and a content ID in the persistent storage PRSTR as indicated at step S71. As a result, the updated playlist file PLLST is prepared to be played back in the advanced content playback unit ADVPL for the next playback. Moreover, soft reset processing must be carried out at step S72 irrespective of storage of the updated playlist file PLLST in the persistent storage PRSTR in accordance with a user's request. In order to restart a sequence of starting playback of the advanced contents ADVCT, the advanced application ADAPL must issue a soft reset API (command). The soft reset API (command) is used to register contents of the updated playlist file PLLST with respect to the advanced application manager ADAMNG (and the advanced application presentation engine AAPEN shown in FIG. 30) illustrated in FIG. 28 and reset current various parameters and playback configuration (various kinds of configuration information required for playback). Then, a system configuration is changed (processing similar to the step S62) based on contents of the updated playlist file PLLST, and the following processing is executed.

The advanced content playback unit ADVPL again stores the temporarily saved latest playlist file PLLST in the file cache FLCCGH.

The advanced content playback unit ADVPL again stores an assignment information file in accordance with contents of the latest playlist file PLLST again stored in the file cache FLCCGH.

After executing the soft reset processing (step S72), object mapping and initialization of a playback sequence based on a title timeline TMLE at the step S63 are subsequently carried out.

For disc category type 3 playback, it requires playback transition between Advanced VTS and Standard VTS. FIG. 52 shows a flowchart of this sequence.

Play Advanced Content

Disc category type 3 disc playback shall start from Advanced Content playback. During this phase, user input events are handled by the Navigation Manager. If any user events which should be handled by the Primary Video Player are occurred, the Playlist Manager has to guarantee to transfer them to the Primary Video Player.

Encounter Standard VTS playback event

Advanced Content shall explicitly specify the transition from Advanced Content playback to Standard Content playback by the play function of the StandardContentPlayer object in Advanced Navigation. The playback start position shall be decided by an argument of this function and SPRMs. When the Advanced Application Manager encounters the play function of the StandardContentPlayer object, the Advanced Application Manager requests Playlist Manager to suspend playback of Advanced VTS to Primary Video Player. In this time, player state machine moves to Suspend State. After that, the Advanced Application Manager calls the play function of the StandardContentPlayer object.

Play Standard VTS

When the Playlist Manager issues the play function of the StandardContentPlayer object, the Primary Video Player jumps to start Standard VTS from specified position. During this phase, the Navigation Manager is being suspended, so user event has to be inputted to the Primary Video Player directly. During this phase, the Primary Video Player is responsible for all playback transition among Standard VTSs based on navigation commands.

Encounter Advanced VTS playback command

Standard Content shall explicitly specify the transition from Standard Content playback to Advanced Content playback by CallAdvancedContentPlayer of Navigation Command. When the Primary Video Player encounter the CallAdvancedContentPlayer command, it stops to play Standard VTS, then resumes Playlist Manager from execution point just after calling the play function of the StandardContentPlayer object. In this time, player state machine moves to Playback State or Pause State.

More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

In FIG. 6, the description has been given as to a transition relationship obtained by advanced content playback and standard content playback. A flowchart of FIG. 52 shows a transition relationship of advanced contents
ADVCT playback and standard contents STDCT playback corresponding to Fig. 6 at the time of actual transition.

[1452] In an initial state immediately after starting the sequence, playback processing of the advanced contents is executed as described at step S81. Then, when generation processing of the standard contents STDCT is not encountered (step S82), playback of the advanced contents ADVCT is repeated until the playback processing of the advanced contents ADVCT is terminated (a step S83), and termination processing is started upon completion of playback of the advanced contents ADVCT. When the playback processing of the standard contents STDCT is started during playback of the advanced contents ADVCT (step S82), the control shifts to playback of the standard contents (step S83). Then, playback of the standard contents STDCT is repeated until a playback command of the advanced contents ADVCT is received (step S84). The playback command of the advanced contents ADVCT is necessarily received (the step S84) at the end of processing, and the termination processing is executed after the control returns to playback of the advanced contents ADVCT (the step S81). In this manner, the processing is started in the playback mode of the advanced contents ADVCT and terminated in the playback mode of the advanced contents ADVCT. As a result, the advanced content playback unit ADVPL (see Fig. 1) in the information recording and playback unit 1 can integrate and manage the entire sequence, thereby avoiding complication of switching control and management of playback of various contents.

[1453] When playing back data in the information storage medium DISC corresponding to Category 3 shown in (e) of Fig. 5, there is a case where both the advanced contents ADVCT and the standard contents STDCT are played back, and transition between both contents shown in Fig. 52 occurs.

[1454] Each step will now be described in detail.

[1455] <Step S81: Playback Processing of Advanced Contents ADVCT>

[1456] When playing back data in the information storage medium DISC corresponding to Category 3, playback must be started from the advanced contents ADVCT. As shown in Fig. 1, the navigation manager NVMG exists in the advanced content playback unit ADVPL in the information recording and playback apparatus 1 as depicted in Fig. 14. The primary video player PRMVP exists in the presentation engine PRSEN (see Fig. 14) in the advanced content playback unit ADVPL as shown in Fig. 30. Further, the playlist manager PLMNG exists in the navigation manager NVMG as shown in Fig. 28. If there is a user request which should be processed by the primary video player PRMVP, the playlist manager PLMNG must guarantee to perform data transfer of the primary enhanced video object P-EVOB recorded in the information storage medium DISC without interruption.

[1457] <Step S82: Encountering Playback Processing of Standard Contents STDCT (Standard Video Title Set)>

[1458] Playback of the advanced contents ADVCT must shift to playback of the standard contents STDCT in response to an API command called a CallStandardContentPlayer in the advanced navigation. The API command called the CallStandardContentPlayer also specifies playback start position information (information indicating a position in the standard contents STDCT from which playback is started) in the standard contents STDCT. As shown in Fig. 14, the navigation manager NVMG and the presentation engine PRSEN exist in the advanced content playback unit ADVPL. Furthermore, the advanced application manager ADAMNG and the playlist manager PLMNG exist in the navigation manager NVMG as shown in Fig. 28, and the primary video player PRMVP exists in the presentation engine PRSEN as depicted in Fig. 30. As indicated at the step S81, a judgment is always made upon whether playback processing of the standard contents STDCT (the standard video title set) is encountered as indicated at the step S82 during playback processing of the advanced contents ADVCT. Here, when playback processing of the standard contents STDCT is encountered, the advanced application manager ADAMNG judges upon the need to issue the CallStandardContentPlayer API command. When a scene where the CallStandardContentPlayer API command is issued is encountered, the advanced application manager ADAMNG requests the playlist manager PLMNG to stop playback of the advanced contents ADVCT. The primary video player PRMVP stops playback of the advanced contents ADVCT in response to the request. At the same time, the advanced application manager ADAMNG calls the CallStandardContentPlayer API command with respect to the playlist manager PLMNG.

[1459] <Step S83: Playback of Standard Contents STDCT (Standard Video Title Set)>

[1460] When the playlist manager PLMNG issues the CallStandardContentPlayer API command, the primary video player PRMVP jumps from a position where playback of the advanced contents ADVCT is interrupted to a position where playback of the standard contents STDCT is started. As shown in Fig. 1, the information recording and playback apparatus 1 includes the standard content playback unit STDPL and the advanced content playback unit ADVPL. The primary video player PRMVP exists in the advanced content playback unit ADVPL shown in Fig. 30 in this embodiment, but this embodiment is characterized in that the primary video player PRMVP is also shared in the standard content playback unit STDPL. Therefore, at the time of playback of the standard contents STDCT at the step S83, the primary video player PRMVP in the standard content playback unit STDPL executes processing to playback/display the standard contents STDCT. During this phase, a suspended state of the navigation manager NVMG is maintained. As a result, an event specified by a user is directly input to the primary video player PRMVP. During this phase, the primary video player PRMVP copes with the transition of playback (playback position jump processing) in the standard contents STDCT in response to a command based on a navigation command.

[1461] <Step S84: Reception Confirmation of Playback Command of Advanced Contents ADVCT>

[1462] The transition from playback processing of the standard contents STDCT to playback processing of the advanced contents ADVCT is specified by a command called a “CallAdvancedContentPlayer” which is one type of the navigation commands. When the primary video player PRMVP receives the CallAdvancedContentPlayer API command, playback of the standard contents STDCT is stopped.
Then, the playlist manager PLMNG executes processing to restart playback from a position where playback is interrupted in response to the CallStandardContentPlayerAPI command during playback processing of the advanced contents ADVCT.

[1463] \( \text{<Presentation Clip Element and Object Mapping Information>} \) (Again)

[1464] A description will now be given as to time related information used for data in a primary audio video clip element PRAVCP tag and data in a secondary audio video clip element SAVCP tag shown in FIGS. 54A and 54B, data in a substitute audio video clip element SBAVCP tag and data in a substitute audio clip element SBAADC tag shown in FIGS. 55A and 55B, data in an advanced subtitle segment element ADSTSG tag and data in an application segment element APPLSG tag depicted in FIGS. 56A and 56B with reference to FIG. 53.

[1465] In this embodiment, a display timing of each playback/display object for a user is written in a playlist file PLLST by using a display start time TTSTTM and an end time TTEDTM on the title timeline TMLE. The start time TTSTTM on the title timeline TMLE at this moment is written in the form of titleTimeBegin attribute information in object mapping information OBMAPI in the playlist file PLLST. Furthermore, likewise, the end time TTEDTM on the title timeline TMLE is written in the form of titleTimeEnd attribute information. Each of the start time TTSTTM and the end time TTEDTM on the title timeline TMLE in this embodiment is represented as a count number on the title timeline TMLE. As a method of displaying a time on the title timeline TMLE, an elapsed time from the start time on the title timeline TMLE is described as "HH:MM:SS:FF". That is, "HH" in the time display method means an hour unit, and a value from "00" to "23" is used. Moreover, "MM" represents a minute unit, and a numeric figure from "00" to "59" is used. Additionally, "SS" means a second unit, and a value from "00" to "59" is used. Further, "FF" means a frame rate. In case of 50 frames per second (50 fps: a PAL system), a count number from "00" to "49" is used as a value of "FF", and it is incremented as one second when "FF" reaches "50". Furthermore, when the frame rate is a 60 hertz system (60 fps: an NTSC system), a value from "00" to "59" is used for "FF" as a count value. In this case, it is regarded that one second has elapsed when a value of "FF" reaches 60, and carry to a value of second is performed. A start position in the playback/display object (the primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB, the secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB or the like) which is started to be played back at the start time TTSTTM (titleTimeBegin) on the title timeline TMLE is represented as a start position VSSTTM (clipTimeBegin attribute information) on the enhanced video object data EVOB. A value of the start position VSSTTM (clipTimeBegin attribute information) on the enhanced video object data EVOB is described based on a presentation start time (a presentation time stamp value) PTS of a code frame in a video stream in the primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB (or the secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB). As shown in FIG. 12, reference is made to a time map PTMAP of the primary video set or a time map STMAP of the secondary video set from the playlist PLLST, thereby accessing the enhanced video object EVOB through the time map PTMAP or STMAP. The time map PTMAP or STMAP is used to convert specified time information into relative address information in the enhanced video object EVOB. Therefore, specifying a value of the start position VSSTTM (clipTimeBegin attribute information) on the enhanced video object data EVOB based on the presentation start time (the presentation time stamp value) PTS as time information can obtain an effect of facilitating the access control.

[1466] Furthermore, an entire playback period OBPTPT of the enhanced video object data P-EVOB of the primary video set PRMVS or the enhanced video object data S-EVOB of the secondary video set SCDVSS as a playback/display object is defined. This embodiment defines the following conditions with respect to the four types of time information.

\[
\text{titleTimeBegin} < \text{titleTimeEnd} \\
\text{titleTimeEnd} \leq \text{titleDuration}
\]

[1467] Providing the conditions avoids the overflow of a display time and assures the easiness of time management control. Attribute information concerning titleDuration in the relational expression exists in the title element information TTELEMT tag shown in FIGS. 24A and 24B, and means time length information of an entire title on the title timeline TMLE. Moreover, in this embodiment, a condition of a whole playback period OBPTPT which is clipTimeBegin+titleTimeEnd-titleTimeBegin=object data is also set. If the conditions are set, a playback time range specified on the title timeline TMLE does not go beyond the whole playback period OBPTPT of the enhanced video object data EVOB, thereby guaranteeing stable playback/management. In regard to the enhanced video object data P-EVOB of the primary video set PRMVS or the enhanced video object data S-EVOB of the secondary video set as a playback/display object, reference is made to the time map file PTMAP of the primary video set PRMVS or the time map file STMAP of the secondary video set SCDVSS as mentioned above (see FIG. 12). Information of the start position VSSTTM (clipTimeBegin attribute information) on the enhanced video object data EVOB is converted into physical address information indicative of a position on the information storage medium DISC where playback is started by making reference to the time map file PTMAP of the primary video set PRMVS or the time map file STMAP of the secondary video set. As a result, an optical head (not shown) existing in the information recording and playback unit 2 in the information recording and playback apparatus 1 shown in FIG. 1 directly accesses the specified address position on the information storage medium DISC, whereby playback can be started from the start position VSSTTM (clipTimeBegin attribute information) in the enhanced video object data EVOB. Further, when performing playback/display, information of a video title set information file ADVTSI of the advanced contents ADVCT can be utilized to set various kinds of conditions of the decoder engine DCDEN in the advanced content playback unit ADVPL.

[1468] Object mapping information OBMAPI has a display valid period of each of various playback/display objects on a title timeline TMLE. The display valid period means a period from a start time TTSTTM (titleTimeBegin) on a title timeline TMLE to an end time TTEDTM (titleTimeEnd) on...
the title timeline TMLE. When a plurality of primary audio video clip elements PRAVCAP are written in the object mapping information OBMAPI on the title timeline TMLE, the primary audio video clip elements PRAVCAP must not overlap each other on the title timeline TMLE. That is, in this embodiment, as shown in FIG. 37, there is only one main video decoder MVDEVC corresponding to the primary audio video PRMAV. Therefore, when display periods of the plurality of primary audio video clip elements PRAVCAP overlap each other on the title timeline TMLE, objects to be decoded in the main video decoder conflict with each other, and they cannot be stably played back. Therefore, setting the above-described conditions can assure stabilization of a display screen for a user. Likewise, in case of writing a plurality of secondary audio video clip elements SCAVCAP in object mapping information OBMAPI on the title timeline TMLE, the respective secondary audio video clip elements SCAVCAP must not overlap each other on the title timeline TMLE. The secondary audio video SCDAV managed by the secondary audio video clip element SCAVCAP includes sub video SUBVYD and sub audio SUBAD as shown in FIG. 10. As depicted in FIG. 37, since there is only one sub video decoder SVDEVC which decodes the secondary audio video, when these elements overlap, a confusion occurs in the sub-video decoder SVDEVC. Therefore, there is the restriction in order to stably display a moving image. When a plurality of substitute audio clip elements SBDACAP exist on the object mapping information OBMAPI, valid periods of the respective substitute audio clip elements SBDACAP must not overlap each other on the title timeline TMLE. When a plurality of substitute audio video clip elements SBDAVCP exist in the object mapping information OBMAPI, likewise, valid periods of the respective substitute audio video clip elements SBDAVCP must not overlap each other on the title timeline TMLE. Further, in this embodiment, a valid period of a primary audio video clip element PRAVCAP on the title timeline TMLE must not overlap an valid period of a substitute audio video clip element SBDAVCP on the title timeline TMLE. Furthermore, in this embodiment, likewise, valid periods of a substitute audio video clip element SBDAVCP, a secondary audio video clip element SCAVCAP, and a substitute audio clip element SBDACAP must not overlap each other on the title timeline TMLE. Setting these conditions can prevent playback/display objects to be displayed in each of various decoders from overlapping, and assure stability of a screen to be displayed for a user.

As another method of assuring stability of a screen to be displayed for a user, in this embodiment, the following ingenuities are exercised in order to decrease an access frequency of an optical head (not shown) existing in the information recording and playback unit 2 shown in FIG. 1. In FIGS. 54A, 54B, 55A and 55B, a storage position SRCMP of a playback/display object is recorded in each of various clip element tags as src attribute information (source attribute information). In this embodiment, values of the src attribute information written in a plurality of clip elements having overlapping valid periods on the title timeline TMLE are restricted from being set in the information storage medium DISC in an overlapping manner. That is, when valid periods of the playback/display objects specified by the plurality of clip elements overlap on the title timeline TMLE, an access frequency on the same information storage medium DISC is increased, and the continuity in playing back the playback/display objects cannot be assured. Therefore, in this embodiment, not only the above-described conditions are set, but also the flowing ingenuities are exercised. That is, when display periods of a plurality of playback/display objects stored in the same information storage medium DISC overlap on the title timeline TMLE even though the above-described conditions are set, playback/display objects managed by clip elements other than the primary audio video clip element PRAVCAP are temporarily stored in the data cache DTCCH in advance, and data is played back from the data cache. As a result, a frequency of access to the information storage medium DISC can be reduced, thereby assuring the continuity of playback.

[1470] In this embodiment, as contents of information written in a playlist file PPLST, there are configuration information CONF1, medium attribute information MDATRI and title information TTINFO as shown in (a) of FIG. 23A. The title information TTINFO includes a first play title element FTPLE, title element TTELE, element TTELEI concerning each title and a playlist application element PLAELE as shown in (b) in FIG. 23A, and the title information TTELEI includes object mapping information OBMAPI, resource information RESRCI, playback sequence information PLSQI, track navigation information TRNAV and a scheduled control information SCHECI as shown in (c) in FIG. 23A. In the object mapping information OBMAPI can be recorded a primary audio video clip element PRAVCAP, a substitute audio video clip element SBDAVCP, and a substitute audio clip element SBDACAP, a secondary audio video clip element SCAVCAP, an advanced subtitle segment element ADSTSG and an application segment element APPLSG as shown in (c) of FIG. 24B. FIG. 54B (c) shows a detailed data configuration of the primary audio video clip element PRAVCAP. As shown in FIG. 54A (b), a data configuration in a primary audio video clip element PRAVCAP tag is constituted of ID information PRAVID of the primary audio video clip element PRAVCAP and attribute information PRAATRI of the primary audio video clip element PRAVCAP. As shown in (c) of FIG. 54B, as to the ID information PRAVID of the primary audio video clip element PRAVCAP, “id=” is written, and then the ID information PRAVID of the primary audio video clip element PRAVCAP is written. Likewise, FIG. 54B (d) shows a specific data configuration of the secondary audio video clip element SCAVCAP. A data configuration in a secondary audio video clip element SCAVCAP is constituted of ID information SCAVID of the secondary audio video clip element SCAVCAP and attribute information SCATRI of the secondary audio video clip element SCAVCAP.

[1471] <PrimaryAudioVideoClip (primary audio video clip) element>

[1472] PrimaryAudioVideoClip element is a Presentation Clip element for Primary Audio Video.

[1473] PrimaryAudioVideoClip element describes Object Mapping Information of Primary Audio Video, and Track Number Assignment of elementary streams in Primary Audio Video. PrimaryAudioVideoClip element refers a P-EVOB, or an Interleaved Block of P-EVOB as the Presentation Object. PrimaryAudioVideoClip element describes the mapping of the Presentation Object on a time period in Title Timeline and the Track Number Assignment of elementary streams in P-EVOB.
XML Syntax Representation of

```xml
<PrimaryAudioVideoClip
  id = "ID"
  dataSource = "Disc"
  titleTimeBegin = "timeExpression"
  titleTimeEnd = "timeExpression"
  src = "anyURL"
  seamless = "true | false"
  description = "string"
>
  Video *
  Audio *
  Subtitle *
  SubVideo *
  SubAudio *
</PrimaryAudioVideoClip>
```

The `src` attribute describes a P-EVOB, or an Interleaved Block of P-EVOB is represented by this element. The `titleTimeBegin` and `titleTimeEnd` attribute describe the start and end time of valid period of P-EVOB (or Interleaved Block of P-EVOB), respectively. The clipTimeBegin attribute describes the starting position of the P-EVOB.

The content of `PrimaryAudioVideoClip` is a list of Video, Audio, Subtitle, SubVideo, and SubAudio elements, which describe Track Number Assignment for elementary streams in P-EVOB.

If the `PrimaryAudioVideoClip` element refers to Interleaved Block of P-EVOB, Video elements describes Track Number Assignment for an available angle number of an Interleaved Block of P-EVOB and an angle number shall be assigned to a P-EVOB in Interleaved Block. Otherwise, at most one Video element can be present, the angle number attribute of the Video element shall be ‘1’ and the video stream in VM_PCK of P-EVOB shall be assigned to Video Track number ‘1’.

Audio element describes which Audio stream in AM_PCK of P-EVOB is available and is assigned to Audio Track number.

Subtitle element describes which Sub-picture stream in SP_PCK of P-EVOB is available and is assigned to Subtitle Track number.

SubAudio element describes which Sub Audio stream in AS_PCK of P-EVOB is available and is assigned to Sub Audio Track number.

SubVideo element describes the availability of Sub Video stream in AV_PCK of P-EVOB. If SubVideo element is described, the Sub Video stream in P-EVOB is enabled and is assigned to Sub Video number ‘1’.

(a) `dataSource` attribute

Describes the Data Source of Presentation Object. If the value is ‘Disc’ the P-EVOB shall be in Disc. If no `dataSource` attribute is presented, the dataSource shall be ‘Disc’.

(b) `titleTimeBegin` attribute

Describes the start time of the continuous fragment of the Presentation Object on the Title Timeline. The value shall be described in timeExpression value defined in Datatypes.

(c) `titleTimeEnd` attribute

Describes the end time of the continuous fragment of the Presentation Object on the Title Timeline. The value shall be described in timeExpression value defined in Datatypes.

(d) `clipTimeBegin` attribute

Describes the starting position in a Presentation Object. The value shall be described in timeExpression value defined in Datatypes. The attribute value shall be the presentation start time (PTS) of Coded-Frame of the video streams in P-EVOB (S-EVOB). The clipTimeBegin can be omitted. If no clipTimeBegin attribute is presented, the starting position shall be ‘00:00:00.0’.

(c) `src` attribute

Describes the URI of the index information file of the Presentation Object to be referred.

(f) `seamless` attribute

Describes the seamless flag. If the value ‘true’ this and the one mapped directly before this satisfy the seamless conditions. The value shall be ‘false’ if the seamless condition is not satisfied. This attribute can be omitted. The default value is ‘false’.

(g) description attribute

Describes additional information in the human consumable text form. This attribute can be omitted.

More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

As shown in FIG. 18, the primary audio video clip element means a playback/display clip element concerning primary audio video PRMAV. In the primary audio video clip element PRAVCP are written contents of object mapping information OBMAPI of the primary audio video PRMAV and track number assignment information of the primary audio video PRMAV. In the primary audio video clip element PRAVCP is written playback and display management information concerning a primary enhanced video object P-EVOB or an interleaved block of the primary enhanced video object P-EVOB as a playback/display object. Further, in the object mapping information OBMAPI are written a mapping status of a playback/display object (the primary enhanced video object P-EVOB) on a title timeline TML (see the part of the object mapping information OBMAPI in FIG. 17) and track number assignment information concerning various kinds of elementary streams in the primary enhanced video object P-EVOB. The “`src` attribute information (source attribute information)” in FIGS. 54B(c) and (d) means a storage position SRCTMP of an index information file (a time map file PTMAP of a primary video set) with respect to a playback/display object (primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB of the primary audio video PRMAV) managed by the PrimaryAudioVideoClip PRAVCP or a storage position SRCTMP of an index information file (a time map file STMAP of a secondary video set) with respect to a playback/display object (secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB of the secondary audio video SCDAV) managed by the SecondaryAudioVideoClip SCAVCP. The storage position SRCTMP of the index information file is written in accordance with a URI (uniform resource identifier) format.
In this embodiment, the storage position SRCTMP of the index information of a playback/display object which should be referred in the primary audio video clip element PRAVCp shown in (c) of FIG. 54B is not restricted to the above-described contents, and it is possible to set a storage position of an index information file (a time map PTMAP of a primary video set or a time map STMAP of a secondary video set) corresponding to primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB or an interleaved block of primary video enhanced video object data P-EVOB. That is, as shown in FIG. 18, a file name displayed as an index when played back/used in a primary audio video clip element PRAVCp is a time map file PTMAP of a primary video set, and a position where the time map file PTMAP of the primary video set is recorded is written in the "src attribute information". As shown in FIG. 53, a start time TTSTTM on a title timeline TMLE (titleTimeBegin attribute information) and an end time TTEDTM on the title timeline TMLE (titleTimeEnd attribute information) represents a start time and an end time of a valid period of the primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB or (an interleaved block of) the primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB, respectively. Further, a start position VBSTTM in enhanced video object data EVOB (clipTimeBegin attribute information) means a start position VBSTTM of primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB in a primary video set PRMVS, and it is represented as a presentation start time (a presentation time stamp value) PTS of a video stream existing in the primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB (see FIG. 53). The three types of time information are represented as "HH:MM:SS:FF" in a primary audio video clip element PRAVCp, and written in the form of "hour:minute:second:field (the number of frames)". As shown in FIG. 10, primary audio video clip element PRMAV includes main video MANVc, main audio MANAD, sub video SUBVd, sub audio SUBAD and sub-picture SUBII. In accordance with this structure, a primary audio video clip element PRAVCp is constituted of a list of a main video element MANVc, a main audio element MANAD, a subtitle element SBTELE, a sub video element SUBVd and a sub audio element SBAD. Furthermore, the list also includes track number assignment information (track number setting information for each elementary stream) in primary enhanced video object data P-EVObS. In this embodiment, when a plurality of sets of picture information for respective angles corresponding to multi-angle or the like are present and recorded in the information storage medium DISC, information of the primary enhanced video object data is stored in the form of an interleaved block. When management information is recorded with respect to the primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB constituting an interleaved block by the primary audio video clip element PRAVCp, a track number assignment (a track number) setting method is written in the main video element MANVc in relation to angle number information which can be indicated in the interleaved block. That is, as will be described later, an angle number (angle number information ANGLINM (angleNumber attribute information) selected in the interleaved block shown in (c) of FIG. 59C) is defined in tag information corresponding to a main video element, and it is possible to associate an angle number which should be indicated in the tag information of the main video element MANVc. The main audio element MANAD indicates which an audio stream (AM_PCK) in the primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB can be played back, and such a stream is set based on an audio track number. Moreover, the subtitle element SBTELE indicates which sub-picture stream (SP_PCK) in the enhanced video object data P-EVOB can be played back, and this stream is set based on a subtitle track number. Additionally, the sub audio element SUBAD indicates whether which sub-picture stream (SP_PCK) in the primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB can be played back, and this stream is set based on a sub-audio track number. Further, the sub video element SUBVd also indicates the possibility of display of a sub-video stream (VS_PCK) in the primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB. If the sub video element SUBVd is written in object mapping information OBMAPI in the playlist file PLLST, a sub video stream in the enhanced video object data P-EVOB of the primary video set PRMVS can be played back. In such a case, this stream is set to a sub-video number "1".

A description will now be given as to data in primary audio video clip element attribute information PRAIR. As shown in (c) of FIG. 54B, each information is written immediately after "dataSource=" , "titleTimeBegin=", "clipTimeBegin=", "titleTimeEnd=" , "src=" , "seamless=" and "description=". As shown in FIG. 18, the primary audio video PRMAV is recorded in the information storage medium DISC. In accordance with this structure, as a value of a data source DTSORC in which a playback/display object is recorded, "Disc" must be written. When "Disc" is recorded as a value of the data source DTSORC in which the playback/display object is recorded, primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB of corresponding primary audio video PRMAV is recorded in the information storage medium DISC. The description of the data source DTSORC in which the playback/display object is recorded can be eliminated in the primary audio video clip element. However, if information of the data source DTSORC in which the playback/display object is recorded is not written, it is considered that information "Disc" is written in regard to the corresponding data source DTSORC in which the playback/display object is recorded. Further, as shown in FIG. 53, the start time TTSTTM (titleTimeBegin) on the title timeline TMLE and the start position VBSTTM (clipTimeBegin) in the enhanced video object data represent times synchronized with each other on a time axis. That is, a correspondence relationship between the start time TTSTTM (titleTimeBegin) on the timeline TLME expressed as a frame count number based on the notation method of "HH:MM:SS:FF" and the start position VBSTTM in the enhanced video object data EVOB represented as a presentation start time (a presentation time stamp value) PTS can be obtained from the above-described information. Therefore, the above-described relationship can be utilized to convert an arbitrary time on the timeline TLME in a valid period from the start time TTSTTM (titleTimeBegin) to the end time TTEDTM (titleTimeEnd) on the timeline into a presentation start time (a presentation time stamp value) PTS in a video stream of the enhanced video object data EVOB. In the primary audio video clip element PRAVCp, information of the start position VBSTTM (clipTimeBegin) in the enhanced video object data EVOB can be eliminated. If the description of the start time VBSTTM (clipTimeBegin) in the enhanced video object data EVOB is eliminated, playback is started from a leading position of the primary enhanced video object data file P-EVOB in the primary video set PRMVS. In this embodiment, a description of
additional information concerning the PrimaryAudioVideoClip element tag. Furthermore, seamless flag information (seamless attribute information) means information indicative of whether seamless playback (continuous playback without interruption) of the primary audio video PRMAV managed by the primary audio video clip element PRAVCP can be guaranteed. If the value is “true”, this guarantees that continuous smooth playback of pictures can be performed without interruption at boundaries between these pictures when playback of the primary audio video PRMAV mapped on the title timeline TML.E immediately before playback is directly switched to playback of different primary audio video PRMAV managed by the primary audio video clip element PRAVCP. Moreover, if the value is “false”, this means that continuous playback (seamless conditions) at the boundaries is not satisfied. The description of the seamless flag information SEAMLSe (seamless attribute information) can be eliminated. In such a case, the value “false” as a default value is automatically set.

[1500] This embodiment is characterized in that information written in each clip element tag in object mapping information OBMAPI is all equally written with “ID=ID information” being placed at a top position (see FIGS. 55A and 55Ba; FIGS. 56A and 56B). As a result, not only a plurality of same clip elements can be set in the same object mapping information OBMAPI (the same clip elements can be identified from each other based on the “ID information”), but also the respective clip elements can be easily identified by using the playlist manager PLMNG (see FIG. 28), thereby obtaining an effect of shortening a startup time before playback is started. Moreover, as shown in FIG. 82, the “ID information” can be used to specify a necessary clip element based on an API command, thereby facilitating API command processing. At the same time, this embodiment is also characterized in that, in all of information written in respective clip element tags in the object mapping information OBMAPI, “description=additional information” is written at the last position (see FIGS. 55A and 55Ba; FIGS. 56A and 56B). As a result, there can be obtained an effect of facilitating retrieval of “additional information” for each clip element by the playlist manager PLMNG (see FIG. 28). Additionally, in this embodiment, “titleTimeBegin=[a start time TTSTTM on a title timeline]” is first written in all of information written in each clip element tag in the object mapping information OBMAPI irrespective of a type of the clip element tag, and “titleTimeEnd=[an end time TTEDTM on a title timeline]” is arranged behind this data, whereby “clipTimeBegin=[a start time VBSTTM from a leading position in enhanced video object data]” can be inserted and arranged between these descriptions depending on each clip element tag. The description order with respect to the three types of time information are equally used in all clip element tags in this manner, thereby achieving facilitation and speedup of retrieval of relevant information in each clip element by the playlist manager PLMNG (see FIG. 28).

[1501] <SecondaryAudioVideoClip (Secondary Audio Video Clip) Element>

[1502] SecondaryAudioVideoClip element is a Presentation Clip element for Secondary Audio Video. Secondary Audio Video is in S-EVOB of Secondary Video Set, which contains Sub Audio and Sub Video.


[1504] Secondary Audio Video can be Disc content, network streaming, or pre-downloaded content on Persistent Storage, or File Cache.

[1505] XML Syntax Representation of SecondaryAudioVideoClip element:

```xml
<SecondaryAudioVideoClip
  id = ID
dataSource = (Disc | PersistentStorage | Network | FileCache)
titleTimeBegin = timeExpression
titleTimeEnd = timeExpression
clipTimeBegin = timeExpression
clipTimeEnd = timeExpression
src = anyURI
preload = timeExpression
sync = (hard | soft | none)
noCache = (true | false)
description = string
>
  NetworkSource *
  SubVideo ?
  SubAudio *
</SecondaryAudioVideoClip>
```

[1506] The src attribute describes which S-EVOB of Secondary Audio Video represented by this element. The titleTimeBegin and titleTimeEnd attribute describe the start time and end time of valid period of S-EVOB, respectively. The clipTimeBegin attribute describes the starting position of the S-EVOB.

[1507] Secondary Audio Video can be exclusively used with Sub Video and Sub Audio in Primary Video Set. Thus, in the valid period of SecondaryAudioVideoClip element, Sub Video and Sub Audio in Primary Video Set shall be treated as disabled.

[1508] The content of SecondaryAudioVideoClip element consists of SubVideo element and SubAudio element, which describe Track Number Assignment for elementary streams in S-EVOB. At least one of SubVideo element, or SubAudio element shall be described.

[1509] Sub Video Track number shall be ‘1’.

[1510] If SecondaryAudioVideoClip element with SubVideo element is present, Sub Video stream in VS_PCK of S-EVOB is available and shall be decoded by Secondary Video Decoder.

[1511] If SecondaryAudioVideoClip element with SubAudio element is present, Sub Audio stream in AS_PCK of S-EVOB is available and shall be decoded by Secondary Video Decoder.

[1512] NetworkSource element can be presented in this element, if and only if the dataSource attribute value is ‘Network’ and URI scheme of src attribute value of parent element is ‘http’, or ‘https’. NetworkSource element describes the streaming source to be selected according to network throughput setting.
[1513] (a) dataSource attribute

[1514] Describes the Data Source of Presentation object. If the value is ‘Disc’ the S-EVOB shall be in Disc. If the value is ‘P-Storage’ the S-EVOB shall be in Persistent Storage as pre-downloaded content. If the value is ‘Network’ the S-EVOB shall be supplied as streaming from a network server. If the value is ‘FileCache’ the S-EVOB shall be supplied in File Cache. If no dataSource attribute is presented, the dataSource shall be ‘P-Storage’.

[1515] (b) titleTimeBegin attribute

[1516] Describes the start time of the continuous fragment of the Presentation Object on the Title Timeline. The value shall be described in timeExpression value defined in Datatypes.

[1517] (c) titleTimeEnd attribute

[1518] Describes the end time of the continuous fragment of the Presentation Object on the Title Timeline. The value shall be described in timeExpression value defined in Datatypes.

[1519] (d) clipTimeBegin attribute

[1520] Describes the starting position in a Presentation Object. The value shall be described in timeExpression value defined in Datatypes. The attribute value shall be the presentation start time (PTS) of Coded-Frame of the video streams in P-EVOB (S-EVOB). The clipTimeBegin attribute can be omitted. If no clipTimeBegin attribute is presented, the starting position shall be ‘00:00:00:00’.

[1521] (e) src attribute

[1522] Describes the URI of the index information file of the Presentation Object to be referred.

[1523] (f) preload attribute

[1524] Describes the time, on Title Timeline, when Player shall be start prefetching the Presentation Object. This attribute can be omitted.

[1525] (g) sync attribute

[1526] If sync attribute value is ‘hard’, the Secondary Audio Video is Hard-synchronized Object. If sync attribute value is ‘soft’, it is Soft-synchronized Object. If sync attribute value is ‘none’, it is Non-synchronized Object. This attribute can be omitted. Default value is ‘soft’.

[1527] (h) noCache attribute

[1528] If noCache attribute value is ‘true’ and dataSource attribute value is ‘Network’, the ‘no-cache’ directive shall be included in both Cache-Control and Pragma in HTTP request for the Presentation Object. If noCache attribute value is ‘false’ and dataSource attribute value is ‘Network’, ‘no-cache’ directive shall be included in neither Cache-Control, nor Pragma header. If dataSource attribute value is not ‘Network’, the noCache attribute shall be absent. The noCache attribute can be omitted. Default value is ‘false’.

[1529] description attribute

[1530] (i) Describes additional information in the human consumable text form. This attribute can be omitted.

[1531] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[1532] A data configuration in a secondary audio video clip element SCAVCP tag shown in (d) of FIG. 54B will now be described hereinafter. As shown in FIG. 18, the secondary audio video clip element SCAVCP represents a playback/display clip element with respect to secondary audio video SCDAV. The secondary audio video SCDAV exists in secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB of a secondary video set SCDSV, and includes a sub video stream SBVD and a sub audio stream SUBAD. The secondary audio video clip element SCAVCP represents object mapping information OBMAPI of the secondary audio video SCDAV. At the same time, the secondary audio video clip element SCAVCP also represents track number assignment information of each elementary stream in the secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB of the secondary audio video SCDAV. As shown in FIG. 18, the secondary audio video SCDAV can be recorded in the information storage medium DISC, the persistent storage PRSTR, the network server NTSRV and the file cache FLCCH. Therefore, not only the secondary audio video SCDAV can be recorded in the information storage medium DISC or the network server NTGR, but also it may be previously downloaded in the persistent storage PRSTR or the file cache FLCCH. SRC attribute information (source attribute information) shown in (d) of FIG. 54B is indicative of a storage position SRCTMP of an index information file concerning the secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB. As shown in FIG. 18, a file (an index information file) to which reference is made as an index when playing back/using the secondary audio video SCDAV means a tape file STMAP in a secondary video set. Additionally, information of a start time TTSTTM (titleTimeBegin) on a title timeline and information of an end time TTEDTM (titleTimeEnd) on the title timeline represent a start time and an end time in a valid period of the secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB, respectively. Further, as shown in FIG. 53, a start position VBSTTM (clipTimeBegin) in the enhanced video object data indicates a start position of the secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB in the form of time information. The three types of time information are likewise represented in the form of “hour:minute:second:field (the number of frames)” which is “HH:MM:SS:FF” in the secondary audio video clip element SCAVCP. The sub video SUBVD and the sub audio SUBAD in the secondary audio video SCDAV are selectively used with respect to the sub video SUBVD and the sub audio SUBAD in the primary audio video set, and they cannot be simultaneously played back. Either the sub video SUBVD or the sub audio SUBAD alone can be played back. Therefore, in the object mapping information OBMAPI, valid periods of the sub video SUBVD and the sub audio SUBAD in the primary video set PRMVS on the timeline TIMEL and valid periods written in the secondary audio video clip element SCAVCP must be arranged in such a manner that these valid periods do not overlap each other on the timeline TIMEL. Setting a limit on the object mapping information OBMAPI in this manner can avoid a conflict of playback/display processing in the advanced content playback unit and stably display images to a user. The secondary audio video clip element SCAVCP includes a sub video element SUBVD and a sub audio element SUBAD. Furthermore, the sub video element SUBVD and the sub audio element SUBAD in the secondary audio video clip element SCAVCP are indicative of track number assignment information with respect to each
elementary stream in the secondary video set enhanced video object data S-EVOB. As shown in FIG. 10, the sub video SUBVBD and the sub audio SUBAD can be included in the secondary audio video SECDAV. On the other hand, in this embodiment, at least one sub video element SUBVBD or one sub audio element SUBAD alone can be written in the secondary audio video clip element SCAVCP. Moreover, in this embodiment, “1” must be set to both a sub video track number and a sub audio track number. When the sub video element SUBVBD is written in the secondary audio video clip element SCAVCP, this means that a sub video stream exists in VS_PCK (a secondary video pack) in the secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB, and the sub video stream must be subjected to record processing by the secondary video recorder (see FIG. 37). Additionally, likewise, when the sub audio element SUBAD is written in the secondary audio video clip element SCAVCP, this means that a sub audio stream is included in AS_PCK (a secondary audio pack) of the secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB, and this sub audio stream must be subjected to record processing by a decoder (see FIG. 37) corresponding to the secondary video player SCVP. Contents of data source attribute information indicative of a data source DTSORC in which a playback/display object is recorded means the network server NTSRV. When “dataSource= Network” is written, a network source element NTSELE must be written in the secondary audio video clip element SCAVCP. Further, as a value of src attribute information indicative of an index information file storage position SRCTMP of the display/playback object which should be referred at this time, a value of address information starting from “http” or “https” must be written. Contents of a streaming source which should be selected in accordance with a throughput (a data transfer rate) of the network are written in the network source element NTSELE. As a result, there can be obtained an effect that optimum picture information can be provided to a user in accordance with a network environment (a network transfer speed) of the user. Information of “Disc” , “P-Storage”, “Network” and “FileCache” is written behind “dataSource= ” in data source attribute information in which contents of a data source DTSORC having a playback/display is recorded therein is written. If “Disc” is written as this value, the secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB must be recorded in the information storage medium DISC. If this value is written as “P-Storage”, this means that the secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB is recorded in the persistent storage PRSTR. If “Network” is written as a value of the data source attribute information, this means that the secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB is streaming supplied from the network server NTSRV. Furthermore, if “FileCache” is written as a value of the data source attribute information, this means that information of the secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB is stored in the file cache FLCCCH. In this embodiment, the description of the src (source) attribute information can be eliminated, but a value of “P-Storage” as a default value is automatically set in such a case (which means that the data source DTSORC in which a playback/display object is recorded is stored in the persistent storage PRSTR).

[1533] In this embodiment, the description of information of a start position VBSTM (clipTimeBegin) in the enhanced video object data can be eliminated. If the description of information of the start position VBSTM (clip-TimeBegin) in the enhanced video object data is eliminated, this means that playback is started from a leading position of the secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB. Information is written in the src attribute information in which an index information file storage position SRCTMP of a playback/display object to be referred is recorded in the form of an URI (a uniform resource identifier). As shown in FIG. 12 or 18, reference is made to a time map file STMAP in a secondary video set from a playlist file PLIST with respect to the secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB. Therefore, in this embodiment, a storage position SRCTMP of an index information file of a playback/display object to be referred means a storage position of a time map file STMAP in the secondary video set. Then, information (prelead attribute information) of a time PRLOAD on a title timeline at which fetching a playback/display object is started is indicative of a time on the timeline TMLE at which the advanced content playback unit ADVPL starts fetching the playback/display object (see FIG. 35A). Moreover, in this embodiment, the description of this information can be eliminated. Additionally, as a value of sync (synchronization) attribute information indicative of synchronization attribute information SYNCA of a playback/display object, it is possible to select one of three types, i.e., “hard”, “soft” and “none” in a secondary audio video clip element tag SCAVCP. If “hard” is selected as this value, this means that the secondary audio video SCDAV is a hard synchronization object. If this value is set, time progress on the title timeline TMLE is temporarily stopped (a period in which a screen pause state is displayed for a user starts) and time progress on the title timeline TMLE is restarted after completion of loading the secondary audio video SCDAV in the data cache DTCH when loading is not completed even though a start time TSSTM (titleTimeBegin) on the title timeline of the corresponding secondary audio video SCDAV has come. Further, if a value of the synchronization attribute information (src attribute information) is “soft”, this means a soft synchronization object. If this value is set, time progress on the title timeline TMLE advances without displaying the secondary audio video SCDAV and playback of the secondary audio video SCDAV is started only after completion of loading the secondary audio video SCDAV in the data cache DTCH at a time behind a start time TSSTM on the title timeline when loading is not completed even though the start time TSSTM (titleTimeBegin) on the title timeline of the corresponding secondary audio video SCDAV has come. If a value of the sync attribute information is “none”, this means that the secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB is not synchronized with the title timeline TMLE and playback is carried out in an asynchronous state. The description of the sync attribute information SYNCA of can be eliminated in the secondary audio video clip element SCAVCP tag, and the sync attribute information value is set to “soft” which is a default value if the description is eliminated. As no-cache attribute information indicative of no-cache attribute information NOCACHE, a value which is either “true” or “false” is written. The no-cache attribute information NOCACHE is information concerning a communication protocol of HTTP. If this value is “true”, this means that a Cash-Control header and a Pragma header must be included in a GET request message of HTTP. In description attribute information indicative of additional information concerning a secondary audio video clip element SCAVCP is written data in a text format which is often used by a user.
The description of the additional information can be eliminated in the secondary audio video clip element SAVCP.

[1534] As shown in (a) of FIG. 23A, configuration information CONFIGI, media attribute information MDATRI and title information TTINFO exist in a playlist file PLLST. As shown in (b) of FIG. 23A, title element information TTELEM exists with respect to each of one or more titles in the title information TTINFO. As shown in (c) of FIG. 23A, object mapping information OBMAPI, resource information RESRCI, playback sequence information PLSQI, track navigation information TRNAV, and scheduled control information SCHECI exist in the title element information corresponding to one title. As shown in FIGS. 55A and 55B, a substitute audio video clip element SAVCP and a substitute audio clip element SBADCP exist in the object mapping information OBMAPI. A data configuration in the substitute audio video clip element SAVCP shown in (c) of FIG. 55B will now be described hereinafter.

[1535] <SubstituteAudioVideoClip (Substitute Audio Video Clip) Element>

[1536] SubstituteAudioVideoClip element is a Presentation Clip element for Substitute Audio Video. Substitute Audio Video is in S-EVOB of Secondary Video Set, which contains Audio and Video.

[1537] SubstituteAudioVideoClip element describes Object Mapping Information of Substitute Audio Video in a Title, and Track Number Assignment of elementary streams in an S-EVOB of Substitute Audio Video.

[1538] Substitute Audio Video can be Disc content, network streaming, or pre-downloaded content on Persistent Storage, or File Cache.

[1539] XML Syntax Representation of SubstituteAudioVideoClip element:

```
<SubstituteAudioVideoClip
  id = ID
dataSource = (Disc | P-Storage | Network | FileCache)
titleTimeBegin = timeExpression
clipTimeBegin = timeExpression
titleTimeEnd = timeExpression
src = anyURI
preload = timeExpression
sync = (hard | none)
noCache = (true | false)
description = string
  >
    NetworkSource *
    Video *
    Audio *
  <</SubstituteAudioVideoClip
```

[1540] The src attribute describes which S-EVOB of Substitute Audio Video represented by this element. The titleTimeBegin and titleTimeEnd attribute describe the start time and end time of valid period of S-EVOB, respectively. The clipTimeBegin attribute describes the starting position of the S-EVOB.

[1541] The content of SubstituteAudioVideoClip element contains Video element and Audio element, which describe Track Number Assignment for elementary streams in S-EVOB.

[1542] If Video element is present in SubstituteAudioVideoClip element, Video stream in VM_PKc of S-EVOB is available and is assigned to the specified Video Track number.

[1543] If Audio element is present in SubstituteAudioVideoClip element, Audio stream in AM_PKc of S-EVOB is available and is assigned to the specified Audio Track number.

[1544] NetworkSource element can be presented in this element, if and only if the dataSource attribute value is 'Network' and URI scheme of src attribute value of parent element is 'http', or 'https'. NetworkSource element describes the streaming source to be selected according to network throughput setting.

[1545] (a) dataSource attribute

[1546] Describes the Data Source of Presentation Object. If the value is 'Disc' the S-EVOB shall be in Disc. If the value is 'P-Storage' the S-EVOB shall be in Persistent Storage as pre-downloaded content. If the value is 'Network' the S-EVOB shall be supplied as streaming from a network server. If the value is 'File Cache' the S-EVOB shall be supplied in File Cache. If no dataSource attribute is presented, the dataSource shall be 'P-Storage'.

[1547] (b) titleTimeBegin attribute

[1548] Describes the start time of the continuous fragment of the Presentation Object on the Title Timeline. The value shall be described in timeExpression value defined in Datatypes.

[1549] (c) titleTimeEnd attribute

[1550] Describes the end time of the continuous fragment of the Presentation Object on the Title Timeline. The value shall be described in timeExpression value defined in Datatypes.

[1551] (d) clipTimeBegin attribute

[1552] Describes the starting position in a Presentation Object. The value shall be described in timeExpression value defined in Datatypes. The attribute value shall be the presentation start time (PTS) of Coded-Frame of the video streams in P-EVOB (S-EVOB). The clipTimeBegin can be omitted. If no clipTimeBegin attribute is presented, the starting position shall be '00:00:00:00'.

[1553] (e) src attribute

[1554] Describes the URI of the index information file of the Presentation Object to be referred.

[1555] (f) preload attribute

[1556] Describes the time, on Title Timeline, when Player shall be start prefetching the Presentation Object. This attribute can be omitted.

[1557] (g) sync attribute

[1558] If sync attribute value is 'hard', the Substitute Audio Video is Hard-synchronized Object. If sync attribute value is 'none', it is Non-synchronized Object. This attribute can be omitted. Default value is 'hard'.

[1559] (h) description attribute

[1560] Describes the free text describing the presentation related information of the Presentation Object.

[1561] (i) NetworkSource element

[1562] Describes the streaming source to be selected according to network throughput setting.
[1559] (b) noCache attribute

[1560] If noCache attribute value is ‘true’ and dataSource attribute value is ‘Network’, the ‘no-cache’ directive shall be included in both Cache-Control and Pragma in HTTP request for the Presentation Object. If noCache attribute value is ‘false’ and dataSource attribute value is ‘Network’, ‘no-cache’ directive shall be included in neither Cache-Control, nor Pragma header. If dataSource attribute value is not ‘Network’, the noCache attribute shall be absent. The noCache attribute can be omitted. Default value is ‘false’.

[1561] (i) description attribute

[1562] Describes additional information in the human consumable text form. This attribute can be omitted.

[1563] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[1564] As shown in FIG. 18, a playback/display clip element concerning the substitute audio video SBTAV is referred to as a substitute audio video clip SBAVCVP. As shown in FIG. 10, the substitute audio video SBTAV is included in a secondary video set SCDVS, and information of main video MANVD and main audio MANAD is included in the substitute audio video SBTAV. The substitute audio video clip element SBAVCVP is indicative of object mapping information OBMAPI concerning the substitute audio video SBTAV in a title. Moreover, the substitute audio video clip element SBAVCVP also indicates track number assignment information concerning each elementary stream included in secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB of the substitute audio video SBTAV. As shown in FIG. 18, the substitute audio video SBTAV can be recorded in the information storage medium DISC, the persistent storage PRSTR, the network server NTSRV or the file cache FLCCH as an original storage position. A file name which is referred to as an index when playing back/using the secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB as a playback object concerning the substitute audio video SBTAV is a time map file STMAP in a secondary video set. Therefore, as src attribute information (source attribute information) written in the substitute audio video clip SBAVCVP tag, information of the storage position SRCTMP where the time map file STMAP in the secondary video set is recorded is written in a URI (a uniform resource identifier) format. As shown in (b) of FIG. 55A, a main video element MANVD and a main audio element MANAD are included in the substitute audio video clip element SBAVCVP. An explanation concerning track number assignment information (track number setting information) of each elementary stream in corresponding secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB is written in each of the main video element MANVD and the main audio element MANAD in the substitute audio video clip element SBAVCVP. If the description concerning the main video element MANVD exists in the substitute audio video clip element, this means that a video stream in a main video pack VM_PKCK in the secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB exists and the video element stream can be played back. Further, at the same time, a specified video track number is set in accordance with each video stream in the main video pack VM_PKCK of the secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB. Furthermore, if a description concerning the main audio element MANAD exists in the substitute audio video clip element SBAVCVP, this means that an audio stream exists in a main audio pack VM_PKCK of the secondary enhanced video object data and the audio stream can be played back. Moreover, a specified audio track number is set with respect to each audio stream in the main audio pack AM_PKCK of the secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB. Additionally, when “Network” is specified as a value of a data source DTORSRC (dataSource attribute information) in which a playback/display object in the substitute audio video clip element SBAVCVP shown in (c) of FIG. 55B is recorded, a description of a network source element NTSELE exists in the substitute audio video clip element SBAVCVP as shown in (b) of FIG. 55A. Additionally, when a value of the data source DTORSRC in which a playback/display object is recorded is “Network”, address information (a path) in which a value of an index information file storage position SRCTMP (SRC attribute information) of a playback/display object to be referred starts from “http” or “https” and a file name are written. Further, as shown in (c) of FIG. 63B, a streaming source (contents of the main video MANVD or the main audio MANAD in the substitute audio video SBTAV) selected based on a throughput (an allowable minimum value of a data transfer rate in a network path) of a specified network is written in the network source element NTSELE. As a result, it is possible to load an optimum data source (the main video MANVD or the main audio MANAD) based on a network path of a user (e.g., a data transfer rate varies depending on each network path using an optical cable/ADSL, a modem or the like). For example, in a network environment where high-speed data communication can be established by using an optical cable, a picture with a high resolution can be transferred as the main video MANVD. Furthermore, on the contrary, in case of a network environment using a modem (a telephone line) or the like where a data transfer rate is low, a very long download time is required when downloading a picture with a high resolution as the main video MANVD. Therefore, in case of a network environment using the modem or the like where a data transfer rate is low, the main video MANVD having a greatly lowered resolution can be downloaded. Selecting data or a file as a download target corresponding to a plurality of network source elements NTSELE can download a network source perfect for a network environment of a user. A data source DTORSRC (dataSource attribute information) in which a playback/display object is recorded represents a territory of a position where a data source of substitute audio video SBTAV as a playback/display object is recorded. As shown in FIG. 18, as a position where the substitute audio SBAVCVP is originally recorded, there is the information storage medium DISC, the persistent storage PRSTR, the network server NTSRV or the file cache FSCCH. In accordance with this structure, one of “Disc”, “P-Storage”, “Network” and “FileCache” is written as a value of the data source DTORSRC in which the playback/display object is recorded. If “Disc” is set as a value of the data source DTORSRC in which the playback/display object is recorded, this means that secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB is recorded in the information storage medium DISC. Moreover, if a value of the data source DTORSRC in which the playback/display object is recorded is “P-Storage”, the secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB must be recorded in the persistent storage PRSTR as previously downloaded contents. If a value of the data source DTORSRC in which the playback/display object is recorded is “Network”, the secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB must be supplied as streaming from the
network server NTsrv. Additionally, if a value of the data source DTSORC in which the playback/display object is recorded is “FileCache”, the corresponding secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB must be supplied to the file cache FLCCCH. If a value of the data source DTSORC in which the playback/display object is recorded is not written in attribute information SVATRI of the substitute audio video clip element, “P-Storage” which is a default value is automatically set as a value of the data source DTSORC in which the playback/display object is recorded. A start time TTSTTM (titleTime Begin attribute information) on a title timeline and an end time TTEDTM (title Time End attribute information) on the title timeline represent a start time TTSTTM and an end time TTEDTM of substitute audio video SBTAV (the secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB) as a playback/display object on the title timeline TMLE, respectively. Additionally, these times are represented as time information in the form of “HH:MM:SS:FF”. The start position VBSTTM in the enhanced video object data represents a position in the secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB (substitute audio video SBTAV) where display starts in accordance with the start time TTSTTM (title Time Begin) on the title timeline as shown in FIG. 53, and its value is specified based on a presentation start time (a presentation time stamp value) PTS of a video stream in the secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB. A correspondence relationship between a value of the start position TTSTTM on the title timeline and the start position VBSTTM in the enhanced video object data EVOB can be utilized to calculate the presentation start time (the presentation time stamp value) PTS in the video stream from a value on the title timeline TMLE at an arbitrary position in a valid period. The duration of the information of the start position VBSTTM in the enhanced video object data EVOB can be eliminated in the substitute audio video clip element SBAVCP. When the description of the start position VBSTTM in the enhanced video object data is eliminated in attribute information SVATRI of the substitute audio video clip element in this manner, playback is started from a leading position of the corresponding secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB. A storage position SRCTMP (SRC attribute information) of an index information file at which substitute audio video SBTAV (a secondary enhanced video object S_EVOB) as a playback/display object should be referred is written in a URI (a uniform resource identifier) format. As shown in FIG. 18, a file which is referred as the index is indicative of a position at which a time map file STMAP in a secondary video set is recorded. Further, a time PRLOAD (preload attribute information) on a title timeline at which fetching a playback/display object is started is set to a time which is the same as the start time TTSTTM on the title timeline or a preceding time, and is indicative of a loading start time when the substitute audio SBTAD is loaded in the data cache DTCH before displaying it to a user. The description of the time PRLOAD on the title timeline at which fetching the playback/display object is started can be eliminated from the attribute information SVATRI of the substitute audio video clip element. Furthermore, one of “hard” and “none” is set as a value of synchronization attribute information SYNCAT (sync attribute information) of a playback/display object. If the value is “hard”, the corresponding substitute audio video SBTAV represents a hard synchronized object. A description will now be given as to a case where new substitute audio video SBTAV must be loaded in the data cache DTCH when displaying moving images for a user. In this case, the substitute audio video SBTAV is loaded to the data cache DTCH from the time PRLOAD on the title timeline at which fetching a playback/display object is started. When loading is completed before the start time TTSTTM on the title timeline or the substitute audio video SBTAV can be continuously played back/displayed until the end time TTEDTM on the title timeline even during loading, playback/display of the substitute audio video SBTAV is started from the start time TTSTTM on the title timeline. On the contrary, when the loading processing cannot be finished in time or a value of synchronization attribute information SYNCAT of a playback/display object is set as “hard”; time progress (count-up) on the title timeline TMLE is temporarily stopped, and moving images are held in a still state for a user. Meanwhile, loading the substitute audio video SBTAV in the data cache DTCH is continued. When the loading processing into the data cache DTCH is completed or when the substitute audio video SBTAV has reached a continuous playback/display enabled state until the end time TTEDTM on the title timeline even during loading, time progress (count-up) on the title timeline TMLE is restarted, moving images displayed for a user start moving, and synchronization processing of displaying the substitute audio video SBTAV for a user is begun. Furthermore, when the synchronization attribute information SYNCAT of the playback/display object is “none”, this means an asynchronous object, and the substitute audio SBTAD is displayed for a user independently from progress on the title timeline TMLE (in an asynchronous state). The description of the synchronization information SYNCAT of the playback/display object can be eliminated from the attribute information SVATRI of the substitute audio video clip element. In this case, “hard” as a default value is automatically set. Moreover, no-cache attribute information NOCACHE is information concerning a communication protocol of HTTP, and one of values “true” and “false” is set. In case of “true”, a Cach-Control header and a Pragma header must be included in a GET request message of HTTP. Additionally, when a value of the data source DTSORC in which the playback/display object is recorded is written as “Network” and the no-cache attribute information NOCACHE is specified as “false”, this means that the Cach-Control header and the Pragma header are not included in the GET request message of HTTP. Further, the description of the no-cache attribute information NOCACHE can be eliminated, but “false” as a default value is automatically set in this case. Additional information concerning a SubstituteAudioVideoClip is written in a text format familiar to users. Furthermore, a description of the additional information concerning the substitute audio video clip SBAVCP can be eliminated.

[1565] <SubstituteAudioClip (substitute audio clip) element>

[1566] SubstituteAudioClip element is a PresentationClip element for SubstituteAudio. SubstituteAudio is in S-EVOB of Secondary Video Set and is a MainAudio selectable with MainAudio(s) in Primary Video Set.

[1567] SubstituteAudioClip element describes Object Mapping Information of SubstituteAudio in a Title, and Track Number Assignment of elementary streams in an S-EVOB of SubstituteAudio. SubstituteAudio can be
supplied from Disc, Network as Streaming, or from Persistent Storage, or File Cache as pre-downloaded content.

[1568] XML Syntax Representation of SubstituteAudioClip element:

```xml
<SubstituteAudioClip
  id = ID
  dataSource = (Disc | P-Storage | Network | FileCache)
  startTimeBegin = timeExpression
  clipTimeBegin = timeExpression
  startTimeEnd = timeExpression
  src = anyURI
  preload = timeExpression
  sync = (hard | soft)
  noCache = (true | false)
  description = string
>
  NetworkSource
  Audio +
</SubstituteAudioClip>
```

[1569] The src attribute describes which S-EVOB of Substitute Audio represented by this element. The startTimeBegin and startTimeEnd attribute describe the start time and end time of valid period of S-EVOB, respectively. The clipTimeBegin attribute describes the starting position of the S-EVOB.

[1570] The content of SubstituteAudioClip shall be one Audio element, which describes the Audio Track number assignment to Main Audio stream in AM_PCK of S-EVOB.

[1571] NetworkSource element can be presented in this element, if and only if the dataSource attribute value is ‘Network’ and URI scheme of src attribute value of parent element is ‘http’, or ‘https’. NetworkSource element describes the streaming source to be selected according to network throughput setting.

[1572] (a) dataSource attribute

[1573] Describes the Data Source of Presentation Object. If the value is ‘Disc’ the S-EVOB shall be in Disc. If the value is ‘P-Storage’ the S-EVOB shall be in Persistent Storage as pre-downloaded content. If the value is ‘Network’, the S-EVOB shall be supplied as streaming from a network server. If the value is ‘FileCache’ the S-EVOB shall be supplied in File Cache. If no dataSource attribute is presented, the dataSource shall be ‘P-Storage’.

[1574] (b) startTimeBegin attribute

[1575] Describes the start time of the continuous fragment of the Presentation Object on the Title Timeline. The value shall be described in timeExpression value defined in Datatypes.

[1576] (c) startTimeEnd attribute

[1577] Describes the end time of the continuous fragment of the Presentation Object on the Title Timeline. The value shall be described in timeExpression value defined in Datatypes.

[1578] (d) clipTimeBegin attribute

[1579] Describes the starting position in a Presentation Object. The value shall be described in timeExpression value defined in Datatypes. The attribute value shall be the presentation start time (PTS) of Coded-Frame of the video streams in P-EVOB (S-EVOB). The clipTimeBegin can be omitted. If no clipTimeBegin attribute is presented, the starting position shall be ‘0’.

[1580] (e) src attribute

[1581] Describes the URI of the index information file of the Presentation Object to be referred.

[1582] (f) preload attribute

[1583] Describes the time, on Title Timeline, when Player shall be start prefetching the Presentation Object. This attribute can be omitted.

[1584] (g) sync attribute

[1585] If sync attribute value is ‘hard’, the Secondary Audio Video is Hard-synchronized Object. If sync attribute value is ‘soft’, it is Soft-synchronized Object. This attribute can be omitted. Default-value is ‘soft’.

[1586] (h) noCache attribute

[1587] If noCache attribute value is ‘true’ and dataSource attribute value is ‘Network’, the ‘no-cache’ directive shall be included in both Cache-Control and Pragma in HTTP request for the Presentation Object. If noCache attribute value is ‘false’ and dataSource attribute value is ‘Network’, ‘no-cache’ directive shall be included in neither Cache-Control, nor Pragma header. If dataSource attribute value is not ‘Network’, the noCache attribute shall be absent. The noCache attribute can be omitted. Default value is ‘false’.

[1588] (i) description attribute

[1589] Describes additional information in the human consumable text form. This attribute can be omitted.

[1590] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[1591] As shown in FIG. 10, substitute audio SBTAD exists in secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB in a secondary video set SCDV. Furthermore, the substitute audio SBTAD includes information of main audio MANAD, and this information and main audio in a primary video set PRMVS are selectively (alternatively) displayed/played back. That is, in this embodiment, the main audio MANAD in the primary video set PRMVS and the main audio MANAD in the substitute audio SBTAD cannot be simultaneously displayed/played back for a user. A substitute audio clip element SBADCP is indicative of object mapping information OBMAPI concerning substitute audio SBTAD in a title. Moreover, at the same time, the substitute audio clip element SBADCP is also indicative of information of track number assignment (a track number setting) of each elementary stream in secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB of substitute audio SBTAD. As shown in FIG. 18, the substitute audio SBTAD can be recorded in the information storage medium DISC, the persistent storage PRSTR, the network server NTSRV or the file cache FLCH. As shown in FIGS. 55A and 55B, a plurality of main audio elements MANAD can be included in a substitute audio clip element SBADCP. Additionally, in such a case, setting information of an audio track number of a main audio stream included in a main audio pack AM_PCK of secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB is written in
the main audio element MANAD in the substitute audio clip element SBADCP. When “Network” is written as a value of a data source DTSORC in which a playback/display object shown in (d) of FIG. 55b, a network source element NTSELE is written in a corresponding substitute audio clip element SBADCP. Further, in such a case, information of a URI (a uniform resource identifier) starting from “http” or “https” is written as a value of an index information file storage position SRTCMP of a playback/display object to be referred shown in (d) of FIG. 55b. Furthermore, access destination information of a streaming source which should be optionally selected is written in the network source element NTSELE based on a throughput (data transfer rate) in a network environment to which the information recording and playback apparatus I is connected. As a result, the information recording and playback apparatus I can automatically optimally select information of substitute audio to be displayed as described in the section of the substitute audio video clip element SAVAVCP. As shown in (d) of FIG. 55b, when ID information SCAVID is written in a substitute audio clip element SBADCP tag, it is possible to set a plurality of sets of substitute audio SBTAD which should be displayed at different times on a title timeline TMLE in the same title. Moreover, as shown in FIG. 82, when ID information SBAADD is given to the substitute audio clip element SBADCP, making reference to the substitute audio clip element SBADCP by an API command can be facilitated, thereby simplifying API command processing. Additionally, it is possible to set one of “Disc”, “P-Storage”, “Network” and “FileCache” as a value of a data source DTSORC in which a playback/display object in a substitute audio clip element SBADCP tag is recorded. If “Disc” is set as this value, this means that secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB is stored in the information storage medium DISC. Furthermore, when this value is “P-Storage”, corresponding secondary enhanced video object data is recorded in the persistent storage PRSTR as contents downloaded in advance. Furthermore, when a value of the data source in which a playback/display object is recorded is “Network”, secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB is supplied as streaming transferred from the network server NTSRV. Moreover, when the value is “FileCache”, corresponding secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB is supplied from the file cache FLCCH. When there is no description of the data source DTSORC in which the playback/display object is recorded in attribute information of the substitute audio clip element, “P-Storage” which is a default value is automatically set as a value of the data source DTSORC in which the playback/display object is recorded. A start time TTSTTM (titleTimeBegin attribute information) on a title timeline and an end time TTETDTM (titleTimeEnd attribute information) on the title timeline written in a substitute audio clip element SBADCP tag represent start time information and end time information in a continuous block of a playback/display object (secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB) on the title timeline, respectively. Additionally, such time information is written in the form of “HH:MM:SS:FF”. Further, a start position VBSTM (clipTimeBegin attribute information) in enhanced video object data is indicative of a start position of enhanced video object data S-EVOB in a secondary video set, and expressed as a presentation start time (presentation time stamp value) PTS in a video stream as shown in FIG. 53. Furthermore, a description of information of a start position VBSTM in the enhanced video object data can be eliminated in attribute information SVATRI of the substitute audio video clip element. If a description of the information is eliminated, this means that playback/display is started from a leading position of enhanced video object data S-EVOB in a secondary video set. An index information file storage position SRCRTMP (SRC attribute information) of a playback/display object to be referred is written in a URI (a uniform resource identifier) format. As shown in FIG. 18, a file which is referred as an index when playing back/using an object in a substitute audio clip SBADCP represents a time map file STMAP in a secondary video set. Therefore, as the index information file storage position SRCRTMP of the playback/display object to be referred, a storage position of the time map file STMAP in the secondary video set is written. Moreover, a time PRELOAD (preload attribute information) on a title timeline on which fetching a playback/display object is started represents a loading start time when loading is executed to the data cache DTCH from the network server NTSRV prior to displaying corresponding substitute audio SBTAD on the title timeline TMLE for a user. Additionally, when the substitute audio SBTAD is stored in the information storage medium DISC or the network server NTSRV, the substitute audio SBTAD is pre-loaded in the data cache DTCH as shown in FIG. 25, but a start time at which downloading to the data cache DTCH in this case is started is also represented as the time PRELOAD on the title timeline at which fetching the playback/display object is started. Further, as synchronization attribute information SYNCAT (sync attribute information) of a playback/display object, it is possible to set either “hard” or “soft” in the substitute audio clip element SBADCP. If the synchronization attribute information SYNCAT of a playback/display object is set as “hard”, corresponding substitute audio SBTAD is regarded as a hard synchronized object. A description will now be given as to a case where new substitute audio SBTAD must be loaded in the data cache DTCH when displaying a playback/display object for a user. In this case, the substitute audio SBTAD is loaded into the data cache DTCH from a time PRELOAD on a title timeline at which fetching the playback/display object is started. When loading is completed before a start time TTSTTM on the title timeline or when the substitute audio SBTAD can be continuously played back and output before an end time TTETDTM on the title timeline even during loading, playback and output of the substitute audio SBTAD are started from the start time TTSTTM on the title timeline. On the contrary, when the loading processing cannot be completed in time, or when a value of the synchronization attribute information SYNCAT of the playback/display object is set as “hard”, time progress (count-up) is on the title timeline TMLE is temporarily stopped. Meanwhile, loading the substitute audio SBTAD into the data cache DTCH is continued. When the loading processing with respect to the data cache DTCH has been completed, or when the substitute audio SBTAD has reached a stage where continuous playback/display is possible before the end time TTETDTM on the title timeline even during loading, time progress (count-up) on the title timeline TMLE is restarted, and synchronization processing of displaying the substitute audio SBTAD to a user is started. Furthermore, when the synchronization attribute information SYNCAT of a playback/display object is set as “soft”, corresponding substitute audio SBTAD is regarded as a soft synchronized
object. A description will now be given as to a case where new substitute audio SB TAD must be loaded into the data cache DTCCH when displaying a playback/display object for a user. In this case, processing of loading the substitute audio SB TAD into the data cache DTCCH is started from a time PRLOAD on a title timeline at which fetching the playback/display object is started. When loading is completed before a start time TTSTTM on the title timeline, or when the substitute audio SB TAD can be continuously played back and output before an end time TTEDTM on the title timeline even during loading, playback and output of the substitute audio SB TAD is started from the start time TTSTTM on the title timeline. On the contrary, when the loading processing cannot be completed in time, or when a value of the synchronization attribute information of the playback/display object is set as “soft”, time progress (count-up) on the title timeline TMLE is continued in a state where playback and output of the substitute audio SB TAD which is currently loaded are not carried out without temporarily stopping time progress (count-up) on the title timeline TMLE. Loading the substitute audio SB TAD into the data cache DTCCH is continued concurrently with continuation of time progress (count-up) on the title timeline TMLE in the state where playback and output of the currently loaded substitute audio SB TAD are not executed. When loading processing with respect to the data cache DTCCH has been completed, or when the substitute audio SB TAD has reached a stage where continuous playback/display is possible before an end time TTEDTM on the title timeline even during loading, playback and output of the substitute audio SB TAD are started. When a value of the synchronization attribute information SYNCAT of the playback/display object is set as “soft” in this manner, a possibility that playback and output of the substitute audio SB TAD are started in retard of the start time TTSTTM on the title timeline is increased. In order to avoid this delay, it is desirable to previously store and load the substitute audio SBTAD in the data cache DTCCH prior to a timing at which the substitute audio SB TAD is displayed for a user and perform synchronized display (start playback of the substitute audio SB TAD from the start time TTSTTM on the title timeline) in such a manner that playback of the substitute audio SB TAD stored in the data cache DTCCH is continuously started without stopping time progress (count-up) on the title timeline TMLE. Therefore, in case of the soft synchronized object (when a value of the sync attribute information is written as “soft”), it is necessary to set a time PRLOAD on a title timeline at which fetching a playback/display object is started (write information of the time PRLOAD on the title timeline at which fetching the playback/display object is started in a substitute audio clip element SBADCPFD to achieve a time (a small count value on the title timeline TMLE))

[1592] preceding the start time TTSTTM on the title timeline. However, a description of information of the synchronization attribute information of the playback/display object can be eliminated in attribute information SAAATRI of a substitute audio clip element. In this case, “soft” is automatically set as a default value. Therefore, when a value of the synchronization attribute information of a playback/display object is written as “soft” or its description is eliminated, it is desirable to write a time PRLOAD on a title timeline at which fetching the playback/display object is started. Further, no-cache attribute information NOCACHE represents information concerning a communication protocol of HTTP. As a value which can be taken by the no-cache attribute information, it is possible to set either “true” or “false”. If a value of the no-cache attribute information NOCACHE is “true”, a Cache-Control header and a Pragma header must be included in a GET request message of HTTP. Furthermore, if a value of the no-cache attribute information NOCACHE is “false”, the Cache-Control header and the Pragma header are not included in the GET request message of HTTP. Moreover, additional information concerning a SubstituteAudioClip is written in a text format familiar to people. Additionally, a description of the additional information concerning the substitute audio clip can be eliminated from attribute information SAATRI of the substitute audio clip element.

[1593] Title information TTINFO exists in a playlist file PLIST as shown in (a) of FIG. 23A, and first play title element information FPETLE, title element information TTELEM for each title and playlist application element information PLAELM exist in the title information TTINFO as shown in (b) of FIG. 23A. Further, as shown in (c) of FIG. 23A, object mapping information OMAAPI (including track number assignment information) exists in the title element information TTELEM for each title. As shown in (b) of FIG. 56A, an advanced subtitle segment element ADSTSG exists in the object mapping information OMAAPI (including the track number assignment information). A data configuration in the advanced subtitle segment element ADSTSG will now be described.

[1594] <AdvancedSubtitleSegment (advanced subtitle segment element)>

[1595] AdvancedSubtitleSegment element is a Presentation Clip element for Advanced Subtitle.

[1596] AdvancedSubtitleSegment element describes the object Mapping Information of Advanced Subtitle in a Title and the assignment to Subtitle Track number.

[1597] XML Syntax Representation of AdvancedSubtitleSegment element:

```
<AdvancedSubtitleSegment
    id = ID
    titleTimeBegin = timeExpression
    titleTimeEnd = timeExpression
    src = anyURI
    sync = (hard | soft)
    description = string

> Subtitle +
    ApplicationResource *
</AdvancedSubtitleSegment>
```

[1598] The src attribute describes which Advanced Subtitle Profile markup file represented by this element. The titleTimeBegin and titleTimeEnd attribute describe the start time and end time of valid period of Advanced Subtitle, respectively.

[1599] The AdvancedSubtitleSegment element contains one, or more Subtitle element, which describes the assignment of Subtitle Track number. Subtitle Track number is used to select Advanced Subtitle as a Subtitle for Main Video.
(a) titleTimeBegin attribute

Describes the start time of the continuous fragment of the Presentation Object on the Title Timeline. The value shall be described in timeExpression value defined in Datatypes.

(b) titleTimeEnd attribute

Describes the end time of the continuous fragment of the Presentation Object on the Title Timeline. The value shall be described in timeExpression value defined in Datatypes.

c src attribute

Describes the URI of the manifest file of the Advanced Subtitle to be referred.

d sync attribute

Describes Hard-Sync Application, or Soft-Sync Application, which determines the Application startup mode. This attribute can be omitted. Default value is ‘hard’.

(e) description attribute

Describes additional information in the human consumable text form. This attribute can be omitted.

More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

As shown in FIG. 18, the advanced subtitle segment element ADSTSG is indicative of information of a playback/display clip element concerning an advanced subtitle ADSBT. The advanced subtitle segment element ADSTSG explains contents of object mapping information OBMAPI of the advanced subtitle ADSBT in a title. Furthermore, in the advanced subtitle segment element ADSTSG, a track number of a subtitle is also set. As shown in FIG. 18, a file name which is referred as an index when playing back/using the advanced subtitle ADSBT is a manifest file MNFS of the advanced subtitle. In accordance with this, src attribute information shown in (c) of FIG. 563 is indicative of a file name and a storage position (a path) of a markup file MRKUP concerning an advanced subtitle ADSBT corresponding to the advanced subtitle segment element ADSTSG. Moreover, attribute information of a start time TTSTTM (titleTimeBegin) on a title timeline and an end time TTETDM (titleTimeEnd) on the title timeline represents a start time and an end time in a valid period of the advanced subtitle ADSBT. Additionally, as shown in (b) of FIG. 56A, the advanced subtitle segment element ADSTSG can include information of one or more subtitle elements SBTELE and one or more application resource elements APRELE. Further, in the subtitle element SBTELE, a number of a subtitle track is set. The subtitle track number is used to select an advanced subtitle ADSBT as a subtitle (used as a telop, a superimposed title or the like) with respect to main video MANVD. Furthermore, a manifest file storage position SRCMNF (src attribute information) of a playback/display object to be referred shown in (c) of FIG. 56B is written in the form of a URI (a uniform resource identifier). Although synchronization attribute information SYNCAT (sync attribute information) of a playback/display object means synchronization attribute information in an advanced subtitle segment element ADSTSG, it matches with a definition of a jump timing mode with respect to an application segment element APPLSG which will be described later. A jump timing model in the advanced application ADAPL is written in a descriptive text in FIG. 17. In this embodiment, either “hard” or “soft” is set as the synchronization attribute information SYNCAT of the playback/display object in the advanced subtitle segment ADSTSG. That is, in this embodiment, “none” is not set as synchronization with the advanced subtitle ADSBT, and the advanced subtitle ADSBT must be displayed in synchronization with a title timeline TMLE. When “hard” is set as a value of the synchronization attribute information SYNCAT of the playback/display object, this represents a state of hard sync jump. That is, progress (count-up) of the title timeline TMLE is temporarily stopped (a corresponding display screen is maintained in a temporarily still state) while loading of the advanced subtitle ADSBT into the file cache FLCCCH is started in accordance with the start time TTSTTM on the title timeline, and progress (count-up) of the title timeline TMLE is restarted when loading processing of the advanced subtitle ADSBT has been completed. Additionally, on the contrary, when “soft” is set as the synchronization attribute information SYNCAT of the playback/display object, this means a state of soft sync jump. That is, the soft sync jump state means a synchronization method which executes (completes) the loading processing of the advanced subtitle ADSBT into the file cache FLCCCH prior to displaying the advanced subtitle ADSBT, thereby terminating preparation of the next advanced subtitle ADSBT to be displayed seamlessly without stopping progress of the title timeline TMLE. Further, in this embodiment, even when “hard” is set as the synchronization attribute information SYNCAT of the playback/display object, loading a necessary resource may be started in advance. However, in this case, when previous loading is not completed even though a time on the title timeline TMLE has reached the start time TTSTTM (titleTimeBegin) on the title timeline, or when loading is not completed while continuous display is possible until the end time TTETDM on the title timeline even though display of an advanced subtitle ADSBT is started, progress (count-up) on the title timeline TMLE is temporarily stopped (a corresponding display screen is maintained in a temporarily still state) to wait until a loading amount in the file cache FLCCCH exceeds a specific value. Furthermore, in this embodiment, when “soft” is set as the synchronization attribute information SYNCAT of the playback/display object, such synchronization processing as shown in FIG. 56B may be executed. That is, loading of a resource corresponding to the advanced subtitle ADSBT is started from the start time on the title timeline (the start time TTSTTM on the title timeline is matched with a start time of a loading period LOADP), progress (count-up) of the title timeline TMLE is continued even during loading the resource corresponding to the advanced subtitle ADSBT. When a resource data amount has been stored in file cache FLCCCH to some extent and continuous display of the advanced subtitle ADSBT is enabled (in retard of the start time TTSTTM on the title timeline), playback of the corresponding advanced subtitle ADSBT is started.

Additional information concerning an AdvancedSubtitleSegment ADSTSG shown in (c) of FIG. 56B is written in a text format familiar to people. A description of the additional information concerning the advanced subtitle segment ADSTSG can be eliminated in attribute information ADATTRI of the advanced subtitle segment element.
XML Syntax Representation of Application element:

```xml
<ApplicationSegment
  id = ID
  titleTimelineBegin = timeExpression
  titleTimelineEnd = timeExpression
  src = anyURI
  sync = (hard | soft)
  zOrder = nonNegativeeger
  language = language
  appBlock = positiveInteger
  group = positiveInteger
  autorun = (true | false)
  description = string
>
  ApplicationResource *
</ApplicationSegment>
```

[1616] The Advanced Application shall be scheduled on a specified time period of Title Timeline. The time period is the Advanced Application valid period. When time on Title Timeline enters the time period, Advanced Application shall become valid according to the Manifest file specified by src attribute. If time on Title Timeline exits from the time period, the Advanced Application in the Title shall be terminated.

[1617] The time period on Title Timeline of a Presentation Object is determined by start time and end time on Title Timeline. The start time and end time on Title Timeline are described by titleTimelineBegin attribute and titleTimelineEnd attribute, respectively.

[1618] Advanced Application shall be referred by the URI for the Manifest file of the initialization information of the application.

[1619] ApplicationSegment element can contain a list of ApplicationResource element, which describes the information of Resource Information part this Application.

[1620] ApplicationSegment element can have optional attributes, language attribute, appBlock attribute, group attribute and autorun attribute, which describes Application Activation Information.

[1621] (a) titleTimelineBegin attribute

[1622] Describes the start time of the continuous fragment of the Presentation Object on the Title Timeline. The value shall be described in timeExpression value defined in Datatypes.

[1623] (b) titleTimelineEnd attribute

[1624] Describes the end time of the continuous fragment of the Presentation Object on the Title Timeline. The value shall be described in timeExpression value defined in Datatypes.

[1625] (c) src attribute

[1626] Describes the URI for the Manifest file which describes the initialization information of the application.

[1627] (d) sync attribute

[1628] Describes Hard-Sync Application, or Soft-Sync Application, which determines the Application startup mode. This attribute can be omitted. Default value is 'hard'.

[1629] (e) zOrder attribute

[1630] Describes the Application z-order. Application Z-order is used by ticking clock frequency used in Application z-ordering and rendering into the graphics plane.

[1631] (f) language attribute

[1632] Describes the application language, which consists of two-letter lowercase symbols defined in ISO-639. This attribute can be omitted. If the language attribute is absent, the language of Advanced Application is any language.

[1633] (g) appBlock attribute

[1634] Describes the index of Application Block to which this application belongs. This attribute can be omitted. If this attribute is absent, this application does not belong to any Application Block.

[1635] (h) group attribute

[1636] Describes the index of Advanced Application Group to which Advanced Application belongs. This attribute can be omitted. If group attribute is absent, the Advanced Application does not belong to any Application Group.

[1637] (i) autorun attribute

[1638] If the value is 'true', Advanced Application shall be active when time on Title Timeline enters in a valid period. If the value is 'false', Advanced Application shall be inactive when time on Title Timeline enters in a valid period. This attribute can be omitted. The default value is 'true'.

[1639] (j) description attribute

[1640] Describes additional information in the human consumable text form. This attribute can be omitted.

[1641] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[1642] As shown in FIG. 18, an application segment element APPLSG means a playback/display clip element concerning an advanced application ADAPL. The application segment APPLSG describes contents of object mapping information OBM and of an advanced application ADAPL in a title. The advanced application ADAPL must be scheduled in a specific time range on a title timeline TMLE. The specific time range will be referred to as a valid period of an advanced application ADAPL. When a proceeding time (a count value) on the title timeline TMLE has reached the valid period, it is said that the advanced application ADAPL has entered the valid period. Moreover, the valid period of the advanced application ADAPL on the title timeline TMLE is set based on a start time and an end time on the title timeline TMLE. That is, a start time of the valid period is set based on a start time TISTA (titleTimelineBegin attribute information) on the title timeline shown in (d) of FIG. 563, and an end time of the valid period of the advanced
application ADAPL is set based on an end time TTEDTM (titleTimeEnd attribute information) on the title timeline, respectively. Additionally, as shown in FIG. 12 or 18, when making reference to an advanced application ADAPL, a manifest file MNST is referred from a playlist file PLST. A value of src attribute information (source attribute information) representing a storage position URIMNF of a manifest file including initial setting information of an advanced application is written in the form of a URI (a uniform resource identifier). As a result, information required in an initial state of an advanced application ADAPL can be acquired. As shown in (b) of FIG. 56A, a list of application resource elements APRELE can be included in an application segment element APPLSG. The application resource element APRELE is indicative of resource information RESRCL with respect to a corresponding advanced application ADAPL (see (d) of FIG. 63C). As shown in (d) of FIG. 56B, although an application segment element APPLSG tag includes language attribute information LANGAT (language attribute information), application block attribute information (an index number) information APBLT (application block attribute information), advanced application segment element (an index number) information APGRAT (group attribute information) and author attribute information ATNAT (author attribute information), these four types of attribute information are called application activation information (how to use the application activation information will be described later with reference to FIG. 58). ID information APPLID of an application segment element is written immediately after "ID=" prior to attribute information APATRI of an application segment element in an application segment element APPLSG tag. Since the ID information APPLID of the application segment element can be set in this manner, a plurality of application segment elements APPLSG can be set in object mapping information OBMAP in this embodiment. Therefore, a plurality of advanced applications ADAPL having different display formats can be displayed in a display period of one title, thereby greatly improving an expression method for a user. Further, as shown in FIG. 82, setting the ID information can facilitate specification of a particular application segment element APPLSG using the ID information APPLID based on an API command, thus simplifying API command processing control. Furthermore, as shown in (d) of FIG. 56B, information of a start time TTSTTM (titleTimeBegin) on a title timeline and information of an end time TTETTM on the title timeline are written at a leading part in attribute information APATRI of an application segment element. As can be understood from (c) of FIG. 56B, the start time TTSTTM and the end time TTETTM on the title timeline are first written at a leading position of each of advanced sub-title segment element attribute information ADATRI and application segment element attribute information APATRI in an advanced subtitle segment element ADSTSG and an application segment element APPLSG. When the start/end times of a valid period on the title timeline are written first in this manner, a speed of display timing setting processing on the title timeline TMLE by the playlist manager PLMNG (see FIG. 28) can be increased. In this embodiment, one of two types of information, i.e., "hard" and "soft" can be set as synchronization attribute information SYNCA (sync attribute information) of a playback/display object in an advanced application ADAPL. That is, when a value of the synchronization attribute information SYNCA (sync attribute information) of the playback/display object is set to "hard", this represents a hard sync jump state as explained in the descriptive text in FIG. 17. That is, progress (count-up) on the title timeline TMLE is temporarily stopped while the advanced application ADAPL is loaded, and display of pictures to be displayed (e.g., picture information based on primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB) is also temporarily stopped, thereby providing a still picture state. When loading processing of the advanced application ADAPL has been completed, progress (count-up) of the title timeline TMLE is restarted and, at the same time, movements of the pictures are restarted, thereby displaying the corresponding advanced application ADAPL. Moreover, when the synchronization attribute information SYNCAT (sync attribute information) of the playback/display object is set to "soft", this means soft sync jump. That is, loading processing of an advanced application ADAPL is carried out in advance, and display of the advanced application ADAPL which has been completely loaded can be started while effecting seamless display without temporarily stopping progress (count-up) of the title timeline TMLE. Additionally, in this embodiment, when the synchronization attribute information SYNCAT (sync attribute information) of a playback/display object is set to "soft", the control is not restricted to the above-described contents, and synchronization processing shown in FIG. 65B may be executed. That is, the synchronization processing shown in FIG. 65B is exclusively used when a description of a time PRLOAD (preload attribute information) on a title timeline at which fetching the playback/display object begins does not exist in a clip element or a segment element, and it starts loading of a resource used in a playback/display object specified (managed) by a clip element or a segment element into the file cache FLCH from a start time TTSTTM (a titleTimeBegin attribute information value) on a title timeline set in the clip element or the segment element (the start time TTSTTM on the title timeline is matched with a start time of a loading period LOADPE into the file cache FLCH). Then, the loading processing of the resource into the file cache FLCH and the time progress (count-up) on the title timeline TMLE are simultaneously continued, and processing which does not interrupt progress of moving images which are displayed for a user is executed. Display or execution of a corresponding advanced application ADAPL is started only after the loading period LOADPE of loading the resource into the file cache FLCH has been completed, thereby entering an execution period APACPE of the advanced application. The foregoing embodiment has the following characteristics.

1643) 1) Time progress (count-up) on a title timeline TMLE continuously goes on even during loading a resource used in an advanced application ADAPL into the file cache FLCH.

1644) 2) A start time of an execution period APACPE of an advanced application at which display or execution of the advanced application ADAPL is started is behind a value of a start time TTSTTM (titleTimeBegin attribute information) on a title timeline defined in a clip element or a segment element.

1645) A description will now be given as to Z-order attribute (Z-index) information ZORDER arranged in an application segment element APPLSG. As shown in FIG. 16, a plurality of buttons from a help icon 33 to an IF button
may be displayed in a display screen for a user. As a method of displaying the plurality of buttons from the help icon 33 to the FF button 38 in the display screen, after a display region of an advanced application ADAPL is set by a manifest MNFST, display positions and display sizes of the help icon 33, a stop button 34, a play button 35, an FR button 36, a pause button 37 and the FF button 38 can be set as respective application elements in a markup MRKUP specified from the manifest MNFST (see FIG. 84). In this case, the help icon 33 corresponds to one application element (a content element or a graphic object shown in FIG. 40), and the respective buttons from the stop button 34 to the FF button 38 can be set in accordance with different application elements (content elements or graphic objects shown in FIG. 40). In this embodiment an entire display region of the advanced application ADAPL may be regarded as one advanced application ADAPL to be integrally managed based on the same application segment element APPLSG. Additionally, the present invention is not restricted thereto, and the respective buttons from the stop button 34 to the FF button 38 can be regarded as different advanced applications ADAPL in accordance with a creation purpose of a content provider, and they can be managed based on the application segment elements APPLSG in units of displayed figures corresponding to the respective buttons or scripts SCRIPT executed when the respective buttons are pressed. In this case, advanced applications ADAPL from the advanced application ADAPL corresponding to the stop button 34 to the advanced application ADAPL corresponding to the FF button 38 can be grouped in such a manner a user can simultaneously input the respective buttons from the stop button 34 to the FF button 38 (a focus state). When the advanced applications ADAPL from that corresponding to the stop button 34 to that corresponding to the FF button 38 are grouped in this manner, set values from a set value of advanced application group attribute (index number) information APGRAT (group attribute information) in an application segment element APPLSG concerning the stop button 34 to a set value of advanced application group attribute (index number) information APGRAT (group attribute information) in an application segment element APPLSG concerning the FF button 38 are all set to the same value. In FIG. 16, although the respective application elements (content elements or graphic objects shown in FIG. 40) are arranged at different positions, the plurality of application elements (content elements or graphic objects shown in FIG. 40) can be displayed in a partially overlapping manner in this embodiment. For example, in the embodiment depicted in FIG. 16, the stop button 34 can be displayed to partially overlap the help icon 33. In this embodiment, the plurality of application elements (content elements or graphic objects shown in FIG. 40) can be displayed in a partially overlapping manner as described above. Further, when the advanced applications ADAPL are associated in accordance with the respective application elements (content elements or graphic objects shown in FIG. 40), the plurality of advanced applications ADAPL are arranged in a partially overlapping manner, and it is necessary to control to decide which advanced application ADAPL should be displayed on an "upper side". In order to enable this control, a layer is set in accordance with each advanced application ADAPL, and a data management method which performs display in a graphic plane GRPHPL (see FIG. 39) with the layers being superimposed is adopted. That is, a graphic figure (an application element, a content element or a graphic object shown in FIG. 40) corresponding to an advanced application ADAPL set as an "upper" layer is displayed on the "upper side" of a graphic figure corresponding to an advanced application ADAPL set as a "lower" layer in a screen. In accordance with this structure, it is possible to set a layer number corresponding to each advanced application ADAPL. That is, a layer number of a corresponding advanced application ADAPL in a graphic plane GRPHPL is set based on the Z-order attribute (Z-index) information ZORDER (Z-order attribute information). As a value of the layer number information, "0" or 1 integral value can be set. The Z-order attribute (Z-index) information ZORDER (Z-order attribute information) is used (subjected to switching control) by frequency information TKBASE (tickBase attribute information) of a tick clock used in the markup shown in (b) of FIG. 24A. The language attribute information LANGAT (language attribute information) to be written next is information which specifies a language used for characters displayed in a screen (e.g., a menu screen) or voices based on an advanced application ADAPL. When language contents specified here are different from language contents specified by application language system parameters (see FIGS. 46 to 49), there is provided an advanced application ADAPL disabled state (an inactive state) specified by this application segment element APPLSG. The language attribute information LANGAT is constituted of a language code (two-letter lowercase symbols) set in accordance with ISO-639. In this embodiment, a description of the language attribute information LANGAT can be eliminated in attribute information APATRI of the application segment element APPLSG. If the description of the language attribute information LANGAT is eliminated in this manner, a language of the advanced application ADAPL is set as an arbitrary language corresponding to a situation. Moreover, application block attribute (index number) information APBLAT (appblock attribute information) is indicative of an index number (an integral value) of an advanced block to which an advanced application ADAPL specified by a corresponding application segment element APPLSG belongs as explained in detail in a descriptive text in FIG. 57. A description of the application block attribute (index number) information APBLAT can be eliminated in the application segment element attribute information APATRI. If the description of the application block attribute (index number) information APBLAT is eliminated, this means that a corresponding advanced application ADAPL does not belong to an application block but solely exists.

As mentioned above, advanced applications ADAPL from that corresponding to the stop button 34 shown in FIG. 16 to that corresponding to the FF button 38 can be grouped, thereby simplifying processing corresponding to user input. A target group in this manner will be referred to as an "advanced application group". In this embodiment, an "index number (an integral value)" is set in accordance with each advanced application group, thus enabling identification of the respective advanced application groups. A value of the index number is set (written) as advanced application group attribute (index number) information APGRAT (group attribute information) in an application segment element APPLSG. Based on an intention of a content provider, display of the buttons from the stop button 34 to the FF button 38 can be simultaneously started or terminated, or execution of any of the stop buttons 34 to
the FF buttons 38 can be specified by a user (the stop button 34 to the FF button 38 can be simultaneously set in a focusing state). When the entire advanced application group constituted of the advanced application ADAPL corresponding to the stop button 34 to the advanced application ADAPL corresponding to the FF button 38 is set in an execution state (an active state), all the advanced applications ADAPL in the advanced application group are simultaneously set in the execution state (the active state). In this embodiment, all the advanced applications ADAPL do not have to belong to the advanced application group. When an advanced application ADAPL managed by an application segment element APPLSG does not belong to the advanced application group but solely exists, a description of the advanced application group attribute (index number) information APGRAT is eliminated.

[1647] As a value of autorun attribute information ATRNAT (autorun attribute information), either “true” or “false” can be set. When a count value of a title timeline TMLE enters a valid period (a range from titleTimeBegin (TTSTTM) to titleTimeEnd (TTEDTM)) and a value of the autorun attribute information is “true”, an advanced application ADAPL is automatically started up (becomes active). In case of “false”, this means that the active state is not provided unless a specification based on an API command is accepted. Additionally, a description of the autorun attribute information ATRNAT can be eliminated in the application segment element attribute information APATRI. When a description of the autorun attribute information ATRNAT is eliminated in this manner, “true” which is the default value of the autorun attribute information ATRNAT is automatically set. Further, additional information (description attribute information) concerning an ApplicationSegment which is written at last in an application segment element APPLSG tag is written in a text format which is comprehensible to people. A description of the additional information can be eliminated in an application segment element attribute information.

[1648] <Application Activation Information>

[1649] The ApplicationSegment element can have optional attributes, language attribute, appBlock attribute, group attribute and autorun attribute. These attributes are called by Application Activation Information.

[1650] Application Activation Information determines the Application shall be activate, or inactive, when time on Title Timeline enters the valid period of Application.

[1651] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[1652] As shown in (d) of FIG. 56, language attribute information LANGAT, application block attribute (index number) information APBLAD, advanced application group attribute (index number) information APGRAT and autorun attribute information ATRNAT can be written as optional information in an application segment element APPLSG tag. The four types of attribute information is called application activation information (judgment which is used to set whether a corresponding application is set in an execution state). It is possible to judge whether the advanced application ADAPL can be executed based on the application activation information from a start time TTSTTM (titleTimeBegin) to an end time TTEDTM (titleTimeEnd) on a title timeline set in an application segment element APPLSG (shown in (d) of FIG. 56) in a valid period of the advanced application ADAPL on the title timeline TMLE.

[1653] <Language and Application Block>

[1654] Application can be selectively activated by menu language setting, from a set of the ApplicationSegment element, called by Application Block.

[1655] The application language of ApplicationSegment is described by language attribute.

[1656] The menu language is the value of Menu Language defined in System Parameter.

[1657] Application Block is a set of ApplicationSegment elements in a Title which have same appBlock attribute value. All ApplicationSegment elements in an Application Block shall satisfy the following conditions:

[1658] The language attribute shall be present and unique in an Application Block.

[1659] Valid period shall be same in the Application Block.

[1660] The autorun attribute shall be same in the Application Block.

[1661] The group attribute shall not be present.

[1662] An appBlock attribute shall be present if language attribute present.

[1663] The following figure is an example of

[1664] Application Block and Language. In this example, if menu language is ‘en’, App1_en, App2_en, App3_en and App4_en are activated in their valid period.

[1665] If menu language is ‘fr’, App1_fr, App2_fr, App3_en and App4_en are activated in their valid period.

[1666] If menu language is ‘ja’, App1_ja, App2_ja, App3_en and App4_ja are activated in their valid period.

[1667] If menu language is ‘zh’, App1_en, App2_zh, App3_en and App4_en are activated in their valid period.

[1668] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[1669] FIG. 57 shows a relationship between the language attribute information LANGAT and the application block attribute (index number) information APBLAD as a reference used to judge whether an advanced application ADAPL can be executed. A description will be given as to a case where a default language of a title is set to English in an embodiment shown in FIG. 57 and a menu language is recorded in English as a profile parameter in FIG. 47 (the profile parameter shown in FIG. 47 is stored in a memory region included in the navigation manager NMVNG depicted in FIG. 14). As shown in FIG. 57, it is possible to provide a set of advanced applications which display the same menu contents in different menu languages. As described above, in this embodiment, a set of advanced applications ADAPL which have the same menu contents and different languages at the time of display for a user is called an application block. When an advanced application ADAPL which is expressed in a language which can be understood by (comprehensible to) a user is selectively executed (displayed) in the same application block, the same
menu contents can be displayed in appropriate forms (language expressions suitable for respective people) for multiple people who got used to languages different from each other. For example, in FIG. 57, application block attribute (index number) information APPLAT having a value of 1 (appIBlock="1") includes three types of applications, i.e., an advanced application ADAPL #1_en (English) in which a menu language is English, an advanced application ADAPL #1_fr (French) in which a menu language is displayed in French and an advanced application ADAPL #1 Ja (Japanese) in which a menu language is displayed in Japanese, and an appropriate advanced application ADAPL can be selected and executed (displayed) in accordance with a language comprehensible to a user. Language contents displayed in a menu in an application segment element APPLSG are set based on the language attribute information LANGAT depicted in (d) of FIG. 56b. Further, menu language contents which should be displayed for a user are set based on a value of a menu language (see FIG. 47) in system parameters. The application block has a combination (set) configuration of a plurality of application segment elements APPLSG in the same title. Furthermore, application block attribute (index number) information APPLAT in the application segment element APPLSG tag is set based on the same value in the same application block. Therefore, making reference to a value of the application block attribute (index number) information APPLAT in each application segment element APPLSG tag can recognize an application block to which each application segment element APPLSG belongs. In the single application block, all application segment elements APPLSG must satisfy the following conditions.

[1670] (1) Although the language attribute information LANGAT shown in (d) of FIG. 568 is set as optional information in a normal situation, the language attribute information LANGAT must be written in a corresponding application segment element APPLSG tag when the corresponding application segment element APPLSG exists in an application block. Furthermore, different values of the language attribute information LANGAT must be set in different application segment elements APPLSG belonging to the same application block.

[1671] . . . That is, when a value of the language attribute information LANGAT in each application segment element APPLSG is uniquely set in the same application block, selection and extraction of an application segment element APPLSG which can be used (executed/displayed) by the playlist manager PLMNG (see FIG. 28) can be facilitated.

[1672] (2) All valid periods (each of which is a period from a start time TTSTTM or on a title timeline to an end time TTETFMT on the title timeline) must match with each other between different application segment elements APPLSG belonging to the same application block.

[1673] . . . As a result, display periods for a user become all equal to each other in all advanced applications ADAPL irrespective of display languages, thereby facilitating time management of the playlist manager PLMNG on the title timeline TLME.

[1674] (3) The autorun attribute information ATRNAT in all different application segment elements APPLSG belonging to the same application block must be set to the same value.

[1675] . . . For example, when the autorun attribute information ATRNAT of an advanced application ADAPL #1_en (English) in an application block “1” shown in FIG. 57 is set to “true”, values of the autorun attribute information ATRNAT in other advanced applications ADAPL corresponding to French and Japanese must be set to “true”. Furthermore, when the autorun attribute information ATRNAT of an advanced application ADAPL #2_en (English) included in an application block “2” is set to “false”, set values of the autorun attribute information ATRNAT of corresponding advanced applications ADAPL of French, Japanese and Chinese must be also set to “false”.

[1676] . . . If a value of the autorun attribute information ATRNAT differs in accordance with each advanced application ADAPL, an advanced application displayed in a specific language is automatically started up, advanced applications which are displayed in other languages are not automatically started up, and the control does not shift to an execution state unless an API command is issued. In such a case, management/control of the playlist manager PLMNG becomes very complicated. Setting the above-described conditions can avoid the complicity, and simplify management/control of the playlist manager PLMNG.

[1677] (4) A description of advanced application group attribute (index number) information AGRAT must be eliminated in an application segment element APPLSG tag included in an application block.

[1678] . . . The advanced application group attribute (index number) information AGRAT is obtained by grouping advanced applications ADAPL which can be simultaneously set to an execution state (active) by using an API command including a user option. When specific advanced applications ADAPL in the same block are grouped, applications having a specific language menu alone are started up in response to the API command, thereby giving discomfort to a user who cannot understand this language. Therefore, in this embodiment, completely separating an advanced application ADAPL included in an application block from an advanced application ADAPL included in an advanced application group (the same advanced application ADAPL is not included in both the application block and the advanced application group) can avoid an erroneous operation of displaying a menu in a wrong language for a user who can understand a specific language alone.

[1679] Moreover, in this embodiment, when the language attribute information LANGAT shown in (d) of FIG. 568 is written in the playlist PLLST, application block attribute (index number) information APPLAT must be also written. That is, as shown in FIG. 57, even if there is only one advanced application ADAPL #3_en (English) (there is no advanced application ADAPL corresponding to a menu language such as Japanese or French), this application is defined to solely exist in an application block “3”. When a language code is set in the advanced application ADAPL in this manner, setting to necessarily configure an application block can facilitate selection processing of the advanced application ADAPL which should be displayed (executed/used) by a user in the playlist manager PLMNG (see FIG. 28).

[1680] In the embodiment shown in FIG. 57, when a default language of a title is set to English, an advanced application ADAPL #1_en (English), an advanced application...
tion ADAPL #2_en (English) and an advanced application ADAPL #3_en (English) are selected as applications to be executed/displayed in each valid period. Additionally, if a default language of a title is set to Japanese, an advanced application ADAPL #1_ja (Japanese) and an advanced application ADAPL #2_ja (Japanese) alone are extracted as applications to be executed and displayed in each valid period, and display of an advanced application ADAPL is not displayed in a display period of an advanced application ADAPL #3_en (English) since there is no corresponding menu language in Japanese.

[1681] "Application Activation Information"

[1682] As shown in (d) of FIG. 56B, four types of application information, i.e., language attribute information LANGAT, application block attribute (index number) information APBLAT, advanced application group attribute (index number) information APGRAT and autorun attribute information ATRNAT exist as optional attribute information in application segment element attribute information APATRI. These four types of attribute information are called application activation information (judgment information which is used to set whether a corresponding application is executed). It is possible to use the application activation information to judge if the advanced application ADAPL can be executed or cannot be executed in a valid period (a period from a start time TTSTTM (titleTimeBegin) to an end time TTEDTM (titleTimeEnd) on a title timeline set in an application segment element APPLSG depicted in (d) of FIG. 56B) of the advanced application ADAPL on the title timeline TMLE. FIG. 58 shows a reference which is required to judge whether a corresponding advanced application ADAPL is valid when a display time on the title timeline TMLE is within the valid period of the advanced application ADAPL. As shown in FIG. 1, the advanced content playback unit ADVPL exists in the information storage medium DISC in this embodiment. Further, as shown in FIG. 14, the navigation manager NVMG and the presentation engine PRSEN exist in the advanced content playback unit ADVPL. Furthermore, the playlist manager PLMNG which analyzes contents of a playlist file PLLST and the advanced application manager ADAMNG which controls processing of an advanced application ADAPL exist in the navigation manager NVMG as shown in FIG. 28. First, the playlist manager PLMNG analyzes contents of an application segment element APPLSG shown in (d) of FIG. 58B. The playlist manager PLMNG judges the validity of the advanced application ADAPL shown in FIG. 58. This embodiment is not restricted to this configuration, and the playlist manager PLMNG may extract contents of the application segment element APPLSG shown in (d) of FIG. 563 and transmits a result of this extraction to the advanced application manager ADAMNG, and the advanced application manager ADAMNG may judge the validity of the advanced application ADAPL based on FIG. 58 as another embodiment. Here, when the invalidity of display of the advanced application ADAPL is determined, display (and execution processing based on this display) of the advanced application ADAPL is not carried out for a user. On the contrary, when the validity of the advanced application ADAPL is determined in the playlist manager PLMNG (or the advanced application manager ADAMNG), the advanced application manager ADAMNG controls the advanced application presentation engine AAPPEN in the presentation engine PRSEN shown in FIG. 30, thereby starting display and execution processing of the advanced application ADAPL as a target (determined as valid).

[1683] As shown in FIG. 58, when a judgment on the validity of the advanced application ADAPL is started, whether autorun attribute information ATRNAT is "false" is first judged (step S91). If the autorun attribute information ATRNAT written in (d) of FIG. 56B is determined as "false", the advanced application ADAPL is regarded as invalid (step S97), and display and execution processing for a user is not performed at all, thereby terminating the control. However, even in this state, an API (an application interface command) can be used to change a corresponding advanced application ADAPL to a valid state. Then, when the autorun attribute information ATRNAT is not "false" (when it is specified as "true") in the judgment at the step S91, a judgment is made upon whether advanced application group attribute (index number) information APGRAT described in (d) of FIG. 563 is written in the application segment element APPLSG (step S92). Here, if the advanced application group attribute (index number) information APGRAT is written in the application segment element APPLSG, a judgment is made upon whether the written advanced application group attribute (index number) information APGRAT is valid (step S93). Here, if the written advanced application group attribute (index number) information APGRAT is valid, the advanced application ADAPL is regarded as valid (step S98). In this case, a display screen of the corresponding advanced application ADAPL is displayed for a user, and execution processing of the advanced application ADAPL corresponding to a user action is started. Further, when an API command based on a user request is input, or when a valid period of the advanced application ADAPL on a title timeline TMLE is expired, the processing is terminated. Here, when the advanced application group attribute (index number) information APGRAT specified in the judgment at the step S93 is invalid, the advanced application ADAPL is regarded as invalid (step S97). However, even in this case, a valid application group can be selected or changed in response to an API command based on input by a user or a specific script. Even if the advanced application ADAPL described at the step S97 is regarded as invalid, the validity at the step S93 is changed and the advanced application ADAPL is changed to be valid in some cases as described at step S98 by application group change processing (or another selection processing) which provides the validity based on the API command. Besides the judgment on the autorun attribute information ATRNAT and the advanced application group attribute (index number) information APGRAT, the judgment on the validity of the advanced application ADAPL using language attribute information LANGAT is carried out as follows. That is, when the autorun attribute information ATRNAT based on the step S91 is "true" and the advanced application group attribute (index number) information APGRAT described at the step S92 is not written in the application segment element APPLSG, whether application block attribute (index number) information APBLAT and language attribute information LANGAT are written is judged (step S94). If the application block attribute (index number) information APBLAT and the language attribute information LANGAT are written as described at the step S94, whether the language attribute information LANGAT is specified as a menu language is judged (step S95). The description has been given as to the fact that the advanced content playback unit ADVPL exists
in the information recording and playback apparatus 1. The advanced content playback unit ADVPAL has a memory region in which information of system parameters can be temporarily stored. FIG. 47 shows a list of profile parameters of the system parameters temporarily stored in the advanced content playback unit ADVPAL. As shown in FIG. 47, a parameter which specifies a menu language is included in the profile parameters. The menu language described at the step S95 means a menu language in the profile parameters shown in FIG. 47. The navigation manager NVNMG judges whether language information specified as the menu language matches with the language attribute information LANGAT set in (d) of FIG. 56B, and the language information is set as valid with respect to a matched advanced application ADAPL (step S98). At this time, if the language attribute information LANGAT does not match with the menu language, the language attribute information LANGAT in a title element has a language attribute LANGAT in a default state. Furthermore, when an application segment element APPLSEG in an application block does not have the language attribute information LANGAT of the menu language (step S96), a corresponding advanced application ADAPL is automatically regarded as the profile parameter, and the advanced application ADAPL is regarded as valid (step S98). Moreover, in other cases, the advanced application ADAPL is regarded as invalid (step S97). Additionally, as described at step S94, when the application block and the language attribute information LANGAT are not written, the advanced application ADAPL is automatically regarded as invalid (the step S97), and the control advances to a termination step without performing display or execution processing for a user.

[1684] As a data configuration in a playlist PLLST, title information TTINFO exists as shown in (a) of FIG. 23A, and title element information TTELEM set in accordance with each title is written in the title information TTINFO as shown in (b) of FIG. 23A. As shown in (c) of FIG. 23A, object mapping information OBMAPI, resource information RESRClE, playback sequence information PLSQL, track navigation information TRNAV and scheduled control information SCHECT exist in one set of title element information TTELEM. FIGS. 29A to 29C show data configurations in a main video element MANV, a main audio element MANA, a subtitle element SBTELE, a sub video element SUBVD and a sub audio element SUBAD existing in the object mapping information OBMAPI.

[1685] As shown in FIG. 10, primary audio video PRMAV can include main video MANV, main audio MANA, sub video SUBVD, sub audio SUBAD and sub picture. In accordance with this configuration, information of a main video element MANV, a main audio element MANA, a subtitle element SBTELE, a sub video element SUBVD and a sub audio element SUBAD can be written in a primary video audio clip element PRAVCP as shown in (b) of FIG. 59B. Although each single element is shown in (b) of FIG. 59B, the present invention is not restricted thereto. For example, when sub video SUBVD and sub audio SUBAD do not exist in corresponding primary audio video PRMAV, a description of a sub video element SUBVD and a sub audio element SUBAD can be eliminated in accordance with absence of these members. Further, when a plurality of sets of main audio MANA exist in the same primary audio video PRMAV, a plurality of main audio elements MANA for respective tracks can be written in the primary audio video clip element PRAVCP. As shown in FIG. 10, in this embodiment, substitute audio video SBTAV can include main video MANV and main audio MANAD. In accordance with this configuration, as shown in (b) of FIG. 59B, a main video element MANV and a main audio element MANAD can be written in a substitute audio video clip element SBAVCP. Furthermore, as shown in FIG. 10, when a path through a network (the network server NTISR) is recorded as a recording position of an object of substitute audio video SBTAV, a network source element NTSELE can be written in a substitute audio video clip element SBAVCP. Likewise, when substitute audio SBTAD and secondary audio video SCDAV are recorded in the network server NTISR, a network source element NTSELE can be written in a substitute audio clip element SBAICP and a secondary audio video clip element SCAVCP in accordance with this configuration. Moreover, as shown in FIG. 10, in this embodiment, main audio MANAD can be included in substitute audio SBTAD, and sub video SUBVD and sub audio SUBAD can be included in secondary audio video SCDAV. Therefore, in accordance with this structure, a main audio element MANAD can be written in a substitute audio clip element SBAADCP, and a sub video element SUBVD and a sub audio element SUBAD can be written in a secondary audio video clip element SCAVCP. As described in the section of the primary audio video clip element PRAVCP, when a plurality of tracks exist in each clip element, a plurality of respective elements are written in accordance with each track. A data configuration in the main video element MANV is shown in (c) of FIG. 59C, and a data configuration in the main audio element MANAD is shown in (d) of FIG. 59C. Additionally, a data configuration in the subtitle element SBTELE is shown in (e) of FIG. 59C, a data configuration in the sub video element SUBVD is shown in (f) of FIG. 59C, and a data configuration in the sub audio element SUBAD is shown in (g) of FIG. 59C. Information in the respective element tags shown in (c) to (g) of FIG. 59C equally has the following characteristics irrespective of types of the element tags.

[1686] (1) “track=[a track number TRCKAT]” is written at a leading part in each element tag. When a track number is written first in each element tag, identification of a track number for each element tag can be facilitated, and identification can be carried out at a high speed.

[1687] (2) “description=[additional information]” is equally written (arranged) at a last part in each element tag. As shown in FIGS. 54A and 54B, and FIGS. 56A and 56B, “description=[additional information]” is also written at a very last part in each clip element, thereby equalizing an arrangement in each element tag. Since an arrangement position of “description=[additional information]” is equal in this manner, a position of “description=[additional information]” can be readily extracted in the playlist manager PLMING in the navigation manager NVNMG as shown in FIG. 28, thereby facilitating and speeding up data analysis in a playlist PLLST.

[1688] (3) “mediaAttr=[an index number MDATNM of a corresponding media attribute element in media attribute information]” is written (arranged) between the track number information TRCKAT and the additional information.

[1689] (4) “streamNumber=[a stream number]” or “angleNumber=[angle number information ANGLNM]” is written
(arranged) between the track number information TRCKAT and the index number MDATNM of a corresponding medium attribute element in the medium attribute information.

[1690] When equalization of the data arrangement as described in (3) and (4) is achieved, facilitation and speed-up of retrieval of relevant information in each element tag by using the playlist manager PLMNG can be performed. A data configuration in each object element will now be described hereinafter.

[1691] <Video element>

[1692] Video element describes the Video Track number assignment for Main Video stream in VM_PCK of a P-EVOB.

[1693] XML Syntax Representation of Video element:

```
<Video
  track = positiveInteger
  angleNumber = positiveInteger
  mediaAttr = positiveInteger
  description = string
 />
```

[1694] Video element can be present in PrimaryAudioVideoClip element and in SubstituteAudioVideoClip element. If Video element is present in PrimaryAudioVideoClip element which refers an Interleaved Block of P-EVOB, Video element describes which P-EVOB in the Interleaved Block is available and the Video Track number assignment for Main Video in P-EVOB. Otherwise Main Video in P-EVOB shall be treated as available and assigned to Video Track number ‘1’.

[1695] (a) track attribute

[1696] Describes the Video Track number. Video Track number shall be integer from 1 to 9.

[1697] (b) angleNumber attribute

[1698] Describe which P-EVOB in Interleaved Block is available and selected for the Video Track number, if Presentation Clip refers an Interleaved Block of P-EVOB. Otherwise angleNumber attribute shall be omitted. If parent element is PrimaryAudioVideoClip element, maximum angleNumber is ‘9’. If parent element is SubstituteAudioVideoClip element, streamNumber shall be ‘1’. Default value is ‘1’.

[1699] (c) mediaAttr attribute

[1700] Describes the media attribute index of Media Attribute Information for Video stream. The attribute can be omitted. Default value is 1.

[1701] (d) description attribute

[1702] Describes additional information in the human consumable text form. This attribute can be omitted.

[1703] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[1704] A description will be first given as to a data configuration in a main video element MANVD. Information concerning a video track number set in accordance with each main video MANVD stream in a main video pack VM_PCK existing in a primary enhanced video object P-EVOB is written in the main video element MANVD. In this embodiment, the main video element MANVD can be written in a primary audio video clip element PRAVCP and a substitute audio video clip element SBAVCP. When the main video element MANVD exists in the primary audio video clip element PRAVCP which makes reference to an interleaved block of the primary enhanced video object P-EVOB, the main video element MANVD means that the primary enhanced video object exists in the interleaved block. Further, at the same time, setting of information of a video track number with respect to the main video MANVD in the primary enhanced video object P-EVOB is written in the main video element MANVD. When the primary enhanced video object P-EVOB does not form an interleaved block, the main video MANVD in the primary enhanced video object P-EVOB solely exists, and a track number of the main video MANVD is set to “1”. The track number information TRCKAT described in (c) of FIG. 59C means information of a video track number specified by a corresponding main video element MANVD. In this embodiment, the video track number must be set to one of positive numbers 1 to 9. A value of the track number information TRCKAT corresponds to a video track number VDTKNM (see (d) of FIG. 62B) in a video track element VDTRK tag of track navigation information TRNAV. That is, a relationship between attribute information or angle number information of the main video MANVD written in a main video element MANVD tag in track number assignment information (object mapping information OBMAP) and user selection enabled/disabled information written in a video track element VDTRK tag in track navigation information TRNAV can be recognized through track number information TRCKAT and a video track number VDTKNM having a matched value. Angle number information ANGLNM selected in the interleaved block shown in (c) of FIG. 59C means that primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB exists in the interleaved block. Furthermore, when a corresponding display clip makes reference to an interleaved block of a primary enhanced video object P-EVOB based on angle number information ANGLNM selected in the interleaved block, the interleaved block is used as information required to select a video track number to be displayed. That is, when a primary enhanced video object P-EVOB exists in the interleaved block, setting angle number information ANGLNM selected in the interleaved block in accordance with each main video stream simultaneously with the track number information TRCKAT facilitates selection of an angle which is displayed by a player to a user in response to a user request. If corresponding main video MANVD does not exist in the interleaved block, a description of angle number information ANGLNM (angleNumber attribute information) selected in the interleaved block is eliminated. When the main video element MANVD is written in a primary audio video clip element PRAVCP, up to “9” can be set as angle number information ANGLNM selected in the interleaved block. Moreover, when the main video element MANVD is written in a substitute audio clip element SBAVCP, a value of angle number information ANGLNM selected in the interleaved block is set to “1”. In this embodiment, a default value of the angle number information ANGLNM selected in the interleaved block is set as “1”. An index number MDATNM of a corresponding
media attribute element in the media attribute information shown in (c) of FIG. 59C is indicative of a value of a media attribute index number of media attribute information MDATRI with respect to a corresponding video stream. Media attribute information MDATRI exists in a playlist PLST as shown in (a) of FIG. 79A, and a video attribute item element VABITM with respect to video is written in the media attribute information MDATRI. When attributes such as a resolution or a screen display size in a main video element MANVD and a sub video element SUBVD are all equal as shown in (b) of FIG. 59B, one video attribute item element VABITM exists in the media attribute information MDATRI as shown in (b) of FIG. 79A, a value of an index number MDAINF in a corresponding media attribute element in all sets of media attribute information is set as “1”, and reference is made to common attribute information. On the other hand, when attribute information such as a resolution or a display screen size in each main video element MANVD is different from that in a sub video element SUBVD and reference is made to a plurality of respective sets of attribute information, a plurality of video attribute item elements VABITM corresponding to each attribute information are written as shown in (b) of FIG. 79A, and a number indicating which one of the plurality of video attribute item elements corresponds to an index number MDAINF in a corresponding media attribute element in the media attribute information shown in (c) of FIG. 59C. As described above, in this embodiment, when media attribute information MDATRI is collectively written in a region different from that of title information TTINFO in which object mapping information OBMAP is written as information written in a playlist PLST, not only retrieval of an attribute for each video element can be facilitated, but also an amount of data written in the playlist PLST can be reduced by making reference to common video attribute information between different video elements. In this embodiment, it is possible to eliminate a description of an index number MDAINF in a corresponding media attribute element in the media attribute information. In such a case, “1” which is a default value is automatically set. As shown in (c) of FIG. 59C, additional information concerning a video element is written at a last part in a main video element tag in a text format which is familiar to people. A description of the additional information concerning the video element can be eliminated in a main video element tag.

[1705] <Audio element>

[1706] Audio element describes the Audio Track number assignment for Main Audio stream in AM_PCK of a P-EVOB, or for Main Audio stream in AM_PCK of an S-EVOB.

[1707] XML Syntax Representation of Audio element:

```
<Audio
  track = positiveInteger
  streamNumber = positiveInteger
  mediaAttr = positiveInteger
  description = string
/>```

[1708] Available Audio Track in a P-EVOB and S-EVOB shall be described by the list of Audio elements in PrimaryAudioVideoClip element and SubstituteAudioClip element, respectively.

[1709] Audio element describes the conversion information from Audio Track number to Main Audio stream.

[1710] (a) track attribute

[1711] Describes Audio Track number. Audio Track number shall be integer from 1 to 8.

[1712] (b) streamNumber attribute

[1713] Describes which Audio stream in AM_PCK of P-EVOB/S-EVOB is assigned to the Audio Track number. The attribute value shall be audio_stream_id plus 1. For Linear PCM, DSD+, DTS-HD or MLP audio_stream_id is the least significant 3 bits of sub_stream_id. For MPEG-1 audio/MPEG-2 audio, audio_stream_id is the least significant 3 bits of stream_id in the packet header. The streamNumber shall be integer from 1 to 8. Default value is ‘1’.

[1714] (c) mediaAttr attribute

[1715] Describes the media attribute index of Media Attribute Information for Audio stream. The attribute can be omitted. Default value is ‘1’.

[1716] (d) description attribute

[1717] Describes additional information in the human consumable text form. This attribute can be omitted.

[1718] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[1719] A data configuration in a main audio element MANAD shown in (d) of FIG. 59C will now be described. In a main audio element MANAD is written information about a setting of an audio track number of a main audio stream in a main audio pack AM_PCK of a primary enhanced video object P-EVOB or information about a setting of an audio track number concerning a main audio stream in a main audio pack AM_PCK of a secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB. Information of audio tracks which can exist (can be used) in the primary enhanced video object P-EVOB and the secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB is written based on a list of audio elements in a primary audio video clip element PRAVCP and a substitute audio clip element SBADCP, respectively. That is, for example, when three audio tracks exist in a corresponding audio stream, three main audio elements MANAD having respective track numbers 1 to 3 being set are written in the primary audio video clip element PRAVCP. Information which is converted from each audio track number into a main audio stream MANAD is written in the main audio element MANAD. That is, as shown in (d) of FIG. 59C, it is possible to extract a correspondence relationship of an audio stream number ADSTRN from a track number information TRCKAT for each main audio MANAD. When a corresponding audio stream number ADSTRN is extracted from a specified track number, a main audio stream MANAD required for playback can be extracted by using information of an audio stream number ADSTRN set in an enhanced video object EVOB track attribute information shown in (d) of FIG. 59C, represents track number information TRCKAT. In this embodiment, a value of one of positive numbers 1 to 8 can be written as a
value of the track number information TRCKAT. That is, in this embodiment, information can be recorded in up to eight tracks as the main audio MANAD. A value of the track number information TRCKAT corresponds to an audio track number ADTKNM (see (d) of FIG. 62B) in an audio track element ADTRK tag of track navigation information TRNAV. That is, a relationship between attribute information or audio stream number information of main audio MANAD written in a main audio element MANAD tag in track number assignment information (object mapping information OBMAPI) and user selection enabled/disabled information or language code information written in an audio track element ADTRK tag in track navigation information TRNAV can be recognized through track number information TRCKAT and an audio track number ADTKNM having the same value. Further, different audio track numbers are respectively set to audio streams in a main audio pack of a primary enhanced video object P-EVOB or a secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB, and information of an audio stream number ADSTRN in an audio pack corresponding to the track number represents the correspondence relationship. As a value of the audio stream number ADSTRN in the audio pack corresponding to the track number, a value obtained by adding “1” to an ID number of the audio stream is set. A value of an audio stream ID is represented by meaningful low-order three bits of a sub-stream ID in LinearPCM, DD+, DTS-HD or MLP. Furthermore, in MPEG1 audio or MPEG2 audio, a value of an audio stream ID is defined by meaningful (valid) low-order three bits of a stream ID in a packet header. In this embodiment, a value of the audio stream number ADSTRN is set as a positive number from 1 to 8. “1” is set as a default value of the audio stream number ADSTRN. An index number MDATNM of a corresponding media attribute element in media attribute information shown in (d) of FIG. 59C represents a media attribute index number of media attribute information MDATRI corresponding to an audio stream. The media attribute information MDATRI corresponding to the audio stream is written in an audio attribute item element AABITM in media attribute information MDATRI in a playlist PLIST as shown in (b) of FIG. 79A. As shown in (b) of FIG. 59C, when audio attribute information such as an audio compression code or a sampling frequency quantization bit number of a main audio element MANAD in object mapping information OBMAPI all matches with that of a sub audio element SUBAD in the same, three common audio attribute item element AABITM is written (b) of FIG. 79A. On the contrary, when a plurality of different pieces of attribute information such as compression code information or an audio sampling frequency are set in the main audio element MANAD and the sub audio element SUBAD shown in Figs. 59A to 59C, audio attribute item elements AABITM whose number corresponds to the number of different audio attributes are written in (b) of FIG. 79A. When the plurality of audio attribute item elements AABITM are written, since it is necessary to specify association with each audio attribute item element AABITM, specifying media index number information INDEX written in the audio attribute item element AABITM can associate the audio attribute item element AABITM corresponding to each main audio element MANAD or sub audio element SUBAD. As described above, setting a position of media attribute information MDATRI in which audio attribute item elements AABITM are collectively written which is different from a position of title information TTINFO in which object mapping information OBMAPI is written can facilitate setting management of the audio decoder in playback of audio information, and sharing the audio attribute item elements AABITM having common attribute information can reduce an amount of information written in a playlist PLIST. Additional information concerning an audio element shown in (d) of FIG. 59C is written in a text format familiar to people. A description of the additional information concerning the audio element can be eliminated in a main audio element MANAD tag.

[1720] <Subtitle element>

[1721] Subtitle element describes the Subtitle Track number assignment for Sub-picture stream in SP_PCK of a P-EVOB, and for Advanced Subtitle.

[1722] XML Syntax Representation of Subtitle element:

```xml
<Subtitle
    track = positiveInteger
    streamNumber = positiveInteger
    mediaAttr = positiveInteger
    description = string
/>```

[1723] Available Sub-picture stream in a P-EVOB shall be described by the list of Subtitle elements in PrimaryAudioVideoClip element.

[1724] If Subtitle element is in PrimaryAudioVideoClip element, Subtitle element describes the conversion information from Subtitle Track number to Sub-picture stream in P-EVOB.

[1725] If Subtitle element is in AdvancedSubtitleSegment element, Subtitle element describes the corresponding segment of Advanced Subtitle is assigned to specified Subtitle Track number.

[1726] (a) track attribute

[1727] Describes Subtitle Track number. Subtitle Track number shall be integer from 1 to 32.

[1728] (b) streamNumber attribute

[1729] If parent element is PrimaryAudioVideoClip element, streamNumber describes Sub-picture stream number plus ‘1’. Sub-picture stream number shall be converted to decoding stream number by EVOB_SPST_ATTRT in accordance with display type. The decoding stream number identifies the SP_PCK in P-EVOB. The streamNumber shall be integer from 1 to 32. If the parent element is AdvancedSubtitleSegment element, streamNumber shall be omitted. Default value is ‘1’.

[1730] (c) mediaAttr attribute

[1731] Describes the media attribute index of Media Attribute Information for Sub-picture stream. The attribute can be omitted. Default value is ‘1’. For Subtitle element for Advanced Subtitle, the mediaAttr attribute shall be ignored.

[1732] (d) description attribute

[1733] Describes additional information in the human consumable text form. This attribute can be omitted.
[1734] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[1735] When a subtitle element SBTELE exists in a primary audio clip element PRAVCP, information of conversion from a subtitle track number into a sub-picture stream in primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB is written in information of the subtitle element SBTELE. That is, since correspondence information between track number information TRCKAT of a subtitle and a sub-picture stream number SPSTRN in a sub-picture pack corresponding to the track number is written in (e) of FIG. 59C, it is possible to recognize information of the sub-picture stream number SPSTRN in the sub-picture pack from the track number information TRCKAT of the sub-picture specified by utilizing the correspondence information. If the subtitle element SBTELE exists in an advanced subtitle segment element ADSTSG, setting information set to a segment specified subtitle track number of a corresponding advanced subtitle is written in the subtitle element SBTELE. The track number information TRCKAT of the subtitle shown in (e) of FIG. 59C means a track number of the subtitle, and a positive number from 1 to 32 can be set as the subtitle track number in this embodiment. That is, in this embodiment, up to 32 tracks can be simultaneously set as subtitles. A value of the track number information TRCKAT corresponds to a subtitle track number STTKNM (see (d) of FIG. 62B) in a subtitle track element SBTEL of track navigation information TRNAV1. That is, a relationship between attribute information or sub-picture stream number information written in a subtitle element SBTELE tag in track number assignment information (object mapping information OBMAP!) and user selection enabled/disabled information or language code information written in a subtitle track element SBTEL tag in track navigation information TRNAV1 can be recognized through track number information TRCKAT and subtitle track number STTKNM having the same value. When the subtitle element SBTELE exists in a primary audio video clip element PRAVCP, a value obtained by adding “1” to a sub-stream number is set as a value of a sub-picture stream number SPSTRN in a sub-picture pack corresponding to the track number. The sub-picture stream number must be converted into a stream number which is decoded in accordance with each display type by utilizing sub-picture stream attribute information EVOB_SPST_ATR of an enhanced video object. Moreover, the decoding stream number is associated with a sub-picture pack SP_PCK in primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB in a one-on-one relationship. In this embodiment, a sub-picture stream number SPSTRN in the sub-picture pack must be specified as a positive value from 1 to 32. In this embodiment, information of an advanced subtitle ADSBT does not take such a multiplexed packing confirmation as stored in the sub-picture pack SP_PCK. Therefore, a sub-picture stream number SPSTRN in the sub-picture pack cannot be defined. Accordingly, when a subtitle element is written in an advanced subtitle segment element ADSTSG, a description of a sub-picture stream number of the sub-picture pack is eliminated from the subtitle element SBTELE tag. When the description of a sub-picture stream number SPSTRN of the sub-picture pack is eliminated from the subtitle element SBTELE, “1” as a default value is automatically set. As shown in (b) of FIG. 79A, a sub-picture attribute item element SPAITM exists in media attribute information MDATRI in a playlist PLIST. If a plurality of sub-picture attribute item elements SPAITM exist in the media attribute information MDATRI, individual medial index number information INDEX corresponding to compression code information SPCDC of different sub-pictures are written in the form of pairs as shown in (e) of FIG. 79B. Specifying medial index number information INDEX shown in (b) of FIG. 79A by an index number MDATNM of a corresponding media attribute element in the media attribute information shown in (e) of FIG. 59C can associate compression code information SPCDC of a corresponding sub-picture. As described above, index number MDATNM information of a corresponding media attribute element in the media attribute information specifies an index number of the media attribute information with respect to a sub-picture stream. In this embodiment, a description of information of the index number MDATNM of a corresponding media attribute element in the media attribute information can be eliminated in the subtitle element SBTELE. In such a case, “1” is automatically set as a default value. In the advanced subtitle ADSBT, the compression code information SPCDC of the sub-picture does not have any meaning. Therefore, when the subtitle element SBTELE is written in an advanced subtitle segment element ADSTSG, a value of the index number MDATNM of a corresponding media attribute element in the media attribute information must be ignored. Additional information concerning a subtitle element SBTELE shown in (e) of FIG. 59C is written in a text format familiar to people, and a description of the additional information can be eliminated in the subtitle element SBTELE tag.

[1736] <SubVideo (sub video) element>

[1737] SubVideo element describes the Sub Video Track number assignment for Sub Video stream in VS_PCK of a P-EVOB, or for Sub Video stream in VS_PCK of an S-EVOB.

[1738] XML Syntax Representation of SubVideo element:

```xml
<SubVideo
  track = positiveInteger
  mediaAttr = positiveInteger
  description = string
/>
```

[1739] If SubVideo element is present in PrimaryAudioVideoClip element, Sub Video stream in VS_PCK of the P-EVOB is available as Sub Video. Otherwise it is not available.

[1740] If SubVideo element is present in SecondaryAudioVideoClip element, Sub Video stream in VS_PCK of the S-EVOB is available as Sub Video. Otherwise it is not available.

[1741] (a) track attribute

[1742] Describes Sub Video Track number. The number shall always be ‘1’.

[1743] (b) mediaAttr attribute

[1744] Describes the media attribute index of Media Attribute Information for Video stream. The attribute can be omitted. Default value is ‘1’.
(c) description attribute

Describes additional information in the human consumable text form. This attribute can be omitted.

More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

A data configuration in a sub video element SUBVBD shown in (f) of FIG. 59C will now be described. The sub video element SUBVBD corresponds to a sub video stream in a sub video pack VS_PCK of primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB, and sub video track number setting information is written in accordance with each sub video stream. Alternatively, setting information of a sub video track number of a sub-stream recorded in a secondary video pack VS_PCK in secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB can be written in the sub video element SUBVBD. When there is a description of the sub video element SUBVBD in a primary audio video clip element PRAVCP, this means that a sub video stream as sub video exists (can be played back) in a secondary video pack VS_PCK of primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB. In other cases, i.e., when a sub video element SUBVBD does not exist in the primary audio video clip element PRAVCP, a sub video stream is not recorded in the form of a secondary video pack VC_PCK. If the sub video element SUBVBD exists in the secondary audio video clip element SCAVCP, this means that a sub video stream exists (can be used) in the secondary video pack VS_PCK of the secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB as sub video. In other cases, i.e., when a description of the sub video element SUBVBD does not exist in the secondary audio video clip element SCAVCP, a sub video stream does not exist in the form of the secondary video pack VS_PCK. Although track number information TRCKAT shown in (f) of FIG. 59C is indicative of a sub video track number, providing a plurality of sub video tracks is inhibited in this embodiment, and hence the track number information TRCKAT must be always set as "1". As an index number MDATNM of a corresponding media attribute element in the media attribute information shown in (f) of FIG. 59C, media index number information INDEX in a video attribute item VABITM described in (d) of FIG. 59B is written, thereby specifying information such as a compression code, an aspect ratio, a resolution, a display screen size and others of corresponding sub video. Additional information concerning a sub video element shown in (f) of FIG. 59C is written in a text format familiar to people, and a description of this information can be eliminated in a sub video element SUBVBD tag.

SubAudio element describes the Sub Audio Track number assignment for Sub Audio stream in AS_PCK of a P-EVOB, or for Sub Audio stream in AS_PCK of an S-EVOB.

XML Syntax Representation of SubAudio element:
element SCAVP, a sub audio stream does not exist in the secondary audio pack AS_PCK. Further, sub audio tracks which can be used in the primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB and the secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB are written as a list of sub audio elements SUBAD in the primary audio video clip element PRAVCP and the secondary audio video clip element SCAVP, respectively. Track number information TRKAT shown in (g) of FIG. 59C is indicative of a sub audio track number, and a positive number from 1 to 8 must be written as the sub audio track number in this embodiment. A value of the track number information TRKAT corresponds to an audio track number ADTKNM (see (d) of FIG. 62B) in an audio track element ADTRK tag of track navigation information TRNAVI. That is, a relationship between attribute information of sub audio SUBAD or sub audio stream number information written in the sub audio element SUBAD tag in track number assignment information (object mapping information OBMAP) and user selection enabled/disabled information or language code information written in the audio track element ADTRK tag in the track navigation information TRNAVI is associated by track number information TRKAT and an audio track number ADTKNM having the same value. As shown in (g) of FIG. 59C, the track number and a sub audio stream number SASTRN in a sub audio pack has a one-on-one relationship. That is, each sub audio track number is set in accordance with each audio stream recorded in the secondary audio pack AS_PCK multiplexed in the primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB or the secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB, and each sub audio track number is written in the sub audio element SUBAD. Information of the sub audio stream number SASTRN of a sub audio pack corresponding to the track number is set as information obtained by adding “1” to a value of an audio stream ID. Furthermore, a positive number from 1 to 8 must be set as a value of the sub audio stream number SASTRN of the sub audio pack. In this embodiment, only one track of the sub audio SUBAD can be provided in the secondary audio video SCDAV. Therefore, when the sub audio element SUBAD is written in the secondary audio video clip element SCAVP, a description of the sub audio stream number SASTRN of the sub audio pack must be eliminated, or a value “1” must be set. In this embodiment, “1” is set as a default value of the audio stream number SASTRN of the sub audio pack. As shown in (c) of FIG. 79B, media index number information INDEX is written in an audio attribute item element AABITM, and audio attribute information such as compression code information AADC, a sampling frequency ADSRPT or a quantization bit number SPDPT of corresponding audio can be associated by specifying the media index number INDEX. Setting a value of the media index number information INDEX written in (c) of FIG. 79B as a value of a corresponding media attribute element index number MIAENM in the media attribute information shown in (g) of FIG. 59C can associate the audio attribute information in accordance with each sub audio element SUBAD. Additional information concerning a sub audio element shown in (g) of FIG. 59C is written in a text format familiar to people, and a description of the additional information can be eliminated in the sub audio element SUBAD tag.

[1766] <Track Number Assignment element and Track>

[1767] Each Presentation Object assigned in Title Timeline by Object Mapping Information, have one or more elementary streams. Playlist file describes which elementary stream in each Presentation Object is enabled in a Presentation Clip element valid period.

[1768] Track is a logical entity for an elementary stream in a Presentation Object, to be selected by API, or user navigation during the Title playback. Track is identified by Track Number per a Title.

[1769] There are five types of Track: Video Track to select Angle, Audio Track to select Main Audio, Subtitle Track to select Subtitle, Sub Video Track to select Sub Video and Sub Audio Track to select Sub Audio. Relation among Track, Presentation Object and elementary stream is shown in FIG. 60.

[1770] A Presentation Clip element except for ApplicationSegment element can contain a list of element, called by Track Number Assignment element, which describes Track Number Assignment information. Track Number Assignment elements are shown in FIG. 60.

[1771] For each Track, Track number shall be assigned by Playlist file. Track number shall be a positive integer.

[1772] Track number is used by track selection from API, or User navigation described by Track Navigation Information.

[1773] Video Track number is used by Main Video

[1774] Angle selection. Audio Track number is used by Main Audio selection. Subtitle Track number is used by Sub-picture and Advanced Subtitle selection. Sub Video Track number and Sub Audio Track number are used by the selection of Sub Video and Sub Audio selection.

[1775] Track Number Assignment Information describes conversion information from Track number to an Elementary Stream in Presentation Object for each time on Title Timeline.

[1776] Track Number Assignment to elementary stream in a Presentation Object shall be described in the corresponding Presentation Clip element. Assignment of Video Track number shall be described by Video element. Assignment of Audio Track number shall be described by Audio element. Assignment of Subtitle Track number shall be described by Subtitle element. Assignment of Sub Video Track number shall be described by SubVideo element. Assignment of Sub Audio Track number shall be described by SubAudio element.

[1777] For each type of Track and each time in a Title Timeline, Track number shall be uniquely assigned to an elementary stream of the Presentation Clip.

[1778] Sub Video Track number shall be ‘1’.

[1779] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[1780] Playback periods of all playback/display target objects are set on a title timeline TMLE by object mapping information OBMAP. Additionally, each playback/display object is constituted of “1” or more elementary streams. For example, as shown in FIG. 10, a primary enhanced video object P-EVOB as a playback/display target object of primary audio video PRMAV is constituted of elementary streams such as main video MAINVD, main audio MANAD, sub video SUBVD, sub audio SUBAD, a sub-picture SUBPT and others. Further, a timing at which each elemen-
tary stream in each playback/display object is displayed to enter a valid period is written in a playlist file PLLST shown in (b) of FIG. 59C. As shown in FIG. 60, a logical identification unit which is set in accordance with each elementary stream in the playback/display object is called a track. For example, as shown in FIG. 10, the main audio MANAD can exist in primary audio video PRMAV, substitute audio S BTAD or substitute audio video S BTA V. It can be associated with a main audio track MAT R K in accordance with an identification unit of each main audio MANAD. A track which should be displayed_played back is selected based on an API command or user specification during playback of a specific title, and the selected track is displayed_played back for a user. Each track can be discriminated from other tracks based on each track number in a title. In this embodiment, as shown in FIG. 60, it is possible to define five types of tracks consisting of a main video track MVTRK, a main audio track MAT R K, a subtitle track S BTTRK, a sub video track S VTRK and a sub audio track S AT R K. Specifying the track number in the advanced content playback unit ADVPL can select specific main video MANAD, main audio MANAD, sub video SUBVD, sub audio SUBAD and subpicture SUBPT. FIG. 60 shows a relationship between a playback/display object and an elementary stream and each track corresponding to this object. The relationship corresponds to contents of the list depicted in FIG. 10. As shown in (c) to (g) of FIG. 59C, in this embodiment, track number information TRCKAT is written in each element tag. Therefore, each of these elements is called a track number setting element (a track number assignment element). As shown in (c) to (g) of FIG. 59C, each track number is set (as track number information TRCKAT) in a playlist file PLLST in accordance with each track. Furthermore, a positive number value which is not smaller than “1” must be set as the track number TRCKAT. The track number TRCKAT is selected based on an API command or user specification, and the selected number is utilized to select a track which is displayed_played back for a user. The track number TRCKAT corresponds to various track numbers shown in (d) of FIG. 62B. Information required for selection of a track is written in the track navigation information depicted in (d) of FIG. 62B. Therefore, in the advanced content playback unit ADVPL (the playlist manager PLMNG in the navigation manager NVNMG shown in FIG. 26), the track navigation information is utilized to select a track based on an API command or user specification. Specifically, a video track number VDTKNM (see FIG. 62B) or 62C) can be used to select a video angle in the main video MANAD which is displayed for a user. Moreover, an audio track number ADT K NM can be used to select a track in the main audio MANAD. Additionally, specifying a subtitle track number STTKNM can select a predetermined track of the subpicture SUBPT or the advanced subtitle ADSBT. Further, a sub video track number and a sub audio track number can be used to select tracks of the sub video SUBVD and the sub audio SUBAD. Correspondence information of the track number information TRCKAT and an audio stream number ADSTRN of an audio pack corresponding to the track number is written in (d) of FIG. 59C, and correspondence information of the track number information TRCKAT and a sub-picture stream number S PST RN of a sub-picture pack corresponding to the track number is written as shown in (c) of FIG. 59C. As can be understood from the above_described example, information which associates each elementary stream in a display/playback object from each track number TRCKAT is written in the track number setting information (the track number assignment information). The track number setting information (the track number assignment) corresponding to each elementary stream recorded in a playback/display object is written in a child element (e.g., a main video element MANAD) in a display/playback clip element (e.g., a primary audio video clip element PRVCCP) which manages the playback/display object. That is, as shown in (c) of FIG. 59C, as a value of the track number TRCKAT (track attribute information) in the main video element MANAD, a value of the video track number VDT K NM of a corresponding video track element VDT R K in the track navigation information TRNAVI (see (d) of FIG. 62B) is written. Additionally, as shown in (d) of FIG. 59C, as a value of the track number information TRCKAT (the track attribute information) in the main audio element MANAD, a value of the audio track number ADT K NM of a corresponding audio track element ADTRK in the track navigation information TRNAVI (see (d) of FIG. 62B) is written. Further, as shown in (e) of FIG. 59C, as a value of the track number information TRCKAT (the track attribute information) in the subtitle element SBTELE, a value of the subtitle track number STTKNM of a corresponding subtitle track element SBTELE in the track navigation information TRNAVI (see (d) of FIG. 62B) is written. Likewise, as shown in (g) of FIG. 59C, as a value of the track number information TRCKAT (the track attribute information) in the sub audio element SUBAD, a value of the audio track number ADT K NM of a corresponding audio track element ADTRK in the track navigation information TRNAVI (see (d) of FIG. 62B) is written. Furthermore, in this embodiment, the video track number (track number information TRCKAT) corresponding to a video track in (f) of FIG. 59C must be set to “1”. Moreover, in this embodiment, a track number which is different (unique) in accordance with each of different elementary streams in each playback/display clip element must be set. For example, when valid periods on title timelines specified on a plurality of different playback/display clip elements overlap each other, track numbers must be set in such a manner that the track numbers do not overlap between the elementary streams belonging to the different playback/display clip elements in a time zone in which the valid periods overlap. In this embodiment, the same track number may be set between elementary streams having different track types (types each of which indicates contents of an elementary stream such as video/audio/ subtitle).

[1781] FIGS. 61A to 61C show examples of a description of track number assignment information. A setting method of a track number set in each elementary stream written in FIGS. 61A to 61C is based on a relationship depicted in FIG. 60. In an example shown in (c) of FIG. 61C, information of a time map P TMAP concerning the primary audio video PRMAV is stored under a file name AVMAP001.MAP in the information storage medium DISC. In this embodiment, a file name and a storage position of corresponding primary enhanced video object data P_EVOB also match of those of the time map file P TMAP (however, an extension alone of the file name differs like “MAP” and “EVO”). That is, a file name under which the primary enhanced video object data P_EVOB corresponding to the primary audio video PRMAV is recorded is a file name AVMAP001.EVO. As shown in (c) of FIG. 61C, since “clipTimeBegin="00:00:00.000"” is writ-
ten in the primary audio video clip element PRACVP, playback is started from a leading position of the primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB file when playback is performed in a playlist PLIST. In the playlist PLIST, playback is performed until 10 minutes and 21 seconds elapse from a top position on a title timeline TML. The main video MANVD existing in the primary audio video PRMAV is multangled, and the video having an angle number "1" is set as a video track number "1", and the video having an angle number "2" is set as a video track number "2". Three audio tracks exist in the primary audio video PRMAV. An elementary audio stream having a stream number "0" is set to an audio track number "1", an elementary audio stream having a stream number "2" is set to an audio track number "2", and an elementary audio stream having a stream number "3" is set to an audio track number "3". Further, at the same time, two subtitle tracks are provided. In the embodiment shown in (c) of FIG. 61C, it is possible to playback/display substitute audio SBTAD stored in the persistent storage PRSTR in place of main audio MANAD of primary video video PRMAV. When an audio track number in this example is set to "4", a user can selectively playback/display any main audio MANAD having one of audio track numbers from "1" to "4". Furthermore, in the embodiment shown in (c) of FIG. 61C, an advanced subtitle ADSTBD stored in the persistent storage PRSTR can be simultaneously displayed at completely the same timing as a display timing of the primary audio video PRMAV. A track number of the advanced subtitle ADSTBD in this case is set to "3", and the advanced subtitle is set in the primary audio video PRMAV in advance and can be selectively displayed with sub-picture SUBPT. That is, subtitle tracks "1" to "3" exist, and any subtitle track from "1" to "3" can be selectively displayed while displaying the main video MANVD having a specific angle of the main videos MANVD in the primary audio video PRMAV.

[1782] The track number assignment information shown in (c) to (g) of FIG. 59C represents the correspondence between a stream number of a corresponding stream and a track number TRCKAT and a relationship with respect to media attribute information (an index number MDATNM of a media attribute element) corresponding to each track number TRCKAT. On the other hand, contents of the track navigation information TRNAVI shown in (d) of FIG. 62B to (e) of FIG. 62C are a collective description of information required for a user to select each track number. An information link between the track number assignment information and the track navigation information TRNAVI is associated based on each track number TRCKAT. That is, the same value as the track information TRCKAT shown in (c) to (d) of FIG. 59C is set to a video track number VDTKMN, an audio track number ADTKNM and a subtitle track number shown in (d) of FIG. 62B, and the same value can be utilized to link the track number assignment information and the track navigation information TRNAVI. A description will now be given as to a position in a playlist PLIST where the track navigation information TRNAVI is written with reference to FIGS. 62A to 62C. As shown in FIGS. 62A to 62C, configuration information CONFGI, media attribute information MDATRI and title information TTINFO exist in the playlist PLIST. As shown in (b) of FIG. 62A, a first play title element information PTELE, title element information TTELE containing each title, and playlist application element information PLAEL exist in the title information TTINFO. As shown in (e) of FIG. 62A, the track navigation information TRNAVI exists in the title element information TTELE for each title.

[1783] As described above, the track navigation information TRNAVI exists in the title element information TTELE in the playlist file PLIST. The track navigation information TRNAVI is constituted of a track navigation list element as shown in (e) of FIG. 62C. A list concerning a main video track MVTRK, a main audio track MAIRK, a sub audio track SAIIRK and a sub title track SBTRK which can be selected by a user is written in the track navigation information TRNAVI. As shown in (d) of FIG. 62B, in the track navigation information TRNAVI, attribute information concerning the main video track MVTRK can be selected by a user is written in a video track element VDTRK. Moreover, likewise, attribute information concerning the main audio track MAIRK and the sub audio track SAIIRK which can be selected by a user is recorded in an audio track element ADTRK, and attribute information concerning the subtitle track SBTRK which can be selected by a user is written in a subtitle track element SBTRK. As shown in (d) of FIG. 62B, a flag USIFLG (selectable attribute information) indicating whether user selection is enabled exists in all of the video track element VDTRK, the audio track element ADTRK and the subtitle track element SBTRK. A value shown in the flag USIFLG (the selectable attribute information) indicating whether user selection is enabled represents whether a corresponding track can be selected by a user. That is, when a value which is written after "selectable=" is "true", this means that a corresponding track can be selected by a user. When a value which is written after "selectable=" is "false", this means that a corresponding track cannot be selected by a user. In this manner, the main video track MVTRK, the main audio track MAIRK, the sub audio track SAIIRK or the subtitle track SBTRK having a value of the selectable attribute information being set as ‘true’ is called a user selectable track. As shown in FIG. 44, a storage position of a default event handler script DEVHISP exists in the advanced application manager ADAMNG. FIG. 45 shows contents of a default input handler stored in the default even handler script DEVHISP. As shown in FIG. 45, a default input handler name changeSubtitleHandler (a virtual key code is VK_SUBTITLE) means a user input event which is a change in a subtitle track. Additionally, a default input handler name changeAudioHandler (the virtual key code is VK_AUDIO) means a user input event concerning switching of audio tracks. The user selectable track is selected based on a user operation defined by the default event handler. Further, as shown in (e) of FIG. 62C, a track having a value of “selectable=” being set as “false” is called a user non-selectable track. Furthermore, in regard to the main audio track MAIRK and the sub audio track SAIIRK, information of an audio language code and a language code extension descriptor is set based on audio language code and audio language extension descriptor ADLCEX (language attribute information) written in an audio track element ADTRK. Further, in regard to the subtitle track SBTRK, information of a language code and a language code extension descriptor are set based on a subtitle language code and a subtitle language code extension descriptor STLCEX (language code attribute information) in the subtitle track element SBTRK. The language code and the language code extension descriptor are utilized by an API command which
selects a track. Moreover, when a value of a flag FRACLGL (forced attribute information) attribute indicative of forced screen output which is written in the subtitle track element SBTREL, a corresponding subtitle track SBTTRK (a subpicture SUBPT) must be forcibly output to a screen irrespective of a will of a user. On the contrary, when a value of the flag FRACLGL (the forced attribute information) indicative of the forced screen output is set to "false", a corresponding subtitle (a sub-picture SUBPT) does not necessarily have to be output to a screen, and whether display is performed can be set by user selection. For example, when a subtitle is prevented from being displayed by user selection, forcibly displaying in a screen a subtitle in a specific region alone by an intention of a content provider improves the expression for a user in some cases. In such a case, setting a value of the flag FRACLGL (the forced attribute information) indicative of the forced screen output to "true" can improve the expression of a content provider for a user. Furthermore, additional information written in a text format can be written in accordance with each track element, and it can be also utilized for identification for each track.

[1784] <TrackNavigationList (track navigation list) element>

[1785] TrackNavigationList element describes Track Information in a Title. Track Information for a Title is described in Track Information element describes the all attribute for a Track.

[1786] XMT Syntax Representation of TrackNavigationList element:

```
<TrackNavigationList>
  VideoTrack *
  AudioTrack *
  SubtitleTrack *
</TrackNavigationList>
```

[1787] The content of TrackNavigationList consists of a list of VideoTrack element, AudioTrack element and SubtitleTrack element. These elements are called by Track Navigation Information element.

[1788] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[1789] The track navigation list element explains track information in a title. Contents of the track navigation list are constituted of a list of a video track element VDTRK, an audio track element ADTRK and a subtitle track element SBTREL, and these elements are called track navigation information elements TRNAVI. Further, the track information in a title is written in the video track element VDTRK, the audio track element ADTRK and the subtitle track element SBTREL. Furthermore, the video track element VDTRK, the audio track element ADTRK and the subtitle track element SBTREL are also indicative of attribute information with respect to a track.

[1790] <VideoTrack (video track) element>

[1791] VideoTrack element describes the attribute list of Video Track.

[1792] XML Syntax Representation of VideoTrack element:

```
<VideoTrack
  track = positiveInteger
  selectable = (true | false)
  description = string
/>
```

[1793] (a) track attribute

[1794] Describes the Video Track number of the representing Video Track. Video Track number shall be integer from 1 to 9.

[1795] (b) selectable attribute

[1796] Describes whether the Track can be selectable by User Operation, or not. If the value is "true", the Track shall be selectable by User Operation, otherwise it shall not. The value may be omitted. The default value is "true".

[1797] (c) description attribute

[1798] Describes additional information in the human consumable text form. This attribute can be omitted.

[1799] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[1800] The video track element VDTRK shown in (d) of FIG. 62B and (e) of FIG. 62C will now be described. The video track element VDTRK represents an attribute information list of a main video track MVTRK. A video track number VDTKNM (track attribute information) in the video track element VDTRK is indicative of a video track number VDTKNM which is used to identify each video track. In this embodiment, a positive number from 1 to 9 must be set as a value of the video track number VDTKNM. That is, in this embodiment, up to nine main video track MVTRK can be set, and a user can select one of these tracks. Setting up to nine user selectable main video tracks MVTRK can greatly improves the expression of a content provider for a user. Additionally, a flag USIFLG (selectable attribute information) indicating whether a corresponding main video track MVTRK can be selected by a user operation. When a value of the flag USIFLG indicating whether user selection is enabled is set to "true", this means that a corresponding main video track MVTRK can be selected by a user operation. When a value of this flag is set to "false", this means that a corresponding main video track cannot be selected by a user operation. A description of the flag USIFLG indicating whether user selection is enabled can be eliminated in the video track element VDTRK. In this case, "true" as a default value is automatically set. Although the attribute information concerning a video track is written in a text format familiar to people, a description of the additional information can be eliminated in the video track element VDTRK.
[1801] <AudioTrack (audio track) element>

[1802] AudioTrack element describes the attribute list of Audio Track.

[1803] XML Syntax Representation of AudioTrack element:

```xml
<AudioTrack
  track = positiveinteger
  selectable = (true | false)
  langcode = langCode
  description = string
/>
```

[1804] (a) track attribute

[1805] Describes the Audio Track number of the representing Audio Track. Audio Track number shall be integer from 1 to 8.

[1806] (b) selectable attribute

[1807] Describes whether the Track can be selectable by User Operation, or not. If the value is “true”, the Track shall be selectable by User Operation, otherwise it shall not. The value may be omitted. The default value is “true”.

[1808] (c) langcode attribute

[1809] Describes the specific code and the specific code extension for this Audio Track number. The attribute value shall be langcode data type defined in Datatypes.

[1810] (d) description attribute

[1811] Describes additional information in the human consumable text form. This attribute can be omitted.

[1812] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[1813] An audio track element ADTRK shown in (d) of FIG. 62B and (e) of FIG. 62C will now be described. The audio track element ADTRK represents an attribute list of a main audio track MATRK and a sub audio track SATRK. As an audio track number ADTKNM (track attribute information) in the audio track element ADTRK, an audio track number ADTKNM which is utilized to identify each audio track is set. A flag USIFLG (selectable attribute information) indicating whether user selection is possible indicates whether a main audio track MATRK or a sub audio track SATRK can be selected by a user operation. If a value of the flag USIFLG indicating whether the user selection is possible is “true”, this means that a corresponding audio track can be selected by a user operation. If this value is “false”, a corresponding audio track cannot be selected by a user operation. A description of the flag USIFLG indicating whether the user selection is possible can be eliminated in the audio track element ADTRK. In this case, “true” which is a default value is automatically set. In this embodiment, as a value of the audio track number ADTKNM, a positive number value from 1 to 8 must be used. Setting up to eight audio tracks to be selectable in this manner can greatly improve the expression of a content provider for a user. Further, as an audio language code and an audio language code extension descriptor ADLCEX (langcode attribute information), a specific code and a specific code extension descriptor for a corresponding audio track number ADTKNM are written. Here, as shown in (e) of FIG. 62C, “ja” is used as a value representing Japanese, and “en” is used as a value representing English. Furthermore, assuming that contents of an audio track differ even in the same Japanese or the same English, a colon can be arranged after a language code number and a numerical character can be set after the colon (e.g., “ja:01”) as a value of the audio language code and the audio language code extension descriptor ADLCEX (langcode attribute information). Moreover, additional information concerning an audio track is written in a text format familiar to people, but a description of the additional information can be eliminated in the audio track element ADTRK.

[1814] <SubtitleTrack (subtitle track) element>

[1815] SubtitleTrack element describes the attribute list of Subtitle Track.

[1816] XML Syntax Representation of SubtitleTrack element:

```xml
<SubtitleTrack
  track = positiveinteger
  selectable = (true | false)
  forced = (true | false)
  langcode = langCode
  description = string
/>
```

[1817] (a) track attribute

[1818] Describes the Subtitle Track number of the representing Subtitle Track. Subtitle Track number shall be integer from 1 to 32.

[1819] (b) selectable attribute

[1820] Describes whether the Track can be selectable by User Operation, or not. If the value is “true”, the Track shall be selectable by User Operation, otherwise it shall not. The value may be omitted. The default value is “true”.

[1821] (c) langcode attribute

[1822] Describes the specific code and the specific code extension for this Audio Track number. The attribute value shall be langcode data type defined in Datatypes.

[1823] (d) forced attribute

[1824] Describes whether the Subtitle Track can be forcedly displayed, or not. If the value is “true”, the Subtitle shall be forcedly displayed, otherwise it shall not. The value may be omitted. The default value is “false”.

[1825] (e) description attribute

[1826] Describes additional information in the human consumable text form. This attribute can be omitted.

[1827] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[1828] A subtitle track element SBTREL will now be described. The subtitle track element SBTREL represents an attribute list of a subtitle track SBTTRK. A subtitle track number STTKNM (track attribute information) is utilized to identify each subtitle track, and a positive number from 1 to
32 must be written as a value of the subtitle track number STTKNM. In this embodiment, setting 32 subtitle tracks SBTRKRK can greatly improve the expression for a user. Additionally, a flag USIFLG (selectable attribute information) indicating whether user selection is possible indicates whether a subtitle track SBTRKRK can be selected by a user operation. When the value is “true”, this means that a subtitle track SBTRKRK can be selected by a user operation. If the value is “false”, this means that selection by a user operation is impossible. A description of the flag USIFLG indicating whether user selection is possible can be eliminated in the subtitle track element SBTRREL. However, in this case, “true” as a default value is automatically set. A subtitle language code and a subtitle language code extension descriptor STLCEX represent a specific code and a specific code extension descriptor concerning a corresponding subtitle track SBTRKRK. Further, a flag FRCLFLG (forced attribute information) concerning forced screen output indicates whether a corresponding subtitle track SBTRKRK is forcibly output to a screen. If the value is “true”, a corresponding subtitle track SBTRKRK must be forcibly output to a screen. If the value is “false”, a corresponding subtitle track does not have to be forcibly output to the screen. A description of the value (the flag FRCLFLG indicating forced screen output) can be eliminated in a corresponding subtitle track element SBTRREL. In this case, “false” as a default value is automatically set. Furthermore, although additional information concerning a subtitle track SBTRKRK is written in a text format familiar to people, a description of the additional information can be eliminated in the subtitle track element SBTRREL.

[1829] A specific example of the track navigation list shown in (e) of FIG. 62C will now be described. In (e) of FIG. 62C, three video track exists. Of these videos, a user can select main video tracks having track numbers “1” and “2”, and cannot select a main video track MVTRKRK having a track number “3”. Moreover, four audio tracks are set. In the embodiment shown in (e) of FIG. 62C, track numbers of the main audio tracks MATKRK and the sub audio tracks SATRK are set in such a manner that their respective audio track numbers ADTKKNM do not overlap each other, and different audio track numbers ADTKKNM are set for the main audio track MATKRK and the sub audio track SATRK. As a result, the main audio track MATKRK and the sub audio track SATRK can be selectively specified as audio tracks to be played back. An audio track having an audio track number ADTKKNM “1” is displayed in English (en), and audio tracks having audio track numbers ADTKKNM “2” and “3” are displayed in Japanese (ja). Although audio tracks having audio track numbers ADTKKNM “1” to “3” can be selected by a user, but an audio track having an audio track number ADTKKNM “4” cannot be selected by the user. Although the audio tracks having the audio track numbers ADTKKNM “2” and “3” are likewise displayed in Japanese, they have different audio contents, and values of the audio language code and the audio language code extension descriptor ADLCX are identified as “ja:01” and “ja:02”. Additionally, four subtitle tracks SBTRKRK are set with subtitle track numbers STTKNM “1” to “4”. A subtitle track SBTRKRK having a subtitle track number STTKNM “1” is displayed in English (en) and can be selected by a user, but the flag FRCLFLG indicative of forced screen output is set to “true” for the subtitle track SBTRKRK. Therefore, the subtitle track SBTRKRK having the subtitle track number STTKNM “1” displayed in English must be forcibly output to a screen. Further, a subtitle track SBTRKRK having a subtitle track number STTKNM “2” is displayed in Japanese (ja), and a subtitle track SBTRKRK having a subtitle track number STTKNM “3” is displayed in Chinese (ch). Both subtitle tracks SBTRKRK having subtitle track numbers STTKNM “2” and “3” can be selected by a user. On the other hand, a subtitle track SBTRKRK having a subtitle track number STTKNM “4” cannot be selected by a user.

[1830] According to the above-described setting (writing) method of the audio track element ADTRKR, the audio track number ADTKKNM set in the audio track element ADTRKR corresponding to the main audio track MATKRK and the audio track number ADTKKNM set in the audio track element ADTRKR corresponding to the sub audio track SATRK must be set in such a manner that the same numbers do not overlap each other. As a result, different audio track numbers ADT-
KNNM are set in the audio track element ADTRKR corresponding to the main audio track MATKRK and the audio track element ADTRKR corresponding to the sub audio track SATRK. As a result, when a user selects a specific audio track number ADTKKNM by using the track navigation information TRNAV, either the main audio track MATKRK or the sub audio track SATRK can be selected as audio information which is displayed/output for the user. In the embodiment, as shown in (e) of FIG. 62B, both the audio track element ADTRKR corresponding to the main audio track MATKRK and the audio track element ADTRKR corresponding to the sub audio track SATRK are arranged (written) in the track navigation list element (the track navigation information TRNAV). This embodiment is not restricted to the above example, and can adopt the following different application example. That is, as another application example, there is a method which sets the audio track element ADTRKR corresponding to the main audio track MATKRK alone but does not set the audio track element ADTRKR corresponding to the sub audio track SATRK. In this case, the main audio track MATKRK alone is written in a track section corresponding to the audio track element ADTRKR shown in (d) of FIG. 62B, and the sub audio track SATRK is removed. In this application example, the audio track element ADTRKR corresponding to the main audio track MATKRK alone is arranged (written) in the track navigation list element (the track navigation information TRNAV), and a user selects the main audio track MATKRK alone as audio information to be displayed/output. In this application example, the sub audio track SATRK is automatically selected in accordance with the main audio track MATKRK. For example, when a user utilizes the track navigation information TRNAV to select a main audio track MATKRK having a “track number 3”, a sub audio track SATRK having a “track number 3” is automatically selected as the sub audio track SATRK to be displayed/output for a user.

[1831] A data configuration of a network source element NTSELE in object mapping information OBMAPI included in a playlist PLIST is shown in (c) of FIG. 63B. Further, likewise, a data configuration of an application resource element APRELE in the object mapping information OBMAPI is shown in (d) of FIG. 63C. When a resource which is temporarily stored in the data cache DTCCH by the advanced content playback unit ADVP in advance exists in the network server NTSRV, the network source element NTSELE can be written in the object mapping information
OBMAP!. As shown in FIG. 18, as an object name with which an original recording position can be a playback/display target which can exist in the network server NTSSRV, there are substitute audio video SBTAI, secondary audio video SCD4V, substitute audio SBTAD, an advanced subtitle ADSBTI and an advanced application ADAPL!. Therefore, as a clip element corresponding to an object which can set the network server NTSSRV as an original recording position, there are a substitute audio video clip SBVAIP, a secondary audio video clip SCAVM, a substitute audio clip SBADCP, an advanced subtitle segment ADSTSG and an application segment APPLSG. In accordance with this configuration, as shown in FIGS. 63A to 63C, the network source element NTSELE can be written in the substitute audio video clip element SBVAIP, the substitute audio clip element SBADCP and the secondary audio video clip element SCAVM. In (b) of FIG. 63A, although one network source element NTSELE is written in accordance with each clip element, the plurality of network source elements NTSELE can be actually written in the same clip element. As shown in FIG. 67, writing one or more network source elements in the same clip element can set a resource perfect for a network environment of the information recording and playback apparatus I.

[1832] <NetworkSource (network source) element>

[1833] NetworkSource element describes a candidate of network content, or resources for the specified network throughput setting.

[1834] XML Syntax Representation of Video element:

```xml
<NetworkSource
  src = anyURI
  networkThroughput = nonNegativeInteger />
```

[1835] NetworkSource element can be presented in SecondaryAudioVideoClip element, or in SubstituteAudioClip element, if and only if the dataSource attribute value is ‘Network’.

[1836] NetworkSource element can be presented in ApplicationResource element, or in TitleResource element, if and only if the URI scheme of src attribute value of parent element is ‘http’, or ‘https’.

[1837] (a) src attribute

[1838] Describes the URI for network source for the network throughput described by networkThroughput attribute. If the parent element is SecondaryAudioVideoClip element, or SubstituteAudioClip element, the src attribute value shall be the URI of the TAM file of the Presentation Object to be referred. If the parent element is ApplicationResource element, or TitleResource element, the src attribute value shall be the URI of an Archiving file, or a file to be loaded in File Cache. The URI scheme of the src attribute value shall be ‘http’, or ‘https’.

[1839] (b) networkThroughput attribute

[1840] Describes the minimum network throughput value to use this network content, or resource. The attribute value shall be nonnegative integer with unit of 1000 bps.

[1841] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[1842] The network source element NTSELE shown in (c) of FIG. 63B is indicative of potential network contents which are temporarily stored in the data cache DTCCH. Furthermore, information concerning network throughput conditions which guarantee a resource corresponding to the potential network contents at the time of download into the file cache FLCHCH is also written in the network source element NTSELE. Moreover, when a value written in SRC attribute information in an application resource element APRELE or a title resource element starts from “http” or “https”, the network source element NTSELE can be written in the application resource element APRELE or the title source element. Allowable minimum value information NTTRPR of a network throughput shown in (c) of FIG. 63B is indicative of a minimum value which is allowed as a network system in relation to a network throughput (a data transfer rate) when downloading a network source (data or a file) from a storage position specified by corresponding SRC attribute information SRCNTS. Additionally, a value of the allowable minimum value information NTTRPT of the network throughput is written in units of 1000 bps. As a value recorded in the allowable minimum value information NTTRPT of the network throughput, “0” or a value of a natural number must be recorded. A value of a storage position SRCNTS of a network source corresponding to the allowable minimum value of the network throughput is written in src attribute information in the network source element NTSELE shown in (c) of FIG. 63B, and it is written based on a URI (uniform resource information) display format. When this network source element NTSELE is set in the secondary audio video clip element SCAVM, the substitute audio video clip element SBVAIP or the substitute audio clip element SBADCP, a storage position of a time map file STMAP of secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB is specified. Furthermore, when the network source element NTSELE is set in the application resource element APRELE or the title resource element, src attribute information indicates a storage position of a file which is loaded to the file cache FLCHCH. As concrete file contents which are loaded into the file cache FLCHCH, there are a manifest file MNSFST, a markup file MRSK; a script file SCRPT, a still image file IMAGE, an effect audio file EFTAD and a font file FONT included in an advanced application directory ADAPL shown in FIG. 11, a manifest file MNSFSTS of an advanced subtitle, a markup file MKUP; of an advanced subtitle and a font file FONT5 of an advanced subtitle existing in an advanced subtitle directory, and others. As shown in FIG. 10 or 25, even though the advanced application ADAPL and the advanced subtitle ADSBT are stored in the information storage medium DISC, the persistent storage PRSTR or the network server NTSSRV, they must be temporarily stored in the file cache FLCHCH in advance and played back/displayed from the file cache FLCHCH. In this manner, information of a storage position (a path), a file name and a data size of a resource which is referred (used) from the advanced subtitle ADSBT is written in the application resource element APRELE shown in (d) of FIG. 63C. Additionally, the application resource element APRELE can be written in an advanced subtitle element ADSTSG or an application segment element APPLSG. Further, in this embodiment, it must be written as an application resource element APRELE which differs in accordance with each
resource which is referred (used) for each piece of contents. For example, as shown in FIG. 12 or 11, when there are the manifest MNFS1 of the advanced subtitle, the markup MRKUPS of the advanced subtitle and the font FONTS of the advanced subtitle exist as contents constituting the advanced subtitle ADSBST, one application resource element APRELE corresponding to the manifest MNFS1 of the advanced subtitle, an application resource element APRELE corresponding to the markup MRKUPS of the advanced subtitle and an application resource element APRELE corresponding to the font FONTS of the advanced subtitle are written in the advanced subtitle segment element ADSSTG in (b) of FIG. 63A. In (b) of FIG. 63A, one application resource element APRELE alone is written in the advanced subtitle segment element ADSSTG and one application resource element APRELE is written in the application segment element APPLSG. However, in reality, the application resource element APRELE alone is written in accordance with each piece of contents constituting the advanced subtitle ADSBST, and the plurality of application resource elements APRELE are written in accordance with each resource which is referred (used) from the application Advanced API. Moreover, as shown in (d) of FIG. 63C, when a resource which is managed by the application resource element APRELE is stored in the network server NTSRV, the network source element NTSEXLE can be written in the application resource element APRELE. As shown in the example of FIG. 67, when a plurality of resources indicative of the same contents (files representing the same contents) (which are different from each other in data size) are stored in the network server NTSRV, one or more network source elements NTSEXLE can be written in the same application resource element APRELE, and an optimum resource corresponding to a network environment of the information recording and playback apparatus 1 can be selected and downloaded.

[1843] <ApplicationResource (application resource element)>

[1844] ApplicationResource element describes Application Associated Resource Information, such as a package archive file used in the Advanced Application, or in the Advanced Subtitle.

[1845] XML Syntax Representation of ApplicationResource element:

```xml
<ApplicationResource
  src = "anyURI"
  size = positiveInteger
  priority = nonNegativeInteger
  multiplexed = (true | false)
  loadingBegin = timeExpression
  noCache = (true | false)
  description = string
>
  <NetworkSource

[1846] ApplicationResource element determines which Archiving Data, or a file shall be loaded in File Cache. The src attribute refers to Archiving Data, or a file.

[1847] Player shall load the resource file into File Cache before the Application Life Cycle Start.

[1848] The valid period of the resource is implied from the valid period of the parent ApplicationSegment element.

[1849] The start time and finish time of valid period of the resource on Title Timeline is the start time and finish time of the valid period of the parent ApplicationSegment element, respectively.

[1850] Resources may be multiplexed in Primary Video Set. In this case, the loadingBegin attribute describes the start time of loading period in which, ADV_PK of P-EV OB contains the Resource.

[1851] Resources may come from Persistent Storage indicating by URI [FIG. 20]. In this case the loadingBegin attribute describes the start time of loading period to download the Resource from Persistent Storage.

[1852] Resources may come from network server, i.e. the URI scheme of src attribute is http or https. In this case the loadingBegin attribute describes the start time of loading period to download the Resource.

[1853] NetworkSource element can be presented in ApplicationResource element, if and only if the URI scheme of src attribute value of parent element is http or https. NetworkSource element describes the Resources to be selected according to network throughput setting.

[1854] (a) src attribute

[1855] Describes the URI for the Archiving Data, or a file to be load into Data Cache.

[1856] (b) size attribute

[1857] Describes the size of the Archiving Data, or a file in bytes. This attribute can be omitted.

[1858] (c) priority attribute

[1859] Describes the priority of removal of resources which is not referred by active Application, or Title. Priority shall be integer from 1 to 2^31 - 1.

[1860] (d) multiplexed attribute

[1861] If value is true, the Archiving Data can be loaded from ADV_PK of P-EV OB in the loading period of Title Timeline. If the value is false, Player shall preload the resource from the specified URI. This attribute can be omitted. Default value is true.

[1862] (e) loadingBegin attribute

[1863] Describes the start time of loading period on Title Timeline. If no loadingBegin attribute is present, the start time of loading period shall be the start time of valid period of the associated Advanced Application.

[1864] (f) noCache attribute

[1865] If noCache attribute value is true and URI scheme of src attribute value of parent element is http or https, the no-cache directive shall be included in both Cache-Control andPragma in HTTP request for the resource file. If noCache attribute value is false and URI scheme of src attribute value of parent element is http or https, the no-cache directive shall be included in neither Cache-Control, norPragma header. If URI scheme of src attribute value of parent element is http or https, the noCache attribute shall be absent. The noCache attribute can be omitted. Default value is false.
(g) description attribute

Describes additional information in the human consumable text form. This attribute can be omitted.

More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

For example, resource information RESRC1 concerning a resource which is referred (used) by an application such as an advanced subtitle ADSBT or an advanced application ADAPL is written in an application resource element APRELE shown in (d) of FIG. 63C. Further, the application resource element APRELE is indicative of a storage position (a path) and a file name (a data name) of a resource which should be stored (loaded) in the file cache FLCC. The storage position (the path) and the file name (the data name) of the resource are written in src attribute information. The advanced content playback unit ADVPL must store a resource file specified by the application resource element APRELE in the file cache FLCC before execution of an application such as an advanced subtitle ADSBT or an advanced application ADAPL is started. Furthermore, a valid period of the application resource element APRELE must be included in a valid period (a period from titleBegin/TITSTM to titleEndTime/TTEDTM shown in (d) of FIG. 56B) of the application segment element APPLSG. A start time in the valid period on a title timeline TMLTE of a resource defined by the application resource element APRELE matches with a start time TTSTTM (titleTimeBegin) on the title timeline indicative of a start timing of the valid period of a corresponding application segment element APPLSG, and an end time in the valid period on the title timeline of the resource matches with an end time TTEDTM (titleTimeEnd) on the title timeline indicative of an end timing of the valid period written in a corresponding application segment element APPLSG. A state in which an advanced pack ADV_PCK is multiplexed in a primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB and recorded in the information storage medium DISC as shown in FIG. (d) of FIG. 73A in some cases. Information indicative of whether the application resource is recorded in the multiplexed form is called multiplexed attribute information MLTPLY (multiplexed attribute information). If the multiplexed attribute information MLTPLY is "true", this means that stored data is loaded from the advanced pack ADV_PCK in the primary enhanced video object P-EVOB during a loading period LOADPE on a title timeline. Furthermore, if the multiplexed attribute information MLTPLY (multiplexed attribute information) is "false", this means that stored data must be pre-loaded from an original storage position SRCRTC as a file. A description of the multiplexed attribute information MLTPLY may be removed in the application resource element APRELE. A time PLRLOAD (loadingBegin attribute information) on the title timeline at which fetching (loading) a target resource begins is written in the form of "HH:MM:SS:FF". When the time PLRLOAD on the title timeline at which fetching (loading) a target resource begins is not written in the application resource element APRELE, a start time of a loading period must match with a start time (a start time TTSTTM on the title timeline shown in (d) of FIG. 56B) of a valid period of a corresponding advanced application ADAPL. When loading of an application resource starts at a start time of the advanced application ADAPL in this manner, there can be obtained an effect that loading the application resource can be finished at an earliest time in the valid period of the advanced application ADAPL and that an exploiting time of the application resource can be put ahead at a necessary timing in the advanced application ADAPL. The time PLRLOAD on the title timeline at which fetching (loading) the target resource starts must be indicative of a time before a start time TTSTTM on the title timeline which is written in a parent element (an application segment element APPLSG or an advanced subtitle segment element ADSTSG) of an application resource element APRELE in which the time PLRLOAD is written. Moreover, when the
multiplexed attribute information MLTPLX is “true”, since a resource is downloaded into the file cache FLCH by a method shown in FIG. 65A, a description of the time PRLOAD (loadingBegin attribute information) on the title timeline at which fetching (loading) a target resource begins must not be eliminated.

[1870] Additionally, when no-cache attribute information NOCACHE (noCache attribute information) is “true”, this means that a Cach-Control header and a Pragma header are included in a GET request of HTTP. When this information is “false”, this means that the Cach-Control header and the Pragma header are not included in the GET request of HTTP. A description of the no-cache attribute information NOCACHE can be eliminated, and “false” is set as a default value in such a case. Further, description attribute information representing additional information concerning an application element is written in a text format familiar to people, and a description of this attribute information can be eliminated.

[1871] A technical point required to display/execute various playback/display objects in accordance with progress of a title timeline TMLE as expected in this embodiment will now be described. The technical point in this embodiment can be divided into a “scheme which can guarantee start of display or execution in accordance with progress of the title timeline TMLE” and a “scheme of a countermeasure when previous loading into the data cache DTCCH cannot be performed in time”. The technical points in this embodiment are itemized below.

[1872] (1) The scheme which can guarantee start of display or execution in accordance with progress of the title timeline TMLE.

[1873] i) An advanced application ADAPL, an advanced subtitle ADSBIT and some secondary video sets SCVDVS are temporarily stored in the data cache DTCCH in advance, and data temporarily stored in the data cache DTCCH is used to carry out display or execution processing for a user (see FIG. 25).

[1874] ii) Information of a name of data or a file which should be temporarily stored in the data cache TCCH in advance and a storage position of such data or a file is written in src attribute information (source attribute information) in a playlist PLLST (in various clip elements, a network source element NTSELE, an application resource element APRELE, a title resource element, or a playlist application resource element PLRELE) (see FIG. 83).

[1875] . . . The data or file which should be temporarily stored in the data cache in advance and an access destination of the data or file can be recognized.

[1876] iii) A timing at which previous loading into the data cache DTCCH is started is specified by a “time PRLOAD (a loadingBegin attribute or a preload attribute) on a title timeline at which fetching (loading) a target resource is started” in the playlist PLLST (in clip elements, an application resource element APRELE, or a title resource element) (see FIGS. 65A to 65D), FIGS. 54A and 54B, FIGS. 55A and 55B, FIGS. 63A to 63C and FIGS. 66A to 66C).

[1877] iv) Information which allows selection of data or a file perfect for loading in accordance with a network environment of the information recording and playback apparatus is written in the playlist PLLST (a network source element NTSELE) (see FIGS. 67 and 68).

[1878] (2) A scheme of a countermeasure when previous loading into the data cache DTCCH cannot be performed in time.

[1879] v) A countermeasure according to a playback/display object is specified in “synchronization attribute information SYNAI” (sync attribute information) of the playback/display object in the playlist PLLST (in a clip element or in a segment element) (see FIGS. 54A and 54B, FIGS. 55A and 55B, and FIGS. 56A and 56B).

[1880] In case of sync=“hard” (a hard synchronization attribute), progress of the title timeline TMLE is stopped to temporarily bring a moving image to a still state until loading is completed.

[1881] In case of sync=“soft” (a soft synchronization attribute), progress of the title timeline TMLE is continued, and playback is started after completion of loading (behind a display start time STTSTTM/titleTimeBegin specified on the title timeline TMLE).

[1882] When the above-described technical points are executed, there are five states shown in FIGS. 64A and 64B as resource holding times in the file cache FLCH.

[1883] <Resource State Machine>

[1884] FIG. 64A shows state machine of Resource in the File Cache. There are five states in the state machine, non-exist, loading, ready, used and available. This state machine is applied to all files in the File Cache.

[1885] (A) While the Resource does not exist in the File Cache, the Resource is in non-exist state. Before the title playback is started, all Resources (except Resources for Playlist Application) are in non-exist state. When the File Cache Manager discards the Resource, state machine moves to non-exist state.

[1886] (B) When the Resource loading starts, state machine moves to loading state. The File Cache Manager shall guarantee there are enough memory blocks to store the Resource in the File Cache prior to start Resource loading. When there is loadingBegin attribute in Resource Information, loading state starts from loadingBegin. When there is no loadingBegin attributes, loading state starts from titleTimeBegin. Resource loading for application will not be started if autorun attribute is false, or if application is not selected. If autorun attribute chances to false during the loading, then Resource loading will be cancelled and the already loaded resource is discarded.

[1887] (C) After the Resource loading is completed, if the application is inactive (before Title Timeline becomes valid period) the state machine moves to ready state.

[1888] (D) After the Resource loading is completed, if the application is active (that is the application will run) the state machine moves to used state. While the Resource is used by one or more active applications, the Resource is in used state.

[1889] (E) After the Resource loading is completed, if the Resource is resource for Playlist Application, then the state machine moves to used state. While the Playlist Application is available, the Resource is in used state.
When an application becomes inactive (that is, it is deactivated by API) but Title Timeline does not reach titleTimeEnd, state machine moves to ready state. When application becomes active, if the Resource currently in ready state the resource will move to used state. If there is no valid application referencing a resource, then the Resource will move to available state. If an application becomes active and the resource is currently in available state that resource will move to used state. If an Application becomes valid and the resource is currently in available state that resource will move to ready state.

More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

As the five states, there are a loading period LOADPE, a used period USEDTEM, a ready period READY, a non-exist period N-EXIST to remove data from the file cache, and an available period AVLBLE to store advanced application data in the file cache. Transition between the respective states occurs in accordance with time progress on the title timeline TMLIE. A description will now be given as to transition between the states in FIGS. 64A and 64B.

When a resource is not stored in the file cache FLCC, the corresponding resource enters the state of the non-exist period N-EXIST to remove data from the file cache. All resources other than the resource playlist application resource PLAPRS are in the state of the non-exist period N-EXIST to remove data from the file cache before starting playback of a title. Moreover, even if a resource has been already stored in the file cache FLCH, the resource enters the non-exist period N-EXIST to remove data from the file cache after the file cache manager FLCMNG in the navigation manager NVMNG shown in FIG. 28 executes the resource removal processing.

When loading a resource is started, the data holding state in the file cache FLCH shifts to the state of the loading period LOADPE. As shown in FIG. 28, the file cache manager FLCMNG in the navigation manager NVMNG manages data stored in the file cache FLCH. Prior to starting loading the resource, a memory block having an enough free area with respect to the resource which should be stored in the file cache FLCH must be prepared, and the file manager FLCMN guarantees a setting of a free area of the memory block corresponding to the resource to be stored. In this embodiment, as shown in (c) of FIG. 66A and (d) of FIG. 66B, contents of resource information RESRCI in the playlist file PLIST mean a list of title resource elements. The present invention is not restricted thereto, and a concept of the resource information RESRCI can be expanded as another application example in this embodiment. As information included in the resource information RESRCI, three types of resource elements, i.e., not only a title resource element shown in (d) of FIG. 66B but also an application resource element APRELE and a playlist application resource element PLRELE shown in FIGS. 70 and 71 can be integrated, and the integrated element can be called resource information RESRCI. In the resource information RESRCI according to the application example, when a time PRLOAD (LoadingBegin attribute information) on a title timeline at which fetching (loading) a target object begins exists in the title resource element shown in (d) of FIG. 662 and the application resource element APRELE shown in (d) of FIG. 63C, the loading period LOADPE starts from the time PRLOAD (LoadingBegin attribute information) on the title timeline at which fetching (loading) the target object begins. When a description of the time PRLOAD (LoadingBegin attribute information) on the title timeline at which fetching (loading) of the target resource begins is eliminated in the title resource element or the application resource element APRELE, the loading period LOADPE starts from a start time TSTTM (titleTimeBegin attribute information) on the title timeline of a corresponding resource (see FIG. 65B). As shown in (d) of FIG. 56A, the autorun attribute information ATRNAT exists in an application segment element APPLSGL. When a value of the autorun attribute information ATRNAT is "false", a corresponding application is not automatically executed, but it enters an active (execution) state only after an API command is issued. When a value of the autorun attribute information is "false" in this manner, loading a resource which is referred (used) by a corresponding advanced application ADAPL is not started. As shown in (b) of FIG. 56A, information concerning a resource which is referred (used) from an advanced application ADAPL is written as a list of application resource elements APRELE, and the list of the application resource elements APRELE is arranged in an application segment element APPLSGL. Therefore, when a value of the autorun attribute information ATRNAT is "false", a resource managed by an advanced application resource element APRELE is not started. When a value of the autorun attribute information ATRNAT is changed to "false" during loading a resource referred (used) by a specified advanced application ADAPL, loading of the currently loaded resource is canceled, and the resource which has been already loaded in the file cache FLCH is removed. Additionally, as described above in conjunction with FIG. 57, an advanced application ADAPL which enters an execution (an active) state in accordance with language information to be used is selected. Further, as shown in FIG. 58, a combination of setting values of application activation information in the application segment element APPLSGL is used to judge whether an advanced application ADAPL is valid in accordance with a judgment shown in FIG. 58. When the advanced application ADAPL is regarded as invalid based on a procedure shown in FIG. 57 or FIG. 58, loading of a resource specified in a corresponding application segment element APPLSGL is not started. Loading into the file cache FLCH only a resource referred (used) by an advanced application ADAPL which is to be assuredly used can avoid loading of an unnecessary resource into the file cache FLCH, thereby effectively exploiting the resource in the file cache FLCH.

When loading of a specified resource into the file cache FLCH is completed, the data storing state in the file cache shifts to the state of the ready period READY. The ready period READY means a state (a state before the used period USEDTEM) before an application which makes reference to (uses) a resource reaches a valid period VALPRD/AVPAPE on a title timeline.

When loading of a resource is completed and an application enters the execution/use state, the data storing state in the file cache FLCH shifts to the state of the used
period USEDTM. When the resource is used by one or more currently executed (active) applications, the resource is in the execution/use state.

[1901] (E) When loading of a resource which is referred (used) by a playlist associated advanced application PLAPL is completed, the resource enters the used period USEDTM during playback of an arbitrary title other than a first play title FRPLT. That is because use of the resource in an arbitrary title (by an advanced application ADAPL or a title associated advanced application TAPAD) is presupposed when the playlist associated advanced application PLAPL exists.

[1902] (F) When execution of a currently used application is stopped due to, e.g., an API command, the application enters a non-execution state. If a position (a time) on a title timeline TMLI has not yet reached an end time TTEDTM (titleEndTime) attribute information (see Figs. 56A and 56B) on the title timeline specified in an application segment element APPLSG or an advanced subtitle segment element ADSTSG, the data storing state in the file cache FLCCH shifts to the state of the ready period READY.

[1903] (G) When a resource in the file cache FLCCH is currently in the ready period READY and an application which makes reference to (uses) this resource enters the execution/use state, the resource shifts to the used period USEDTM.

[1904] (H) A plurality of applications which make reference to a resource in the file cache are all invalid, the resource enters the state of the available period AVLBLE to store advanced application data in the file cache.

[1905] (I) When a resource is in the state of the available period AVLBLE to store advanced application data in the file cache, the resource enters the used period USEDTM upon shifting of an application which makes reference to (uses) the resource to the execution/use state.

[1906] (J) When a resource is in the state of the available period AVLBLE to store advanced application data in the file cache, the resource enters the ready period READY upon shifting of an application which makes reference to (uses) the resource to a valid state.

[1907] Figs. 64A and 64B illustrate transition of resource storing states (times) in the file cache FLCCH. Figs. 65A to 65D show a relationship between each data storing state in the file cache FLCCH, an advanced application execution period APACPE and a valid period APVAPE and a loading/exeuction processing method of an advanced application ADAPL based on resource information RESRCI in accordance with Figs. 64A and 64B. In each of Figs. 65A, 65B, 65C, and 65D, as a common transition order, the data storing state starts from the non-exist period N-EXIST to remove data from the file cache, then shifts to the loading period LOADEPE, the used period USEDTM, the available period AVLBLE to store advanced application data in the file cache, and the non-exist period N-EXIST to remove data from the file cache, in the mentioned order. Further, the ready period READY is inserted in the transition order.

[1908] *Image of State Machine of Resource Information including LoadingBegin*

[1909] Fig. 65A shows an example of the relationship between Resource Information and state machine. The Resource has loadingBegin attribute and Advanced Application always active in its valid period. In this diagram, after finishing the loading the Resource, state machine becomes ready state. And then it enters active period of Advanced Application, state machine becomes used state. After reached to titleEndTime, state machine moves available state until the Resource is discarded by the File Cache Manager and moves non-exist state.

[1910] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[1911] Information of a time PROLOAD (LoadingBegin attribute information) on a time timeline at which fetching (loading) of a target resource begins exists in an application resource element APRELE shown in (d) of Fig. 63C or a title resource element as resource information RESRCI shown in (d) of Fig. 66B. As shown in (c) of Fig. 66A, the resource information RESRCI means a list of title resource elements in a restricted sense. However, this embodiment is not restricted thereto, and the title resource element, the application resource element APRELE shown in (d) of Fig. 63C and a playlist application resource element PLRELE shown in (d) of Fig. 69B are generically referred to as resource information in a broad sense. Fig. 65A shows "transition of resource data storing states in the file cache" and a "relationship between the advanced application valid period APVAPE and an advanced application execution period APACPE" when a "time PROLOAD (LoadingBegin attribute information) on a time timeline at which fetching (loading) of a target resource begins" is written in the resource information RESRCI (the title resource element and the application resource element APRELE). In general, the "time PROLOAD (LoadingBegin attribute information) on the title timeline at which fetching (loading) of a target resource begins" is set as a time on the title timeline TMLI which is ahead of a "start time TTSTIM (titleTimeBegin attribute information) on the title timeline of a corresponding resource". As a result, loading of a resource can be completed before the time set by the "start time TTSTIM (titleTimeBegin attribute information) on the title timeline of a corresponding resource", and playback/display/exeuction of, e.g., a title associated advanced application PLAPL can be started from a scheduled "start time TTSTIM (titleTimeBegin attribute information) on the title timeline of a corresponding resource".

[1912] In this case, since the loading period LOADPE in FIG. 65A is set at a position which is ahead of the valid period APVAPE of an advanced application, the valid period APVAPE of the advanced application matches with an execution period APACPE of the advanced application. In the valid period APVAPE of the advanced application, a resource in the file cache FLCCH shifts to the used period USEDTM. In the embodiment shown in FIG. 65A, autoraun attribute information ATTBNAT is set to "true" in an application segment element APPLSG including the application resource element APRELE shown in (d) of FIG. 63C and (d) of FIG. 66B). Therefore, when a time on the timeline TMLI has passed the "start time TTSTIM on the title timeline", a corresponding advanced application ADAPL is automatically started up to enter a valid state. In the embodiment shown in FIG. 65A, a resource file APMULL stored in the file cache is divided in the form of advanced packs ADV_PCK, and the divided files are multiplexed and stored in primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB. In this case,
a value of multiplexed attribute information MLTPLX (multiplexed attribute information) in the application resource element APRELE show in (d) of FIG. 63C is set to “true”. In the embodiment shown in FIG. 65A, a region in which the advanced packs ADV_PCK are multiplexed (see (e) of FIG. 73A) in the information storage medium DISC is played back during the loading period LOADPE and transferred to the file cache FLCCH. In case of the embodiment shown in FIG. 65A, after completion of the loading processing of a corresponding resource, the ready period README exists before reaching the used period USEDTM. This embodiment is not restricted to the above-described contents, and a resource file which is stored in, e.g., the network server NTSLR without being multiplexed may be loaded. In this case, loading starts from the “time PRLOAD on the title timeline at which fetching (loading) of a target resource” begins, and loading into the file cache FLCCH is completed during the loading period LOADPE.

When the advanced application execution period APACPE starts on the title timeline TML, a resource in the file cache FLCCH shifts to the used period USEDTM. Then, when a time on the title timeline TML reaches an end time TTEDTM on the title timeline, the current state shifts to the state of the available period AVLBLE to store advanced application data in the file cache. Subsequently, when removal processing is performed by the file cache manager FLCMNG (see FIG. 28), the state shifts to the state of the non-exist period N-EXST to remove data from the file cache.

<Image of State Machine of Resource without LoadingBegin>

FIG. 65B shows another example of the relationship between Resource Information and state machine. The Resource does not have loadingBegin attribute and Advanced Application may become active during its valid period. In this diagram, Title Timeline enters titleTimeBegin of Advanced Application, the File Cache Manager starts to load the Resource from its original data source. After finishing the loading, state machine becomes used state directly. And then Advanced Application becomes not active, state machine becomes ready state. After reached to titleTimeEnd, state machine moves available state until the Resource is discarded by the File Cache Manager.

When there are plural applications which are associated with the same Resource, the state of state machine is defined by combination of each state of among plural application.

(I) At least one application is in active state, the Resource shall be in used state.

(II) At least the Resource is treated as ready state by one application, but there is no active application, the Resource shall be in ready state.

(III) There is the Resource in File Cache, but there is no valid or active application, the Resource shall be available state.

More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

FIG. 65B shows a relationship between resource information RESRCL and each data storing state in the file cache when a description of a “time PRLOAD (Loading-

Begin attribute information) on a title timeline at which fetching (loading) of a target object beings” does not exist in a title resource element or an application resource element APRELE. In this case, when a time on the title timeline TML has reached a start time TTSTTM (titleTimeBegin) on the title timeline of an advanced application ADAPL, loading of a resource starts. As a result, a loading period LOADPE partially overlaps a valid period APVAPE of an advanced application. In the embodiment shown in FIG. 65A, the execution/use/processing of the corresponding advanced application ADAPL starts (the execution period APACPE of the advanced application begins) only after completion of the loading period LOADPE (after completion of loading). Therefore, the execution period APACPE beings during the valid period APVAPE of the advanced application. Therefore, the used period of a resource in the file cache FLCCH matches with the execution period ADACPE of the advanced application. Although the ready period README exists between the loading period LOADPE and the used period USEDTM in the example shown in FIG. 65A, the loading period LOADPE directly shifts to the used period USEDTM in the example shown in FIG. 65B. Then, upon completion of the execution period APACPE of the advanced application, the resource in the file cache shifts to the state of the ready period README. When the end time TTEDTM (titleTimeEnd) on the title timeline has passed, the state shifts to the available period AVLBLE to store advanced application data in the file cache. When the file cache manager FLCMNG performs processing of data removal FLCREM from the file cache in which the resource is stored, the current state shifts to the state of the non-exist period N-EXST to remove data from the file cache.

In a case where a plurality of applications make reference to (use) the same resource, the data storing state in the file cache is defined as follows, and it depends on a combination of respective states of the plurality of applications.

(I) When at least one application is in the execution state, it is defined that a resource which is referred (used) by the application is in the used period USEDTM.

(II) When a resource is processed on the assumption that it is in the ready period READY as seen from at least one application and all applications which make reference to (use) the resource are not in the execution state (active), it is defined that the resource is in the ready period READY.

(III) When a resource is stored in the file cache FLCCH and there is no valid application or currently executed application which makes reference to (uses) the resource, it is defined that the resource is in the available period AVLBLE to store advanced application data in the file cache.

<Image of State Machine of overlapped Resource Information>

FIG. 65C shows an example of the relationship between overlapped Resource Information and state machine. It assumes that two Advanced Applications refer the same Resource. The state machine of the Resource is given by overlapping the state machines defined by condition of each Advanced Application. If there are different states among overlapped Advanced Applications, the strongest state is applied for the Resource. The state machine order is the following:
loading state can only be overlapped to non-existent state, because while the same Resource is already loaded or loading, the File Cache Manager shall not load it again.

When title is jumped one to another, all remained Resource in the File Cache moves to available state, except for the Resources that are used by new title. The priorities for these resources are defined by the new title.

More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

FIG. 65C shows a relationship between resource information RESRCL and each data storing state in the file cacheable period AVLBLE to store advanced application data which reference to a resource overlap with each other on a title timeline TMLE (or when a plurality of sets of resource information RESRCL meaning the same resource exist in different parent elements and ranges of valid periods APVAPSE specified in the respective sets of the resource information partially overlap each other). FIG. 65C illustrates a case where two different advanced applications ADAPl make reference to (use) the same resource. Even after completion of an advanced application ADAPl which makes reference to (use) the same resource, the other advanced application ADAPl2 is in the execution period. When the advanced application ADAPl2 makes reference to (use) the resource, the resource enters the available period AVLBLE to store advanced application data in the file cache upon completion of the advanced application ADAPl2. However, as seen from the other advanced application DAPl1, the resource enters the ready period READY or the used period USEDTM. When the resource in the file cache FLCCH enters different states depending on the overlapped advanced applications ADAPl1 and ADAPl2, the storage state of the resource in the file cache is represented (applied) as a “state with the strongest influence”. Priorities of “states with the strong influence” concerning respective states of the resource in the file cache are set as follows.

USEDTM>READY>AVLBLE>LOADPÆ>N-EXIST

In an expression showing the above-described priorities (the order showing the states with the strong influence), USEDTM represents a used period, and READY indicates a ready period. Further, AVLBLE represents an available period when valid periods APVAPSE of advanced application data in the file cache, and LOADPÆ indicates a period after data removal from the file cache. As shown in FIG. 65C, when valid periods APVAPSE of the advanced applications ADAPl1 and ADAPl2 overlap on the title timeline TMLE, this means that loading of the resource has been already completed or the resource is currently loaded (the file cache manager FLCMNG does not repeat loading). Therefore, there is a possibility that the loading period LOADPÆ overlaps the non-existent period N-EXIST to remove data from the file cache alone. When the loading period LOADPÆ overlaps the non-existent period N-EXIST to remove data from the file cache, the loading period LOADPÆ has the stronger influence (the higher priority) than the non-existent period N-EXIST to remove data from the file cache, and hence the current state is regarded as the “loading period LOADPÆ”. Furthermore, when a title different from a currently executed/used title is played back from a resource defined by resource information RESRCL of each of a playlist application resource PLAPRS, a title resource TTRSRC and an application resource APRSRC, the current state is in the “available period AVLBLE to store advanced application data in the file cache” unless the resource is used in the new target title. When the advanced content playback unit ADVPL plays back different titles in this manner, the storage state of the resource in the file cache FLCCH is set to a state defined in the new title by priority.

The File Cache Manager shall control Resource loading to the File Cache based on Resource Information of Object mapping Information in Playlist.

The File Cache Manager loads the Resource of Advanced Application and Advanced Subtitle, if these Application Segments do not have any Application Activation Information. If there exists Application Activation Information for some Application Segments, the File Cache Manager filters only to load the Resource of the Application Segment which is selected state and autorun attribute is true, or the Application Segment which is scheduled to be in active state.

Contents Author shall guarantee amount of the Resource size in the following conditions is equal to or less than 64 MB.

used state Resource

loading state Resource

ready state Resource

If the Streaming Buffer was described in Playlist, the memory size for Resource decreases by the size of Streaming Buffer.

More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

The file cache manager FLCMNG controls loading of a corresponding resource into the file cache FLCCH based on resource information RESRCL written in object mapping information OBMAPI in a playlist PLLST. As shown in (d) of FIG. 56B, when application activation information (language attribute information LANGAT, application block attribute (index number) information APPLAI, advanced application group attribute (index number) information APPLAG and autorun attribute information ATRNAT) does not exist in an application segment element APPLSG, processing of loading a resource specified in the application segment element APPLSG is executed. In general, the resource loading processing is controlled by the file cache manager FLCMNG. Moreover, when the application activation information exists in the application segment element APPLSG, a corresponding advanced application ADAPl is recognized as available/is selected and a value of autorun attribute information ATRNAT is “true” (when the advanced application ADAPl is automatically started up), or when the corresponding advanced application ADAPl written in the application segment element APPLSG is scheduled to be executed, the file cache manager FLCMNG controls loading of a resource alone which is referred (used) by the advanced application ADAPl scheduled to be executed. In this manner, information such as application
activity information or autaran attribute information AIR-NAT is utilized to load into the file cache FLCH a resource alone which is referred (used) by an advanced application ADAPI which is scheduled to be executed. As a result, storage of unnecessary resources in the file cache FLCH can be eliminated, and a space in the file cache FLCH can be effectively exploited. Additionally, a content provider (an editor of an advanced application ADAPL) must consider a total size of resources to be used in such a manner that a total resource size of a resource in the used period USEDTM, a resource in the loading period LOADPE and a resource in the available period.AvLBLE to store advanced application data in the file cache FLCH becomes not greater than 64 megabytes. Applying the above-described restriction can set a data size which can be used for resource storage in the file cache FLCH to be not greater than 64 megabytes, thereby reducing a price (reducing a memory capacity required for a built-in structure) of the advanced content playback unit ADVPL.

[1945] <Resource Mapping on Title Timeline>

[1946] FIG. 65D shows an example of resource mapping condition on Title Timeline. It is assumed that all Resource associated applications are activate or scheduled to be activated.

[1947] When Title Timeline is jumped from T0 to T1, the File Cache Manager shall retrieve Res A, C and E in advance to start playback at T1. Regarding Res A, T1 is among loadingBegin and titleTimeBegin, it may be loading state in normal playback. In case of jumping onto T1, it shall be treated as ready state. Therefore the entire Res A file shall be retrieved.

[1948] When Title Timeline is jumped from T0 to T2, the File Cache Manager shall retrieve Res A, B, C and E. When Title Timeline is jumped from T0 to T3, File Cache manager shall retrieve Res A, D and E.

[1949] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[1950] FIG. 65D shows an example of resource mapping on a title timeline TMLE. It is assumed that an application which makes reference to the resource is in the execution state or is scheduled to be executed. If a time on the title timeline TMLE deviates from "T0", the file cache manager FLCMNG must read a resource A, a resource C and a resource E and control to start playback from "T1". The time "T1" exists in a loading period LOADPE and between a time PLOAD (LoadingBegin) on the title timeline at which fetching (loading) of a target resource begins and a start time TTSTM (titleTimeBegin) on the title timeline. Therefore, the resource A can be set to a state of the loading period LOADPE during regular normal playback. The time "T1" is a time ahead of the valid period BALPRD as seen from the resource A, and it also corresponds to the ready period READY. Therefore, the resource A is transferred to the file cache FLCH by the file cache manager FLCMNG. Besides, when the time on the title timeline TMLE shifts to "T2" from "T0", the file cache manager FLCMNG must read data of the resource A, the resource B, the resource C and the resource E. Furthermore, the data (files) of the resource A, the resource B, the resource C and the resource E are used on an application which makes reference thereto. Moreover, when the time on the title timeline shifts to "T3"

from "T0", the file cache manager FLCMNG is utilized by an application which reads and makes reference to the data of the resource A, the resource D and the resource E.

[1951] As shown in (a) of FIG. 66A, configuration information CONFIGI, media information MDATRI and title information TTINFO exist in a playlist PLLST. As shown in (b) of FIG. 66A, first play title element information FPTELE, one or more pieces of title element information TTELEM and playlist application element information PIAELE are written in the title information TTINFO. Additionally, as shown in (c) of FIG. 66A, object mapping information OBMAPI, resource information RESRCI, playback sequence information PLSEQ, track navigation information TRNAV and scheduled control information SCHECI are arranged in one piece of the title element information TTELEM. As shown in (d) of FIG. 663, a list of one or more title resource elements is written as contents of the resource information RESRCI. A data configuration written in the title resource element shown in (d) of FIG. 663 will now be described.

[1952] <TitleResource (title resource) element>

[1953] TitleResource element describes Title Associated Resource Information, such as a package archive file used in the Advanced Application, or in the Advanced Subtitle.

[1954] XML Syntax Representation of TitleResource element:

```
<TitleResource
  src = anyURI
  size = positiveInteger
  titleTimeBegin = timeExpression
  titleTimeEnd = timeExpression
  priority = nonNegativeInteger
  multiplexed = (true | false)
  loadingBegin = timeExpression
  noCache = (true | false)
  description = string>
  <NetworkSource />
</TitleResource>
```

[1955] TitleResource element determines which Archiving Data, or a file shall be loaded in File Cache. The src attribute refers to Archiving Data, or a file.

[1956] Player shall load the resource file into File Cache before the Application Life Cycle Start.

[1957] Resources may be multiplexed in Primary Video Set. In this case, the loadingBegin attribute describes the start time of loading period in which, ADV_PCK of P-EVOB contains the Resource.

[1958] Resources may come from Persistent Storage indicating by URI [ FIG. 20]. In this case the loadingBegin attribute describes the start time of loading period to download the Resource from Persistent Storage.

[1959] Resources may come from network server, i.e., the URI scheme of src attribute is 'http', or 'https'. In this case the loadingBegin attribute describes the start time of loading period to download the Resource.

[1960] NetworkSource element can be presented in TitleResource element, if and only if the URI scheme of src
attribute value of parent element is 'http', or 'https'. Network Source element describes the Resources to be selected according to network throughput setting.

(a) src attribute
(b) size attribute
(c) titleTimeBegin attribute
(d) titleTimeEnd attribute
(e) priority attribute
(f) multiplexed attribute
(g) loadingBegin attribute
(h) noCache attribute
(i) description attribute

More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

Resource information RESRCI corresponding to a title is written in a title resource element. A resource specified by the resource information RESRCI corresponding to a title means a packaged archive file or data used in an advanced application ADAPL (including a title associated advanced application TAPIFL or an advanced subtitle ADSBT. As shown in FIG. 71, resources which are temporarily stored in the file cache FLCCCH in this embodiment can be classified into a playlist association resource PLATRS, a title resource TTRSRC and an application resource APRSRC.

A resource managed by the title resource element shown in (d) of FIG. 66B represents a title resource TTRSRC shared by a plurality of advanced applications ADAPL in the same title. The title resource element indicates a position at which archiving data or an archiving file to be loaded into the file cache FLCCCH is stored. The src attribute information (resource attribute information) represents a storage position SRCDTC of the archiving data or the archiving file. The advanced content playback unit ADVPL in this embodiment must complete loading of the resource file into the file cache FLCCCH before a timing (the execution period APACPE of a corresponding application) at which a corresponding application life cycle begins. The resource can be multiplexed and stored in a primary video set PRMVS. Such an application resource APRSRC as shown in (b) of FIG. 73A (FIGS. 73A and 73B show a playlist application resource PLAPRS, but the present invention is not restricted thereto, and the same contents can be applied to a title resource TTRSRC or an application resource APRSRC used a title) is divided into each data consisting of 2048 bytes and packed in advanced packs ADV_PCK in units of 2048 bytes as shown in (c) of FIG. 73A, and the advanced packs ADV_PCK are dispersed and arranged with other packs in primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB as shown in (d) of FIG. 73A. Such a situation is called being multiplexed. In this case, as shown in FIG. 65A, a start time of a loading period LOADPE is specified by a time PRLOAD (LoadingBegin attribute information) on a title timeline at which fetching (loading) of a target resource begins. As a result, a corresponding resource can be downloaded into the file cache FLCCCH from the persistent storage PRSTR. This embodiment is not restricted thereto, and a resource can be downloaded into the file cache FLCCCH from the information storage medium DISC or the network server NTSRV. In case of downloading a resource from the network server NTSRV as described above, URI (universal resource identifier) information starting from "http" or "https" is written as information indicative of a storage position SRCDTC (src attribute information) of data or a file downloaded into the data cache shown in (d) of FIG. 66B. In this case, a value of the time PRLOAD (LoadingBegin attribute information) on a title timeline at which fetching (loading) of a target resource begins represents a start time of the loading period LOADPE in which a corresponding resource is downloaded from the network server NTSRV. When a corresponding resource is downloaded from the network server NTSRV and information of a storage position SRCDTC (src attribute information) of data or a file downloaded into the data cache starts from "http" or "https", a network source element NTSELE can be written in a corresponding title resource element. Based on information of the network source element NTSELE, it is possible to select an optimum resource which should be downloaded in accordance with a network throughput in a network environment of the information recording and playback apparatus I as shown in FIG. 67 or 68. Furthermore, size information DTFLSZ (size attribute information) of data or a file of the resource to be downloaded into the data cache is represented in the form of a positive number value in units of byte, and a description of this information can be eliminated in a title resource element. Moreover, a start time TSTTIM (title-
TimeBegin attribute information) on a title timeline of a corresponding resource is indicative of a start time of a valid period VALPRD of the corresponding resource on the title timeline TIML, and it is written in the form of “HH:MM:SS:FF”. Additionally, an end time TTDEND (title time end attribute information) on a title timeline of a corresponding resource is indicative of an end time TTDEND of a valid period VALPRD of the corresponding resource on the title timeline TIML, and it is written in the form of “HH:MM:SS:FF”. Further, priority information PRIORT (priority attribute information) for removal of a corresponding resource represents priority information when removing the corresponding resource which is no longer referred by a currently executed advanced application ADAAL from the data cache DTCCH, and removal is executed from a resource having a higher set value. Furthermore, as a value of this information, it is possible to write a positive number value which falls within a rage of 0 to “231-1”. In this embodiment, a playlist application resource PLAPRS is downloaded into the file cache FLCCH during playback of a first play title FRPLTT, and it is kept being stored in the file cache FLCCH during use of the advanced content playback unit ADVPL. On the other hand, a title resource TTRSRC and an application resource APRRSRC are no longer used, and they are removed from the file cache FLCCH when they are not scheduled to be used later, thereby effectively exploiting a space in the file cache FLCCH and reducing a size of the file cache FLCCH. As a result, a price of the advanced content playback unit ADVPL can be decreased. An order of removing the title resource TTRSRC and the application resource APRRSRC from the file cache FLCCH at this time is specified in the priority information PRIORT (priority attribute information) for detection of corresponding resources. As described above in conjunction with (A) in FIG. 64A, the following relationship is set as a priority level concerning the title resource TTRSRC and the application resource APRRSRC which are in an available period AVLBLE to store advanced application data in the file cache.

[1982] Pttle_available>Papp_available

[1983] The above-described expression specifies the application resource APRRSRC in the file cache FLCCH to be removed from the file cache FLCCH before the title resource TTRSRC by priority. In accordance with this specification, a minimum value which is set in the priority information PRIORT (priority attribute information) for removal of a corresponding resource is set to vary depending on the title resource TTRSRC and the application resource APRRSRC. That is, the set minimum value of the priority information PRIORT (priority attribute information) for removal of a corresponding resource is “1” in an application resource element APRELE (see (d) of FIG. 63C) which manages the application resource APRRSRC, whereas the minimum value of the priority information PRIORT (priority attribute information) for removal of a corresponding resource is “0” in a title resource element (see (d) of FIG. 66B) which manages the title resource TTRSRC. As a result, even when values of the priority information PRIORT (priority attribute information) for removal of a corresponding resource in the title resource element and that in the application resource element APRELE are relatively set to the minimum values, the value of the priority information PRIORT (priority attribute information) for removal of a corresponding resource in the application resource element APRELE becomes higher. Therefore, the application resource APRRSRC can be removed from the file cache FLCCH ahead of the other resource. As a result, resource management in the file cache FLCCH can be effectively performed. Additionally, either “true” or “false” can be set as a value of multiplexed attribute information MLTPLX. In case of “true”, as shown in (d) of FIG. 73A, resource data exists in an advanced pack ADV_PCK in a primary enhanced video object P-EVOb, and downloading processing into the file cache FLCCH must be completed during a specified loading period LOADPE. Furthermore, in case of “false”, the resource data must be preloaded in the form of a definite file from the original storage position SRCDTC (a specified URI). A description of this multiplexed attribute information MLTPLX can be eliminated, and “true” as a default value is automatically set in such a case. A time PRLOAD (LoadingBegin attribute information) on a title timeline at which fetching (loading) of a target resource begins is written in the form of “HH:MM:SS:FF”. A description of the time PRLOAD (LoadingBegin attribute information) on the title timeline at which fetching (loading) of the target resource begins can be eliminated in the title resource element. In such a case, the time PRLOAD on the title timeline at which fetching (loading) of the target resource begins at a playback start time of a corresponding title. Further, when a value of no-cache attribute information NOCACH is “true”, a Cache-Control header and Pragma header must be included in a GET request message of HTTP. On the contrary, when this value is “false”, the Cache-Control header and the Pragma header are not included in the GET request message of HTTP. Although additional information for a title resource element is written in a text format which is familiar to people, a description of the additional information can be eliminated. As described above (as shown in (d) of FIG. 66B), a network source element NTESELE can be written in a title source element. As shown in (e) of FIG. 66C, a data configuration in the network source element NTESELE is formed as a set of allowable minimum value information NTRPT of a network throughput (NetworkThroughput attribute information) and a network source storage position SRCNTS (src attribute information) corresponding to the allowable minimum value of the network throughput. The allowable minimum value information NTRPT of the network throughput (NetworkThroughput attribute information) relates to a network throughput (a data transfer rate) when downloading a network source (data or a file) from a storage position specified in corresponding src attribute information SRCNTS, and it is represented as a minimum value allowed as a network system and written in units of 1000 bps. Furthermore, the storage position SRCNTS of the network source (src attribute information) corresponding to the allowable minimum value of the network throughput is written in the form of an URI (a uniform resource identifier). When the network source storage position SRCNTS is set in a secondary audio video clip element SCAVCP, a substitute audio video clip element SBAVCP or a substitute audio clip element SBADC, it specifies a storage position of a time map file STMAP of secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOb. Moreover, when the src attribute information is set in an application resource element APRELE or a title resource element, it specifies a storage position of a manifest file MIFEST, a markup file MRKUP, a script file SCRPT, a
still image file IMAGE, an effect audio file EFTAD, a font file FONT or the like which is loaded into the file cache FLCH.

[1984] A function and a use method of a network source element NTSELE shown in (c) of FIG. 63C or (e) of FIG. 66C will now be described hereinafter.

[1985] <NetworkSource (network source) element and Selection of Contents according to Network throughput Setting>

[1986] (1) If the data source is 'Network', the source of Presentation Object can be selected from the list of network sources according to network throughput setting. The network throughput setting is determined by Network Throughput of Player Parameter (Refer to FIG. 46).

[1987] The network sources are described by a list of NetworkSource element of a Presentation Clip element, in addition to its src attribute. Each NetworkSource element describes a source of network content, and minimum network throughput value to use this content. The src attribute and networkThroughput attribute of the NetworkSource element describes the URI of TMAP file for network content, and minimum network throughput value, respectively. The networkThroughput value of NetworkSource element shall be unique in a Presentation Clip element. The src attribute of Presentation Clip element is treated as default source, which is selected when no NetworkSource element in the Presentation Clip element satisfy the network throughput condition.

[1988] During the initialization of Title Timeline Mapping in the Startup Sequence, Playlist Manager determines the network source according to the following rule:

[1989] Network source selection rule:

[1990] Get the NetworkSource element which have the minimum network throughput value less than, or equals to Network Throughput of Player Parameter.

if (only one NetworkSource element satisfies the network throughput constraint) {
   Select the resource described by this as the resource.
} else if (two, or more NetworkSource elements satisfy the network throughput constraint) {
   Select the resource described by the element with largest networkThroughput attribute value as the resource.
} else {
   Select the resource described by src attribute of Resource Information element as the resource.
}

[1991] (2) If the resource is located on HTTP/HTTPS server, the source of resource can be selected from the list of network sources according to network throughput setting. The network throughput setting is determined by Network Throughput of Player Parameter (Refer to FIG. 46).

[1992] The network sources are described by a list of NetworkSource element of a Resource Information element, in addition to its src attribute. Each NetworkSource element describes a source of network content, and minimum network throughput value to use this content. The src attribute and networkThroughput attribute of the NetworkSource element describes an URI of a resource file, or a file for network content, and minimum network throughput value, respectively. The networkThroughput value of NetworkSource element shall be unique in a Resource information element. The src attribute of Resource Information element is treated as default source, which is selected when no NetworkSource element in the Resource Information element satisfy the network throughput condition.

[1993] During the initialization of Title Timeline Mapping in the Startup Sequence, Playlist Manager determines the network resource according to the following rule:

[1994] Network resource selection rule:

[1995] Get the NetworkSource element which have the minimum network throughput value less than, or equals to Network Throughput of Player Parameter.

[1996] Selected archive file, or a file shall be referred by the URI described by src attribute of Resource Information element, regardless of the URI of selected NetworkSource element.

[1997] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[1998] In regard to secondary audio video SCDAV managed in a secondary audio clip element SCAVCP shown in (d) of FIG. 54B, substitute audio video SBTAV managed in a substitute audio video clip element SBAVCP shown in (e) of FIG. 55B and substitute audio SBTD managed in a substitute audio clip element SBADCP shown in (d) of FIG. 55B, a playback/display object stored in the network server NTSRV can be stored in the data cache DTCCH to be used for playback/display. When the playback/display object is stored in the network server NTSRV in this manner, a network source element NTSELE can be arranged (written) in resource information RESRCSI (an application resource element APREL or a title resource element). In this case, the advanced content playback unit ADVPL can utilize a list of the network source elements NTSELE to select a playback/display object optimum for a network environment of the information recording and playback apparatus 1 (see FIG. 1). Additionally, as shown in (d) of FIG. 63C, when a value of a "storage position SRCDTC (src attribute information) of data or a file downloaded into the data cache DTCCH" of an application resource APRSRC existing in an advanced subtitle segment element ADSTSG or an application segment element APPLIC or a value of a "storage position SRCDTC (src attribute information) of data or a file
downloaded into the data cache in a title resource element shown in (d) of FIG. 66B starts from “http” or “https”, a network source element NTSELE can be arranged in the application resource element APRELE or the title resource element. A value of allowable minimum value information NTTRPT of a network throughput is written in the network source element NTSELE, and the advanced content playback unit ADVPL shown in FIG. 1 can use the network source element NTSELE to select an optimum resource from a list of the network source elements NTSELE in accordance with a value of a network throughput in a network environment where the information recording and playback apparatus 1 exists. The advanced content playback unit ADVPL shown in FIG. 1 can be aware of information of the network throughput based on the network environment where the information recording and playback apparatus 1 is placed in accordance with the following procedure. That is, at the time of initial setting of the advanced content playback unit ADVPL described at step S101 in FIG. 68, a user inputs information of the network environment as explained at step S102. Specifically, a general user does not know a value of the network throughput in the network environment. However, he/she knows information indicating whether the network to which the information recording and playback apparatus 1 is connected is a telephone line using a modem, connection using an optical cable or a network line based on ADSL. Therefore, he/she can input the network environment information on the above-described level. Then, the advanced content playback unit ADVPL calculates (estimates) an expected network throughput value based on a result of the step S102, and records the expected network throughput value in a network throughput section (networkThroughput) in a player parameter shown in FIG. 46 (step S103). As a result, making reference to a value in the network throughput section (networkThroughput) belonging to the player parameter (shown in FIG. 46) serving as a memory region set in the advanced content playback unit ADVPL allows the advanced content playback unit ADVPL to be aware of (a value of an allowable minimum value of the network throughput based on) the network environment where the corresponding information recording and playback apparatus 1 is placed. In the embodiment shown in FIG. 67(b), a file name under which secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB which corresponds to a value of the network throughput and displays high-definition pictures is stored is determined as S-EVOB_HD_EVO, and a name of a time map file S-STMAP of a secondary video set used for this file is determined as S-EVOB_HD_MAP. Both the S-EVOB_HD_EVO file as the object file and the S-EVOB_HD_MAP file which is the time map file S-STMAP of the corresponding secondary video set are arranged in the same folder (a directory) in the network server NTSRV. Furthermore, an object file which corresponds to a low network throughput and in which secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB having a low resolution is recorded is called S-EVOB_LD_EVO, and a time map S-STMAP of a secondary video set used for this file is determined as S-EVOB_LD_MAP. Both the S-EVOB_LD_EVO as the object file and the corresponding time map file S-EVOB_LD_MAP are arranged in the same folder (a directory) in the network server NTSRV. In this embodiment, a file name and a storage position (a path) of a time map of a secondary video set corresponding to secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB are written as values of src attribute information in various clip elements in a playlist file PLLST. In this embodiment, storing both the time map file S-STMAP of the secondary video set and the object file in the same folder (a directory) in the network server NTSRV can facilitate final access to the object file of the secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB. Further, in this embodiment, in order to further facilitate access from the playlist file PLLST, an object file name and a time map file name corresponding to each other are matched as shown in (b) of FIG. 67 (extensions are different as “.EVOB” and “.MAP” to enable identification). Therefore, a storage position (a path) and a file name of the secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB which should be stored in the data cache DTCCH can be recognized based on a storage position (a path) and a file name written in an index information file storage position SRICTMP (src attribute information) of the playback/display object to which reference should be made. A value of src attribute information written in the secondary audio video clip element SCAVCP tag, the substitute audio video clip element SBANCP tag or the substitute audio clip element SBADVCP tag and a value of src attribute information in each network source element NTSELE: arranged in each clip element (the index information storage position SRICTMP of the playback/display object to which reference should be made) are set to different values (a storage position (a path) and a file name). Furthermore, likewise, a value of a “storage position SRCDTC (src attribute information) of data or a file to be downloaded into the data cache” written in an application resource element APRELE shown in (d) of FIG. 66C, a value of a “storage position SRCDTC (src attribute information) of data or a file to be downloaded into the data cache” written in a title resource element shown in (d) of FIG. 66B and a value of src attribute information in each network source element NTSELE: arranged in the application resource element APRELE or the title resource element are different from each other. That is, a storage position SRCNTS of a network source corresponding to an allowable minimum value of a network throughput is set in addition to a “storage position SRCDTC (src attribute information) of data or a file to be downloaded into the data cache” specified in the application resource element APRELE or the title resource element. Allowable minimum value information NTTRPT (networkThroughput attribute information) of a network throughput which is guaranteed when accessing a network source specified by the network source storage position SRCNTS and downloading the network source into the data cache DTCCH is written in each network source element NTSELE. Meanwhile, an URI (a uniform resource identifier) of a time map file S-STMAP of a secondary video set corresponding to network contents is written in an src attribute value in a network source element NTSELE arranged in a secondary audio video clip element SCAVCP shown in (d) of FIG. 54B, a substitute audio video clip element SBANCP shown in (c) of FIG. 55B or a substitute audio clip element SBADVCP shown in (d) of FIG. 55B. Further, in a network source element NTSELE arranged in an application resource element APRELE shown in (d) of FIG. 63C or a title resource element shown in (d) of FIG. 66B, a "storage position of a file corresponding to a resource file or network contents" is written in the form of an URI (a uniform resource identifier) as an src attribute information value. Furthermore, a value of allowable minimum value information NTTRPT of a network throughput (network-
Throughput attribute information) must be set as a unique value (different from other values) in each presentation clip element in a network source element NTSELE arranged in a secondary audio video clip element SCACVP shown in (d) of FIG. 54B, a substitute audio video clip element SBAVCP shown in (c) of FIG. 55B or a substitute audio clip element SBADCP shown in (d) of FIG. 55B. That is because, when values of the allowable minimum value information of the network throughput (networkSource attribute information) are equal to each other in different network source elements NTSELE, the advanced content playback unit ADVPL cannot decide which secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB should be accessed. Therefore, providing the above-described restriction can facilitate selection of the secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB (S-EVOB (a time map STMAP) which should be accessed by the advanced content playback unit ADVPL. For the same reason, in a network source element NTSELE arranged in an application resource element APRELE shown in (d) of FIG. 63C or a title resource shown in (d) of FIG. 66B, the allowable minimum value information NTRP of the network throughput (a network throughput attribute information value) must be uniquely set in the same resource information element (as a value which differs depending on a different network source element NTSELE).

Moreover, when a value of the allowable minimum value information NTRP of the network throughput written in the network source element does not satisfy conditions of the network throughput in a network environment in which the information recording and playback apparatus 1 is placed (e.g., when the network throughput is very low since the network environment of the information recording and playback apparatus 1 uses a telephone line and it is lower than a value of the allowable minimum value information NTRP of the network throughput specified in the network source NTSELE), this embodiment recommends the following countermeasures.

The src attribute information defined in each presentation clip element (a secondary audio video clip element SCACVP, a substitute audio video clip element SBAVCP, or a substitute audio clip element SBADCP) is regarded as a source in a default state, and utilized for downloading into the data cache DTCCH.

An access to a position defined in the src attribute information written in the network source element NTSELE for downloading into the file cache is not made, but the src attribute information written in the resource information element (an application resource element APRELE or a title resource element) is processed as a default source which is a resource target to be downloaded into the file cache FLCCH.

A specific embodiment utilizing information of the network source element NTSELE will now be described with reference to FIG. 67. As shown in (a) of FIG. 67, according to a list of network source elements NTSELE in which a time map file S-EVOB_1D.MAP which makes reference to an object file S-EVOB_1D.EVO having low-resolution secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB recorded therein is specified by the src attribute information, a network throughput which is 56 Kbps or above can suffice when downloading the object file S-EVOB_1D.EVO through the network path 50. As shown in FIG. 67(d), the playlist manager PLMNG in the navigation manager NVMNG in the data access manager DAMING and an network I/O unit 7-3. Consequently, the object file stored in the set network server NTSRV is downloaded into the data cache DTCCH through the network I/O unit 7-3 and the network manager NTMNG in the data access manager DAMING. Data concerning data or a file to be downloaded in this manner or information of a storage position (or an access destination) of a file and a network throughput minimum value are recorded as a network source element NTSELE in management information (a playlist file PLLST). This embodiment is characterized in that data or a file to be downloaded can be selected in accordance with a network environment. As a result, a network source optimum for the network environment can be downloaded.

FIG. 68 shows a method of selecting an optimum resource (including an object file or a time map file) selected by the playlist manager PLMNG depicted in FIG. 67(d) when a list of the network source elements NTSELE is written as shown in FIG. 67(a).

In a startup sequence for starting playback of advanced contents ADVCT, the playlist manager PLMNG selects a network resource to be downloaded into the file cache FLCCH in a period where mapping initial setting in a title timeline TMILE is performed. A basic concept in this example will now be described. First, when the advanced content playback unit ADVPL starts initial setting (step S101), the advanced content playback unit ADVPL requests a user to input information of a network environment in which the information recording and playback apparatus 1 is placed. The user selects, e.g., a telephone line using a modem, an ADSL line, or the network path 50 using an optical cable as the network environment. As a result, the user inputs the network environment information (step S102). Based on the result, the navigation manager NVMNG calculates an expected network throughput value in the information recording and playback apparatus 1, and stores it in a network throughput section in the player parameter shown in FIG. 46 (step S103). The player parameter shown in FIG. 46 is stored in a memory region in the advance content playback unit ADVPL. As a result, initial setting of the advanced content playback unit ADVPL is completed (step S104). Then, when playback of the advanced contents ADVCT is started, the playlist manager PLMNG reads a network throughput value in the player parameter (step S105). Then, the playlist manager PLMNG
reads information of a playlist file PLLIST (step S106). Subsequently, at steps S107 and S108, contents of a network source element NTSELE in the playlist file PLAT are interpreted, and extraction processing of an optimum network source element NTSELE is executed. As specific contents concerning the extraction processing of an optimum network source element NTSELE, as described in the step S107, network source elements NTSELE in which a value of network throughput allowable minimum value information NTTRPT (network throughput attribute information) takes a value which is not smaller than a network throughput value written in the network throughput section in the player parameter are solely extracted. In the extracted network source elements NTSELE, when there is only one network source element NTSELE satisfying network throughput conditions corresponding to the information recording and playback apparatus I, this network source element NTSELE is selected to access src attribute information written in the network source element NTSELE, thereby downloading a corresponding resource, object file or time map file STMAP into the data cache DTCCH. Further, as different from the above example, in the extracted network source elements NTSELE, when there are two or more (a plurality) of network source elements NTSELE satisfying the network throughput conditions based on the network environment where the information recording and playback apparatus I, a network source having the largest value of the network throughput allowable minimum value information NTTRPT (network throughput attribute information) with respect to a resource, an object file or a time map file to be accessed is selected, and src attribute information written in the selected network source element NTSELE is accessed, thereby downloading a corresponding network source, object file or time map file into the data cache DTCCH (steps S107 to S109). Furthermore, as different from the above two conditions, when a network source element NTSELE satisfying the network throughput conditions corresponding to the information recording and playback apparatus I is not extracted, an access is made to a storage position written in the form of a value of src attribute information in a presentation clip element, an application source element APRELE or a title source element which is a parent element of the network source element NTSELE to store a corresponding resource, object file or time map file into the data cache DTCCH. Moreover, when appropriate network source element NTSELE is extracted by the above-described method but there is no expected resource file even though an access is made to a position written in src attribute information in the extracted network source element NTSELE, an access is made to a position written in src attribute information in an application resource element APRELE or a title resource element which is a parent element of the network source element NTSELE to perform download processing into the data cache DTCCH in place of utilizing information of the network source element NTSELE. After completion of downloading the resource data or the resource file, the data or the file stored in the data cache DTCCH is used to effect playback/display for a user (step S110). Upon termination of playback of the advanced contents ADVCT, playback termination processing is executed (step S111).

[2005] As shown in (a) of FIG. 69A, configuration information CONFIG, media information MDAHI and title information TTINFO exist in a playlist PLIST. As shown in (b) of FIG. 69A, first play title element information FPTELE and one or more pieces of title element information TELEM exist in the title information TTINFO, and playlist application element information PLAELE is arranged at the end of the title information TTINFO.

[2006] <PlaylistApplication (playlist application) element and Playlist Associated Advanced Application>

[2007] PlaylistApplication element in TitleSet element describes the Object Mapping Information of Playlist Associated Advanced Application. Playlist Associated Advanced Application is a special type of Advanced Application. The life time of Playlist Associated Advanced Application is all of the entire Title Timeline of all Title in a Playlist, while the life time of other Advanced Application is some time interval, or entire Title Timeline of a Title. Advanced Application other than Playlist Associated Advanced Application is called by title Associated Advanced Application.


[2010] All PlaylistApplication elements belong to the same Application Block. The language attribute shall be present and unique in a Playlist. Only one PlaylistApplication element may be activated in accordance with Menu Language System Parameter.

[2011] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[2012] Object mapping information OBMAPI of a playlist associated advanced application PLAPL is written based on playlist application element information PLAELE in a title set element (title information TTINFO). As shown in FIGS. 70 and 71, the playlist associated advanced application PLAPL is one type of advanced applications ADAPL, and it is classified as a special type of the advanced applications ADAPL. A life time (a valid period APVAPE) of the playlist associated advanced application PLAPL is set in all title timeline TMLLE regions in all titles defined in a playlist PLIST. That is, as shown in FIG. 70, an execution (display) period APACPE of the playlist associated advanced application PLAPL becomes valid on all title timelines TMLLE in all titles defined in the playlist PLIST excluding the first play title FRPLTT, and the playlist associated advanced application PLAPL can be used at an arbitrary time in an arbitrary title. In comparison with this configuration, as shown in FIG. 70, a title associated advanced application TTAPL becomes valid on all title timelines TMLLE in one title, and a valid period ADVAPE of the title associated advanced application TTAPL (an advanced application ADAPL #B) matches with set periods of all title timelines TMLLE in a corresponding title #2. Further, the title associated advanced application TTAPL does not necessarily become valid in different type (e.g., a title #1 or a title #3), and a title resource TTRSRC which is referred (used) by the title associated advanced application TTAPL may be removed in playback of, e.g., the title #1 or the title #3 in some cases. Furthermore, as compared with the valid period APVAPE of the playlist associated advanced application PLAPL, a valid period APVAPE of a general advanced application ADAPL corresponds to a specific time interval in
a specific title alone. Moreover, data of an application resource APRSRC which is referred (used) by the general advanced application ADAPL may be removed from the file cache FLCH in a period other than the valid period APVAPE of the advanced application ADAPL in some cases. The advanced application ADAPL #B which has a valid period APVAPE in a title timeline TMLE of a title except the playlist associated advanced application PLAPL is called a title associated advanced application TTAPL. A playlist application resource PLAPRS (a data source) as a resource which is referred (used) by the playlist associated advanced application PLAPL is stored in the information storage medium DISC or the persistent storage PRSTR. Synchronization attribute information SYNAC of the playlist associated advanced application PLAPL is always a hard sync (hard synchronization) type attribute. That is, progress of a title timeline TMLE is temporarily stopped until loading a playlist application resource PLAPRS which is referred (used) by the playlist associated advanced application PLAPL into the file cache FLCH is completed, and progress of the title timeline TMLE is allowed only after completion of loading the playlist application resource PLAPRS. It is assumed that downloading the playlist application resource PLAPRS into the file cache FLCH is completed during playback of a later-described first play title FRPLTT. Therefore, even if the playlist advanced application PLAPL is a hard sync (hard synchronization) application, the title timeline TMLE is hardly stopped during playback of a title other than the first play title. However, when loading of the playlist application resource PLAPRS into the file cache FLCH is not completed even though the first play title FRPLTT is finished, playback of the title is stopped (progress of the title timeline TMLE is stopped) until the loading is completed. In this embodiment, a selection attribute (a user operation response enabled/disabled attribute (selectable attribute information)) of the first play title FRPLTT is temporarily set to “false” so that jump to another title or fast-forward of the first play title FRPLTT by a user is basically prevented from being executed during playback of the first play title FRPLTT. However, when jump to another title is performed before completion of loading the playlist application resource PLAPRS during playback of the first play title FRPLTT due to any setting error, since the playlist associated advanced application PLAPL is a hard sync (hard synchronization) application, a title timeline TMLE of the title as a jump destination is stopped until loading of the playlist application resource PLAPRS into the file cache FLCH is completed. A tick clock must not be used for markup MRKUP which is utilized in the playlist associated advanced application PLAPL. All of playlist application element information PLAELE written in a playlist PLLST belong to the same application block. Language attribute information LANGAT (language attribute information) in the playlist application element information PLAELE shown in (c) of FIG. 69B must be written (a description of this information cannot be eliminated), and a value of the language attribute information LANGAT must be uniquely (equally) set in the same playlist PLLST. For example, when the language attribute information LANGAT (language attribute information) is set to Japanese in the playlist application element information PLAELE, the playlist associated advanced application PLAPL must be all used as Japanese in the same playlist PLLST. Although one piece of playlist application element information PLAELE is written in (b) of FIG. 69A, a plurality of pieces of playlist application element information PLAELE which are respectively set in different languages in the language attribute information LANGAT (language attribute information) are actually written. A memory region in the advanced content playback unit ADVPL has a region in which information of a profile parameter shown in FIG. 47 is written. The profile parameter shown in FIG. 47 has a position where information of a menu language (menulanguage) is recorded. The playlist application element information PLAELE which is displayed/executed is selected in accordance with a menu language (menulanguage) set in the memory region in this advanced content playback unit ADVPL. That is, the playlist application element information PLAELE having a value of language attribute information LANGAT (language attribute information) shown in (c) of FIG. 69B matched with language information recorded in the menu language (menulanguage) shown in FIG. 47 is solely extracted as valid information and used for display/execution.

[2013] <PlaylistApplication (playlist application) element>

[2014] PlaylistApplication element describes the Object Mapping Information for Playlist Associated Advanced Application, which is a special type of Advanced Application whose life time is all of entire Title.

[2015] XML Syntax Representation of PlaylistApplication element:

```
<PlaylistApplication
    id = ID
    src = anyURI
    zOrder = nonNegativeInteger
    language = language
    description = string
  >
    PlaylistApplicationResource *
</PlaylistApplication>
```

[2016] The Playlist Associated Advanced Application shall be scheduled on entire Title Timeline of all Title in a Playlist, except for First Play Title.

[2017] Playlist Associated Advanced Application shall be referred by the URI for the Manifest file of the initialization information of the application.

[2018] PlaylistApplication element can contain a list of PlaylistApplicationResource element, which describes the information of Resource Information per this Playlist Associated Advanced Application.

[2019] All PlaylistApplication elements belong to the same Application Block. Only one PlaylistApplication element may be activated in accordance with Menu Language System Parameter.

[2020] (a) src attribute

[2021] Describes the URI for the Manifest file which describes the initialization information of the application.

[2022] (b) zOrder attribute

[2023] Describes the Application z-order. Application z-order is used by tick clock frequency.
(c) language attribute

Describes the application language, which consists of two-letter lowercase symbols defined in ISO-639. This attribute shall be present.

(d) description attribute

Describes additional information in the human consumable text form. This attribute can be omitted.

More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

The playlist associated advanced application PLAPL is scheduled to be valid in all time regions set in title timelines TMLIE in all titles except a play title FRPLTT. The src attribute information (source attribute information) written in playlist application element information PLAELE which manages the playlist associated advanced application PLAPL is specified as a manifest file storage position URIMNF including initial setting information of a corresponding application. That is, information referred by playlist application element information PLAELE is referred as a playlist associated advanced application PLAPL to retrieve a storage position of a manifest file MNFST, and this information is written in the form of a URI (a uniform resource identifier). The manifest file MNFST includes initial setting information of a corresponding application. As shown in (c) of FIG. 693, the playlist application element information PLAELE includes a list of playlist application resource elements PLRELE. Information of the playlist application resource element PLRELE is written about resource information RESRCI used in the playlist associated advanced application PLAPL. As shown in (c) of FIG. 688B, although the playlist application element information PLAELE includes playlist application ID information PLAPID, providing the playlist application ID information PLAPID in the playlist application element information PLAELE as shown in FIG. 82 can facilitate reference using an API command. Further, in regard to Z-order attribute (Z-index) information ZORDER, a number of a layer in which applications or application elements are superimposed and arranged in a graphic plane GRPHPL is specified, and "0" or a positive number value is set as this value. Furthermore, the layer number is used (subjected to setting change) in accordance with a frequency of a check clock. The language attribute information LANGAT (language attribute information) is utilized when selecting a specific one from a plurality of pieces of playlist application element information PLAELE in accordance with a menu language in the profile parameter as described above. Moreover, this information specifies a languages used for characters displayed in a screen (e.g., a menu screen) or voices. Therefore, a description of the language attribute information LANGAT (language attribute information) cannot be eliminated in the playlist application element information PLAELE, and it must be written. Additionally, additional information concerning a playlist application which can be arranged at a last position is written in a text format familiar to people, but a description of the additional information can be eliminated.

XML Syntax Representation of PlaylistApplicationResource element:

```
<PlaylistApplicationResource
  src = anyURI
  size = positiveInteger
  multiplexed = (true | false)
  description = string
/>
```

PlaylistApplicationResource element determines which Archiving Data, or a file shall be loaded in File Cache. The src attribute refers to Archiving Data in Disc, or Persistent Storage.

Player shall load the resource file into Data Cache before the life cycle of the corresponding Playlist Associated Advanced Application.

The valid period of Playlist Application Associated Resource is the entire Title Timeline of all Title in a Playlist, except for First Play Title.

The loading period of Playlist Application Associated Resource is the Title duration of First Play Title if it is presented, or from '00:00:00:00' to '00:00:00:00' in Title 1.

The src attribute shall refer to Disc, or Persistent Storage. Disc or Persistent Storage are identified by URI [FIG. 20].

(a) src attribute

Describes the URI for the Archiving Data, or a file to be load into Data Cache. The URI shall not refer to API Managed Area of File Cache, or Network.

(b) size attribute

Describes the size of the Archiving Data, or a file in bytes. This attribute can be omitted.

(c) multiplexed attribute

If value is "true", the Archiving Data can be loaded from ADV_PCK of P-VOB in the loading period. If the value is "true", the First Play Title shall be described. The loading period of Playlist Application Associated Resource is the Title duration of the First Play Title. If the value is "false", Player shall preload the resource from the specified URI. This attribute can be omitted. Default value is "true".

(d) description attribute

Describes additional information in the human consumable text form. This attribute can be omitted.

More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

Management information concerning a playlist application resource PLAPRS is written in a playlist application resource element PLRELE whose detailed configuration is shown in (d) of FIG. 693. A packaged archive file or archive data used in a playlist associated advanced application PLAPL corresponds to the playlist application resource PLAPRS. The playlist application resource element PLRELE specifies (defines) archiving data or an archiving file which should be downloaded in the file cache FLCCH. The src attribute information indicative of a storage position

PlayListApplicationResource element describes Playlist Associated Resource Information, such as a package archive file used in the Playlist Associated Advanced Application.
SRCDTC of data or a file which is downloaded into the data cache is written in the form of a URI (a uniform resource identifier), and can make reference to archiving data or an archiving file stored in the information storage medium DISC or a persistent storage PRSTR. In this embodiment, an API management region in the file cache or a position in the network must not be specified as the storage position SRCDTC (src attribute information) of data or a file which is downloaded into the corresponding data cache. Preventing data stored in the network server NTSRV in the network from being specified guarantees completion of downloading a playlist application resource PLAPRS within a download period LOADPE. As a result, download of the playlist application resource PLAPRS is completed during playback of the first play title FRPLTT. A network throughput in a network environment of the information recording and playback apparatus 1 greatly depends on a network environment of a user. For example, when data is transferred by using a modem (a telephone line) in the network environment, a network throughput is very low. When download of a playlist application resource PLAPRS is attempted in such a network environment, it is very difficult to complete download during playback of a first play title FRPLTT. This embodiment is characterized in that download from the network server NTSRV is prohibited and such a risk is eliminated. Further, although size information DTFLSZ (size attribute information) of the data or the file which is loaded into the data cache is written in bytes, a description of the attribute information can be eliminated. Furthermore, when a value of multiplexed attribute information MLTPLX is “true”, corresponding archiving data must be loaded from an advanced pack ADV_PCK in primary enhanced video object data P-VOB within a loading period LOADPE (see (d) of FIG. 73A). Moreover, in this case (in case of “true”), first play title element information FPETEL which manages a first play title FRPLTT must be written in a playlist PLLIST. When the first play title element information FPETEL is written in the playlist PLLIST in this manner, a loading period LOADPE of a playlist application resource PLAPRS corresponds to a playback period of the first play title FRPLTT. Additionally, when a value of the multiplexed attribute information MLTPLX is “false”, the advanced content playback unit ADVPBL must preload a corresponding resource from a position specified by the src attribute information. Further, although a description of the multiplexed attribute information MLTPLX can be eliminated, a value of the multiplexed attribute information MLTPLX is automatically set to “true” in such a case. Furthermore, additional information concerning the playlist application resource PLAPRS is written in a text format familiar to people, but a description of the additional information can be eliminated.

[2048] playlist application element information PLAEL having a data configuration depicted in (c) of FIG. 69B manages a playlist associated advanced application PLAPL. Moreover, a resource referred (used) by the playlist application resource PLAPL is managed by a playlist application resource element PLAEL having a data configuration shown in (d) of FIG. 69B. Additionally, an advanced subtitle element ADSBTG having a data configuration shown in (c) of FIG. 56B manages an advanced subtitle ADSBT, and an application segment element APPLSG having a data configuration shown in (d) of FIG. 56B manages an advanced application ADAPL. Further, a resource referred (used) by the advanced subtitle ADSBT or the advanced application ADAPL is called an application resource APRSRC, and managed by an application resource element APRELE having a data configuration shown in (d) of FIG. 63C. Furthermore, a title resource element having a data configuration shown in (d) of FIG. 66B manages a title resource TRTSRC. The title resource TRTSRC is referred (used) by a title associated advanced application TTAPL. The application segment element APPLSG corresponds to information which manages the title associated advanced application TTAPL. A relationship (a difference) between the playlist application resource PLAPRS, the title resource TRTSRC and the application resource APRSRC mentioned above will now be described with reference to FIGS. 70 and 71. Moreover, a relationship (a difference) between the playlist associated advanced application PLAPL, the title associated advanced application TTAPL and the advanced application ADAPL will be also described with reference to FIGS. 70 and 71. In the embodiment shown in FIG. 70, a description is given as to playback from a title #1, but it is often the case that a first play title FRPLTT shown in FIG. 17 is first set prior to the title #1. According to this embodiment, in a use example where the playlist associated advanced application PLAPL is used and loading of a playlist application resource PLAPRS used in this application PLAPL into the file cache FLCH is completed before playback of the title #1, the first play title FRPLTT must be played back (at the very beginning) at the time of start of playback of the playlist PLLIST as shown in FIG. 17. Therefore, the explanatory view of FIG. 70 assumes that the first play title FRPLTT is played back prior to playback of the title #1, and eliminates a playback period of the first play title FRPLTT. As shown in FIG. 70, the playlist associated advanced application PLAPL can be executed (displayed) in all titles except the first play title FRPLTT. That is, an execution (display) period APACPE of the playlist associated advanced application PLAPL spreads to playback periods of all titles except the first play title FRPLTT. In comparison to this, the title associated advanced application TTAPL is effective in the same title alone as shown in FIG. 70. Therefore, an execution (display) period APACE of the title associated advanced application TTAPL spreads from a time “T3” on a title timeline TMLE in the same title (which means a title #2 in the embodiment shown in FIG. 70) to the end of the title. In comparison with this configuration, as shown in FIG. 70, an execution (display) period APACPE of the advanced application ADAPL is set in a specific period restricted in the same title. In this embodiment, the playlist associated advanced application PLAPL and the title associated advanced application TTAPL belong to an extensive advanced application ADAPL, and the playlist associated advanced application PLAPL and the title associated advanced application TTAPL are defined as special cases in the extensive advanced application ADAPL. FIG. 71 shows a relationship between various kinds of resources referred (used) by the various kinds of advanced applications ADAPL. A playlist application resource PLAPRS means a resource which is equally used by an arbitrary advanced application ADAPL while cutting across titles. The playlist application resource PLAPRS can be referred (used) by not only the playlist associated advanced application PLAPL but also the title associated advanced application TTAPL or the advanced application ADAPL. The playlist application
resource PLAPRS is loaded into the file cache FLCH in a playback period of a first play title FRPLTT as described above, and kept being stored in the file cache FLCH over playback periods of a plurality of titles until the advanced contents ADVCT are finished. Therefore, the playlist application resource PLAPRS is in a valid period APVAP in playback periods and between the playback periods (a position a and a position b) of all titles except the first play title FRPLTT in the file cache FLCH. As a result, the playlist associated advanced application PLAPL which refers (uses) the playlist application resource PLAPRS can be equally used (displayed for a user) between different titles. A resource element name in the playlist PLIST which manages the playlist application resource PLAPRS becomes a playlist application resource element PL,RELE having a data configuration shown in (d) of FIG. 60B. In this embodiment, when the playlist application resource PLAPRS is set and the playlist associated advanced application PLAPL which refers (uses) this resource is set, the playlist associated advanced application PLAPL can be continuously displayed for a user during transition between different titles (a period A and a period B in FIG. 70). Further, the loading period of the playlist application resource PLAPCR into the file cache FLCH is not necessary during periods except a playback period of the first play title FRPLTT, and hence there can be obtained an effect that display can be started or switched at a high speed. Furthermore, the title resource TTRSRC can be not only referred (used) by the title associated advanced application TTAAPL and the advanced application ADAAPL in a title, but also it can be shared by a plurality of advanced applications ADAAPL in the same title. A resource element name in a playlist PLIST which manages the title resource TTRSRC is a title resource element having a data configuration shown in (d) of FIG. 60B. A timing of storing the title resource TTRSRC in the file cache FLCH will now be described. As shown in (d) of FIG. 60B, a time PLOAD (loadingBegin attribute information) on a title timeline at which fetching (loading) a target resource into a title resource element begins can be set. When the time PLOAD (loadingBegin attribute information) on the title timeline at which fetching (loading) the target resource into the title resource element begins is written, loading is started at such a timing as shown in FIG. 65A. That is, a value of the time PLOAD on the title timeline at which fetching (loading) of the target resource begins is indicative of a time ahead of a value of a start time TTSTTM (titleTimeBegin attribute information) on a timeline of a corresponding resource, and loading starts at a time which is earlier than an execution start time of the title resource TTRSRC. On the other hand, when a description of the time PLOAD (loadingBegin attribute information) on the timeline at which fetching (loading) of a target resource begins shown in (d) of FIG. 60B is eliminated, loading is started at a timing of the start time TTSTTM on the title timeline as shown in FIG. 65B, and an execution period APACPE of a title associated advanced application TTAAPL which refers (uses) the title resource TTRSRC begins immediately after completion of loading. The embodiment shown in FIG. 70 has been described based on the method depicted in FIG. 65B. As shown in FIG. 70, after completion of the title #1, the title resource TTRSRC enters a state of the non-exist period N-EXST to remove data from the file cache. That is, although the title resource TTRSRC is kept being stored in the file cache FLCH as long as a playback target title is not changed, it is removed from the file cache FLCH when the playback target title is changed (shifted to another title). When the title resource TTRSRC is utilized, continuous display in the same title becomes possible. Further, in a case where contents are constituted of a plurality of titles, a title is removed from the file cache FLCH when shifted to another title, thereby effectively utilizing the file cache FLCH. Furthermore, an application resource APRELE is a resource which is uniquely used in accordance with each advanced application ADAAPL, and utilizes in a specific advanced application ADAAPL alone in a title. An application resource element APRELE corresponds to a resource element name in a playlist PLIST which manages the application resource APRELE as shown in (d) of FIG. 63C. A time PLOAD (loadingBegin attribute information) on a title timeline at which fetching (loading) of a target resource begins can be written in the application resource element APRELE as shown in (d) of FIG. 63C. When the loadingBegin attribute information is written, a loading timing into the file cache FLCH is a timing shown in FIG. 63A. On the contrary, when the loadingBegin attribute information is not written, loading into the file cache FLCH is effected at a timing shown in FIG. 63B. Moreover, when this information is written, a value of the loadingBegin attribute information is set to a time which is ahead of a value of a start time TTSTTM (titleTimeBegin attribute information) on a timeline set in a parent element (an advanced subtitle segment element ADSTSG or an application segment element APPLSG) to which the application resource element APRELE belongs. A loading timing of the application resource APRELE into the file cache FLCH shown in FIG. 70 is based on FIG. 63B. As shown in FIG. 70, after end of an execution (display) period APACPE of an advanced application ADAAPL #C which refers (uses) the application resource APRELE, the non-exist period N-EXST to remove data from the file cache begins. That is, the application resource APRELE is stored in the file cache FLCH before use (execution) of each advanced application ADAAPL, and it is removed from the file cache FLCH after use (execution) of the advanced application ADAAPL. In this embodiment, utilizing the application resource APRELE allows removal of a corresponding resource after use (execution) of a specific advanced application ADAAPL, thereby obtaining an effect that the file cache FLCH can be effectively utilized. As a result, there can be acquired a merit that a necessary memory size of the file cache FLCH can be reduced and hence a price of the apparatus can be decreased.

More specific contents concerning contents shown in FIGS. 70 and 71 will now be described with reference to a display screen example depicted in FIG. 72. As shown in FIG. 70, in playback of the title #2, primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB #1 which is used to display a primary video set PRMVS is played back, and a playlist associated advanced application PLAPL is simultaneously displayed. A display screen example at this time is represented by a symbol y and shown in FIG. 72(a). As illustrated in FIG. 72, the title #1 (main title) represents primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB #1, and a screen in which various kinds of buttons from a stop button 34 to an FF button 38 displayed on a lower side of the screen are arranged is displayed by the playlist associated advanced application PLAPL. The screen shown in FIG. 72(d) is equally displayed in a display screen 8 depicted in FIG. 72(b) and a display screen 8 depicted in FIG. 72(c). That is, the screen
displayed by the playlist associated advanced application PLAPL shown in FIG. 72(d) is a screen shared by different titles, and functions demonstrated in this screen are also shared. A still image IMAGE constituting the screen and a script SCRIPT, a manifest MNFST and a markup MRKUP realizing functions serve as a playlist application resource PLAPRS. In a playlist application resource element PLRELE which manages the playlist application resource PLAPRS and has a data configuration shown in (d) of FIG. 69B, a value of multiplexed attribute information MTLPLEX is “true” in the example shown in FIG. 72(d). In this case, as apparent from the illustrations of FIGS. 73A and 73B, the playlist application resource PLAPRS is multiplexed and stored in primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB #0 which is used when playing back a first play title FTPILT. As shown in (c) of FIG. 69B, Z-order attribute (Z-index) information ZORDER exists in playlist application element information PLAELE which manages a playlist associated advanced application PLAPL which refers (uses) the playlist application resource PLAPRS, and a value of this information is set to “1” in the example shown in FIG. 72(d). Since the playlist application resource PLAPRS is equally used (displayed) between different resources, when it overlaps, e.g., a screen displayed in a title associated advanced application TTAPL or a screen displayed in an advanced application ADAPL in the display screen, it is desirable for the screen of this resource to be displayed below such a screen. Therefore, in the embodiment shown in FIG. 72(d), a value of the Z-order attribute (Z-index) information ZORDER is set to a low value. Then, in playback of the title #2 shown in FIG. 70, primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB #2 which is used to display a primary video set PRMVS, a playlist associated advanced application PLAPL and a title associated advanced application TTAPL are simultaneously displayed when a time on a title timeline TMLIE is between “T14” and “T2”. A screen at this moment is indicated by a display screen ε and shown in FIG. 72(c). That is, a screen displayed by the title associated advanced application TTAPL means navigating animation 55 shown in FIG. 72(f). In recent Windows Office, a dolphin character appears as help animation to support usage. Likewise, the navigating animation 55 shown in FIG. 72(f) can be used to guide screen operations. Furthermore, the present invention is not restricted thereto, and the navigating animation 55 can be used for explanation of screen contents displayed in the title #2 (main title). The navigating animation 55 shows screens or functions equally used in the same title (i.e., title #2) and uses a title resource TTRSRC. As shown in (d) of FIG. 66B, multiplexed attribute information MTLPLEX exists in a title resource element which manages the title resource TTRSRC, and a value of this information is set to “false” in the embodiment shown in FIG. 72(f). That is, this case means that the title resource TTRSRC is not multiplexed in the form of an advanced pack ADV_PCK but stored at a specified position in the form of a specific file. As described in conjunction with FIGS. 70 and 71, when a playback position has shifted from the title (i.e., title #2) where the title resource TTRSRC is used to another title, the title resource TTRSRC can be eliminated from the file cache FLCH. Priorities of removal at this moment are specified by priority information PRIORT (priority attribute information) with respect to removal of a corresponding resource shown in (d) of FIG. 66B. As shown in (d) of FIG. 66B, since removal is performed from a resource having the higher value by priority value, a value “8” in the embodiment shown in FIG. 72(f) means that removal can be performed on a relatively earlier stage. When a time on a title timeline TMLIE during playback of the title #2 shown in FIG. 72(f) is between “T13” and “T14”, screens of the primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB #2 displaying the primary video set PRMVS, the playlist associated advanced application PLAPL, the title associated advanced application TTAPL and the advanced application ADAPL are combined and displayed, and FIG. 72(b) shows a display screen δ at this moment. As shown in FIG. 72(e), the screen displayed by the advanced application shows a language selection menu 54. A screen or a function which becomes valid in a specific advanced application alone shown in FIG. 72(c) is realized by utilizing an application resource APRSRC. As shown in (d) of FIG. 63C, multiplexed attribute information MTLPLEX can be written in an application resource element APRELE which manages the application resource APRSRC. In the embodiment shown in FIG. 72(e), a value of this information is set to “false”, and this means that the application resource APRSRC is not multiplexed and stored in the form of an advanced pack ADV_PCK but solely exists as a specific file. Moreover, a value of priority information PRIORT (priority attribute information) for removal of a corresponding resource specified in the application resource element APRELE is set as a value “2”. As shown in (d) of FIG. 63C, since removal is performed from a resource having the higher value, the value “2” means that its resource is stored in the file cache FLCH as long as possible. Since the priority attribute value is set to “8” in FIG. 72(f) and this value is set to “2” in FIG. 72(e), it seems that removal can be performed from a resource of the navigating animation 55 shown in FIG. 72(f) when the priority attribute values alone are compared. However, as described above in conjunction with FIGS. 64A and 64B, since a priority level of the application resource APRSRC is lower than a priority level of the title resource TTRSRC, the application resource APRSRC corresponding to the language selection menu 54 shown in FIG. 72(e) is actually removed from the file cache FLCH by priority. The auto-run attribute information ATRUNAT can be written in an application segment element APPLSG which is a parent element including an application resource element APRELE which manages the application resource APRSRC. In the embodiment shown in FIG. 72(e), a value of this information is set to “true”, and loading of the application resource APRSRC begins simultaneously with start of playback of the title #2 as shown in FIG. 70. Additionally, in the embodiment shown in FIG. 70, as a loading method of the application resource APRSRC, a method shown in FIG. 65(c) is adopted. Further, in the embodiment shown in FIG. 72(e), a value of synchronization attribute information SYNCAT (sync attribute information) of a playback/display object included in (d) of FIG. 56B is set to “soft”. Therefore, in the embodiment shown in FIG. 70, although loading of the application resource APRSRC begins simultaneously with start of playback of the title #2, time progress on a title timeline TMLIE is continued without displaying the screen shown in FIG. 72(e) to a user when loading of the application resource APRSRC is not completed even though a time “T13” on the title timeline TMLIE at which a loading scheduled period LOADPE is terminated has been reached, and the language selection menu 54 is displayed only after completion of loading. Furthermore, in the embodiment
shown in FIG. 72(e), a value of Z-order attribute (Z-index) information ZORDER shown in (d) of FIG. 56B is set to “5”, and it is larger than a value “1” of the same attribute information shown in FIG. 72(d). Therefore, if a screen of various buttons shown in FIG. 72(d) and a display position of a screen of the language selection menu 54 shown in FIG. 72(e) partially overlap in the display screen, the language selection menu 54 having a larger value of the Z-order attribute (Z-index) information ZORDER is displayed on the upper side. When screens to be displayed in different advanced applications ADAPL overlap each other on the same screen, setting a value of the Z-order attribute (Z-index) information ZORDER can automatically set a screen which is displayed on the upper side, thereby improving the expression of a content provider for a user.

[2056] A first play title FRPLTT shown in (a) of FIG. 73A represents a title which is played back/displayed for a user first, and it is managed by first play title element information FPTELE in title information TTINFO in a playlist PLLST as shown in (c) of FIG. 74B. Furthermore, in regard to a playlist associated advanced application PLAPL, as shown in FIG. 70, its execution (display) period APACPE is assured over a plurality of titles, and this application can be displayed/executed in an arbitrary title except the first play title FRPLTT. Moreover, a resource referred (used) by the playlist associated advanced application PLAPL is called a playlist application resource PLAPRS. This embodiment is characterized in that loading of the playlist application resource PLAPRS into the file cache FLCCCH is completed during playback of the first play title FRPLTT. As a result, display-execution of the playlist associated advanced application PLAPL can be started at the time of start of playback of an arbitrary title other than the first play title FRPLTT. In the embodiment shown in (a) of FIG. 73A, a primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB #1 is played back at the time of playback of the first play title FRPLTT. This period becomes a loading period LOADPE of the playlist application resource PLAPRS. As a result, storage of the playlist application resource PLAPRS in the file cache FLCCCH is completed at a playback end time (a time “T0” on a title timeline TMLE) of the first play title FRPLTT. As a result, at a playback start time of a title #1, a playlist associated advanced application PLAPL can be played back simultaneously with the primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB #1. As acquisition paths of a playlist application resource PLAPRS (b) of FIG. 73A which is stored in the file cache FLCCCH, there are a plurality of paths, i.e., a path A, a path B and a path C as shown in FIG. 73A. In the path A according to this embodiment, the playlist application resource PLAPRS is multiplexed in a primary enhanced video object P-EVOB #0 utilized for playback of a first play title FRPLTT. That is, a playlist application resource PLAPRS is divided into each data consisting of 2048 bytes, and packed in an advanced pack ADV_PKC every 2048 bytes. The advanced pack ADV_PKC is multiplexed with other main audio pack AM_PKC, main video pack VM_PKC, sub-picture pack SP_PKC and others to constitute primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB. A playlist application resource PLAPRS used in the playlist application element information PLAPELE is managed by a playlist application resource element PRLRELE as shown in (d) of FIG. 69B. Multiplexed attribute information MLTPLX exists in the playlist application resource element PRLRELE as shown in (d) of FIG. 69B. Whether the acquisition path of the playlist application resource PLAPRS shown in (b) of FIG. 73A goes through the path A or the later-described path B or path C can be judged based on a value of the multiplexed attribute information MLTPLX. That is, when a value of the multiplexed attribute information MLTPLX is “true”, the path A is used to acquire a corresponding playlist application resource PLAPRS as shown in FIGS. 73A and 73B. When a value of the multiplexed attribute information MLTPLX is “true”, a storage position SRCDTC of data or a file which is downloaded into the data cache is indicative of a storage position of a primary enhanced video object P-EVOB #0 which displays a first play title FRPLTT shown in (a) of FIG. 73A. In this case, management information of the first play title FRPLTT is displayed, and a primary audio video clip element PRAVCP is arranged in first play title element information FPTELE shown in (c) of FIG. 74B. A storage position (a path) and a file name of a time map PTMAP of the primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB #0 which displays the first play title FRPLTT shown in (a) of FIG. 73A are written in an index information file storage position SRCTMP (src attribute information) of a playback/display object which is shown in (c) of FIG. 54B and should be referred in the primary audio video clip element PRAVCP arranged in the playlist application element information PLAPELE. Although the storage position (the path) and the file name alone of the time map PTMAP are written in the primary audio video clip element PRAVCP, a storage position (a path) of the corresponding primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB #0 matches with the storage position (a path) of the time map PTMAP in this embodiment, and a file name of the primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB #0 file matches with that of the time map PTMAP (however, their extensions “MAP” and “EVO” are different from each other), thereby facilitating access to the primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB #0 file. Additionally, when a value of the multiplexed attribute information MLTPLX in the playlist application resource element PRLRELE shown in (d) of FIG. 69B is “false”, a path (the path B or the path C) different from the path A shown in FIG. 73A is used to load the playlist application resource PLAPRS into the file cache FLCCCH. That is, in the path B, the playlist application resource file PLRSFL is stored in the information storage medium DISC, and data is played back from the information storage medium DISC simultaneously with playback of the primary enhanced video object P-EVOB #0 which is used to display the first play title FRPLTT, and the data is stored in the file cache FLCCCH. Further, in the path C, the playlist application resource file PLRSFL is stored in the persistent storage PRSTR, and the playlist application resource file PLRSFL stored in the persistent storage PRSTR is loaded into the file cache FLCCCH concurrently with playback of the first play title FRPLTT. If the playlist application resource file PLRSFL is stored in the network server NTSRV, there is a risk that a network trouble occurs during download and loading data into the file cache FLCCCH cannot be completed before end of playback of the first play title FRPLTT. Therefore, this embodiment is considerably characterized in that a storage position of the playlist application resource file PLRSFL is set outside the network server NTSRV to guarantee completion of loading during a playback period of the first play title FRPLTT. This embodiment is remarkably characterized in that the multiplexed attribute information MLTPLX is arranged (written) in the playlist application resource element PRLRELE in this manner. As a result,
preliminary preparation of a demultiplexer DEMUX in the primary video player PRMVP shown in FIG. 36 can be performed, thereby reducing a loading period LOADPE of the playlist application resource PLAPRS. Furthermore, this embodiment sets many restricting conditions, e.g., setting the number of video tracks and the number of audio tracks as one with respect to the first play title FRPLTT, thus further assuring completion of loading during a playback period of the first play title FRPLTT.

[2051] <FirstPlay Title (i.e., first play title)>

[2052] TitleSet element may contain a FirstPlayTitle element. FirstPlayTitle element describes the First Play Title.

[2053] First Play Title is a special Title:

[2054] (a) First Play Title shall be played before the Title 1 playback if presented.

[2055] (b) First Play Title consists of only one or more Primary Audio Video and/or Substitute Audio Video.

[2056] (c) First Play Title is played from the start to the end of Title Timeline in normal speed only.

[2057] (d) Only Video Track number 1 and Audio Track number 1 is played during the First Play Title.

[2058] (e) Playlist Application Associated Resource may be loaded during the First Play Title.

[2059] In FirstPlayTitle element the following restrictions shall be satisfied:

[2060] FirstPlayTitle element contains only PrimaryAudioVideoClip and/or SubstituteAudioVideoClip elements.

[2061] Data Source of SubstituteAudioVideoClip element shall be File Cache, or Persistent Storage.

[2062] Only Video Track number and Audio Track number may be assigned, and Video Track number and Audio Track number shall be “1”. Subtitle, Sub Video and Sub Audio Track number shall not assigned in First Play Title.

[2063] No title Number, parental Level, type, tick Base Divisor, selectable, display Name, onEnd and description attributes.

[2064] First Play Title may be used for the loading period of the Playlist Application Associated Resource. During the First Play Title playback, the Playlist Application Associated Resource may be loaded from P-EVOB in Primary Audio Video as multiplexed data if the multiplexed flag in the PlaylistApplicationResource element is set.

[2065] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[2066] In this embodiment, first play title element information FPTELE exists in a title set element (title information TTINFO). That is, configuration information CONFIG, media attribute information MDATRI and title information TTINFO exist in a play title PPLST as shown in (a) of FIG. 74A, and the first play title element information FPTELE is arranged at a first position in the title information TTINFO as shown in (b) of FIG. 74A. Management information concerning a first play title FRPLTT is written in the first play title element information FPTELE. Moreover, as shown in FIG. 17, the first play title FRPLTT is regarded as a special title. In this embodiment, the first play title element information FPTELE has the following characteristics.

[2067] When the first play title FRPLTT exists, the first play title FRPLTT must be played back before playback of a title #1.

[2068] That is, prior to playback of the title #1, playing back the first play title FRPLTT at the start assures a time to download a playlist application resource PLAPRS.

[2069] The first play title FRPLTT must be constituted of one or more pieces of primary audio video PRMAV and subtitle audio video (or either one of these types of video).

[2070] Restricting types of playback/display objects constituting the first play title FRPLTT in this manner facilitates loading processing of an advanced pack ADV_PCK multiplexed in the first play title FRPLTT.

[2071] The first play title FRPLTT must be kept being played back from a start position to an end portion on a title timeline TMLT at a regular playback speed.

[2072] When all of the first play title FRPLTT is played back at a standard speed, a download time of a playlist application resource PLAPRS can be assured, and a playback start time of a playlist associated advanced application PLAPL in another title can be shortened.

[2073] In playback of the first play title FRPLTT, a video track number 1 and an audio track number 1 alone can be played back.

[2074] Restricting the number of video tracks and the number of audio tracks in this manner can facilitate downloading from an advanced pack ADV_PCK in primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB constituting the first play title FRPLTT.

[2075] A playlist application resource PLAPRS can be loaded during playback of the first play title FRPLTT.

[2076] Additionally, in this embodiment, the following restrictions must be satisfied with respect to the first play title element information FPTELE.

[2077] The first play title element information FPTELE includes a primary audio video clip element PRAVCP or a substitute audio video clip element SBAVCP alone.

[2078] A data source DTSCR defined by the substitute audio video clip element SBAVCP is stored in the file cache FLCCCH or the persistent storage PRSTR.

[2079] A video track number and an audio track number alone can be set, and both the video track number and the audio track number ADTRKM must be set to “1”. Further, a subtitle, sub video and sub audio track numbers must not be set in the first play title FRPLTT.

[2080] Title number information TTNUM shown in (b) of FIG. 24A, parenta level information (parental level attribute information), title type information TTTYPE, a damping ratio TICKDB of a processing clock with respect to an application tick clock in the advanced application manager, a selection attribute: a user operation response enabled/disabled attribute (selectable attribute information), title name information displayed
by the information playback apparatus, number information (onEnd attribute information) of a title which should be displayed after end of this title, and attribute information concerning the title (description attribute information) are not written in the first play title element information FPTELE.

[2081] A playback period of the first play title FRPLTT can be used as a loading period LOADPE of a playlist application resource PLAPRS. When multiplexed attribute information MLTPLX in a playlist application resource element PLRELE shown in (d) of FIG. 69B is set to “true”, a multiplexed advanced pack ADV_PCK can be extracted from primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB in primary audio video PRM_AV and loaded into the file cache FLCCCH as a playlist application resource PLAPRS as shown in (d) of FIG. 73A.

[2082] <FirstPlayTitle (first play title) element>

[2083] The FirstPlayTitle element describes information of a First Play Title for Advanced Contents, which consists of Object Mapping Information and Track Number Assignment for elementary stream.

[2084] XML Syntax Representation of FirstPlayTitle element:

```
<FirstPlayTitle
  titleDuration = timeExpression
  alternativeSDDisplayMode = (panscanOrL_letterbox | panscan | letterbox)
  xml:base = anyURI
  >
    (PrimaryAudioVideoClip | SubstituteAudioVideoClip) *
  </FirstPlayTitle>
```

[2085] The content of FirstPlayTitle element consists of list of Presentation Clip element. Presentation Clip elements are PrimaryAudioVideoClip and SubstituteAudioVideoClip.

[2086] Presentation Clip elements in FirstPlayTitle element describe the Object Mapping Information in the First Play Title.

[2087] The dataSource of SubstituteAudioVideoClip element in First Play Title shall be either File Cache, or Persistent Storage.

[2088] Presentation Clip elements also describe Track Number Assignment for elementary stream. In First Play Title, only Video Track and Audio Track number are assigned, and Video Track number and Audio Track number shall be ‘1’. Other Track Number Assignment such as Subtitle, Sub Video and Sub Audio shall not be assigned.

[2089] (a) titleDuration attribute

[2090] Describes the duration of the Title Timeline. The attribute value shall be described by timeExpression. The end time of all Presentation Object shall be less than the duration time of Title Timeline.

[2091] (b) alternativeSDDisplayMode attribute

[2092] Describes the permitted display modes on 4:3 monitor in the First Play Title playback. ‘panscanOrL_letterbox’ allows both Pan-scan and Letterbox, ‘panscan’ allows only Pan-scan, and ‘letterbox’ allows only Letterbox for 4:3 monitor. Player shall output into 4:3 monitor forcedly in allowed display modes. This attribute can be omitted. The default value is ‘panscanOrL_letterbox’.

[2093] (c) xml:base attribute

[2094] Describes the base URI in this element. The semantics of xml: base shall follow to XML-BASE.

[2095] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[2096] Management information of the first play title FRPLTT with respect to advanced contents ADVCT is written in first playtitle element information FPTELE whose detailed configuration is shown in (c) of FIG. 74B. Further, object mapping information OBMAPI and track number settings (track number assignment information) with respect to an elementary stream are also configured in the first play title element information FPTELE. That is, as shown in (c) of FIG. 74B, a primary audio video clip element PRAVCP and a substitute audio video clip element SBAVCP can be written in the first playtitle element information FPTELE. Written contents of the primary audio video clip element PRAVCP and the substitute audio video clip element SBAVCP constitute a part of the object mapping information OBMAPI (including the track number assignment information). In this manner, contents of the first play title element information FPTELE are constituted of a list of display/playback clip elements (a list of primary audio video clip elements PRAVCP and substitute audio video clip elements SBAVCP). Furthermore, a data source DTORSOC used in a substitute audio video clip element SBAVCP in the first play title FRPLTT must be stored in either the file cache FLCCCH or the persistent storage PRSTR. A playback/display clip element formed of a primary audio video clip element PRAVCP or a substitute audio video clip element SBAVCP describes track number assignment information (track number setting information) of an elementary stream. In (c) of FIG. 74B, time length information TTIDUR (titleDuration attribute information) of an entire title on a title timeline is written in a format “HH:MM:SS:FF”. Although an end time of a playback/display object displayed in the first play title FRPLTT is defined by an end time TTIDTM (titleEndTime attribute information) on the title timeline in a primary audio video clip element PRAVCP as shown in (c) of FIG. 54B and an end time TTIDTM (titleEndTime attribute information) on the title timeline in a substitute audio video clip element SBAVCP as shown in (c) of FIG. 55B, a value of the end time TTIDTM on all the title timelines must be set by a value smaller than a value set in the time length information TTIDUR (titleDuration attribute information) of an entire title on the title timeline. As a result, each playback/display object can be consistently displayed in the first play title FRPLTT. Allowable display mode information SDDISP (alternative SDDisplay Mode attribute information) on a 4:3 TV monitor will now be described. The allowable display mode information on the 4:3 TV monitor represents a display mode which is allowed at the time of display in the 4:3 TV monitor in playback of the first play title FRPLTT. When a value of this information is set to “Pan- scan Or Letterbox”, both a panscan mode and a letterbox mode are allowed at the time of display in the 4:3 TV monitor. Moreover, when a value of this information is set to “Pan- scan”, the panscan mode alone is allowed at the time of
display in the 4:3 TV monitor. Additionally, when “Letterbox” is specified as this value, display in the letterbox mode alone is allowed at the time of display in the 4:3 TV monitor. The information recording and playback apparatus 1 must forcibly perform screen output to the 4:3 TV monitor in accordance with the set allowable display mode. In this embodiment, a description of this attribute information can be eliminated, but “Panscan Or Letterbox” as a default value is automatically set in such a case. Further, a storage position FPTXML (xml: base attribute information) of a main (basic) resource used in the first play title element is written in the form of a URI (a uniform resource identifier) in the first play title element information FPTELE.

[2097] As shown in (a) of FIG. 75A, configuration information CONFIGI, media attribute information MDAATRI and title information TTIINFO exist in a playlist PLLST. As shown in (b) of FIG. 75A, the title information TTIINFO is constituted of a list of first play title element information FPTELE, one or more pieces of title element information TTELEM and playlist application element information PLAEL. Furthermore, as shown in (c) of FIG. 75A, object mapping information OBMAPI (including track number assignment information), resource information RESRCI, playback sequence information PLSQ, track navigation information TRNAV and scheduled control information SCHECI are written as a data configuration in the title element information TTELEME. The scheduled control information SCHECI shown in (c) of FIG. 75A will now be described.

[2098] <ScheduledControlList (scheduled control list) element and Scheduled Control>

[2099] ScheduledControlList element describes following Scheduled Control in Title playback;

[2100] Scheduled Pause of Title Timeline at the specified time

[2101] Event Firing for Advanced Application at the specified time

[2102] The positions of PauseAt and Event elements in a Title Timeline described in a ScheduledControlList element shall be monotonically increased according to the document order in ScheduledControlList element.

[2103] The positions shall not be same to others in a ScheduledControlList element.

[2104] Note: Even though event firing is scheduled, Advanced Application may handle the event after the described time, because the script execution time is not guaranteed.

[2105] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[2106] The scheduled control information SCHECI is constituted of a scheduled control list element. Management information about the following scheduled control at the time of playback of a title is written in the scheduled control list element.

[2107] Scheduled pause at a specified time on a title timeline TMLE (pause processing)

[2108] Event execution processing for an advanced application ADAPL at a specified time

[2109] The scheduled control information SCHECI constituted of the scheduled control list element is formed of a list of a pause-at element PAUSEL and an event element EVNTEL as shown in (d) of FIG. 75B. The pause-at element PAUSEL and the even element EVNTEL which are written in the scheduled control list element and subjected to time setting based on the title timeline TMLE are sequentially arranged from a leading position (a front position) in the scheduled control list element in accordance with an order along progress of specified position (time) information TTIME on the title timeline specified by each pause-at element PAUSEL and each event element EVNTEL. That is, a value of the specified position (time) information TTIME on the title timeline specified by each of the pause-at element PAUSEL and the event element EVNTEL which are sequentially written from the front position in the scheduled control list element is indicative of a sequential increase in elapsed time according to the arrangement order. When the pause-at element PAUSEL and the event element EVNTEL are sequentially arranged in line with time progress on the title timeline TMLE in the scheduled control list element in this manner, the playlist manager PLMNG in the navigation manager NVLNG shown in FIG. 28 can perform execution processing in line with time progress on the title timeline TMLE by just effecting execution processing in the arrangement order of the respective elements written in the schedule control list element. As a result, schedule management processing by the playlist manager PLMNG can be extremely facilitated. Different pieces of specified position (time) information TTIME on the title timeline specified by different pause-at elements PAUSEL or different even elements EVNTEL in the scheduled control list element must not overlap each other. Moreover, the specified position (time) information TTIME on the title timeline specified by the pause-at element PAUSEL and the specified position (time) information TTIME on the title timeline specified by the even element EVNTEL must not overlap each other. That is because, when a value of the specified position (time) information TTIME on the title timeline specified by a pause-at element PAUSEL #1 matches with a value of the specified position (time) information TTIME on the title timeline specified by the even element EVNTEL #1 in a description example shown in (d) of FIG. 75B, for instance, the playlist manager PLMNG shown in FIG. 28 cannot decide which one of pause-at (pause) processing and event execution processing for an advanced application ADAPL should be selected, and processing of the playlist manager PLMNG fails.

[2110] In this embodiment, there is a case where a script SCRIPT is activated to perform complicated processing during execution (during playback) of an advanced application ADAPL. For example, when a user instructs execution of an advanced application ADAPL, it is possible to set a delay time of the script SCRIPT in such a manner that actual execution is started only after a specific time has elapsed. Therefore, the advanced application ADAPL may start execution of an event at a time behind a time set in the specified position (time) information TTIME on the title timeline in the event element EVNTEL.
[2111] <ScheduledControlList (scheduled control list) element>

[2112] ScheduledControlList element describes the Scheduled Control Information for the Title. Scheduled Control Information defines the scheduled pauses and event firings of the Title playback.

[2113] XML Syntax Representation of ScheduledControlList element:

```
<ScheduledControlList>
  <PauseAt | Event>
  <ScheduledControlList>
```

[2114] The ScheduledControlList element consists of a list of PauseAt and/or Event element. PauseAt element describes the time of the pause in the Title playback. Event element describes the event firing time in the Title playback.

[2115] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[2116] The scheduled control information SCHCEI defines timings of scheduled pause processing and event execution in playback of a title. Additionally, a scheduled control list element in which contents of the scheduled control information SCHCEI are written is formed of a list of paused-at elements PAUSEL or event elements EVNTEL. A time of pause processing in playback of a title is written in the pause-at element PAUSE, and an event execution start time in playback of a title is written in the even element EVNTEL.

[2117] <PauseAt (pause-at) element>

[2118] PauseAt element describes the pause position in a Title playback.

[2119] XML Syntax Representation of PauseAt element:

```
<PauseAt
  id = ID
  titleTime = timeExpression
/>
```

[2120] PauseAt element shall have a title Time attribute. A timeExpression value of titleTime attribute describes a scheduled pause position of the Title Timeline.

[2121] titleTime attribute

[2122] Describes the pause position on Title Timeline. The value shall be described in timeExpression value defined in Datatypes. If the pause position is in some valid period of the synchronized Presentation Clip element for P-EVOB, or S-EVOB, the pause position shall be the corresponding value of the presentation start time (PTS) of Coded-Frame of the video streams in P-EVOB (S-EVOB).

[2123] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[2124] A data configuration in the pause-at element PAUSEL is shown in (c) of FIG. 75B, pause-at element ID information PAUSID (id attribute information) exists in the pause-at element PAUSEL, and specification of the pause-at element PAUSEL by an API command can be facilitated as shown in FIG. 82. Further, the pause-at element PAUSEL includes specified position (time) information TTTIME (titleTime attribute information) on a title timeline. The specified position (time) information TTTIME (titleTime attribute information) on the title timeline is indicative of a pause processing position on the title timeline. A value of this information is written in a format of “HH:MM:SS:FF” (hours:minutes:seconds:frame number (a count value)). According to this embodiment, in a playback/display object belonging to a primary video set PRMVS and a secondary video set SCDVS, as shown in FIG. 53, a timing of a start time TTSTTM (titleTimeBegin) on a title timeline matches with a timing of a start position VBSITTM (clipTimeBegin) on enhanced video object data EVOB in a corresponding clip element. Therefore, there can be derived a relationship (a correspondence) between a time on a title timeline and a presentation start time (a presentation time stamp value) PTS set on a video stream in primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB or secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB based on the above-described information. As a result, when a pause position specified by specified position (time) information TTTIME (titleTime) on a title timeline specified in (c) of FIG. 752 is specified in a valid period VALPRD of the playback/display object (the enhanced video object EVOB), the pause position is associated with a corresponding value of the presentation start time (the presentation time stamp value) PTS on a video stream in the primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB (or the secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB). The playlist manager PLMNG of the navigation manager NVMNG shown in FIG. 28 utilizes the above-described relationship to convert a value of the specified position (time) information TTTIME (titleTime attribute information) on the title timeline in the pause-at element PAUSEL into a value of the presentation start time (the presentation time stamp value), and the playlist manager PLMNG can transfer the converted result to the presentation engine PRSEN shown in FIG. 30. The decoder engine DCDEN shown in FIG. 30 can execute decoding processing using the presentation start time (the presentation time stamp value) PTS, thereby facilitating corresponding processing of the decoder engine DCDEN.

[2125] <Event Element>

[2126] Event element describes the event firing position in a Title playback.

[2127] XML Syntax Representation of Event element:

```
<Event
  id = ID
  titleTime = timeExpression
/>
```

[2128] Event element shall have a title Time attribute. The Timecode of titleTime attribute describes a event firing position of Title Timeline.

[2129] Note: Advanced Application may handle the event after the described time, because the script execution time is not guaranteed.
[2130] (a) titleTime attribute

[2131] Describes the time on Title Timeline, at which Playlist Manager fires the Playlist Manager Event. The value shall be described in timeExpression value.

[2132] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[2133] A data configuration in an event element EVNTEL shown in (f) of FIG. 75B will now be described. In case of an event element EVNTEL, an event element ID information EVNTEIID (id attribute information) is likewise first written in an event element EVNTEL tag, and making reference to the event element EVNTEL based on an API command is facilitated as shown in FIG. 82. Specified position (time) information TTIME (titleTime attribute information) on a title timeline in the event element EVNTEL is indicative of a time on the title timeline TMLE when the playlist manager PLMNG in the navigation manager NVMNG shown in FIG. 28 executes a playlist manager even (Describes the time on Title Timeline, at which Playlist Manager fires the Playlist ManagerEvent). This value is set in a format of “HH:MM:SS:FF” (hours:minutes:seconds-.frame number).

[2134] A function and a use example of the pause-at element PAUSEL having the data configuration shown in (e) of FIG. 75B will now be described with reference to FIGS. 76A and 76B. In this embodiment, in a case where scheduled control information SCHECI shown in (d) of FIG. 75B does not exist, when time progress on the title timeline TMLE with respect to a playback/display object such as primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB which is displayed for a user is tried to be stopped, a lag time is produced in API command processing even though pausing is tried by using an API command, and specifying an accurate pause position in frames (fields) is difficult. On the contrary, in this embodiment, setting the scheduled control information SCHECI and also setting the pause-at element PAUSEL can specify an accurate pause position in frames (fields) of a moving image. Furthermore, generally, it is often the case that a tick clock (a page clock or an application clock) is used with respect to a display timing of an advanced subtitle ADSBT, an advanced application ADAPL, a playlist associated advanced application PLAPL or a title associated advanced application TIAPL. In this case, since the tick clock works independently from a media clock corresponding to progress on the title timeline TMLE, there is a problem that a pause indication for the time timeline TMLE is hard to be set from the application. On the other hand, setting the pause-at element PAUSEL in the scheduled control information SCHECI can achieve synchronization between a display timing of the application and that of the title timeline. A use example in which the pause-at element is utilized is shown in (a) of FIG. 76A. For example, a consideration will be given on a case where main video MANVD in a primary video set PRMVS is displayed in a screen as a main title 31 at a time “T0” on the title timeline TMLE in (a) of FIG. 76A as depicted in (b) of FIG. 76B. There is a case that a content provider pauses (sets a still image state) display of a main title 31 in a specific frame (a specific field) in the main title 31 and uses animation to give an explanation of the paused screen. In this case, the main title 31 is paused to provide a still image state at a time “T1” on a title timeline TMLE, descriptive animation ANIM #1 is simultaneously displayed as shown in (c) of FIG. 76B, and the picture descriptive animation ANIM #1 is allowed to give an explanation of frame contents of still main video MANVD while maintaining the still image state of the main title 31. Further, as shown in (a) of FIG. 76A, at times “T2” and “T3”, the main title 31 can be likewise temporarily stopped (a still image state is provided), and moving image descriptive animation ANIM #2 and #3 can be operated to give an explanation by voice. As a mapping method on the title timeline TMLE which enables such an operation, a method shown in (a) of FIG. 76A can be adopted. That is, a screen of a primary video set PRMVS is displayed by using primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB in accordance with progress of the title timeline TMLE, an advanced application ADAPL is activated (started to be executed) at a time “T1-AI” which is slightly ahead of the time “T1” on the title timeline TMLE, and the picture descriptive animation ANIM #1 of the primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB is displayed by using markup MRKUP in the advanced application ADAPL #1. When playback/display of the picture descriptive animation ANIM #1 is completed, a script SCRP starts to operate, thereby issuing an API command NPLCMD which switches time progress on the title timeline TMLE from pausing to normal playback. As a result, time progress on the title timeline TMLE returns to normal playback so that time progress (count-up) is restarted as usual. Furthermore, likewise, an advanced application ADAPL #2 is activated (started to be executed) at a time “T2-AI”. The script SCRP starts to operate immediately after completion of playback/display of the picture descriptive animation ANIM #2, and the API command NPLCMD which allows normal playback on the title timeline TMLE is issued to restart time progress on the title timeline TMLE.

[2135] FIGS. 77A and 77B show characteristics of a function and specific use example of the event element EVNTEL having a configuration depicted in (f) of FIG. 75B. Like characteristics of the pause-at element function shown in (d) of FIG. 76B, basic characteristics of the event element EVNTEL lie in that a tick clock which drives various kinds of applications by event elements EVNTEL in scheduled control information SCHECI is synchronized with a title timeline TMLE and that an event start time can be set with an accuracy in frames (fields) of a moving image as a countermeasure for timing deviance due to delay in API command processing. In this embodiment, as shown in FIG. 16, an explanatory title or telop characters 39 can be displayed by using an advanced subtitle ADSBT. As a method of displaying the superimposed title or telop characters 39 by using the advanced subtitle ADSBT, markup MRKUPS of the advanced subtitle can be used for expression. However, as another application example, when using an event element EVNTEL shown in FIGS. 77A and 77B can perform further flexible display of an superimposed title. A mapping method on the title timeline TMLE when displaying a specific superimposed title is shown in (a) of FIG. 77A. An advanced subtitle ADSBT is arranged in line with display progress on the title timeline TMLE of primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB which displays a primary video set PRMVS, and display of the advanced subtitle ADSBT is started (switched) in accordance with each event execution timing ENVTPT. That is, an advanced subtitle ADSBT #1 is displayed as a superimposed title in a period from a time “T1” to a time “T2” on the title timeline TMLE, and then an advanced subtitle ADSBT #2 is dis-
played as a superimposed title in a period from the time "T2" to a time "T3" on the title timeline TMLE. A data configuration in a font file FONTS of an advanced subtitle in this embodiment is shown in (c) of FIG. 77B. Advanced subtitle general information SBT_G1 exists at a top position in the file, and font file ID information FTFLID, language attribute information FTLANG of a font and subtitle line number information FTLN_Ns are recorded in this information. A start address FTLN_SA of each subtitle information is written in the form of a relative byte number and a data size FTLN_SZ of each subtitle information is written in the form of a byte number in each subtitle search pointer FT_SRPT. Moreover, subtitle information FTLNĐT for each line is written in the subtitle information FONTDT.

[2136] FIG. 78 shows a flowchart illustrating a method of displaying the advanced subtitle ADSBT in synchronization with the title timeline TMLE based on the example depicted in FIGS. 77A and 77B. The flowchart is processed in the playlist manager PLMNG (see FIG. 28). First, a font file FONT of the advanced subtitle ADSBT is temporarily stored in the file cache FLCCCH (step S121). Then, a line number counter of a display target subtitle is initialized as i=0 (step S122). Subsequently, whether a time on the title timeline TMLE exists in a valid period VALPRD of the advanced subtitle ADSBT is judged (step S123). When the time on the title timeline TMLE exists in the valid period VALPRD of the advanced subtitle ADSBT, whether the time on the title timeline TMLE has reached a time TTTIME (titleTime) specified by the event element EVNTEL is judged (step S126). If the time on the title timeline TMLE has not reached the time TTTIME (titleTime) specified by the event element EVNTEL, the control waits until the time reaches the specified time. Additionally, when the time on the title timeline TMLE has reached the time TTTIME (titleTime) specified by the event element EVNTEL, whether subtitle information FTLNĐT that should be displayed has been input to the advanced subtitle player ASBPIL (see FIG. 30) is judged (step S127). If it is not input, the control jumps to step S129. Further, if it has been input, the subtitle information FTLNĐT to be displayed is output to an AV renderer AVRND (see FIG. 30) (step S128). Then, data of a size of FTLN_SA #i read from a position shifted by FTLN_SA #i from a top position in the font file FONTS of the advanced subtitle temporarily stored in the file cache FLCCCH in accordance with a value of the line number counter "i", and the read data is transferred to the advanced subtitle player ASBPIL (step S129). Subsequently, the value of the line number counter "i" is incremented by "1" (step S130). Then, the control returns to the step S123. When the time on the title timeline TMLE is out of the valid period VALPRD of the advanced subtitle ADSBT at the step S123, whether the time on the title timeline TMLE is behind the valid period VALPRD of the advanced subtitle ADSBT is judged (step S124). If it is not behind, the control returns to the step S123. If it is behind, data removal FLCCCREM is executed from the file cache (step S125).

[2137] As shown in (a) of FIG. 79A, configuration information CONFIGFI, media attribute information MDATRI and title information TTINFO are written in a playlist PLPLST. An audio attribute item element AABITM indicative of an attribute of audio data, a video attribute item element VABITM indicative of attribute information of video data and a sub-picture attribute item element SPAITM indicative of an attribute of sub-picture data can be recorded in the media attribute information MDATRI shown in (a) of FIG. 79A. Although each item element is written in attribute information of each data in a drawing shown in (b) of FIG. 79A, the present embodiment is not restricted thereto, and a plurality of attribute item elements are written in accordance with different attribute information of each playback/display object specified in a playlist PLPLST. As shown in (c) to (g) of FIG. 59C, when each attribute item element in media attribute information MDATRI shown in (a) of FIG. 79A is specified with respect to attribute information concerning a main video element MANVD, a main audio element MANAD, a subtitle element SBTLTE, a sub video element SUBVD and a sub audio element SUBAD, each attribute information can be shared. When respective pieces of attribute information of various playback/display objects defined in the playlist PLPLST are collectively written in the media attribute information MDATRI and information in the media attribute information MDATRI is referred (specified) from object mapping information OBJMAP in title information TTINFO, an overlapping description concerning common media attribute information in the object mapping information OBJMAP (including track number assignment information) in the title information TTINFO can be avoided. As a result, it is possible to reduce an amount of written data of the object mapping information OBJMAP and a total information amount written in the playlist PLPLST. Consequently, processing of the playlist manager PLMNG (see FIG. 28) can be also simplified.

[2138] <MediaAttribute (media attribute) element and Media Attribute Information>

[2139] MediaAttributeList element in Title element contains a list of element, called by Media Attribute element.

[2140] Media Attribute element describes Media Attribute Information for elementary streams. The mandatory attribute is ‘codec’, other attributes are optional. If the Media Attribute value is described, the media attribute value shall be same with the corresponding value in EVOB_VT_S_ATR, or EVOB_ATR.

[2141] Media Attribute element is referred by Track Number Assignment elements by mediaAttr attribute. Media Attribute element has a Media Attribute index described by index attribute. The Media Attribute index should be unique for each type of media attribute in the Media Attribute List element. It means, for example, AudioAttributeItem and VideoAttributeItem can have same media attribute index, especially for 1. The mediaAttr attribute can be omitted. Default value is ‘1’.

[2142] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[2143] The media attribute information MDATRI is constituted of a list of respective elements called attribute item elements. The media attribute item element belongs to one of an audio attribute item element AABITM indicative of attribute information of audio data, a video attribute item element VABITM indicative of attribute information of video data, and a sub-picture attribute item element SPAITM indicative of attribute information of a sub-picture. Further, it can be said that each media attribute item element represents media attribute information MDATRI concerning each elementary stream constituting enhanced video object data EVOB. The attribute information which must be written in
the media attribute item element is data code information or compression code information, and a description of other attribute information can be eliminated in the media attribute item element. Information of EVOB_VTS_ATR or EVOB_ATR is written in the enhanced video object information EVOBI shown in FIG. 12 or an attribute information recording region in a time map STMAP of a secondary video set. A value of each attribute information in the media attribute item element must match with information contents set in EVOB_VTS_ATR or EVOB_ATR. As a result, a relationship between the media attribute information MDATRI in the playlist PLLST, the media attribute information MDATRI written in the enhanced video object information EVOBI and the media attribute information MDATRI written in the time map STMAP of the secondary video set can have integrity, thereby assuring stableness of playback/ control processing in the presentation engine PRSEN in the advanced content playback unit ADVPL shown in FIG. 14.

As described above, respective media attribute item elements shown in (c) to (e) in FIG. 79B are referred (specified) from the main video element MANVD, the main audio element MANAD, the subtitle element SBTELE, the sub video element SUBVD and sub audio element SUBAD in the track number assignment information (the track number setting information). The referring (specifying) method will now be described. As shown in (c) to (e) of FIG. 79B, media index number information INDEX (index attribute information) exists in every media item elements, i.e., the audio attribute element AABITIM, the video attribute item element VABITEM and the sub-picture attribute item element SPAIPEM. Further, as shown in (c) to (g) of FIG. 59C, a description section for a corresponding media attribute element index number MDATNM (mediaAttr attribute information) in media attribute information equally exists in the main video element MANVD, the main audio element MANAD, the subtitle element SBTELE, the sub video element SUBVD and the sub audio element SUBAD in the track number assignment information (object mapping information OBMAPI). The index number MDATNM (mediaAttr attribute information) of a corresponding media attribute element in the media attribute information is used to specify media index number information INDEX (index attribute information) shown in (c) to (e) of FIG. 79B to make reference to a corresponding media attribute item element. As conditions to guarantee the association, the media index number information INDEX (a value of the index attribute information) must be set uniquely (without overlapping) in accordance with each of types of different media attributes (each type, i.e., an audio attribute, a video attribute or a sub-picture attribute) in the media attribute information MDATRI (a media attribute list element). In this embodiment, the media index number information INDEX (a value of the index attribute information) in the audio attribute item element AABITIM and the media index number information INDEX (a value of the index attribute information) in the video attribute item element VABITIM can be equally set to the same value "1". Furthermore, a description of the media index number information INDEX (index attribute information) can be eliminated in each media attribute item element. In this case, "1" as a default value is automatically set.

[2144] <AudioAttributeItem (audio attribute item) element>
[2145] AudioAttributeItem element describes an attribute of Main and Sub Audio stream. The attribute value shall be same with the corresponding value in EVOB_VTS_ATR, or EVOB_ATR.
[2146] XML Syntax Representation of AudioAttributeItem element:

```
<AudioAttributeItem
  index = positiveinteger
  codec = string
  sampleRate = positiveinteger
  sampleDepth = positiveinteger
  channels = positiveinteger
  bitrate = positiveinteger
/>`
```

[2147] (a) index attribute
[2148] Describes the Media Index for the attribute.
[2149] (b) codec attribute
[2150] Describes codec. The value shall be LPCM, DD+, DTS-HD, MLP, MPEG, or AC-3. AC-3 may be described only for Interoperable Content.
[2151] (c) sampleRate attribute
[2152] Describes sample rate. It is expressed as the number of kilohertz. This attribute can be omitted.
[2153] (d) sampleDepth attribute
[2154] Describes sample depth. This attribute can be omitted.
[2155] (e) channels attribute
[2156] Describes number of audio channels in positive number. It shall be same value described in EVOB_AMST_ATRT. The "0.1ch" is defined as "1ch", (e.g. In case of 5.1ch, enter '6' (6ch)). This attribute can be omitted.
[2157] (f) bitrate attribute
[2158] Describes bit rate. It is expressed as the number of kilobits per second. This attribute can be omitted.
[2159] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.
[2160] A data configuration in the audio attribute item element AABITIM shown in (c) of FIG. 79B will now be described. The audio attribute item element AABITIM is written about attribute information concerning a main audio stream MANAD and sub audio stream SUBAD. As described above, contents set in EVOB_VTS_ATR or EVOB_ATR must match with a value of each attribute information written in the audio attribute item element AABITIM. As described above, the media index number information INDEX (index attribute information) is referred by the main audio element MANAD and the sub audio element SUBAD as shown in (d) and (g) of FIG. 59C. Then, as a value of audio compression code information ADCDC (codec), "LPCM (linear PCM)", "DD+", "DTS-HD", "MLP", "MPEG" or "AC-3" can be selected in this embodiment. In particular, "AC-3" is used for interoperable contents alone.
Moreover, a sample frequency ADSRT (sampleRate attribute information of an audio stream represents a sample rate of an audio stream, and a description of this attribute information can be eliminated. Additionally, sample depth information or quantization bit number SPDPT (sampleDepth attribute information) represents sample depth information, and a description of this attribute information can be eliminated. Further, audio channel number information ADCNL (channels attribute information) represents an audio channel number, and its value is written in the form of a positive number. As described above, contents set for EVOB_AMST_ATR existing in enhanced video object information EVOBI or an attribute information recording region in a map of a secondary video set must match with a value of the audio channel number information ADCNL (channels attribute information). If the audio channel number ADCNL has a fractional figure, a value of this attribute information must be written in the form of a positive number obtained by rounding up to the whole number. For example, in case of a 5.1 channel, a fractional figure is rounded up, and “6” is set as a value of the audio channel number information ADCNL. Further, a description of the attribute information can be eliminated. Furthermore, a description of BITRATE attribute information indicative of data bit rate (data transfer rate) information DBITRT may be eliminated in the audio attribute item element AABITM.

(2161) \(<\)VideoAttributeItem (video attribute item) element\(>

(2162) VideoAttributeItem element describes an attribute of Main and Sub Video stream. The attribute value should be same with the corresponding value in EVOB_VTS_ATR, or EVOB_ATR.

(2163) XML Syntax Representation of VideoAttributeItem element:

\[
<\text{VideoAttributeItem} \\
\quad \text{index} = \text{positive integer} \\
\quad \text{codec} = \text{string} \\
\quad \text{sampleAspectRatio} = (169 | 143) \\
\quad \text{horizontalResolution} = \text{positive integer} \\
\quad \text{verticalResolution} = \text{positive integer} \\
\quad \text{encodedFrameRate} = \text{positive integer} \\
\quad \text{bitrate} = \text{positive integer} \\
\quad \text{activeAreaX1} = \text{nonnegative integer} \\
\quad \text{activeAreaY1} = \text{nonnegative integer} \\
\quad \text{activeAreaX2} = \text{nonnegative integer} \\
\quad \text{activeAreaY2} = \text{nonnegative integer} \\
\quad \text{/>}
\]

(2164) (a) index attribute

(2165) Describes the Media Index for the attribute.

(2166) (b) codec attribute

(2167) Describes codec. The value shall be MPEG-2, VC-1, AVC, or MPEG-1. MPEG-1 may be described only for Interoperable Content.

(2168) (c) sampleAspectRatio attribute

(2169) Describes the shape of encoded samples or “pixels”. This attribute can be omitted.

(2170) (d) horizontalResolution attribute

(2171) Describes the number of horizontal samples encoded, not the number of pixels that may be generated from decoding. This attribute can be omitted.

(2172) (e) verticalResolution attribute

(2173) Describes the number of vertical samples encoded, not the number of pixels that may be generated from decoding. This attribute can be omitted.

(2174) (f) encodedFrameRate attribute

(2175) Describes encoded frame rate, which is expressed in frames, not fields (i.e. 30 interlaced frames, not 60 fields). This attribute can be omitted.

(2176) (g) bitrate attribute

(2177) Describes the approximate frame rate of the captured source content. For instance, film would typically indicated “24”, but would have an actual video rate of 23.976 Hz, and may be encoded with repeat field flags at 29.970 Hz. This attribute can be omitted.

(2178) (h) bit rate attribute

(2179) Describes the approximate average bit rate adequate to allow application selection between different streams available based on each player’s available network bandwidth. It is expressed as the number of kilobits per second. This attribute can be omitted.

(2180) (i) activeAreaX1, activeAreaY1, activeAreaX2 and activeAreaY2 attributes

(2181) Describes the active image area in an encoded frame in the case where a solid color fills the encoded area not filled by the image. The active image rectangle is specified based in full screen display coordinates. This attribute can be omitted.

(2182) More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

(2183) A data configuration in the video attribute item element VABITM shown in (d) of FIG. 79B will now be described. The video attribute item element VABITM is written about attribute information of a main video stream MANVD and a sub video stream SUBVD. As described above, contents set in EVOB_VTS_ATR or EVOB_ATR must match with a value set in each attribute information in the video attribute item element VABITM. Media index number information INDEX (a value of index attribute information) in the video attribute item element VABITM matches with an index number MDATNM (a value of mediaAttr attribute information) of a corresponding media attribute element in the media attribute information written in (c) or (f) of FIG. 59C, and referred (specified) by a main video element MANVD and a sub video element SUBVD. Moreover, as a value of codec attribute information representing compression code information VDCDC of video, one of “MPEG-2”, “VC-1”, “AVC” and “MPEG-1” can be selected. The MPEG-1 is used for interoperable contents alone. Additionally, aspect ratio information ASPRT (sampleAspectRatio attribute information) represents an encoded screen displayed for a user or a shape (an aspect ratio) of pixels. As a value which can be taken by the aspect ratio information ASPRT, one of “4:3” indicative of a standard screen size/screen shape and “16:9” indicative of a shape of
a wide screen is set. A description of the aspect ratio
information ASPRIT can be eliminated in the video attribute
item element VABITM. Next horizontal resolution attribute
information HZTRL (horizontalResolution attribute infor-
mation) represents the number of samples (the number of
pixels) in the horizontal direction of an encoded picture. The
value does not represent the number of pixels which can be
generated by decoding. Vertical resolution attribute infor-
mation VTCRL (verticalResolution attribute information)
written after HZTRL represents the number of samples (the
number of pixels) in the vertical direction of an encoded
picture. The value does not represent the number of pixels
which can be obtained as a result of decoding. A descrip-
tion of information concerning the horizontal resolution attribute
information HZTRL and the vertical resolution attribute
information VTCRL can be eliminated. Additionally, encoded
frameRate attribute information represents frame rate
attribute information ENFRRIT at the time of display for a
user. This information is indicative of an encoded frame rate,
it is not represented in the form of the number of frames
rather than the number of fields. For example, in an interlace
display mode in NTSC, 60 fields exist in one second and
correspond to 30 frames. Although the number of fields and
the number of frames are different from each other in the
interlace display mode in this manner, the frame rate
attribute information ENFRRIT at the time of display for a
user represents a frame rate in frames rather than the number of
fields. Further, a description of the frame rate attribute
information ENFRRIT at the time of display for a user can be
eliminated. Next source frame rate attribute information
SOFRRIT (sourceFrameRate attribute information) to be
written represents an “approximate” frame rate of fetched
source contents. That is, although a source frame rate of a
picture film which is displayed in a movie theater is indi-
cated as “24”, an actual video rate is 23.976 Hz. Further-
more, the picture film displayed in the movie theater can be
encoded by using a repeat field flag at 29.970 Hz. In this
embodiment, as a value of the source frame rate attribute
information SOFRRIT, a value of “23.976 or 29.970” is not
written, but a value of “24” or “30” which is as an approxi-
mate frame rate is written. Moreover, a description of this
information can be eliminated. In this embodiment, as
shown in FIGS. 67 and 68, an appropriate network source
can be selected and transferred to a network from a plurality
of network sources based on a network bandwidth corre-
sponding to a network environment in which information
recording and playback apparatus 1 including the advanced
content playback unit ADVPL is placed. Data bit rate (data
transfer rate) information DTBTRIT (bitrate attribute infor-
mation) represents an approximate value with respect to an
average value of respective bit rates when different play-
back/display object streams selected in accordance with a
network environment (a network bandwidth) in which each
information recording and playback apparatus 1 is placed
are transferred. The value (the data bit rate information
DTBTRIT (bitrate attribute information)) will now be
described with reference to an example shown in FIG. 67. In
a network source element NTSELE in a playlist PLIST is
written src attribute information (a storage position (a path)
and a file name of a resource) corresponding to each network
throughput. Exploiting a list of the network source elements
NTSELE can select an optimum object file corresponding to
a network throughput in each network environment. For
example, in case of modem communication using a tele-
phone line, a network throughput of 56 Kbps alone can be
obtained. In this case, S-EV0B.ID.EV0 becomes an object
file optimum for the network environment in which a playback/display object stream is recorded. Furthermore,
in case of a network environment using optical communi-
cation or the like, 1 Mbps can be guaranteed as a network
throughput. Data transfer of an E-EV0B.HD.DV0 file
having high-definition picture information is appropriate for
a user having a network environment with such a high
network throughput. An optimum source to be selected
varies depending on each network environment in this
manner, and an approximate value of an average value with
respect to 1 Mbps and 56 Kbps is (1000+56)+2=528+500.
Therefore, the value “500” is written in the source frame rate
attribute information SOFRRIT. As described above, a value
of the source frame rate attribute information SOFRRIT is
represented in the form of a numeric figure in Kbit/s. Infor-
mation of active area coordinates from activeAreaX1
attribute information to activeAreaY2 attribute information
written in the video attribute item element VABITM is indica-
tive of an active image area in a frame which is displayed
for a user after encoding. The active image area of a
frame which is encoded and displayed for a user is not
filled with an image, but it includes a region which is filled
with a fixed homochromatic color, e.g., black. For example,
when a standard screen is displayed in a TV wide screen,
black stripes may be displayed on both sides of the TV wide
screen in some cases. In this example, a region correspond-
ing to the TV wide screen including the black stripes on both
sides rather than the standard screen (an image region)
represents the “active image region in a frame which is
encoded and displayed for a user”. A square region of the
active image is defined as a region specified in a display
coordinate system (a canvas coordinate system ENCRRD
shown in FIG. 40) of a full screen. Furthermore, display of
the attribute information can be eliminated. In the active
image region.

[2184] ActiveAreaX1 attribute information represents an
X coordinate value APAXX1 at an upper left end position of
a video display screen in an aperture;

[2185] ActiveAreaY1 attribute information represents a Y
coordinate value APAYY1 at an upper left end position of
the video display screen in the aperture;

[2186] ActiveAreaX2 attribute information represents an
X coordinate value APAXX2 at a lower right end position of
the video display screen in the aperture; and

[2187] ActiveAreaY2 attribute information represents a Y
coordinate value APAYY2 at a lower right end position of
the video display screen in the aperture.

[2188] A specific image concerning the attribute informa-
tion will now be described with reference to FIG. 84(c). In
a display screen example shown in FIG. 84(c), it is assumed
that a coordinate position at an upper left end of a screen of
a main title 31 constituted of main video MANVD in a
primary video set PRMSVB is represented as (Xp1, Yp1), and
a coordinate position at a lower right end of the main title 31
is represented as (Xp2, Yp2). In a description example of
FIG. 84(a), the coordinate values at the upper left end and
the lower right end are written in a video attribute item
element VABITM in which media index number informa-
tion INDEX (index attribute information) in media attribute
information MDATRI has a value “10 (a correspondence
relationship with FIG. 84(c) is indicated by a broken line β and a broken line γ). Further, as shown in FIG. 84(e), a consideration will be given as to a case where a coordinate at an upper left end of a screen of sub video SUBVD in a secondary video set SCDVS is defined as (Xs1, Ys1) and a coordinate at a lower right end of the same is specified as (Xs2, Ys2). In the description example of FIG. 84(a), the coordinate values are written in a video attribute item element VABITM in which a value of media index number information INDEX (index attribute information) is set to “2” in the media attribute information MDATR. A correspondence relationship between the coordinate values specified in FIG. 84(c) and the coordinate values written in FIG. 84(a) is indicated by a broken line δ and a broken line ε. Then, when a value of an index number MDATNM (mediaAttr attribute information) of a corresponding media attribute element in media attribute information of a main video element MANVD in a primary audio video clip element PRAVCP is set to “1” in object mapping information OBMAPI (track number assignment information) included in title element information TTELEM in title information TTINFO shown in FIG. 84(a), a value of the media index number information INDEX is associated with the video attribute item element VABITM in accordance with a relationship indicated by an alternate long and short dash line η. As a result, a display screen region of the main video element MANVD written in the primary audio video clip element PRAVCP is set as a region of the main title 31 shown in FIG. 84(c). Moreover, likewise, when a value of an index number MDATNM (mediaAttr attribute information) of a corresponding media attribute element in media attribute information in a sub video element SUBVD is set to “2” in a secondary audio video clip element SACVCP, the media index number information INDEX (a value of the index attribute information) is linked with a video attribute item element VABITM set as “2” as shown in a correspondence relationship indicated by an alternate long and short dash line ξ. As a result, a screen display size of the sub video element SUBVD written in the secondary audio video clip element SACVCP is set as a region of the sub video element SUBVD in the secondary video set SCDVS shown in FIG. 84(c).

(a) index attribute

(b) codec attribute

Describes codec of the codec. The value is 2 bitRCL, or 8 bitRCL.

More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

A data configuration in a sub-picture attribute item element SPAITM shown in (e) of FIG. 79B will now be described. The sub-picture attribute item element SPAITM describes attribute information of a sub-picture stream (a sub-picture stream SUBPT). Each attribute information value written in the sub-picture attribute item element SPAITM must match with contents set in EVOB_VTS_ATR or EVOB_ATR as mentioned above. Media index number information INDEX (index attribute information) in the sub-picture attribute item element SPAITM is referred by using a sub-picture stream number SPOSTRN (streamNumber attribute information) of a sub-picture pack corresponding to a track number shown in (e) of FIG. 59C. Additionally, as a value set for compression code information SCPDC (codec attribute information) of a sub-picture, one of “2 bitRCL (run-length compression)” and “8 bitRCL (run-length compression)” is set.

As shown in FIG. 80(a), a playlist file PLLST includes configuration information CFGF1. Information concerning systematic configuration parameters is written in the configuration information CFGF1.

<Configuration element>

The Configuration element consists of a set of System Configuration for Advanced Content.

XML Syntax Representation of Configuration element:

```
<Configuration>
  StreamingBuffer
  Aperture
  MainVideoDefaultColor
  NetworkTimeout ?
  <Configuration>
</Configuration>
```

Content of Configuration element shall be a list of system configuration.

More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

FIG. 80(b) shows a data configuration in the configuration information CFGF1. The configuration information CFGF1 is written in the form of a configuration element. The configuration element is constituted of set information of a system configuration concerning advanced contents ADVCT. Further, contents of the configuration element are formed of a list of information concerning system information. The list concerning the system configuration is made up of various kinds of elements, i.e., a streaming buffer element STRBUF, an aperture element APTR, a main video default color element MVDCL, and a network timeout element NTTMOT.

FIG. 80(c) shows a data configuration in the streaming buffer element STRBUF. Required size information of a streaming buffer STRBUF in the data cache.
DTCCH is written in the streaming buffer element STRBUF. As shown in FIG. 25, a secondary video set SCDSV stored in the network server NTSRV must be temporarily stored in the streaming buffer STRBUF in the data cache DTCCH before played back/displayed for a user by the advanced content playback unit ADVPL. When the advanced content playback unit ADVPL actually displays the secondary video set SCDSV, the secondary video set SCDSV temporarily stored in the streaming buffer STRBUF is read, and display processing for a user is executed while transferring the read set to the secondary video player SCDVP. At this time, as shown in FIG. 25, a playback/display object temporarily stored in the streaming buffer STRBUF is the secondary video set SCDSV alone, and many other display/playback objects are temporarily stored in the file cache FLCCH in the data cache DTCCH. Therefore, when the secondary video set SCDSV is not included in advanced contents ADVC in supplied by a content provider, a setting region for the streaming buffer STRBUF does not have to be provided in the data cache DTCCH. When the streaming buffer element STRBUF is arranged in the configuration information CONFG, it is possible to recognize a memory region size of the streaming buffer STRBUF required for storage of the secondary video set SCDSV (see FIG. 25) which is previously transferred from the network server NTSRV before display for a user, thereby smoothly executing transfer processing of the secondary video set SCDSV. In this manner, a memory size of the streaming buffer STRBUF which must be set in advance in the data cache DTCCH requested by a creator (a content provider) who creates advanced contents ADVC with respect to the advanced content playback unit ADVPL becomes a “streaming buffer size STBFSZ (size attribute information) which must be previously set” shown in FIG. 80(c). The advanced content playback unit ADVPL changes a configuration (a memory space allocated to the streaming buffer STRBUF) in the data cache DTCCH during sequence processing at the time of startup. Setting of the configuration (the memory space allocated to the streaming buffer STRBUF) in the data cache DTCCH is carried out as a part of the processing described at the step 562 in FIG. 51. A value of the “streaming buffer size STBFSZ (size attribute information) which must be previously set” is written in a unit of “kilobyte (1024 bytes)”. For example, when 1 Mb must be set as the streaming buffer STRBUF size, a value “1024” is set as a value of the streaming buffer size STBFSZ (size attribute information) which must be previously set. Since a unit of the value to be written is the unit of 1024 bytes as described above, when byte conversion of the total streaming buffer STRBUF size is performed, a value of 1024x1024 bytes is obtained, which is substantially equal to 1 MB. Furthermore, a value written in the “streaming buffer size STBFSZ (size attribute information) which must be previously set” must be written in the form of a positive number value (a fractional figure is rounded up to be displayed). Moreover, this value must be set as an even number. That is because setting of the memory space of the data cache DTCCH in the advanced content playback unit ADVPL is performed in bits (bytes). Therefore, setting a value of the “streaming buffer size STBFSZ which must be previously set” to an even number value in accordance with processing in bits can facilitate processing in the advanced content playback units ADVPL in bytes.

[2206] <Aperture element>

[2207] Aperture element describes the full visible image size.

[2208] XML Syntax Representation of Aperture element:

```
<Aperture
  size = (1920x1080 | 1280x720)
/>
```

[2209] (a) size attribute

[2210] Describes the full visible image size.

[2211] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[2212] FIG. 80(d) shows a data configuration in an aperture element APTR in the configuration information CONFG. The aperture element APTR represents full-size information of an image which can be displayed (seen) in a screen to be displayed for a user. The aperture size information APTRSZ (size attribute information) represents information of a full image size which can be seen (displayed) by a user as described above, and one of “1920x1080” and “1280x720” can be set. The aperture size information APTRSZ is indicative of a full size of an aperture APTR (a graphic region) in a graphic plane shown in FIG. 40. In FIG. 40, (1920, 1080) is written as a coordinate value at a lower right position of a bold frame showing the aperture APTR (the graphic region), and a value “1920x1080” is set as a value of the aperture size information APTRSZ in this case. FIG. 84 shows a specific embodiment of setting the aperture size information APTRSZ. In a display screen example shown in FIG. 84(c), a coordinate at an upper left position of an entire screen enclosed with a black frame is (0, 0), and a coordinate value at a lower right position of the same is (Xa, Ya). The coordinate (Xa, Ya) is the aperture size information APTRSZ, and this value is written in the aperture size information APTRSZ in the aperture element APTR in accordance with a correspondence line indicated by a broken line α. As a description example in this case, a value “XαYα” is set.

[2213] <MainVideoDefaultColor (main video default color) element>

[2214] MainVideoDefaultColor element describes the Outer Frame Color for Main Video, which is the color of Main Video plane out side of the Main Video.

[2215] XML Syntax Representation of MainVideoDefaultColor element:

```
<MainVideoDefaultColor
  color = string
/>
```

[2216] (a) color attribute

[2217] Describes the Y, Cr, Cb color in 6 hex digits. The value shall be in following format:

[2218] color = Y CrCb

[2219] Y, Cr, Cb=[0-9A-F][0-9A-F]
where \(16 \leq Y \leq 235\), \(16 \leq \text{Cb} \leq 240\), \(16 \leq \text{Cr} \leq 240\).

More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

**FIG. 80(e)** shows a data configuration in a main video default color element MVDCTL included in the configuration information CONFIGI. The main video default color element MVDCTL describes contents of an outer frame color with respect to main video MANVD. The outer frame color with respect to the main video MANVD means an outer background color in a main video plane MNVDPL (see **FIG. 39**) concerning the main video MANVD. For example, a size of a screen which is displayed for a user is set in a video attribute item element VABITM based on information of activeAreaX1 to activeAreaY2 described in (d) of **FIG. 79B**, and an index number MDATNM (mediaAttr attribute information) of a corresponding media attribute element in media attribute information shown in (c) of **FIG. 59C** is used to establish a link with the video attribute item element VABITM based on the corresponding main video MANVD, thereby setting the display screen size of the main video MANVD. If a user watches a television having a screen with a wider lateral width (a wide screen) than a screen which is actually displayed, both ends of the television screen become regions where the display screen of the main video MANVD does not exist. This region means an outer part in the main video plane MNVDPL, and a color of the region where the picture (the main video MANVD) is not displayed is set by “outer frame attribute information COLAT (color attribute information) with respect to the main video”. A value set for the outer frame attribute information COLAT (color attribute information) with respect to the main video represents colors Y, Cr and Cb in the form of six hexagonal digital data. A specific set value is written in the following format.

**Color=XYZ CrCb**

\[ Y, \ Cr, \ \text{Cb} = \{0-9A-F, 0-9A-F\} \]

where, conditions as values set for Y, Cb and Cr are set as follows.

\[ 16 \leq Y \leq 235, \ 16 \leq \text{Cb} \leq 240, \ 16 \leq \text{Cr} \leq 240 \]

In this embodiment, the “outer frame attribute information COLAT (color attribute information) with respect to the main video” is not simply set to red or blue, but it is represented in the form of colors Y, Cr and Cb, thereby displaying richly expressive colors for a user.

**<NetworkTimeout (network timeout) element>**

Timeout element describes the timeout of network request.

**XML Syntax Representation of Timeout element:**

```xml
<NetworkTimeout
  timeout = nonNegativeInteger
/>```

(a) timeout attribute

Describes the milliseconds for timeout.

More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

**FIG. 80(f)** shows a data configuration in a network timeout element NTTMOT existing in the configuration information CONFIGI. The network timeout element NTTMOT is indicative of a timeout period required in the network. In this embodiment, a necessary playback/display object and its management information are downloaded from the network server NTSRV through the network. When network communication is disabled due to a problem in a network environment, a network communication line must be automatically disconnected. A time taken until the network line is disconnected after network communication is disabled is defined as a timeout period. Timeout setting information NTCNTO (timeout attribute information) at the time of network connection is written in a unit of mS.

As shown in **FIG. 12**, a manifest MNFS or a manifest MNFS with an advanced subtitle is referred to by a playlist PLLST. This situation is illustrated in detail in **FIG. 18**. That is, a file name referred as an index at the time of playback/usage by an AdvancedSubtitleSegment ADSTSG which manages the advanced subtitle ADSBT is a manifest file MNFS. Moreover, a file which is referred as an index at the time of playback/usage by an ApplicationSegment APPLSG which manages an advanced application ADAPI is a manifest file MNFS of the advanced application. **FIG. 81** shows data configurations in the manifest file MNFS of the advanced subtitle and the manifest file MNFS of the advanced application.

**<Manifest File>**

The Manifest File is the initialization information of the Advanced Application for a Title. Player shall launch an Advanced Application in accordance with the information in the Manifest file. The Advanced Application consists of a presentation of Markup file and execution of Script.

The initialization information described in a Manifest file is as follows:

- **Initial Markup file to be executed**
- **Script file(s) to be executed in the Application Startup Process**
- **Manifest File shall be encoded as well-formed XML, subject to the rules in XML Document File. The document type of the Playlist file shall follow in this section.**
- More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

The manifest file MNFS is indicative of initial (initial setting) information of an advanced application ADAPI, corresponding to a title. The advanced content playback unit ADVPL, in the information recording and playback apparatus I shown in **FIG. 1** performs execution/display processing of the advanced application ADAPI based on information written in the manifest file MNFS. The advanced application ADAPI is made up of display processing based on markup MRKUP and execution processing based on a script SCRPT. The initial (initial setting)
information written in the manifest MNFST represents the following contents.

[2244] A first markup file MRKUP to be executed.
[2245] A script file SCRIPT which should be executed in startup processing of an application.

[2246] The manifest file MNFST is written based on XML, and encoded based on XML grammar. A data configuration in the manifest file MNFST is formed of an application element shown in FIG. 81(a). The application element tag is formed of application element ID information MNAPID and base URI information MNFURI (xml: base attribute information) of a corresponding element. When the application element ID information MNAPID is provided in the application element tag, reference can be made to the application element ID information MNAPID based on an API command as shown in FIGS. 59A to 59C, thereby facilitating retrieval of a corresponding application element based on the API command. Additionally, a region element RGNELE, a script element SCRELE, a markup element MRKKELE and a resource element RESELE can be included as child elements in the application element.

[2247] <Region element>
[2248] The region element defines a layout region within a layout plan.
[2249] XML Syntax Representation of Application element:

```xml
<Region
  x = nonNegativeInteger
  y = nonnegativeInteger
  width = nonNegativeInteger
  height = nonnegativeInteger
/>
```

[2250] Content elements are laid out in this region.

[2251] (a) x attribute
[2252] Describes the x axis value of the initial position of the region on the Canvas.

[2253] (b) y attribute
[2254] Describes the y axis value of the initial position of the region on the Canvas.

[2255] (c) width attribute
[2256] Describes the width of the region in Canvas coordinates.

[2257] (d) height attribute
[2258] Describes the height of the region in Canvas coordinates.

[2259] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[2260] FIG. 81(b) shows a data configuration in a region element RGNELE which can be arranged in an application element depicted in FIG. 81(a). As shown in FIG. 39, respective layers, i.e., a main video plane MNVDPFL, a sub video plane SBVDPFL, a sub-picture plane SBPCPL, a graphic plane GRPHPL and a cursor plane CHERPL exist in a display screen which is displayed for a user, and a composite screen in which the respective layers are combined is displayed for a user as shown in a lower part of FIG. 39. Of the respective layers, the graphic plane GRPHPL is processed as a display screen layer concerning an advanced application ADAPL in this embodiment. An entire screen of the graphic plane GRPHPL shown in FIG. 39 is defined as an aperture APTR (a graphic region). Further, as shown in a lower screen in FIG. 39, a region where respective buttons from a help icon 33 to FF button 38 are arranged is defined as an application region APPRGN as shown in the graphic plane GRPHPL. The application region APPRGN represents a screen region in which advanced contents ADVCT corresponding to an advanced application are displayed in this embodiment, and an arrangement position and a region dimension of the application region APPRGN in the aperture APTR (the graphic region) are written in a region element RGNELE shown in FIG. 81(b). A method of arranging the application region APPRGN in the aperture APTR (the graphic region) will now be described in detail with reference to FIG. 40. As shown in FIG. 40, a region in the graphic plane GRPHPL is called a canvas. Furthermore, a coordinate system which specifies an arrangement position of each application region APPRGN on the canvas is defined as a canvas coordinate CNVCRD. In the embodiment shown in FIG. 40, application regions APPRGN #1 to #3 set are set on the canvas coordinate CNVCRD. An outline part in the application region APPRGN #1 is called a position of a graphical object. In this embodiment, the graphic object may be called a content element in some cases. One graphic object (a content element) corresponds to each icon or button such as a help icon 33 or a stop button 34 shown in a lower part of FIG. 39 in a one-on-one relationship. That is, an arrangement position and a display screen size of the help icon 33 or the stop button 34 in the application region APPRGN #1 are defined by a coordinate value (x1, y1) in the application region APPRGN #1. The arrangement position and a display size of the graphic object (the content element) such as a help icon 33 or a stop button 34 in the application region APPRGN #1 are respectively written in a markup file MRKUPXXML as described with an asterisk below the markup element MRKELE in FIG. 84(b). As shown in FIG. 40, an X axis in the canvas coordinate CNVCRD represents a lateral direction of a screen which is displayed to a user, and a right-hand direction is a plus direction. A unit of a coordinate value in the X axis direction is indicated as a value of the number of pixels from an origin position. Further, a Y axis in the canvas coordinate CNVCRD represents a vertical direction of the screen which is displayed for a user, and a lower direction is a plus direction. A unit of a coordinate value in the X axis direction is also indicated as a value of the number of pixels from the origin position. An upper left end position of the aperture APTR (the graphic region) in this embodiment is the origin position of the canvas coordinate CNVCRD (a position of (0, 0) in the canvas coordinate system). As a result, a screen size of the aperture APTR (the graphic region) is specified by the canvas coordinate CNVCRD at a lower right end position in the aperture APTR (the graphic region). In the example shown in FIG. 40, a screen displayed for a user has a size of 1920x1080, and a canvas coordinate value at a lower right end position in the aperture APTR (the graphic region) becomes (1920, 1080). An arrangement position of the application region APPRGN #1 in the aperture APTR (the
display size/display position setting method for each graphic object (a content element) in the markup MRKUP (in a case where the descriptions of the information are eliminated).

[2261] <Script element>

[2262] The Script element describes a Script file for the Advanced Application to be evaluated as global code in the Application Startup Process.

[2263] XML Syntax Representation of Script element:

```xml
<Script
  id = ID
  src = ssyURI
/>
```

[2264] At the application startup, Script Engine shall load the script file referred by URI in the src attribute, and then execute it as global code. [ECMA 10.2.10 ]

[2265] (a) src attribute

[2266] Describes the URI for the initial script file.

[2267] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[2268] FIG. 81(c) shows a data configuration in a script element SCRELE. The script SCRIPT in this embodiment is based on Global Code (ECMA 10.2.10) which is set in the international standardization of ECMAScript. The script element SCRELE describes contents of a script file SCRIPT concerning an advanced application ADAPL carried out in startup processing of an application. When an application is started up, the navigation manager NVMG shown in FIG. 44 makes reference to a URI (a uniform resource identifier) written in src attribute information to download a script file SCRIPT which is used first. Immediately after this operation, the ECMAScript processor ECMAScript interprets information of the downloaded script file SCRIPT based on Global Code (an ECMAScript defined in ECMA 10.2.10), and performs execution processing in accordance with a result of interpretation. As shown in FIG. 81(c), script element ID information SCRITID and src attribute information are written in the script element SCRELE. Since the script element ID information SCRITID exists in the script element SCRELE, reference can be readily made to a specific script element SCRELE by using an API command, thereby facilitating API command processing. Further, the src attribute information represents a storage position SRCSCR of a script file which is used first, and it is written in the form of a URI (a uniform resource identifier).

[2269] <Markup element>

[2270] The Markup element describes the initial Markup file for the Advanced Application.

[2271] XML Syntax Representation of Markup element:

```xml
<Markup
  id = ID
  src = ssyURI
/>
```
In the application startup, after the initial Script file execution if it exists, Advanced Navigation shall load the Markup file referred by URI in the src attribute.

(a) src attribute

Describes the URI for the initial Markup file.

More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

A markup element MARKUP whose data configuration is shown in FIG. 81(d) in detail is indicative of a file name and a storage position (a path) of a markup file which is displayed first with respect to an advanced application ADAPL. As shown in an example of FIG. 81(a), when a script element SCRELE is written in an application element, an initial script file defined in the script element SCRELE is executed first at the time of starting up an application. Then, the advanced application manager ADAMNG in the navigation manager NVMNG shown in FIG. 28 makes reference to a URI (a uniform resource identifier) specified in src attribute information defined in the markup element MARKUP to load a corresponding markup file MARKUP. In this manner, the src attribute information shown in FIG. 81(c) represents a storage position SRCSCR (a storage position (a path) and a file name) of a script file which is used first, and it is written in the form of a URI (a uniform resource identifier). Furthermore, as shown in FIG. 82, when markup element ID information MARKID depicted in FIG. 81(d) is utilized to make reference to the markup element MARKUP based on an API command, API command processing can be facilitated.

The Resource element describes the resource used by the Advanced Application. All Resource used by Advanced Application shall be described by Resource element, except for API Managed Area.

XML Syntax Representation of Resource element:

```
<Resource
    id = ID
    src = anyURI
/>
```

Playlist Manager shall activate the Advanced Application after all Resources in Manifest are loaded into File Cache.

(a) src attribute

Describes the URI for the source location of the Resource. The value shall be the absolute URI for one of the src attribute value described in Resource Information element in Playlist. Relative URI shall not be used for this value.

More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

A resource element RESELE whose data configuration is shown in FIG. 81(c) in detail will now be described. The resource element RESELE represents information of a resource used in an advanced application ADAPL. Moreover, all resources used in the advanced application ADAPL except an API management region must be written in a list of the resource elements RESELE. A resource specified in a list of the resource elements RESELE in the manifest MNFST is loaded into the file cache FLCH. Then, the playlist manager PLMNG in the navigation manager NVMNG allows a corresponding advanced application ADAPL to enter an execution state. The src attribute information in the resource element RESELE shown in FIG. 81(e) represents a storage position SRCSCR (a storage position (a path) and a file name) of a corresponding resource, and it is written in the form of a URI (a uniform resource identifier). A value of the storage position SRCSCR of the corresponding resource must be written by using a later-described URI (a uniform resource identifier) indicative of a position where the resource has been originally stored, and it represents one of src attribute information values written in resource information elements (resource information RESRC1) defined in a playlist PLLST. That is, when a list of network source elements NTSELE is provided in the resource information RESRC1 shown in (c) of FIG. 63B or (e) of FIG. 66C, an optimum resource according to a network throughput in a network environment of the information recording and playback apparatus 1 of a user can be selected with respect to the same contents as shown in FIG. 67 or 68. In this manner, the network source elements NTSELE having src attribute information in which respective storage positions (paths) and file names of resources are written are respectively set with respect to the plurality of resources having the same advanced contents ADVCT (having different detailed attributes such as resolutions or modified statuses of a display screen). A value of a URI (a uniform resource identifier) specified in the src attribute information in a parent element (a title resource element shown in (d) of FIG. 66B or an application resource element APRELE shown in (d) of FIG. 63C) in which the network source element NTSELE is set must be set as a value of a storage position SRCSCR of a corresponding resource shown in FIG. 81(c). As described above in conjunction with FIG. 68, when the network environment of the information recording and playback apparatus 1 does not satisfy network throughput conditions specified in the network source element NTSELE, a storage position (a path) and a file name specified in the src attribute information in the title resource element or the application resource element APRELE are accessed, and hence setting the storage position SRCSCR of the corresponding resource shown in FIG. 81(e) by the above-described method can make access irrespective of the network environment of the information recording and playback unit ADVP can be facilitated.

At last, FIG. 84 shows a relationship between a data configuration in a manifest file MNFST depicted in FIG. 81 and a layout in a display screen which is displayed for a user.

FIG. 84(c) shows an example of a display screen displayed for a user. According to the display example shown in FIG. 84(c), various kinds of buttons from a play button 34 to an FF button 38 are arranged on a lower side of the screen. An entire region in which the various buttons from the play button 34 to the FF button 38 are arranged is defined as an application region APPRGN. The display screen example shown in FIG. 84(c) corresponds to a canvas coordinate system CNVR, and an upper left end position
of the screen corresponds to a coordinate (0, 0) in the canvas coordinate system CNVCRD. Based on the canvas coordinate system CNVCRD, a coordinate at an upper left end of the application region APPRGN is expressed as (Xr, Yr). As described above, an arrangement position of the application region APPRGN is written in a region element RNFILE in the manifest file MFNST. The above-described (Xr, Yr) coordinate value is written in the form of "Xr" and "Yr" in the region element RNFILE as shown in FIG. 84(b), and a correspondence relationship is indicated by a broken line v. Additionally, in the display screen example shown in FIG. 84(c), a width of the application region APPRGN is denoted by rwidth, and a height of the same is defined as rheight. The width rwidth of the application region APPRGN is written as a value of a width WIDTH of an application region in the canvas coordinate system in the region element RNFILE as indicated by a broken line ë, and a value of the height rheight of the application region APPRGN is likewise written as a value of a height HEIGHT of the application region in the canvas coordinate system in the region element RNFILE as indicated by a broken line π. Further, an arrangement position and a display size of the stop button 34 or the play button 35 in the application region APPRGN shown in FIG. 84(c) are specified in a corresponding markup file MRKUPXMU as indicated by a description following an asterisk "**" written immediately after the markup element MRKELT depicted in FIG. 84(b). Further, a file name and a storage position (a path) with respect to the markup file MRKUPXMU indicative of an arrangement and a size of the stop button 34 or the play button 35 are set as values of src attribute information in the markup element MRKELT.

According to this embodiment, in various kinds of elements arranged in a playlist PLIST, each of a title element TETELM, a playlist application element PLALEL, a primary audio video clip element PRVACP, a secondary audio video clip element SCVACP, a substitute audio video clip element SBVACP, a substitute audio clip element SBADCP, an advanced subtitle segment element ADSTSG, an application segment element APPLSG, a chapter element, a pause-at element PAUSEL, and an event element EVNTEL has ID information therein as shown in FIG. 82(a) and each of various elements from a streaming buffer element STRBUF to a scheduled control list element does not have ID information therein as shown on a right-hand side in FIG. 82(a). In this embodiment, as shown in FIG. 82(c), ID information is set at a leading position of an element to which reference is made relatively often in response to an API command. In accordance with this configuration, the ID information is used to make reference to a specific element from the API command. As a result, access control processing with respect to each element based on the API command becomes easy, thereby facilitating access control/processing with respect to each element based on the API command. Furthermore, since the ID information is arranged at the top of each element, the playlist manager PLMLNG (see FIG. 28) can readily retrieve the ID information in each element. Moreover, this embodiment is characterized in that the "ID information" is utilized for identification of each element in place of specifying a "number". As shown in FIG. 51 or FIGS. 3A and 3B, a playlist PLIST can be updated. If a "number" is given for identification of each element, processing to shift the number is required every time the playlist PLIST is updated. On the other hand, when the "ID information" is specified for identification of each element, the ID information does not have to be changed at the time of updating the playlist PLIST. Therefore, there can be obtained characteristics that change processing at the time of updating the playlist can be facilitated. FIG. 82(b) shows a utilization example of the ID information in each element based on an API command. As a position utilizing example according to this embodiment, title ID information TTID (see (b) of FIG. 24A) can be specified based on an API command to execute transition processing of titles. Moreover, as another utilization example, chapter element ID information CHPTID (see (d) of FIG. 24B) can be specified based on an API command to effect control over access to a specific chapter.

A storage position of data or a file which is stored in the data cache DTCCH and a download method corresponding to the storage position are described in conjunction with FIGS. 64A and 64B, FIGS. 65A to 65D, FIG. 70, FIG. 71, FIGS. 54A and 54B, FIGS. 55A and 55B, FIGS. 56A and 56B, FIGS. 63A to 63C, FIGS. 66A to 66C and FIG. 67, respectively. For the purpose of summing up the contents mentioned above, a description example in a playlist focusing on a description about a storage position of each playback/display object and handling of a storage position of each playback/display object corresponding to this description example will now be explained with reference to FIG. 83. FIG. 83(a) shows an example of a screen displayed for a user. In a screen displayed for a user, a main title 31 displayed by main video MANVD in a primary video set PRMVS is displayed on an upper left side, and sub video SUBVD in a secondary video set SCVDVS is displayed on an upper right side. Further, various buttons from the stop button 34 to the FF button 38 corresponding to an advanced application ADAPI are arranged on a lower side of the screen, and a telop character 39 constituted of an advanced subtitle ADSBT is displayed on an upper side in the main title 31. In the example shown in FIG. 83, the main video MANVD in the primary video set PRMVS constituting the main title 31 and its relevant information are stored in the information storage medium DISC as shown in FIG. 83(b). The information concerning the main video MANVD in the primary video set PRMVS is stored at a directory (a folder) /VIDVDV_TS/ in the primary video set PRMVS, a file name corresponding to a time map PTMAP of the primary video set is RMVS_MAP, a file name corresponding to enhanced video object information EVOBI is PRMVS.VTI, and a file name corresponding to a primary enhanced video object P-EVOB is PRMVS.VTO. Furthermore, it is assumed that a relevant file of the sub video SUBVD in the secondary video set SCVDVS is stored in the network server as shown in FIG. 83(c). An address of the corresponding network server NTSRV in the network (URL: uniform resource location) is www.toshiba.co.jp, and a relevant file is stored at a directory (a folder) of SUBVD. As shown in FIG. 83(c), there are an SCVDVS1.EVO file having a high resolution and a high network throughput required at the time of transfer and an SCVDVS2.EVO file which has a low resolution, may have a low network throughput at the time of transfer and has a secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB recorded therein as corresponding sub video SUBVD, and each of SCVDVS1.MAP and SCVDVS2.MAP are stored as a time map STMAP of a secondary video set used in each secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB file. In this embodiment, the secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB and the file of the time map STMAP of the secondary video set which is used
for this object (makes reference to the file) are stored at the same directory (a folder) in the same network server NTSRV together, and their file names excluding extensions are set to match with each other. Additionally, a file concerning an advanced subtitle ADSBT which represents the telop character 39 is stored in the network server NTSRV shown in FIG. 83(d). It is assumed that an address name of the network server NTSRV (URL: uniform resource location) is www.ando.co.jp and various kinds of files are stored in a title TITLE folder (a directory) at this address. A file name of a manifest file MNFST used when accessing the advanced subtitle ADSBT is MNSFSTS.XML, there are three markup MKRUPS files of the advanced subtitle in which a display character when displaying the telop character 39, its display position and its display size are defined, and file names of these files are set as MKRUPS1.XAS, MKRUPS2.XAS and MKRUPS3.XAS, respectively. A display situation and modification of the telop character 39 which is displayed in accordance with a network environment of a user vary depending on each markup file MKRP, and a value of a network throughput required for download in the file cache FLCH also varies. A font conversion table used in the MKRUPS1.XAS is recorded in FONT1.XAS, and a font file used in the MKRUPS2.XAS is MKRUPS2.XAS. Additionally, a resource file concerning the advanced application ADAIP from the stop button 34 to the FF button 38 shown in FIG. 83(a) is stored in a route in the persistent storage PRSTR depicted in FIG. 83(e), and a playlist file of a playlist PLLST having a data configuration illustrated in FIG. 83(f) is stored in the same persistent storage PRSTR under a file name PLLST.XPL. Further, a file name of a manifest file MNFST stored in the persistent storage PRSTR is MNSFST.XML, and a file name of a corresponding markup file MKRP is MKRUPXML. Furthermore, images of respective buttons from the stop button 34 to the FF button 38 shown in FIG. 83(a) are stored in the form of JPG, and each of these images is stored under a file name IMAGE_***.JPG. Furthermore, a script file SCRPT corresponding to processing provoked when a user sets the various kinds of buttons is stored in the form of SCRPT_***.JS. A file name and storage destination information of a time map file STMAP (PRMVS.MAP) stored in the information recording medium DISC in accordance with the main video MANVD in the primary video set PRMVS representing the main title 31 are written in a description section of an index information file storage position SRCTMP (src attribute information) of a playback/display object to be referred to in a primary audio video clip element PRAVC in existing in the playlist PLLST as shown in FIG. 83(f). In this embodiment, as shown in FIG. 12, a time map PTMAP (PRMVS.MAP) of the primary video set is first accessed in accordance with a storage position SRCRMT written in the src attribute information in the primary audio video clip element PRAVC. Then, a file name (PRMVS.VTS) of enhanced video object information EVOBI which is referred to is extracted from the time map PTMAP (a PRMVS.MAP file) in the primary video set, and this file is accessed. Subsequently, a file name (PRMVS.EVOB) of a primary enhanced video object P-EVOB which is referred to is read in the enhanced video object information EVOBI (a PRMVS.VTS file), a PRMVS.EVOB file in which the primary enhanced video object P-EVOB is recorded is accessed, and this file is downloaded into the data cache DTCCH. Furthermore, a storage position of one time map file (SCDVS.MAP) in a plurality of time map files STMAP shown in FIG. 83(c) is written in an index information file storage position SRCRMT (src attribute information) of a playback/display object to be referred to in a secondary audio video clip element SCAVC in. Moreover, file names (SCDVS2.MAP) of the remaining time maps STMAP in the secondary video set are written in src attribute information in a network source element NTSELE arranged in a corresponding secondary audio video clip element SCAVC. Allowable minimum value information NTTTRT (network throughput attribute information) of a network throughput which is guaranteed when downloading a corresponding secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB into the data cache DTCCH is written in the network source element NTSELE. As shown in FIG. 67, the playlist manager PLMNG in the navigation manager NVMNG previously has information of a network throughput in a network environment where the information recording and playback apparatus 1 is placed. The playlist manager PLMNG reads a value of the allowable minimum value information NTTTRT (the network throughput attribute information) of a network throughput in the network source element NTSELE written in the secondary audio video clip element SCAVC, selects a file name of a secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB which should be loaded into the data cache DTCCH in accordance with a judgment rule shown in FIG. 68, and performs control to access a time map STMAP of a secondary video set which is stored in the same folder and has the same file name except an extension. At the time of download into the data cache DTCCH, the selected time map STMAP file of the secondary video set is first downloaded, a name of a secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB file referred to in the time map STMAP of the secondary video set is read, and then the secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB file is downloaded in accordance with the read file name. Moreover, a storage position (a path) and a file name of the manifest file MNSFSTS (MNSFSTS.XML) shown in FIG. 83(d) are written in manifest file storage position SRCMNF (src attribute information) information of an advanced subtitle in an advanced subtitle segment element ADSTS. File names and storage positions (paths) of files other than the manifest file MNSFST stored in the network server NTSRV shown in FIG. 83(d) are written in src attribute information in an application resource element APRELE or a network source element NTSELE in the advanced subtitle segment element ADSTS. As described above, a plurality of markup files MKRUPS (MKRUPS1.XAS, MKRUPS2.XAS and MKRUPS3.XAS) having different network throughputs in data transfer in accordance with a modifying situation or a font when displaying an advanced subtitle are recorded in the network server NTSRV, and a plurality of font files FONTS (FONTS1.XAS and FONTS2.XAS) also exist in the network server NTSRV. Allowable minimum value information NTTTRT of a network throughput required when downloading each markup file MKRP and each font file FNT in the file cache FLCH is written in a network source element NTSELE in the advanced subtitle segment element ADSTS. For example, according to information of the network source element NTSELE in the advanced subtitle segment element ADSTS shown in FIG. 83(f), allowable minimum value information NTTTRT of a network throughput guaranteed when downloading MKRUPS3.XAS as a markup file file MKRUPS into the file cache is 56 Kbps, and a
value of allowable minimum value information NTRPRT of a network throughput required when downloading the MKRPUS2.XAS file into the file cache DTCCH is 1 Mbps. The playlist manager PLMNG in the navigation manager NVMG makes reference to a value of the network throughput 52 in a network path 50 in a network environment where the information recording and playback apparatus 1 is placed, sets an optimum markup file MRKUPS which should be downloaded into the data cache DTCCH based on a selection rule shown in FIG. 68, and accesses the markup file MRKUPS to download this file into the data cache DTCCH. At this time, a corresponding font file FONTS is also simultaneously downloaded into the data cache DTCCH. As described above, it is assumed that a playlist file PLLST having data information shown in FIG. 83(f) is stored under a file name PLLST.XPL in the persistent storage PRSTR as shown in FIG. 83(e). The playlist manager PLMNG in the navigation manager NVMG first reads the playlist file PLLST (PLLST.XPL) stored in the persistent storage PRSTR. A file name and a storage position (a path) of a manifest file MNFST (MNFSTXMIF) stored in the persistent storage PRSTR are written in a manifest file storage position URMNFI (src attribute information) including initial setting information of an advanced application in an application segment element APPSEG in object mapping information OBMAPI existing in title information TTINFO in the playlist PALLST shown in FIG. 83(f). Further, file names and storage positions of a markup file MRKUP (MRKUP.XMU), various kinds of script files SCRIPT (SCRIPT_***.JS) and still images file IMAGE (IMAGE_***.JPG) concerning the manifest file are written in a storage position SRCDTC (src attribute information) of data or a file which is downloaded into the data cache in an application resource element APRELE in the application segment element APPSEG. The playlist manager PLMNG in the navigation manager NVMG can read a list of the application resource elements APRELE in the application segment element APPSEG to be aware of a name and an original storage position of a resource file which should be previously stored in the file cache DTCCH before displaying a corresponding advanced application ADAPI in the screen. When information of a resource which should be stored in the file cache DTCCH is written in the application resource element APRELE list in the application segment element APPSEG of the playlist file PALLST in this manner, the navigation manager NVMG can efficiently store a necessary resource in the data cache DTCCH at a high speed in advance.

[2289] FIG. 84 shows a relationship between an example of a display screen which is displayed for a user and a data configuration in a playlist PALLST in this embodiment. The relationship between the display screen and the data configuration in the playlist has been described in conjunction with each of FIGS. 79A, 79B and 81. However, describing the relationship between the display screen example which is displayed for a user and the data configuration in each of the playlist PALLST and the manifest file MNFST with reference to FIG. 84 can systematically comprehend the whole. An entire screen region which is displayed for a user shown in FIG. 84(c) is called an aperture APTR. Further, a coordinate value at a lower right position of the aperture APTR in the canvas coordinate system CNVCRD can be represented in the form of (Xn, Yn), and the coordinate value corresponds to aperture size information APTRSZ. As a broken line α indicates a correspondence relationship, the aperture size information APTRSZ is written in an aperture element APTR in the configuration information CONFIG in the playlist PALLST. Furthermore, an upper left end coordinate of a screen showing a main title 31 representing main video MANVD in a primary video set PRMVS is expressed as (Xp1, Yp1), and a canvas coordinate CNVCRD value at a lower right end position is expressed as (Xp2, Yp2). A screen size of the main title 31 is defined by a video attribute item element VABITM which is indicated as “1” by media index number information INDEX in a video attribute item element VABITM in media attribute information MDATRI in the playlist PALLST. Broken lines β and γ indicate a relationship between an X coordinate value APARX1 at an upper left end position and a Y coordinate value APARY1 at an upper left end position and a relationship between an X coordinate value APARX2 at a lower right end position and a Y coordinate value APARY2 at a lower right end position of a video display screen in the aperture set by the video attribute item element VABITM which is set as “1” by a value of the media index number information INDEX. Moreover, as shown in FIG. 84(c), a value of the canvas coordinate CNVCRD at an upper left end is represented as (Xs1, Ys1) and a value of the canvas coordinate CNVCRD at a lower right end is represented as (Xs2, Ys2) in the display screen of sub video SUBVD in a secondary video set SCDSVS. Display screen region information of the sub video SUBVD in the secondary video set SCDSVS is written in a video attribute item element VABITM which is set as “2” by a value of the media index number information INDEX as shown in FIG. 84(a), and a correspondence relationship is set as indicated by broken lines δ and ε. A display position and a display size of a playback/display object (included in a primary video set PRMVS and a secondary video set SCDSVS) indicative of picture information on a display screen in this manner are written by using the video attribute item element VABITM. As shown in FIG. 10, main video MANVD and sub video SUBVD exist as moving pictures displayed to a user exist in the primary video set PRMVS and the secondary video set SCDSVS. A display screen position and size information in a screen displayed for a user in each of the main video MANVD and the sub video SUBVD can be specified by making reference to the corresponding video attribute item element VABITM from a main video element MANVD and a sub video element SUBVD in object mapping information OBMAPI (track number assignment information). That is, as shown in FIG. 84(a), when a value of an index number MDATNM of a corresponding media attribute element in media attribute information is specified as “1” in the main video element MANVD in the primary audio video clip element PRAVCP written in the object mapping information OBMAPI in title element information TTLEM existing in title information TTINFO in a playlist PALLST, the video attribute item element VABITM having a value of the media index number information being set to “1” can be specified as indicated by a broken line η. As a result, a display screen size and a display position of the main video MANVD are set as shown in FIG. 84(c). Likewise, in regard to a display screen size and a display position concerning sub video SUBVD in a secondary video set SCDSVS, when a value of an index number MDATNM of a corresponding media attribute element in media attribute information in a sub video element SUBVD written in a secondary audio video clip element SCAVCP is set to “2”,
reference is made to a video attribute item element VABITM
having a value of media index number information INDEX
being set to “2” as shown in a relationship indicated by a
broken line ξ, thereby specifying the display screen size and the
display screen position of the corresponding sub video SUBVD
in a screen displayed for a user as shown in FIG. 84(c). Moreover, in regard to audio information, likewise,
when a value of media index number information INDEX
in an audio attribute item element AABITM is specified in an
main audio element MANAD or a sub audio element
SUBAD, an attribute of the audio information can be
specified. In a specific description example shown in FIG.
84(a), there is only one audio attribute item element
AABITM existing in media attribute information MDAITRI
for convenience’s sake, and a value of its media index
number information INDEX is set to “1”. In accordance with
this configuration, three main audio elements MANAD each
having a value of an index number MDAITNM of a corre-
sponding media attribute element in media attribute infor-
mation being set to “1” are set in a primary audio video clip
element PRAVCP, and respective pieces of track number
information TRCKAT “1” to “3” are set with respect to the
main audio elements MANAD. Additionally, likewise, a sub
audio element SUBAD in which a value of an index number
MDATNM of a corresponding media attribute element in
media attribute information is set to “1” and a value of track
number information TRCKAT is set to “4” is set in a sec-
ondary audio video clip element SCAVCP. Four audio
track elements ADTRK are arranged in track navigation
information TRNVA1 in accordance with the track number
information TRCKAT set in each of the main audio elements
MANAD and the sub audio element SUBAD, and an audio
language code, an audio language code extension descriptor
ADLCLEX and a flag USEFLG indicative of whether user
selection is enabled are written in each audio track element
ADTRK, thereby facilitating selection of an audio track by
a user. It is to be noted that each main audio element
MANAD and each sub audio element SUBAD in the object
mapping information OBMAPI (the track number assign-
ment information) and the audio track element ADTRK in the
track navigation information TRNVA1 are linked to each
other through the track number information TRCKAT (the
audio track number ADTNM), and such an associating
relationship as indicated by broken lines θ, ι, λ, and κ is
provided. Further, a position and a size of the application
region APPRGN representing the advanced application
ADAPI in the display screen shown in FIG. 84(c) are
written in the manifest file MNFST. That is, a value of a
canvas coordinate CNVCRD at an upper left end position of
the application region APPRGN shown in FIG. 84(c) is
expressed as (Xr, Yr). Furthermore, as shown in FIG. 84(c),
a width in the application region APPRGN is represented as
rwidth, and a height in the same is represented as rheight. A coordinate value (Xr, Yr) of the canvas coordinate system
CNVCRD at an upper left end of the application region
APPRGN is written as “Xr” and “Yr” in the region element
RGNELE in the manifest file MNFST.XMF as indicated by a
broken line v. Furthermore, likewise, the width rwidth and
the height rheight of the application region APPRGN are
written in the form of a value of width attribute information
and a value of height attribute information in the region
element RGNELE in the application element, and an asso-
ciation relationship is indicated by alternate long and short
dash lines ξ and π. Moreover, information of a file name and
a storage position (a path) of the manifest file MNFST
shown in FIG. 84(b) is written in an application resource
element APRELE written in an ApplicationSegment
APPSEG in object mapping information OBMAPI written in
title information TITLEM existing in title information
TTINFO in a playlist PLLST depicted in FIG. 84(a), and
FIG. 84 shows its relationship by an alternate long and
short dash line μ. Additionally, a display position and a
display size of each graphic object (a content element) in
each application region APPRGN from the play button 35 to
the FF button 38 shown in FIG. 84(c) are written in a markup
file MRKUP. Further, a file name and a storage position (a
path) of the markup file MRKUP.XMU are written in src
attribute information in a markup element MRKELE in a
manifest file MNFST (an application element).

[2290] Effects of the above-described embodiments can be
simply summed up as follows.

[2291] 1. Fetching necessary contents at a predetermined
timing in advance in accordance with management informa-
tion can effect simultaneous playback/display of a plu-
rality of playback/display objects without interrupting play-
back/display for a user.

[2292] 2. Providing timing control information for play-
back/display according to a time axis in the management
information enables complicated programming concerning
a display start/display end timing of moving pictures or a
switching timing of moving pictures/animation, and the
expression for a user can be greatly improved as compared
with a current web page screen.

[2293] As shown in FIG. 12, the present embodiment has
such a structure that the playlist PLLST refers to the time
map PTMAP of the primary video set and the time map
PTMAP of the primary video set refers to enhanced video
object information EVOBI. Moreover, the embodiment has
such a structure that the enhanced video object information
EVOBI can refer to a primary enhanced video object
P-EVOB and that accessing is done sequentially by way of the
path of playlist PLLST→time map PTMAP of primary
video set→enhanced video object information EVOBI→
primary enhanced video object P-EVOB and then the repro-
duction of the primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB
is started. The concrete contents of the time map PTMAP in
the primary video set referred to by the playlist PLLST of
FIG. 12 will be explained. As shown in FIG. 54(c), a field
in which an index information file storage location SRTCTMP
(src attribute information) of a representation object to be
referred to is to be written exists in a primary audio-video
clip element PRAVCP in the playlist PLLST. In information
to be written in the index information file storage location
SRTCTMP (src attribute information) of the representation
object to be referred to, the storage location (path) of the
time map PTMAP of the primary video set and its file name
are to be written as shown in FIG. 18. This makes it possible
to refer to the time map PTMAP of the primary video set.
FIG. 85 shows a detailed data structure of the time map
PTMAP of the primary video set.

[2294] <Video Title Set Time Map Information (VTS
TMAP)>

[2295] Video Title Set Time Map Information (VTS_TM-
MAP) consists of one or more Time Map (TMAP) which is
composed of a file, as shown in FIG. 85(a).
[2296] The TMAP consists of TMAP General Information (TMAP_GI), one or more TMAP General Information (TMAP_GI), Search Pointer (TMAP_SRP), same number of TMAP Information (TMAP_I) as TMAP_SRP and ILVUI Information (ILVUI), if this TMAP is for Interleaved Block.

[2297] TMAP Information (TMAPI), an element of TMAP, is used to convert from a given presentation time inside an EVOB to the address of an EVOB or a TU. A TMAPI consists of one or more EVOB/TU Entries. One TMAPI for one EVOB which belongs to Contiguous Block shall be stored in one file, and this file is called as TMAP.

[2298] On the other hand, TMAPs for EVOBs which belong to the same Interleaved Block shall be stored in one same file.

[2299] The TMAP shall be aligned on the boundary between Logical Blocks. For this purpose each TMAP may be followed by up to 2047 bytes (containing ‘00h’). More intelligent explanations will be provided below.

[2300] Information written in the time map file PTMAP of the primary video set shown in FIG. 12 is called video title set time map information VTS_TMAP. In the embodiment, the video title set time map information VTS_TMAP is composed of one or more time maps TMAP (PTMAP) as shown in FIG. 85(a). Each of the time maps TMAP (PTMAP) is composed of a file. As shown in FIG. 85(b), in the time map TMAP (PTMAP), there exist time map general information TMAP_GI, one or more time map information search pointers TMAP_SRP, and as many pieces of time map information TMAP as there are time map information search pointers TMAP_SRP. When the time map TMAP (PTMAP) corresponds to the time map TMAP (PTMAP) of an interleaved block, ILVUI information ILVUI exists in the time map TMAP (PTMAP). Time map information TMAP constituting a part of the time map TMAP (PTMAP) is used to convert the display time specified in the corresponding primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB into a primary enhanced video object unit P-EVOBU or the address of a time unit TU. Although the contents of the time map information are not shown, they are composed of one or more enhanced video object unit entries EVOBU_ENT or one or more time unit entries. In the enhanced video object unit entry EVOBU_ENT, information on each enhanced video object unit EVOBU is recorded. That is, in an enhanced video object unit entry EVOBU_ENT, the following three types of information are recorded separately:

[2302] 1. Size information STREF_SZ on a first reference picture (e.g., 1 picture) in the corresponding enhanced video object unit: Written in the number of packs

[2303] 2. Playback time EVOBU_PB_TM of the corresponding enhanced video object unit EVOBU: Expressed in the number of video fields

[2304] 3. Size EVOBU_SZ information on the corresponding enhanced video object unit: Expressed in the number of packs.

[2305] A piece of time map information TMAP corresponding to a primary enhanced video object P-EVOB recorded as a continuous “block” in an information storage medium DISC has to be recorded as a single file. The file is called a time map file TMAP (PTMAP). In contrast, each piece of time map information TMAP corresponding to a plurality of primary enhanced video objects constituting the same interleaved block has to be recorded collectively in a single file for each interleaved block.

[2306] <TMAP General Information (TMAP_GI),>

[2307] (1) TMAP ID

[2308] Describes “HDDVD_TMAP00” to identify Time Map file with character set code of ISO 8859-1.

[2309] (2) TMAP EA

[2310] Describes the end address of this TMAP with RLBN from the first LB of this TMAP.

[2311] (3) TMAP VERN

[2312] Describes the version number of this TMAP.

[2313] TMAP version . . . 0001 0000b: version 1.0

[2314] Others : reserved

[2315] (4) TMAP TY

Application type 0001b:Standard VTS 0010b:Advanced VTS 0011b:Interoperable VTS Others:reserved

ILVUI 0b:ILVUI doesn’t exist in this TMAP, i.e. this TMAP is for Contiguous Block or others. 1b:ILVUI exists in this TMAP, i.e. this TMAP is for Interleaved Block.

ATR 0b:EVOB ATR doesn’t exist in this TMAP, i.e. this TMAP is for Primary Video Set. 1b:EVOB ATR exists in this TMAP, i.e. this TMAP is for Secondary Video Set. (This value is not allowed in TMAP for Primary Video Set.)

Angle 00b:No Angle Block 01b:Non Seamless Angle Block 10b:Seamless Angle Block 11b:reserved

Note The value ‘01b’ or ‘10b’ in “Angle” may be set if the value of “Block” in ILVUI = ‘1b’.

[2316] (5) TMAPI_Ns

[2317] Describes the number of the TMAPIs in this TMAP.

[2318] Note If this TMAP is for an EVOB which belongs to Contiguous Block in Standard VTS or Advanced VTS, or to Interoperable VTS, this value shall be set to ‘1’.

[2319] (6) ILWUI_SA

[2320] Describes the start address of the ILVUI with RBN from the first byte of this TMAP.

[2321] If the ILVUX does not exist in this TMAP (i.e. the TMAP is for Contiguous Block in Standard VTS or Advanced VTS, or for Interoperable VTS), this value shall be filled with ‘1b’.
[2322] (7) EVOB_ATR_SA
[2323] Describes the start address of the EVOB_ATR with RBN from the first byte of this TMAP.
[2324] This value shall be filled with ‘1b’ because this TMAP for Primary Video Set (Standard VTS and Advanced VTS) and Interoperable VTS doesn’t include EVOB_ATR.
[2325] (8) VTSI_FNAME
[2326] Describes the filename of VTSI which this TMAP refers, in ISO 8859-1.
[2327] Note: If the length of filename is less than 255, unused fields shall be filled with ‘0b.’
[2328] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.
[2329] FIG. 85(c) shows the data structure of time map general information TMAP_GI shown in FIG. 85. A time map identifier TMAP_ID is information written at the beginning of the time map file of a primary video set. Therefore, as information to identify the file as a time map file PTMAP, “1HDVD-VMAP00” is written in the time map identifier TMAP_ID. The time map end address TMAP_EA is written using the number of relative logical blocks RLBN (Relative Logical Block Number), counting from the first logical block. In the case of the contents corresponding to the HD-DVD-Video written standards version 1.0, “0001 000b” is set as the value of the time map version number TMAP_VERN. In time map attribute information TMAP_TY, application type, ILVUI information, attribute information, and angle information are written. When “0001b” is written as application type information in the time map attribute information TMAP_TY, this indicates that the corresponding time map is a standard video title set VTS. When “0010b” is written, this indicates that the corresponding time map is an advanced video title set VTS. When “0011b” is written, this indicates that the corresponding time map is an interoperable video title set. In the embodiment, an interoperable video title set can rewrite the images recorded according to the HD VR standard to ensure the compatibility with the HD VR standard, a video recording standard capable of recording, reproducing, and editing, differently from the HD-DVD-Video standard, a playback-only video standard, and make the resulting data structure and management information reproducible under the playback-only HD-DVD-Video standards. What is obtained by rewriting the management situation and a part of the object information related to the video information and its management information recorded according to the HD VR standard which enables recording and editing is called interoperable content. Its management information is called an interoperable video title set VTS. (For details, refer to the captions in FIG. 87.) When the value of ILVUI information ILVUI in the time map attribute information TMAP_TY is “0b,” this indicates that ILVUI information ILVUI does not exist in the corresponding time map TMAP (PTMAP). In this case, the time map TMAP (PTMAP) indicates a time map TMAP (PTMAP) corresponding to primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB recorded in a form other than consecutive blocks or interleaved blocks. When the value of the ILVUI information ILVUI is “1b,” this indicates that ILVUI information ILVUI exists in the corresponding time map TMAP (PTMAP) and that the corresponding time map TMAP (PTMAP) corresponds to an interleaved block. When the value of attribute information ATR in the time map attribute information TMAP_TY is “0b,” this indicates that enhanced video object attribute information EVOB_ATR does not exist in the corresponding time map TMAP (PTMAP) and that the corresponding time map TMAP (PTMAP) corresponds to a primary video set PRMVS. When the value of attribute information ATR in the time map attribute information TMAP_TY is “1b,” this indicates that enhanced video object attribute information EVOB_ATR exists in the corresponding time map TMAP and that the corresponding time map TMAP corresponds to the time map STMAP corresponding to a secondary video set SCDDVS. Moreover, when the value of angle information ANGLE in time map attribute information TMAP_TY is “00b,” this indicates that there is no angle block. When the value of angle information ANGLE is “01b,” this indicates that the angle block is not seamless (or such that the angle cannot be changed continuously at the time of angle change). When the value of angle information ANGLE is “10b,” this indicates that the angle block is seamless (or such that the angle can be changed seamlessly (continuously). A value of “11b” is reserved for a reserved area. When the value of ILVUI information ILVUI in the time map attribute information TMAP_TY is set to “1b,” the value of the angle information ANGLE is set to “01b” or “10b.” The reason is that, when there is no multi-angle in the embodiment (or when there is no angle block), the corresponding primary enhanced video object P-EVOB does not constitute an interleaved block. In contrast, when a primary enhanced video object P-EVOB has multi-angle video information (or there is an angle block), the corresponding primary enhanced video object P-EVOB constitutes an interleaved block. Information on the number of pieces of time map information TMAP1_Ns indicates the number of pieces of time map information TMAP in a time map TMAP (PTMAP). In the embodiment of FIG. 85(b), since an n number of pieces of time map information TMAP exist in time map TMAP (PTMAP) #1, “n” is set in the value of the information on the number of pieces of time map information TMAP1_Ns. In the embodiment, under the following conditions, “1” must be set in the value of the information on the number of pieces of time map information TMAP1_Ns:

[2330] When time map information TMAP is shown for a primary enhanced video object P-EVOB belonging to consecutive blocks in a standard video title set

[2331] When time map information TMAP corresponds to a primary enhanced video object P-EVOB included in consecutive blocks in an advanced video title set

[2332] When time map information TMAP corresponds to a primary enhanced video object P-EVOB belonging to an interoperable video title set

[2333] Specifically, in the embodiment, when a primary enhanced video object P-EVOB constitutes an interleaved block, not consecutive blocks, time map information TMAP is set in each interleaved unit or at each angle, enabling conversion into an address to be accessed (from specified time information) for each interleaved unit or at each angle, which enhances the convenience of access.

[2334] Furthermore, the starting address ILVUI_SA of ILVUI is written in the number of relative bytes (Relative Byte Number), counting from the first byte in the corre-
sponding time map file TMAP (PTMAP). If ILVUI information ILVUI is absent in the corresponding time map TMAP (PTMAP), the value of the starting address ILVUI_SA of ILVUI has to be filled in with the repetition of “1b.” That is, in the embodiment, the field ILVUI_SA of the starting address of ILVUI is supposed to be written in 4 bytes. Accordingly, when ILVUI information is not present in the corresponding time map TMAP (PTMAP) as described above, all the first 4-byte field is filled with “1b.” Moreover, as described above, when ILVUI information ILVUI is not present in the time map TMAP (PTMAP) as described above, this means the time map TMAP (PTMAP) corresponding to consecutive blocks in a standard video title set or advanced video title set, or interoperable video title set. The starting address EVOB_ATR_SA of enhanced video object attribute information arranged next is written in the number of relative bytes RBN (Relative Byte Number), counting from the starting byte in the corresponding time map file TMAP (PTMAP). In the embodiment, since there is no enhanced video object attribute information EVOB_ATR in the time map TMAP (PTMAP) of the primary video set PRMVS, the field (4 bytes) of the starting address EVOB_ATR_SA of the enhanced video object attribute information has to be filled with “1b.” Although the space in the starting address EVOB_ATR_SA of the enhanced video object attribute information is seemingly meaningless, the data structure of time map general information TMAP_GI shown in FIG. 85(c) is caused to coincide with the data structure of time map general information TMAP_GI in the time map of the secondary video set shown in FIG. 88(c), thereby making the data structure common to both of them, which helps simplify the data processing in the advanced content playback section ADFL. Using FIG. 12, explanation has been given to the case where the time map TMAP of the primary video set can refer to the enhanced video object information EVOBI. As information used to refer to the enhanced video object information EVOBI, the file name VTSI_FILENAME of video title set information shown FIG. 85(c) exists. The fill-in space of the file name VTSI_FILENAME of video title set information is set to 255 bytes. If the length of the file name VTSI_FILENAME of video title set information is shorter than 255 bytes, all the remaining part of the 255-byte space must be filled with “0b.”

[2335] <TMAP Search Pointer (TMAP_SRP)>

[2336] (1) TMAP_SGA

[2337] Describes the start address of the TMAP with RBN from the first byte of this TMAP.

[2338] (2) EVOB_INDEX

[2339] Describes the index number of this EVOB which this TMAP refers. This value shall be same as that of EVOB_INDEX in VTSائر_EVOBI of the EVOB which the TMAP refers, and shall be different from that of other TMAPs.

[2340] Note: This value shall be ‘1’ to ‘1998’.

[2341] (3) EVOBU_ENT_Ns

[2342] Describes the number of EVOBU_ENT for the TMAP.

[2343] (4) ILVU_ENT_Ns

[2344] Describes the number of ILVU_ENT for the TMAP.

[2345] If the ILVUI does not exist in this TMAP (i.e. the TMAP is for Contiguous Block in Standard VTS or Advanced VTS, or Interoperable VTS), this value shall be set to ‘0’.

[2346] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[2347] FIG. 85(d) shows the data structure of a time map information search pointer TMAP_SRP shown in FIG. 85(b). The starting address TMAP_SRA of time map information is written in the number of relative bytes RBN (Relative Byte Number), counting from the starting byte in the corresponding time map file TMAP (PTMAP). The index number EVOB_INDEX of the enhanced video object represents the index number of the enhanced video object EVOB referred to by the corresponding time map information TMAP. The value of the index number EVOB_INDEX of the enhanced video object shown in FIG. 85(d) is caused to coincide with the value set in the index number EVOB_INDEX of the enhanced video object in video title set enhanced video object information VTS_EVOBI shown in FIG. 86(d). Moreover, the index number EVOB_INDEX of the enhanced video object shown in FIG. 85(d) has to be set to a value different from the value set according to different map information TMAP. This causes a unique value (or a different value from the value set in another time map information search pointer TMAP_SRP) to be set in each time map information search pointer TMAP_SRP. Here, any value in the range from “1” to “1998” has to be set as the value of the index number EVOB_INDEX of the enhanced video object. In the following information on the number of enhanced video object unit entries EVOBU_ENT_Ns, information on the number of enhanced video object unit entries EVOBU_ENT present in the corresponding time map information TMAP is written. Moreover, in information on the number of ILVU entries ILVU_ENT_Ns, information on the number of ILVU entries ILVU_ENT_Ns written in the corresponding time map TMAP (PTMAP) is written. In the example of FIG. 85(e), since an i number of ILVU entries are present in time map TMAP (PTMAP) #i, a value of “i” is set as the value of information on the number of ILVU entries ILVU_ENT_Ns. For example, when a time map TMAP (PTMAP) corresponding to consecutive blocks (or uninterleaved blocks) in an enhanced video title set or consecutive blocks in a standard video title set or an interoperable video title set has been written, there is no ILVUI information ILVUI in the time map TMAP (PTMAP). Therefore, the value of information on the number of ILVU entries ILVU_ENT_Ns is set to “0.” FIG. 85(e) shows the data structure of ILVU information ILVUI.

[2348] <ILVU Information (ILVUI)>

[2349] ILVUI Information is used to access each Interleaved Unit (ILVU).

[2350] ILVUI starts with one or more ILVU Entries (ILVU_ENTs). This exists if the TMAP is for Interleaved Block.
[2351] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[2352] The ILVU information ILVUI is used to access each interleaved unit ILVU. The ILVU information ILVUX is composed of one or more ILVU entries ILVU_ENT. The ILVU information ILVUI exists only in the time map TMAP (PTMAP) which manages the primary enhanced video objects P-EVOB constituting an interleaved block. As shown in FIG. 85(f), each ILVU entry ILVU_ENT is composed of a combination of the starting address ILVU_ADR of ILVU and the ILVU size ILVU_SZ. The starting address of ILVU is represented by a relative logical block number RLBN, counting from the first logical block in the corresponding primary enhanced video object P-EVOB. The ILVU size ILVU_SZ is written using the number of the enhanced video object units EVOBU constituting an ILVU entry ILVU_ENT.

[2353] As shown in FIG. 12, to reproduce the data in the primary enhanced video object P-EVOB, the playlist PLLST refers to the time map PTMAP of the primary video set and then further refers to enhanced video object information EVOBI in the time map TMAP of the primary video set. The enhanced video object information EVOBI referred to by the time map PTMAP of the primary video set includes the corresponding primary enhanced video object P-EVOB, which makes it possible to reproduce the primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB. FIG. 85 shows the data structure of the time map PTMAP of the primary video set. The data in the enhanced video object information EVOBI has a data structure as shown in FIG. 86(d). In the embodiment, the enhanced video object information EVOBI shown in FIG. 12 means the same thing as that meant by the video title set enhanced video object information VTS_EVOBI shown in FIG. 86(c). The primary video set PRMVS is basically stored in an information storage medium DISC as shown in FIG. 10 or FIG. 25. As shown in FIG. 10, the primary video set PRMVS is composed of primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB showing primary audio video PRMAV and its management information.

[2354] <Primary Video Set>

[2355] Primary Video Set may be located on a disc.

[2356] Primary Video Set consists of Video Title Set Information (VTSI) (see 6.3.1 Video Title Set Information (VTSI)), Enhanced Video Object Set for Video Title Set (VTS_EVOBS), Video Title Set Time Map Information (VTS TMAP), backup of Video Title Set Information (VTSI BUP) and backup of Video Title Set Time Map Information (VTS TMAP BUP).

[2357] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[2358] The primary video set PRMVS is composed of video title set information VTSI having a data structure shown in FIG. 86, enhanced video object data P-EVOB having a data structure shown in FIG. 87 (an enhanced video object set VTS_EVOBS in a video title set), video title set time map information VTS TMAP having a data structure shown in FIG. 85, and video title set information backup VTSI BUP shown in FIG. 86(a). In the embodiment, the data type related to the primary enhanced video object P-EVOB shown in FIG. 87(a) is defined as primary audio video PRMAV shown in FIG. 10. All of the primary enhanced video objects P-EVOB constituting a set are defined as an enhanced video object set VTS_EVOBS in a video title set.

[2359] <Video Title Set Information (VTSI)>

[2360] VTSI describes information for one Video Title Set, such as attribute information of each EVOB.

[2361] The VTSI starts with Video Title Set Information Management Table (VTSI MAT), followed by Video Title Set Enhanced Video Object Attribute Information Table (VTS_EVOB ATRT), followed by Video Title Set Enhanced Video Object Information Table (VTS EVOBIT).

[2362] Each table shall be aligned on the boundary between Logical Blocks.

[2363] For this purpose each table may be followed by up to 2047 bytes (containing '00h').

[2364] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[2365] For example, information about a video title set in which attribute information on each primary enhanced video object P-EVOB is placed is written in video title set information VTSI shown in FIG. 86(a). As shown in FIG. 86(b), a video title set information management table VTSI MAT is placed at the beginning of the video title set information VTSI, followed by a video title set enhanced video object attribute table VTS_EVOB ATRT. At the end of video title set information VTSI, a video title set enhanced video object information table VTS_EVOBIT is arranged. The boundary positions of various pieces of information shown in FIG. 86(b) have to coincide with the boundary positions of logical blocks. For each piece of information to end at the boundary between the logical blocks, for example, “00h” is inserted into all the remaining part of the number so that the number may end just at a logical block when a number in each table has exceeded 2047 bytes, which sets the beginning position of each piece of information in such a manner that it never fails to coincide with the beginning position of the logical block. In the video title set information management table VTSI MAT shown in FIG. 86(b), the following pieces of information are written:

[2366] 1. Size information about video title set and video title set information VTSI

[2367] 2. Starting address information about each piece of information in video title set information VTSI

[2368] 3. Attribute information about an enhanced video object set EVOS in a video title set VTS

[2369] Furthermore, in the video title set enhanced video object attribute table VTS_EVOB ATRT shown in FIG. 86(b), attribute information defined in each primary enhanced video object P-EVOB in a primary video set PRMVS is written.

[2370] <Video Title Set Enhanced Video Object Information Table (VTS EVOBIT)>

[2371] In this table the information for every EVOB under the Primary Video Set Shall be described.

[2372] The table starts with VTS EVOBIT Information (VTS EVOBIT) followed by VTS EVOBI Search Pointers (VTS_EVOBI SRPs), followed by VTS EVOB Information (VTS EVOBIs).
[2373] The contents of VTS EVOBIT1, one VTS EVOBI SRP and one VTS EVOBI are shown in FIG. 86.

[2374] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[2375] In the video title set enhanced video object information table VTS_EVOBIT shown in FIG. 86(b), management information about each item of primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB in a primary video set PRMVS is written. As shown in FIG. 86(c), the structure of the video title set enhanced video object information table information VTS_EVOBITI is placed at the beginning, followed by a video title set enhanced video object information search pointer VTS_EVOBI_SRPI and video title set enhanced video object information VTS_EVOBI in that order.

[2376] FIG. 86(d) shows the structure of the video title set enhanced video object information VTS_EVOBI. FIG. 86(e) shows an internal structure of an enhanced video object identifier EVOB_ID written at the beginning of the video title set enhanced video object information VTS_EVOBI shown in FIG. 86(d). At the beginning of the enhanced video object identifier EVOB_ID, information on the application type APPTYP is written. When “0001b” is written in this field, this means that the corresponding enhanced object is Standard VTS (standard video title set). When “0010b” is written in this field, this means that the corresponding enhanced object is Advanced VTS (advanced video title set). When “0011b” is written in this field, this means that the corresponding enhanced object is interoperable VTS (interoperable video title set). A value other than these is set as a reserved value. In audio gap locations A0_GAP_LOC, A1_GAP_LOC, information on a 0-th audio stream is written in audio gap location #0A0_GAP_LOC#1. Information on an audio gap related to a first audio stream is written in audio gap location #1A1_GAP_LOC#0. When the values of the audio gap locations A0_GAP_LOC#0, A1_GAP LOC#1 are “00b,” this means that there is no audio gap. When the values are “01b,” this means that there is an audio gap in the first enhanced video object unit EVOBU of the corresponding enhanced video object EVOB. When the values are “10b,” this means that there is an audio gap in the second enhanced video object unit EVOBU counted from the beginning of the enhanced video object. When the values are “11b,” this means that there is an audio gap in the third enhanced video object unit EVOBU counted from the beginning of the enhanced video object.

[2377] As shown in FIG. 12, a file in which primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB to be reproduced has been recorded is specified in the enhanced video object information EVOBI. This has been explained already. As shown in FIG. 12, a primary enhanced video object file P-EVOB is specified using the enhanced video object file name EVOB_FNAME written in the second place of FIG. 86(d) in the enhanced video object information EVOBI (video title set enhanced video object information VTS_EVOBI). On the basis of the information, enhanced video object information EVOBI (video title set enhanced video object information VTS_EVOBI) is related to the primary enhanced video object file P-EVOB. This makes not only the playback process easier but also makes the editing process very easy, since the primary enhanced video object file P-EVOB to be reproduced can be changed easily by just changing the value of the enhanced video object file name EVOB_FNAME. If the data length of a file name written in the enhanced video object file name EVOB_FNAME is 255 bytes or less, the remaining blank space in which the file name has not been written has to be filled with “0b.” Moreover, if the primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB specified as the enhanced video object file name EVOB_FNAME is composed of a plurality of files in the standard video title set VTS, only a file name in which the smallest number has been set is specified. If the corresponding primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB is included in a standard video title set VTS or an interoperable video title set VTS in the enhanced video object address offset EVOB_ADDR_OFFSET, the starting address of the corresponding primary enhanced video object P-EVOB is written using a relative logical block number RLBN from the logical block first set in the corresponding enhanced video object set EVOBS. In the embodiment, as shown in FIG. 87(d), each pack PKC unit coincides with the logical block unit and 2048 bytes of data are recorded in one logical block. Moreover, if the corresponding primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB is included in the advanced video title set VTS, all of the field of the enhanced video object address offset EVOB_ADDR_OFFSET is filled with “0b.”

[2378] In the enhanced video object attribute number EVOB_ATTRN, the enhanced video object attribute number EVOB_ATTRN used in the corresponding primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB is set. Any value in the range from “1” to “511” must be written as the set number. Moreover, in the enhanced video object start PTR EVOB_V_S_PTM, the presentation start time of the corresponding primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB is written. The time representing the presentation start time is written in units of 90 kHz. In addition, the enhanced video object end PTR EVOB_V_E_PTM represents the presentation end time of the corresponding primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB and is expressed in units of 90 kHz.

[2379] The following enhanced video object size EVOB_SZ represents the size of the corresponding primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB and is written using the number of logical blocks.

[2380] The following enhanced video object index number EVOB_INDEX represents information on the index number of the corresponding primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB. The information must be the same as the enhanced video object index number EVOB_INDEX in the time map information search pointer TMAPI_SRPI of the time map information TMAPI. Any value in the range from “1” to “1998” must be written as the value.

[2381] Furthermore, in the first SCR EVOB_FIRST_SCR in the enhanced video object, the value of SCR (system clock) set in the first pack in the corresponding primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB is written in units of 90 kHz. If the corresponding primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB belongs to an interoperable video title set VTS or an advanced video title set VTS, the value of the first SCR EVOB_FIRST_SCR in the enhanced video object becomes valid and the value of seamless attribute information (see FIG. 54(c)) in the playlist is set to “true.” In the “last-minute enhanced video object last SCR PREV_EVO-
B_LAST_SCR" written next, the value of SCR (system clock) written in the last pack of the primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB to be reproduced at the last minute is written in units of 90 kHz. Moreover, only when the primary enhanced video object P-EVOB belongs to an interoperable video title set VTS, the value becomes valid and seamless attribute information in the playlist is set to "true." In addition, the audio stop PTM EVOB_A_1PTM in the enhanced video object represents the audio stop time in an audio stream and is expressed in units of 90 kHz. Moreover, the audio gap length EVOB_A_GAP_LEN in the enhanced video object represents the audio gap length for the audio stream.

[2382] FIG. 87 shows the data structure of the primary enhanced video object P-EVOB referred to by the enhanced video object information as shown in FIG. 12.

[2383] The primary enhanced video object P-EVOB shown in FIG. 87(a) is composed of one or more enhanced video objects EVOB as shown in FIG. 87(b). The enhanced video object EVOB is composed of enhanced video object units P-EVOBU in one or more (a plurality of) primary video sets. Each of the enhanced video object units P-EVOBU in the primary video set is a collection of various 2048-byte packs. Various streams are multiplexed in packs. As shown in FIG. 87(d), at the head of the enhanced video object unit P-EVOBU of each primary video set, a navigation pack NV_PCK never fails to be placed. As shown in FIG. 10, the primary audio video PRMAV constituting a primary video set PRMVS has such a structure as includes a main video stream MANAD, a main audio stream MANAD, a sub-video stream SUBVD, a sub-audio stream SUBAD, and a sub-picture stream SUBPT. The main video stream MANAD is multiplexed in such a manner that it is packed in the main video pack VM_PCK. The main audio stream MANAD is recorded in the main audio pack AM_PCK. The sub-video stream SUBVD is recorded in a sub-video pack VS_PCK. The sub-audio stream SUBAD is recorded in a sub-audio pack AS_PCK. The sub-picture stream SUBPT is recorded in a sub-picture pack SP_PCK. In an advanced pack ADV_PCK shown in FIG. 87(d), information about the advanced application ADAPL or advanced subtitle ADST is in the advanced content ADVCAT is recorded in a distributed manner. As shown in FIG. 87(f), in the data structure of the advanced pack ADV_PCK, a pack header PHEAD, a packet header PHEADA, a sub-stream corresponding to an advanced pack ADV_PCK, an advanced data header ADPTID, and advanced data ADVDT are arranged in that order. Moreover, as shown in FIG. 87(c), the data structure of the navigation pack NV_PCK is such that a pack header PHEAD is placed at the head, followed by a system header SHEAD. Behind the system header SHEAD, a packet header PHEADG corresponding to GCI data GCDT and a sub-stream IDSTID corresponding to the GCI data GCDT are arranged in that order. At the end of the navigation pack NV_PCK, DSI data DSIDT is placed. In front of the DSI data, a sub-stream IDSTID corresponding to the DSI data DSIDT and a packet header PHEADD corresponding to the DSI data DSIDT are arranged in that order. Moreover, as shown in FIG. 87(g), in the GCI data GCDT, data on GCI general information GCI_GI and recording information RECI are recorded. In the recording information RECI, information on ISRC (international standard recording code) related to video data, audio data, and sub-picture data are written. The GCI general information GCI_GI shown in FIG. 87(g) is composed of a GCI category GCL_CAT, enhanced video object unit start PTM/EVOBU_S_PTM, DCI reserved area DCI, and CP information reversed area CP as shown in FIG. 87(h).

[2384] The embodiment is characterized in that a GCI (general control information) packet GCI_PKT is set in the navigation pack NV_PKT. The details of the effect produced by this setting will be explained below.

[2385] As shown in FIG. 1, the information recording and reproducing apparatus 1 of the embodiment comprises:

[2386] Advanced content playback section ADVPL which reproduces advanced contents ADVCT

[2387] Standard content playback section STDPL which reproduces standard contents STDCT

[2388] Recording and reproducing section 4 which is for recording, reproducing, and editing video contents that can be recorded, reproduced, and edited

[2389] The advanced content playback section ADVPL has the structure explained in FIG. 14 to FIG. 44. The playlist PLLST, playback management information in the advanced content ADVCT, has a data structure as explained in FIG. 21 to FIG. 84. The standard content STDCT has a data structure giving importance to the compatibility with the existing DVD-Video standard (or has a similar structure to a data structure where both management information and object data are based on the existing DVD-Video standard, which makes it easier to ensure compatibility). In the embodiment, it is assumed that there exists an HD_VR (High Definition Video Recording) standard that prescribes the data structure of a video object the information recording and reproducing apparatus 1 can record, reproduce, or edit and the data structure of management information about the video object (or used to manage playback sequence or the like). The HD_VR standard has not become publicly known yet. The existence of an HD_VR standard which enables high-quality (or high-resolution) images to be recorded, reproduced, or edited is assumed and technical improvements are made to ensure the compatibility between the HD_VR standard and representation object data and the data structure related to its management information. This is a part of the characteristic of the embodiment. As a standard which enables standard picture-quality (or standard resolution) images to be recorded, reproduced, or edited, there exists the Video Recording standard laid down in a DVD forum. The data structure prescribed there has been disclosed, for example, Jpn. Pat. No. 3,050,317. The HD_VR standard assumed in the embodiment has a similar structure to the existing Video Recording standard, thereby ensuring high compatibility. A dedicated playback standard for standard picture quality (or standard resolution) has already been set as the DVD-Video standard in the DVD forum. The data structure prescribed in the existing DVD-Video standard has a structure as shown in, for example, Jpn. Pat. No. 2,875,233, which causes the problem of low-degree of compatibility with the existing Video Recording standard. To solve the problem and improve the compatibility between the
advanced content ADVCT and the content prescribed in the
HD_VR standard, the embodiment combines the following:

[2390]  1. Setting a GCI (general control information)
packet GCI_PKT

[2391]  2. Setting an interoperable video title set

[2392]  3. Setting flags for distinguishing an advanced
video title set, an interoperable video title set, and a standard
video title set

[2393]  The concrete locations in which the flags for dis-
criminating between an advanced video title set, an interoper-
able video title set, and a standard video title set are placed
correspond to, for example, “application type information”
set in time map attribute information TMAP_TY of FIG.
85(c), “application type information APPTYP” set in the
enhanced video object identifier EVOB_ID of FIG. 86(c),
and “application type information” set in time map attribute
information TMAP_TY of FIG. 88(c) (refer to the descrip-
tion of each figure for details). Recognizing the contents of
the discrimination flag in advance makes it possible to
promptly know the difference between the data structures of
various objects or between the data structures of their
management information in the advanced content playback
section ADVPUL. As a result, it is possible to advance the
playback start time of the target content in the advanced
content playback section ADVPUL.

[2394]  Next, the setting of an interoperable video title set
will be explained. The recording and reproducing section 4
of the information recording and reproducing apparatus 1 of
FIG. 1 records, reproduces, and edits the video object and its
management information recorded on an information stor-
age medium DISC according to the HD_VR standard
assumed in the embodiment. The embodiment is character-
ized in that, at that time, the advanced content playback
section ADVPUL converts the video object and its manage-
ment information recorded according to the HD_VR stan-
dard in the recording and reproducing section 4 at the user’s
request into a reproducible format. A representation object
and its management information after the conversion of the
video object and its management information recorded
according to the HD_VR standard by the advanced content
playback section ADVPUL into a reproducible format are
collectively called “an interoperable video title set.” In the
embodiment, as playback management information after the
conversion, a playlist PLLIST having a data structure as
explained in FIG. 21 to FIG. 84 is newly created in the
recording and reproducing section 4. This improves the
compatibility between the advanced content ADVCT and
the content prescribed in the HD_VR standard.

[2395]  As described above, a playlist PLLIST can be
created with relative ease in the recording and reproducing
section 4. However, it takes huge amounts of time to change
the data structure of the video object recorded in the infor-
mation storage medium DISC. The embodiment is charac-
terized in that, to save the huge amounts of time, setting a
GCI (general control information) packet GCI_PKT causes
the data structure of the video object recorded according to
the HD_VR standard to coincide with that of the represen-
tation object in the advanced content ADVCT. As in the
existing Video Recording standard, in a video object in the
HD_VR standard, there is an RDI (Real-time Data Infor-
mation) pack at the head of an enhanced video object unit
EVOBU. In the RDI pack, a pack header, a system header,
and a GCI packet are arranged in that order, beginning from
the head. According to this, in a representation object repro-
ducible in the advanced content playback section
ADVPUL of the embodiment (or a representation object in an
interoperable video title set), there is a navigation pack
NV_PKT at the head of an enhanced video object unit
P-EVOBU of the primary video set as shown in FIG. 87(d)
and FIG. 87(e). In the navigation pack NV_PKT, a pack
header PHEAD, a system header SHEAD, and a GCI packet
GCL_PKT are arranged in that order, beginning from the
head. In the HD_VR standard, an RDI (Real-time Data
Information) packet is placed immediately behind the GCI
packet GCI_PKT, followed by a padding packet. In a
representation object in the interoperable video title set, the
PDI packet location is set in a reserved area RESRV as
shown in FIG. 87(e), followed by a DSI (Data Search
Information) packet DSI_PKT. With this arrangement, even
if the representation object recorded according to the
HD_VR standard is changed directly to a representation
object in the interoperable video title set (without any
modification), the RDI packet location is regarded as a
reserved area RESRV when viewed from the primary
enhanced video object P-EVOB and the DSI packet
DSI_PKT is considered to be absent, which enables the
advanced content playback section ADVPUL to carry out a
reproducing process. The embodiment is not limited to the
above method and may use the following method: informa-
tion to be recorded in a DSI (Data Search Information)
packet DSI_PKT is recorded in the RDI packet in advance
when a video object is recorded onto an information storage
medium DISC according to the HD_VR standard, informa-
tion in the DSI packet DSI_PKT is created using information
recorded in the RDI packet when the information is changed
to a representation object in the interoperable video title set,
and the DSI packet DSI_PKT may be additionally recorded
in the representation object already recorded on the infor-
mation storage medium DISC. The DSI packet DSI_PKT
additionally recorded this way is composed of a packet
header PHEAD, a sub-stream IDSTIDT, and DSI data
DSIDT as shown in FIG. 87(e).

[2396]  The GCI packet GCI_PKT in the HD_VR standard
is composed of a packet header, a sub-stream ID, and GCI
data. In the GCI data, there is GCI general information. In
the GCI general information, GCI category information, the
start presentation time of a video object unit, display control
information, and content protection information are
recorded. To ensure the compatibility with a video object
recorded according to the HD_VR standard, a primary
enhanced video object P-EVOB of the embodiment (a
representation object or an interoperable content in the
interoperable video title set) is composed of a packet
header PHEAD, a sub-stream IDSTIDT, and GCI data
GCIDT as shown in FIG. 81(e). As shown in FIG. 87(g), in
the primary enhanced video object P-EVOB of the embodiment
(the representation object in the interoperable video title set),
not only GCI general information GCI_GI but also record-
ing information RECI are placed in the GCI data GCIDT as
in the HD_VR standard. Moreover, in the GCI general
information GCI_GI in the primary enhanced video object
P-EVOB of the embodiment (the representation object or the
interoperable content in the interoperable video title set), not
only are a GCI category GCI_CAT and the start PTM
(presentation time) of an enhanced video object unit EVO-
BU_S_PTM recorded, but also a DCI (display control information) reserved area DCI and a CP (content protection or copy protection) information reserved area CPI exist according to the HD VR standard. In the embodiment, in the DCI (display control information) reserved area DCI, display control information DCI complying with the HD VR standard may be recorded. At the same time, content protection CP information is allowed to be recorded in the CP (content protection or copy protection) information reserved area CPI. The data structure of a representation object in an interoperable video title set has been explained.

A primary enhanced video object P-EVOB (representation object) in an advanced content ADVCT (advanced content video title set) has also a GCI packet GCI_PKT structure shown in FIG. 87(e) to FIG. 87(h). Accordingly, the data structure of a representation object in the advanced video title set coincides with the data structure of a representation object in the interoperable video title set, which produces the effect of ensuring the compatibility between them during the reproduction.

[2397] <GCI General Information (GCI_G1)>
[2398] GCI_G1 is the information on GCI.
[2399] (1) GCI_CAT
[2400] Describes the EVOBU category of this GCI.
[2401] EVOBU_CAT
[2402] . . . 00b: This EVOBU belongs to Standard Content.
[2403] . . . 01b: This EVOBU belongs to Advanced Content.
[2404] . . . 10b: This EVOBU belongs to Interoperable Content.
[2405] . . . 11b reserved
[2406] (2) EVOBU_S_PTM
[2407] Describes the presentation start time of the video data in EVOBU in which this GCI is included by a predetermined format. This is the presentation start time of the first picture in display order of the first PAU (Picture Access Unit) in EVOBU. When video data does not exist in the EVOBU, the presentation start time of imaginary video data is described. This time is aligned on a grid defined by the video field period.
[2408] Presentation start time=EVOBU_S_PTM [31:0]: 90000[second]
[2409] (3) DCI
[2410] Describes Display Control Information in case of Interoperable Content. This field shall be set to ‘0’ in case of Standard Content and Advanced Content.
[2411] (4) CPI
[2412] Describes Content Protection Information.
[2413] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[2414] In the GCI category GCI_CAT, the category related to an enhanced video object unit in the corresponding primary video set is written. Specifically, if the value written in the GCI category GCI_CAT is “00b,” this means that an enhanced video object unit P-EVOBU in the corresponding primary video set belongs to standard contents STDCT. If the value is “01b,” this means that an enhanced video object unit P-EVOBU in the corresponding primary video set belongs to advanced contents ADVCT. If the value is “10b,” this means that an enhanced video object unit P-EVOBU in the corresponding primary video set belongs to interoperable contents. Start PTM EVOBU_S_PTM of the enhanced video object unit represents the presentation time of video data in an enhanced video object unit P-EVOBU of the primary video set including the GCI data GCIDT. The value is expressed in units of 90 kHz. If there is no video data in the corresponding enhanced video object unit P-EVOBU (or if only audio information is included as playback data), the presentation start time for virtual video data is written as the value.

Hereinafter, a DCI reserved area DCI will be explained. If an enhanced video object EVOB including the GCI data GCIDT is interoperable content, display control information is written in the DCI reserved area DCI. If an enhanced video object EVOB including the GCI data GCIDT is standard content STDCT or advanced content ADVCT, all of the DCI reserved area DCI is filled with “0.” In the CP information reserved area CPI, information to prevent the unauthorized copying of the corresponding content (or copy protection information or content protection information) is written. As a result, it is possible to prevent an unauthorized copy of the corresponding content using the information written in the CP information reserved area CPI, which makes it possible to ensure the reliability of the user or content provider who has stored the contents.

[2415] As shown in FIG. 12, in the primary video set PRMVS, a primary enhanced video object P-EVOB is reached by way of the time map PTMAP of the primary video set and enhanced video object information EVOBI, starting from the playlist. A part of the management information used to manage object information in the existing DVD-Video has a similar structure to that of the enhanced video object information EVOBI shown in FIG. 12. Accordingly, setting enhanced video object information EVOBI and a primary enhanced video object P-EVOB separately in the primary video set PRMVS makes it possible to use a structure similar to a structure that combines object information and management information in the existing DVD-Video, which provides the advantage of making it easy to ensure the compatibility between the primary video set PRMVS and the existing DVD-Video. As shown in FIG. 10, the recording place of the representation objects in the primary video set PRMVS is limited to the inside of the information storage medium DISC. Therefore, it is relatively easy to reproduce the time map PTMAP of the primary video set, enhanced video object information EVOBI, and primary enhanced video objects P-EVOB from the same storage medium DISC. In contrast, as shown in FIG. 10, the secondary video set SCDVS enables representation objects to be recorded into not only the information storage medium DISC but also a persistent storage PRSTR or a network server NTSRV. As shown in FIG. 25, the secondary video set SCDVS is stored temporarily in the data cache DTCCH before reproduction and then is read from the data cache into the secondary video player SCDVP, which plays back the secondary video set. In this way, the secondary video set SCDVS may be taken in by the data cache DTCCH in advance. Therefore, the smaller the number of various files constituting the secondary video set SCDVS, the easier the
process of storing data into the data cache DTCCH. That is, as in the primary video set PRMVS of FIG. 12, various files, including the time map PTMAP of the primary video set, enhanced video object information EVOBI, and primary enhanced video objects P-EVOB, are arranged, which makes complicated the process of storing data into the data cache DTCCH temporarily. As shown in FIG. 12, the embodiment is characterized in that, in the secondary video set SCDVS, the information in the time map file PTMAP of the primary video set PRMVS and the information in the enhanced video object information file EVOBI in the primary video set PRMVS are put together and recorded into a time map file STMAP of a secondary video set, thereby reducing the number of hierarchical levels by one (or reducing the three hierarchical levels to two hierarchical levels) as compared with the primary video set PRMVS. This improves the convenience of the process of storing data temporarily into the data cache DTCCH of the secondary video set SCDVS. Specifically, in the embodiment, as shown in FIG. 12, the time map STMAP of the secondary video set is referred to from the playlist PLIST in the secondary video set SCDVS and the secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB is referred to directly from the time map STMAP of the secondary video set.

[2416] Hereinafter, a method of referring to the time map STMAP of the secondary video set from the playlist PLIST will be explained. As shown in FIG. 10, the secondary video set SCDVS includes substitute audio video SBTAV, substitute audio SBAUD, and secondary audio video SCDAV. As shown in FIG. 18, management information about the secondary audio video SCDAV is written using a substitute audio video clip SCAVC in the playlist PLIST. A substitute audio clip element SBADCP that manages the substitute audio SBADCP is written in the playlist PLIST. A substitute audio video clip SBAVC that manages the substitute audio video SBTAV is written in the playlist PLIST. As shown in FIG. 54(d) and FIGS. 55(c) and 55(d), in each of the secondary audio video clip SCAVC, substitute audio video clip element SBAVC, and substitute audio clip element SBADCP, there is a field in which “index information” for storage SRCTMP (see attribute information) for a representation object to be referred to is to be written. As shown in FIG. 18, in the “index information file storage SRCTMP (see attribute information) for a representation object to be referred to,” the storage location (path) of the time map file STMAP of the secondary video set and a file name are written. As shown in FIG. 88(c), the time map STMAP in the secondary video set includes information on the file name EVOB_FNAME of the enhanced video object. Using the file name EVOB_FNAME of the enhanced video object makes it possible to refer to the corresponding secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB from the time map STMAP of the secondary video set as shown in FIG. 12. FIG. 88 shows a detailed data structure of the time map STMAP of the secondary video set.

[2417] <Time Map (TMAP)>

[2418] Time Map (TMAP) consists of TMAP General Information (TMAP_GI), zero or one TMAP Information Search Pointer (TMAPI_SRPG), same number of TMAP Information (TMAP) at TMAPI_SRPG, and one EVOB Attribution (EVOB_ATR).

[2419] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[2420] As shown in FIG. 88(b), the time map STMAP of the secondary video set is composed of time map general information TMAP_GI, no or one time map information search pointer TMAPI_SRPG, as many pieces (no or one) of time map information TMAPI as the number of the time map information search points TMAPI_SRPG, and one piece of enhanced video object attribute information EVOB_ATR.

[2421] FIG. 88(c) shows a detailed structure of the time map general information TMAP_GI shown in FIG. 88(b). The data structure of the time map general information TMAP_GI of FIG. 88(c) is such that the file name EVOB_FNAME of the enhanced video object is added to the time map general information TMAP_GI in the time map TMAP (PTMAP) corresponding to the primary video set shown in FIG. 85(c). A time map identifier TMAP_ID shown in FIG. 88(c) is information put at the beginning of the time map file STMAP in the secondary video set. In the time map identifier TMAP_ID, “HDDVDTMAPo001” is written, which makes it possible to identify the time map file STMAP of the secondary video set as a time map file. The ending address TMAP_END of the time map is written using RLB (Relative Logical Block Number) representing the number of logical blocks relative to the first logical block in the corresponding time map file STMAP. As shown in FIG. 87 or FIG. 89, the individual video streams and audio streams in a representation object are recorded in each pack PKC in such a manner that they are packaged and multiplexed. The size of each of the packs PKC coincides with the logical block size and is set in units of 2048 bytes. Therefore, RLB (Relative Logical Block Number) representing the number of relative logical blocks represents the length of a 1048-byte unit.

[2422] The version number of the corresponding TMAP can be known from the version number TMAP_VERN of the time map. As in the time map attribute information TMAP_TY of FIG. 85(c), in time map attribute information TMAP_TY, application type APPTYP, ILVUI information ILVUI, attribute information ATRI, and angle information ANGLE are written. According to the time map STMAP of the secondary video set, “010005” has to be set as information on the application type APPTYP. Since in the embodiment, ILVUI (an interleaved unit in an interleaved block) is not defined in the secondary video set SCDVS, “0b” has to be set as the value of the ILVUI information ILVUI. As for the attribute information ATRI, “1b” has to be set to show the time map STMAP of the secondary video set. Moreover, since in the embodiment, the concept of multi-angle is not determined in the secondary video set SCDVS, “00b” has to be set as the angle information ANGLE in the time map STMAP of the secondary video set. As described above, since no or only one piece of time map information TMAP can be placed in the time map STMAP of the secondary video set, either “0” or “1” has to be set as the value set in information on the number of time map information TMAPs. In the embodiment, for example, when streaming related to music content is written in the secondary video set SCDVS, time map information TMAP may be unnecessary. Therefore, it is possible to set “0” as the value set in information on the number of time map information TMAPs. Moreover, since the concept (interleaved block) of interleaved units ILVUI is not set in the secondary
video set SCDVS, all of the starting address ILVUI_SA (4 bytes) of ILVUI has to be filled with "1bl. The starting address EVOB_ATTR_SA of the enhanced video object attribute information is written using the number of relative bytes RBN (Relative Byte Number), counting from the first byte in the corresponding time map STMAP. The aforementioned RLBIN (Relative Logical Block Number) is written using the number of logical blocks in each of which 2048 bytes of data can be recorded, whereas the RBN (Relative Byte Number) is written using the number of relative bytes.

[2423] Next, the file name VTSI_FNAME of the video title set information shown in FIG. 88(c) will be explained. As described above, the data structure of the time map general information TMAP_GL of FIG. 88(c) in the time map STMAP of the secondary video set is such that the file name EVOB_FNAME of the enhanced video object is added to the data structure of the time map general information TMAP_GL in the time map TMAP (PTMAP) of the primary video set. This makes the data structure common to the time map TMAP (PTMAP) of the primary video set and the time map STMAP of the secondary video set, which causes the advanced content playback section ADVPIL to use the reproducing process in both of the time maps and simplify the process. As shown in FIG. 12, in the time map PTMAP of the primary video set, enhanced video object information EVOBI is referred to, whereas in the time map STMAP of the secondary video set, the secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB is directly referred to. Therefore, on the file name VTSI_FNAME of the video title set information is meaningless in the time map STMAP of the secondary video set. Accordingly, in the embodiment, as the value of the file name VTSI_FNAME of the video title set information of FIG. 88(c), "1bl" is put repeatedly in the 255-byte field in which data is to be written.

[2424] Furthermore, the file name EVOB_FNAME of the enhanced video object of FIG. 88(c) represents the file name of the secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB referred to by the time map STMAP of the corresponding secondary video set and is designed to be written in 255 bytes. When the length of the secondary enhanced video object file S-EVOB is shorter than 255 bytes, "0bl" is put repeatedly in the remaining part of the file name written.

[2425] <TMAP Information (TMAPI)>  
[2426] Note: This data doesn't exist in the TMAP if the value of TMAPI_Ns='0'.

[2427] (1) TMAPI_SA

[2428] Describes the start address of the TMAPI with RBN from the first byte of this TMAP.

[2429] (2) EVOBU_ENT_Ns

[2430] Describes the number of EVOBU_ENT (for EOVB including Video stream) or TU_ENT (for EOVB excluding Video stream) for the TMAPI.

[2431] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[2432] In addition, the structure of the information in the time map information search pointer TMAPI_SR of FIG. 88(b) is simplified in such a manner that only the starting address TMAPI_SA of the time map information in the time map information search pointer TMAPI_SR of the time map TMAP (PTMAP) of the primary video set shown in FIG. 88(d) and information on the number of secondary video sets EVOBU_ENT_Ns are written, thereby reducing the amount of data in the time map STMAP of the secondary video set. The starting address TMAP_SA of the time map information is written using RBN (Relative Byte Number), the number of relative bytes counted from the first byte of the time map file STMAP of the secondary video set. Moreover, in the information on the number EVOBU_ENT_Ns of enhanced video object unit entries, information on the number of enhanced video object unit entries EVOBU_ENT included in the corresponding time map information TMAPI is written (when a video stream is included in the secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB) or information on the number of unit entries TU_ENT is written (when no video stream is included in the secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB).

[2433] <TMAP Information (TMAPI)>  
[2434] In case of EOVB including Video stream, TMAPI consists of one or more EVOBU Entries (EVOBU_ENTs). In case of EOVB excluding Video stream, TMAPI consists of one or more TU Entries.

[2435] Note: This data doesn't exist in the TMAP if the value of TMAPI_Ns='0'.

[2436] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[2437] When there is a video stream in the secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB referred to by the time map STMAP of the secondary video set, one or more enhanced video object unit entries EVOBU_ENT (not shown) are written in the time map information TMAPI shown in FIG. 88(b). In contrast, when there is no video stream in the secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB referred to by the time map STMAP of the secondary video set, the time map information TMAPI is composed of one or more time unit entries TU_ENT as shown in FIG. 88(d).

[2438] <EVOBU Entry (EVNUBENT)>  
[2439] 1STREF_SZ . . . Describes the size of the 1st Reference Picture of this EVBU. The size of the 1st Reference Picture is defined as the number of packs from the first pack of this EVBU to the pack which includes the last byte of the first encoded reference picture (the first I-Coded-Frame) of this EVBU.

[2440] EVOBU_PB_TM . . . Describes the Playback Time of this EVBU, which is specified by the number of video fields in this EVBU.

[2441] EVOBU_SZ . . . Describes the size of this EVBU, which is specified by the number of packs in this EVBU.

[2442] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[2443] When the time map information TMAPI is composed of one or more enhanced video object unit entries EVOBU_ENT, size information on a first reference picture (1 picture frame) 1STREF_SZ included in the corresponding enhanced video object unit, playback time EVOBU_PB_TM of the corresponding enhanced video object unit EVBU, and data size EVOBU_SZ of the corresponding enhanced
video object unit EVOBU are written in the enhanced video object unit entry EVOBU_ENT as described in FIG. 85.

[2444] <TU Entry (TU_ENT)>

[2445] TU_DIFF . . . Describes the Playback Time of this TU in 90 kHz unit. Playback Time means the difference between PTS of first frame in this TU and PTS of first frame in next TU. If this TU is last TU in the EVOB, Playback is defined as the difference between PTS of first frame in this TU and PTS of last frame in this TU.

[2446] TU_SZ . . . Describes the size of this TU, which is specified by the number of packs in this TU.

[2447] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[2448] In a time unit entry TU_ENT shown in FIG. 88(£), playback time TU_DIFF of the corresponding time unit entry and the data size TU_SZ of the time unit are written. The playback time TU_DIFF of the time unit is represented using the count in units of 90 kHz. As the playback time in the time unit, the difference value between the value of a presentation time stamp PTS set in the first frame in the corresponding time unit and a presentation time stamp PTS set in the first frame in the next time unit TU is written. When the time unit TU corresponding to the time unit entry TU_ENT is the time unit TU placed at the end of the secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB, the value of the playback time TU_DIFF is set as the difference value between the presentation time stamp PTS of the first frame in the corresponding time unit and the presentation time stamp value of the last frame in the same time unit TU. Moreover, size information TU_SZ of the time unit TU is represented by the number of various packs constituting the corresponding time unit TU.

[2449] <EVOB Attribution (EVOB_ATR)>

[2450] (1) EVOB_TY

[2451] Describes the type of Secondary Video Set and existence of Sub Video stream and Sub Audio stream.

[2452] CONT_TY . . . 0001b: Substitute Audio including AM_PCK

[2453] 0010b: Secondary Audio Video including VS_PCK

[2454] 0100b: Secondary Audio Video including AS_PCK

[2455] 0110b: Secondary Audio Video including VS_PCK/AS_PCK

[2456] 1001b: Substitute Audio Video including VS_PCK/AM_PCK

[2457] Others: reserved

[2458] Note: Substitution of Audio Video is used for substitution of Main Video stream and Main Audio in Primary Video Set. Substitution Audio is used for substitution of Main Audio stream in Primary Video Set. Secondary Audio Video is used for addition or substitution of Sub Video stream and Sub Audio stream in Primary Video Set.

[2459] (2) EVOB_VM_ATR

[2460] Describes the Main Video attribute of the EVOB, which is defined for Main Video stream attribute in VTS_EVOB_ATR (2) EVOB_VM_ATR.

[2461] If Main Video stream does not exist in the EVOB, this field shall be filled with ‘0b’.

[2462] (3) VOB_VS_ATR

[2463] Describes the Sub Video attribute of the EVOB, which is defined for Sub Video stream attribute in VTS_EVOB_ATR (3) EVOB_VS_ATR.

[2464] If Sub Video stream does not exist in the EVOB, this field shall be filled with ‘0b’.

[2465] (4) EVOB_VS_LUMA

[2466] Describes luma value for Sub Video stream, which is defined in VTS_EVOB_ATR (4) EVOB_VS_LUMA.

[2467] This value is valid only in case that this EVOB contains Sub Video stream and its luma attribute, ‘Luma flag’ in EVOB_VS_ATR is ‘1b’. Otherwise, this field shall be filled with ‘0b’.

[2468] (5) EVOB_AMST_Ns

[2469] Describes the number of Main Audio streams in an EVOB, which is defined in VTS_EVOBATTR (5) EVOB_AMST_Ns.

[2470] If Main Audio stream does not exist in the EVOB, this field shall be filled with ‘0b’.

[2471] (6) EVOB_AMST_ATRT

[2472] Describes each Main Audio attribute of the EVOB, which is defined for Main Audio stream attribute in VTS_EVOB_ATR (6) EVOB_AMST_ATRT.

[2473] If Main Audio stream does not exist in the EVOB, this field shall be filled with ‘0b’.

[2474] (7) EVOB_DM_COEFT

[2475] Describes down-mix coefficient table for Audio stream, which is defined in VTS_EVOB_ATR (7) EVOB_DM_COEFTS.

[2476] On the area of the Audio stream whose “Number of Audio channels” is not ‘multichannel’, this field shall be filled with ‘0b’.

[2477] (8) EVOB_ASST_Ns

[2478] Describes the number of Sub Audio streams in an EVOB, which is defined in VTS_EVOB_ATR (8) EVOB_ASST_Ns.

[2479] (9) EVOB_ASST_ATRT

[2480] Describes each Sub Audio attribute of the EVOB, which is defined for Sub Audio stream attribute in VTS_EVOB_ATR (9) EVOB_ASST_ATRT.

[2481] If Sub Audio stream does not exist in the EVOB, this field shall be filled with ‘0b’.

[2482] More intelligible explanations will be provided below.

[2483] FIG. 88(£) shows the data structure of enhanced video object attribute information EVOB_ATR shown in
FIG. 88(b). In an enhanced video object type EVOB_TYPE placed at the beginning of the enhanced video object attribute information EVOB_ATR, type information on the secondary video set SCADV, information on the presence or absence of a sub-video stream SUBVBD, and information on the presence or absence of a sub-audio stream SUBBAD are written. In the enhanced video object type EVOB_TYPE, there is control type information CONT_TYPE. If the value of the control type information CONT_TYPE is “0010b,” the corresponding secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB is substitute audio SBTAD, which means that the substitute audio SBTAD includes a main audio pack AM_PCK in which main audio MANAD is written. If the value of the control type information CONT_TYPE is “0010b,” this means that the corresponding secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB is secondary audio video SCADV and the secondary audio video SCADV includes sub-video SUBVBD, which means that the secondary audio video includes a sub-video pack VS_PCK in which the sub-video SUBVBD is recorded. Furthermore, if the value of the control type information CONT_TYPE is “0100”, this means that the corresponding secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB is secondary audio video SCADV and the secondary audio video SCADV includes a sub-audio stream SUBBAD, which means that the secondary audio video includes a sub-audio pack AS_PCK in which the sub-audio stream SUBBAD is recorded. Moreover, if the value of the control type information CONT_TYPE is “0110b,” the corresponding secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB is secondary audio video SCADV, which means that the secondary audio video SCADV includes both a sub-video stream SUBVBD and a sub-audio stream SUBBAD and the sub-video stream SUBVBD is recorded in a sub-video pack VS_PCK and the sub-audio stream SUBBAD is recorded in a sub-audio pack AS_PCK (meaning that the sub-video pack VS_PCK and sub-audio pack AS_PCK are included in the secondary audio video SCADV). In addition, if the value of the control type information CONT_TYPE is “1001b,” the corresponding secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB is substitute audio video SBTAV, which means that the substitute audio video SBTAV includes both a main video stream MANVAD and a main audio stream MANAD and the main video stream MANVAD is recorded in a main video pack VM_PCK and the main audio stream MANAD is recorded in a main audio pack AM_PCK (meaning that the main video pack VM_PCK and main audio pack AM_PCK are included in the substitute audio video SBTAV). As shown in FIG. 10, the substitute audio video SBTAV can include only a main video stream MANVAD and a main audio stream MANAD. Therefore, when the secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB referred to by the time map STMAP of the secondary video set indicates substitute audio video SBTAV, main video attribute information EVOB_VMA_ATR on the enhanced video object shown in FIG. 88(a) and attribute information on the corresponding main video stream MANVAD and main audio stream MANAD in the main audio stream attribute table EVOB_AMST_ATRT of enhanced video objects are written. As described above, since the substitute audio video SBTAV includes neither a sub-video stream SUBVBD nor a sub-audio stream SUBBAD, sub-video attribute information EVOB_VSA_ATR on enhanced video objects and the sub-audio stream attribute table EVOB_ASST_ATRT of enhanced video objects are meaningless, each of them is filled with “0b.” Moreover, as shown in FIG. 10, since the substitute audio SBTAD includes only main audio MANAD, when the secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB referred to by the time map STMAP of the secondary video set corresponds to substitute audio SBTAD, attribute information on the corresponding main audio stream MANAD is written in the main audio stream attribute table EVOB_AMST_ATRT of the enhanced video object. Since the main video attribute information EVOB_VMA_ATR on enhanced video objects, sub-video attribute information EVOB_VSA_ATR of enhanced video objects, and the sub-audio stream attribute table EVOB_ASST_ATRT of enhanced video objects are meaningless and are therefore all filled with “0b.” Similarly, the secondary audio video SCADV includes only sub-video streams SUBVBD and sub-audio streams SUBBAD and can include neither main video streams MANVAD nor main audio streams MANAD. Therefore, when the secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB referred to by the time map STMAP of the secondary enhanced video set corresponds to secondary audio video SCADV, sub-video attribute information EVOB_VSA_ATR on enhanced video objects, attribute information on the sub-video stream SUBVBD corresponding only to the sub-audio stream attribute table EVOB_AMST_ATRT of enhanced video objects, and attribute information on the corresponding sub-audio stream SUBBAD are written. In this case, since meaningful data is not written in the main video attribute information EVOB_VMA_ATR on enhanced video objects and in the main audio stream attribute table EVOB_AMST_ATRT of enhanced video objects, all of them are filled with “0b.” Next, only when the corresponding secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB includes a sub-video stream SUBVBD, a valid value is written in LUMA value EVOB_VSA_LUMA related to sub-video of enhanced video objects. As shown in FIG. 10, only secondary audio video SCADV exists in the secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB including a sub-video stream SUBVBD. Therefore, when the secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB is composed of substitute audio video SBTAV or substitute audio SBTAD, all of the LUMA value EVOB_VSA_LUMA related to sub-video of the enhanced video object has to be filled with “0b.” If the corresponding secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB is secondary audio video SCADV including sub-video SUBVBD, the value of the control type information CONT_TYPE is set to “0010b” or “0110b” as described above, the LUMA attribute value of the sub-video stream SUBVBD is written in the LUMA value EVOB_VSA_LUMA related to sub-video of the enhanced video object, and the value of “LUMA flag” in the sub-video attribute information EVOB_VSA_ATR on the enhanced video object is set to “1b.” Moreover, if the secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB referred to by the time map STMAP of the secondary video set is substitute audio video SBTAV or substitute audio SBTAD including main audio streams MANAD, the number of main audio streams MANAD included there is written in the number of main audio streams EVOB_AMST_NS of the enhanced video object.

[2484] Next, a down mix coefficient table EVOB_DM_COEFTS related to the audio streams of the enhanced video object shown in FIG. 88(a) will be explained. When the number of channels of the audio streams included in the secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB is “3” or more and an environment shown to the user has two channels (or is stereo), a down mix process has to be carried out. Information about the down mix coefficients necessary for
the down mix process is written in a down mix coefficient table EVOB_DM_COEFTS related to audio streams of the enhanced video object.

[2485] Furthermore, if the secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB referred to by the time map STMAP of the secondary video set is secondary audio video SCDAV, information on the number of sub-audio streams SUBAD included in the secondary audio video SCDAV is written in the number of sub-audio streams EVOB_ASST_Ns of the enhanced video object. Next, information on the sub-audio stream attribute table EVOB_ASST_ATRT of the enhanced video object shown in FIG. 86(a) will be explained. As shown in FIG. 10, it is only in secondary audio video SCDAV that sub-audio streams SUBAD are included in the secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB. Only in this case, valid information is recorded in the sub-audio stream attribute table EVOB_ASST_ATRT of enhanced video objects. In other cases (or in a case where there is no sub-audio SUBAD in the secondary audio video SCDAV), since the sub-audio stream attribute table EVOB_ASST_ATRT of the enhanced video object has no meaningful information, it is all filled with “0h.”

[2486] FIG. 89 shows the data structure of the secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB in the embodiment. FIG. 89(a) shows the data structure of a secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB including video streams. FIG. 89(b) shows the data structure of a secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB not including video streams. In both cases, when they are compared with the data structure of the primary enhanced video object P-EVOB shown in FIG. 87, neither a sub-picture pack SP_PCK nor an advanced pack ADV_PCK exists. As shown in FIG. 89(a), when a video stream is included, the secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB is composed of a collection of enhanced video object units S-EVOB/U as is the primary enhanced video object P-EVOB shown in FIG. 87. As shown in FIG. 10, the secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB including video streams corresponds to either substitute audio video SBTAU or secondary audio video SCDAV. When the secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB is substitute audio video SBTAU, the substitute audio video SBTAU includes only main video streams MANVD and main audio streams MANAD as shown in FIG. 10, it is composed of only navigation packs NV_PCK, main audio packs AM_PCK, and main video packs VM_PCK as shown at the second row from the bottom of FIG. 89(a). When the secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB is secondary audio video SCDAV, only sub-video streams SUBVD and sub-audio streams SUBAD are included as shown in FIG. 10, the secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB is composed of only navigation packs NV_PCK, sub-audio packs AS_PCK, and sub-video packs VS_PCK as shown at the bottom row of FIG. 89(a).

[2487] Furthermore, when the secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB includes no video stream as shown in FIG. 89(b), the concept of enhanced video object units EVOBU does not hold. Therefore, in this case, data is managed using a time unit STUNIT for a secondary video set composed of a set of packs included in each specific time as a management unit in place of a secondary enhanced video object unit S-EVOBU. Therefore, the secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB not including video streams is composed of a set of secondary enhanced video set time units STUNIT as shown in FIG. 89(b). When the secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB is substitute audio video SBTAU or substitute audio SBTAD, the secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB includes only main audio streams MANAD. In this case, the secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB is composed of only navigation packs NV_PCK and main audio packs AM_PCK as shown at the second row from the bottom in FIG. 89(b). In contrast, when the secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB is secondary audio video SCDAV, the secondary audio video SCDAV includes only sub-audio streams SUBAD as shown in FIG. 10 (in a case where no video stream is included). In this case, the secondary enhanced video object S-EVOB is composed of only navigation packs NV_PCK and sub-audio packs AS_PCK as shown at the bottom row of FIG. 89(b).

[2488] The characteristic of the data structure of one element (xml descriptive sentence) written in the markup MRTUP of the embodiment will be explained using FIG. 90. FIG. 90(c) shows the basic data structure of a basic element (xml descriptive sentence). At the beginning of the first half of an element, content model information CONTMD is written, which makes it possible to identify the contents of each element. In the embodiment, FIG. 90 shows the description of the content model information CONTMD. The individual elements of the embodiment can be roughly classified into three types of vocabulary: a content vocabulary CNTVOC, a style vocabulary STLVOC, and a timing vocabulary TIMVOC. The content vocabulary CNTVOC includes area element AREAEL written as "area" in the writing location in the content model information CONTMD, body element BODYEL written as "body," br element BREKEL written as "br," button element BUTNEL written as "button," div element DVSEL written as "div," head element HEADEL written as "head," include element INCIEL written as "include," input element INPTEL written as "input," meta element METAEL written as "meta," object element OBTEL written as "object," p element PRGETL written as "p," root element ROOTEL written as "root," and span element SPANEL written as "span." The style vocabulary STLVOC includes styling element STNEL written as "styling" in the writing location in the content model information CONTMD and style element STYEL written as "style." The timing vocabulary TIMVOC includes animate element ANIMEL written as "animate" in the writing location in the content model information CONTMD, cue element CUEELE written as "cue," event element EVNTEL written as "event," def element DEFSEL written as "defs," element GROPEL written as "g," link element LINKELE written as "link," par element PARAEL written as "par," seq element SEQNEL written as "seq," set element SETELE written as "set," and timing element TIMGEL written as "timing." To indicate the range of the element, "<content model information CONTMD>" is placed as a back tag as shown in FIG. 90(c) at the end of the element. While in the structure of FIG. 90(c), the front tag and the back tag are separated in the same element, the element may be written using one tag. In this case, content model information CONTMD is written at the head of the tag and "/>" is placed at the end of the tag.

[2489] In the embodiment, content information CONTNT is written in the area sandwiched between the front tag and the back tag as shown in FIG. 90(c). As the content infor-
mation CONTNT, the following two types of information can be written:

[2490] 1. Specific element information
[2491] 2. PC data (#PCDATA)

[2492] In the embodiment, as shown in FIG. 90(a), “1. Specific element information (xml descriptive sentence)” can be set as content information CONTNT. In this case, the element set as content information CONTNT is called “child element,” whereas the element including the content information CONTNT is called “parent element.” Combining information on the parent element and attribute information on the child element makes it possible to represent various functions efficiently. As shown in FIG. 90(c), attribute information (attributes) is placed in the front tag in an element (xml descriptive sentence), thereby making it possible to set the attribute of the element. In the embodiment, the attribute information (attributes) is classified into “required attribute information RQATRI” and “optional attribute information OPATRI.” The “required attribute information RQATRI” has contents that have to be written in a specified element. In the “optional attribute information OPATRI,” the following two types of information can be recorded:

[2493] Attribute information which is set as standard attribute information in a specified element and may not be written in the element (xml descriptive sentence)
[2494] Information additionally written in the element (xml descriptive sentence) by extracting arbitrary attribute information from an attribute information table defined as optional information

[2495] As shown in FIG. 90(b), the embodiment is characterized in that display or execution timing on the time axis can be set on the basis of “required attribute information RQATRI” in a specific element (xml descriptive sentence). Specifically, Begin attribute information represents the starting time MUSTTM of an execution (or display) period, dur attribute information is used to set the time interval MUDRTM of the execution (or display) period, and end attribute information is used to set the ending time MUENTM of the execution (or display) period. These pieces of information used to set display or execution timing on the time axis makes it possible to set timing minutely in synchronization with a reference clock in displaying or executing the information corresponding to each element. With a conventional markup MRKUP, animations or moving pictures could be displayed and the timing of accelerating or slowing the playback time of the animations or moving pictures could be set. However, with the conventional display method, detailed control along a specific time axis (e.g., appearance or disappearance in the middle of processing or execution start or end in the middle of processing) could not be performed. Moreover, when a plurality of moving pictures and animations were displayed on a markup page MRKUP, the synchronous setting of the display timing of individual moving pictures and animations could not be done. In contrast, the embodiment is characterized in that, since display or execution timing on the time axis can be set minutely on the basis of “required attribute information RQATRI” in a specific element (xml descriptive sentence), minute control along the time axis can be performed, which was impossible in the conventional markup page MRKUP. Furthermore, in the embodiment, when a plurality of animations and moving pictures are displayed at the same time, they can be displayed in synchronization with one another, which assures the user of more detailed expressions. In the embodiment, as a reference time (reference clock) in setting the starting time MUSTTM (Begin attribute information) and ending time MUENTM (end attribute information) of the execution (or display) period or the time interval MUDRTM (dur attribute information) of the execution (or display) period, any one of the following can be set:

[2496] 1. “Media clock” (or “title clock”) representing a reference clock serving as a reference of the title timeline TMLE explained in FIG. 17
[2497] . . . It is defined by the frame rate information FRAMRT (timeBase attribute information) in a title set element as shown in FIG. 23B(d)
[2498] 2. “Page clock” set for each markup page MRKUP (the advance of time (the counting up of clocks) is started from when the corresponding markup page MRKUP goes into the active state)
[2499] . . . It is defined by frequency information TKBASE (tickBase attribute information) on tick clocks used in a markup page as shown in FIG. 23B(d)
[2500] 3. “Application clock” set for each application (the advance of time (the counting up of clocks) is started from when the corresponding application goes into the active state)
[2501] In the embodiment, primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB and secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB make progress along the title timeline TMLE on the basis of the media clock (title clock). Therefore, for example, when the user presses “Pause” button to stop the advance of time on the title timeline TMLE temporarily, the frame advance of primary enhanced video object data P-EVOB and secondary enhanced video object data S-EVOB is stopped in synchronization with the pressing of the button, which produces a still image displaying state. In contrast, both of the page clock and application clock advance in time (or the counting up of the clocks progresses) in synchronization with the tick clock. In the embodiment, the media clock and the tick clock advance in time independently (or the counting up of the media clock and that of the tick clock are done independently). Therefore, when the page clock or application clock is selected as a reference time (clock) in setting display or execution timing on the time axis on the basis of the “required attribute information RQATRI,” this produces the effect of being capable of continuing playback (the advance of time) with the markup MRKUP under no influence even if the advance of time on the title timeline stops temporarily. For example, the markup MRKUP enables special playback (e.g., fast forward or rewind) to be carried out on the title timeline TMLE, while displaying animations or news (or weather forecast) in tickers at standard speed, which improves the user’s convenience remarkably. The reference time (clock) in setting display or execution timing on the time axis on the basis of the “required attribute information RQATRI” is set in a timing element TIMGEL in the head element HEADEL shown in FIG. 91A(a). Specifically, it is set as the value of clock attribute information (indicated by an underline over a) in a timing element TIMGEL placed in the head element.
HEADEL shown in FIG. 92(f). (Since in the example of FIG. 92(f), an advanced subtitle ADSBT is displayed, the title clock (media clock) is set as the reference time (clock) in setting display or execution timing on the time axis on the basis of the “required attribute information RQATRI.”

[2502] Furthermore, the embodiment is characterized by FIG. 90(d). Specifically, arbitrary attribute information STNSAT defined in a style name space can be used (or set) as optional attribute information PRATRI in many elements (XML descriptive sentences). This enables the arbitrary attribute information STNSAT defined in the style name space not only to set display and representation methods (forms) in a markup page MRKUP but also to prepare a very wide range of options. As a result, use of the characteristic of the embodiment improves the representational power in the markup page MRKUP remarkably as compared with conventional equivalents.

[2503] Using FIGS. 91A and 92B, the structure of a markup MARKUP descriptive sentence in the embodiment will be explained. As shown in FIG. 91A(a), the embodiment is characterized in that a timing element TIMGEL and a styling element STNGEL are arranged in the head element HEADEL of the root element ROOTEL in the markup MRKUP descriptive sentence. Specifically, a timing element TIMGEL is set in the head element HEADEL, thereby defining a time sheet corresponding to the corresponding markup MRKUP. This makes it possible to specify minute display timing for the common contents in the markup MRKUP. The embodiment is characterized by not only specifying the common display timing minutely in the corresponding markup MRKUP but also being capable of using the contents of the time sheet set in the timing element TIMGEL in a body element BODYEL explained later. Moreover, various elements in the timing vocabulary TIMVOC shown in FIG. 91B(c) can be written in the timing element TIMGEL in the head element HEADEL.

[2504] The contents of the timing vocabulary TIMVOC written in the timing element TIMGEL in the head element HEADEL will be explained in detail using FIG. 91B(c). The timing vocabulary TIMVOC includes animate elements ANIMEL, cue elements CUEEEL, event elements EVNTEL, defs elements DEFSEL, g elements GROPEL, link elements LINLKL, par elements PARAEEL, seq elements SEQNEL, set elements SETEEL; and timing elements TIMGEL. Specifically, the animate element ANIMEL sets animations or specifies the change of setting conditions. The cue element CUEEEL has the function of selecting a child element on the basis of the specified condition and carrying out an executing process (or a replacing process) with specific timing. The event element EVNTEL generates an event handled by a script. The defs element DEFSEL defines a set (or a group) of specific animation elements. The g element GROPEL defines the grouping of animation elements. The link element LINLKL loads a specified resource and sets a hyperlink that carries out a replacing process. The par element PARAEEL defines a parallel progress of time. The seq element SEQNEL defines a sequential progress of time. The set element SETEEL sets various attribute conditions and characteristic conditions. The timing element TIMGEL sets timing conditions for all of the advanced applications.

[2505] A styling element STNGEL in the head element HEADEL will be explained. The embodiment is characterized in that a styling element STNGEL is placed in the head element HEADEL. Use of a styling element STNGEL makes it possible to define a style sheet for the corresponding markup MRKUP. The style sheet for the corresponding markup MRKUP is defined by the styling element STNGEL in the head element HEADEL, thereby specifying a display format for all of the corresponding markup MARUP. In the embodiment, the styling element STNGEL in the head element HEADEL sets various display formats (or styles) equally and the set display formats (or styles) are referred to in a body element BODYEL explained later, thereby making it possible to standardize display formats in the individual descriptive sentences in the body element BODYEL. Moreover, referring to a part of the styling element STNGEL of the head element HEADEL in the body element BODYEL makes it possible not only to reduce the amount of writing in the body element BODYEL and therefore the amount of descriptive text in all of the markup descriptive sentences, but also to simplify the displaying method at the advanced content playback section ADVPL using the markup descriptive sentence. In the styling element STNGEL in the head element HEADEL, the elements included in the style vocabulary STILVOC can be written as shown in FIG. 91B(d). The elements included in the style vocabulary STILVOC that can be written in the styling element STNGEL include a styling element STNGEL and a style element STYEL. As shown in FIG. 91B(d). The styling element STNGEL has the function of setting a style sheet. The style element STYEL has the function of collectively setting display formats (or styles).

[2506] Furthermore, as shown in FIG. 91A(a), in the body element BODYEL put behind the head element HEADEL in the root element ROOTEL, various elements belonging to the content vocabulary CNTVOC included in a list shown in FIG. 91A(b) can be written. In the embodiment, not only neither the timing vocabulary TIMVOC of FIG. 91B(c) nor the style vocabulary STILVOC of FIG. 91B(d) is written in the body element BODYEL, but also neither the style vocabulary STILVOC nor the content vocabulary CNTVOC is written in the timing element TIMGEL. Moreover, in the styling element STNGEL, neither various elements in the timing vocabulary TIMVOC of FIG. 91B(c) nor various elements included in the content vocabulary CNTVOC of FIG. 91B(b) are written. As described above, in the embodiment, the contents of the elements written in the timing element TIMGEL, styling element STNGEL, and body element BODYEL are determined separately, thereby clarifying the information writing range in various elements and assigning the contents, which simplifies the data analyzing process of the advanced content playback section ADVPL, which reproduces the markup MRKUP (specifically, a programming engine PRGEN placed in an advanced application manager ADAMNG in the navigation manager NVMNG shown in FIG. 28). Hereinafter, various elements included in the content vocabulary CNTVOC placed (or written) in the body element BODYEL will be explained. As shown in FIG. 91B(b), the content vocabulary CNTVOC includes area elements AREAEEL, br elements BREEEL, button elements BUTNEL, div elements DVSEL, img elements INIMEL, input elements INPETEL, meta elements METTEL, object elements OBJTEL, p elements PROPEL, param elements PRMTEL, and span elements SPANEL. The
contents of the individual elements will be described concretely below. The area element AREAEL is classified into a "transition to execution" class and determines an area on a screen for which transition to execution (or an active state) (by clips or the like) can be specified. The br element BREKEL is classified into a "display" class and carries out forced display and output. The button element BUTNEL is classified into a "state" class and sets a user input button. The div element DVSNEL is classified into an "operation" class and sets the divisions of block splitting of elements belonging to the same block type. The include element INCNEL is classified into an "nondisplay" class and specifies a document to be referred to. The input element INPTEL is classified into the "state" class and sets a text box the user can input. The meta element METAEL is classified into the "nondisplay" class and sets (a combination of) elements representing the contents of an advanced application. The object element OBJTEL is classified into the "display" class and sets an object file name and display format attached to a markup page. The p element PRGREL is classified into the "operation" class and sets the display timing and display format of paragraph blocks (or text extending over a plurality of rows). The param element PRMITEL is classified into the "nondisplay" class and sets parameters for object elements. The span element SPANEL is classified into the "operation" and sets the display timing and display format for one row of content (or text) (in a block).

[2507] As shown in FIG. 16, the embodiment is characterized in that a telop character 39 or a subtitle can be displayed on a screen shown to the user by using an advanced subtitle ADSBT. To reproduce the advanced subtitle ADSBT and display it on the screen, the manifest MNSFST of the advanced subtitle is referred to from the playlist PLLST as shown in FIG. 12 and then the markup MKRUPS of the advanced subtitle is referred to from the manifest MNSFSTS of the advanced subtitle. The markup MKRUPS of the advanced subtitle is such that the font FONSTS of the advanced subtitle is referred to, thereby displaying the characters based on specific fonts on the user screen. As a method of showing subtitles or tickers to the user by using the concept of the advanced subtitle ADSBT, the method of using event elements EVNTEL shown in FIGS. 77 and 78 has already been explained. As another embodiment of the method of reproducing subtitles or tickers by using event elements EVNTEL of FIGS. 77 and 78, a method of writing subtitle characters or telop characters using markup MKRUPS descriptive sentences as shown in FIG. 92(f) will be explained. The method of FIG. 92 is superior in scalability and versatility to the method shown in FIGS. 77 and 78. In the embodiment, showing subtitles or tickers by the method of FIG. 92 is recommended. The technique for displaying animations on a home page in the Internet and changing displayed images as time advances has been used. In contrast, the embodiment of FIG. 92 is characterized in that the title timeline TMLE is used as a reference and that subtitles or tickers can be displayed or switched in such a manner that subtitles or tickers are caused to synchronize with a primary video set PRMVS for displaying the main story 31, using such very small units as fields or frames. As shown in FIG. 17, in the embodiment, a title timeline TMLE serving as a reference of the progress of time is set for each title and a primary video set PRMVS and an advanced subtitle ADSBT indicating subtitles or tickers are mapped on the title timeline TMLE (specifying the timing of starting and ending display along the progress of time on the title timeline TMLE). This makes it possible to display a plurality of representation objects (meaning the primary video set PRMVS and advanced subtitle ADSBT in the embodiment of FIG. 92) at the same time in such a manner that they are synchronized with one another on the time axis. The mapping state of the individual representation objects on the title timeline TMLE is written in the playlist PLLST. The playlist PLLST is used to manage the playback display timing of the individual representation objects. FIG. 92(d) shows the mapping state of the primary video set PRMVS indicating the contents of the main story 31 mapped along the progress of time on the title timeline TMLE and the advanced subtitle ADSBT having information on subtitles (or tickers). FIG. 92(a) shows the contents of the subtitles (or tickers) displayed from "T1" to "T2" on the title timeline TMLE. Similarly, FIG. 92(b) shows the contents of the subtitles (or tickers) displayed from "T2" to "T3" on the title timeline TMLE. FIG. 92(c) shows the contents of the subtitles (or tickers) displayed from "T3" to "T4" on the title timeline TMLE. That is, as shown in FIG. 92(a) to FIG. 92(d), setting is done so that the contents of subtitles (or tickers) may be switched at time "T2," "T3," and "T4" on the title timeline TMLE. In the embodiment of FIG. 92, the size of subtitles (or tickers), display position on the screen, and colors and fonts (e.g., normal or italic letters) switched at time "T2" and "T3" on the title timeline TMLE can be changed and set minutely. The contents of the timing of various representation objects mapped on the title timeline TMLE shown in FIG. 92(d) are written in object mapping information OBMAPI in the playlist PLLST (for example, see FIG. 24(a)). As shown in FIG. 12, the advanced subtitle ADSBT displaying subtitles or tickers is composed of the manifest MNSFSTS of the advanced subtitle and markup MKRUPS of the advanced subtitle, and fonts FONSTS of the advanced subtitle as needed.

[2508] FIG. 92(e) shows a part of the contents of information written in the manifest MNSFSTS of the advanced subtitle of FIG. 12. In the contents of information written in the manifest MNSFST of the advanced subtitle, area element RGNELE in an application element, markup element MKKELE, resource element RESELE, and others are written (see FIG. 81(a)). In the description example in FIG. 92(e), the following values are omitted in the area element RGNFLE: the X coordinate value XAXIS (X attribute value) of the application area specifying position on the canvas, the Y coordinate value YAXIS (Y attribute value) of the application area specifying position on the canvas, the width WIDTH (width attribute information) of the application area in the canvas coordinates, and the height HEIGHT (height attribute information) of the application area in the canvas coordinates. As explained in FIG. 81(b), when the description of these values is omitted in the area element RGNELE, this means that the size and location of the application area APPRGN in which subtitles are set are caused to coincide completely with the aperture APRT (the full size of each screen shown in FIGS. 92(a) to 92(c)). This enables the subtitle or ticker to be placed in any position on the full screen shown to the user. As shown in FIG. 12, the manifest MNSFSTS of the advanced subtitle refers to the markup MKRUPS of the advanced subtitle. The information referred to is written in "the storage location SRCMKK (src attribute information) of a markup file used first." In the embodiment of FIG. 92(e), the markup file MKRUPS of the
advanced subtitle is stored under the file name of MRKUPS.XAS" in a recordable persistent storage PRSTR. In addition, the file name and storage location (path) of the font file FONT of the advanced subtitle shown in FIG. 12 are stored in the recordable persistent storage PRSTR under the name of ‘"FONTS.OTF’” in the description example of FIG. 92(e).

[2509] Next, FIG. 92(f) shows an example of the contents written in markup MRKUPS of the advanced subtitle shown in FIG. 12. As already explained in FIG. 91A(a), timing element TIMGEL is arranged in the head element HEADEL in the root element ROOTEL and the display timing related information on the corresponding markup MRKUPS is set in a sharing manner. In the embodiment, three types of clock, media clock (title clock), application clock, and page clock, are set as a reference clock representing a reference time in displaying the advanced subtitle ADSBT. The page clock and application clock are set so as to synchronize with the tick clock and are caused to progress in time (or are counted up independently of the media clock serving as a reference of the title timeline TML.E. Clock attribute information (value information set by “clocks”: the part indicated by an underline over a) in the timing element TIMGEL shown in FIG. 92(f) is used to set a part where which one of the clocks is to be used in the corresponding markup MRKUPS is set. Since the embodiment of FIG. 92, a subtitle or a ticker to be displayed is displayed in synchronization with the progress of the primary video set PRMVS indicating the main story 31, the media clock using the title timeline TML.E as a reference has to be used as a reference clock of the advanced subtitle ADSBT. Therefore, “title” meaning the media clock (media clock limited to the title timeline TML.E in the title) is set. As described above, the embodiment is characterized in that clock attribute information is set to the media clock in synchronization with the title timeline TML.E in the timing element TIMGEL set in the head element HEADEL in which the timing information corresponding to the markup MRKUPS of the advanced subtitle is set. This makes it possible to set the synchronization of the primary video set PRMVS with the display timing of the advanced subtitle ADSBT, with the title timeline TML.E as a reference. Therefore, even if the playback display of the main story 31 (primary video set PRMVS) is set to pause, FF (fast forward), or FR (fast rewind) by the user action, the display timing of a subtitle or a ticker can be changed accordingly.

[2510] Furthermore, as information set in the timing element TIMGEL of FIG. 92(f), the subtitle or ticker is displayed with the timing from “10” to “20” and the time display timing is set as sequential (timeContainer="seq"). Although not used in actually displaying a subtitle or a ticker, the reference frequency of the tick clock serving as a reference of the page clock or advanced clock is reduced to one-fourth of the reference frequency of the media clock acting as a reference of the title timeline TML.E (clockDivider=“4”). FIGS. 91A(b) to 91B(d) show the individual element names used in the descriptive sentence in the markup MRKUPS and their contents in the embodiment. The embodiment is characterized in that a subtitle or a ticker changing in synchronization with the screen is set using a span element SPANEL or a p element PRGREL (or a combination of a span element SPANEL or a p element PRGREL with an object element OBJTEL) in each element shown in FIGS. 91A(b) to 91B(d). That is, use of a span element SPANEL or a p element PRGREL enables a subtitle or a ticker to be displayed most effectively by a simple process. In addition, as shown in FIG. 91A(b), an object file name and a display format attached to a markup page MRKUPS can be set in an object element OBJTEL. Thus, combining the span element SPANEL or p element PRGREL with the object element OBJTEL makes it possible to specify a font file FONTS used in the markup MRKUPS. That is, combining the span element SPANEL or p element PRGREL with the object element OBJTEL (or setting the relationship between a parent element and a child element) makes it possible to show the user the contents of the subtitle or ticker set in the span element SPANEL or p element PRGREL in the font style on the basis of the font file FONTS set in the object element OBJTEL. As described above, with the method of setting the font file FONTS to be referred to by the object element OBJTEL, a subtitle or a ticker can be shown to the user using an arbitrary font, which improves the representation power of the subtitle or ticker to the user remarkably. In an embodiment shown in FIG. 92(f), a file whose file name is “FONTS.OTF” in the persistent storage PRSTR is referred to by the src attribute information in the object element OBJTEL and a font file FONTS is specified as the file type using type attribute information. As shown in FIG. 92(e), the font file FONTS is specified in the resource element RESELE in the manifest file MNSITS. The correspondence of the font file FONTS with the font file FONTS specified in the markup file MRKUPS is shown by a broken line β of FIG. 92.

[2511] Furthermore, the timing of starting to display each subtitle or ticker is set by the value of begin attribute information in the p element PRGREL. That is, as in the relationship shown by a broken line γ of FIG. 92, the p element PRGREL set in ID information “PID” starts to be reproduced at time “T1.” Moreover, as in the relationship shown by a broken line δ of FIG. 92, the p element PRGREL set in ID information “PID” starts to be reproduced at time “T2.” In addition, as in the relationship shown by a broken line ε of FIG. 92, the p element PRGREL set in ID information “PID” starts to be reproduced at time “T3.” The display period is set using dur attribute information in each p element PRGREL and the playback end time is set by the value of end attribute information. As described in FIG. 90(b), the embodiment is characterized in that setting attribute information indicating the display timing in essential attribute information RQATRI (required attributes) in the element makes it possible to set the timing of displaying an advanced subtitle ADSBT which represents a subtitle (or a ticker) with very high accuracy. Since in the example of FIG. 92, one type of subtitle or ticker is changed as time advances, timeContainer attribute information is set as a sequential progress of time (“seq”).

[2512] Furthermore, as shown in FIG. 90(d), arbitrary attribute information STNSAT defined in a style name space can be set as optional attribute information in many elements (xml descriptive sentences), which produces the effect of improving the power of expression in the markup page MRKUPS remarkably. In the example of FIG. 92(e), style;fontStyle attribute information, style;color attribute information, style;textAlign attribute information, style:width attribute information, style;textAltitude attribute information, and style;layout attribute information are set as optional attribute information OPATRI in the p element PRGREL, thereby setting the display screen size, display color, and font format of each subtitle or ticker on a screen shown to
the user. As described above, since arbitrary attribute information STNSAT defined in the style name space can be set for each p element PREGEL, a subtitle or a ticker can be displayed in a style differing from one p element PREGEL to another. That is, on the screens shown in FIGS. 92(a) and 92(c), the display size of a subtitle or ticker is relatively small and the subtitle or ticker is represented in black using a standard font, whereas on the screen shown in FIG. 92(b), the size of the subtitle or ticker is made larger and the subtitle or ticker is made italic and a specific subtitle or ticker is highlighted by representing them in red.

The contents of various types of attribute information written in the p element PREGEL shown in FIG. 92(f) and the relationship with differences on each screen will be explained below. First, style:fontStyle attribute information indicates the font style. Since the font style is set to a normal style (“normal”) in the p element PREGEL in “P1ID” and “P3ID” and to italic (“italic”) in the p element PREGEL in “P2ID,” the subtitle or ticker is represented in italic characters on the screen of FIG. 92(b). Moreover, style:color attribute information represents the color of a subtitle or ticker to be displayed. “Black” is specified in the p element PREGEL in “P1ID” and “P3ID” and “red” is specified in the p element PREGEL in “P2ID,” thereby highlighting the display to the user. In addition, style:textAlign attribute information indicates the display location of the subtitle or ticker on the screen. In the writing example of FIG. 92(f), setting is done so that either of them may be displayed in the center (“center”). Moreover, style:width attribute information and style:textAlign attribute information determines the character size of the subtitle or ticker on the screen shown to the user. Furthermore, style:cy attribute information determines the location in the vertical direction of the subtitle or ticker on the screen shown to the user. Specifically, as in the relationship shown by a broken line ζ, information on the character size of the subtitle or ticker on the screen of FIG. 92(a) and on the location in the vertical direction of them is written in style:width attribute information, style:textAlign attribute information, and style:cy attribute information in the p element PREGEL of “P1ID.” Moreover, as in the relationship shown by a broken line μ, information on the character size of the subtitle or ticker on the screen of FIG. 92(b) and on the location in the vertical direction of them is written in style:width attribute information, style:textAlign attribute information, and style:cy attribute information in the p element PREGEL in “P2ID.” Similarly, as in the relationship shown by a broken line ν, information on the character size of the subtitle or ticker on the screen of FIG. 92(c) and on the location in the vertical direction of them is written in style:width attribute information, style:textAltitude attribute information, and style:cy attribute information in the p element PREGEL in “P3ID.”

The embodiment makes possible the following:

1. The compatibility between the playback-only HD_DVD-Video standard and the recording and reproducing HD_VR standard is improved.
2. A playback-only HD_DVD-Video data management structure excellent in the compatibility with the existing Video Recording standard is provided.

While certain embodiments of the inventions have been described, these embodiments have been presented by way of example only, and are not intended to limit the scope of the inventions. Indeed, the novel methods and systems described herein may be embodied in a variety of other forms; furthermore, various omissions, substitutions and changes in the form of the methods and systems described herein may be made without departing from the spirit of the inventions. The accompanying claims and their equivalents are intended to cover such forms or modifications as would fall within the scope and spirit of the inventions.

1. (canceled)
2. An information storage medium comprising:
a first representation object; and
a first time map,

wherein playback management information which controls simultaneous reproduction of the first representation object and a second representation object includes first reference information to refer to the first time map,
the first time map includes second reference information to refer to management information about the first representation object, and
the management information includes third reference information to refer to the first representation object,
the playback management information includes fourth reference information to refer to a second time map, and
the second time map includes fifth reference information to refer to the second representation object.

* * * * *